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PREFACE,

This book is the outcome of a deep and growing conviction of

the supreme importance and increasing urgency of the great and

serious question, or class of questions, indicated by the title, " Is

Christ Infallible and the Bible True ? " It is,indeed, the two sides

of the one supreme question in theology and religion, and it is

the burning question of the day. It has always held a prominent

place, and evoked unique interest in the Christian Church.

While other theological questions have been raised and settled, "

had their day and ceased to be, "

at least as subjects of serious

discussion or concern, "

this subject is ever with us ; and never so

much or so seriously as now, " specially in its practical bearings

on Christian faith and life. It has now passed beyond the com-paratively

quiet region of ordinary theological discussion into the

wide arena of religious thought and life
; and has there caused

such controversies and aroused such concern as require every

Christian man, especially every minister of the Gospel, to face

afresh, and to examine anew, the Bible claim to be the Word of

God,
" true, trustworthy, and of Divine authority. For with that

claim, the claims of Christ to be the Son of God, or a teacher

sent from God, or even a trustworthy or veracious teacher in

anything, are radically connected ; because He endorsed, sealed,

and declared this claim with awful absoluteness. Therefore,

with this first and fundamental claim of Scripture, the truth and

authority of Christ as a religious teacher stand or fall, as also

all objective authority in religion or ethics ; for if Christ is not

a supreme authority on these, no other can seriously pretend to

be. And when many calling themselves Christians, and pro-fessedly

Christian critics, are now presuming to write and speak
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of the "ignorance and errors," " superstitions" and " exegetical
mistakes " of Jesus Christ ; and when others,occupyingprominent

positionsin Christian Churches,are, while professingto magnifythe

teachingof Jesus,actuallydisowningand assailingmuch of His

deepest and most essential teaching,as given in His own very

words, in the most decisive and absolute way "
it is surelyhigh

time to face more seriouslythan has yet been done, the moment-ous

question," Is Christ infallible"

or authoritative as a teacher,

even on the root and basal question in religionand ethics ? And

if He is not, does He, or can He, possess independentand Divine

authorityon any religiousor ethical question,or can He be

Divine ? For these are the vital and serious questionsabout our

Lord raised and forced upon us now by much of the teachingand

negation of our time ;" many who call Him " Lord " daringto

questionand deny what He says. Many teachers and preachers

are now not only denying the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof Holy Scripture,but also proclaimingwith

keenest zest its indefinite and illimitable erroneousness and un-reliability,

" not merely in small, but in radical and essential

things," yea, in every kind of thing," speciallyin its moral and

religiousteaching. Some fear not to condemn the Word of God

in its teachingin large parts and essential elements ; and throw

the whole records of our faith,and the sources of our knowledge

of Christ and salvation,into confusion and discredit. And when

all this is done with an air of superiorwisdom, and a cant of

advanced thought, it has plainlybecome an imperativeduty and

an urgent necessityto grapple more firmlywith these pretentious

theories,in their present forms, than has yet been attempted ;

and to ask with a deeper concern than ever, for the sake of the

faith delivered once for all to the saints in the Written Word of

God, " Is the Bible true ? " And when not a few good and able

men in EvangelicalChurches, in vain attempt to conciliate

scepticismat the cost of truth, make admissions, and adopt

principles,and pursue methods, which, if carried out to their

legitimateand only logicalissues,reallysubvert the faith,and

destroy the very foundations of all our hopes ; and when other

honoured teachers of our religion,in their desire to magnify

Christ,place His teachingin antithesis and antagonism to the

teachingof His apostles,with the effect of disparagingand

discreditingthe inspiredwriters and writingsof the Bible,"
which
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are the very bases and only sources of our faith or of our know-ledge

of Christ and His teaching" it has surely become a

prime and imperativenecessityto deal more thoroughly with

these theories and pretensions,and to expose more fullythe

baselessness and presumption,erroneousness and absurdityof the

criticism or philosophythat can lead to such results ;" especi-ally

when, if it has any force at all,it is as fatal to the teaching

and authorityof Christ as to that of His apostles,and is equally

destructive of the claims of both the Written and the Incarnate

Word of God.

This book was written with that view, with what success the

reader must judge. All that I ask is a careful examination of

the evidence,and the argument. I would call specialattention

to the standpointfrom which I approach the great subject," even

Christ and His teaching" the Christologicstandpoint" , unques-tionably

the highestand most decisive. This is the great cry

and ideal of our day, around which the best recent Biblical

study and religiousthought centre and crystallise.The teaching

of Christ on Holy Scripturein Book I.,and the teaching of

Christ along with His apostlesgivenin the generaland specific

proof of the Bible claim, in Book IV., I regard as of prime

importanceon the whole subject. So far as I am aware it has

not been treated largelyfrom the same standpoint,or in the

same inductive method, or with like completenessand thorough-ness.

Nor has the sceptic'sapology for scepticism,on the prin-ciples,

methods, and results of much recent teachingon Scripture
and on Christ,been used in like manner, or to the same purpose

hitherto
" to disproveall rationalistic and errorist theories,by

provingthat they must abandon their theories or their Christianity.

The doctrinal position on which I take my stand as to

Scripture,and for the defence of the Christian faith againstboth

Rationalism and Scepticism,is that the Bible is the Word of

God, " true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority,and the Divine

rule of faith and life," or the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof all Scriptureas originallygiven,when pro-perly

interpreted,in the sense God intended, within the reason-able

limits of language and literaryusage. It is a middle

positionbetween what has been called " absolute inerrancy
" (a

most objectionableand misleadingphrase),on the one hand,

and indefinite erroneousness, on the other. Were I to express
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it,in contrast with these,in similarlyconcise form, I might best

do so by the " thorough truthfulness " of Holy Scripture; or that

the Bible is true, trustworthy,and of Divine authorityin all its

Teaching, when trulyinterpreted,and its real meaning ascer-tained.

I take this positionchieflybecause, as proved, the

Bible makes this claim for itself,and Christ endorses it with His

Divine authority. In regard to our Lord Himself, what I hold

and maintain here is that Christ is infallible and Divinely

authoritative in all He taught and uttered ; and His own majes-tic
words best express the simple and sublime fact as to every

word He ever spoke, " Heaven and earth shall pass away, but

My words shall not pass away."

The critical positionheld is a via media between rationalism

on the one hand, and traditionalism on the other " substantially

the same in the main positionsas that maintained with such

transcendent abilityby my unique teacher. Dr. William Robert-son

Smith, the greatest all-round,and speciallyOld Testament

and Semitic scholar of the age. With his view, too, on the

supreme question"as to the infallible truth and the Divine

authorityof the teachingof our Lord, and the danger and un-

tenableness of impugning these
"

I wholly agree, and firmlyhold

it to be the only true and safe position.Indeed, the general
view as to both Scriptureand the teaching of Christ held

throughout is well expressedgenerallyin the quotationsclosing
this preface,and more fullylater,in the words of this greatest
Old Testament scholar,and of the greatest livingNew Testament

scholar " Dr. Westcott, Bishop of Durham.

As to the manner in which the work is written, I have

sought to treat the subject with as much thoroughness as

possible,with the aid of the ablest works on the various ques-tions,

" using, when necessary or helpful in crucial cases, the

originallanguages ; but only in such a way as the EngUsh

reader, of ordinary intelligence,should be able to follow. I

have aimed at combining thoroughness with simplicity,and at

making it generallyintelligibleto the humblest discipleof

Christ. The frequent divisions made, and the headings used

throughout,form a specialfeature ; and will enable the reader

the more readilyto grasp the leadingpoints,and to follow^ the

order of the thought,as given also in the Contents.

The Introduction is not merely introductory,but also states,
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and so far supports, the main position,seizes on the salient

pointsin each book, and gives in condensed from a general

outline of the argument.

I have used the same facts and arguments in various places,

in different connections,for diverse purposes ; not only because

I appreciatethe force of Thomas Carlyle'sprinciple,and Dr.

Thomas Chalmers' practice,that there is no figureof speech
worth using except repetitionin various forms, but also because

they are the chief facts and the. decisive considerations which

practicallysettle the main issues ; and because the overlooking

or insufficientlyrecognisingof them has confused the issues,

perpetuated the errors, and continued the many misconceptions
and misrepresentationsthat have had to be exposed and corrected.

If, in doing so, it should seem that I have severelyhandled any

writers,it is only those who have roughly handled the Word of

God, and wrongly condemned the inspiredwriters,and have per-sisted

in repeatingthe oft-exposedmisrepresentations; and who

denounce every independent man that, after the example and

on the authorityof Christ and of His inspiredapostles,would dare

to uphold the Bible claim,or to differ from the false but oracular

assertions,or to refuse to accept the infallibleipsedixit,of those

presumptuous speculatorswho are vain enough to claim for

their own crude, ephemeral productionswhat they deny to the

Oracles of God, and to the very words of even the Son of God !

I have received much aid in various parts from many writers

in the vast mass of literature consulted,ancient and modern, "

British,Continental,and American, " which is acknowleged so

far as seems necessary or was possible,in the references and

Appendix. But I have approached the subject from my own

standpoint,treated it in my own way, thought the main ques-tions

through for myself,and often had to find my way through
the most serious issues and crucial parts entirelyalone. I owe

most to my distinguishedprofessor,Dr. William Robertson

Smith, and next to Dr. Westcott, PrincipalWilliam Cunningham,

D.D., and PrincipalRainy, D.D. I owe also something to

articlesand discussions,notes and extracts, letters and reviews,in

such papers as The Critical Review, The Expositor,The Expository

Times, The British Weekly, The Christian World
" especiallyfor

views opposed to my own, every scrap of which I carefullyread

in order the better to test or tone my own, and to know every-
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thing that might be urged for opposing or diverse views. I owe

much to the trainingfor several years of some able and distin-guished

students for the testingexaminations of the Presbyterian
Church of England in the higherBiblical Instruction of youth.

The work has largelyoccupied every holidayand every spare

moment of many years of a busy ministerial life," duringwhich

two largechurches have been built,and two importantcongrega-tions

formed, in Glasgow and London, with other large mission

and philanthropicenterprises,involving heavy toil and re-sponsibility.

This has given me such opportunities as mere

students have not, of observing the evil,unsettlingeffects of

much current teaching tending to discredit the truth and

authorityof Scriptureand of Christ,among the intelligentartisans
in that great citywhose noble motto is " Let Glasgow flourish by
the preachingof the Word," as also in the hands of smart secular-ists,

and cleverish sceptics,among the religiouslyindifferent

working men of the Metropolis," justas they have been so sadly
illustrated under the blightinginfluence of rationalism among

the manhood of Germany. This has also given me opportunities
of followingcloselythe whole course of the discussion,in its ever-

increasinglymore serious forms and phases. The book has been

adapted to the changingaspects of the questionsup to the latest

and most serious of all,which, in connection with Scripture,asks

the solemn question,"Is Christ Infallible?" And as this is by

many now answered in the negative,and that,too, on the prime
and radical question in religionand morals," the basis and the

postulateof all other doctrines," many have, in the course of

this discussion,in these last times, not only passed from an

infallible pope, and discarded an infallible Bible,but have also

discredited an infallible Christ," leavingno authorityin religion
save an infallibleself,with all itsabsurdity.

I have to own my obligationsto many friends for valuable

suggestionsand the use of much literature in the preparationof

this work. And I cannot adequately express my gratitudeand

indebtedness for great aid in the revisal of the proof, many

valuable suggestions,and helpfulcriticisms,from different view-points,

from my good and learned friends,the Rev. Dr. Skinner,

Professor of Hebrew and Apologetics, Westminster College,

Cambridge ; Rev. J. Head Thomson, M.A., B.D., of Blackheath,

Clerk of the Presbytery of London South ; Rev. Hugh M.
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Mackenzie, editor of the Babylonian and Oriental Record, and

the Rev. John Griffin,late minister of the BaptistChurch. This

does not, of course, mean, or at all imply,that any of them is

anyway committed to my positions,or responsiblefor my state-ments,

or in any measure implicatedin what or how I have

written ; although they have given me valuable help in the

revision as friends. I have personallyreceived much benefit

from the study,found the careful searchingof the Divine Book

a perennialfountain of fresh thought and holy inspiration,and

realised it to be, what Mr. Gladstone's librarywas to him, a

temple of peace amid the pressure and excitement of other

things. This book will have served its end, if it helps others to

similar blessings,by leading them to grasp more firmly,and

search more deeply,these Sacred Scriptures; in which He tells

us we have eternal life," because they testifyof, and bring us

near, to Him. And we shall have the true Divine antidote to

the errors and evils of our time, amid the aggressiveRomanism,

on the one hand, and the abounding Rationalism,on the other,

if,as we enter the dawn of a new century, we grasp anew, study

afresh,and love fervently,the Grand Old Book as "the Word of

God, which liveth and abideth for ever,"" " whereunto we do well

that we take heed, as unto a lightthat shineth in a dark place

until the day dawn, and the day-stararise in our hearts,"" taking

it,amid the encirclinggloom, as our guiding star," sealed as it

is by the words of Incarnate God, in the name of Godhead, " and

making the watchword of the Reformation ours now,
" The Bible

is the Word of God, and the Divine rule of faith and life."

" If I thoughtthat anythingin my views impugned the truth

or authorityof the teachingof our Lord, I should feel myself on

dangerous and untenable ground.""
Dr. William Robertson

Smith.

" If our Lord's words are accuratelyrecorded,or if even their

general tenor is expressed in one of the Gospels,the Bible is

indeed the Word of God in the fullest spiritualsense, " for no

scheme of accommodation can be accepted when it tends to

lead men astray as to the source of Divine help." " It preserves
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absolute truthfulness with perfect humanity. The Letter becomes

as perfect as
the Spirit."

"

Dr. Westcott.

" People now say
that Scripture contains God's ^Vord, when

they mean
that part of the Bible is the Word of God, and

another part is the word of
man.

This is not the doctrine of

our Churches, which hold that the substance of all Scripture is

God's Word. What is not part of the record of God's Word is

no part of Scripture."
"

Dr. William Robertson Smith.

" Holy men
of God spake as they were

moved by the Holy

Ghost."
"

St. Peter.

"All Scripture is God-breathed (Qi.o-Kvi.va-Toi). Which things

we speak not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but

which the Holy Ghost teacheth."
"

St. Paul.

"Thy Word is truth." "The Scripture cannot be broken."

"

St. John.

"Think not that I
am come to destroy the Law or

the

Prophets :
I

am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. For verily

I
say unto you,

Till heaven and earth
pass, one jot or one

tittle shall in
no

wise
pass

from the Law, till all be fulfilled."
"

Jesus Christ.

HUGH M'INTOSH.

The Manse, Brockley, London, S. E.,

l^tli January igoi.
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IS CHRIST INFALLIBLE?

INTRODUCTION.

THE TITLE AND STANDPOINT

I HAVE entitled this book "Is Christ infalUble and the Bible

true
" with some hesitation. I shrank from asking such a seri-ous

question in the title of a book, in the face of Christendom,

after it has worshipped Him as Divine for nearly two millen-niums

; and as He is now generally regarded by most men as at

least its supreme teacher in religion and ethics. But after

weighing it long, I was constrained to ask it,because it has been

often asked of late, and answered, too, in the negative, and that

also by many called Christians, in recent discussions about Holy

Scripture and the Christian faith. And I have put it into the

title as a question, in order, by this serious and arrestive form,

the more sharply and solemnly to fix the attention of Christians

generally on the grave issues raised about the Son of God, and

the sources of our Christian faith, by much modern criticism of

the Word of God ;" questions and issues which not only Bible

critics and theologians, but also all intelligent Christians, and

even the lowliest disciples of Christ, are now being forced to face

nolefis volens.

I have also in the title asked, " Is the Bible true ? " And

this, too, is,in sharp and serious form, the question asked, and

answered also in the negative, in many recent theories and

discussions about the Bible, which everyone must face who

values and means to hold fast "the faith which was once for all

delivered unto the saints" (Jude ver. 3, R.V.).

But in doing so, I did not mean to indicate or imply that

I
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the two questionswere distinct ; for they are inseparable.They

are not two questions,but one " really two sides of the one

supreme question.

The Purport of the Book, and how the Supreme

Question is raised.

The objectand burden of this book is to show that the Bible

is,and claims to be, true, trustworth}',and of Divine authority;
and that Christ endorses and solemnly seals this claim with His

Divine authority,and declares most absolutelythe inviolability,

solidarity,and organicunity of all Scripture.God, who in times

past spake unto the fathers through the prophets and "holy men

of God who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," in

the last days of Revelation spoke unto us by His Son, who

made this claim of the Divine Book most absolute, and finally

put the solemn seal of Godhead to it by the hand and lipsof

Incarnate Deity. Since Christ thus stands by Scripture,and

much recent criticism and teachinghave not only been denying

the inerrancy,but declaringthe indefinite erroneousness and

illimitable untrustworthiness of it,immediatelythe questionwas

necessarilyraised, " Is Christ infallible and trustworthy as a

Teacher, and is His teachingfinal and authoritative," especially

on the root and fundamental religiousquestion as to whether

the Bible is the Divine source and infallible standard of faith

and life? "

Seeing that Christ thus blocked the way to the progress and

triumph of their criticism and the acceptance of their "critical

results,"many critics answered this serious question in the

negative,as they were bound consistentlyto do ; for no honest

interpretationof Christ's teachingon. His use of,or attitude to

Scripture could deny or ignore His endorsation and redeclara-tion

of this Bible claim, or that these precluded their theories

of its indefinite erroneousness, or unlimited untrustworthiness,

"as many of them to their credit confess ; and, therefore,con-sistently

disown the claim of Scripture,and the authorityof

Christ as a teacher, on the prime, supreme questionin religion
and ethics.

Nor could candid, clear-minded, and consistent critics do

otherwise. For as far as Scriptureis erroneous and untrust-
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worthy, so far patently and preciselymust also Christ be who

endorsed it. Since He signs,seals,and delivers it,His truthful-ness

and trustworthiness must vary as its does. And as its

erroneousness and unreliabilityare indefinite and illimitable,so

must His also be. With it,indeed, He stands or falls.

Recent Change of Attiiude to the Claim of Scripture

AND OF Christ.

This was not always so. Even a few years ago it was vastly
different. Then it was held to be infallible and inviolable in all

its moral and religiousteaching,and in everythingaffecting
doctrine and practice"

" the only infallible rule of faith and

life."̂ It was also received as a thoroughlytruthful and trust-worthy

Book "
the Word of God, of infallible truth and Divine

authority. Discussions about its truth and authoritywere

usuallylimited to what PrincipalRainy well called " despicable
trivialities" about apparent discrepancies,allegedinaccuracies,
or paltryerrors, which may have crept into the fringeof Scripture.
Dr. W. Robertson Smith spoke of them as "grains of sand

gatheringon the surface of the solid mass of pure gold " forming
the Bible.

Controversy was then about such small pointsand questions

as are generallydiscussed under the heading of "Absolute

inerrancy"

; and had the questionsand discussions been kept
within such narrow limits,and about such trivial points,the

supreme questionsand the serious issues arisingfrom tampering
with,or questioningthe infallibilityand Divine authorityof our

Lord, seemed far away, and could scarcelybe said to be really
raised at all.

Many able and sober-minded men who are now deeply
concerned would have left such questions severelyalone, to

exercise the mouse-eyed ingenuityof those half-idle,small-souled

critics who have a craze for keen discussions about such trivi-alities.

But all this has vastly changed of recent years. The

questionsare no longer restricted within such narrow limits,but

^ The Westminster Confession of Faith, in its great Article on Holy
Scripture,which even Dean Stanley said "was the most nearly perfect
Article of Faith ever written." See Dr. Bannerman on Inspiration.
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traverse the whole range of Holy Writ, and gravely affect the

whole substance of Revelation, reach and shake the very

foundations of Divine truth,penetrate if not paralysethe heart

of God's Word; directlyand seriouslyraise,unsettle,and

missettle the prime questionsof the infallibilityand Divine

authorityof our Lord as a teacher, on the supreme questionin

religionand ethics ; and thus imperilChristianityby forginga

lever by which the unbeUeving foe can move it from its founda-tions

and raze it to the ground.

For the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and independent Divine

authorityof all Scriptureis now questioned,or denied more or

less,not merely in trivial things,but in every kind of thing.

There is no kind of thing in which these are not doubted or

disowned by many professedbelievers in the Bible Revelation,

and even avowed teachers of the Christian faith.

The ethical and religiousteachingis now usually first and

most stronglyurged in proof and illustration of the erroneousness

and untrustworthiness of the Bible.

The indefinite erroneousness and unlimited unreHabilityand

inimitable unauthoritativeness of God's Word are freelytaught

and boldly proclaimed. The whole of it is subjected to the

tests of human reason and critical opinion,and every part and

element of it is accepted or rejectedas it agrees with or differs

from their diverse and changing dictates. In terms of unmea-sured

severityand contempt are those denounced who, with

the best Biblical scholarshipof the world,and after the example

and on the authorityof Christ,would dare to maintain the

Bible claim,or to questionthe infallibilityof the ever-changing,

and often contradictory,"assured results" of modern omniscient

criticism ! as Dr. Dodds well calls it.

So that the supreme questionof the infallibilityand Divine

authority of Christ is thus directlyand inevasiblyraised in

connection with the denial of the basal claim of Scripture,which

He endorsed and sealed with His Divine majesty.

Many called Christians,and some sincerelyso, explicitlydeny

His infallibility,finality,and authorityas a teacher on many

questionsaffectingthe Scriptures He inspiredand came to

fulfil;" as all should consistentlydo who disown His endorsation

of the fundamental claim,and rejectHis most solemn declara-tions

of the truth and inviolabilityof the Word of God.
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The Supreme Question is raised in each Book, and

THE Position tajcen up.

In each of the seven books of this volume this supreme

question,with its tremendous issues,is raised and reasoned,and

is indeed the centre and basis,standpointand final issue of the

whole discussion. It is the subjectand burden of this book,

especiallyin its practicalbearingson Christian faith and spiritual
life. And the positiontaken up and maintained here on this

crucial,supreme questionis substantiallythe positionheld by

my distinguishedteacher.Professor W, Robertson Smith, D.D.

(whose teachingI had the rare privilegeof enjoyingfor two

years),the most unique all round scholar of our age, and the

greatest Semitic scholar of this,or perhapsof any time.

That is expressed in reply to charges made againsthis

opinions on O.T. questions,as impugning the infallibilityor

Divine authorityof the teaching of Christ, in these weighty
words "

" If I thought that anything in my views,whether in them-selves

so far true or false,impugned the truth or authorityof the

teachingof our Lord, I should feel myself on dangerous and

untenable ground ; but it is only a very strained exegesisthat can

even appear to make this out."

In sayingthis I do not, of course, commit myself to all the

critical opinionshe advanced " though in substantial agreement

with many of his main positions,and thinkingthem with him,

not necessarilyinconsistent with the Westminster Confession of

Faith,or even with the strictest views of plenaryinspiration,as

he maintained. But in regard to the greater and supreme

questionas to the infallibilityand Divine authorityof the teach-ing

of our Lord on everythingon which He clearlyuttered His

mind, and especiallyon the prime root questionof the truthful-ness,

trustworthiness,Divine origin,authority,and inviolabilityof

all Scriptureas originallygiven,when properly interpreted,I

hold firmlythat my great teacher took up the only true, safe,

and tenable positionon which a Christian can take his stand.

This position,on the one hand, refuses to accept the authority
of mere traditional interpretation,and holds it to be the right
and duty of Biblical scholarshipto investigateand interpret
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freelyand fully,if reverently,all questionsdesigned to ascertain

truly,and state accurately,the meaning and purport of Holy

Scripture; and, on the other hand, it steadfastlyrejectsand

precludes every theory or interpretationthat questionsor im-pugns,

far more that disowns or denies the infallibilityand

Divine authorityof the teachingof our Lord on anything He

ever taught,or any statement He ever made, or any word He

ever uttered ; for " thus saith the Lord," " Heaven and earth shall

pass away, but My words shall not pass away
" (Matt.24^^).

GENERAL OUTLINE AND SALIENT POINTS.

BOOK I. CHRIST'S PLACE IN THEOLOGY, AND

CHRIST AND THE CONTROVERSIES.

Book L is on
" Christ and the Controversies,and Christ's

Place in Theology," and givesa brief outline of the teachingof

Jesus on leading doctrines of the Christian faith that have

been controverted ; and shows especiallythe decisiveness and

absoluteness of His teachingon the inviolable truth,thorough

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all Scripture. It also

treats of Christ's place as a teacher in theology,in relation chiefly

to the teachingof the inspiredprophets and apostleson which,

under the cry of " Back to Christ,"much has been written

recentlyprejudicialto the claim of Scripture,and even contrary

to the express teaching of Christ,and therefore perilousto the

Christian faith ;" not only by such writers as Wendt, Harnack,

and the Ritschlians and other Germans generally,but also by

many British and American writers,such as Dr. John Watson

(Ian Maclaren) (whose views are speciallydealt with). Dr.

Ladd, Dr. Briggs,Dr. Horton, Dr. Farrar, PrincipalFairbairn

(whose chief work is carefullyexamined), and many of the

Kenotics. It also aims at givingthe creed of Christ in His own

words, in contrast with other modern so-called ethical creeds.

It further lays stress upon the significantfact that it is juston

those great truths and facts most assailed,especiallyin our

times, that He speaks with most unquestionabledecisiveness

and awful emphasis," such as His own Divinity,sin,free grace,

election,redemption,regeneration,justificationby faith,resurrec-tion,

everlastingpunishment,eternal life; and most of all on the
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inviolability,truthfulness,and Divine authority of God's Word.

As if foreseeingthe assaults that would be made on these cardinal

verities,He had speciallyprepared His own words to settle

them by the weight of His own Divine authority; and thus

shuts men up to the necessityof acceptingthem or rejecting

Him.

BOOK II. IS CHRIST INFALLIBLE AS A TEACHER?

Book n. considers and examines carefullythe supreme and

momentous questionthat is directlyand necessarilyraised by the

conclusions of the first book and the discussions of our times,

viz.,"Is Christ infallible as a teacher?" As the questionis a

serious one, so is the treatment of it,especiallyin its momentous,

ultimate issues. It makes a full,strong statement on the

veritable and unqualifiedhumanity of Christ " too strong and

unqualified,I imagine,for many devout souls livingon traditional

and artificialconceptionsof the Person of Christ "
which may

lay me open to the suspicionof error, if not of heresy,on that

profound mystery. But I have made it as the result of many

years of earnest, independent study of that specialvein of

Divine Revelation,induced and illumined by personalexperience,

under the quickening,if sometimes trying,life-disciplineof a

graciousFather, which opened up a heart inlet for personal

experienceof the infinite sympathy of the Divine-human Brother-

God "
"the man Christ Jesus."

Nor do I think there is anything in what I have said not

impliedin Scripture,or that is not found unspeakablypreciousin

heart experience.
The realisation of His true human brotherhood, and ex-perience

in which " He was made in all thingslike unto His

brethren,"givesthe record of His lifeuniqueinterest,significance,

and preciousness,and makes every item and fragment of the

Gospels teem with meaning, throb with sympathy,and breathe

with holy inspiration. But while this is eagerlyurged,it proves
that this affords absolutelyno ground for any inference implying

error or errancy in what He taught.

It makes a searchingexamination and a radical exposure of

the baselessness of the assumption,and fallaciousness of the

reasoning that His real humanity implies erroneousness or
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errancy in His teaching. It shows the untenableness of the

idea,and the absurdityof the delusion that Christ's confessed

non-knowledge as man of the day and hour of one far-off Divine

event warranted the inference that He erred in what He pro-fessed

to know, and which it was His specialfunction and

mission to know and to make known, and proves that the only
rational inference from this is the very reverse. It shows

the falseness and the perilousnessof every theoryof Kenoticism

that would questionor impinge upon the infallibiUty,finality,
or Divine authorityof our Lord's teaching. It sets forth

the sure and solid grounds on which His infallibiUtyand

Divine authorityas a teacher are based. It exposes the shallow-ness

of the conceptionthat,under the cant of advanced thought,

imagines that after the infallibilityand authority of Christ

have been disowned or challenged any consistent thinker could

stop short of scepticism,or refuse rationallyto approve and

adopt agnosticismas reasonable,requisite,and obligatory.And

it also holds up the absurdityof the fond imaginationthat

when Christ's authorityis questionedand set aside,there can be

any seat of authorityin religionat all
"

that havingdiscarded an

infallible Bible and disowned an infallible Christ, any sound

mind could relyon a would-be infallible reason, or be vain and

absurd enough to place confidence in an infallible self,when

disowning an infallible Christ ; so that, therefore, the only
ultimate issue is absolute scepticism,which is absolute nonsense.

BOOK III. THE STATUS QU^ESTIONIS. CONFUSIONS

AND MISCONCEPTIONS, MISREPRESENTATIONS

AND EXTREMES. THE SERIOUS ISSUES.

Book III. defines the true state of the question {statusquces-

tio/iis)in its completeness with precision.
In doing so, whole groups of confusions and misconceptions,

misrepresentationsand caricatures,which have prejudicedthe

truth, confused the issues,and prevented thorough discussion

of the real question,have been exposed and scorched. Opposite

extremes have been avoided and refuted,and the true Bible via

media has been sought,stated, and supported. The path has

thus been cleared for the correct statement and the true settle-ment

of the real issue.
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In exposing and refutingthe misrepresentationsof the real

question,many positiveproofs and weighty arguments for the

Bible claim emerge, and support powerfullythe positionassailed ;

and givestrikingand impressiveillustration of what Dr. Chalmers

said of the attacks of infidelitygenerallyupon the Christian faith,

that they were not only refuted,but actuallyutilised to strengthen
the defences, by elicitingsuch repliesand revealingsuch un-noticed

pointsof strengthas furnished new positiveevidence of

the truth of Christianity.
That old, and oft exploded,but recentlyrevived as new, con-fusion

and futiUtywhich pretends to distinguishbetween the

human and the Divine in God's Word has been examined and

exposed ; and the truth has been unfolded and enforced " that

the Bible is a// Divine and all human, "
all inspiredof God

(^eoVj/eufTTos),yet all expressedthrough men, who were all chosen

organs of God for that end.

The whole conception,selection,arrangement, and expression

were all of God, and yet through and by man. And it is this

union and co-operationof the human and the Divine in its pro-duction

that constitutes the uniquenessand gloryof the Bible

revelation," that makes the Written Word the image of the Incar-nate

Word of God; and that enables every man through the

inspiringSpiritin every part of Holy Writ to hear the voice of God

speakingto his soul stillas ever, "
and therebyshedding into his

mind the very lightof God, pulsinginto his spiritthe very lifeof

God, and breathingaround his heart the very love of God.

Special,and severe, but richlydeserved exposure is made of

the persistentmisrepresentationthat the religiousvalue and

practicaluses of Scriptureare unaffected by the results of recent

criticism or theories of inspiration" the EnglishEcho of German

unbelief as expressed by Strauss. Full proof is given that the

questionsraised by prevalent theories of indefinite erroneous-

ness, and rationalistic criticism,are not about small or unim-portant

matters, but about vital and essential things,which

penetrate the substance,cut at the roots, and destroythe bases

of the Christian faith. By several outstandingexamples is this

made patent in such cases as Kuenen and Wellhausen, Dr. Dadd

and Dr. Martineau, Dr. Samuel Davidson and Matthew Arnold,

Harnack, Wendt, and Dr. Horton. Against the arbitraryand

unreasonable way in which the Holy Scripturesare sometimes
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used by naturalistic and rationalisingcritics,protest is made by
the distinguishedHebraist Professor A. B. Davidson, Edin-burgh,

in these significantwords, " Was ever a literature so

used ? "

Finally,the questionis stated fullyand preciselyin substance

as follows :"
If the Bible claims to be the Word of God, true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority" as it certainlydoes, if it

teaches anything; and if Christ endorses and seals this claim

" as He demonstrably does, if language, use, and habitual

attitude can prove anything: then, if it is allegedthat this claim

is untenable and false," as all theories of indefinite erroneous-

ness do,"
and if this allegationis true, it proves that the primary

and fundamental claim of Scriptureis false. It therefore cannot

be the Word of God in any sense " it can only be the false and

misleadingword of deceived or deceivingmen ; for the God of

truth cannot mislead or lie.

The teaching of Christ on the supreme root question of

religionand ethics must also be held to be untrue and mislead-ing,

and the claims of both Christ and Christianityare discredited

and destroyed. And if in this first and fundamental religious
question He has taughterror for truth in the name of God and

misled men thereby,how can He be the Son of God, or a teacher

sent from God, or even a trustworthyman in anything? Is not

our religiona delusion,His mission a failure,and our faith vain ?

These grave questionsand tremendous issues the proper state-ment

of the questionrequires,and the disowners of the claim of

Scriptureand of Christ must face and answer ; and that,too, in

full view of the whole massive weightand resistless force of the

Christian evidences,by which these claims of the Word of God

and of the Son of God are established and demonstrated.

BOOK IV. THE BIBLE CLAIM AND PROOF. THE

TRUTHFULNESS, TRUSTWORTHINESS, AND

DIVINE AUTHORITY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE.

Book IV. givesthe proof for the Bible claim. Here the

difficultyhas not been in findingevidence,but in selectingit
from the enormous mass and diversified sources of Biblical and

collateral proof,which embarrass arrangement, make amassment

difficult,and baffle exhaustive array.
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The firstimpressionmade upon one in facingthe evidence is

the Fasf Mass" immense amount of it,risingup and standing

out Hive great mountain ranges. Indeed it is so great and super-abundant

that even classification is a serious problem,full state-ment

an impossibility,and summary outUne, with emphasis

on chief passages and leadingphenomena, all that is practicable.

The Character of the evidence,too, is of the highestkind.

The qualityis as good as the quantityis great. P'or it is mainly

the direct and positiveBible proof of its own root doctrine " of

its primary basal claim
" which to every believer in Revelation is

or should be the chief and decisive evidence "
all other being

but secondary, and confirmatory at best.

The marvellous Variety and manifold Diversityof it is also

very impressivethe more it is examined. Every possibleline

and kind of proof seems to present itself in such embarrassing

abundance that its very varietyand riches are bewildering. The

Bible claim is assumed and asserted,postulatedand proclaimed

in many great explicitpassages, professedlytreatingof the

subject; as well as in minute details and words ; in countless

indirect but unequivocaland inevasible statements, references,

and quotations; in names, titles,attributes,and characteristics

ascribed to it; and in the very words and invariable usage of

prophets,apostles,and supremely of our Lord Himself.

Further,the Persuasiveness of it strikes you everywhere. In

the historical parts and the poetical,the doctrinal and the

devotional,the philosophicand the apocalyptic,the practical
and the allegorical.A tone of authority,an air of certainty,a

breath of eternity,and a voice of God seems ever to pervade
the book ; and creeps around the reader's spiritlike the speaking
silence of the lonelymountains ; and sinks down into the sym-pathetic

soul as the voice of the Eternal Father " like the deep

and solemn tone of the ever sounding sea.

Further still,the Lievasibleness of this evidence forces itself

upon you, especiallyas the words, usage, and attitude of Christ

Flimself are faced and pondered. The resources of language
and thought seem exhausted to put the Bible claim beyond

disputeto all who believe in Revelation ; nor does it appear

conceivable how even God Himself could more unequivocally

or inevasiblyhave expressed its inviolable truth and divine

authoritythan He has done.
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The Unique Completenessand Cumulative Force of the evi-dence

need also to be duly weighed and owned.

For no other truth of Revelation can such an amount and

quality,varietyand decisiveness of proof be produced ; and it is

only when it is all viewed togetherthat its full weight,cumulative

force,and unique decisiveness are adequately realised. So that

it is vain to inquirewhat other truths the Bible teaches, if its

teaching on this" its first and fundamental doctrine " is not

received. It teaches this if it teaches anything. Therefore,

all who professto accept itsteachingmust accept its teachingon

this,or abandon their own avowed position.
The Unique Relation, too, of its claim and teaching on its

own truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority,to all its

other truths and claims, must be faced and recognised. It

makes this the basis of all its other truths,and the ground of

its every claim on the faith and obedience of men. So that if we

accept its teaching on this,its prime and fundamental claim

and truth, we ought to receive its teachingon all other things.
And if we rejectits teachingon this,we should deny its inde-pendent,

or divine authorityon anything.
For if the Bible in the name of God teaches error for truth,

and makes a claim that is false the basis of all its other claims

and teaching,then, patently not only its truthfulness,but its

veracityis destroyed,and should be denied, and itselfdeclared

to be, not the Word of God at all,but the false and misleading
word of deceiving or deceived men," a patent reductio ad

absurdum, " which,however, cannot be evaded except by proving
that the Bible makes no such claim, and then overthrowing
all the evidence by which it is demonstrated.

Finallyand supremely,the evidence has a Divine Decisiveness

and Fitiality;for it centres, culminates,and is crowned in Christ.

It is the Lord Himself, and none less than He, who, by His

own unique words, manner of using,and habitual attitude to

Scripture,teaches the truthfulness and trustworthiness of all

Scripture with the most inevasible decisiveness,declares its

inviolabilityand Divine authoritywith the most awful absolute-ness,

and endorses and seals with His own Divine authorityits

first and basal claim, in His own most solemn and majestic

way.

^^'ith these Scripturesin His hands, and sealed by His
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Divine authority,He stands forth before the world through
all the ages as their author, burden, and fulfiller,and declares

them to be the Word of God that cannot lie or err, or fail or

pass away, though heaven and earth may pass away, till all be

fulfilled.

In His final message to mankind at Revelation's close,He

warns every man of the perilof impinging on the integrityor

impugning the authorityof His Divine Book, in words which

may well make all men stand in awe.

" For I testifyunto every man that heareth the words of the

prophecy of this book. If any man shall add unto these things,
God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this

book : and if any man shall take away from the words of the

book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the

book of life,and out of the holy city,and from the thingswhich
are written in this book" (Rev. 22'^^-'^'^).

Here again we see as always He stands by Scripture.On

its truth and authorityHe stakes His own. With it,therefore,

His religionstands or falls. And on His infallible truth and

Divine authoritywe, with unlimited confidence,take our stand,

and calmly smile at all the assailants of it;" feelingassured that

no weapon that is formed againstitshall prosper ; but be, as ever

before,broken to pieces,for '" the Word of the Lord endureth

forever."

T/iis evidoice settles"

First. That the claim of Scriptureto be true, trustworthy,
and of Divine authority,is not an a prioritheory or a pre-conceived

opinion of inspiration,as has so persistentlybeen

misstated. But it is a palpablerevelation of God in Scripture

" simplythe expressionor embodiment of the foundation truth

and first claim of God's Word taught throughout the Bible,

underlyingand givingvalue to all its teaching. It is gathered

from the widest and most careful induction of all Scripture.

It is a strikingcontrast to the vague, fragmentary,one-sided

caricature so pretentiouslypalmed off as a scientific induction

by the reckless advocates of indefinite erroneousness.

Second. The evidence requiresthe opponents of the Bible

claim to face,ansiver, and refute it" to show that it is not proof

or even probability,ifthey own the authorityof Scriptureor of

Christ at all. Yet this is what the errorists never do, or attempt
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to do, or can be provoked to do, though asked, challenged,and

bound to do, as they are again by this restatement. This they
carefully,scrupulously,and prudently evade doing,because they
have a shrewd suspicionthat they cannot do it. Therefore they
betake themselves to the old, and easy, but invalid resort of

making objectionsto the Bible claim,and buildingtheir theory
of indefinite erroneousness out of the difficultiesof the opposite

view," as if difficulties were valid objections to any truth

established by proper positiveevidence, or as if objections to

the true view formed a sufficient or valid basis for the opposite

theory!

Third. The evidences preclude all theories of indefinite

erro?ieojisness. Many of the best scholars and ablest theologians
in all ages have held that the Bible claims for itself,as originally

given,when trulyinterpreted,entire freedom from error of any

kind, " absolute inerrancy" as some unwiselycall it,or allow it

to be called.

And it must be owned that some of the evidence seems

reallyto favour that view, especiallythe words of our Lord ;

while the whole of it supports, requires,and demonstrates at

least the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof

Scripture,which is what we take our stand upon.

But we distinctlydecline to commit ourselves to the extreme

position,and strongly disapprove of the title "absolute in-errancy,"

which is a recent acute invention of the advocates

of "indefinite erroneousness,"the oppositeextreme; and by

which they have, through a misleadingand inaccurate phrase,

prejudicedthe true and demonstrable claim of the thorough
truthfulness and Divine authorityof all Scripture,which is the

strongest and surest middle position.

And while we do not take up the inerrantist's position,but

own and show that much can be said for it from certain stand-points,

and assail throughout the errorist'soppositeposition,and

prove its utter untenableness and disastrous weakness in facing

scepticism; yet we show and urge the unwisdom and the peril
of fightingthe battle for the Christian faith against either

scepticismor rationalism on the narrow, negative,and at least

questionableground of absolute inerrancy.
A signaltactical mistake is surely made when the truth of

Christianityis,as by some, staked on such a question,and our
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religionis made to pay with its life if a singleproved or prob-able

error or discrepancy,however paltryor despicable,seems

to be found in Scripture.
The weakness and follyof stakingsuch a momentous issue

upon such a narrow point are shown all the more from " \sf.

The fact that it is quite needless now, since the battle between

faith and unbelief is not about trivial,but radical and essential

things. 2?id. That all errorists now not only deny the absolute

inerrancy,but declare the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture,
and therefore of Christ on every kind of thing,and on the first

and fundamental thingin religionand ethics, -^rd. Because the

evidence does not so unquestionablyprove absolute inerrancy

as the thorough truthfulness and Divine authority of all

Scripture.But whatever else the evidence may do or not do,

it at least demonstrates, as is manifest on inspection,that the

Bible claim and teaching preclude every theory of indefinite

erroneousness, especiallysuch erroneousness and untrustworthi-

ness as it is now so freelycharged with.

BOOK V. THE OPPOSING VIEWS STATED AND

CONTRASTED APOLOGETICALLY. THE APOLO-GETIC

POSITION. THE SCEPTIC'S APOLOGY, AND

THE REPLY.

Book V. gives the apologeticposition,and the sceptic's

apology,in which the opposing views are stated and contrasted

apologetically.
It is in many ways the chief and crucial,as it is the largest,

book of all. In it the whole argument reaches its climax and

consummation ; and the whole elements of the controversy are

massed, and marshalled, and put into contrast for the final

struggleand the ultimate issue.

Inerrantist and errorist,scepticand rationalist,Bible Chris-tian

and modern critic,prophet and apostle,and Jesus Christ

Himself, all appear upon the field,and enter into the conflict to

decide the momentous issues connected with the Bible on which

the hopes of mankind hang; tillat length the great Lord Him-self

stands out peerlesslyalone with the Divine Book in His

hand, declared and sealed,in the name of Godhead, to be the

Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth for ever.

In the previous books it has been proved that the Bible
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claims to be true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority; and that

Christ endorses this claim,and seals it with His own inviolable

truth and Divine authority; and that,therefore,this claim has

to be accepted by everyone who owns the teaching of Scrip-ture

or the authorityof Christ, on the primary and fundamental

question of religionand ethics," the question that underlies

and largelysettles all other truths and questions. So soon,

however, as this is said and proved, the errorists raise a loud

and passionatecry that this positionis untenable apologetic-ally,
that it foolishlyimperils Christianityby exposing it to

the easy and fatal assault of unbelief,and that this claim,and

especiallyabsolute inerrancy,is mainly and culpablyresponsible
for making many sceptics.

A sufficient general replyto this is found in the fact that "

I St. The attack of modern scepticismis not based upon the

difference between professedChristians,or upon absolute inerr-ancy,

but upon the radical and essential verities of the Christian

faith, and the denial of the supernatural. 2ftd. That many

scepticsare notoriouslymade by their persistentproclamationof

the erroneousness and untrustworthiness of the Bible. But this

only paves the way for the comparison of the respectiveviews

apologetically.

I. Indefinite Erroneousness and Absolute Inerrancy.

First,the extreme oppositesof absolute inerrancyand indef-inite

erroneousness are compared apologetically" the inerrantists'

and the errorists'views,as for conciseness we call them.

As already stated,we do not adopt or in any way commit

ourselves to absolute inerrancy; and although we do not attack

it in itself,yet we have emphaticallypointedout the weakness and

unwisdom of fightingthe battle for the Christian faith againstthe

scepticon that narrow, negative,and at best disputableground.
This unnecessarilyexposes the whole line to attack at countless

points,and enables the scepticwith less difficultyto make out a

plausiblecase, or a doubtful issue againstChristianitythan

againstour stronger and more guarded positionof the truthful-ness,

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof Scripture.Such a

plausiblecase at least as may excuse or warrant, if it does not

justifyor requireagnosticismand unbelief.
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Nevertheless, we hold itonly justand rightto state what can

be urged for it,when compared with the errorists'view ; especi-ally

as this is also useful as an outwork, and is,indeed, our first

line in defence of the less exposed and more guarded positionin

which we take our stand for the defence of Christianityagainst

sceptic,rationalist,and errorist of every kind. The inerrantists'

positionis first defined,and what it is they have to defend is

preciselystated,by clearingaway many misrepresentationsand

confusions which have prejudicedthe truth, obscured the true

position,and confused the real issue. Then it is carefullycom-pared

and contrasted apologeticallywith the errorists'position.

THE INTRINSIC WEAKNESS OF THE ERRORISTS' POSITION IN

FACING THE SCEPTIC.

The weakness and utter indefensibleness of the errorists'

positionis proved at length by many fatal facts and cogent

arguments. Here the scepticcomes in and does signal,if

cavalier,service in exposingthe fatalityto the Christian faith of

the theory of the erroneousness of Scripture. With the remorse-less

logicof unbelief he shuts the errorists up to the necessityof

abandoning their theory or disowning their Christianity.At

four different stages, and in four different forms, the sceptic,

seizingon the assertions,applying the alleged results,and

reasoningon the principlesof the errorists,so presses his apology
for his scepticism,and so urges his argument againstChristianity,
that it isleft defenceless and demolished ; and agnosticismproved
to be rightand reasonable,and the only wise or possibleposition
for any clear and honest mind. In fact,on the prevalent
theories of the erroneousness and untrustworthiness of Scripture,
and on the common principleof its advocates,he without diffi-culty

demonstrates that there is no valid defence possiblefor the

Christian faith,and nothing Christian,"nothing certainlydis-tinctive

of Christianity,to defend. For it is plainlyimpossible
out of a Bible so erroneous and untrustworthyas it is now so

often proclaimed to be, to make a certain and trustworthy

Christianity,or a practicaland authoritative morality.

Besides,itwould be not only impossiblebut wrong to make a

rule of faith and lifebindingon men's consciences from a book

which, on the errorists' and rationalistic principles,has no

2
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independent or Divine authority; but only such authorityas
each oft varyingmind may choose to give it. Among many

others,two thingsin particularpowerfullysupport the scepticin

his drastic and disastrous,iflegitimateconclusion "

First. The massive array of evidence that proves the Bible

claim,in some parts of it does seem to support inerrancy. The

whole of it proves beyond dispute that Scriptureclaims and

teaches its own thorough truthfulness and Divine authority.
And all of it inevitablyprecludes indefinite erroneousness or

untrustworthiness. This the scepticsees, seizes,and sets in full

and direct oppositionto the errorists'theory,and patentlymakes

out a direct and complete contradiction of the Bible's first and

fundamental claim and doctrine
" the basis of all its other

claims and doctrines ; and then, acceptingthe errorists'theory,

he directlyshows that,on their principles,the root doctrine and

base claim of the Bible is false and misleading; and thus,at one

fell stroke, he easilydestroys the credibilityof Scripture,of

Christianity,and of Christ.

Second. So long as one item of the evidence for what seems

the Bible claim remains unanswered, or even probable,so far,

on the theory of its erroneousness, the truth of the Bible and

itsreligionappears disprovedor improbable," which for practical
life is equivalent.The errorists are more bound to answer every

item of the evidence for the Bible claim than the inerrantists,as

alleged,are bound to answer their supposed evidence of a single

error or discrepancy; because the one is direct and positiveproof,

the other is only indirect,negative,and at most not proper evi-dence

at all. One item of direct evidence is of more weightthan

many apparent errors or discrepancies.Therefore, their asser-tion

of real error in the Bible,while even one item of positive
evidence for inerrancy,truthfulness,or trustworthiness remains,

more imperilsChristianitythan the inerrantists' view. And one

such item is much more valid againsttheir view than countless

discrepancies,or apparent errors againstthe true Bible claim.

How much more when, as now, the errors allegedare innumer-able

and the erroneousness indefinite and indefinable,and the

untrustworthiness unlimited and illimitable? Thus the tables

are completely turned in what was the stock argument against,

and supposed to be the most decisive objectionto, inerrancy;

and it is proved to hold with immeasurably greater weight and
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force againstthe errorist's own theory. ^V^hy,here is a mar-vellous

thing that just preciselyat that very point where the

inerrancyview was thought to be weakest and adherence to it

most fatal to Christianity,there,preciselythere, the theory of

Bible erroneousness is itself immeasurably weaker, and its own

inherent perilousnessmore palpably fatal still. How much

more when contrasted,not with inerrancy,but with our carefully

guarded,thoroughlyproved, and eternallydefensible positionof

simple truthfulness,trustworthiness,and divine authority? The

force of this crucial pointis shown fullybelow.

THE ERRORISTS THEORY IN FACE OF CHRISTS TEACHING,

The untenableness and seriousness of the errorists' position

apologeticallyappears most sharplyand solemnly in face of our

Lord's most explicitand emphatic teaching on this specific

question. Some of them, to save themselves from the legitimate

consequences of their theories,fall back from the teachingof

Scripturein general to the teachingof Christ. But it is a vain

resort " a futile appeal. For
" apart from the fact which they

all ignore(though it is fatal to much they advance),that we

know nothingof Christ and His teachingexcept through Scrip-ture
" so that so far as Scriptureis erroneous and untrustworthy

(which on this theory is indefinitelyand inimitably),so far is our

knowledge of Him and of His teaching,as also of His religion"

His very words, backed by His practiceand attitude,are the

most explicitand decisive in Holy Writ againstthis theory; and

they are the most absolute and inevasible in declaringthe

inviolable truth and Divine authorityof all Scripture.Therefore
the sceptic has only to seize and wield the weapons thus

foolishlyforged by the professedlyChristian teachers of Bible

erroneousness, and by placingthis theory in oppositionto the

prime, basal claim of Scripture,so expresslytaught and so

solemnly sealed by Christ,to demolish the bulwarks and explode
the foundations of the Christian faith, to falsifythe claims of

both Scriptureand Christ,and to destroy by one fatal blow the

source, centre, and substance of God's revelation.

Thus the vaunted apologeticstrength of the errorists'

position is found to be a delusion,is shown to be not only
untenable but self-destructive,and is proved to be without
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anything definite and Christian to defend, or any possiblemeans

of defence. There may be weakness and unwisdom apologetic-ally
in facingscepticismin the positionof absolute inerrancy,but

the positionof indefinite erroneousness is demonstrated weakness

and manifest folly; and were there no more valid defence for

the Christian faith than this theory affords,it would be wise for

Christian apology to own defeat, and frankly to confess that

Christianityis indefensible and false; and should now, like all

other pretended revelations,take its place among the exploded
and expiringsuperstitionsthat have been palmed off upon a

credulous humanity in the name of God for the purposes of

priestlyaggrandisement,as leading rationalistic and religious
evolutionists maintain. ^

THE DEFENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH AVAILABLE EVEN

FROM THE INERRANTISTS' POSITION.

But though the teachers of the erroneousness of Scripture
offer no valid defence of Christianityfrom their position,it is

shown that Christianityis by no means without a defence against
either Rationalism or scepticism. From the true Bible position,
not only a valid,but an invulnerable defence is supplied,fully,

finally,and for ever. And even the extremest positionof absolute

^ See Wellhausen's History of Israel, Kuenen's, and others of that

rationaUstic school. Dr. W. Robertson Smith, a higher authorityand a

greater scholar,speciallyin Semitic literature,than any of them, repudiates
this idea in these significantwords: "There can be no questionthat if

the book [Deuteronomy] is a fraud designedto deceive the reader, it cannot

be a part of inspiredScripture. The theory assumes that priestsand

prophetswere in the trick,which imposed on the whole piety of the nation,

includingits inspiredleaders. Such a theor}'is utterlyincredible to any-one

who believes in the realityof God's supernaturaldealingswith His

people in the old dispensation,and I entirelyrepudiateall sympathy with it,

not only because it involves a rationalistic view of the O.T. histor}-,and

because it is impossiblethat a book of the profound spiritualityof Deuter-onomy

could have originatedin a fraud, but because I believe that there

are, apart from theologicalconsiderations,conclusive historical reasons for

assuming that the Deuteronomic code was in existence at least a generation

earlier,and had actuallybeen lost in the days of Manasseh." " Apart from

the psychologicalviolence of the hypothesisthat the author of a book like

Deuteronomy would be a party to a vulgar fraud,it appears to me that this

view stands condemned on the critical evidence itself,as I hope to show at

lencith on a suitable occasion."
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inerrancy is not destitute of an apology, and may offer a valid

and apparentlyirrefutable defence, as is fullyshown. Indeed,

like Wellingtonat Torres Vedras, they can present a threefold

line of defence, each stronger than the former.

First Line of Defe7ice.

First. They can maintain what even Dr. Farrar, a keen oppo-nent

of their views,declares,that all the malignantingenuityof

scepticismhas been baffled to make out one demonstrable error.

What he says speciallyof the N.T., Dr. A. B. Davidson says

of the O.T. Similarly,Bishop Westcott,Bishop Ellicott,Bishop

Ryle, PrincipalDavid Brown, PrincipalPatrick Fairbairn,and

PrincipalRainy (whilenot committing himself to inerrancy,and

objectingto its being made an article of faith)do not admit that

inerrancyhas been disproved,and stillhold that were all known,
it would probablybe found that all the difificultieswould vanish,

as so many have done, in the progress of Biblical study and

archaeologicalresearch. Besides,many of the ablest inerrantists,

like the late PrincipalWilliam Cunningham, D.D., New College,

Edinburgh,and PrincipalPaton" D.D., of Princeton, distinctly

deny, and show that it is not the true state of the questionto

aver that the inerrantist's view makes Christianitypay with its

lifefor a singleerror ; but is only a difficultyto it;" and no one

was ever such a master of the status qucestionisas William

Cunningham. Even in this firsthne, then, the inerrantists can

hold their own as they have done so tenaciouslyfor nineteen

centuries ; and it will take more learningand better logicthan

their opponents have yet shown to dislodgethem from their

first position,and to prove it untenable.

Second Line ofDefetice.

Their second line is that it is only of the Scripturesas origin-ally

given,and when properlyinterpreted,that they predicate

inerrancy;and since the originalsare not now extant, it is

impossibleVo prove that the alleged discrepanciesor errors were

in them ; and, therefore,it is manifestlyimpossibleto disprove

inerrancy. Nor is this a mere logicaldevice to baffle disproof,

or an argument from ignorance or mere possibility; for there

seems positiveteachingand evidence for inerrancy,while there

is none for the theory of erroneousness ; and further,and this
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specially,the alleged errors and discrepancieshave notoriously

largelyvanished, and have mostly been proved to have been

errors made by those who charged the Bible with their own

mistakes. Nay, more, the countless cases in which allegederrors

have been disproved not only show that in these cases the errors

existed only in the erroneous imaginationsof those who alleged

them, but they also establish the principleof a vanishi?igquantity

for the supposed errors or discrepanciesthat may remain un-solved

; and they, further,positivelyprove the possibilityand

the probabilitythat,with fuller knowledge and greater research,

they would all vanish, or become so
" despicable"

as to be

beneath the notice of reasonable men. And here as elsewhere

probabilitymust be the guide of life. Besides,all this is greatly

strengthenedby the immense mass of simply marvellous confir-mations,

by hard, unquestionablefacts,not only of the truthful-ness

and trustworthiness,but of the minute and even literal

accuracy of Scripturewhich historical,archceological,as well as

Biblical research have recently discovered and produced with

a singularopportuneness. These every day increase,to the

explosionof many fine-spunbut baseless theories,and to the

confusion of much recent criticism. In this second line,there-fore,

the inerrantist's positionseems not only strong, but ap-parently

irrefutable ; and it at least seems impossibleto demon-strate

its untenableness,or to drive him from it,or to disprove

his main contention,or to deny that the probabilitiesare strongly

on his side.

The Third Line ofDefence.

The third line of defence is that there are difticulties con-nected

with all our knowledge and experience and action in

this life" difficultiesarisingfrom the limitations of human know-ledge,

and the greatness or the infinitude of the objects of

human thought. No regionof knowledge, or sphere of action,

or experience of life,is entirelyfree of difficulties. Almost

every fact in nature, every event in providence,every act of

life,every truth of science,philosophy,and Revelation, is more

or less connected with difficulty,or open to objection; some

of the best established facts of science,such as the law of uni-versal

gravitation,having never been entirelyfreed of difficulties.

If, therefore, the doctrine or apologeticpositionof inerrancy
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lias difficulties or is open to objection,it is only what from

analogy should be expected; and, as Butler has incontrovertibly

reasoned,so far from these constitutinga valid ground for dis-belief

or rejectionof what is supported by proper positiveevi-dence,

they, on the contrary, confirm its truth or probability.
In fact,the absence of such would form a real difficulty,as being

out of harmony with what is met in all other spheresof know-ledge

and experiencein God's vast kingdom. Men of science,

philosophy, and common sense accept and act on facts and

truths established on their own proper evidence,notwithstanding

any difficultiesor objectionsthat may be connected with them.

They leave these to be solved in the progress of discoveryor

research,or to remain unsolved,ifneed be. But they have rightly

and firmly refused to allow these to hinder their belief of, or

action on, what they have adequate positiveevidence for,and

have thus led on to all the progress of the ages. Therefore,

should the inerrantist wish or deem it wise to take his final

stand in this third line of defence,he would only be doing what

every defender of truth, in every sphere of knowledge, action,

and investigationdoes, and is by sound reason fullyjustifiedin

doing, to baffle unreasonable Rationalism, and to defy pre-judiced

unbelief; and there he may defend himself,his doctrine,

and his Christianityagainstall assailants effectivelyfor ever.

In the first line his positionistenable,in the second irrefutable,

and in the third impregnable.

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATIONS OF APPARENT DISCREPANCIES.

And were anything further to be desired in explanationof

these discrepanciesand difficulties,it is superabundantlysupplied

by the specialand unique reasons to account for them in Scrip-ture,
as fullyshown. The Scripticresare all Very Aticient,the

earliest over three thousand years at least" utilisingothers older

still,among the earliest literature of the world " and the latest

nearlytwo thousand years. All scholars know how easilyand

inevitablydiscrepanciescreep into such wTitingsin the vicissi-tudes

of ages and the methods of transmission,creatingin secular

writingsa science of emendations. And though "by a singular
care and providence" the Scriptureswere preserved beyond
other ancient writings,yet through transcription,translation,
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transposition,interpolation,corruption,manner of using,mar-ginal

notes, and cognate processes, discrepancieswould neces-sarily

find their way into them.

Besides, the Scripturesare at best but Fragmentary " frag-mentary
as a history,though complete as a Revelation. This, as

Bishop Westcott has shown, ^
goes far to account for many seeming

errors and discrepancies.Just as the having of four Gospels
instead of one " John's Gospel as well as the Synoptics,and the

Acts of the Apostles along with the Epistlesof Paul
" explains

much that would be otherwise perplexingand apparently dis-crepant

; so the fragmentarinessof the Scripturesas a whole,

which John emphasises as to the life of Christ (John 21-O),

accounts for much of this that stillremains. This, on a principle
illustrated in Scripture,and familiar in human life,givesa good
and solid reason for believingthat if we had fuller information,

speciallyif we knew all,what now remains would in all probability
also be removed.

Further, the Bible was given chieflyas a Revelation for faith

and conduct ; and everythingin itis subordinated to the dominant

idea, which explainsmuch that might otherwise be perplex-ing.
This is well illustrated in the Book of Judges, where the

literaryand historical aspects are made subservient to the

religiousand moral ends. This incurs the displeasureand

disparagingcriticism of certain critics who regard it only or

chieflyfrom literaryand historical standpoints,but disregardits

main design,and lose sightof the chief end of both Scripture

and Revelation ; and thus greatly "

err, not knowing the Scrip-tures,"

nor the purposes of God therein.

Further still,the Bible is an Oriental religiousbook, with so

vastlydifferent ideas,characteristics,and literarymethods and

usages from ours. There could not be a greater mistake or

injusticethan to test and interpretthe Bible by our Western and

modern concei^tions and literarymethods ; and it is because this

has been so largelydone that many seeming errors and faults

have been supposed to be in Scripture,which existed only in the

minds and by the mistakes of those who allegethem. Here not

only the Rationalists,but the traditionalists,have greatlyerred ;

and have, by overlooking this distinction,identified their own

^ The Introduction to the Gospels, The Gospel of the Resurrection, The

Revelation of the Kisen Lord.
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mistaken interpretationswith the truth,and have therebyinjured
the Word of God by their traditions,and made errors appear to

be in the Bible that were not reallythere. They have failed to

avail themselves of the powerful aid of believingcriticism,which,

by graspingand applyingthis fact,has freed the Bible of many

difficultiesand apparent errors, as is well shown, among others,

in Dr. Robertson Smith's O.T. in ihe Jewish Church.

Similarlyand finally,many of the discrepanciesand other

seeming,and in some cases apparentlyserious,errors are satis-factorily

accounted for and removed by apprehending the i?-ue

Origin and Method of Composition of largeand important parts

of Scripture. This is well illustrated in the O.T. in the Mosaic

books "
the Hexateuch ; and especiallyin recent discussions

about Deutoronomy, in which Dr. Robertson Smith, with his

unique scholarshipand ability,played such a largepart. He

has shown with remarkable lucidityand force that by availing
ourselves of some important findings of believingHigher

Criticism," such as the composite character of some of the

books, and the development and adaptationof Mosaic principles
to the needs of subsequent ages, and the editingand re-editing

by later authorised prophet or chronicler,and later additions

and redactions of the earlier writingsor substance,and cognate

means, " many staggeringstatements and conflictingaccounts in

these earlyBible books are explainedand reconciled by certain

leadingfacts and findingsof true and reverent Biblical scholar-ship

which otherwise appeared insoluble,and were seemingly

contradictory; and that not merely in details and trivialthings,
but in largeand substantial matters, and in importantstatements

and representations.1 Here again the excessive and unreason-able

prejudiceagainstCriticism,speciallyHigher Criticism,of

many advocates of inerrancy,and of able defenders of the truth

and Divine authorityof Scripture,has prevented them accepting,
even considering,and utilisingsome of the true and valuable

results of it for the removal of somewhat serious discrepancies
and difficultiesthat force themselves on many earnest and believ-ing

students of the O.T. All this would come under the proper

interpretationof Scripture.
In the N.T. this is exemplifiedaptly in the Gospels and

discussions thereon. The origin,sources, and method of com-

1 See Dr. W. Robertson Smith's T/ic 0. T. iti the Jewish Chtinh.
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position,as well as the fragmentary character of the Gospels,

afford vast and valuable means of accountingfor the seeming

errors and discrepancies,though they were largelyincreased.

The theories of many of the Rationalists of the originand com-position

of the Gospels, make them not only not the original

Gospels, nor even copies of them, but second or third hand

compilationsfrom a book of discourses (Aoyia)like Matthew's,

and a book of narratives like Mark's, and now, accordingto

Wendt, a third book of discourses (Xoyta)like John's,together

with the writer's own conceptions,mingled with current opinions
of their times. The upholders of inerrancy,or of the truthful-ness

of Scripture,need not, as they do not, adopt any or all of

these uncertain and ever changing theories. But they can argue

resistlessly,that if there is any truth in these theories,it is surely

more than sufficient to account for all the alleged errors and

difficulties in the Gospels as we have them, though they were

multiplieda thousandfold ; and it renders any other explanation

of them superfluous. The amazing thingis that those holdingany
such theories of the originand composition of the Gospels, or

any who regard them as in measure true, should imagine that

there were any errors in the originalScriptures,when this alone

would so superabundantlyaccount for them. Certainlyto all

sensible men it is evident that they must abandon either their

theory of the erroneousness of Scripture,or their theories of the

originand composition of the Gospels. In these and other

ways the inerrantist may surelyfar more than account for all the

allegederrors and difficultiesof Scripture.

ERRORISTS' AND INERRANTISTS' APOLOGETIC rOSITIONS COMPARED.

In view of all this it appears that the extremest positionof

absolute inerrancyis a tenable, defensible, and ultimatelyan

immovable position apologetically; and when .compared with

the position of indefinite erroneousness, it is strength itself as

againstdemonstrated weakness and utter indefensibility.The

one has proved a tenable and irrefutable positionagainstall

assailants for nearly two millenniums, and what has been held so

long may well seem to be tenable for ever.

The other,by its own very principlesand practices,renders

a valid defence impossibleagainstscepticism; and is ultimately
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subversive of the Christian faith,and destructive of all authority
or finalityin religionor ethics.

II. The Position ok Indefinite Erroneousness compared

APOLOGETICALLY WITH OUR POSITION OF THE TRUTHFUL-NESS,

Trustworthiness, and Divine Authority of

Scripture.

When compared with the second, and more guarded,and less

exposed positionon which we take our stand,viz. the truthful-ness,

trustworthiness,and Divine authority of Scripture,the

positionof indefinite erroneousness is then, of course, simply
nowhere.

ALL FOR the FIRST POSITION HOLDS A FORTIORI FOR THIS.

For besides its own inherent strength,and all the great

elements of strengthpeculiarto itself,partlyset forth in our out-line

of the Christian evidences,all that has been said in defence

of the most extreme positionof absolute inerrancyholds, a

fortiori,with immensely increased force and unquestionable

cogency of this second, stronger, and less assailable posi-tion.
Like Wellington,while he " maintained the position" at

Quatre Bras, and there " completely defeated all the enemy's

attempts,"^ yet he retired,and took his final stand for the peace

and libertyof Europe at the stronger and pre-chosen positionof

W\aterloo. So while the Christian faith might be defended from

the positionof inerrancy,yet we decline,and deem it unwise, to

take our stand for the defence of it there,but have deliberately
taken it at the stronger and less assailable second position.

Nevertheless,all that has been or can be adduced for the first

positionholds much more forcefullyand less questionablyfor the

second.

PECULIAR ADVANTAGES OF THIS POSITION.

It deprivesthe opponents of many of the advantagesthey
have againstinerrancy,such as the power to seize on small

points to discredit the whole, and then ride roughshod through
all. It evades many side issues and doubtful disputations.It

^ Wellington'sDespatches.
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avoids perplexingdefinitions and confusion of terms. It pre-vents

having to fightthe great battle of the faith on a narrow

point,and to appear to have to prove a negative. It takes

advantage of the full weight of the argument from the claim of

Scripture. For the evidence does not so demonstrably prove

inerrancyas truthfulness,the great mass and weight of the evi-dence

is directlyand fullyvalid only for the latter. It frees the

defence of many of the most plausibleobjections,which consist

of despicabletrivialities; and, therefore, have no validityor

relevancy here. It presents a much less exposed line, and

incomparably fewer pointsof attack. It inevitablylays on the

scepticthe burden of disprovingthe truthfulness,trustworthiness,

and Divine authorityof Scripture,which he can never make even

plausiblein the face of the proof and the facts. It prevents

rationalisingbut professedlyChristian critics from using any

argument againstour position that impugns the veracityor

Divine originand character of Scripture; because they equally

with us are bound to maintain these. It bringsscepticsand

Rationalists directlyinto conflict with the decisive words and

Divine authorityof Christ,backed by the whole evidence estab-lishing

Christianity. It nullifies the stock and plausible,but

not solid or conclusive,argument as to the supposed fatalityof

a singleseeming error in Scripture; for it has simply no validity

here, and is totallyirrelevant. It rests and bases the defence

on the embodied substance of Scripture" not on the grainsof

sand that may have become attached to the solid mass, but

upon "the impregnable rock of Holy Scripture."^It meets

fairlyand squarelythe prevalentattacks on Scripture,which are

directed now chiefly,not againstthe small, but the substantial

things" not againstthe trifles,but the essentials of the Christian

faith. And it brings the whole force of the argument, and the

full weightof the evidence for the truth and Divine originof the

Christian faith,undiverted by side issues and undiminished by

doubtful disputationsabout minor questions,to support and

establish the substance of the Written Word, endorsed and sealed

by the Incarnate Word of God, to confront in all its massive

strength,scepticismand Rationalism and every form of errorism,

with calm confidence, fearless fortitude,and Divine assurance ;

" for the Lord Most High Himself shall establish it."

' Gladstone's Tlic Impreg)iablcRock ofHoly Scriptii)-c.
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THE THREE POSITIONS COMPARED APOLOGETICALLY, AND OUT-LINE

OF CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES FROM OUR POSITION.

The three positions" of indefinite erroneousness, the extreme

left ; absolute inerrancy,the extreme right; and thorough truth-fulness

and trustworthiness,with Divine authorityof all Scripture,
the sure and strong middle " having thus been compared and

contrasted apologetically,and the second having been proved

stronger than the first,and the third stronger than the second, and

incomparablystronger than the first; the first and third,the two

main antagonisticpositionsnow, are compared along some lead-ing

lines of Christian evidence,and the same superiorityappears
all along ; and the importance and value of the truth,reliability,
and accuracy, even in minute points,things,and words, are shown

in convincingdetail,speciallyin Appendix to Books V. and VI.

And, finally,a brief but massive outline of the Christian

evidences is given from our position,to which I invite the serious

attention of the sceptic,which I venture to think he will not

reallygrapple with,and which I fear not to say he can never

overthrow.

BOOK VI. THE ESSENTIAL RATIONALISM OF ALL

THEORIES OF THE INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS

OF SCRIPTURE.

Book VL shows the essential Rationalism of all theories of

the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture.There is,indeed, no

possiblelogicalmiddle between holding the Bible to be true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority,and rejectingits inde-pendent

and Divine authorityaltogether.As has been said,

there is no resting-placebetween the Christian conception of

(lod and Atheism; so there is no rational standing ground

between faith in Scriptureas the Word of God and agnosticism.

The Supremacy of Reason over Revelaiion.

All theories of indefinite erroneousness legitimatelytend to,

and naturallyend in,Rationalism,or the supremacy of Reason

over Revelation. This is openlyavowed by the teachers of many

of them. It is practicallyexemplifiedby others less pronounced
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in their Rationalism. It is implicitlyinherent in many others

who would resent the name, and are believers in Revelation,

and even evangelicalin their faith. Even the least rationalistic

of them more or less possess the spirit,imply the principle,and

act on the assumptions of Rationalism. However much they

may differ in their faith,design,and results,they all assume and

proceed on the same principle,tend in the same direction,and

logicallyend at the same termination,"
their variation being

limited to the applicationsof the common principle.If the

more believingdo not arrive at the same results,or issue in the

same effects,it is because they are less consistent and thorough-going

in their applications,or because they are kept back from

the legitimateconclusion by other prepossessionsor considera-tions.

The error and fallacylying at the root of them all is

settlingby a priori ideas and reasoningswhat Revelation would

be,rather than by inquiringwhat Scriptureteaches itis. They are

all based upon a hmited class of the phenomena of Scripture,"

the difficulties,discrepancies,or seeming errors (althoughall suffi-ciently

accounted for)," and their own unwarrantable inferences

therefrom ; instead of upon what must ever be the supreme and

decisive elements in settlingall doctrines or questionsof Scripture

" its direct and explicitteaching. And they also ignorethe great

mass of the chief phenomena.

Thev all ignore the Bible Clalni.

They all ignore or minimise the claim the Bible makes for

itself. They seldom or never face,far less attempt to answer,

the overwhelming mass of evidence by which that claim is estab-lished.

And they persistin their theory in face of express Bible

teaching. They make their theory out of the difficultiesof,and

the objectionsto, the true doctrine and the Bible claim," as if

difficulties or objectionsto any truth were disproofof it,or any

valid reason for non-acceptance of it,much less a sufficient basis,

or any basis at all,for the oppositetheory. All the while they

ignore the infinitelygreater difficulties of their own. They

assume that the only design of Scriptureis to givea revelation

of moral and religioustruth,which is not true. It is the chief but

not the only end, neither is that the onlypurpose it serves. From

this they infer that it is errant and erroneous in all other things.
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Yea, most of them now deny its truth or rehabihtyeven in much

of these. In any case their inference is as unwarrantable as their

assumptionis untrue. They assume that an indefinitelyerroneous

Bible would be as effective for faith and life as a thoroughly
true and reliable Bible. This is a big but baseless assumption;

because we could not be sure of what was true and what

erroneous. In the very attempt to separate them, we should

need to become the judge of God's Word ; and, therefore,lose

or weaken its effect.

Besides,it would be deprivedof all independentand Divine

authority,and would therefore largelylose its power. Some of

them to evade this say that they hold it true and authoritative in

all that affects faith and life,but not otherwise. But they do

not and cannot specificallytell what does and what does not

affect faith and life,nor how we can infalliblyascertain that ;

and they imply that there are some, yea, many thingsin Scripture
that do not affect faith or life,"which is a direct contradiction

of God's Word in its great classical passage on the subject,as
of many others (2 Tim. 3^^). The whole Bible affects faith

and Ufe. In every part is heard the voice of God.

Others say that it is infaUible and authoritative in all that is

essential to salvation,but not in anything else. But who can

tell what is essential to salvation ? and how can we settle or find

out that ? Very little may be essential to salvation. Some of

the heathen are in hope and charitysupposed to have known

enough to save them, though they never saw or read the Bible

or heard the gospel. If, therefore,the Bible is infallible and

trustworthyonly in what is essential to salvation,then it may not

be needful at all,and Revelation seems unnecessary, if not a

superfluity,is it not at least a non-necessity?
Others say the Bible is infallible and of Divine authorityin

all its teaching; and yet they rejectits most explicitteaching
on its first and fundamental truth and claim, which underlies

and givesauthorityto all its other teaching; and they forgetthat

the ivholc Bible teaches,as Christian experienceverifies.

And others stillhold that the Bible is true, trustworthy,in-fallible,

and of Divine authorityin its substance but not in its

expression,in its truths but not in its words. But they have not

told us how its truths can be known except through the words.

The truths are in the words, " the words are the embodiment of
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the ideas. We can know nothing of the substance except through

the expression. If,and so far as, the one is not true, so also is

the other. If the great words
" election,redemption,propitiation,

atonement, justificationby faith,regeneration,repentance, eternal

life,resurrection, judgment, heaven, hell, are not true and

reliable,then, and in so far as these are untrue or unreliable,

so far the realities are so also. Besides, it is the Written Word

that is said to be God-breathed (^coTri/eDo-ros),and therefore

" profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for instruction

in righteousness" (2 Tim. 3^'^).

And if it is alleged that some of the words or expressions

are true, reliable,and authoritative,but not others, as is said,

then the old unanswerable questions and insoluble difficulties

arise
"

which are true and which false? and how can they be

infalliblyseparated or ascertained ? Thus through all the per-mutations

and combinations, and through all the multifarious

phases of indefinite erroneousness, we are ever inevitablydriven

to the old and fatal issues of the common rationalistic principle,

namely, that every varying man must become a judge and an

authoritative standard himself. Having got rid of an infallible

Bible and an infallible Christ, he must reach that supreme

absurdity" an infallible Self, " Lord of himself that heritage of

woe," as Byron says.

So that in abandoning the old, true, God-breathed Bible,

vainly imagining they were exchanging a worse standard for a

better,it is found that there is no real standard left at all,but

only ever changeable personal opinion. And earnest souls

crying for the lightamid the encirclinggloom, and a benighted

humanity sighing for some guiding star through life to immor-tality,

are cast adrift upon a shoreless sea of chaotic speculation

without chart or compass, since its only certain guide"
the

old and trusted, because thought-to-be trustworthy Bible "
is

declared to be true or trustworthy no more ; and even the

solemn sanction and seal of it by the Son of God is said to be

insufficient to give it Divine authority,or even to certifyits root

and foundation claim ! So that a bereaved race might well raise

a wailingdeeper than Cassandra's for the credulity that might

save it from despair.
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BOOK VII. DIFFICULTIES AND OBJECTIONS.
ADDITIONAL CONFIRMATIONS.

Book VII. gives a concise outline of the leadingdifficulties

connected with the Bible claim. In explanation and diminution

of them it makes full and cogent use of the notorious and far-

reachingfact that there are difficultiesconnected with truths and

facts in every sphere of thought and action,and every phase of

experienceand life. It shows that they often arise from mis-conceptions

of the urgers of them, and through the mistakes of

those who chargethe Bible with them, and then father their own

errors upon the Word of God. It states the principleson which

difficulties are and should be dealt with in all cases ; and sets

forth the methods by which they may be largelyexplained. It

appliesthese principlesand methods to the difficultiesof Scrip-ture
in particular,and illustrates in specificcases how they may

be accounted for or removed, or at least reasonablyleft un-solved,

and wrong inferences from them prevented. It shows

the great lessons they are designed to teach, and the valuable

moral ends they are fitted to serve to dependent creatures,
amid the limitations of time. It urges the evidence that diffi-culties

supply of the vastness, and the unity of the Divine

operations,in every sphere of this activityand self-revelation ;

and thus avoids the creation of the greatest of all difficulties
"

the difficultyof being without difficulty" the calamityof having
no mystery.

It also takes notice of some chief objections,and shows how

often they arise from misapprehensionsof the real state of the

question,and are the fruitof mistaken prejudice,or the imaginary
creations of the objectors. It discloses how insubstantial they
often are, how easilymany of them can be explained,how feeble

at best they mostly are, and how frivolous and despicablethey
sometimes become. It indicates how much more serious and

insuperableare the objectionsinherentlyconnected with all the

theories of erroneousness, with the essential principlesof every

form of Rationalism,and with the prime postulatesof all phases
of scepticism.Therefore,there is no credulityso great as the

credulityof unbelief. Thus the path of true faith is the path of

rightreason also. Reason justifiesfaith as a prime pioneer,and
faith confides in reason as a helpfulcompanion.
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In discussingthese difficulties and objectionsit further brings

out additional confirmations of the main position; and adduces

important independent facts and considerations that make it

altogether,especiallyin the lightof the expressed faith of the

Church Catholic, as fullyestablished a truth as any truth in

religion,philosophy,or experience. It finallygivesa brief resume

of the whole course of the thought and discussion, and aims at

statingas preciselyas possible the true doctrine of Holy Scrip-ture,

which is undoubtedly the great desideratum of our time,

about which many have much difficulty.

The Appendix contains elucidations, corroborations, and

illustrations of important points; and gives suggestionsand

quotations from the immense mass of literature on the questions,

both ancient and modern. It also gives concise criticism of the

most recent books and utterances on the subject,especiallyof

those that have presumed to criticise and disparage the Word

of God, or who have dared to disown or question the Divine

authority of the Son of God on the supreme question of religion

and ethics.

The Ultimate Issues
"

Reason or Revelation ? The

New Bible and the Old.

I had at first entitled this volume " The New Bible and the

Old," and I had done so purposely ; for the more I have studied

recent theories and controversies as to the Word, character,and

government of God, the more have I been satisfied that were

these theories to be formallyadopted by the Church, or even to

become widely prevalent,as they now are, among the Christian

public,we should have really a new Bible
" a Bible differing

essentiallyfrom the old " a Bible from which God's Word would

not, indeed, be altogether excluded, but in which it would be

subordinate and unauthoritative ; and in which man's reason

would be the supreme and only final standard of truth or duty.

It would be a Bible in which Divine Revelation would be ulti-mately

subjected to the test of human reason, and valued, or

deferred to, only when and in so far as it accorded therewith ;

and, therefore, entirelydeprived of intrinsic,independent, or

Divine authority.
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Various Theories the same in Root Principle.

Reason Supreme over Revelation.

This might be illustrated at length from a review of most

of the speculationsand controversies, theories and systems of

our times. In some cases this is expresslyand emphatically

avowed by the modern idolaters of reason ; whether it be in

Spiritualism,which denies the possibilityof a Revelation ; or

Rationalism, which denies its existence ; or Deism, which denies

itsnecessity; or Naturalism,which denies that there is anything

supernaturalin it; or a Romanism that denies its sufficiency,and

supplements it by tradition and infallible Papal interpretation;

or a loose Lower Criticism,which limits its range by largelydis-crediting

its text, and by denying or disputingthe canonicityor

authenticityof many of its books, because they do not come up

to its ever-varyingstandard ; or a Rationalistic Higher Criticism,

which logicallyand practicallyinvalidates the whole by inde-finitely

invalidatingparts of it," because they do not favour its

unproved assumptions, agree with its self-made principles,con-form

to its often arbitrarymethods, accord with its oft imaginary

results,or harmonise with its problematicalhypotheses. All

these combine, critic and Romanist, naturalist and deist,infidel

and Christian, in avowedly casting down Revelation from its

positionof Divine supremacy, and in placing,though under

different names and with vastlydifferent aims, a bold but often

blinded reason on the throne of the God of Revelation.

More frequentlythis is quietlyassumed and acted on by

many without its being openly professed,or even consciously

present perhaps to their own minds ; as in those often crude

speculationsdenying the real efficacyof prayer " virtuallydis-crediting

the doctrine of a particularProvidence, and logically

ending in as complete a dethroning of God from the government

of His universe as is made by the Pantheist, who denies the

existence of a personal God
" a God transcendent over, as well

as immanent in all creation ; or the atheist,who, because a fool,

says there is no God ; or the materialist,who recognises no

Supreme Being, but matter and its laws, and says of them,

"These laws be your gods, O children of men !" Also in those

widely prevalentviews of the character of God, and of His rela-tion

to men, which so treat of His love as to ignore His holiness.
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SO dwell upon His goodness as to obliterate His justice,so ex-patiate

upon His mercy as to evacuate His righteousness; and

consequently dispense with the necessityof an atonement in

order to the forgivenessof sin ; assert God's universal fatherhood

by creation making Him the father equally of all
"

saints and

sinners,men and devils,thus denying the necessityof regenera-tion

or the realityof adoption ; proclaim the abrogation or non-existence

of penal suffering,either in man or man's Redeemer ;

and fitlyand consistentlycrown the whole with a denial of ever-lasting

punishment " yea, virtuallyof any punishment at all

properly so called" /^/m/ sufferinghere or hereafter; and thus

annihilate hell,aboHsh the law of righteousness,and blot out of

existence,or at least of thought, a God of holiness,justice,and

truth.

Sometimes, without it being avowed or assumed, this is

necessarilyimplied in the statements, theories,and principlesof

many who are not only unconscious of opposing or undermining
the truth or authorityof God's Word, but who sincerelybelieve

in them, earnestlywish to uphold them, and most confidently

maintain that they themselves are the best and wisest defenders

of them. Examples of this may be found in all these recent

speculationsabout Revelation which make it merely or mainly

the placing of men with much spiritualinsightand deep

sympathy with God, in such circumstances as to see God working

in providence, enabling them to penetrate into the moral and

spiritualsignificanceof what they see, so that they can shrewdly
" forecast " the future,and then record these impressionsfor their

own times and the benefit of future ages.

They may also be found in all theories of partialinspiration,

whether it be of those who deny and often ridicule what has been

called "verbal inspiration,"or those who, rejecting"plenary

inspiration,"contend for various kinds and degreesof inspiration,

such as the inspirationof superintendence,elevation,and sugges-tion

; or those who maintain that Scriptureis infallible in all its

teaching,properlyso called,or in teachingon moral and spiritual

truth,or in all matters of faith and life,or at least in all essential

to man's salvation," but not infallible except in these " the

writers of Scripturebeing, hke other men, fallible in all other

things,and having in their writingsactuallyerred ; or the " Gospel-lers,"

who magnify the Synoptic Gospels to the disparagement of
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all else in the N.T ; or all those, who place Christ's teaching

above, and in antithesis or antagonism to His Spirit'steaching

through the apostles,Whom He Himself promised,in order to

their receivingand communicating His highestand final Revela-tions.

These make their own selections from the Gospels, or

Christ's elementary teaching in the Sermon on the Mount the

sum, test,and crown of all Revelation " as expressed in their new

and vaunted ethical creeds.

All these opponents of plenary inspirationmay be demon-strated

to have put reason above Revelation,as really,though not

avowedly or intentionally,as the mystic,who gives supremacy to

his own imaginaryimpressionsof the meaning of Scripturefrom

its allegedcorrespondence with his own feelings; or the per-fectionist,

who attempts to giveauthorityto his own often absurd

interpretationby denorninatingit the teachingof the Spirit; or

the Quaker, who gives supremacy to the lightwithin ; or the

Rationalist,who follows Scriptureso far as it agrees with his own

consciousness,or his views of the teachingof nature ; or the

Socinian,who, like Priestleyand many moderns, asserts that the

Scripturewriters were merely credible witnesses,recording like

good, ordinaryhistorians their observations and impressions,but

without any infallible or specialguidance ; or the apostlesof
"

sweetness and light,"who, like Matthew Arnold, maintain that

Scripture abounds in error of every description,but contains

some latent truth " the "
secret of Jesus "

" which, however, only

a few experts such as they have been able in any proper measure

to discover ; or the sceptics,who, like Strauss,assert that Scrip-ture
is merely a collection of legendary myths ; or, like Baur

and the Tubingen " tendency " school, with its modern revivers,

Pfleiderer,etc., who place the writers of Scripturein antagonistic

schools,to discredit or confuse the whole ; or the Ritschlians,

who, takingthe Gospels,or sometimes only the Synoptic Gospels,

as their sources, and their arbitraryselections of the teaching of

Jesus there as their test of Christian faith,discredit the other

N.T. writings,disown or ignore the apostolicinterpretationof

Christ and His teaching to substitute their own presumed

superiorinterpretationof His consciousness," which presents only

a truncated Christianity,without root in pre-existentGodhead or

fruit in resurrection glory,and in which the whole miraculous

elements are eliminated, the supernatural denied, and the
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weightiestof His utterances and the highestclaims of Christ ui

these very Gospels are set aside ; or the naturalists,who deny

any inspirationwhatever, except the natural effect of special

providentialcircumstances raisingsome to a higher degree of

religiousconsciousness than ordinary men ; or the lowest infidels,

like Tom Paine, who not only refuse to admit any superiority

to Scripture,but impugn its veracity,attack its morality,and

coarsely ridicule the whole system of truth it reveals.

No Rational Resting-Place between the Truthfulness

OF Scripture and the Supremacy of Reason over

Revelation.

I know that many who hold the less pronounced views of the

erroneousness of Scripture will stronglyobject to be, in this

respect, classified with avowed Rationahsts and infidels ; and will

strenuouslymaintain that their views do not amount, or approach,

or tend to placingreason above Revelation. And I cordially

admit that they do not intend this ; that they design the very

opposite; that they are fullyconvinced they are taking up

the best and only tenable positionfor maintaining the Divine

supremacy of Revelation or the truth of Christianity.And I

gladly own that some of them have indeed constructed from

other standpointsand in other ways some valuable defences of

the Christian faith. Nevertheless, it is shown that however

much they may differ from these in many important matters,

and though they hold with us the core of the Christian faith,yet

in this vital and radical matter, which underlies all the other

matters, there is no essential difference ; that they are all

radicallythe same in their Rationalistic principle; and that there

is no possibleresting-placefor any clear and thoroughgoing mind

between holding the thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,

and Divine authorityof all Scripture,and holding explicitlyor

implicitlythe supremacy of reason over Revelation ; and, there-fore,

rejectingaltogetherthe independent Divine authority,and

even the veracity,of the Word of God, and consequently of the

Son of God.

To this disastrous conclusion we are driven by the fact that

the Bible claims, and is proved to claim, this for itself;and

makes this the basis of all its other claims, the ground of all its
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Other revelations. Therefore the rejectionof that claim made

by Scripture and endorsed by Christ is tantamount to a rejec-tion

of the religiousauthorityof both, leaves us without any real

authorityor standard at all,and makes unbelief reasonable and

agnosticisma logicalnecessity.

In showing this,and in the manner of urging it,I am not

insensible to the danger of seeming to put weapons into the

hands of the foes of our faith. For at various stages I, as stated,

reason as I conceive a sceptic,from the errorists' views and

principles,would be entitled to reason, and follow out the argument

to its legitimateissues. For this the upholders of an unscrip-

tural and unscientific theory,and the apologistsof an untenable

and subversive position,must be held responsible. For they

have wittinglyor unwittinglyraised in their false theories of

Scripturethe whole questionof the realityof revelation and the

truth of Christianity.There is no perilto our faith if men will

only take up and stand by the positionset forth in Scripture. But

when Christian apologists,either from a false expediency,seeking

to conciliate sceptics at the cost of truth, or from a fancied

improvement of the positionof defence, make admissions not

necessary to be made, and abandon positionsall important to be

held ; and in doing so construct theories,adopt principles,and

follow methods which, if thoroughly prosecuted and powerfully

urged, would destroy the Written Word, and discredit the Incar-nate

Word of God, and undermine the Christian faith,it is well,

even at the risk of seeming to aid the foe by, in his name, press-ing

the advantages so unwisely given him, to show how he can

thus make an open way into the very citadel of the faith,lay the

powerful lever forged for him by Christian theorists beneath the

very foundations of our religion,and easilylay in ruins the whole

glorious structure so long thought to be impregnable ; and

deprive a seeking and sorrowing humanity of its one sure rest

and refuge, in which it found its Saviour and its Father-God.

If yieldingapologists and rationalisingtheorists can thus be

convinced of the danger of their tactics and the indefensibleness

of their positions,real service may be ultimatelyrendered to the

cause of truth and the Kingdom of God, even though tempor-arily

the common foe may seem to profitby the differences of

its friends.
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For Christianity itself there is nothing to fear.

For Christianityitself there is nothing to fear ; for it is true,

and the God of truth is on its side. Its foes may rage with all the

fierce malignity and assail with all the perverse ingenuity that

have ever characterised them. Its friends may differ and con-tend,

and sometimes seem more zealous againsteach other than

againstthe common foe. Ever and anon in the course of their

contests, and through the manifold infirmities even of great and

God-fearing men, important though temporary advantages may,

through the temerity of some and the flexibilityof others, be

given to the ever-watchful foes of the faith. And sometimes

through the enmity and skill and prowess of these Philistines,

those advantages so needlesslyand foolishlygiven may be so

earnestlyseized and so vigorouslypressed that they may seem to

be cutting,even with Christian-forgedinstruments, a clear way

up to the very walls of Zion, and into the very citadel of our

salvation,threatening to lay the ancient strongholds of Chris-tianity,

venerable with the glory of age and strong in the

victories and conquests of centuries,prostrate in the dust. Thus

for a time the truth may be obscured,maligned,and seemingly
crushed ; and round the hoary battlements of Christendom the

dark and lurid clouds of impending destruction may ominously

appear to be gatheringfor its final overthrow.

But it is otilyfor a time. Magna est Veritas et prevalebit"
" Great is truth, and it shall prevail." Christianityhas nothing
to dread from her adversaries,nor can even the controversies or

errors of her upholders permanently injure her. In spite of

friend and foe she must ultimatelyprevailon earth,and have her

claims and honour owned by all mankind.

From true reason she apprehends no evil,but confidently

anticipatesmuch aid; for rightreason and Divine Revelation,

both the offspringand servants of God, and having respectively

a sphere and work of their own in God's vast kingdom, can

never reallyconflict with each other, or for any length of time

even appear to do so ; but must ultimately,each working in its

own proper province and after its own peculiarway, ever stand

side by side as valuable and complementary companions ; and,

labouring together in blissful harmony, do noble service in the

advancement of the same vast kingdom and for the honour of
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the same great Lord. From investigationshe has nothing evil to

fear,but everythinggood to expect ; for the more thoroughly she

has been examined in the clear strong lightof day, and the more

fullyand searchinglyshe has been scrutinised in the fierce,cross

lightsof science and philosophy, history and experience,the

more have the vastness of her resources and the riches of her

treasures been discovered, the more have the strength of her

bulwarks and the immovableness of her foundations been dis-closed,

and the more have the righteousnessof her claims and

the gloryof her greatness been set forth. From controversy she

need not shrink,nor at the prospect of itbe dismayed ; for hitherto

she has come out of it not only unscathed but triumphant, and

has gathered new strengthand reaped fresh gloryin the many

battles she has fought and the many victories she has won in the

many contests of many generations.^

She has nothingto fear,nothingto hide ; for weakness she is

free of, and secrets she has none; and, therefore,calm in the

confidence of her own Divine stabihty,and fearless in the

plenitudeof her own untold resources, frank in the conscious-ness

of her own inherent righteousness,and buoyant in the

prospect of her own final triumph, she, unabashed, can meet her

enemies in the gate, invite the broadest lightof day to search

through all her mysteries,and boldlychallengeall her foes.

Though her followers and her forms, and all the outward,

magnificent evidences of her existence and monuments of her

greatness were in one wild blaze to be consumed to-morrow, she

would, pho3nix-like,rise from her ashes on the followingday a

nobler and diviner bird than ever. And though for a little truth

might be driven to the wall and error appear to prevail,and

infidelity,ever eager to proclaim its fancied triumph, were

beginning vainly to raise its haughty head to revel o'er the

grave of an extinct Christianity,and to sing a mocking requiem

for her eternal repose, the mirth would be premature and the

triumph be but short. For, like her Lord, in spiteof earth and

hell,risingfrom the dead on the third day, she would rise again

from her grave in greater power and grander glorythan ever ; or

like the granite mountain that unmoved has stood for ages

among the raging waves, when buried for a little beneath the

foam of furious tempests, it soon raises its majestic head

1 See Dr. Chalmers' Astronomical Discourses.
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amid the billows, and when the storms are past and the winds
are

hushed to rest, only stands out more calmly and grandly than

before. Hers
are

the naked majesty of truth, and the trans-parency

and nobiUty of conscious rectitude and greatness. To

her belong all the weight and the glory of
age,

without
any

of

its unloveliness
or

infirmities. And whether she has to contend

with the
powers

of the world
or the prejudices of the Church,

with the
arrogance

of science
or

the pride of philosophy, with

the haughtiness of criticism
or

the boastfulness of Rationalism,

the malignity of scepticism,
" yea,

with all the principalities and

powers
and the rulers of the darkness of this world, she does so

in the native vigour of her
own

Divine strength, and with the

spiritual power
of her

own heaven-forged weapons, despising

all the artifices of carnal wisdom
or cowardly expediency, and

spurning all the
props

and expedients of imbecility away
from

her; for

"God in the midst of her doth dwell,

Nothing shall her
remove ;

The Lord to her
an helper will,

And that right early prove."



BOOK I.

CHRIST'S PLACE IN THEOLOGY, AND CHRIST

AND THE CONTROVERSIES.

CHAPTER I.

THE PROAIINENCE OF CHRIST IN RECENT

THEOIOGY.

This book is in some parts and aspects preliminary to the main

subject of this volume. In others it is primary and fundamental

in itself and in relation to all the questions considered here, yea,

in connection with the leading religious questions of our age.

The chief and specific subject of this volume is whether the

Bible is the Word of God, of infallible truth and Divine authority ;

and what is Christ's relation thereto, and Jesus' teaching thereon ?

Where is the seat of authority in religion, and what is Christ's

position as a religious teacher? These supreme and radical

questions, or rather various aspects and relations of the one

prime root question, form the main portion of this book. But it

also treats of other leading truths of the Christian faith, and of

Christ's teaching on them. These are, however, all-important in

themselves, and of special importance in our time, when almost

every vital principle and cardinal doctrine of our religion is being

denied, or depreciated, or ignored by many calling themselves

Christian. So that Christ's teaching on them is of the highest

moment and most timely now, especially as to those most

controverted. Besides, all these are radically connected with

this fundamental question. It underlies them all, and arises

with each of them.

43
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The Standpoint. Christ's Infallibility as a Teacher.

This book also raises the supreme, prime question" on which

all other questions in theology and religion,and even in ethics,

depend "
in the most serious and arrestive manner, approaches

it by the best avenue, and presents it for decision in the aspect

most likelyto be conclusive and to bring finalityto all who own

the Divinityof Christ or the authorityof Jesus'teaching. The

teachingof Jesus is,in fact,the great cry of our day ; and that,

too, by many who openly impugn, violentlyassail,and some-times

scornfullyreject what is reallyHis teaching," though
under other names. But since they appeal to Caesar," to Christ,

not only as againstuninspired teachers,but as againstHis sent

and Spirit- filled Prophets and Apostles, whose teaching He

inspired and endorsed, " to Caesar they shall go, and we shall

joyfullygo with them.

Christ's Place in Modern Thought and Religious Life.

Nothing is more remarkable or preciousin recent religious

thought and life than the central and unique positiongiven to

Christ Himself. Never, perhaps, since the primitiveChristian

times, when the personalJesus was all in all,has the conscious-ness

of a livingChrist so much pervaded and dominated religious

thought,life,and literature as now. As He was the Alpha in the

first ages, so He is fast becoming the Omega in these last times.

The tide and passion of our time flow strongly Christward.

Round Himself, rather than any lesser centre, recent theological
ideas gather and crystallise.From Him, rather than from any

abstract truth or principle,leaders of Christian thought and

activitydraw their inspirationand derive their power. Doubt-less

in every age Christ has been more or less directlythe heart

and motive power of Christianity; and the burning,creative souls

who have made and moulded new eras, and pulsed fresh life and

influence adown all after ages, have derived their fire and force

from fellowshipwith Him.

But when we leave the fulness and vitalityinfused into and

permeating the primitiveages by the conscious nearness of a

risen,livingLord ; when Christianity,like a river in full flood

issuingfrom its fountain, breathed and teemed with a unique
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realisation of the presence and spiritof a personal Christ," the

fragrance of which has lingered through the ages, and refreshes

the Church to day," we find that doctrine about Christ,rather

than Christ Himself, more and more takes the pre-eminence.

The controversies with the early heretics and scepticsuncon-sciously

tended to this. The first great controversy as to the

Person and Divinity of Christ, though unavoidable, and in its

ultimate results invaluable, nevertheless somewhat diverted men's

thoughts and affections from our Lord Himself to words and

phrases, discussions and creeds about Him. During the Augus-

tinian age religiousthought, through the Pelagian and cognate

controversies, was turned largely away from theology proper to

anthropology ; and though great and lastingservice was done for

truth and the Church thereby, a personal, ever-present Jesus,

with the glory of His unique personalityand the preciousness of

His ever-livingpresence with His people, became less and less

realised. Through the Middle Ages He was largelylost sight of,

and thought of Him was replaced by the cultivation and

development of formalism and sacerdotalism, by the creation of

purgatory, and the establishment of the Papacy. Even at the

Reformation, inestimable and enduring though its achievements

for truth and libertywere, it was more the work of Christ,and

that,too, in its bearing mainly on man's justification" one section

of soteriology"

than the living Christ Himself that stood forth

with greatest prominence. In the seventeenth century, when the

Dutch and Puritan divines laid the Church under everlasting

obligationsfor the unparalleled services rendered to Scripture

exposition and experimental religion,it was not so much a per-sonal

Christ as the covenant of grace " not so much the living

Jesus as the eternal purpose, that formed the centre and burden

of their thought and teaching.

And it is only in recent times, and largelywithin the present

generation," mainly within the last decade of the nineteenth

century, that Christ Himself^the Divine Man Christ Jesus "

has resumed, or begun to resume, something df His primitive

pre-eminence and central position in religiousthought, Christian

life,and theological literature.
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The Advantages of this Christ-centred Theology.

At this every Christian heart should rejoice. By this much

has been gained in every way. It placesat the centre and heart

of the whole scheme of salvation,instead of any abstract doctrine

or system of truth,Him to whom as
" The Truth " that position

trulybelongs,and who alone can properlyoccupy it; and makes

Him, what by the Father's appointment and the fitness of

thingsHe is,both the foundation and the chief corner-stone, "

both the centre and the heart of the whole scheme of God's sal-vation.

It givesunityand lifeto the entire revelations of grace ;

and makes every part and particleof it pulsate with Divine

vitality,and breathe with the vivifyingPersonalityof our Brother

God and Redeeming Saviour. It impartsthat perennialnewness

and everlastingfreshness to religioustruth which issues from Him

as our Divine-human Redeemer and ever-livingLord, and is

infused into everythingof which He is the head, and heart,and

centre, and glory. It prevents that fatal tendency and life-

evaporating habit which ever endanger the mere scientific

treatment of abstract doctrine ; and which has often turned the

sacred science of systematictheology"
the scientia scientiarum

"

into unhallowed and profitlesscontention about the dry bones of

theologicaldogma.
It givesHim the unique positionwhich is His, and was pre-destined

for Him in nature, providence,and grace. In nature,

as the whole progress of creation and development of lifeon our

globe pointed to, prepared for,aspiredafter,and is at length ter-minated

and consummated in Him, as the end and crown, and

Lord and gloryof all creation. In providence,as all the events

of historyand the evolutions of ages march ever forward towards

Him, and conspire to make Him manifest as the Father of the

ages, and the fulness of Him that filleth all in all. In grace, as

Revelation, from its earliest dawn to its full meridian,pointed to

Him as itsgoal,and sum, and glory; and the Church, from its

first germ to its final perfection,has had, as its main function

and chief end, to reveal His grace and magnify His name as God

manifest in the flesh, of whom, and to whom, and through

whom are all things," that in all thingsHe might have the pre-eminence."

And it helps,further,to reahse the purpose of the

ages "
that mankind may see, receive,trust, and love its Saviour
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and its Lord ; and thus, through the Hght of the knowledge of

the gloryof God in the face of Jesus Christ,may know and live

the life eternal,and realise,in a deeper sense than ever poet

dreamed of, that "one increasingpurpose through the ages

runs "; and take their place and act their part in hasteningon that

"

one far-off Divine event to which the whole creation moves."

This significantfact may well rejoicethe heart of Christendom

to-day,as it is of itself sufficient to immortalise our age. Like

the coming of a new spring,it breathes fresh life and joyous

expectationinto all our Christian thought,activity,and literature

after all the vicissitudes and controversies of many centuries ;

and promises to the Church and the world a revival of primitive

Christianity,and a rejuvenescenceof mankind. It is,indeed, a

true dayspringfrom on high that hath visited us as we near the

dawn of another century ; which may well halo the coming age

with gloryto the eye of faith,enable the ear of love to hear the

songs of Paradise echoing over a renovated world, make the heart

of the daughter of Zion shout for gladness,and filleach Christian

soul with joy unspeakable and full of glory.

The Abuses of this. Disparaging the Prophets and

Apostles, and discrediting Scripture.

Nevertheless, even this most precious pre-eminenceof a per-sonal

livingChrist,which is the most distinguishingcharacteristic

and crowninggloryof our age, and will remain its best memorial

and service to mankind, has been abused to the prejudiceof the

truth as it is in Jesus ; and that,too, by those who claim to glory

supremely in the fact,and have assumed most ostentatiouslythis

attitude. They have cried
"

" Away with dogma, and let us have

Jesus. Be done with creed, and give us Christ. Make less of

the Scripturesand more of the Saviour. We would get past the

Bible and see Jesus." As if we could know anything of Jesus

without the Bible ! As if our whole knowledge of Him was not

drawn from the Scriptures; and, therefore,by how much soever

we impinge on their integrityor weaken their authority,by so

much preciselywe mutilate our conception,lessen our faith,and

render impossibleour sure knowledge of Him. They forgetthat

it was He Himself who said, " Search the Scriptures; for in them

ye think ye have eternal life: and they are they which testifyof
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Me " (John 5^''); and showed His disciples,after His resurrec-tion,

"in rt// the Scriptures the things concerning Himself"

(Luke 24-"). They appear to be unblissfullyignorant of the

fact that when worthy of the name,
" creed " is simply the orderly

statement of the system of truth revealed about Him for our sal-vation

; and " dogma
" the accurate doctrinal embodiment of the

truth as it is in Jesus.

The Appeal to Christ fatal to the Disparagers of

Scripture and its Writers.

But those who deride creed and despisedogma are the last

that should make much of Jesus or His teaching. For of all

the dogmatiststhat ever taught.He was the most dogmatic ; and

of all the teachers or preachers that ever opened their lips,He

was the most decisive,authoritative,and emphatic, especiallyon

the Divine supremacy of the Bible, and in His unqualifiedbelief

of all therein when truly interpreted. He was, too, supremely

majesticand most solemnly absolute on the inviolable truthful-ness

and Divine authority of all Scripture" every part and

element "jot and tittle" thereof (Matt. 5!"-̂ ^). Herein is a

marvellous thing, that Jesus was Himself the most decided,

emphatic,and inevasible teacher that ever lived and taught; and

spoke with such unique authorityand absolute dogmatism as no

one, inspiredor uninspired,has ever approached to. And what

is stillmore remarkable is that it is just on the doctrines that

have been most controverted,speciallythose most assailed in our

time, that He has spoken with greatest decisiveness,unquestion-able

inevasibleness, and majesticsolemnity;" as if,foreseeingthe

controversies of the coming ages. He had purposelyprepared His

own Divine words to meet and settle them ; and cast the weight of

His own Divine authorityinto the breaches that He knew would be

attempted to be made on these doctrines ; so as to shut up all

who owned Him to believe them ; and thus to put before all men

the solemn alternative of receivingthem or rejectingHim.

This fact,which can be demonstrated from His very words,

habitual usage and attitude,and which every careful student of

Scripturemust have been impressed with, and which even the

most cursory reader could scarcelyfail to note, looks hard,

crushinglyhard, upon all those who seem to make much of
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Christ to disparage Scripture,who magnify Jesus to denounce

dogma, who professto honour Him that they may the better dis-honour

His Word, and disparagethe prophets and apostleswhom

He sent, and inspiredto reveal His will and write His Word.

It may well make them and all pause and ponder to read His

awful and majesticwords, " Search the Scriptures; for in them ye

think ye have eternal life: and theyare theywhich testifyof Me "

(John 5'^). " Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle

shall in no wise pass from the law,tillall be fulfilled" (Matt.5^^).
" He that heareth you, heareth Me ; and he that despisethyou,

despisethMe" (Luke 10^^). "Heaven and earth shall pass

away, but My words shall not pass away" (Matt. 24^^). "He

that receiveth not My words, hath one that judgeth him : the

word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the

last day" (John 12''^).

Christ endorses with his Divine Authority all the lead-ing

Doctrines assailed, specially Holy Scripture.

But it will be asked on what controverted doctrines has

Christ spoken with such decision,solemnity,and authority?

Looking back on the whole historyof controversy during these

eighteencenturies,the answer might generallyin substance be "

on all the main doctrines controverted since the dawn of the

Christian era, and supremely on the inviolable truthfulness,

absolute trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all Scripture.
This might be well illustrated by followingthe order in which

the controversies as to the leading doctrines have arisen in the

historyof the Church ; especiallyas the historical order largely
coincides with the natural and scientific order. For it is a

remarkable and suggestivefact that the usual,because the natural,

is the scientific order of treatment of doctrine in systems of

theology. In itsgreat divisions and chief subjectsit is substan-tially

the same as the historical order of discussion as givenin

histories of doctrine. First,Theology (proper)" God. Second,

Anthropology" Man. Third, Soteriology" Salvation. Fourth,

Eschatology"
The Future Life. The historyof discussion is thus

the order of science. And as the Church followed this order

unintentionally,justas the controversies arose, it appears that,all

unconsciouslyto herself,God has led her historicallythrough a

4
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regularcourse of systematictheology,takingthe subjectsin their

proper scientificorder.^ So that the Church ought to be complet-ing
her theologicaleducation in these last times ; and leavingto

these noisyneophytes, who have neither studied Scripturenor

mastered theology,that recent plethora and noxious growth of

crude jejunitiesand crass aberrations which they innocentlyname
" recent rediscoveries " of Christ,though mostly only new forms

of old exploded errors, or sheer absurdities.

^ Hugh Miller,in his famous work, TAe Testimony of the Rocks, has an

interestingparallelin science to this in theology. He shows " the wonderful

parallelismwhich exists between the Divine and the human systems of classi-fication,

when the Divine idea embodied by the Creator of all in geologic

history,and the human idea embodied by the zoologistsand botanists in their

respectivesystems" are compared; and which is all the more "marvellous

that the geologistswho have discovered the one had no hand in assistingthe

naturalists and phytologistswho framed the other." He draws the inference

' ' that we have a new argument for an identityin constitution and qualityof

the Divine and the human minds, the result of that creative act by which God

formed man in His own image." He also urges the further inference in favour

of the action therein of 2. personal,as againstthe pantheist'sfiction of an iin-

personalGod in the originalarrangement, "seeing that onlypersons (likeCuvier)

could have ever wrought out for themselves the real arrangement of the scheme."

Both these inferences from the old creation are confirmed by the not less

wonderful parallelismin the new creation between the course of scientific

arrangement in systems of theology naturallyformed, and the course of

doctrinal discussion actually followed in the history of the Church as

exhibited in histories of doctrine : " especiallyas both courses originatedand

progressed independently,and yet both followed a marvellously similar

course, and the same scientificbecause natural order.

This, too, surely warrants the further inferences,and suppliesfresh

evidence of the followingtruths : "

First. That by a gracious providenceGod has been leadingthe Church

in its advancing historyinto the knowledge and experienceof the truths of

Revelation in a scientific because the natural order ;" a providence the

graciousnessof which is all the more manifest in the lightof the fact that it

is by this experimentalknowledge and consequent appreciationof the truth

that the spirituallife and fruitfulness of the Church are best promoted.

Second. That in the progress of both the physicaland the spiritualcreation

God in His providence,which aims speciallyat the good of His people, ever

acts and advances all along the lines of the laws of thought implantedin them

when He created them in His own likeness ; and that,therefore, the path to

true future progress in the knowledge of the truth and the development of the

Christian life is, as in the progress of science,not, like some, by absurdly

destroying or discreditingwhat God has graciouslyled His Church into the

knowledge and experienceof, but by more truly and fullyrealisingand

utilisingthat, and making it the root and starting-point,under the same

Divine guidance,of further progress more and more unto the perfectday.



CHAPTER II.

CHRIST S PLACE AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER.

Before giving Christ's teaching on the other leading truths,

it is well to consider an important preliminary question which is

at the basis of all, and which has recently come into unique

prominence, viz. : "

What is Christ's place as a teacher in religion

and ethics? By this is meant not so much His place as

compared with the great teachers of the other leading religions

of the world ; for here He is unquestionably supreme, and

confessedly stands out peerlessly alone as at least the greatest

religious genius of the race : and whether we think of Mahomet

or Gautama, Confucius or Laoutsze, Socrates or Plato, "

the

Light of Asia, or the Light of Europe, or any other light," He

shines out a lonely splendour as the Light of the world. Giving

all of them their highest place, it still remains beyond dispute, as

the poet sings"

"They are but broken lights of Thee ;

And Thou, O Lord ! art more than they."

But it is His place as compared with other inspired teachers
"

the prophets, apostles, and evangelists "

that has recently assumed

an unprecedented prominence in religiousthought and literature
;

and on which some valuable, and much unwise and erroneous

teaching has been issued.

Four distinct stages are recognisable in the Church's study of

her Lord. In the early Christian ages the Person of Christ was

the great subject of thought and controversy; till,in the fourth

century, its doctrine of His Divine-human Personality was

formulated, which remains unchanged until this day. At the

Reformation the work of Christ
" specially His redemptive

work, as the ground of the justification of all who believe
"

formed the theme of profound thought and keen discussion

between the Reformers and the Romanists ; and the doctrine of
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justificationby faith,then so thoroughly formed and so power-fully

enforced, continues, unaltered, to be the teaching of

evangelicalChristianityuntil this hour. In the largerpart of

this century the specialsubjectof study has been the life and

character of Christ,embodied in a vast and rich literature.

With unprecedented means of study and thoroughness of

research,every scene and circumstance of His life has been so

seized and realised; and through unexampled exhaustiveness

of investigationby the best scholarship,every element and

fragment of the gospel historyhas been so appreciated that,

with a vividness and realitynever attained since apostolicdays,
the Man Christ Jesus has been made to live again before our

eyes ; so that men have felt,as in the days of old, the Divine

fascination of His unique Personality,and have had their hearts

drawn to Him by a resistless spellas they beheld His glory,and

saw in Him "the lightof the knowledge of the glory of God

in the face of Jesus Christ."

It is in the close of this century, and speciallyin its last

decade, that the teaching of Jesus has so intenselyengaged

specialstudy,and become so fascinatingand fruitful. This has

given it all the benefits of the thoroughness, exhaustiveness,

individualisation,and vividness characteristic of specialism.It

has also exposed it to the tendencies and perilsof specialisation,

" one-sidedness, exaggeration,isolation,and erroneous inference

from limited induction. Both these have in this case become

apparent, and demand attention.

The Theological Significance and Religious Value of

THIS SPECIAL Study of Christ's Teaching.

This specialstudy of the teaching of Christ has unquestion-ably

given us a more definite and vivid view of it than when

mixed up, as in theologicalsystems, with the specificteaching of

the apostles,and taken as a part of the general N.T. Revela-tion,"

although it is in full harmony with the one, and is a vital

part of the other. It also gives us a clearer and more complete

conception of the gospel as preached by Christ Himself, who is

both its subject and its end. Its very individualisation makes

it stand out with a completeness and a sharpness that is very

impressiveand memorable, like the vivid outline of a clear,
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majesticmountain againstthe radiant western sky at sunset.

One seems to hear the very voice of the Master, and to see the

benign radiance of His face,the love-filled look of His eyes, and

the very motion of His holy lips,as "the gracious words

proceeded out of His mouth," which made the people wonder,

and exclaim, "Never man spake like this man." We both hear

and see Jesus,and learn from Himself what the gospel trulyis :

and how the Divine Father reallyfeels to His prodigalchildren,

as revealed by Him who is at once the brightnessof His Father's

glory,and our true Brother Saviour.

It enables us to see what profound depths of spiritualmean-ing,

and far-reachinghorizons of Divine Revelation were treasured

up in those radiant previsionsof the coming Christ,embodied in

the ancient Scriptures,as patriarchshoped, and prophets spake,

and psalmistssang from age to age, as lightmore clearlyshone,

and hope more hopeful grew. It shows what a Divine signifi-cance

lay hid, half revealed but half concealed, in all those rites

and symbols, events and ordinances that God appointed in Israel ;

by which they saw as through a glassdarklyenough to find salva-tion

; but which He, as the Sun of Righteousness,so illumined

and transfused by His unique irradiations,that they became like

these vast masses of trailing,nimbus clouds which have long

hovered o'er the heavens, tillthe westeringsun so irradiates and

transfuses them with his effulgentbeams that they transform the

heavens into such a scene of glowing splendour,and wrap the

earth in such brilliancyof reflected glory as is overpowering in

its grandeur,and make one wonder how the new heavens and

the new earth can excel it in glory. And, to vary the figure,it so

fillsand floods each part and fragment of that ancient Revelation

with such untold spiritualsignificancethat it is like the fulness

of a great ocean tide,fillingand flooding each bay and creek,

each cavern and tidal river,with the vivifyingfulness of its flow,

as it rushes grandly from the fountains of the great deep.

The significant Progress in Christ's Teaching. His

GROWING Knowledge through personal Experience

OF THE Truth.

What immensely increases the profound meaning and re-ligious

value of all this to us is that what He thus taught was
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not merely the expression of unique knowledge, but also the

outcome of prayerfulstudy and personalexperienceof the truth

in these Scripturesof which He was the burden and the goal,

the author and the fulfiller. This we, too, may still have

through the use of the same means, and by the illumination of

the same Spirit,who inspiredthem and Him to know and to

unfold them, and is ready to inspireus also to understand and

appreciateboth them and Him more and more unto the perfect

day. For itisonly as we experimentallyknow Him, and the truth

as it is in Him (which we do only gradually,line by line,truth

after truth),that we reallyknow the truth or Him, as He meant

us to know it,or realise their full and purposed savingpower.

It further helps us to ascertain and realise the progress in the

knowledge and experience of the truth in His own soul. For

there can be little doubt that as from the beginning so to the

close His human mind grew in wisdom, and in the experimental

knowledge of the truth,as He studied and utilised the Father's

Word, pondered the deep things of God, and experienced the

Divine disciplineof providence for the perfectationof His

knowledge as well as the development of His character,and the

cultivation of His powers to their full maturity. It has been

usual to note progressivenessin the revelation of Scriptureas a

whole, and recentlyprogress has been noted in the individual

inspiredwriters and writings,as in Paul. But it is still more

significantto mark and ponder progress both in the teachingand

experienceof the God-Man "
the supreme Teacher, "

the advanc-ing

teaching being rooted in and springingfrom the growing

religiousexperienceof the Man Christ Jesus ; so that what we

get from Jesus is experimental teaching" the outward expression

of His growing inward spiritualexperience,like a stream flowing

spontaneously from a deep and ever-deepeningfountain.

A distinct advance in His teaching is clearlytraceable in the

Gospels,from the more elementary teaching of the earlier stages

of His earthlylife,as seen, for example, in the more rudimentary

ethical teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, to the higher

spiritualteaching of the later stages, as speciallyexemplified in

the Gospel of John. And there is a very marked advance in

His teaching,and in the revelations made to His disciplesafter

His resurrection. It is the blessed fruit to Him as well as to

them of that profound and pregnant experience of death and
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resurrection," awful and surpriseful,but uniquely fruitful and

divinelysignificantto Himself as well as to us. The Captain

of our salvation was made perfectthrough suffering; and as the

most awful part of the process of His perfectationwas from the

garden of sorrow to the grave of Joseph, so it was also to Him

the most profoundlysignificant,richest in revelation,supremely

deepening in spiritualexperience, most enriching in personal

character, and pre-eminentlyfruitful in deep, rich, and tender

teaching. " Though He was a Son, yet learned He obedience

by the thingsthat He suffered "

; and as the deepest depths of

these sufferingswere the seasons and spheres as well as the

means of His highestlearningsand most unique enrichments ;

so they were also the fountains of His profoundest and most

preciousteachings,the rootings of His richest and most Divine

revelations. So also should our Gethsemane and Calvary be.

So indeed they will be if we learn of Him. So indeed they have

been so far as we have done so, and in them and through them

the more deeply entered into His and Him, "
into the fellow-ship

of His sufferings,and the significanceof His teachings
rooted there ; and into likeness of experience,yieldingoneness

of life,sympathy, and teaching.

Doubtless the advance in teachingafter the resurrection was

due partlyto the fact that His discipleswere not earlier able to

receive His teaching as to His death and resurrection,with the

infinite depths and heightsof revelation there ; partlyto the fact

that He Himself was prevented by the very nature of these

events from unfoldingtheir full Divine significanceuntil they

had actuallytaken place; and partlyalso because, like a wise

Master builder.He would begin His teaching at the foundation,

and proceed in a steadilyadvancing course, " though in the

Gospels the successive steps are not as in scientific treatises

boldly bodied forth, but like nature beautifullyclothed, and

largely concealed from the cursory reader, by the engaging

varietyand colour, and by the individualisinginterest and rich

suggestivenessof each part when taken by itself. Yet they

graduallydisclose themselves in the most engaging and instruct-ive

way to the careful student, who has grasped this root idea,

and follows it along its fruitfuland fascinatingcourse.

Nevertheless, this advance in thought and revelation in our

Lord's teaching is, doubtless, also owing to the ever-growing
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knowledge and experiencein His human soul of the whole truth

and counsel of God, under the unction of the Holy Ghost and

the disciplineof His gracious Father. So that the teachingof
Christ is,when thus apprehended, a threefold revelation to us :"

first,of the specifictruths He taught in His own unique way ;

second, of His own growth in knowledge and experience of the

truth as exhibited in His advancing teaching; third, in the

guidance and inspirationthus given to us to follow in the same

way, and thus to grow up to the stature of men in Christ through
the experimentalknowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus.

Christ's Place in the Development of Revelation.

Further still,it aids us to ascertain and realise Christ's

positionin the development of Revelation. ClearlyHe stands

at the chmax and close,as He is Himself the crown, and end,

and gloryof all the revelations of God. As at His coming, life

in itsever-ascendingmarch took a new leapupward to its highest

pinnacle,and in Him who w^as the Life it touched and em-braced

its author; and as history,ever advancing to Him who

was its guide and goal, then entered on a new departureand

higher plane,to be ever after advancing on distinctivelyChristian

lines ; and as providence,ever reaching forward in its marvellous

marchings under Him who was the Father of the ages, then

reached the realisation of the purpose of the ages " even that

in all things He might have the pre-eminence. So Revelation

then took a great bound forward, made a unique leap upward,
attained its zenith,reached its climax, and assumed its crown, in

Him who was the Head and ideal of the creation of God, the

centre and goal of the providence of God, and the burden and

gloryof the Revelation of God.

In Him not only were the previsionsof patriarchsrealised,
and the prefigurationsof the Law fulfilled,and the predictions
of the prophets accomplished, and the presages of psalmists
embodied and glorified; but Revelation entered on a new stage,

leaped to its highest elevation,reached its perfectembodiment,

and put on its ideal diadem, when the Word was made flesh and

dwelt among us, and men beheld His glory"
"the gloryas of

the only-begottenof the Father, full of grace and truth." Not

only was a new and effulgentlightshed upon the ancient Revela-
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tion, and a fresh and far-reachingfulness of hfe and meaning

poured into the previousmanifestations of Himself made by God

to His people, but new and unique revelations of the most

important nature were given by Him " as to the Fatherhood of

God, and the brotherhood of man ; of Trinityin the unity of the

Godhead, and the incarnation of the Eternal Son as the Messiah ;

of the redemption in Christ,and the Person and work of the

Holy Ghost ; of the sin of man, and the grace of God ; of the

regenerationand justificationof sinners ; of the sonship of

believers,and perfectionin Christ ; of the kingdom of God, and

the millennial glory; of death and resurrection ; of judgment to

come, and the final destinies
"

eternal lifeand eternal death ; of

the Devil and his angels,and the children of the wicked one ; of

the heavenly glory,and the eternal home of the children of God.

These and other cognate truths are either in themselves new

revelations,or were so uniquely taught by Christ as to be felt

and recognised as both new and marvellous.

Christ holds a supreme and unique Place as a Teacher,

AND IN the Progress of Revelation.

So that compared with,and in relation to all the previous

inspired teachers, whether patriarchsor prophets, lawgivers or

psalmists,righteousmen or wise men, Christ undoubtedly stands

out far above all peerlesslyalone, and holds a place and has

played a part in the development of Revelation that is unique,

and is by rightas in fact His own. Scriptureeverywhere teaches

and assumes this;for though " the law was given by Moses, grace

and truth came by Jesus Christ." Wise though Solomon was, a

wiser as well as a greater than Solomon was He who in O.T.

and in N.T. is called " the wisdom of God," in whom are hid

all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. And God, who in

times past spake unto the fathers by the prophets,is said,by

way of supremacy and finality,in these last days to have spoken

unto us by His Son; and so spake through Him as to constrain

men in all ages to say with those who heard Him, " Never man

spake like this man." And the Church is said to be "built upon

the foundation of the apostlesand prophets,Jesus Christ Him-self

being the chiefcorner-stone " (Eph. 2-")," that is, on the

teaching of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself
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being the great Chief Teacher, as well as the Rock on which

God builds His Church. As He is " the Prince of the kingsof

the earth," " King of kings,and Lord of lords,"and the " Great

High Priest," to whom all other priestsare inferior and sub-ordinate,

so, as in kinghood and priesthood,in His prophethood

He is the Supreme Prophet "
the Teacher sent from God "

" that in all things He might have the pre-eminence."

And what is in these and many passages clearlytaught or

impliedin relation to the prophets and other writers of the O.T.,

is in these and countless placesimplied and assumed of Him in

relation to the apostlesand the other inspiredwriters of the

N.T., " the Lord of the apostles,as well as the God of the

prophets :" Within, hoivever,the limits necessarilyimplied in His

position,and the limitations voluntarilyassumed in the circum-stances

of His lifeand the interests of His work, and expressly

declared by Himself, as stated below.

This pre-eminence and supremacy our Lord is manifestlycon-scious

of,impliesit in many utterances, and assumes it through-out

His teaching. He claims the right to interpretthe O.T.

Scripturesin His own unique way, and to declare authoritatively

what they were intended to teach; and exposes the errors of

traditional interpretationwith an assurance and authorityall His

own, as His hearers were impressed with. He also exercised as

His unquestionableright His authority to add to, alter,and

even to abolish some of the things previouslytaught and prac-tised,

in order to give place to the higher things they prefigured,

and by which they were fulfilled. He developed the principles,

deepened the spirituality,broadened the appHcation,and

put new and unthought of meanings into parts of the ancient

Scriptures" though never contrary to or condemnatory of the

inspiredScriptures; and He put His own teaching in contrast

as on a higher moral and spiritualplane than other ancient

teaching. In short. He claimed the right to interpret,revise,

use, and reset the O.T. in His own unique way. This may be

seen in the " I say unto you
"

passages in the Sermon on the

Mount. He shows the defects and imperfections,the temporary

nature and merely permissivecharacter of some of the old legis-lation

and usage, which were necessitated or permittedbecause of

the hardness of their heart,and the low religiousstate and crude

moral ideas and practicesof those times of ignorance; claiming
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even to be as the Son of Man Lord of the Sabbath day, in reply

to the Pharisaical critics. And He did all this with such an air

of independent right,and such a tone of absolute authorityas
struck all,but no one ever dared to imitate,and few presumed
to dispute.

As with the prophets of the O.T., so with the apostlesof the

N.T. He was their Master, they were His servants. He was

their Lord, they were His disciples. He was their Teacher,

they were His scholars " often dull and slow learners indeed.

From first to last this was His and their attitude and relation-ship,

as exhibited throughout the Gospels. His teachingwas

ever to them supreme and unique, and became their fountain

and their rule of life. His words were often on their lips,ever in

their memories, treasured in their hearts, and followed in their

lives ; and found, therefore, large record in the Gospels and

tender reminiscence otherwise. He Himself emphasised the

importance of His words, not merely as His own words, but as

the words of the Father who sent Him. To His disciplesHe

made them the test of discipleship"

" Why call ye Me, Lord,

Lord, and do not the thingsthat I say.?" the means to know-ledge

and freedom"" If ye continue in My words, ye shall know

the truth : and the truth shall make you free "

; the path to power

in prayer "

" If ye abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ye

shall ask what ye will,and it shall be done unto you
"

; the

source of inspirationand life" " The words that I speak unto you

they are spirit,and they are life." And He told them that one

chief thing the Holy Spiritwould do for them when He came

was,
" He shall bring all thingsto your remembrance whatsoever

I have said unto you."
So that His words and teachingcontained the germs or

substance of much, or most that they ever after taught or did.

To men generally,too. He made much of His words. Who has

not been impressed with that weighty and significantrefrain,so
often on His lips,with which He closes His parablesand His

Epistlesto the Seven Churches "

" He that hath an ear to hear,

let him hear"? In His most solemn and majesticclose of the

Sermon on the Mount, under the figuresof the builders on the

rock and the sand. He makes men's eternal destiny depend

upon their doing or not doing of His words (Matt. 7). Yea,

He makes them the standard and test of men's state and destiny
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at the judgment day " "The words that I have spoken shall judge
him in the last day." And fitlycrowning all He says in sublime

majesty," Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words shall

not pass away
" (Matt.24^^).

His disciplesalso ever magnify His words and teaching,
" To whom can we go, but unto Thee ? Thou hast the words of

eternal life." "Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly."
"Whoso keepeth His word, in him is the love of God perfected."

They speak of Him as
"

a prophet mighty in deed and word," of

His word as more sure and steadfast than " the word spoken by

angels"

; as
" Him that speaketh from heaven," in contrast with

all others speaking upon earth. And they climax all by naming
Him " The Word of God "

"
the best and perfectexpressionof

the mind and heart and will of God. Hence the Eternal Father

on the mount of transfigurationplaced Him as a teacher in

contrast, though not in conflict but in harmony with and in

supremacy over, Moses the representativeof the law, and Elijah
the representativeof the prophets ; and actuallyopens heaven to

say,
" This is My beloved Son ; hear ye Hif/i." It thus appears

that compared with and in relation to the prophets of the O.T.

and the apostlesof the N.T., and all other teachers whatsoever.

He is not only the Supreme Teacher, so far as He expressed
His mind, but He occupies a unique place, and stands alone

on a higher plane, in a positionthat is all His own " a lonely

splendour.

The Reasons of Christ's Supremacy.

For obvious reasons this is so. For; First, He is the only
Perfect One. As revelation is always necessarilycoloured and

conditioned by its organ or medium, and as He is the only

perfectorgan. His was the only perfectrevelation of God. And

that not merely, or perhaps mainly,in His actual teaching,but

in His character,spirit,and life,and in His death, resurrection,

and glory; for they were all media of the revelation of God ; and

it was through and in them that the full and perfectrevelation

was made. They all teach, and He teaches through them all.

Second, because He had a specialand unique anointing of

the Holy Ghost at every stage and in every moment of His life;

for from His birth the Holy Ghost rested on Him in a unique
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way,
and from His baptism abode on Him without measure,

specially fitting Him for His peculiar public work. And as all

Revelation is by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost
"

"What the

Spirit saith unto the churches,"
"

"What the Holy Ghost saith,"

" therefore, His perfect anointing secured the most perfect

teaching.

Third, and supremely, because He was the Son of God, yea

very
God of very God, and the God of truth ; and, therefore,

knew the truth as no other did, or could
" fully, perfectly,

directly ; and, therefore, calls Himself " The Truth," as He is

also called "The Word ('O Aoyos) of God." He, therefore, could

and did teach the truth, and reveal the Father in His incarna-tion,

as the Son of Man, as no other could or did; for "The

Word was made flesh " for this purpose, and " The only-begotten

Son who is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him."

Therefore, no theory of Kenosis that would frustrate or mar

this supreme purpose of the incarnation, and defeat His mission,

can be admitted for a moment. His perfect manhood, His

measureless unction by the Holy Ghost specifically for this end,

and His perfect Godhood, and the very purpose of the in-carnation

"

to perfectly reveal the Father in word and deed, in

character and Personality
"

all secure His
supremacy and in-fallibility

as a teacher on everything on which He has expressed

His mind, and preclude every theory of His Person or His

teaching that denies, ignores, or questions this.

Note.
"

" No one who holds that God speaks to us through the Scriptures

will question that the voice of God is peculiarly audible, intelligible, and

compelling in Christ. When He speaks to us, God speaks to us."
"

Dr.

Denney's Studies in Tlicology, p. 206.



CHAPTER III.

FROM THIS STANDPOINT WE CAN BEST REVIEW

RECENT SPECUIATION ON THE TEACHING

OF JESUS AND HIS PIACE IN THEOIOGY.

From this clear and settled standpoint we can best examine

some recent and not over-modest speculation on the teaching of

Jesus and His place in theology, which will the better exhibit

the truth on the subject by contrast, and will enable us to see

more definitely Christ's place and function in the development of

Revelation.

I. DR. JOHN WATSON'S VIEW AND COGNATE VIEWS.

Perhaps the best known author in this country on the subject

is the charming fiction writer, Ian Maclaren, in his storm-raising

book. The Mind of the Master. A well-written book, with many

good, some fresh, and not a few striking things ; occasionally

brilliant flashes, and glimpses of far off horizons with enchanting

vistas ; intensely practical, eminently ethical, its zenith reached

on "Character"; always interesting, anon eloquent, at times

moving on high altitudes of thought and feeling ; and all per-vaded

by a fine spirit, a lofty tone, and a passion for Jesus. It

is, however, often incorrect, generally one-sided, and pervasively

exaggerated, lacking balance; fragmentary, too, and superficial,

inconsistent and often contradictory, escaping grave error only

by glaring self-contradiction; a tendency to smartness rather than

trueness ; straining at effect more than reality ; given to clever

yet feeble caricature rather than solid argument ;
and vitiated

throughout with false, because over-strained antitheses, "

the

style for fiction rather than theology, science, or serious

literature.
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Christ is put in Antithesis and Antagonism in

Teaching to the Prothets and Apostles.

In his searchingcriticism Dr. Denney has well said that of the

many false antitheses in the book, the worst is the antithesis

created between Christ and His apostles. But the antithesis is

by no means limited to that. It extends to all the writers and

writingsof Scripture,"
the supposed teaching of Jesus in the

Gospels, or rather in the narrow ground of the Sermon on the

Mount, being often put not only in contrast with, but more or

less in antagonismto the teachingof all the writers of Scripture.
For he not only puts Christ in antithesis to the apostles,but

also the Gospels in disparagingcontrast to the Epistles; and he

so speaks of the teaching of Jesus in contrast with all the other

teachingof Scriptureas to do anythingbut raise the Bible or its

writers in the estimation of its readers. His references to the

O.T. in particular,and speciallyhis most recent utterances^

about the whole sacrificial system of God's Word and of God's

ordination,are so depreciatoryand even condemnatory that it is

difficult to see how he can regard it,or that great Divine inter-pretation

of it in the Epistleto the Hebrews, as the Word of God

at all ; and present a marked antagonism to Christ's manner of

regardingand treatingthem. And his patronisingand criticising

handling of the great x'lpostleof the Gentiles,^and of his

Divinely-inspiredwritings,which form much the greater part of

the N.T. Revelation, savour of anything but reverence or

modesty " a somewhat startlingand staggeringeffect of this novel

supreme regard for the teachingof Jesus ;"
the last thing I con-ceive,

unless the Gospels belie Him, that would be learned

of Christ as to any writer or portion of the Word of God, "

especiallysuch a largeand vital portionof the N.T. Revelation,

and such a devoted and distinguishedservant of Christ ; and the

farthest thingpossible,I imagine,from The Mind of the Master.

Criticism of these antithetical and disparaging

Theories ob' Scripture.

But Dr. Watson is only one of many recent writers and

teachers who put Christ in such antithesis to His prophets,who

1 The Christian World.
"

The Mind ofthe Master, pp. t,1,jS.
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spake and wrote "as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," and

to His apostles,to whom He promised His Spiritto lead them

into all truth, and to bring to their remembrance, and enable

them to express, "whatsoever He had said unto them." So that

in doing this it would, as He said,not be they that spoke, but

the Spiritof their Father that spoke in them ; and, therefore,the

words they spoke or wrote under this power would not be their

words only, but the Spirit'swords and Christ's words and the

Father's words
" the words of the Godhead " "not the word of

man, but, as it is in truth,the Word of God." Therefore we

shall deal with all these disparagersof the Divine writings and

Divinely-inspiredwriters together.

I. THE ASSUMED ANTITHESIS AND ANTAGONISM IS A BASELESS

IMAGINATION.

In regard to all those antithetical theories it must be said
"

First. That their assumed antagonism between Christ and His

apostlesand prophets is a sheer mistake
" a baseless imagina-tion,

without a shadow of a foundation in Scripture; but con-trary

to its whole tone, trend, and explicitteaching,and in full

contradiction of the standard and most classical passages on the

subject,which declare that " all Scripture(withoutdistinction of

parts or writers)is given by inspirationof God "
" God breathed

(^eoTTvero-Tos),because "holy men of God spake as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost." Hence what they thus said or wrote

is frequentlyprefaced or closed by, " Thus saith the Lord,"

"What the Spiritsaith";"
what God said through them

" "as

the Spiritgave them utterance,"" or the like ; and, therefore,it

is all equally in truth "

" The Word of God "
"

which cannot

contradict itself,or be reallyantagonisticin its teaching; as in

fact Christ and His inspiredmessengers never even appear to do

in their messages, except to mistaken imaginations,but always
and everywhere manifest their unityand harmony.

2. IT DIRECTLY CONTRADICTS THE EXPLICIT TEACHING OF

CHRIST.

Second. It is in direct contradiction to the explicitteaching
of Christ,which they speciallyprofess to honour. They must.
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therefore,either abandon their specialhomage to Christ's teach-ing,

or cease to disparagethe teachingof His inspiredservants.

For He is the last who would receive honour to Himself at the

cost of dishonour to or disparagement of His most honoured and

devoted servants ; and He would be the firstto condemn magnify-ing
His teachingto the discredit or prejudiceof the teachingof

the prophets,whose writingsHe endorsed and came to fulfil; or

to the prejudiceof the teachingof His apostles,whom He sent

and inspiredto be the organs of His Revelation and the founders

of His church. On the contrary. He, as if to meet by anticipa-tion
this perniciouserror, takes pains to magnify their office and

their teaching; and expressly,with specialreference to their

teaching,says, "He that receiveth you, receiveth Me; and he

that receiveth Me, receiveth Him that sent Me" (Matt. lo'",

John 13-'^). "He that heareth you, heareth Me; and he that

despisethyou, despisethMe ; and he that despisethMe, despiseth
Him that sent Me" (Luke iqI^').

Further, He repeatedlypromised to send and fillthem with

the Holy Spirit,to lead them into all truth,and to bringall things
to their remembrance, whatsoever He had said unto them (John

14-*^); and to enable them so to teach the same, that what they

taught might be the Spirit'steaching,for " it is not ye that

speak,but the Spiritof your Father that speaketh in you
" (Matt,

lo-o). He thus promised them the same Spiritand the same

power in their teachingas He Himself possessed and preached

by (Luke 4^^); thereby making their teaching and His of the

same origin,character, and authority.After His resurrection,

giving them their commission to proclaim His gospel and to

extend His kingdom. He said, " As the Father sent Me, so send I

you" (John 20-1).

This promise He fulfilled on the day of Pentecost, when

"they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and spake as the

Spiritgave them utterance" (Acts 2*), so that their teaching
was as truly the Spirit'steaching as Christ's was; and must,

therefore,not be antagonistic,but harmonious. Hence He gives
the most solemn sanction to their teaching," not only inspiredit

by His Spirit,but endorsed it with His authority,sealed it with

His blessing,recognisedit as His own and His Father's Word, and

made men's eternitydepend upon their reception or rejectionof

it. " And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear your words,
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. . .
Verily I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for the land

of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment, than for that

city"(Matt. lo^^ Mark 6^\ John i2-*s 13-0,Luke ioi",Matt. lo^o).

And even of that most questioned and assailed portion of His

servants' teaching"
the O.T. "

He identifies Himself with it,

determines His own life by it," as seen in that whole class of

passages in which He says that He does and suffers many

things "that the Scripture might be fulfilled"; and declares

most absolutely that He came not to destroy the Law or the

Prophets, but to fulfil (Matt. 51"-̂ s).

What room does Christ leave in these and many similar

words for any antagonism between His own and the teachingof

His apostlesand prophets? Do they not preclude every idea of

antagonism, antithesis,difference or disparagingcontrast ? How

could He have more inevasiblyexcluded any such imagination

or more decisivelydeclared the unityand harmony between their

teaching and His ? In short, the very idea of such thingsis

utterlyalien and opposed to the words and mind of the Master,

and is absolutelyprecluded by His whole tone, attitude,teaching,

and action. And it is because those teachers who claim to be

experts in and to give specialhonour to the teaching of Christ,

have overlooked, or ignored,or disowned His teaching on this

particularsubject,as they do in other cases of their erroneous

teaching, that this unfounded and pervertingtheory has been

entertained.

3. THE WHOLE CONCEPTION IS RATIONALISTIC, AND IGNORES

THE DIVINE AUTHORSHIP AND AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE

THE HOLY SPIRIT.

Third. Their whole conception is of a rationalistic nature,

and is based upon a radical error as to the origin,character,

and authorityof the Bible. It springs from and illustrates the

perversiveinfluence of the rationalistic principle,which regards

the writers of Scripture as so many different authors of an

ordinaryliterature,instead of so many different and diversified

organs and agents of a Divine revelation,of which God the Holy

Ghost is the real prime Author, Agent, and Cause, by His Divine

inspiration; and the various human agents are the divinely-chosen
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and inspiredorgans, who each fulfil their function and supply

their part through the Spirit'soperation in them, according to

their giftsand fitness,in the completion of the one unique Divine

Book
"

the God - breathed Word of the Lord, that liveth and

abideth for ever ; and which becomes the word of our salvation

when received as the Word of God. Their root conception and

method of treatment of the IJible and its writers practically

ignore its Divine authorship,which is the only rational account

of its origin. They therefore handle its writers and writings

like the diverse and often antagonisticauthors and books of any

ordinaryliterature;and in so doing "greatlyerr,"and fall into

many grave errors ; and lose the only key to its true understand-ing

or appreciation.

They utterlyfail to account for its real unity of doctrine,

purpose, and spirit,which has impressed itself upon every

earnest reader as upon every reverent student, notwithstanding
all its diversityof thought, style,literaryform, and immediate

objects,and its varietyof writers," of diverse gifts,acquirements,

and experience," writingin different lands, circumstances,and

ages, over fifteen hundred years : and which demands a Divine

mind and a supernaturalinspirationto account for this pervasive

unity,this unique fact in the literature of the world. They, in

fact,ignorethe Holy Ghost as the real prime Author of Holy

Writ,and often write as those who had never heard of the Holy
Ghost ; and are thus " in wandering mazes lost "

; and not only

lose themselves, but also lead others astray among the sparks
of their own kindling. They thus not only overlook the real

Divine originof Scripture,but also fail to realise its Divine

character as the veritable Word of God" the teaching of the

Holy Ghost ; which, though taught through men, was neverthe-less

the teachingof the Spirit,and taught " not in words which

man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth ;

'fittingspiritualwords to spiritualthings'"^(i Cor. 2^^)," the

form of it as well as the substance, the expressionof it as truly

as what was expressed,being thus equally the work of the Spirit
of God. So that the Holy Scriptures,both thoughts and words,

spiritand embodiment, are in truth and equally the Word of

God written. And though, as in other parts of God's works,

there may be and there is variety in value, they are equally
1 Alford's N.T., and P"ausset.
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Divine in originand character. Hence the error, irreverence,

and presumption of men daring to disparageany writingor writer

of God's Word ; and stillmore, of puttingone agent or organ of

the one Divine Teacher, who teaches through them all,and is

Himself the real Teacher in all,in antagonism with or antithesis

to another.

But, further,in so doing, they not only overlook the Divine

originand ignorethe Divine character of all Scripture,they also

disown, or fail to recognise,the Divine authorityof it,and the

Divine Person who is the centre and seat of that authority,who

is none else than " the Holy Spiritspeaking in the Scriptures,"as

the Westminster Confession of Faith and the Articles of the

PresbyterianChurch of England well express it. All through

Scripturethe Holy Spiritis represented as its Supreme Author

and the all-pervadingTeacher, and all other teachers or writers

are representedas His agents or organs, " Jesus Christ Himself

being no exception,but the best and supreme example of this,

as He was also its most emphatic Teacher.

This has been already shown in a varietyof ways and

passages, and it can be seen pervading O.T. and N.T. by any

careful reader. Let it,therefore,further suffice to refer to a

few passages, and to advert speciallyto the words of our Lord.

For the O.T. take the following: 2 Pet. i-^--^ "Prophecy of

old time came not by the will of man ; but holy men of God

spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost "

; where both

the revelation and the expression of it are attributed to the

Holy Spirit, i Pet, i^"- ^^ " Of which salvation the prophets

have inquiredand searched diligently,who prophesied of the

grace that should come unto you : searching what, or what

manner of time, the Spiritof Christ which was in them did

signify,when it testified beforehand the sufferingsof Christ, and

the glory that should follow." Here the Spirit is both the

communicator of the truth to the mind of the prophet and the

giverof the prophecy as expressedfor the salvation of men ; and

where the prophets themselves did not fullyunderstand their

own prophecies,but requiredto search diligentlyfor their precise

signification; and therefore the Spirithad to give literallythe

form of the prophecy, as also to become its interpretereven to

the prophets. Heb. i^ "God
...

in times past spake unto the

fathers by the prophets"; and "all Scriptureis God-breathed"
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(^eocrretio-To?),by the breathingor inspirationof God the Holy

Ghost (2 Tim. 3^^);" so that He is the Speaker,and all Scripture

is His utterance ; and He is the Teacher of all its teaching,and

the source and seal of its Divine authority. For the N.T. let

the followingsuffice :
" It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit

of your Father that speaketh in you
" (Matt. io-"). The promise

of Christ was fulfilled on the day of Pentecost when the

apostles "spake as the Spiritgave them utterance" (Acts2^*):

"Which things we speak, not in words of man's wisdom, but

in words which the Holy Ghost teacheth" (i Cor. 2^'*);so

that "it is in truth the Word of God" (i Thess. 2^=^)" of God

the Holy Spirit.That holds a fortioriof what they wrote.

Christ Himself attributed all His Teaching atid Work to the same

Holy Spiritas inspiredthe Teaching of His Apostles.

And in regard to Christ,He Himself said at the beginningof

His publicministryas covering it all : "The Spiritof the Lord

is upon Me, because He hath anointed Me to preach the gospel

to the poor,"etc. (Luke 4^^); all His work as prophet,priest,and

king being here in fulfilment of ancient prophecy (Isa.61^)at

the outset expresslyascribed to the unction of the Holy Spirit.
" For He whom God hath sent speaketh the words of God :

for God givethnot the Spiritby measure unto Him" (John 3^'*).
Christ's speaking the words of God is here attributed to His

having the Spiritwithout measure given unto Him. " If I cast

out devils by the Spiritof God, then," etc. (Matt. 12-^). This,

too, was by the Spirit'spower. Again in fulfilment of prophecy,

Christ's teaching, "showing judgment to the Gentiles," is

explained by "I will put my Spiritupon Him" (Matt. 12^^).

Perhaps most remarkable of all are His Epistlesto the Seven

Churches of Asia Minor after His ascension (Rev. 2. 3),which are

represented as literallyspoken from heaven by Himself to His

servant John, "who bare record of the Word of God, and of the

testimony of Jesus." Yet though the very words appear as if

actuallyspoken by the risen Lord, they are, nevertheless,said to

be the words of the Spirit: " He that hath an ear to hear, let him

hear what the Spiritsaith unto the churches," being the solemn

refrain that closes each epistle. And whether we regard these

words as spoken by Christ Himself, or as spoken to and through
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John by the S[)irit,they are stillrepresentedas the words of Jesus,

and "what the Spiritsaith "

; the Spiritspeaking through Christ

personallyin the one case, and speaking Christ's words through

John in the other ; but in either case the Spirit'swords. So that

in literal fact everything spoken through prophet or apostle,

or Christ Himself is the Spirit'steaching and words, "
God the

Holy Ghost speaking through Christ and all His inspired

servants "in all the Scripturesthe thingsconcerning Himself."

This, which is the only true view of Scripture,is fatal to

all representationsof antagonism, or antithesis,or disparaging

contrast between Christ and His inspiredservants, and patently

precludesall such superficialand perniciousimaginations. For

they are tantamount to a charge of antagonism and error in the

teachingof the Spiritof truth, and are a virtual denial of the

Divine authorityof God the Holy Ghost, and, therefore,of Christ

who sent Him, and of the Father whose words He spoke.

4. OUR WHOLE KNOWLEDGE OF CHRIST AND HIS TEACHING

IS DERIVED FROM THE SCRIPTURES WRITTEN BY THESE

.
DISPARAGED AND DISCREDITED DISCIPLES.

Fourth. The advocates of this theory,which, as seen, ignores

the claim of Scripture,contradicts the teaching of Christ, and

disowns the Divine authorship of God's Word, also strangely

overlook the simple, and to their view fatal fact,that our whole

knowledge of Christ and His teaching is derived from the

Scriptures,written by these discredited or disparagedapostles
and evangelists. We know absolutelynothing about His teach-ing

except from the Bible, and therefore we are entirely

dependent on its writers for everything we know about it and

Him. Consequently, if,and so far as, they were mistaken or

defective in their conceptions or representations,so far neces-sarily

and preciselywe are as to His teaching and Himself.

Since we get all we know of what He taught,or did, or was, only

through them, we cannot get one step or know one iota on

rehable ground beyond their conceptions and statements about

His teaching. If they misunderstood or misrepresent His

teaching in any way or measure, then to that extent exactly
and self-evidentlyour conceptions of it and Him are wrong or

defective, and never were or can be made right or perfect.
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Right or wrong, we are and ever have been strictlyhmited

within their thoughts and statements of it for anything rehable

about it ; and for better or for worse, we are therefore absolutely

shut up to what they give and teach us of it. We must accept

their representationof Christ's teaching or nothing. We cannot

help ourselves ; for the means or materials of testingthe truth or

correctness of their statements of it are not, and never were,

in our possession. Every item we ever knew, or could know

about it,came through them.

And yet in face of this great prime fact,ignoringit or not

perceivingits significance,these theorists have gone on writing

and speculatingabout the teaching of Jesus,and talkinglargely

about the "rediscoveryof Christ,"as if they had justdiscovered

a lost edition of the actual writingsof Jesus Christ published at

Jerusalem,which so contrasted with the representationsof Him

and His teaching given by the Bible writers that they felt quite

warranted in ridingrough-shod over the writingsof the apostles

and prophets," some pouring sweeping condemnation on them,

others making not less offensive patronisingreferences to or

criticism of them, and generallyputtingChrist's teachingin such

antagonism and antithesis to theirs as at once to disparageand

discredit theirs and them. Yet all the time they had not one

line or letter of Christ's own writing,and were entirelydependent

for every syllableknown of His teaching upon the Bible writings

and representationsof these disparaged disciples. And not one

iota of all their writingson the teaching of Jesus was of any

value or interest to mankind except so far as it was derived

from, and agreed with, the apostles'teachings on the mind of

their Master.

Hence the amazing inconsistencyand the manifest absurdity

of making much of, or saying anything about, the teaching of

Jesus when discreditingor disparaging,or in any way seeking

to lessen the reliabilityor authorityof the teaching and repre-sentations

of the Bible writers,through whom alone we get

all our knowledge of it or Him. It is simply suicidal. It

is destructive of the sources, bases, and materials of all.

Undermining men's own foundations, making holes in the

bottom of their own ship, or cutting the ladder on which

they stand would be innocent operations compared with

this.
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5. CHRIST SHUTS US UP TO THE TEACHING OF HIS APOSTLES

FOR ALL OUR KNOWLEDGE OF HIM AND HIS TEACHING.

THE LOCUS CLASSIC US {]On-Ni6^2. 13 i^'-iO).

jF//^/la further oversight is their failure to observe that

Christ Himself most absolutelyshuts us up to the teaching of

His apostles,filled with His inspiringSpirit,for our whole

knowledge of Him and of His teaching. Hence the significant
fact that He appears never to have written anything Himself to

form part of God's Word. But He uttered, and caused, with

cognate utterances, to be recorded, as the basis of their authority

as teachers, and the secret of their power as preachers,these

memorable and suggestivewords, " I have yet many thingsto say

unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when He,

the Spiritof truth, is come. He will guide you into all truth "

(John i6^--i3). "He shall teach you all things,and bring all

thingsto your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you
"

(John i4-*^). Here there are many deep and far-reaching
truths and revelations of the mind of the Master; but we limit

ourselves at present to the following:"

M'rsL That Christ was unable because of the unspiritual

state of their minds to teach His apostlesduring His earthly

lifemany thingsthat He meant to reveal and teach them, and

which were necessary to complete and crown God's revelation.

Second. That He was to send the Holy Spirit,and that when

He came He would lead them into all truth,-" to enable them to

understand better what they already knew, and to give new

revelations of what they did not know, which would complete

and perfectthe full revelation of God. Third. That when the

Spiritcame He was to aid their memories, as well as enlighten

their understandings,so as to bring to their remembrance,

and to bring home to their minds and hearts, whatsoever

He had said unto them ; so that they would be able to teach

them to others in His name, and with His authority,as His

Word.

Among other things,this clearlystates and proves that the

only way, according to the teaching of Christ, in which men

could trulyunderstand His teaching,and fullyknow His mind,

was through the teachingof His disciplesas enlightened by His

Spirit. This is not an inference from Christ's words, it is the
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simple and uiKjuestionablemeaning of them. Tliis is the

clearest teachingof Christ,the most explicitdeclaration of the

mind of the Master on the specialquestion under consideration.

To all who own Christ's authorityas a teacher His own words

put the questionbeyond question. It is no longer a matter for

discussion. It is settled,and settled clearlyand finallyby the

very words of the Master Himself. And it makes all the theoris-ing

of those who put Christ's teachingin antagonism or antithesis

to the teachingof His apostlesand prophets,while yet avowing

specialregard for His teaching,appear sufificientlystrange, and

far astray.

For this is His specialteaching on the specialquestion,and

it is that He shuts men up to the teaching of His servants in

the Scripturesfor all our knowledge of Himself, His teaching

and His religion," unless,indeed, they are prepared to add to the

presumption of claiming knowledge of the mind of the Master

better than His apostles the further audacity of assuming to

know it better than Himself! And what makes this teaching of

our Lord all the more weightyand impressiveis that it is given,

not as mere teaching,but as a gracious,far-reaching,and oft-

repeated promise to them, in prospect of their great and

unparalleledwork and responsibility.This promise was given
them on the eve of His death, out of the fulness of His heart,of

what laydeepest in His mind, as what would best assure them

of comfort and equipment for the unique work he had chosen

them to do, as the recipientsand organs of His Revelation, and

the channels and agents of God's salvation to all mankind. A

promise that taught them, as it should teach us, entire depend-ence

on the Holy Spirit" the real Author and Supreme

Authority of all Scripture" for power to receive,understand, and

teach the mind of Christ. A promise that assured them that

the Spiritof truth would bring all Christ's teaching to their

remembrance, and enable them to understand it as they had

never done before ; and would give them many new revelations

of His mind and His Father's grace, which He had not before

been able to teach them Himself, because of their inabilityto

receive it; and would, indeed, lead them into all truth "
into the

full knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus ; and enable them so

to teach the same that what they taught would trulyand fully

express the mind of Christ " in words which the Spiritteacheth."
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This promise He fulfilled at Pentecost, when "they were all

filled with the Holy Ghost, and spake as the Spiritgave them

utterance." This at length received permanent embodiment in

the N.T.; so that it is,therefore,along with the O.T., the one

Divine God-breathed book, and is thus " in truth the Word of

God," because written through the Spiritof God.

This precludesall Disparagetneftlof the Apostlesand their

Spirit-givenJVritifigs.

How strange and untenable in the lightof this and much

similar,from the very words of Christ and Scripture,is the recent

magnifying of Christ's teaching to the disparagementand dis-crediting

of the teaching of His apostles! For He not only
shuts men up by His own teachingand action to the teachingof

the apostles for all knowledge of His teaching,but He also

tells His disciplesthat their own understanding of what He had

taught them, and even their remembrance of what He had said

unto them (so far as it was to be remembered), as well as what

was yet to be given them to complete their knowledge of His

mind and of God's Revelation,were all dependent on the prom-ised

illumination they were to receive when the Holy Spirit

came upon them to lead them into all truth. So that everything

they were to know or to convey of Christ's mind was to be

taught them and conveyed through them by the Spiritas the

Word of God ; and all that they spoke or wrote in His name

was to be the Spirit'steachingin the Spirit'swords.

The Apostles7ue?-e not mere
^^ Reporters^'of Chris fs Teaching,but

Divinely-inspiredOrgans of God's Revelation.

What a contrast and contradiction all this,and much like

teaching of Christ, to the crude root-ideas of those would-be

discoverers and magnifiersof Christ and His teaching,who, by

not knowing or ignoringthe Scripturesand His teaching,have

so greatlyerred as to imagine and proclaim that there was or

could be any antagonism, or antithesis,or discrepancy between

the teachingof Christ and of His apostles. They have assumed

that the N.T. writers were simply "reporters" of the words of

Christ,and that,while they might be taken as on the whole fairly
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good reporters of His words, thei: own teaching had no such

character or authority; and might,therefore,be as freelycriticised

as any other Uterature,and put in antithesis and opposition

to His. But they have failed to discover what Christ most

clearlytaught,that they were not reporters in the ordinary sense

at all,but the divinely-chosenand inspiredorgans of God's

Revelation ; and that their teaching was of the same origin,

character, and authority as Christ's,because the same Holy

Spiritinspiredboth, and made them both equally the Spirit's

teachingin the Spirit'swords "
the Word of God ; and that

every word they wrote of His was brought to their remem-brance,

and made luminous to their minds by the Spirit; and

was expressed in the Scripturesin words of the Spirit'steach-ing.

For as
" prophecy came of old not by the will of man ;

but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy

Ghost" (2 Pet. i-i),so the Revelation of the N.T. was not

given or written at the will of man, nor in the words of man's

wisdom, but chosen teachers of God wrote as they were inspired

by the Holy Ghost in the words that the Spirittaught," the

Spiritcreatingthe purpose to write,impartingthe power to write,

givingthe revelation to be written,and directingthe writers in

the selection,arrangement, and expressionof what was written.

The Apostles'remembrance, U72derstanding,and expressionof

Christ's Teaching zvere through the Spirit.

As to the teachingof Christ,in particular,the Spiritbrought to

their remembrance those words of Christ that were to be written

(for,as John 21^^ tells us, many of them were not written,but

only such as Divine wisdom thought best for the permanent ends

of Revelation). The Spiritled them into the full understanding

of these words, and enabled them to express them in the form

and settingbest fitted to express the mind of Christ in each case.

For the same substance is differentlyexpressed in different

connections. So that Christ's teaching as assimilated is part of

the respectivewriters' teachingalso," accordingto the standpoint,

purpose, and characteristics of each as guided by the Sj)irit.

Strictlyspeaking,what we get of Christ's teaching in the Gospels

is that teachingas assimilated and utilised by the writers after

receivingthe promised illumination of the Spirit. It is not
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Christ's teachingsimply as given by Him during His earthlylife;

but that teaching brought home to their memories and hearts,

illumined and transformed by the Spirit'slight,according to the

capacity,standpoint,and function of each in the expression of

the Divine Revelation as embodied in the Gospels. This may

explainmany of the differences in the record of the same things,

which have perplexed some and led others to charge errors

where none existed, because they knew not the reason of such

differences. But all this shows how far astray from the facts,and

the teaching of Scriptureand of Christ,is the modern idea of

"reporters" or mere recorders; which has misled many to

imagine antithesis and antagonism in teaching between Christ

and His apostles. Properly viewed, it amounts to a charge :"

first,of conflict between the disciplesand the Master ; second,

of contradiction in the teaching of the Spiritof truth,who is the

one supreme, pervasive teacher ; third, of self-contradiction in

the inspiredwriters. A threefold contradiction this which it

demands amazing credulityto believe that God would permit in

givingthe revelation of His grace.

The Presumption of the Apostles'Critics.

They also assume and imagine that they can isolate and

separate the teaching of Christ from the baser apostolicmaterial

in which it is embedded in the Gospels,settingit by itself,free

from its prejudicialenvironment, and improve upon the work of

the Holy Ghost ! But it is a vain delusion. As soon expect

flowers or aromatic plants to retain their beauty and give forth

their fragrance away from their rooting and their atmosphere.

For while the words of Jesus have a wonderful vitalityand power

in themselves and in any connection, they never are themselves,

or exhibit their full beauty, or emit their sweetest fragrance,or

exert their divinest virtue,except in their Divine setting.Spirit-

given habitat,and native air. And they vainly dream that they

can fragment and vivisect the Spirit'sembodiment and environ-ment

of Christ's teaching as given in Scripture,by cutting it to

pieces at will,and then by their superior skill so combine their

excerptedparts as to make such a monograph of His teachingand

life as will be a far truer and better presentationof it and Him !

Sooner would they restore in more than pristineperfectiona
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peerlesssculptor'smasterpiecein statuary, after they had broken

it into atoms ; or reanimate in more than its first exquisiteness

the livingbody and person of your best and greatest friend,after

cuttinghim to pieces,and having him dissolved into dust and

ashes. They entirelyignore,or are unblissfullyignorantof the

prime truth of the Divine unityand inviolable solidarityof the

teachingof Scriptureand of Christ ; and they seem never to have

grasped the profound and far-reachingfact of the livingorganic

oneness of both, which makes them one unique Spirit-vivified

organicwhole "
the livingWord of the livingGod.

What strikes one most, however, in such conceptions is not

merely the error and crudeness, but the amazing presumption,to

say nothing of the absurdity,of such suppositions. That they
should imagine they could at the distance of almost two

millenniums know " the Mind of the Master " better than the

discipleswhom He first taught personally,and then taught more

fullyby His Spirit,or better even than the Master Himself
" yea,

even than the Holy Spirit,who inspiredthe teachingof both

them and Him, and embodied it through them in the Scriptures,

"
is a signalillustration of how vain men can become in their

imaginations,when they walk in the lightof their own eyes, in

the sparks of their own kindling,amid the blaze of the noonday

sun. A comparison of their improved editions of the teaching
of Jesus with the Divine edition,as given through the Spiritby
these disparaged disciples,will suffice,on simple inspection,to

impress on all the follyof their pretensions: while the fact that

they owe to these very disciplesevery item of reliable material

out of which to make their improved editions sufficientlyexhibits

their absurdity. And a comparison of these God-breathed

writingswith the writingson the same subjects of even the

writers of the same time, the Apostolic Fathers, who were in

fullest sympathy with the themes, and the companions as well as

the disciplesof the apostles,and breathingthe first fresh air of

Christianity'searly dawn as it breathed and thrilled from the

very soul and presence of the Divine Master, will impress every

candid reader with the amazing contrast, as it has impressed
students from the first,bringinghome the conviction that the

Bible writingsare unique {suigeneris),occupy another plane,and

are, in fact,different in kind from any other writings; and demand

a Divine, supernaturalcause as their only adequate explanation.
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6. THE RADICAL ERROR OF LIMITING CHRIST's TEACHING TO HIS

EARTHLY LIFE. THE APOSTLES' TEACHING WAS CHRIST's

TEACHING THROUGH THEM BY HIS SPIRIT.

Sixth. These theorists make the mistake of limitingthe teach-ing

of Christ to His earthlylife. They overlook the fact that

Christ continued His teaching after His resurrection and ascen-sion

"
that He then taught His apostlesby His Spiritthe "

many

things" He had to say unto them which they could not bear

before, but which He promised to teach them when the Spiritof

truth came ; and that,in fact,the whole teachingof the apostles

given in Scripture was the teaching of Christ by His Spirit.

Hence in His great promise He says :
" I have many things to

say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now"; but " when He, the

Spiritof truth,is come. He will guide you into all truth "
" that

is,Christ would then say to them the "

many things"

they could

not bear before ; and " bring all things to your remembrance,

whatsoever I have said unto you"; that is,enable them to

remember and understand His previousteaching,as well as give

them many further revelations He could not teach them, because

they could not learn them earlier.

But through and in all
"

old and new "
He was their teacher.

Hence the writer of the Acts of the Aposdes significantlysays :

"The former treatise have I (Luke) made of all that Jesus

began both to do and teach, until the day in which He was

taken up" (Acts i^)" the writer plainlyimplying that what He

had taught up to that time was only the beginningof His teach-ing,

and that this teaching was to be continued and completed

through His Spirit. Hence, too, in the Apocalypse, in the

Epistlesto the Seven Churches, it is " what the Spiritsaith unto

the Churches," although Christ Himself appears throughout as

the actual speaker; because what the Spiritsays Christ says,

and vice versa. Hence, also,when closingthe Book of Revela-tion,

Christ Himself, though apparently conveying it through

the Spiritto John, and through John to all,again appears as

utteringthe very words by which He at once, as seen below,

solemnly closes the volume of Revelation,and seals in the name of

Godhead the inviolable truth and Divine authorityof Holy Writ.

Thus the whole Epistles of Paul, which form much the

larger part of the N.T., are the teaching of Christ; and are
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declared to be the revelation which he received,not of men but

of Jesus Christ, direct from the Lord Himself by the Spirit.

Yet not one word or thought of it was given by Christ to Paul

during His earthlyministry,but from heaven, and through the

Spirit. And his Epistlesare said to be given "not in words

which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost

teacheth" (i Cor. i^^); and they are, therefore,declared to be

and to be received as
"

not the word of man, but as it is in truth

the Word of God" (i Thess. 2'^'^).Yea, he says, "though we

have known Jesus Christ after the flesh,yet now know we Him

no more
" in that way.

As with the Epistlesof Paul, so also with the Epistlesand

Apocalypse of John, the Epistlesof Peter,James, Jude, Hebrews,

" in fact,all the other N.T. writings,^they were all inspired,

and given after Christ's ascent and the Spirit'sdescent, and

were the fruit and product of the Spirit'sinspiration,and were

the teaching of Christ to and through His disciples,so that they

could all say in truth with Paul in every one of them, "
we have

the mind of Christ "

; and they all expressed that mind as the

Spirittaught them in the Spirit'swords.

Even in the Gospels what we have is also Christ's teaching

by the Spirit," some of the latest and highestteachingsof Christ

through the Spiritbeing there. They are, in fact,all Christ's

teaching to and through His disciplesby His Spirit. Even the

words of our Lord in the Gospels are not His words merely as

uttered during His earthlylife,but these words as broughthome

to their remembrance and hearts by the Spirit,as illumined and

transformed in their minds, and through His inspirationem-bodied

as they are in the Gospels. So that although they may be

spoken and thought of,and written about as different parts of

God's Revelation,and profitablytoo, if wiselyunder the Spirit's

guidance (which should ever be duly recognised and relied on,

and not mere unspiritualscholarship,"
for the natural man, how-ever

learned, "receiveth not the thingsof the Spiritof God,

neither can he know them, because they are spirituallydiscerned "

(2 Cor. 21'*))," yet we can never reallyor rightlyseparate them,

far less put them in antagonism or antithesis.

For the teachingof the apostlesproperlyunderstood is the

teaching of Christ through them by His Spirit,and Christ's

teaching is their teaching as assimilated,and utilised,and
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in some parts apparently somewhat idealised or generalised

(especiallyin John), according to the measure and function of

each for the specificpurposes of Revelation ; and both teachings,

or the one teaching of both, is the Spirit'steaching,who taught

through both them and Him ; so that they are one unique,

Divinely-inspired,harmonious whole " a lonelyDivine splendour
in the religiousliterature of the world

" the Word of God.

Proceeding on the false assumption that the teachingof our

Lord ended with His earthly life,these theorists have thus

again greatlyerred,not knowing the Scripturesin their Divine

authorship,nor the mind of the Master as expressed in the

Spirit-inspiredwords of His disciples,and ignoring the express

teaching of Christ on this specialquestion. As He is king for

ever, and His kingdom an everlastingkingdom, and a Priest

for ever on His throne, so, as in His kingship and Priesthood, in

His Prophethood also,He continueth ever the eternal Prophet
who by His Spiritgave to His apostlesthe full and final revela-tion

of His mind, and stillcontinues to teach us through them

by His words and Spiritthe will of God for our salvation.

7. THE ERROR OF SUPPOSING THAT CHRIST's TEACHING DURING

HIS LIFE WAS THE HIGHEST OR FINAL TEACHING OF REVELA-TION

OR OF CHRIST.

Seventh. Only one further and final oversight and error of

these critics of Scripture,and disparagersof its inspiredwriters,

shall we now advert to ; and that is so palpably contrary to the

express teaching of Christ Himself, and the simple facts of the

case, that it only requiresstatement to be self-evident \ especially
as it has been frequentlyreferred to in other connections above.

It is that the teachingof Christ,during His earthlylife,given in

the Gospels,and especiallyin the Sermon on the Mount, " which

Dr. Watson and many others make supreme, and the norm and

test of all Scripture," is the highestand final teaching,and the

supreme standard and authority by which all religiousand

ethical teaching,and all the teaching of prophets and apostles

in all the rest of Scripture,are to be judged ; and that the teach-ing

of the apostles,and prophets in particular,as tested by this

has been found wanting,and even wrong in various parts and

ways ; and isaltogetheron a lower plane,and of an inferior kind.
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This Sermon on the Mount Dr. Watson and others propose

to make the basis,substance, and form of the new ethical creed,

as it is called ; which has been formulated to supersede all the

creeds of Christendom ; and is in itself so simple,reasonable,

and free of difficulty^ that it may and would be agreed to by all

mankind, " Jew and Gentile,Hindoo and Mahomedan, Christian

and heathen," and become the basis of a new faith and brother-hood

of man, which would ring out the strife of creeds and

religions,and ringin a millennium of faith and morals, and usher

in the jubileeof the world," some hailingthis new ethical creed

as a new revelation from heaven, and the dawn of a new era in

religionand ethics ! One is grieved,by this persistentdisparag-ing
of the inspiredwriters,and this vicious placingof them in

antithesis and antagonism to Christ,to be forced even to appear

to qualifywhat was stated above as to the uniqueness and pre-eminence

of the personal teachingof our Lord. But the evils

of this modern method of treatingthe Bible are so great and

prevalent,and are all the more insidious because seeming to

honour Christ,that the other side must be clearlystated," not,

indeed,to modify anything we have said as to His supremacy

and uniquepositionas a teacher,nor to say anythingbut what

He Himself has said ; on the contrary, it is regardfor His teach-ing

that supremely constrains the statement.

(I.)Christ's Criticism of the Critics' Criticism generally.

As to the views taken as a whole, let the followingsuffice

along with what has been said above.

I. it is directly contrary to Christ's teaching to put his

teaching in antithesis or antagonism to his disciples'

teaching.

First. It contradicts the express teachingof Christ on this

question,while professingto give Him specialhonour. It is in

full and direct contradiction to those all-importantand often

^ Vet there are few parts of Scripturewith so many serious difiiculties.

Witness Tolstoi's doctrine of non-resistance based on it ; and its apparent

impracticability,declared by agnostics to be "Altruism,''" not fit for this

world," making Jesus seem a Visionary.

6
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adduced decisive passages, which embody a leading part of

His teaching on this specificsubject (John i6i-- ^^ 14-'').Here

and elsewhere,in language so plainthat "a wayfaringman though

a fool cannot err therein," our Lord emphasises the fact that

He was precluded,by their inabilityto receive it,from teaching
them many things; that He was thus limited then to the more

elementary truths ; and that His disciples,after the descent on

them of the Spiritof truth,would receive, in order to teach,

many new and higher revelations,which would complete their

knowledge and teaching,and be the highestand final Revelation

of the Mind of their Master and the Father's will.

Thus Christ settles the question finallyon His Divine

authoritythat not His own personalteaching during His earthly

life,but His disciples'teaching after the coming of the Spirit,

was the highest teaching and the final Revelation ; or that

Christ's teaching after His ascension, through His apostles,

speciallyinspired by the Spirit,embodied in the N.T., is the

highest, fullest,and final Revelation," the disciples'teaching

completingthe Master's "
the Master's teaching from heaven by

His Spirit,through the apostles,completing and perfectingHis

personal teaching on earth. So that to disparage the apostles'

teachingis to depreciatethe highest,crowning,and final teaching

of Christ ; and the only way to know and honour His highest

and latest teaching is to know and honour theirs. Here the

refutation of this error might end ; for the proof of its erroneous-

ness is closed,and conclusive by the words and authorityof the

Master. But it is so prevalentand pernicious,and the root of so

largeand misleadinga literature,that it is well to look at it briefly

in other bearings.

2. IT OVERLOOKS THAT CHRIST S POSITION PREVENTED HIM

TEACHING MUCH THAT HE TAUGHT TO AND THROUGH HIS

APOSTLES AFTER HIS RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.

Second. It overlooks the fact that Christ was prevented by

His own position,as well as by the mental state of His disciples,

from teachingthem many thingsduring His earthlyministrythat

He afterwards taught them by His Spirit.How, for example,

could He have so spoken about His death and resurrection,with

the infinitudes of grace and truth rooted and centred there,until
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they had actuallytaken place,as He could and did afterwards ?

Yet these are the two chief roots from which the Christian

Revelation springs" the two lightcentres from which the Light

of the World radiates His healingbeams. From the very nature

of the case He could not have spoken of these, with all their

Divine depths and limitless issues,publicly,as His disciplesdid

afterwards, without anticipatingHis death unwarrantably, and

arrestingHis life- work before it was finished ; and thereby

violatingthe condition and frustrating,the end of His incarna-tion,

defeating His Divine mission, and deprivingus of His

invaluable experienceas the Son of Man, which has been such a

preciousfountain of sympathy and inspirationto mankind.

Neither could He have taught His disciplesthe Divine

significanceand infinite riches of grace treasured there tillthe

profound Divine events themselves burst upon their opening

minds with a flood of lightunspeakable and full of glory,and

the cross and the grave became radiant with a blaze of glory

that through them illumined the race and fillsthe world. Hence

He spoke littleof these,and that littlein a way that was never

understood or reallybelieved by them, " the natural love of their

hearts combining with the spiritualdulness of their minds in

shuttingout the unwelcome thought of the coming event that

casts its dread shadow before.

To these two radical facts and fruitful roots of the Christian

faith a third may be added "
the incarnation and the profound

mystery of it,and the facts connected with it" the annunciation,

the salutation of Elisabeth, the supernatural conception,the

birth, the flightinto Egypt, the presentation in the temple.

There is no jjroofthat His disciplesknew these facts tillafter

the resurrection ; and they seem never to have been spoken of

by Christ to His disciples,as from the nature of the case they
would not and could not well be.

And yet the incarnation,along with the death and the

resurrection,is the tap-root of the Christian faith ; and these

three, which Christ was, by the very nature and the neces-sities

of the case, precluded from teaching or speaking of per-sonally

during His earthlylife,are the three root facts and prime

factors,lightcentres, and chief revelations of the Christian faith.

So also the unpreparedness of the people, the hateful opposi-tion
of the Pharisees,the murderous jealousyand conspiracies
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of those in power, the sleeplessmalice and vigilance of the

prince of darkness, the antagonism of the prevalentanticipations

of the Messiah to what the true Messiah was to be, the necessity

of His being a moral test and disciplinefor Israel and mankind,

on the recognised principlesof God's moral government, and

the claims and limitations of His positionand circumstances as

the real Son of Man and the reputed Son of Joseph, while yet

the true Son of God, in countless ways limited His action and

restricted His teaching. Therefore, although so far as He was

free to express His mind, and did express it.His teaching was,

as shown above, supreme and unique, yet in "

many things" He

tells us He was not free,and did not express itpersonallyduring

His earthlyministry,but gave it afterwards by His Spirit,through

His inspireddisciples,"
whose teaching is,therefore,the com-pletion

and crown of His "
the full and final Revelation of God.

But all this,and much more cognate, is unknown or ignored in

this modern theory.

3. IT IGNORES THAT CHRISt's TEACHING AS GIVEN IN THE

GOSPELS IS ONLY THE DISCIPLES' CONCEPTIONS OF IT AS

GIVEN THEM BY THE SAINIE SPIRIT WHO GAVE THEM

THEIR OWN, AND IS THEIR TEACHING ALSO.

Third. It also ignores the fact that the teachingof Christ as

given in the Gospels is not merely Christ's teaching as uttered

during His earthly life,but that teaching selected by each

evangelistas each apprehended, assimilated^and expressed it

transformed and so far idealised by the illumination and in-spiration

of the Spirit,as each supplied His appointed part in

the one Divine God-breathed book. Hence it is given in the

respectiveGospels in different forms and connections,which

give different yet complementary aspects and elements of the

one Divine Revelation. So that the teaching of Christ as given

by each is as trulytheir individual teaching also as it is His ;

and, therefore,they share with Him in whatever excellence and

supremacy belongs to it. How unfounded and misleading,then,

is disparagement of their teaching alongside of His, for His as

known to us is theirs,as theirs as given in the Gospels is His.

Nay, more, and this is the chief and crucial thing,it is their

conceptions of His teaching that we have in the Gospels, and
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beyond these we cannot rise or know one iota. It is not merely

that all our knowledge of what He taught comes through them,

but that their conceptionsof His teachingas given them by the

Spirit,and these alone, are what is given us of His teachingin the

(iospels. Therefore, their conceptions of His teaching,as given

in the Gospels,must limit,rule,and compose ours, as they are the

only source and sole materials of our knowledge or conception

of it,so far as the Gospels are concerned. Yet it is from their

conceptions of the teachingof their Master as embodied in the

Gospels that the recent critics of their teaching professto derive

all they know of His teaching by which they disparage their

teaching. A sufificientlyodd and awkward result this surelyfor

these critics and their teachingfor it is discreditingtheir own

sources and authorities,and destroyingthe bases and materials

of their own structure. How suicidal,then, to impugn the

apostles'teachingwhile magnifying His, for we have only their

conceptions of His ; and if they have misconceived and misre-presented

Him and His religionin their other teaching,what

confidence can we place in their conceptions and representations

of what they give us of His teaching? And what value,then,

can any scheme of the teachingof Jesus have ?
" to say nothing

of the absurditythat we can know the mind of the Master better

than His disciples,when our knowledge of it is derived solely

from their ideas and embodiments of it.

4. IT IS CONTRARY TO THE UNQUESTIONABLE FACTS.

Fourth. It is contrary to the palpable facts of the case.

For Christ not only promised to send His Spiritto lead them

into all truth,and to teach other and higher truths than He had

been able to teach them ; but He also as a matter of certain

fact fulfilled that promise at Pentecost ; and that, along with

the, to them, new facts of His death and resurrection,not only

cast a wondrous lighton what He had said to them before,but

also gave them fresh and vital facts and truths, and new and

higher revelations, which completed, perfected,and crowned

their knowledge of the mind of Christ and the Revelation of

God. Besides, Christ appeared to them during the fortydays

after His resurrection,and not only reminded them of leading

thingsHe had said to them, which His death and resurrection
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had fulfilled, and illumined the O.T. with such
a glory as simply

transformed it, and made it
a new

revelation to their minds, but

He also gave
distinctively new

and crowning revelations to com-plete

and perfect His
own previous teaching. Each fresh

appearance was a new revelation, and all of them together

form
a great gospel, or precious parts of the one complete and

perfect Gospel
"

as may
be

seen
in such works as Dr. Westcott's

The Gospel of the Resurrection and The Revelatioti of the Risen

Lord. And, further. He appeared after His ascension to His

apostles, and
gave personally, and by His Spirit, such visions

and revelations of Himself, of His mind, and of His Father's

grace, as are
contained in the Apocalypse, the Hebrews, the

Epistles of Peter, John, and Paul, and the Gospel of John
"

which form nine-tenths of the N.T. Revelation, and contain

such large and vital portions of the Gospel as we
know it and

live by it
;

and by which He
gave

the full and final revelation of

God's will for man's salvation. So that this unfounded theory

practically ignores the whole work and revelations of the Holy

Ghost, the whole teaching and prophetic work of Christ after the

resurrection, and implies either that Christ's promise of the

Spirit was not fulfilled,
"

which the surest facts preclude, or that

its
purpose was frustrated,

"

which Christian faith repudiates.



CHAPTER IV.

(II.) THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. ITS

PLACE IN REVELATION AND IN CHRIST'S

TEACHING.

Let what follows suffice as to the recent extraordinary magni-fying

of the Sermon on the Mount, as the one or only perfect

revelation, the test and norm of all other revelations, "

the

supreme and only authoritative standard of faith and life," the

sum and substance of the teaching of Christ,
"

the Mount

Hermon that looks down with Divine supremacy upon all the

lower heights of Revelation
"

Dr. Watson saying, " The Book

of Judgment is the Sermon on the Mount."

r. It has not a supreme i;ut a subordinate, though

A unique Place in Divine Revelation.

First. Although the Sermon on the Mount has a place of

its own in Scripture, and in the teaching of Christ near the

beginning of His ministry, laying down some of the first

principles of His Kingdom ; and while it gives an invaluable

declaration of the Divine origin, truth, and authority of the

O.T., with His Divine interpretation and development of it ; and

reaches up to some of the highest pinnacles of ethical elevation, "

yet it occupies by no means a supreme place either religiously

or ethically, in God's Word, and has only a minor place in the

teaching of Christ, and is the veriest fragmicnt, and not at all

the most important but a very subordinate fragment, of His

teaching. Why, then, should such a small and preparatory

fragment be lifted up into such pre-eminence and supremacy ?

There is not a syllable in His teaching to show that He meant it

to occupy any such place. There is not a little to the contrary.
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He never afterwards appears to have referred to it,or to reteach

itj as He does in other cases. In Luke there is only a brief

fragment of it,and in somewhat different form. To Mark and

John it does not appear to be of sufficient importance to be

given at all ; whereas many other things and sayings are given
in three, and even in the four Gospels. We find few, if any,

references to it in the other N.T. writing,although we do to

other sayings of Christ, and to other great facts in His life,by
all of which He teaches. Compare, for example, the full and

detailed accounts of His sufferings,death, and resurrection given

in the four Gospels at such length,and His many pregnant

utterances and references connected therewith,forming altogether
such a largepart of the Gospels,and the burden and substance,

core and glory of all the rest of the N.T. as well as the Old.

Then the Sermon on the Mount, given in any fulness only in one

Gospel and never after referred to, dwindles into a small and

subordinate place indeed. And if prominence in Scriptureand

place in the mind of Christ are to be taken as any indication of

the importance of the subject," as they surelyare, " then, verily,

the Sermon on the Mount must take a very lowly and obscure

positionwhen compared with the glorythat excelleth.

2. It is Christ's Elementary and Preparatory Teaching,

NOT so High as His Parabolic or Passion Teaching,

OR THE Epistles, though Primary in its own Place.

Second. It is reallyChrist's elementary teaching,preliminary

to and preparatory for His after higher and fuller teaching" ever

advancing during His earthlyministry; and leading on to His

highestand final teaching by His Spiritthrough His apostles,

after His resurrection and ascension. It has only to be looked

at to see that this is its real character. It treats chieflyof

elementary truth
"

the first principlesof the Kingdom of God,

and the practiceof the ordinarymoral and religiousduties,and

that,too, from the standpoint,on the basis, and largelyin the

very language of the O.T. No doubt He treats of them, as of

everythingelse on which He ever opened His divinely-anointed

lips,with a freshness,profundity,and power all His own ; and

discloses with a unique penetration and impressiveness the

Divine depths and soul-searchingspiritualityof the ancient
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Scriptures; and he lifts all, as He does every subject He

touched, into the presence of God, and vivifies them with the

atmosphere of eternityand the love of the heavenly Father.

But the thingsthemselves are on the lower planes of rudimentary

truth and ethical practice; what in another connection, and

as to other things on a lower plane,the writer of Hebrews calls

" the first principlesof the oracles of God," which he complained

of having to reteach to those Christians who should have known

better,and who seemed disposed to remain as babes, needing to

be fed with milk, instead of men relishingstrong meat.

Who that knows anything of spiritualtruth, or the higher
lifein Christ,would think of comparing,from the view-pointof

advancedness, or the higher Christian revelation,Christ's ethical

teachingin the Sermon on the Mount with liis higher parabolic
and spiritualteaching; or with His sublime teaching on

" the

last things"

; or with much of His profound spiritualteachingin

John's Gospel, which has earned it the name of "the Divine

Gospel "

; or least of all with His teaching about His death,

resurrection,and coming glory,with all the infinitudes of grace

and truth and destinyrooted and radiatingthere ; or even with,

say, Paul's profound Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians,

Philippians,and Romans, or the unique 13th and 15th of

I Corinthians ; or with that great book, the Epistle to the

Hebrews, which is yielding such treasures to Christian experi-ence

and to recent scholarship; or with John's Divine first

Epistle,or his sublime Apocalypse, including our Lord's seven

epistles,and His last words of Revelation, for its name is

"The Revelation of Jesus Christ"?

The Sermon on the Mount moves on far lower planes,and

deals with thingsmuch less high and mysterious. And since,as

we have seen, Christ taught that His highestand final teaching
could not be given tillHe was glorified,and He through the

Spiritgave it to and through His apostles; and since the Sermon

on the Mount holds only a small and elementaryplacein Christ's

earthlyteaching," all this recent magnifying of the Sermon on

the Mount, to the disparagement of the rest of Scripture,and to

the depreciationof the mass of even Christ's chief teaching; and

this making of that rudimentary sermon the supreme and final

revelation,and proposing to make it the test and standard of all

other revelations,and the basis of the new ethical creed, which
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is to replace all other creeds and unify the faith of mankind,

and usher in the millennium of Christian belief,"
is trulyastound-ing

simplicityand amazing credulity; while to call it, as

Dr. Watson does, " The Book of Judgment," is surely the acme

of extravagance.

Its preliminary and elementary character is perhaps more

shown by what it does not teach, rather than by what it does.

To say nothing of no Trinity,no Holy Ghost, no free grace,

there is in it almost nothing directlyabout Christ Himself,who is

the theme and substance of Revelation, and the heart and gloryof

the Gospel. There is no incarnation,though it is the root and

origin of the Gospel ; no redemption, though it is the basis,

soul,and burden of the Gospel : no resurrection,though it is the

goal, hope, and power of the Gospel. We find little of the

life to come, though it is the crown and issue of the Gospel.

Nor have we the great truths and facts that are presupposed,

rooted, and perfected in these ; which form the substance of

the Gospel, and the main teaching of Scriptureand of Christ,

and are the things in which, as Christians,we live,and move,

and have our being. So that it might, indeed, be said that

there is more of the essence of the full-orbed Gospel in one

sentence of Christ (John iii.i6) than in the whole Sermon: as

there certainlyis a fuller and tenderer Gospel and a clearer and

weightierrevelation of both the mind and heart of the Master in

the sacred words of the Divine institution that commemorates

His love to us, and our redemption by His blood.

IT IS PRIMARY IN TEACHING THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF

ETHICS, AND OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

It must not, however, be supposed from this that we

depreciatethe Sermon on the Mount, or refuse it the place that

belongs to it,and that Christ has given it. On the contrary, in

its own place,for its own purpose, and on its own subjects we

prizeit immensely, and hold it to be unique ; and on no portion

of God's Word have we more thought, and taught with more

profitand delight. Nor is that place unimportant but primary
in its own way. It is preliminary,but a necessary preUminary

to the other teaching of Christ and His apostles. It is pre-paratory,

but an indispensable preparation for the full and
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effectual proclamationof the gospel. It is elementary,ethical,
and religiousteaching; but essential elements, without which the

teachingof the other and higher elements was impracticable"

the Euclid though not the Differential Calculus of ethical and

religiousmathematics. It is the great and gloriousportal lead-ing

into and forming a prime part of the Divine temple of the

N.T. Revelation ; without which, and the enteringinto which,

men cannot enter into the Kingdom of God.

It was the formal beginningof our Lord's publicteaching;
and it behoved Him to begin at the beginning. Necessitywas
laid upon Him to commence low, to start with the firstprinciples
of His Kingdom, and from that to go forward graduallyinto

higherthingsas men could receive them, tillthat which was perfect

was reached at length. This He, as a wise Master, would have

done in any case. There was a specialnecessityfor Him doing
so in this case, because of the low and even wrong moral and

religiousconceptions that prevailed. As at the close of His

publicministryHe had, because of their inabilitythen to receive

these, to refrain from saying to His chosen disciplesmany
things He had yet to teach them by His Spirit: so much more

among His hearers generallyat the beginning,He had to start

with the rudiments, and to begin with the first principlesof

religionand ethics,else He could have never taughtthem at all ;

especiallyas these had become so misconceived by current

ideas,and so perverted by prevalentteaching.
As we have heard Dr. Alexander Duff, the princeof Indian

missionaries,say in his lectures on EvangelisticTheology, that

he had to begin his missionary work, not by preaching the

gospel as usuallygiven,but by teachingthe first elements of

moralityand religion; because of the low state and wrong con-ceptions

on these prevalentamong the Hindoos, " quoting the

example of Christ in this Sermon as his authority; so our Lord

had to begin His great world-wide mission by clearingaway, as

He does in this Sermon, the many prevalenterrors, rabbinical

encrustations, and Jewish perversionsof the truth ; and then

going on to proclaim the first principlesof the kingdom of God,

more and more, unto the fulness of the perfectRevelation.

Thus the elementary character of the Sermon on the Mount

was a mental and moral necessity,and an essential preliminaryto
the full preaching of the kingdom, and is a solemn inauguration
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of that Kingdom. In this sense it may be called "the Manifesto

of the King," but by no means the full gospel of the Kingdom.
And it is because many recent teachers have overlooked this

prime fact,and the place that Christ Himself has givenit in His

mission and teaching,and partlybecause of their own leaning

being more ethical than evangelical,that they have spoken so

extravagantlyof the Sermon on the Mount, and misplaced the

emphasis of the gospel by placing it on the Sermon on the

Mount, instead of, like Christ and His apostles,ever placing
it on the redemption of the cross and the gospel of the

resurrection.

3. It is based upon and largely taken from the O.T.

and in it christ solemnly declares the inviolable

Truth and Divine Authority of the O.T.

Third. They fail to perceive that the Sermon on the Mount

is largelytaken from the O.T., both in form and substance ; and

that in it our Lord with awful majesty declares its Divine origin,

authority,and inviolability; and solemnly seals it,both Law and

Prophets" the O.T. in its integrity,with His Divine authorityas

the Word of God, which He came not to destroy,or disparage,or

discredit,as the would-be magnifiersof His Sermon do, but, on

the contrary, to fulfil,declaringmost absolutelythat heaven and

earth would pass away, but that one jot or tittle should in no

wise pass from the law
"

the most decried and criticised part of

it
" tillall should be fulfilled. They vociferate," The Teaching

of Christ and the Sermon on the Mount is supreme." And yet

when they get that teaching,even from that very Sermon in His

own majestic words, declaring most absolutelythe inviolability

and Divine authorityof the O.T. in its integrity,they refuse to

submit to it,disown, deny, and repudiateit; and go on assailing,

depreciating,and condemning it and all Scriptureat their own

free will. And yet they professspeciallyto honour Him and His

teaching! Well might He say with righteousrebuke, " AVhy call

ye Me, Lord, Lord, and do not [orbelieve not] the things that

I say?"

Most precious facts these for those who receive the O.T.

as the Word of God " true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority;
and for this with other reasons hold the Sermon on the Mount in
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its own placeand for its own purposes to be of prime importance

and unique value. But most awkward facts surely these for

those who, while avowedly magnifying the teaching of Christ in

this Sermon, disparage the O.T. as a whole which He held in

such honour, discredit it in fundamental parts while He said He

came to fulfilit,and denounce it in essential elements while He

taught it was sacred and inviolable in every jotand tittle.

This islargelysimplythe Englishecho of German RationaUsm.

Yet surelythe last thing such teachers should magnify is the

Sermon on the Mount, and the teachingof Jesus there ! But

precious or awkward, facts they are which no one can gainsay.

The beatitudes,so rich and beautiful,and so deservedlyadmired,

are every one of them found in the O.T. in largelythe same or

similar words, though combined in His own unique way. The

ethical teaching in it,which rises to such Divine altitudes,is

all founded on the law of the Lord in the O.T., of which the

psalmistsand prophets speak and sing with such love and

rapture. Nor does He in one singleinstance depreciate,far less

condemn that law, as these teachers erroneously alleged. Yet

He develops it,perfectsit,spiritualisesit, and glorifiesit all,

by overarching it as with a rainbow of grace and glory, and

atmosphering it as with the very air of the homeland, with a

heavenly Father's love. He also elsewhere teaches that love is

Revelation's as it is Nature's final law ; for " On these two com-mandments

" (love to God and love to man, which are one in

love),"hang all the law and the prophets."

The only thingsHe ever criticised and condemned were the

rabbinical encrustations and the popular perversionsof it. The

religiousduties taught in it are those frequentlyenforced in the

O.T., though urged in His own peerlessway, " unique emphasis

being laid on the inward motive in contrast to the prevalent

outwardism "
all 10 be done in the sightof God and not of men.

Even the trust in our heavenly Father's care, taught with such

inimitable simplicityand sublimity,is the burden of many a

beautiful and comforting passage in the ancient Oracles of God,

though clothed and warmed as only He could do by ever spread-ing

over us the wings of a lovingFather for our trust and comfort.

Nay, more, the very figuresused in it are redolent of O.T.

imagery,so steepedwas Jesus in His Father's Word ; and yet so

fresh in His unfoldings,and strikingin His use and applications
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of it. And the great classical passage we have alreadyadduced

solemnly seals by the hand of incarnate Deity the O.T. as the

Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth for ever. All this

looks hard upon the disparagersof the O.T. and the criticisersof

any portionof it ; and shows how ill-chosen is their magnifying

of the Sermon on the Mount, and how suicidal their glorification

of the teaching of Jesus there ; and it reveals why those who

regard,honour, and use the O.T., as Christ did,as the very Word

of God, should not depreciatebut prizethat Sermon, which gives

His Divine endorsation and glorificationof it.

IT IS THE CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE O.T. AND THE N.T.

THE SEAL OF THE ONE AND THE BASIS OF THE OTHER.

Placed as it is near the entrance of the N.T. and in close

touch with the O.T., it is indeed like the Divine clasp that

fastens and unites them together,and makes them a complete

and perfectwhole ; or like the glowing moulded metal that con-nects

related parts of a complex mechanism, and welds them

into one ; or like the livingbond that by a rare feat of nature

joins two livingbeings together,and makes them one living

organic whole, which cannot be severed or weakened without

serious injuryto both. It is such an important and vital place

and function, then, we give to the Sermon on the Mount.

Nevertheless, we cannot give it what Christ does not giveit,the

place of supremacy over all the rest of Scripture,or make its

teachingthe test or judge of all the other teachingof Scripture

and of Christ. It is only those who ignorethe great fact of the

progressivenessof Revelation and of Christ,and would arrest its

progress justas it is enteringon its higheststage who can do so.

And it is only those who in face of His express teachingpresume

to deny to our Lord the wisdom of every wise teacher, who

proceedsfrom the elements to the higher teaching,as His pupils

are able to bear and receive it,who could imagine such a thing.

DR. JOHN Watson's new ethical creed from the sermon

ON the mount.

III. As to the new ethical creed propounded by Dr. Watson,

and applauded by others as a new revelation and ihe proposed
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panacea for conflict of creeds, unity of faith and peace on

earth,it is useful chieflyas exhibitingsome of the characteristic

tendencies of our times," how readily some minds leap at and

swallow any novel thing, however jejune, provided only it

conflicts with received truth ; and how easilyeven clever men

are imposed upon by hasty imaginations. One is somewhat

surprisedat seeingany new creed proposed by a writer who is so

sweeping in his condemnation and so reckless in caricature of

every creed of Christendom " includinghis own ; and who seems

to have so entirelyforgottenthe origin,misconceived the nature,

and mistaken the purpose of creeds in the progress of the Church.

This is not, as implied,merely to express religioussentiments,

or to write good resolutions,or to make piousvows, but to give
in contrast with error an orderlyand correct statement of de-finite,

vital,and vitalisingreligioustruths," to confess faith in

specificDivine revelations,and to express great spiritualrealities

and convictions,in order to the acknowledgment of the truth as

it is in Jesus, and the development and manifestation of the

Christian life and character through sanctification of the Spirit
and belief of the truth.

BASIS TOO NARROW, MATERIALS INSUFFICIENT FOR A FULL

CHRISTIAN CREED. DEPENDENCE OF CONDUCT ON CREED.

Further, it is anything but a promising conception to build a

creed on such a narrow and inadequate basis,a creed out of a

sermon, or rather out of a few of Christ's sayings," out of the

veriest fragments of His teaching,out of what does not contain

the materials of a creed, out of what lacks the main facts and

substance of the Christian Revelation,and which has almost no

Christ or Christology; out of what was never meant to be a

creed, but only an introduction to a creed fullygivenafterwards

in the words of Christ and His apostlesthrough the Spirit.
But most significantof all,as a sign of the times, and a

prevalent but perniciousidea,is the tendency to make littleof

definite truth,though Christ made everythingof it(John 8^-); and

the false and superficialassumption that there can be practice
without belief,good conduct without sound doctrine.Christian

lifewithout Christian faith,character without creed. It isa vain

and puerile delusion, fruits without roots, streams without
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fountains,effects without causes. It is an outstandingdistinction

of the Christian faith,and the secret of its effectiveness,that

every element of Christian duty has a corresponding element of

Christian doctrine that produces and supports it; that every

Christian virtue is rooted in a related truth that givesit pithand

vitality; that Christian character is ever rooted in Christian faith,

and Christian conduct springs from Christian belief. What a

man believes,that a man does ; and what a man does, that he

becomes. Believing,doing,being,that is the law and the order

of nature. Scripture,and God. First faith (belief),next practice:

iffaith,then practice; as faith,so practice; no faith,no practice,

is true philosophy,clear Revelation, and proved experience. He

calls Himself " the Truth "

; He names His people "the children

of the truth." He says :
" Ye shall know the truth ; and the

truth shall make you free." He prays : "Sanctifythem through

Thy truth ; Thy word istruth." And to attempt to sever Christian

conduct from Christian faith, or to minimise the vital and

essential relation to and dependence on Christian belief of

Christian duty and character, is to cut off Christianityat its

roots, and destroy it at its sources.

ESTIMATE AND CRITICISM OF THE NEW ETHICAL CREED.

As to the new ethical creed itself,it is a small group of pious

sentiments, well expressed, more religiousthan ethical ; some

simple and good in themselves, but often includingeach other,

though so few, such as : "I believe in the beatitudes "

; "I

believe in the clean heart "

; "I believe in the words of Jesus,"

"
three of the six statements of belief in it. Others make

promisesor vows that require much belief,such as : "I promise

to follow Jesus "

; for how should or could we follow Him unless

we know and believe what He is,and what He has done
"

what

the creeds state under the Person and work of Christ, but of

which this new creed teaches nothing. And there is one

confession, " I believe in the words of Jesus,"which covers all the

articles of all the creeds, and much that is not in any of them,

as will be seen below ; but of which in this creed there is not one

item stated,nor where or how we can surelyfind them, or what

authoritythey possess ; since the erringmen who heard them are

dead, and the Book that contains their imperfectand misleading
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conceptions of them is largely untrue and indefinitely untrust-worthy

; and, therefore, the words of Jesus are put in antithesis

to the words of the prophets and apostles, as that by which they

are to be judged ;
^ although Christ in His words and weightiest

teaching endorses the
one,

and promises His Spirit to enable the

others in all their teaching to express not their
own thoughts or

words, but His (Matt. 10-"). It is
a

mixture of
a

few pious

sentiments, with promises and confessions of things different in

kind,
"

a conglomerate of creed, covenant, resolution, and
vow,

all aiming at goodness. But they are most vague, indefinite,

incoherent, and
narrow

"

based, without
one single doctrine

distinctive of the Christian faith specifically stated
"

neither

Father, Son, nor Holy Ghost
;

neither sin
nor redemption, grace

nor glory, repentance nor salvation, resurrection
nor judgment,

heaven
nor hell, nor

life to come.^ So that it is absolutely worth-less

as a creed, and
never

could be
a

confession of faith for
any

Christian Church, or religious community, or
consistent mind.

1 The Mind of the Master, p. 14, etc.

2 Ibid.
pp. 21, 33, 35, 44, 103-5, 119-123-



CHAPTER V.

\l." PRINCIPAL A. M. FAIRS AIRN'S VIEWS AND

COGNATE VIEWS. THE PLACE OF CHRIST

IN MODERN THEOLOGY.

When we pass from Dr. Watson to Principal Fairbairn, we pass

from a theological free lance to a religiousphilosopher " a phil-osopher

more than a theologian. When we leave the light but

clever, audacious but unveracious religiousfiction of The Mind

of the Master for the weighty and well-weighed magman opus of

the Oxford professor"

The Place of Christ in Modern Theology

" we enter on serious thinking, and are face to face with a

religiousphilosophy. I say advisedly religiousphilosophy, and

not scientific theology, ^ " a distinction and a contrast with

which I was much struck when restudying, at the same time as

I first read Dr. Fairbairn's book, a new edition of one of the

master-works of that great and unique teacher. Dr. W. Robertson

Smith, who combined with the keenest critical power and vast

knowledge a thorough grasp of scientific theology with its bear-ing

on questions of Biblical criticism, and a rare capacity of

statingquestions with scientific precision and masterful cogency

" a combination so rarelymet with now. Unquestionably Dr.

Fairbairn's book, although professedly aiming at a reconstruction

and restatement of Christian theology on new and different lines

from those by which the Christian Church has lived and laboured,

suffered and conquered, from the days of Jesus Christ even

until now, is predominantly a philosophy of religion, rather

than a purely scientific statement of the doctrines of the Christian

Revelation.
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Dr. Fairbairn's improved Interpretation of the Mind

OF Christ ; a Religious Philosophy rather than a

Revealed Theology.

It is a religiousphilosophy in which human reason plays,

perhaps unconsciously,a largerpart than Divine Revelation, and

the philosophyof man holds quite as influential a place as the

Revelation of Jesus Christ. This is to be deeply regretted,and

constitutes the weakness of this attempt at a restatement of

Christian theology in the new light from a Christo-centric

standpoint, and will permanently lessen its value as a con-tribution

to Christian theology. More than one-half of the

whole book is taken up with giving a history of German

Rationalistic opinion, but omittingtwo of its most powerful
currents " the Rationalistic criticism of the O.T. and the

Ritschlian theology of the N.T. This is not wholly reliable,
because fragmentary and much too antithetical,as may be seen

by comparison with the works of Hagenbach, Lichtenberger,

Dorner, and even Harnack, without wading through the dull,

often dreary,muddy continents of German speculativetheology.
These theologieswere the resultant of philosophicaltheories

combined with isolated,assimilable elements of Christian Revela-tion

; but in them the philosophy was ever the dominant and

formative force. They have come and gone like wintry
clouds across wintryskies,with the ever-changingand vanishing

phases of human, and speciallyof German speculation," leaving
little behind them of interest or value to mankind, save the

wrecks of their Uttle systems that had their day and ceased to

be, to exercise the brains of a few philosophicarchaeologists.
They thus proclaim again with ever-increasingemphasis that

" the world by wisdom knew not God," and show the follyof

men attempting to walk in the sparks of their own kindling,amid
the blaze of the noonday sun of Divine Revelation.

Dr. Fairbairn then comes to the Divine Oracles to recon-struct

and restate Christian theologyfrom the sources. But, alas !

followingthe German vice and vitiatingpractice,he comes not

simply to inquire " What saith the Lord " in the God-breathed

and God-sealed book, in order to interpretits words and to

express in best form its statements and revelations," which is the

only way to ascertain the mind of God or of His Christ," but
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with a philosophy. No doubt it is a rehgious philosophy,and

better,perhaps,than most of the German philosophiesand Chris-

tologiesdescribed, being ballasted by the Common Sense of

Scottish Realism, the saving contrast of German Idealism,but

stillwith a philosophy," ay, and with a preconceived theology,

too, largelypermeated and moulded by that philosophy; and

that philosophy and philosophisedtheology largelydominate and

predetermine his interpretationand restatement of the theology
and Christology,not only of Revelation generallybut of Christ

specially. And it must be confessed that the result is dis-appointing,

as many competent theologianshave felt and said ;

and in some vital respects it is seriouslyunsatisfactory,where

new truths,principles,and standpointsare supposed to be given.

Dr. Watson has no doubt said and pressed some startling,

audacious, and utterlyuntenable things; and made some state-ments

which, if taken by themselves, involve grave errors on vital

subjects. But then he contradicts himself,and often unsays later

what he said earlier,the net result being 7iil! Many of the

objectionablethingswere apparentlysaid to startle,with a view

to change, as he imagined for the better, the emphasis and

standpointof certain truths, so that they can scarcelybe taken

seriously,especiallyas he is given to exaggerationand caricature,

and they are in such desultory papers as compose his book.

Further, the most serious error, in which he seemed painfully

consistent,namely, his apparent denial of the vicarious sacrifice

of Christ," the core of the gospeland the ground of our redemp-tion,

"
he has, to his credit and the relief of many, publicly

corrected and disowned, sayingtrulythat to deny or ignore that

would be to overlook the deepest meaning of some of our

Lord's most solemn utterances. Besides,notwithstandingall his

theologicalvagarieshe has been so rooted, grounded, and

nourished on the scripturaltheology of the Westminster Shorter

Catechism that, when he would go astray in frenzy flights,it

holds and ballasts and brings him back to himself again. And

certainlyhe is not much weighted or misled by the influence of

philosophy,as so many have been to the prejudice,and often to

the perversion,of their theology.

It is otherwise with Dr. Fairbairn. His is a large and

important book, treatingseriously,and in an orderlyand com-prehensive

manner, of the profound problems of religionand
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philosophy, and is a serious effort to grapple in a worthy way

with a great subjectby an able and learned religiousphilosopher.

It is,in fact,a brave, arduous, and somewhat pioneer attempt to

reconstruct theology on new lines,and to restate the Christian

faith in the new light. So that what is stated is deliberate and

well weighed ; and, therefore, deserves and requires the more

serious consideration ; and comes with all the greater weight and

consequences for good or evil, according to its character or

tendency. And from this point of view I am constrained to

confess that I apprehend much more real evil, so far as it is

erroneous in teaching and tendency, to the Bible theology from

Dr. Fairbairn's serious and elaborate treatise than from Dr.

^^'atson's brilliant but unguarded and somewhat erratic book.

Dr. Fairbairn's book not only deals more seriouslywith the

subjects, but cuts more deeply into the substance, bases, and

sources of our faith. It is able, learned, and in some parts

profound. It is well written,generallyinteresting,full of weighty

matter, with apt phrases and well cut epithets,and takes compre-hensive

views of things. It is pervaded throughout with a deeply

religious spirit,aims earnestly at magnifying Christ, contains

many good, some striking,and not a few weighty and far-reach-ing

utterances, with wide horizons and vast vistas ; and rises

at times to sublime heights of thought and feeling,especially

in the Divine Christology of John. But with all this it is

often too general and abstract, over metaphysical and vague.

It is sometimes one-sided and misleading, incorrect,and lacking

in proof and thoroughness. Occasionally it is confused and

misty, and assumes too much. At times it misconceives and

misrepresentsdisfavoured views
" speciallyJohn Calvin's and Dr.

Robert Candlish's,"

" the forensic theology," and the theology

of the Reformation generally," a strikingcontrast to that greatest

master of it. PrincipalWilliam Cunningham. It is pervaded

almost throughout by one vice of style,arisingfrom the philo-sophic

love of the general and abstract," the continual habit of

stating things antithetically," making and straining antitheses

which are often only half true, and sometimes wholly false,thus

preventing due qualification,and rendering scientific and accurate

theology impossible.
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Its fundamental Error is creating strong Antithesis and

Antagonism between the Teaching of Christ and

His Apostles. Criticism and Condemnation of the

Apostles.

Its fundamental fallacyis the strong antithesis and marked

antagonism it creates between the teaching and the positionof

Christ and of His apostles,not only to the disparagement of the

apostlesand their writings,but to their criticism and condemna-tion

in various ways ; and to the consequent discreditingof their

Divine authority as inspired teachers. They are, in fact, by

Dr. Fairbairn,and many others more sweepingly than by him,

charged with "failing" to interpret,with misinterpretingand

misrepresentingthe mind of Christ and God's Revelation. So

that they so far have not only failed to understand, but have,

therefore, so far misrepresented and corrupted the faith and

rehgion of Christ. Consequently a new and better interpretation

of the mind of Christ must be sought and stated than His

chosen and inspireddiscipleshave made and given. This is

what is now being largelyattempted, almost two millenniums

after those to whom we entirelyowe every iota of our knowledge

of it and Him have gone. The teachingof those dull and erring

disciplesmust be judged and corrected by the real teaching

of Christ as discovered by our modern interpreters! Their

failures and errors, defects and misrepresentations,degeneracies

and perversionsof the mind of the Master, must be all put right

by the new, fuller,better,and truer interpretationof these

omniscient nineteenth century rediscoverers of Christ. And

this amazing feat is to be performed from the discredited

writingsof those discredited disciples!

We have already shown the baselessness and untenableness

of this whole theory and attitude, so utterly contrary to the

clearest and weightiestteaching of Christ on the subject(which

they speciallyprofess to honour), and which are so demon-strably

false,as shown by the simple facts of the case. But

before further exposing its presumption, absurdity,and serious-ness,

it will be well to give some of Dr. Fairbairn's specific

statements on the question. Take the following as specimens

of much similar: "One thing is made to stand out with a

perfectlynew distinctness,viz. the degree in which the mind
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of the Master transcends the mind of the disciples; not how they

develop His teaching,but how they fail to do it ; the elements

they miss or ignore,forget,or do not see" (p. 293). "This

return to Christ [incontrast with the apostles'teaching]had

made evident to us the true historical method of criticism. It

must proceed from the fountain downwards." " Above in the

fountain is purity,but below in the river impuritiesgather "

(p. 296). \\'ith the above, examples are given" but without

any attempt at proof,only simply named " of their failures,mis-conceptions,

degeneracies,and misrepresentationsof Christ and

His teaching,in such subjectsas
" their ' conception of God '

;

' human brotherhood which expresses the Divine Sonship'

;
' the

kingdom, the social form in which it may be realised in time

(p. 293). Yet our whole knowledge of these is received from

their conceptions and representations,and it was the Holy Spirit

who gave them these according to Christ's teachingand promise.
So that Christ and the Spiritare supremely responsiblefor these,

and come in for the same condemnation, for these are their

teachingsthrough the apostles. "Their conduct is more mixed,

their tempers more troubled." "They so live as to show more

of the infirmities of men," " as if these had anything to do with

the questionor with their Spirit-inspiredteaching. What a con-fusion

of thingsdifferent in kind, and on different planes!

Then the apostles and their writings are criticised,de-preciated,

misunderstood, and thus misrepresented.Statements

are made and representationsgiven which make strange and

startlingrevelations,and show that Dr. Fairbairn's whole con-ception

of God's Word is radicallydefective ; that he " has

failed "
to grasp the firstroot-principleof Divine Revelation, and

that he ignoresor rejectsthe prime basal teaching of Christ and

of all Scripture,viz. that "all Scriptureis given by inspiration
of God" " God-breathed (^coTrveuo-ros)(2 Tim. 3^'');that "Holy

men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

Though given in divers portions and in various manners

(Heb. i^),it was the one same Divine Spiritwho inspired,and is

the real Author and Teacher in and through all ; and it was

He who chose, fitted,and enabled each writer,as His organ, to

supply his appointed and complementary part in the one Divine

God-breathed Book. Having fallen into such errors and failures

himself,it is no wonder that he charges the apostleswith these.
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Paul and His Epistles and Teaching ^criticised and de-preciated

BECAUSE the CrITIC HAS
" MiSSED "

THE

First Principle of Divine Revelation.

Paul comes in first for criticism,disparagement, and con-demnation.

" Where Paul is greatest is where he is most

directlyunder the influence of Jesus." [How can he know ?]
" evolving the content of what he had received from Him "

(p. 293). As if it were merely the influence of Jesus instead

of the inspirationof the Holy Ghost, and Paul's evolution rather

than the revelation of Jesus Christ. Paul is " the schoolman "

and "pharasaic,"though he was notoriouslythe reverse, and was

therefore persistentlypersecuted by the Pharisees. " Hebrews

is the corrective of Paul's view, who left the whole sacerdotal

side of Judaism untouched and unexplained. The writer of

Hebrews has discovered elements in ChristianityPaul had

missed" (p. 322). What error and misconception! Hebrews

in no way corrects Paul's view, but is in fulland perfectharmony
with it. Paul does treat of the law and itsevangelicalsignificance,

using it to good purpose in many places,including the sacer-dotal

and ceremonial. But though he had said nothingof it,why
should that be made a ground of charge against Paul of either

error or ignorance?" except it be upon the baseless and absurd

assumption that every inspired writer must write upon every

part and aspect of Revelation ; and that, too, when writing
specialletters to churches in specialcircumstances ;" especially
when God has distinctlystated,and the facts clearlyprove, that

this has not been God's chosen method of Revelation. On the

contrary, as in other spheres of His operation,God has in

Revelation also acted on the principleof division of labour, and

has given His Word in divers portions and various manners,

by choosing and inspiringdifferent men to give the various

complementary parts which form the diversified but harmonious

God-breathed whole " the one Divine Inspirersecuring unity
in diversity.

Further, he says, "we cannot accept Luther's dictum, that

justificationby faith is the article of a standing or fallingChurch,"
because " it is more Paul's than Christ's " (p.450). As if there

were any antagonism or antithesis between Paul's teaching and

Christ's on the great fundamental doctrine of justificationby
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faith," as if Christ had not taught it as distinctlyand emphatically

as ever Paul did (John 31^-18-305^24635-40.47 fs 324^Matt, ii^s);

and as if the teaching of Paul were not the teaching and " the

Revelation of Jesus Christ."

John also dpzpreciated.

As of Paul, so of John he says :
" What in him is permanent

and persuasive is of Christ ; what is local and trivial is of him-self"

(p. 293). As if what was local could not be universal in

its principle and application. On this principle almost the

whole of Revelation might be discredited and disposed of, for it

is rooted in and revealed through the local and the temporal ;

but the local becomes in the Spirit'slightthe symbol of the

universal,and the temporal the type of the eternal, as the

visible is the revelation of the invisible. Why the world itself

is only local on the high scale of immensity " a tiny corner

of God's boundless universe ; and yet it has been chosen as the

theatre of the grand moral drama of the universe, and become

the centre of universal and eternal interest. The Holy Land

was a small obscure nook of the earth, but there God became

incarnate,and made it the religiouslight-centreof all the count-less

moral beings that people the regions of immensity. And

Christ Himself was a branch out of the stem of Jesse,who lived

and died within the narrow confines of Palestine;but He became

the Revealer of God, Lord of heaven and earth. Head of

all being, and Unifier of the universe. Trivial ! there is nothing

trivial in John "
in the Spirit'sutterances through John. To

God, and in His hands, nothing is trivial
"

" In little words and little deeds

Great principlescome grandly out,"

had we but eyes to see them as the Spirit-illuminedapostle

had. And as for the unfounded implication that there was

anything in what the Holy Ghost wrote through John that was

not permanent but evanescent, it is to presume to be wiser

than God, and to deny that "the Word of the Lord endureth

for ever."
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James and his Epistle severely criticised and con-demned,

BECAUSE the CrITIC MISCONCEIVES THE METHOD

OF Revelation.

But it is James and his Divinely-inspiredEpistlethat comes

in for the most severe criticism,castigation,and contempt.

"James," he says, "has more of the spiritand attitude of the

liberal synagogue than of the persuaded Christian,and possibly

his book is in the canon to show how large and tolerant the

early church was, and all churches ought to be"!! (p. 328).
What an amazing conception of the formation of the Canon !

One of the most valuable, practical,and spiritually-searching

books of God's Word said to be there merely by a great stretch

of Christian charity;and the writer,a Christ-chosen and Divinely-

inspired apostle, scarcely entitled to be called a Christian !

"Its most remarkable feature is not the opposition to Pauline

doctrine" [whichthe merest tyro in theology knows to be a

fable]" which so offended Luther " [but Luther got the wisdom

to see and recant his error]," but the poverty of its Christology

and the paucity of its references to the historical Christ " (p.

328). On this principlethe Sermon on the Mount, and much

of Christ's teaching,would come in for condemnation, as well as

much of God's Word as a whole. " Because the writer has so

little sense of the one that he feels no need of the other"!

Both are errors and vain imaginations. " He is the apostolic

representativeof the historical continuity,that in its devotion

to form and letter forgetssubstance and spirit" ! (p.328). Mere

fancy and misrepresentation" the fruit of easy but unfounded

generalisation,and of forced and misleading antithesis. "The

positiongiven him on account of relationshiphe never deserved

nor earned, but only enabled him to use in government aims

and abilities that hardly qualifiedhim for service"!! (p. 329).
Baseless assertion and contemptuous caricature of a Divinely-

inspired and justlyhonoured apostle,from one from whom

better thingsmight have been expected. Attention to the high

and holy ethical teaching of the Divine Spiritthrough James
would and should have taught the evil of this,and prevented it;

and so long as such evil speaking and caricature of good and great

men are so gratuitouslyindulged in,there is clear proof of the

value and necessityof James' Epistleand of its Divine inspira-
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tion. " His address at the ApostolicCouncil, and his behaviour

to Paul, were quite in keeping with his Epistle"(p. 329). His

behaviour to Paul was what every servant of Christ's should be

to another," most courteous and brotherly,and certainlya

strikingcontrast to this," for which Paul praisesand honours him.

And James' address in the Council was wise and good, and

inspiredby the Holy Ghost, and led to the prudent and peace-making

decision that is expresslydeclared to be what " seemed

good unto the Holy Ghost" (Acts 15).

Criticis:\i of the Apostles' Critics.

I have already,in quoting, brieflyindicated in each case

some of the errors and confusions,misconceptionsand mis-representations,

in this criticism of the inspiredapostlesand their

Divine writings; and have referred to some of the false assump-tions,

misleading prejudices,unscientific methods, and literary

vices that have led to the making of such charges againstthe

apostles,and which are the creation of the critics'own mistakes.

I. THE BASELESSNESS AND ERRONEOUSNESS OF THEIR CRITICISM.

But in looking at them together,what strikes one first is the

baselessness and erroneousness of the whole. There is no posi-tive

evidence givenfrom Scripturethat there is any antagonism

or antithesis between the teaching of Christ and of His apostles;

whereas, as shown above, there is abundant evidence to the

contrary from the very teachingof Christ Himself ; who promised

to send them His Spiritto lead them into all truth,to enable

them so to know and express His mind that " it is not ye that

speak, but the Spiritof your Father that speaketh in you." He

declared that their teachingwould thus be so trulyHis teaching

that those who received them and it would receive Him and

His ; and that whosoever refused to do so, itwould be more toler-able

for Sodom and Gomorrah at the day of judgment than for

them, " thus puttingtheir words on a level with His own in truth

and authority,and in settlingmen's eternal destiny(Matt. lo^*

and John 12^^). There is no specificevidence adduced to show

any declension or degeneracy"

" fallingoff" "
from His teaching;

while proof has been given from the facts,and the very words of
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Christ that they are a unity in diversity; and that instead of

being lower or degenerate teaching Christ expresslytaught and

promised that in some important elements of His gospel and

expressionsof His mind they would, when the Spiritcame, be

newer, fuller,and higher"
the complement, completion,and crown

of His own. This was actually fulfilled after His resurrection

and the descent of the Spiritat Pentecost, when "they were all

filled with the Holy Ghost, and spake as the Spiritgave them

utterance
"

; and not only was such a new lightcast upon His

previous teaching as made it to them a new Revelation,but facts

and new truths were given and made luminous to them that

form vital and vitalisingparts of the Revelation of God and the

mind of Christ.

A^o Proof of the Apostles'allegedFailin-es or Er?'ors.

There is no attempt at detailed proof of their errors or failures,

misconceptions or misrepresentationsof the mind of Christ,by

which the apostles are supposed to have so far " missed " and

misinterpreted,lost and corrupted the Christianityof Christ !

For the express purpose of preventing these, and to give a true,

complete, and final revelation of His mind, Christ promised and

sent the Spirit; and if that has not been done, then Christ's

promise has not been fulfilled,or the Spirit'spower has failed,

and the Father's purpose to reveal His will trulythrough them

has been frustrated. But the deeper, fuller,and more scientific

study of the whole facts establishes more and more that not one

of these has failed ; and that the apostles,as Paul said and

Christ promised, had "the mind of Christ," and interpreted

and expressed it not less truly and more fully,as He taught,

than Himself; as it was the one same Spiritwho was on all,

in all, and through all. It also proves, as in the exploded

Tubingen theories of the antagonism between the apostles,the

baselessness of the modern theories of antagonism or antithesis

between Christ and His apostles; and shows that both have

greatly erred, because they heeded not Christ's most explicit

teaching on the question,and ignored the Holy Ghost, who

by His inspirationsecured the unity of teaching amid the

diversityof teachers.
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Defenceof the Apostles" Paul, Jo/m, James.

It is the same when we pass from the apostles as a whole to

the criticism and disparagementof them individually"
there is no

truth in them, and no foundation for them. There is absolutely
no proof,but mere assertion given that Paul was at one time

more under the influence of Jesus than at another ; but Paul said,
" For me to live is Christ" (Phil.i-\ Gal. 2^0),and he gave all

his teachingin the Spirit'sinspiratioaand words. Paul did not

" evolve the content
" of what he received from Christ,but he

" delivered " what he had "received of the Lord" as the Spiritgave
him utterance, even "in other tongues" (i Cor. ii-^. Acts 2*).
Hebrews was not a "corrective of Paul," nor did its writer

"discover" anything in the gospel that Paul "did not see
"

; for

there is nothing in it about sacerdotalism,or the humanity or

priesthoodof Christ,that he does not know and refer to " though,
of course, he did not presume to write of these as another had

done, because God had not inspiredhim but another to do that ;

and even as to that other it was not his " discovery,"but God's

Revelation from of old. And to say of the doctrine of justifica-tion

by faith,which through Luther under God created the

Reformation and revolutionised the world, and is the great

central doctrine of the gospel,by which men are saved
"

" It is

more Paul's than Christ's,"and, therefore,we need not accept

it,is an astounding assertion," as if Christ did not teach it as

emphatically as ever Paul did. " It may be true, but it still

remains what it was at first" a deduction by a disciple,not a

principleenunciated by the Master " (p.450). This simplyshows

how prejudicecan pervert criticism,and blind even good men to

the disastrous issues of their theories,and to the clearest and most

prevalent teaching of Christ, even when claimingspeciallyto
honour Him, and to know it better than His apostles.

This and many Hke statements would shut us up exclusively
to what can be proved to be the words of Christ, and would

then ignoresome of the chief of these. For surelyevery reader

of the Gospels knows that if there was one doctrine more than

another Christ urged and eternallyinsisted on, it was the neces-sity

and the efficacyof faith in Him as a redeeming Saviour

in order to justificationand salvation (John t,'^^-i^. le. is. 36 ^24
535-47 y38 824). This great truth, which is the burden and
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central message of all Revelation to us as sinners,and the main

and firstthing that it concerns us to know and do as guiltymen,

is actuallydeclared at this late date to be "not a principle

enunciated by the Master, but a deduction by a disciple,"which

may or may not be true, and which we may or may not accept

as we choose, because a mere human deduction ; instead of,as it

is,a chief Divine Revelation, not only of Paul, but of Christ

and of all Scripture. I confess that when I read this I could

scarcelybelieve my eyes. If this is a fair sample of the improved

interpretationof the mind of Christ,the less of it the better for

the salvation of men. There is no oppositionbetween Paul and

James on this great truth,but a gloriouscomplex harmony, as the

merest novice in theology can show ; and the harmony is all the

more marked that the complementary sides of the great truth are

suppliedby minds so different,and the Divine wisdom is revealed

in the Divine unity thus secured by complementary revelations

beinggiven by the Spiritthrough diverse men in diverse portions.

The contemptuous statement as to the poverty of James'

Christology shows how entirelythis root and elementary con-ception

of Divine Revelation has been " missed," and what a

fertile source of imaginary defects and errors such mistakes

become. How much of Scriptureand of Christ's teachingwould

on this erroneous principlebe disparaged and condemned, be-cause

the critic " failed to see
" the preciseplace and purpose of

the diverse but complementary portionsof the one Divine book !

While the amazing statements about the wondrous tolerance that

gave James' Epistlea placein the Canon, " as if that had been the

principleand method of the formation of the Canon ; and the

allegedincapacityfor Christian service of one of the wisest and

weightiestleaders the Church ever had ; and his fabled mis-treatment

of Paul
"

the reverse of the fact ; and the attributing

to him of using relationshipto Christ for personalaims and the

ambition to rule ; and the daubing him more a Jew than a

Christian who was a pillarof the Church, and one of the chief

of the apostles; and the contemptuousness of the whole refer-ences

to him and his Divinely-inspiredEpistle,"
all show on

what baseless delusions imposing structures may be reared,and

how far astray false theories,and easy generalisations,and forced

antitheses may carry religiousphilosophers. They certainlybeget

anything but hope that those who could so roughly handle the
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inspiredWord, and the most lionoured servants of God, would

give a better interpretationof the mind of the Master than the

Spirit-filledapostles. This is not theology, nor science, nor

philosophy,nor fact ; but fiction,and error, and caricature,and

wrong to God-breathed writingsand God-honoured men, who

" spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

2. THE PRESUMPTION OF THE CRITICS CLAIMING TO INTERPRET

THE MIND OF CHRIST BETTER THAN HIS DISCIPLES.

Next to the baselessness, what strikes one most is the

presumption underlying and ever appearing in these theories

and statements. Not so much the presumption of so roughly

using the inspiredwriters,as is often done by such critics,though
that is bold enough. Nor even of so irreverentlyhandling the

Divine writings,as so many of them do. But the presumption
of supposing and implying that they can interpretthe mind of

the Master better than His inspired disciples. Were it not

so largely insisted on and practicallyexemplified in so many

rough criticisms of them and their writings,and the ever-increas-ing

flood of attempted improved interpretationsof their Master's

mind, sober minds could scarcely believe that sensible men

would be so far left to themselves as to dream of such a thing;
or that any men who had regard for modesty and sobrietycould

seriouslymean to make such pretensions,or hope if they did to

escape being the objectof amazement or amusement to reason-able

men. But to present-day presumption, and the omnisci-ence

of some modern criticism,nothing is deemed impossible :

and there is a wild fascination to a certain class of minds to

make a plunge into unknown waters for some new thing,even

should it be, as here, into the abysses of a chaotic sea, without

shore or sounding, without length or breadth or depth ; and

where light,and rest, and hope are lost.

Hence we have to gaze on the patheticspectacleof Christian

philosophersand rationalistic Bible critics,both in this country

and on the Continent, actuallypresuming in their unbounded

self-confidence and conceit,not only to criticise,correct, and

largelycondemn, and even contemn, the inspiredwriters and

Divine writings of the N.T., but also to be vain enough to

imagine that they have " rediscovered Christ,"and can interpret
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the mind of the Master, or "the consciousness of Jesus,"better

than His Divinely-inspiredapostles. They publishimproved inter-pretations

thereof like snow-flakes ;"
all unconscious evidentlyof

either the humour or the seriousness of the delusion," as ifwisdom

about Him had been born at the close of the nineteenth century !

They reach the climax of credulityin imaginingthat sensible men

will believe them or their incredible hypotheses.

What would be thought of the men, or their philosophy,who

at this time of day would pretend to have a truer knowledge and

to givea better interpretationof Socrates and his teachingthan

Plato and his disciples? What would be said of the persons

and their criticism who could dream and presume to say now that

they knew and could interpretthe law and the mind of the God

of Israel better than Moses, to whom He gave it and revealed

Himself, and to whom God spake face to face, as a man does

with his friend? And what, a fortiori,can be thought or said of

the presumption and folly of those who can imagine and

proclaimthat now, nearlytwo thousand years after He has gone,

they know and can interpretthe mind of Christ better than the

disciplestaught by Himself, supernaturallyilluminated by His

Spiriton express purpose to know and to express His mind, and

sent forth by Him as His witnesses (Actsi^),as thoroughlyequipped

by the Holy Spiritfor their work as the Father had sent Him

(John 20-1),and Divinely-commissionedand empowered to pro-claim

His gospel,and to plantHis Church throughout the world,

and to teach all things He had taught them and that His Spirit

would teach them and enable them to teach others ; and in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost to declare and com-municate,

truly and fully,the mind and will of God for men's

salvation ? Such pretensionsneed no refutation " the statement

of them is their refutation,and the amazement is that men could

become so vain in their imaginationsas to make them, and credul-ous

enough to dream that reasonable beings could believe them.

3. THE ABSURDITY OF RELYING ON THE APOSTLES REPRE-SENTATIONS

OF Christ's teaching while disparaging and

DISCREDITING THEM IN THEIR OWN.

But perhaps the most remarkable thing in these theories is

what can only be called their simple absurdity. The very
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thought of their givinga better interpretationof the mind of

Christ than His inspireddisciples,two millenniums after He has

gone, is surely,on the face of it,not only a presumptuous, but an

amazing and even ludicrous idea. But when to this is added the

owned and unquestionablefact that our whole knowledge of Christ

and His teachingisgivenand received through them as embodied

in their writingsin the N.T., and that it is solelyout of the very

writingsof these disparagedand discredited disciples,who have

so far "missed," mistaken, corrupted,and misrepresentedthe

teachingof Christ,that our modern interpretersprofessto make

their improved interpretationsof His mind, and to perform the

marvellous feat of givingus a truer and better version and repre-sentation

of it than His apostleshave given, the follyof the

pretensionis simplyastounding.

The improved Intej-pretationisformed solelyout of the

Materials of the disparagedDisciples.

The absurdityof this is stillmore manifested, when it is out

of the materials these degenerateand largelydiscredited disciples

have supplied,and without professingto have any other materials

to amend them, that they form and issue their improved inter-pretations

of "the consciousness of Jesus,"and their superior

statements of His teaching,with such assured confidence. For

they imply that their discoveries and representationshave at

last given to the world the true Christ,and the real mind of the

Master, while at the same time their interpretationsconflict with

and often contradict each other ; and all of them are more or

less out of harmony with,and often antagonisticto, the teaching

both of the apostlesand their Master, as expressedand embodied,

through the Holy Ghost, in the Divine Book, from which alone

we or they know, or can know, anything of it or Him.

Since, as implied, the apostolicwritingswere so unsatis-factory,

and so far "miss," "fall off" from, and misrepresent

the teachingand the mind of Christ as to warrant and require

these discoverers of the true mind of Christ to give a new,

better,and largelycorrected version of His consciousness and

teachingso as to remove and undo the evil of the defective,

degenerate,and misleadingmisrepresentationsof them givenby
the apostles,one would have thought that the last thingthey

8
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would have done would be to relyon these apostles'writings,or

to have or express any confidence in any interpretationsof His

mind or restatements of His teachingthey could reconstruct out

of such unsatisfactoryand misleading materials. But instead of

this,we find unbounded confidence in their own interpretations,
and in their superiorityto the apostolicinterpretation,although

avowedly made up of the apostolic materials, and conflicting

with the Spirit-givenapostolicrepresentationsof Christ's teach-ing,

and often contradictingeach other.

But the climax of this absurdity is reached when it is

imagined"
and this iswhat is done

" that the apostlesare entirely

trustworthyin their representationsof Christ's teaching,but not

in their own ; thoroughly reliable "reporters" of what He said,

but not as interpretersof His mind, or exponents of His teach-ing

" although the infallible moderns are ! They can even bring

pure streams out of impure fountains,and raise solid structures

out of mixed and mutually destructive materials, and upon

imaginary,self-destroyedfoundations. A fourfold absurditythis,

not easily equalled in theologicalaberrations. The apostles

were not, as we have seen, mere
" reporters,"nor even merely

favoured and uniquely-placedinterpreters,but Divinely-inspired

revealers of the mind of Christ in the Spirit'swords.

Christ and the Critics of the Apostlesi?i Antagonism

and Contradiction.

The modern prophets have no word of the Lord to warrant

their basal but baseless assumption that the apostleswere reliable

in some of their representations,while defective and misleading

in others,but only their own vain imaginations,contrary to Divine

revelations. Christ promised to send His Spiritto lead His dis-ciples

into all truth,so that by speech and writingthey might

teach trulyand fullyHis mind and will to all mankind. These

critics say that His discipleshave not taught His mind either

trulyor fully,but have " missed " much, misconceived more, mis-represented

some, and lowered all ; so that Christ's promise has

failed,and His purpose been so far frustrated. Christ taught

His disciplesthat "it is not ye that speak, but the Spiritof your

Father that speaketh in you
"

; so that what they spoke and

wrote in His name was what His Spirittaught through them.
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These critics aver that some of what they said by the Spiritof

truth is not true, but defective and degenerate,erroneous and

misleading; so that the Spirithas so far failed to interpret,and

has through them misrepresented,the mind of Christ ; and

instead of leading them into all truth,has misled them and

others through them : and, therefore,Christ's own teaching,as

expressedthrough them, cannot be received as the truth. Christ

said that whosoever did not receive their words which He by His

Spiritspake through them, it would be more tolerable for Sodom

in the day of judgment than for them; thus putting their words

as spoken through His Spiriton a level with the words spoken

through the same Spiritby Himself " making the eternal destiny

of men depend on them ; so that the teaching of the apostles

and of the Spiritof Truth, and of Christ Himself, who is " the

Truth," is not in this to be received as true ! And yet these

are the critics who professspeciallyto honour the teaching of

Christ,while directlycontradictingand disowning it on the very

question at issue !

Christ identifiesHis Apostles''Teaching with and as

His own.

It thus appears that our Lord identifies the truth and author-ity

of their teaching through His Spiritwith the truth and

authority of His own teaching,and that we cannot disown

theirs without disowning His ; that in so far as theirs is im-pinged

upon or not received,so far preciselyis His. In fact.

His teachingand theirs stand or fall together; for Christ endorses

theirs,identifies it with His own, and so declares its inviolable

truth and Divine authority," sending them His Spiritto secure

this"
that theirs cannot be disowned or impinged upon without

His also being so ipsofacto. It is beyond questionthat this is

His teaching as given in His own words in the Gospels. There-fore

if,on the one hand. His teachingis to be held decisive and

supreme, then that settles that theirs must be held as true and

Divinelyauthoritative also,as the true and full,authoritative and

final expressionof His mind and will ; for that is His teaching,

and nothing less than that,as expressed in His own recorded

words. If,on the other hand. His teachingdeclaringthe truth,

Divine authority,and finalityof their teaching, as the Spirit-
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given expressionof His mind, is not accepted,but disowned and

rejected,it is idle,misleading,and self-contradictoryto profess
to hold the supremacy of Christ's teaching. If Christ's teaching
is true, then theirs is so also,for that is His teaching. If theirs is

not, then neither can His be. If their representationsof His mind,

as given in His own words, are reliable and authoritative,theirs

are so also,for His words declare that. How vain,then, to pro-fess

to honour His teachingwhen disowning His declaration that

they are the authoritative.Divinely-inspiredinterpretersand

revealers of His mind and will,and that their teaching is the

Divine,God-breathed embodiment of it ! How contrary to fact

to aver that their record of His teachingis received as true, or

His teachingitselfas authoritative,so long as, in contradiction of

it,theirs is not !

And how supremely absurd and self-contradictoryto trust,

or to profess to relyon, their record of His teaching,while not

accepting but criticising,disparaging,and even condemning

largelytheir own teaching;" especiallywhen, first,Christ puts

their representationsof both His teachingand their own on a

level as to truth, reliability,and Divine authority" attributing
both equally to the Spirit'sinspiration! (Luke 4^^,John 14'-'^,
Matt. lo^o);second,when He identifies their teaching with His

own, and regards it as His own, "
the completion and embodi-ment

of His own, " givento them and through them by His Spirit

(Matt.iqI*- 15- 20,Luke \6^^,John 1320);and, third,when what they

give of His teaching in these very Gospels are His very words

declaringtheir teachingto be true, authoritative,and the inspired

expressionof His mind. Directlyin the face of what the apostles

giveas Christ's teaching,in His words, these critics criticise,dis-parage,

condemn, and even in measure contemn the disciples'

teaching,and ipsofacto their Master's also ; and yet profess to

speciallyhonour His teaching,and their representationsof it,

while givinglarge practicalillustration of the reverse.

These Critics ignoreand stultifythe work of the Holy

Spiritin Scripture.

Further, they not only practicallydisown the teaching of

Christ, as given by His disciples,while professingspeciallyto

honour it,but they also ignoreand stultifythe work of the Holy
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Spirit.The very idea of the N.T. writers being simply "
re-porters,"

as Dr. Fair bairn and others call them, of Christ's words,

implicitlyignores the Spirit; although, as shown, these critics

refuse even to relyon them as reporters, or to believe their report

of Christ's teaching,when they state that Christ taught the truth,

and Divine authorityof their teaching,as the expression of His

mind. This ignoringof the Spiritis more manifest in the pro-fession

to accept what the apostlesgive as Christ's teaching,but

not their own. For, as Christ said,it was the same Spiritwho

was to lead them into all truth who was to bring to their remem-brance

what He had said to them Himself. Therefore it was

the same Divine Spiritwho gave truth,reliability,and authority

to their representationsof Christ's teaching that led them into

the knowledge and expressionof all their own teaching of His

mind ; so that the one has preciselythe same reliabilityand

authorityas the other
"

the same Spiritequallyinspiringboth.

The Spiritbrought to their remembrance what Christ had said

to them, opened their minds to enable them to understand it,

and inspiredthem to express it in His words. So that it is only

their conceptions of Christ's teaching,as given them by the

Spirit,that we have, or can have, or ever had. And it is pre-cisely

the same teachingof the Spiritthat is expressed in their

own teaching; so that they have both equallythe same Divine

origin,reliability,and authority. This plainlyprecludes all

antithesis or antagonism between the one and the other, and all

attempts to make or hold the one reliable when the other is not,

and shows that the ignoringof the Holy Ghost lies at the root

of all such ideas and theories.

They also stultifythe Spirit'swork by such ideas. For if the

Spiritonly enabled them to give Christ's teaching truly,while

leavingthem to misinterpretand misrepresentthe mind of Christ

in their own teaching,then this could only lead to confusion and

error " the latter undoing the former ; and thus the Spiritwould

practicallydefeat His own work, and Christ would largelyfrus-trate

His purpose and promise in sending the Spirit. It

makes the apostlesand the Spiritof Truth conflict with each

other,and contradict themselves ; and leaves Christ in conflict

with both,and in self-contradiction. How then could we pos-sibly

trust them, or Him, or the Holy Spirit,in their representa-tions

in other things M'hen they have misled, or allowed us to
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err and misunderstand, in this fundamental thing? If we do not

accept their representationsin their own teaching,how can we

trust their representationsin giving His ? If the Spiritof truth

has failed to lead them into and to convey the truth Christ in-tended

to teach to them and through them by the Spirit,how

can we relywith full confidence on what He brought to their

minds of Christ's teaching,or be sure that He has not there also

misled them, or failed to bringChrist's teaching properlyto their

minds ? And if Christ Himself has failed to fulfil His promise

to His disciples,and taught error on this first and fundamental

question as to what He said the Spiritwould do for them, how

can we be sure that He has not failed,and erred, and misled

them in other things? and how vain in that case to put con-fidence

in His other teachings? If He has failed and misled in

this primary and fundamental matter, how can we reasonably be

asked to trust His teaching or Himself in anything ?

They thus destroy the very sources and bases of their own

theories. They do infinitelyworse " they would virtuallydestroy

the bases and the sources of the Christian faith ; and they make

it the easiest thing possible,as shown below, to explode Chris-tianity

from its foundations, and, by a consistent applicationof

their principles,to annihilate our faith. But the whole pre-tentious

theory,like the baseless fabric of a vision,leaves not

one wrack behind, and leaves a strugglinghumanity without one

inch of solid Divine rock on which to rest the sole of itsfoot amid

the shiftingsands of human opinion and the froth of aberrant

speculation. And Dr. Horton, one of the loudest proclaimers

of this would-be " rediscovery of Christ," though only a feeble

English echo of a vanishingphase of German Rationalism,to the

amazement of all sensible men, puts the appropriatetopstone on

the pretentiousbut baseless superstructure, by virtuallyclaiming
for himself and others inspirationthe same in kind and purpose

as the prophets and apostles; though we have not heard that

the Christian Church has yet proposed to annex any of the crude

productions of this inspiration,as improved interpretationsof

the mind of Christ, to the Canon of Holy Scripture,which he

has presumed so irreverentlyto denounce ! A singleglimpse at

Dr. Horton's best,alongside of a page of Isaiah's or Paul's least,

settles that vain idea at once and for ever to every sound mind.



CHAPTER VI.

DR. FAIRBAIRN'S IMPROVED RESTATEMENT

OF THE MIND OF CHRIST.

Christ and the Controversies.

Perhaps the best practical commentary on the untenableness

and emptiness of these theories is to be found in noting some of

the results of Dr. Fairbairn's supreme effort to give an improved

interpretation of the mind of Christ. We shall only indicate, not

fully refute, these here, leaving that for the sequel, so far as

thought necessary ; but in doing so we shall put the teaching of

Christ and His apostles in contrast, and thus so far give the

teaching of Christ on some of the leading doctrines controverted

in antithesis to and refutation of many prevalent errors. He says,

"This age knows Christ as no other age has ever done" (p. 20).

"We have been invited to know Him as He knew Himself, to

understand His mission as it was in His mind, and before it had

been touched by the spirit of Paul" (p. 292). As if Paul's spirit

had spoiled Christ's conception ! whereas Paul's representation of

Christ was what he received from Christ Himself by revelation,

and is expressly called " the revelation of the Lord "

; and as if

Paul's spirit,through which the revelation was given, had been

simply the workings of his own speculative spirit,instead of, as it

was, the Holy Ghost in him
"

the same Spirit as Christ had and

taught by ! (Luke 4^^, i Cor. 2^^). Besides, as shown, it is a

delusion to imagine that we have anything of Christ's teaching

or mind except the conceptions of it given to and through the

disciples by the same Holy Spirit as gave it to Paul. And

when we come to the improved interpretation of the mind or con-sciousness

of Christ, and a better restatement of the theology

of Christ, so far as it differs from the apostolic interpretation as

generally received by the Church, it is grievously disappointing.
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Like Milton's critics comparing Paradise Eegaitied with Paradise

Lost, so we must say,
" What a mighty fall was there ! "

I. Theology. God. The Father. The Root-Conception

OF God ignores and precludes Christ's Revelation

OF God.

The conception of God, supposed to be derived from " the

consciousness of Christ," is anything but improved, is far

removed from Christ's conception, and is largely in direct

antagonism to it. For He is not a God of justiceor of judgment ;

and the idea of God being a righteousjudge,who punishes sin,

hates evil or evil workers (Matt. 721-23 L̂uke 13^^"^"),and

condemns the guilty; or whose wrath abideth on the unbelieving
and the wicked {John 3^'^),and sends away "the cursed" to

everlastingpunishment (Matt. 25^'^);who renders to everyone

according to his works (Rev. 22!-) ĝj-^j "who can destroybody

and soul in hell " (Matt.10-^),"where their worm dieth not, and

their fire is not quenched " (Mark 9^3-50^^" all this is explicitly

denied and utterlyprecluded by his whole conception of God.

And yet this is a true, if awful, side of God's character,as given

in the very words of Christ,who so loved sinners as to die to

redeem them and live to save them, and declared God's love to

them in a unique way (John 3^^'). So that by his root and basal

conception of God he not only ignoresand denies,but repudiates

and precludes Christ's conception. He so expatiateson God's

love as to exclude His justice; so confines his view to God's

mercy as to evacuate His righteousness; and goes off at a

tangent with a singleone-sided idea, like a wandering star,

into such abysses of speculationas strand him with such a

view of God as not only conflicts with, but contradicts and

excludes Christ's view' ; and allows himself such wild utterances

as these which express the character of this whole theology:

" Quantitativelythere is no more of the love of God in heaven than

in hell" ! (p.424). "Were He (God) to hate even the devil,He

would, while the feelingendured, have in Him an element alien

to the Divine,and so would be less than God" (p.424). "To

say, 'God is love,'means He must be the Saviour" (p. 465).
" To abandon souls He loved, even though they had abandoned

Him, would be to punish man's faithlessness by ceasing to be
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faithful to Himself" (p.465). Another jejune statement may be

added here, as showing the absurdities to which a false philo-sophy

may carry even sensible men, "What we call matter or

nature has no real being to God" ! (p.419). What He created

and made does not exist ! ! The philosophy that denied the

existence of matter was tame in its absurdity compared with

this ; for it stillheld to
"

a permanent possibilityof sensation,"

as John Stuart Mill put it.

HIS VIEW OF THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD EXCLUDES CHRIST S.

Similarlyhis conceptionof the Fatherhood of God, which is

a natural outcome of the other, and which he makes the root,

starting-point,and the formative and normative idea of his

theology,is opposed to Scripturegenerally,and comes into the

sharpest conflict with the teaching of Christ. His idea of the

Divine Fatherhood is that of God's universal Fatherhood, by

creation,of all creatures; and that this was "necessary"; " con-sequently

that all men, yea, all moral creatures, men and devils,

are by nature, and by the necessities of the Divine nature, sons of

God, no matter how they may fall or sin, and must for ever

remain sons, for "relation stands," as Milton puts it. "The

essential love out of which creation issued determined the stand-ing

of the created before the Creator, and the relation is filial"

(p. 445). "If the motives and ends of God in creation were

paternal,then man's filialrelation follows,and it stands, however

unworthy a son he may prove himself to be " (p.446). "Son-

ship is of the essence of humanity " (p.369). He finds great

fault with Athanasius (p.392) for not affirmingthat all men are

by nature and by creation sons of God, " Athanasius,like Christ

and all Scripture,making the real sonship by grace, the new

birth,and adoption. But Athanasius was too good a theologian,

and too clear a thinker,and too reverent a student of Scripture

and of the teachingof Christ,to imagine such a confused fiction,

or to override Christ's teaching and all Revelation by a false

philosophy. It is scarcelynecessary to show how contrary this

is to the teaching of Scriptureand of Christ. Speaking to the

religiousleaders of the time. He said," Ye are of your father the

devil, and the works of your father ye will do" (John S"**).
" If God were your Father, ye would love Me " (John 8*'-)." Ye
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are not of My sheep,as I said unto you
" (John lo-*^).So i John 3^,

" He that committeth s'm is of the devil "
" having a sinful

parentage, in contrast with those who had a Divine parentage.
" In this the children of God are manifest,and the children of

the devil" (i John 3^^). And so Christ again says, "The tares

are the children of the wicked one
" (Matt. ly^). " Ye serpents,

ye generation of vipers,how can ye escape the damnation of

hell?" (Matt. 233337,John s^^V

Consistentlywith this doctrine of the natural sonship of God

of all men, he has no doctrine of regenerationor being "born

again,"" born of God," so prominent in the teaching of Christ

and His apostles(John 112. is ^1-7^̂[^ ^5y jsjqj.jg there from

the nature of the case any room for a new birth or adoption
into the Divine familyby grace, because all men are the children

of God by nature in the first birth ; so that there is no necessity

or possibilityof a second birth, or "being born again." Yet

Christ taught this with absolute repeated emphasis, climaxed

with, " Marvel not that I said unto you. Ye must be born again "

(John 3"). Yet this was said to a man of good moral character,

"a sincere Pharisee, of high religiousprofession,blameless, yea

noble, Ufe, and large Biblical knowledge," "a teacher in Israel"

in deep soul concern. If all men are by nature the children of

God, then obviously all the teachingof Christ and His apostles

about the necessityof being " born again" in order to enter into

or to see the kingdom of God, the need of repentance in order to

eternal life,and the indispensablenessof faith in order to be

saved, are imaginations; and yet there are no facts in history

or science better established than the new birth, conversion,

salvation by faith,adoption by grace into God's faniilyof those

who were before children of wrath (John y^; Eph. 2'^),as attested

by Christian experiencein all ages.

IT DEPRIVES BELIEVERS OF THEIR PRECIOUS SONSHIP IN CHRIST,

AND DELUDES UNBELIEVERS WITH A SONSHIP IN COMMON

WITH DEVILS.

He seems not to have grasped the radical distinction between

an actual and a potentialor an ideal sonship"
of a relation by

nature to God, in virtue of creation by God, in likeness to God,
^ Dr. Candlish on i JoJui.
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and providentialcare of God, which had "the promise and

potency
" (usingthe language of science as to life),of real and

everlastingsonship of God, by being " born again" of God, and

consequent union with Christ by faith (John ii--i3)and adoption

in Him into the sonship of believers. A sonship this which is

not that shared with debauchees and devils,which we care not to

have, and which is consistent with eternal damnation ; but a

sonshipthat makes us, in veritable spiritualreality,living,blessed

children of God, through a new birth by the Holy Ghost and

union to Christ by a livingfaith,and adoption into the Divine

family by free grace. A sonship that is Divine in its origin,

spiritualin its nature, savingin its effects,and everlastingin its

duration. A sonship in union with Christ the same in its nature

and character,duration and glory,as the sonshipof the Eternal

Son," His, however, being necessary and eternal,ours being of

grace in time,by regeneration,adoption,and union with Him by

faith. A sonship that enables us as believers with John to say,
" Now are we the sons of God ; and it doth not yet appear what

we shall be : but we know that when He shall appear, we shall be

like Him ; for we shall see Him as He is "

; and which enables us

to look forward to, and long for,the manifestation of the sons of

God, when we shall be with Him where He is,and behold His

glory,and share it with Him, as we sit with Him on His throne,

share with Him in His and our Father's love,and reignwith Him

for ever and ever (John 17, r John 3^ Rev. i. 7. 22).
All this glorioussonship of believers in Christ,the peculiar

privilegeonly of believers,which forms such a vital part of

the finest and divinest N.T. Revelation, and of the teaching of

Christ, and is gloriouslyset forth like a new revelation in the

writingsof Dr. Candlish,^seems a terra incopiitato those who

dwell so largelyand so vaguely on what is called the universal

Fatherhood of God. But the apostles,like Christ,are full of it ;

and it is the distinctivelynew revelation of the New Testament

on the subject. The other general fatherhood by creation, of

which they make so much, is not, as theyimagineand proclaim,a

doctrine distinctive of the N.T., or the revelation of Christ,as

they teach, for it is found in heathen religionsand poetry " the

Greeks and Romans even sang of Zeus and Jupiteras "father of

^ See The Fatherhood of God, The Sonship of Believers, and liis unique

I Jolni,which many have felt to be like a new revelation to them.
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gods and men." They would thus deprive the regenerate and

the believingof their real sonship in Christ by a new birth,

adoption by grace, and personalfaith uniting us to Christ "
the

same in origin,nature, duration, and glory as Jesus'Sonship ;

and they would delude the unconverted and unbelievingto their

perditionwith the idea of a sonshipwithout a new birth,adoption,

or faith," without which Christ said no man could enter the

kingdom of God or be saved (John 3")," a sonship by creation

common with devils and all creatures, and consistent with de-struction.

As Sir William Hamilton would say in philosophy,so

here, the more the extension, the less the intension ; the wider its

scope, the less its value.

FREE AND SOVEREIGN GRACE PRECLUDED OR EVACUATED.

As with the true character and the real fatherhood of God, so

with the free and sovereigngrace of God, it is disowned or mis-represented.

He urges
" the necessary grace of all God's acts."

Hence " the salvation of the sinner is a moral necessityof God "

(p. 472). "The Creator had no choice but to become a

Saviour when sin entered" (pp. 318, 476). Of this let it suffice

here to say. Firststhat free grace, properlyso called,is excluded ;

freedom and necessity, grace and obligationare mutually

exclusive. Second, that,on these principles,it plainlybecomes

the duty of the Creator to save all creatures without exception,

men and devils. But we have never yet heard that God has

moved to save devils "
the reverse is clearlyimplied or taughtby

Christ and His apostles(Matt. 25, Rev. 20, Jude'^). And he

would be a bold man, indeed, who would presume to say that all

fallen beings will and must be saved, in face of the awful teach-ing

to the contrary of both the disciples,and supremely of their

Master. Further, "Through Adam sin came, through Christ

righteousness. If either was to be, both must be" (p. 461).

Here, again, grace becomes no more grace, and the salvation

in Christ is not of God's free grace but of Divine obligation!

What a direct reversal of free and sovereign grace, which con-stitutes

such a large and fundamental part of God's Word,

speciallyof the teaching of Christ and Paul. Besides, it is an

explicitcontradiction of the very passage (Rom. 5^-'-^)drawing

the parallelbetween x\dam and Christ,in which the free giftor
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the giftby grace is stressed in every corresponding part of the

advancing parallel,sometimes twice, seven times in all. Here,

too, it is said in contradiction of the express words and the

essential necessityof the parallel:"
-We get

" death " through

Adam, but "
not guilt" (p.460) Yet how we should get death,

"the wages of sin," without guilt,is never faced or explained.

Further, were this true, the parallelrequireswe should receive

no righteousnessor merit of Christ imputed to us ! Besides,

the law of heredityin nature illustrates the principle,as also all

life. We also inherit a sinful nature " the penaltyof originalsin.

And it is the principleof the second commandment, " visiting

the iniquityof the fathers upon the children." So that this view

is contrary to Scripture,history,science,fact. Again, "if God

did act, the way He took was the only way possible to Him "

(p.446). What is man that he should thus presume to limit the

Most High, or pretend to know the possibilitiesof the Infinite ?

THE SON, CHRIST. A KENOSIS THAT PRACTICALLY EVACUATES

HIS DIVINITY.

When he giveshis improved interpretationof the Person of

Christ, we get a Kenosis that practicallyevacuates His Divinity,

and nullifiesit in His personallife and relations,Umits it to His

ofificialwork, and excludes it from the greater part of His life.

He so presses His "normal" humanity as to virtuallydeprive
Him of His Divinityand its attributes in His life-work," not

merely in His self-imposedlimitations of their exercise,but in

their possession,he so represents and contrasts the human and

the Divine, the natural and the supernatural,in the God-man,

and so contrasts and separates the personal life and the official

work of Christ as to give unrealityto both, and also to the

Incarnation,and to imply a dualityof persons in Christ. Not

merely two natures, two knowledges, or even two wills ; but what

virtuallymeans two persons, two lives,and two beings,having

practicallyseparate existences ;"
instead of the one unique Divine-

human personality,living the one unique Divine-human life,

" Revelation's great mystery of godliness" " God manifest in

the flesh." Into this profound mystery, the infinite depths of

which angels desire to look into,both Lutheran and Anglican

Kenotics have let down their little lines. I will not say to no
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purpose, or without effect,for they have served to fix thought on

the veritable brotherhood of Christ; but they have certainly

tended to give vagueness if not vacuity to His Godhood, and

unrealityor nebulosityto the Incarnation.

As Dr. A. B. Bruce well says in his valuable work. The

Hiwtiliation of Christ,we shall be concerned chieflyto exercise

our faculties in preventing these dubious speculationsfrom

deprivingus of either His real humanity or true Divinity,or

lesseningour sense of the realityof the Incarnation. Dr.

Fairbairn cannot be said to have made the great mystery less

mysterious,or the confusion caused by Kenotic speculationsless

confounded by what Canon Gore rightlycalls his own theory of

Kenosis ; and he has certainlyin his attempted philosophy of the

Incarnation made some astounding statements, which dissolve it

in nebulous unreality,and divide His life and nature into such

artificialparts and functions by this improved interpretation,as

largelyto rob us of the real Son of Man, and the true Son of

God of the Gospels. It shows anew the necessityof refusingto

go a hair's-breadth beyond the facts and statements of Scripture

on this deep mystery, if our Divine-human Saviour, "of two

distinct natures and one person for ever,"is not to be improved

away by their philosophies.

THE HOLY GHOST HAS A SMALL PLACE IN THIS THEOLOGY.

The Holy Ghost has little place in the new theology; and

His whole work in connection with the creation,the incarnation,

the personaldevelopment and the official work of Christ from the

cradle to the Cross, where, " He through the Eternal Spiritoffered

Himself without spot unto God"; the salvation of man "
in con-viction

and conversion, vivification and regeneration,faith and

union to Christ,sonship and sanctification ; Divine fellowshipand

filialservice (allof which are expresslyascribed by Christ and

His apostlesto the Holy Ghost) is mostly " missed," and often

implicitlyprecluded. His work in the inspirationof the apostles
and all the " holy men of God who spake as they were moved by

the Holy Ghost," " which, by their speaking and writing"
as the

Spiritgave them utterance,"secured that all Scripturewas God-

breathed, and God's 'Word " is,as we have seen, largelyignored

or practicallydenied; though the whole of this is writ largeon the
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face of Scripture,and occupies such a great place in the teaching

of Christ and His apostles,and in the historyof the Church.

II. Anthropology. Man. A most meagre Doctrine of

Man, and a Contrast to Christ's.

The anthropology is most meagre and unsatisfactory.There

is no Fall ; and, therefore,no proper ground for Redemption.

No guiltfrom Adam to his race ; therefore,no merit from Christ,

though the parallelrequiresboth (Rom. 5^^"^^).No corruption

of man's whole nature ; and, therefore, no necessityfor a new

birth,a truth so stronglyurged by Christ. No condemnation by

a righteousjudge for unbelief,or transgressionof a righteouslaw ;

and, therefore,no justificationby faith by a righteous God, on

the ground of Christ's propitiationand obedience unto death, by

His righteousnessbeing imputed unto us. No wrath for sinners to

escape, since all are under God's love only ; therefore,no need to

flee to the refugein the Rock of Ages cleft for us," though Christ

and allScriptureproclaim the reverse. No spiritualinability; and,

therefore,no need for passing from death unto life by spiritual

quickeningor Divine empowerment, " though this bulks largely

in the Bible and Christ's teaching. No need for adoption into

the familyof God by faith and a new birth ; for all men are by

nature children of God, and "relation stands,however unworthy

a son he may prove himself to be." Yet every one of these dis-owned

and ignored truths is taught in the most expHcitmanner

in the Word of God, and most emphaticallyof all by Christ.

III. The Soteriology is very defective, and has serious

Error. The Doctrines of Grace have little place.

As alreadylargelyindicated in other connections,the Soterio-logy

is far from satisfactory.It is a grievous"fallingof "

from,

and in antithesis to, the teachingof Christ,"the reverse of a better

interpretationof His mind than the disciplesgive. As shown, the

doctrines of grace as a whole have a small place in this restate-ment

of theology; though they have such a largeand vital place

in the teachingof Christ and His apostles,and are the truths in

which as Christians we live,and move, and have our being. Free

and sovereigngrace is virtuallyexcluded by " the Creator having
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no choice but to become a Saviour." Election to salvation of

God's free grace, as taught so stronglyby Christ and His apostles,

is precluded or explained away. Effectual calling,the cardinal

work of God's Spiritin man's salvation,in which the teachingof

Christ and His apostlesis so steeped,is painfullywanting. Pass-ing

from death unto life by the quickening and renewing of the

Holy Ghost, making us
"

new creatures in Christ,"and uniting

us to Him by faith (the giftof God (Eph. 2^))and regeneration

(John ii--i3),making us "partakersof the Divine nature,"and of

His life and fulness," all this is sadly lacking,though forming

such a vital part of the gospel,as taughtby Christ and His aposdes.

Justificationby faith,as shown, " is more Paul's than Christ's " !

" which may be true as a deduction of the disciplebut not as a

principleenunciated by the Master " !! though a chief doctrine of

His and His apostles'teaching,essential to salvation. Sanctifica-

tion by faith,growth in grace, the perseverance of the saints,are

all ignored or unknown in the new theology,though taught by

Christ, and precious in the experience of His people. The

sonship of believers in Christ,through union to Him by regenera-tion

and faith,is precluded by the theory of God's universal and

necessary Fatherhood of all His intelligentcreatures, " making

Him equallythe Father of men, angels,and devils,and these all

equallysons of God by nature ;" a Fatherhood that is a fable,

a sonship that is a farce,and at an infinite distance from the

Fatherhood of God and sonship of believers in Christ,with all

the infinitudes of grace and glorythereof,as taught by Him and

known by them. He says,
" It is the emptiestnominalism to

speak of the adoption of a man who was never a Son " (p.446).

We answer, it is the sheerest nonsense to speak of the adoption of

a man who is your son ; for,as Milton says,
" relation stands,""

as Dr. Fairbairn says,
" Man's filial relation follows " from " the

ends of God in creation,and it stands, however unworthy a son

he may prove himself to be " (p.446).

THE TEACHING ON THE ATONEMENT IS GRAVELY WRONG. NO

ATONEMENT AS REVEALED IN SCRIPTURE AND TAUGHT BY

CHRIST.

But it is in his teaching on the atonement "
the redemptive

work of Christ, the basis, root, and core of our salvation "
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that this soteriology most fatally fails. There is really no

atonement at all in the Bible sense in this new theology,

although it is the very heart blood of our redemption, and the

burden of the Bible and the Gospel. The vicarious sacrifice of

Christ is most carefully and studiously precluded throughout.

The soul and substance are wholly excluded of what Christ

and the inspired writers meant by the great crucial words and

thoughts ;" Redemption, God in love sending Him to be the

propitiation for our sins ; Atonement, by the substitution of

Christ for us ; Expiation of our sins, by the blood of Christ ;

ReconciHation to God, by the death of His Son ; Sacrifice of

Himself, to take away our sin ; Ransom, by giving His life for

us : as well as the essence of what is expressed in the great

classical phrases and passages about Christ "suffering for sins,

the Just for the unjust, that He might bring us to God "

;

" bearing our sins in His own body on the tree"; "redeeming

us from the curse of the law by being made a curse for us
"

;

God " making Him to be sin for us, who knew no sin, that we

might be made the righteousness of God in Him "

;
" the Lord

laying on Him the iniquity of us all," and " making His soul an

offeringfor sin "

; His " offering Himself up as a sacrifice without

spot unto God"; appearing as "the Lamb of God, that taketh

away the sin of the world "

;
" giving His life a ransom for

many"; "to take away sin by the sacrifice of Himself"; and

the profound words by which He instituted the Lord's Supper,
" This is My body, broken for you. This is My blood of the

New Testament, which is shed for many for the remission of

sins,"for "without shedding of blood is no remission." Let the

followingsuffice to indicate his view :
" The Atonement works in

the universe as the manifest and embodied judgment of God

against sin,but of this judgment as chastening and regenerating

rather than judicial and penal" (p. 482). "The Atonement

has satisfied the righteousness of God by vanquishing sin

in the sinner, and vindicating the authority of the eternal will "

(p. 486), not by punishing our sin in Him who was made sin

for us.
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A TONIC NOT AN ATONEMENT : A MEDICINE NOT A

REDEMPTION.

" The ends of God in the atonement are those of the regal

paternity"(p. 487); that is,it is the act of a lovingFather, not

of a righteous judge ;" not the punishment of sin in the

substitute of sinners, by the laying our iniquity on Christ

and punishing Him for us ; so that His sufferingsare a

propitiationfor our sins ;" not penal suffering,properly so

called, of Christ in our room and stead as "the just for the

unjust,"but paternal correction,reformation,and disciplineof

men. Hence " the atonement is designed to produce in man all

the effects of corrective and remedial sufferings,to do the work

of restorative and reformatory penalties" (p. 482). But how

can that satisfythe righteousnessof God or vanquish sin in the

sinner, unless Christ's sufferingsare the punishment of our

sin in the Substitute of sinners ? As usual in such theories,

the words "penal" and "substitutionary"are used, but in an

entirelydifferent sense from the Bible revelations,the distinctive

and essential ideas of these words being eliminated. Every

idea of substitution,or punishment, or propitiation,or reconcilia-tion

of God and sinners by the vicarious sufferingof Christ is

studiouslyshut out. It is only chastisement, correction,and

reformation of us, by our thought about His sufferings,and by the

supposed moral effects on our minds of the sufferingsof Christ,

giving to the sinner the sense of the evil of sin. But these

moral effects cannot be produced, as we shall see, on this theory

of Christ's sufferings,but only on the Bible view that Christ's

sufferingwas a vicarious sacrifice of Himself, bearing,as our

substitute,the righteouspunishment due to us for sin,inflicted

on Him by a righteous and sin-avengingGod; and thereby

making real propitiationfor our sins,actuallyexpiatingour guilt,

and reconcilingGod and sinners, on the ground of a real,

righteous,and complete atonement, by the grace of God,

,

through the atoning sacrifice of Christ.

And when it is said,God " made Him," in this sense, "to be

sin for us,"though He " knew no sin,"it was not, as Dr. Fairbairn

says, that thereby God has made us to know sin (though that

will follow if it is,and we regard it as, a real propitiationby His

vicarious sacrifice for our sins,but not otherwise),but as Paul says.
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" that we might be made the righteousnessof God in Him "

;^

that is,the purpose and the effect of Christ's being made sin for

us are, that,on account of what He suffered in our stead when

"He was made sin for us" (the strongest way possible of

expressing this truth),"

"
we might be made the righteousness

of God in Him "

; that is,legallyrighteousbefore God in Christ

" justifiedin His righteousness. In short,the Bible view of the

Atonement "
the view of itgiven by Christ and His apostles,and

pervadingall Scripture(fortheir view is absolutelyone on this

cardinal revelation)"
isessentiallydifferent in kind from the other

view " not only differs fofo cce/o,but is radicallyantagonisticto it.

The one is an objectiveatonement, made by the vicarious suffer-ings

of Christ for us, in which the Lord laid on Him our sin,and

He made propitiationfor it by bearing its full righteouspunish-ment,

and reconcilingus to God. The other is a subjective

atonement, in an impression supposed to be made upon our

own minds by the spectacleof the sufferingsof Christ. The

one is a Divine objectivefact,reconcilingGod and sinners by

Christ's propitiatoryvicarious sufferings.The other is a human

subjectivefeeling,givingus an impression of the evil of sin. It

is indeed a medicine for us, not a redemptionby Christ of us, " "

merely a moral tonic,not a Divine atonement. Appropriately,

this improved restatement of the Atonement is closed by this

wild statement,
" The work of Christ has modified for the better

the state even of the lost" (p. 487). If Christ and Scripture

teach anything,it is that His work when rejectedincreases the

guiltand deepens the doom of the Christ-rejectors(John 3^^5^2^
Matt. 11-0-2^).

THE VICARIOUS SACRIFICE IS PRECLUDED, AND THE OLD

EXPLODED GOVERNMENTAL THEORY RESTATED.

What we get, then, in this restatement is in substance, though
in varied form, the old shallow and ten thousand times refuted

Governmental theory of the Atonement, which evaporates its

essence, cuts out its very heart,and makes the sacrifice of the

Cross a mere spectaculardisplay,to make an impressionon men's

minds, in the supposed interests of moral government.^ But not

^ But here, too, he makes a notoriously untrue statement :
" We have

argued that a sense of sin is a creation of Christianity" (p.48). Fancy that
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a vicarious sacrifice to atone for sin," in which the Lord laid on

Him our iniquity; nor a propitiationthrough the shedding of

Christ's blood, by which God and sinners are reconciled ; nor the

penal sufferingof the sinner's Substitute bearing the righteous

punishment of our sins in His own body on the tree ;" not, in

short, "
a sacrifice to satisfyDivine justiceand to reconcile us

unto God." All these cardinal and crucial truths and representa-tions,

which form the burden of the Bible and the core of the

revelation of Divine grace in Christ, are expressly,and by

necessityof their first principles,precluded and scrupulously

excluded. Therefore, the sufferingsof Christ,-" the most real

and deepest thing in the universe,"
if they were not vicarious,

nor the righteouspunishment of sin, nor required by Divine

justice,nor necessary to reconcile God and sinners, but a mere

spectaculardisplay,are dissolved in infinite unreality,and become,

involve, indeed, Divine deception. Since God was the chief

inflictor of these untold, but, on this view, non-obligatorysuffer-ings

of the sinless One, it amounts to a charge against the God

of righteousnessand love of perpetratingthe most awful injury,

by laying such unspeakable sufferingson Christ,when not as

the punishment of our or of any sins, and of inflictingthis

supreme moral wrong upon His beloved Son !

NO REAL ATONEMENT FOR SIN, NOR PROPER MORAL

IMPRESSION ON MAN.

And so far from the Cross making on this theory an impres-sion

favourable to righteousnesson moral beings, it could only

shock the moral sense of every righteous being,
.

and set a

supreme example of unrighteousnessand wrong before the moral

universe by its Author. No doubt the Cross was meant and

fitted to make a profound moral impression " making for

righteousness
"

upon the minds of all moral beings. Its chief

end was to reveal the love of God. Its specificand immediate

object was to make atonement for sin by the vicarious suffering

of the Just One for the unjust,and thus to make reconciliation

between God and men. Its moral design manward was to

in the light of the penitentialPsalms "
the 6th and 53rd of Isaiah ! Tlie

Prayers of Moses, David, Josiah,Daniel, Nehemiah, Ezra, and the whole

O.T.
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reveal the righteousnessand love of God in order to show men

the evil of sin,and to wean them from it.

But it could not do any of these things on the principlesof

this theory. It could, and does do all of them on the evangel-ical

or Bible view of Christ's sufferings.It could not make

atonement or propitiationexcept by the Saviour taking the

place of the sinner,and sufferingas " the Just for the unjust"

the punishment due to us for sin, and thus satisfyingthe

righteousdemands of law and justice.It could not make an

impression favourable to righteousnessunless it were itself a

manifestation of righteousness; instead of being, as this theory

would make it,a supreme example of unrighteousness,if the

innocent One suffered,at the hands of God, what was not the

punishment of our or of anyone's sin.

the cross makes its proper moral impression only when

Christ's sufferings are viewed as vicarious.

But if the sufferingof Christ,as Jesus and all Scripture

teach, was a vicarious sacrifice,in which He bore the punish-ment

of our sin
" then, verily,sin was righteouslyand fully

atoned for; and God can be both "just, and the justifierof

him that believeth in Jesus." Then, too, the Cross is a most

impressive revelation of the righteousnessof God, and of the

awful evil of sin,when a God of justiceand of judgment rises in

His wrath to deal with it. For it shows that sin was such a

terrible evil that nothingless than the death of God's Son, ay,

even the accursed death of the Cross, was sufficient to atone

for it. It gives an alarming revelation of the righteousnessof

God, that when our sin was laid on Him, the very least punish-ment

a God of righteousnessand of love could inflict,even

when on the head of His beloved Son, was the agony of the

garden and the anguish of the Cross, with the infinitudes of

wrath and sorrow there. It declares with an alarming emphasis

what a fearful thing it is to fall with sin into the hands of the

living God, who is a consuming fire. And it also gives an

amazing manifestation of the love of God in Christ, that when

there was no other way in which a righteousGod could save a

guiltyand rebellious race, except by the vicarious sacrifice of

Christ,"God spared not His own Son, but delivered Him up
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for us all " (Rom. 8^'-).Herein is love,not that we loved God,

but that He loved us, and sent His Soji to be the pi-opitiationfor

our sins " (t John 4^"). When we were enemies we were

reconciled to God by the death of His Son (Rom. 5^"). Being

justifiedby His blood, we shall be saved from wrath through

Him (Rom. 5^-^). It is because this death on the Cross was a

propitiationfor our sins,that it manifests in a unique way the

love of God to us. Hence it is because God so loved the world

that He gave His only-begotten Son to make this propitiation,
that the Cross becomes the supreme revelation and symbol of

the love of God to sinful men.

Had it been morally possiblefor God to save men without

the vicarious sacrifice of His beloved Son, "
which it was not

unless sin was to pass unpunished under the moral government

of a righteousGod, we should not have had such a wondrous

manifestation of God's love ; and it is just because His suffering

unto the accursed death of the Cross was a moral necessityof

our redemption, laid upon God by the very perfectionof His

nature and the requirements of righteousness,that the Cross

becomes the supreme manifestation and symbol of Divine love,

and is radiant with the glory of God. Ay ! it is this,too, that

best explains and transfuses with glory the great mystery of

suffering,againstwhich men so bitterlycomplain and rebel. For

it shows that God Himself is a fellow-sufferer with us in the

great strugglethat leads through sufferingto glory; and that

He takes upon Himself, in its most extreme forms, everything

in sufferingthat tempts men to deny or question God's love,

and uses it as the supreme means of manifesting His wondrous

love in a way that,without this awful suffering,could have never

been so amazingly revealed to us. And thus the propitiatory

character of the sufferingsof the Cross is not only the necessary

means of our redemption, but also casts a flood of lightand

comfort on the great mystery of suffering,and wraps the Cross in

a blaze of glory that irradiates the universe, and shines across

the dark, sad sea of sufferingwith a gloryall its own, and draws

men and angels to God as nothing else approaches to, and leads

them to ponder it in love responsive,and to see through the

lightof the redeemingCross, as nowhere else,the length and the

breadth, and the height and the depth of the love of God which

passethknowledge.
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Thus the Atonement by the vicarious sacrifice of Christ was

the revelation of the Law and the Prophets,the Gospels and the

Epistles,and the inspiredteachers of the O.T. and the New.

It is the keystone of our redemption, and the only and all-

sufficient ground of our salvation. It is the foundation of all our

peace and hope as sinners before a righteousGod. It isthe only

thingthat can satisfythe conscience of an awakened soul,or meet

the demands of Divine justice,or make itpossiblefor a holy God

to be at once a just God and a Saviour "
"That He might be

just,and the justifierof Him that believeth in Jesus" (Rom. 3-^).
It has thrilled the hearts and saved the souls of millions in every

age, and has inspiredour deepest and grandest hymnology in all

lands and times. It has brought ease to the alarmed conscience,

rest to the sin-laden heart, peace to the dying sinner on the

verge of eternity,and nerved the martyr midst the flames.

" It takes its terror from the grave

,
And gilds the bed of death with light;

The balm of life,the cure of woe,

The measure and the pledge of love,

The sinner's refugehere below,

The angel'stheme in heaven above."

It awakes the songs and evokes the jubilationsof heaven as the

multitude whom no man can number, of allnations,and kindreds,

and people,and tongues, join to the praiseof " Him who loved

us, and washed us from our sins in His own blood," in the high

song which eternitywill never let fall,as with a voice loud as of

numbers without number, and sweet as blessed voices uttering

joy, they raise and swell the grand hallelujahof the universe,

when heaven ringsjubilee,and glad hosannas fill the everlasting

regions as with one voice they cry :
" Worthy is the Lamb that

was slain to receive power, and riches,and wisdom, and strength,
and honour, and glory,and blessing"(Rev. ^^'^).

IV. The Eschatologv. The Future Life. The New-

Theology IS VERY MEAGRE HERE, AND VITIATED BV

THE FALSE ROOT-CONCEPTION OF GOD.

The Eschatology of this improved restatement of theology,
which presumed to give a better interpretationof the mind of

Christ than His apostles,is so meagre, one-sided, and so
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dominated and vitiated by one false and defective root-idea of

the fatherhood of God, that it may be indicated and disposed of

very briefly; though it holds such a large,impressive,and signi-ficant

place in the crowning teachingof Christ and His apostles;
" shining out in vivid and awful grandeur in the firmament

of Revelation on the sublime and solemnising background of

eternityand infinitude. The reference to it here will be useful

mainly as revealing,in contrast with the teaching of Christ and

His apostles,the defectiveness and the falseness of the prime

conception and root principleof the new nebulous theology of

"regal paternity."

There is nothing of the resurrection of the dead, for the

false root-conceptionof the theory would preclude all such ideas

as are expressed in the solemn and majestic words of our Lord,

John 52s.29. ''The hour cometh in which all that are in the

graves shall hear His voice,and come forth ; they that have done

good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have done evil,

unto the resurrection of damnation "

; because such a dreadful

idea as this last,though in Christ's very w^ords, is quite out of

keeping with their idea of God's Fatherhood.

There is a distinct and implicitdenial of the solemn N.T.

Revelation that destinyis fixed at death, because " the Father

is one who loved too deeply to surrender the lost" (p. 457).

Yet Christ expresslysays of the rich man who, on his death,
" in hell hfted up his eyes, being in torment," " Between us and

you there is a great gulffixed " (Luke 16). In closingRevelation,

too, He deduces the doctrine of the fixityof destinythrough the

permanency of character :
" He that is unjust,let him be unjust

still; and he that is righteous,let him be righteous still" (Rev.

2 2^0). See much more to the like effect below.

NO PLACE FOR THE SECOND ADVENT, THE JUDGMENT-SEAT OF

CHRIST, THE "DAY OF VENGEANCE" OR
"

WRATH OF THE

LAMB."

There is nothing of the Second Coming, or of the Lord

Jesus being " revealed from heaven in flaming fire,taking

vengeance on them that know not God and obey not the

Gospel" (2 Thess. 1"-^). Neither is there anything of judgment

to come, or the great white throne, or the judgment-seat of
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Christ, or of Christ being Judge and "rewarding every one

according to his works "

; or of " the wrath of the Lamb "

on

"that great day," when He shall say, "Come, ye blessed of

my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the

foundation of the world "

; and, " Depart, ye cursed, into ever-lasting

fire,prepared for the devil and his angels "

; or of

declaring the final destinies: "And these shall go away into

everlastingpunishment ; but the righteous into fife eternal "

(Matt. 25); or of God destroying soul and body in hell

(Matt. 12),"where their worm dieth not, and their fire is not

quenched " (Mark 9). For all such representationsare a part of

that judicial "forensic theology" which is rejected,and is

abhorrent to their ^imsi " paternal" view of God, supposed to

be derived from this better interpretationof the consciousness of

Christ. Yet these representationsare the very 7Vords of Christ.

WILD CONCLUSIONS FROM WRONG ROOT-IDEA OF GOD.

Following out the same vitiatingroot principlewe find,with

much to the same effect,such wild statements as are referred to

before,which sufficientlyindicate the extravagant character and

radical erroneousness of this theology" about there being "
no

more of the love of God in heaven than in hell" ; that God could

not hate even the devil ; else " He would be less than God "

;

and "the promise that the Good is ever bound to make to Him-self

never to surrender to evil those who are held by evil"

(pp. 424, 425). Wild, delusive statements these, no doubt,

carrying in their very face their own refutation,putting the

appropriatefool's cap on this fanciful and fabulous conception

of God. But they are the closingand consistent conclusions of

the false root principlethat vitiates the whole "sugar theology "

"
the natural and necessary outcome of the radicallywrong con-ceptions

of the Divine Fatherhood, which though professingto

be derived from Christ, and avowedly deduced from Him, and

presuming to be a better interpretationof His mind than the

Apostolic,directlycontradict, and thoroughly reverse the most

solemn and decisive utterances and revelations of our Lord

upon these subjects; and are utterlyopposed to, and entirely

preclude and disown, the whole Eschatology of Christ, and of

all God's Word.
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THE IMPROVED RESTATEMENT OF CHRIST's MIND IS CONTRA-DICTED

BY SCRIPTURE, FACT, HISTORY, CONSCIENCE, REASON,

EXPERIENCE, AND CHRIST'S TEACHING.

This theology has thus utterlybroken down and shown itself

to be a "failure" in every distinctive leadingdivision,especially
in the last. It has not only " missed " much of the teaching of

Christ, and "failed to see" or interpretthe chief revelations

of His mind ; but it has completely reversed His teaching on

these essential and fundamental truths,and in the leading and

crucial things is diametricallyopposed to it. It is indeed

" another Gospel,"which, indeed,is not another, but a perversion
of the Gospel of the grace of God ; and is,in fact,no Divine

Gospel at all,but a human delusion" a fanciful religiousspecula-tion,

which is contrary to the Revelation of God in Scripture,

contradicts the most solemn and decisive teachingof Christ, is

proved untrue in Christian experience,and found quite unsatis-fying

to consciences thoroughly awakened to the alarming

criminalityof their guilt,and the awfulness of the wrath of God

against men for sin, as revealed supremely in the agony of the

bloody sweat in the garden, and the anguish of the broken heart

on the Cross " the hell of a dying and atoning Redeemer.

This strong delusion might ere now have been dispelledby the

stern facts of life,the burnings of conscience, and the anguish

of remorse ; which so relentlessly,because so righteously,pursue,

as avenging furies,the workers of iniquitywith something of the

pains of hell,and give alarming premonitions of " the worm that

dieth not, and the fire that is not quenched." Also by the awful

facts of history,red with the wrath of a righteous and sin-aveng-ing

God, as in the footstepsof judgment He comes forth against

the obduratelywicked ; as revealed by the fierce and lurid light

of God's burning holiness,in such dread and destructive events

as the terrible judgment of the Deluge, because the wickedness

of man had become so great upon the earth that even a merciful

and long-sufferingGod could do nothing with men but drown

them in perdition. In the destruction by fire of Sodom and

Gomorrah as, in answer to the cry of their sin,the kindling

wrath of a righteousGod sent them up in one wild blaze to an

angry heaven, and rolled the waters of the Dead Sea over them

as a dread and everlastingmonument of God's displeasurewith
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the workers of iniquity. In the destruction,for their crueltyand

obduracy, of the Egyptiansin the Red Sea, when Pharaoh and

his chariots sank hke lead in the mighty waters, and their

carcasses were rolled up by the avenging waves like seaweed

on the strand. In the wicked rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and

Abiram against the Lord in His anointed high priest,typical

of the priesthood of our Redeemer, when the earth opened

her mouth and they went down alive into the pit. In the

fearful destruction of the much-privileged but long-impenitent

Jerusalem by the Romans, in answer to the criminal cry,
" His

blood be on us and on our children "

; when in the righteous

judgment of a long-sufferingGod the fierce vengeance of Roman

soldiers,infuriated by their obstinacy,crucified,butchered, or

burned a million Jews within its walls ; and the blaze of the

burning citywas so terrific as to chase darkness from the mid-night

sky through the long night,and make the surrounding hills

like day, as the nationalityof Israel was extinguishedin ashes

and drowned in blood,"
all givinga never-to-be-forgottenreve-lation

of the terrible judgment that in the righteousness of a

long-sufferingGod at length overtakes the despiser of the day

of grace, and the awful doom that overwhelms at last the

Christ-rejector.

And yet in the face of these and countless such dreadful

facts,writ large in letters of blood on the arena of human life

and history" every one of which was, and was declared to be

not reformatory,or remedial, as to those who experiencedthem,

but punitiveand destructive," as even fools might see, " men go

on dreaming, as if the new theology had removed out of the

universe a God of justice,or of judgment to whom vengeance

belongeth ; and as if there were no moral government of

righteousnessor of wrath either in earth or hell. A delusion

from which, if the Eschatology of Christ and of all Scriptureis

true, a rude awaking cometh, when " the great day of the wrath

of the Lamb has come
" (Rev. 6), and " the Lord Jesus shall be

revealed from heaven with His mightyangelsin flamingfire,taking

vengeance on them that know not God and obey not the Gospel :

who shall be punished with everlastingdestruction from the pres-ence

of the Lord and from the gloryof His power" (2 Thess. i""^);
and He that sitteth upon the great white throne shall say,

" Depart

from me, ye cursed, into everlastingfire,prepared for the devil
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and his angels. And these shall go away into everlastingpunish-ment,

and the righteousinto life eternal" (Matt.25).

THIS RESTATEMENT IS NOT AN IMPROVED, BUT A DEGENERATE

THEOLOGY, THE DEDUCTIONS OF A FALSE PHILOSOPHY CON-TRARY

TO SCRIPTURE AND THE TEACHING OF CHRIST.

This would-be improved restatement of theology has thus

been weighed alongside of the teaching of Christ,and found

wanting. And as Dr. Fairbairn says of Baur and the Tubingen

school, so we must say of this :
" It failed because it was a

philosophy brought to bear on a religion." In this case it is

patently not an inductive, but a deductive philosophy, which

takes us back to the perversive method of the Middle Ages ;

instead of the great inductive method, which Bacon taught,and

Newton practised,and which has yielded all the magnificent

results of modern science. Startingfrom a false or defective

conception of the fatherhood of God, he deduces first a God from

whom justiceand wrath againstevil workers are eliminated ; who

only loves,in whom " righteousnessis in a sense the executrix

of love " (p.443),and that only ; and who is shorn of free and

sovereign grace. From this is deduced the creation of moral

beings, to all of whom " men, angels,or devils "
God of neces-sity

stands in the relationshipof Father ; and each of whom is

by creation and of necessity a son of God ; and, therefore,

cannot become a son of God by grace, through regeneration,

adoption, and union to Christ by faith. Believers are thus

robbed of their sonship in Christ,and unbelievers are deluded

to their perdition. From this is deduced a Divine government,

from which Divine justiceis excluded, in which only love reigns;

and under which no judicialpunishment, strictlyso called, is

ever inflicted on the sinner or his Saviour, but only corrective

and reformatory discipline. From this is deduced an Atonement

which is no atonement ; in which there is no vicarious sacrifice

of Christ for us, but only disciplinaryimpressionsmade upon

our own minds by Christ's sufferings,which were not the punish-ment

of our or any sins.

From this it is deduced that there is no imputation of Christ's

righteousnessto us, and no justificationof us by faith,on account

of His merits ; even as there was no imputation of guiltfrom
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Adam, though we do receive death" the wages of sin " from him,

"
the punishment without the guilt! From this view of God's

character is finallydeduced that God's love to the saved is only a

different kind of love from His love to the damned ; that

"quantitatively,"though not "qualitatively,""there is as much

love in hell as in heaven," and that God does not and "cannot

surrender" the obdurately wicked to evil,or "hate even the

devil," and be God ! To have consistentlycompleted the

deductions on that conception, it should have also been said

that there is no hell, no devils,and no evil ; for surely such

things were not possible under the reignof a God whose whole

attributes and acts were summed up in love, if He reallyexisted,

and was the Supreme Being.

But all these untrue and outre deductions simply serve to

show the error in the root-idea," the fallaciousness of the reason-ing,

and the vitiativeness of the deductive method in the system

of theology that could lead to such false and absurd results.

Dr. Fairbairn,beginningwith a defective and erroneous concep-tion

of the character and the fatherhood of God, proceeds in this

vitiatingprocess of deduction with a sublime obliviousness of the

teaching of Christ and of His apostleson the particulardoctrines

on which, in his false and fallacious deductions from his wrong

root principle,he comes to conclusions directlyand glaringly

contradictoryto the most solemn and decisive teachingof Christ,

as given in His own very words.

Instead of inquiringin each case and at every stage,
" What

saith the Lord," he proceeds ignoring and contradictingChrist's

most explicitand impressiveutterances on the subjects,as we

have seen ; and then gives out these errors, and even absurdities,

as a better interpretationof the mind of Christ than His dis-ciples,

and an improved restatement of theology ! and seems to

have credulityenough to imaginethat men will believe them, on his

ipsedixit,in the face of the directlyopposite teaching of Christ.

The teaching of Principal Fairbairn and of others like him may

be right,and the teaching of Jesus Christ and His apostlesmay
be wrong, but they cannot both be true ; for they directlycon-tradict

each other along the whole line and on all the leading
truths of Revelation ; so that if the one is true, the other must

be false,and "there's an end on't."



CHAPTER VII.

III. THE RITSCHLIANS' AND SIMILAR VIEWS.

Perhaps the best
"

the worst illustration of this perversive

practiceof placing the teaching of Christ and of His apostles

in antithesis and antagonism, and of the absurd presumption

of present-day critics affectingto give better interpretationsof

the mind of Christ than the N.T. writers,is furnished by the

Ritschlians and their followers. Ritschl, the founder of the

school, was one of the disciplesof Baur, the head of the once

famous but long ago exploded Tubingen "tendency" school; "

which, by an extravagant and perverse criticism,placed the N.T.

writers and writings in strongest antagonistictendency, to the

apparent discreditingof the inspired N.T. writings. Ritschl left

it early,declaringsuch criticism to be unworthy of the name of

historical,and set up in a bold and impressive form the school

which professes to make the historical Christ the basis and only

source of Christian doctrine ; and is characterised by an intense

aversion to philosophy,or, as it was called, " Metaphysics " in

theology. In so doing, it met the historical spiritof the age,

which had, through the barrenness and withering effects of the

Old Rationalism, come to have a profound distrust of reason in

religiousspeculation. Ritschl was a man of genius and ability,

and by this along with his noble character, composed manner,

and the boldness and apparent reasonableness of his standpoint

and root principles,made a great impression. And, though his

mind was in a continual state of flux,which often led him to

abandon views he had held, he was, on the whole, as usual, more

conservative than many of the school that bears his name, and

gave a much greater place than his followers to the teaching of

the apostles,speciallyof Paul.

Ritschlianism is a leading and dominant school of German
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theology of widespread influence,with many able and some

original minds, such as Ritschl (the founder), Kaftan,

Herrmann, Schultz, Harnack, Wendt, Bender. It really

originated in a revulsion against the reign of philosophy in

religion,which had so long dominated and perverted German

theology. Its avowed object is to get rid of the old and un-fruitful

antagonism between Rationalism and Supernaturalism.^
It aims at securing an independent sphere for religiouscon-sciousness,

apart from dependence on philosophy, natural

science,or historical criticism. It claims connection with and

descent from Kant (hence Neo-Kantian), Schleiermacher, and

even Luther. Yet it practicallydiscards Kant's categorical
moral imperative. It lacks the religiousfervour and far-reaching
horizons of Schleiermacher ; but while he bases religionon the

consciousness of the believingindividual,the Ritschlians place
it in the consciousness of the primitive spiritualcommunity
nearest Jesus,as depositedin the N.T. And while in some things
and aspects they may claim kinship with Luther in emphasising
the value of Christian experience,yet their system as a whole

divergeswidely from the evangelicalfaith which he restored,and

is indeed radicallydifferent from it in principle,basis,and

substance. It is,however, a trulyreligiousmovement which

has engaged the thought and moulded the teaching of many

able and influential men. It has done good service in pro-testing

againstthe vitiatingdominancy of speculativephilosophy
in Christian theology; in insistingon the religiousvalue of

the Christian consciousness and the testimony of believers'

experience; in urging the power of spiritualfaith in giving

victoryover the world, and supremacy over the vicissitudes of

time ; and in rightlyplacingwhat is of religiousvalue and moral

help" "judgments of worth" (using their terms)" above mere

"theoretic knowledge."

The Ritschlians have also rendered some valuable service in

restoringthe N.T. writingsto their proper place in the apostolic

age ;
- in avowedly returning to the historical Christ as the chief

' See Lichtenberger's History of Gen/ian Theology in the Nineteenth

Century.
- Harnack in his latest work puts them practicallyin that age " the latest

date for any N.T. book being no, and most much earlier,towards the middle

of the firstcentury.
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source of religionand the perfectRevelation of God ; in pro-fessedly

basing their theology on Holy Scripture,especiallyon

the N.T.
" the Gospels chiefly; and in giving Jesus and His

teaching a unique place and authorityin religionand ethics.

Philosophy in Theology.

But, with all this,Ritschlianism is a radicallydefective system

of theology,which eliminates or ignoresthe essential and radical

truths and facts of the Christian faith,and ultimatelysubverts

it; and attempts to replace it by "another gospel,""which is

not another," for it has reallyno Saviour to meet the needs of

guiltymen.

With all its protests againstphilosophy in religion,it is itself

a fresh evidence and exemplificationof the pervertinginfluence

of German philosophy on theology. By philosophicreasoning

on its own metaphysical principles,and in its own speculative

method, it makes its protest against the reignof philosophy in

theology. Through its peculiarmetaphysics it settles the basis,

principles,and method of its own Scripture criticism and

religioussystem. On the presuppositionsof its own philosophy,

it proceeds to the examination and interpretationof Holy Writ,

and bends it to suit the vague system. By means of its own

critical method and its preconceived religiousideas, it forms

its so-called Christian theology by selectingcertain seemingly
assimilable elements of Revelation, which by dexterous manipula-tion

are misused to support its own system, and excludes the

chief facts and essential truths of the Christian faith ; so that in

realityphilosophyand metaphysics of their own dominate and

determine the Ritschlians' theology. As Ritschl,in contradiction

of the firstwatchword of his school, trulysays, it is " not whether

but what philosophy " is to be used in theology; which as Frank,

a critic,justlyremarks, draws back all the philosophy into

theology. In fact they must philosophiseto show that theo-logy

should have no philosophy, and to distinguishbetween

theoretic and religiousknowledge, and so through all their

theorising.

Further, the system is not only rooted in metaphysics and

dominated by philosophy,but the metaphysics are bad, and the

philosophy is worse. The fundamental principleof the school is
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that "theoretic knowledge" and religiousthought must be kept

sacredlyapart as belonging to totallyseparate spheres. Yet

what is their theology but simply their own theoretic knowledge

mingled with slightelements of perverted Revelation to give it

a Christian flavour? The ethical is also held to be similarly

separate from the religious,and to have no connection with it,"

Ritschl ironicallydeclaringthat the supposed ethical connection

between justificationand sanctification is "apocryphal"! But

this attempted separationof the intellectual,moral, and religious

parts of man's complex but united spiritualbeing is as philo-sophically

false and artificialas it is pyschologicallyimpossible
and inconceivable. Religion and reason cannot thus be

divorced so long as man is man ; for they are constituent and

complementary elements of our one united interpenetrated

nature and personality,which are so united and inter-dependent
that the one cannot act without the other sharingwith it. The

various elements of man's one complex spiritualbeing are so

correlated and mutually dependent, and so thoroughly one indis-

cerptiblewhole, that such separationand segmentation are from

the nature of the case a patent psychologicalimpossibility,and a

simple philosophicalabsurdity,which no school of philosophy
since the dawn of human thought could entertain till the

exigenciesof Ritschlian theology produced the abortion ; and

which both reason and Revelation reject as an incredible

hypothesis,and repudiate as a palpable violation of the first

principlesof both. Besides, in seeking to shut out natural

science and human historyfrom theology,and to cut off religion
from nature and providence, it not only precludes natural

theology with all its sure preliminary truths confirmatory of

Revelation,and contradicts Scripture,which distinctlyrecognises
itsplace; but it hands over nature to science,Divine providence
to secular history,truth to philosophy, and leaves religion
only feeling,imagination,and illusion. And the religiousinter-pretation

of history,which is its true philosophy,and was

ever a chief function and method of Divine Revelation, is

abandoned to the unspiritual. How readily in this way

does the religiousseem to be the unreal, and the theological
the untrue ! And how easily,then, can science look on theo-logy

with contempt, and unbelief glory over religionwith

triumph !
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The professed Return to the Historical Christ.

Its avowed and vociferated return to the historical Christ as

the perfectrevelation of God, and the prime source of Christian

theology,was right,and good, and greatlyneeded after the long

and barren reign of speculation in religion,and stagnation in

dogmatic theology. In this it has struck the true keynote, and

emphasised the proper standpoint for Christian theology and

religiouslife; and from this centre and along this line the truly

progressivetheologyand Christian lifeof the future must advance.

But they have not adhered to that position. On the contrary,

notwithstandingall their loud insistence on it,and their avowed

devotion to it as their chosen basis and distinctive standpoint,

they have largelydeparted from it,and often flagrantlyviolated

it," as may be seen, among others,from the writingsof Wendt,

perhaps the best known representativehere of the school, and

whose views,therefore,we shall chieflygive in our brief summary

and criticism.^ By their preconceivedsystem they exclude much

of the chief portions of the history altogether. The whole

historyof His resurrection and of His appearances after it,with

all the teachingand revelations of the risen Lord, are excluded,

disowned, and summarily discarded as illusion or metaphysics ;

although they are the best established facts in the historyof the

world, and form the chief facts and most potent factors in the

historyand teachingof our Lord, and in the creation and propa-gation

of the Christian faith. Similarly,on the same false

principles,the whole history as to our Lord's birth, with its

Divine preparations,as recorded in the Gospels, on to His

baptism,is ignored and unhesitatinglydismissed, because not

consistent with their preposterous presuppositions,although they

are the root facts and Divine originsof Christ's lifeand revela-tion

of God. The prime and creative facts and factors " His

incarnation and resurrection,with their infinite antecedents and

consequents " ^havingbeen thus of necessityprecluded by their

false postulatesand preconceptions,they then so misread and

misrepresentthe records of His life and teachingduring the brief

period of His public ministry,and ignoreor disown so much of

these " selectingonly what suits their own theories "
that what

is presentedas the outcome of their improved interpretationof
' See Wendt's Teaching ofjcsiis.
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Jesus is such a travestyof His life,conceptions,and teaching
as literature can scarcelyparallelof any historical personage ;

and such a misrepresentationof the consciousness and character,

work and words of the historical Christ of the N.T. as is no

more like its representationthan nightis like day,and would, if

generallyreceived,wreck Christianity; for the base and crown,

the root and fruit,the core and the soul and the lifewould be

taken away from it. By disowning,as metaphysics,through
their own false philosophyHis pre-existenceand incarnation,

they cut Christ off from His Divine roofings; and by denying
His resurrection and ascension,with all involved therein,they
cut otf from Him the infinite fruits of His person and work.

Consequently,like a man beginningthe studyof a science in the

middle,and stoppingshort as it nears its results,theymisunder-stand,

mutilate,and misrepresentall that lies between ; so that

while theyhold Jesus to be the one perfectrevelation of God,

they,by their preconceivedideas and a prioriprinciples,pre-clude

or ignorewith amazing inconsistencythe chief facts and

His weightiestteachingby which the revelation ismade, in direct

subversion of their own avowed position.

How THE RiTSCHLIANS VIOLATE THIS.

The methods by which,and the principleson which,all this

is done are very significant,and in their issues are not only
destructive,but self-destructive.

They distinctlydeny the root doctrine of the Reformation,
that the Bible is the rule of faith," Wendt sayingthat the true

view,viz.that Jesus'teachingis the perfectrevelation of God,
has been " cramped " by Protestantism in holdingthe "

norma-tive

authorityof Holy Scripturefor Christian doctrine,"^ though
this,as seen, was Jesus'first and fundamental teaching. They
also declare the serious erroneousness and untrustworthiness of

Scripturein general,and proceed on this false assumption to

assail and destroyitlargelyat will; though this is directlyin the

face of Christ's most decisive teaching,invariable practice,and

unchangingattitude.
^ Wendl's TeachingofJesus,p. 2.

\
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Alleged Antagonism between Christ's and Apostles

Teaching.

In full contradiction of His most explicitand emphatic

teaching and promise,they assume and emphasise the errone-

ousness, untrustworthiness, and unauthoritativeness of the

inspiredwriters of the N.T., " charging them with largelymis-understanding

and seriouslymisrepresentingthe teachingof Jesus,

and corruptingthe Christianityof Christ. Hence Herrmann holds

that " what is important is not that we should have the thoughts

of the apostles about Christ,but that we should have thoughts

of our own." ^ Harnack imagines that " it was the firststep in the

down grade of the religionof Jesus when the Church through the

apostleswas misled by its faith in His resurrection to concentrate

itsthoughts on the Person of Christ Himself." - And Wendt dares

to upbraid the apostles,even after the descent of the Spirit,for

their " stupidity" in misinterpretingand misrepresentingthe

teaching,claims, and work of Christ,and thereby misleadingthe

Church ; and, therefore,roundly declares that the views of the

inspiredwriters of the N.T. are not binding on any man.-^ Yet, as

seen, Christ promised and sent the Spiriton express purpose to

lead them into all truth that they might teach it,and holds their

teachingto be His own by this Spiritthrough them. He expressly

declares," It is not ye that speak, but the Spiritof your Father

that speaketh in you
"

;
" He that heareth you, heareth Me ; and

he that despisethyou, despisethMe "

; and " whosoever shall not

receive you, nor hear your words ; verilyI say unto you, It shall

be more tolerable for Sodom
...

in the day of judgment, than for

that city." They put the teachingof the apostlesin antagonismand

often in contradiction to the teachingof Christ ; though, as shown,

there is no foundation for the one, or proof of the other ; and both

are directlyopposed to the teaching,promise,and purpose of Christ.

The Ritschlians' capricious Criticism.

On this false assumption they proceed to examine the Gospel

records in order to separate by their criticalanalysisthe words

1 See Dr. Denney's Studies hi Theology,p. 224.

- Ihid. p. 224, and Harnack's History of Dogma.
^ Wendt's Teaching ofJesus. See also Dr. Denney, p. 224.
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of Jesus from the words of the evangelists,so as to ehminate

His truth from their erroneousness. And here, if ever, criticism

becomes caprice,and constrains contempt. Not even do Dr.

Martineau or Matthew Arnold more arbitrarilyplay fast and loose

with Holy Writ, and violate every principleof true scientific

criticism,than do the Ritschlians. Nor was ever criticism more

oracular,though so variable,diverse,and often contradictory,"

for no two of them agree in their results ; as Kaftan says truly,
" The differences among us are very great."^ Yet they are all so

sure of their conclusions,though so conflictory; and the one

thingthey are all absolutelycertain of is,that they are incomparably

better interpretersof the mind of Jesus than the apostleswhom

He speciallyinspired on purpose to reveal Him and His mind

truly,finally,and authoritatively! But the amazing and amusing

thing is that after thus discreditingand abusing the inspired

writers and their writings,"
the sole sources of all our knowledge

of Jesus or His teaching," they could then relyon them at all ;

and actuallyattempt to construct from such misleadingmaterials

any statement of the teaching of Jesus. They fitlycrown the

absurdityby issuingtheir oracular but contradictoryand ever-

changing theories of the teachingof Jesus as far superiorinter-pretations

of His mind to that givenby the Holy Spiritthrough
the apostles,and in their innocence imagine that men of sense

will believe them !

Their Philosophy rules their Theology, and their

Theology determines their Criticism.

As their philosophyrules their theology,so their theology

determines their criticism. Frequently their perversionsof just

Biblical criticism are patentlythe product of their preconceived

theologicalsystem. There is no eschatologyin Ritschl or his

school ;" although it holds such a large place and forms such an

impressivepart of Christ's sublimest teaching"
which shines out

with awful grandeur in the firmament of Revelation,and lightens

up the deep darkness of futuritywith its fierce lightninggleams.

All this eschatologicalteaching of our Lord, which has ever made

such a profound impression on the minds of men, and awakened

the deepest emotions of the human soul,has been ignored and

1 Kaftan in Zeitschrift,1896, p. 378. See Dr. Orr, Ritschlian Theology,p. 27.
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set aside by them avowedly on the ground, as Harnack ^
says,

that in this it is impossibleto separate the words of Jesus from

the words wrongly put into His lipsby His superstitiousdisciples,

though there is absolutelyno ground for such an idea, and no

words of Jesus more surelyauthenticate themselves than these.-

The real reason, however, of this perversionof true criticism is

to be found in the radical antagonism of their system to such

Divine revelations. In any case their system and method would

make our conceptionsof the teachingof Jesus vary as the oft-

conflicting,ever-changing,and never certain results,as to what are

Christ's words, of their capriciouscriticism,which is always pre-judiced

by their false philosophy. So that if their metaphysics is

bad, and their philosophy worse, their criticism is worse still,"
for

the lonc^er the evil current runs the worse its effects become.

Their Exegesis dominated by their Dogmatics.

But their exegesisis in many respects worst of all. Wendt

ventures, without any proof,to censure the apostlesfor teaching

what the Holy Spirittaught them
"

that when Christ said to the

Jews, " Destroy ye this temple, and in three days I will raise it up

again," He meant nothing about His own resurrection ; but

meant that when the Jewish worship was abolished He would

set up another and better worship in its stead,^ "
which is not

exegesisbut absurdity,excluded by the words, falsified by the

facts,and begotten of antipathyto His predictionof the great

Divine event on which the whole creation and redemption hang.

Blinded by prejudice,he also asserts that our Loid had no

reference whatever in the words of the Last Supper to men's

redemption by His vicarious death," although,as shown below,

it would be difficultto express in language that cardinal creative

truth with more clearness and decision. To that profound and

precious fact,with a true. Spirit-givenintuition,fullyverified in

Christian experience,the Church has ever clung with intensest

delight; and in it she has gloriedwith a unique joy voiced in her

divinest hymnology, as the very core and essence of her faith,and

the very life-blood of our salvation. And the whole Ritschlian

^ History ofDogma, p. 66.

2 See Matt. 24. 25. 26, Mark 9, Luke 16.

2 Wendt's Teaching ofjcstis,p. 323.
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interpretationof the revelation of grace by the redemption that

is in Christ Jesus by the propitiationthrough faith in His blood,
which Jesus stated was the burden, soul,and gloryof all Scrip-ture,

is such a palpable perversion of the real meaning of the

clearest language,and such a patent evacuation of the most de-cisive

teaching of God's Word, especiallyof Christ's words, as

only the most blindingprejudice could produce, and the most

perversiveantipathy can explain. As Dr. Denney truly says,
" There is hardly a word about the death of Christ in the N.T.

that would have been written as it stands," there is hardlya word

that does not need to be tortured in defiance of exegesis" to fall

into any appearance of consistencywith the views of their school."^

Every principleof true exegesis,and every canon of literary
criticism,has to be flagrantlyviolated to give any semblance of

plausibilityto the forced interpretationsof the N.T. imposed upon

it by the false root principlesof their system. As Dr. A. B.

Davidson has well said of the methods and results of rationalistic

critics of the O.T., we are constrained to say of much of the

Ritschlian handling of the N.T., in its chief parts and most

vital elements "Was ever a literature so treated?"

The Erroneousness of Ritschlians most manifest in

THEIR Treatment of Jesus and his Teaching.

It is when the Ritschlians treat directlyof Jesus and His

teachingthat the radical erroneousness of their system and the

gravityof their departure from the Christian faith fullyappear,
and most seriouslyarrest attention. Despite all their avowed

honour of Him and of His teaching,they reallyhonour neither it

nor Him, but deeply dishonour both. While recognisingthat

He may have for believers "the religiousvalue of God," as

Ritschl said,and that He is the one perfectrevelation of God,

they obviouslydisown His Deity. How then can He have the

religiousvalue of God if He is not God? They distinctly
disown His eternal Sonship. They expHcitlyassert that He had

no existence, except perhaps ideal,before His birth on earth.

They teach that His lifebegan at the cradle,and His work ended

at the Cross. They maintain that there was nothing supernatural
about Him or His work. His miracles,on which He laid such

^ Dr. Denney's Studies in Theology,p. 144.
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Stress, as evidences of His Divine claims, and seals of His

mission, they disown or ignore as at best " entirelydubious,"

and of no importance, as Harnack says, ôr preclude them by

the universal and unbroken reignof natural law, as Ritschl and

Wendt. His resurrection from the dead they deny or disown as

incapable of proof, or hold it as a matter of indifference,and

exclude it from their theology of the historical Christ ; although

it is the supreme and crowning fact in His history,and the

greatest and best established fact in the historyof the world ;

although He repeatedlyforetold it,made so much of it in private

and public before friends and foes,and ultimatelyrested the final

proof of His whole Divine claims upon it; although Paul through

the Spiritstaked Christianityupon it; although all the N.T.

inspiredwriters and preachers made it the burden and supreme

fact of all their testimony and teaching; and although the Holy

Spiritmade the preaching of it on the day of Pentecost the

means of creatingthe Christian Church in Hving visibility; and

God the Father sealed the proclamation of it throughout the

world as the wisdom and the power of God unto men's salvation,

and gave it as His final testimony to mankind of the truth of

His Son's Divine claims to be the Son of God, the Redeemer of

men, and the Judge of all," whereof He hath given assurance

unto all men in that He hath raised Him from the dead"

(Acts 17^^). His appearances and teachingafter the resurrection

(which He Himself foretold and promised for the comfort of His

disciples),which is His highest earthly teaching, and made

luminous His previousteaching,and which some of the greatest

scholars and profoundest thinkers have found to be His richest

and most significantrevelations, ŵhich many others have felt to

be His most real and precious manifestations of Himself for the

comfort of His people amid life'sdisappointmentsand death's

desolations," all these the Ritschlians,with similar audacity and

violence to every principleof historical criticism,set aside as not

historybut illusion,though there is no part of Scripture more

manifestlyhistorical ; and some have felt that there is scarcely

anything in the Gospels at once so real and precious,or more

stamped with vivid realityand self-evidencingtruth. To the

^ Harnack's History of Dogma, p. 65, - i Cor. 15.
* See Westcott's Revelation of the Risen Lord: "The Gospel of the

Resurrection."
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Ritschlians,Jesus is simply the man who alone has realised the

ideal of God in the creation of man, made the one perfect

revelation of God, identified Himself with God and His "world

end," and became the founder of the Kingdom of God, and the

concrete embodiment of its life and principle. He was a Son

of God only in a higher degree than other men, by the absolute

surrender of Himself to the will and purpose of God,^ who

attained supremacy over the world by faith,and taught others

how to do the same through union with Him. He was simply,

as Nitzsch, a Ritschlian, puts it,primus inter pares, but with

nothing supernaturaleither in His person or work. Not God,

nor the eternal Son, nor the Creator, nor the Ruler of nature

or providence,nor miracle-worker,nor Lord of men and angels,

nor Redeemer of sinful men, nor the resurrection and the life,

nor the risen Christ,nor the living,ever-present Head of His

Church " Immanuel, nor the Word of God (6 Adyos),nor the

coming Judge of all. All this,which forms the burden, the

substance,the core and the essence of the N.T. revelation,is dis-owned,

ignored,or declared to be " metaphysics,"of no moment

to faith. And yet they profess to speciallyhonour Christ,while

robbing Him of all His essential attributes as God and Son of

God, deprivingHim of everything absolutelynecessary to His

being the Saviour of sinful men, disowning all His greatest

works, as Creator, Redeemer, and Lord of all,and denying or

ignoringmost of what He did, and said,and claimed to be. In

short,their whole conception of Christ and His work is based

upon a false and pervertivesubjectivitywhich practicallysets

aside the objectiveChrist of Scripture,and gives us a Christ of

their own imagination. A Christ formed not from the N.T., but

of their own preconceptions of what His consciousness was, as

derived from their own ideas,and their arbitraryselections from

the supposed consciousness of the Christian community. And

their conceptions of His redemptive work are such that His

vicarious sacrifice by which He made propitiationfor our sins "

which is the core and essence of our religion"is denied, or

evaporated. For they make His death simply a proof of His

fidelityto conscience ; and a warrant for our confidence in

God. Yet, if His death was not vicarious,there is nothing so

destructive of confidence in God as the sufferingsof the Cross.

' Professor Orr's Ritschlian Theology,p. 82.
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The Ritschlian Criticism of Christ's Teaching.

It is when the Ritschhans give specificallytheir views of the

teaching and consciousness of Christ that we best see how

sharply their conceptions conflict with His, how largelythey

disown His deepest convictions,and how oracularlythey reject

much of His weightiestteaching, while yet professing to

supremely honour it and Him. True, they in words give Him

and His teaching a unique place," not only a supreme, but

apparently the sole place in our religion," not only the one

perfectrevelation of God, but the only source and test of the

Christian faith.̂ In fact,they give His teaching a place that He

disclaims,and which is contrary to His teaching. For they not

only speak of it as the sole source of Christian doctrine, but

they make it the touchstone by which the teaching of prophets

and apostlesis tested,and by which both are found wanting and

largelycondemned ; and their teachingis received only when

Ritschlians think it agrees with His, and rejectedwhen it differs

from their ideas of His teaching. But with all this vociferated

magnifying of Jesus and His teaching as the sole and perfect

revelation of God, they by no means own the infallibilityor

Divine authority of His teaching and conceptions. On the

contrary, they distinctlydisown and rejectas error or illusion

much of what He believed and taught. They scruple not to

avow this,and to set forth in largeand specificdetail His errors,

misconceptions, and exegeticalmistakes. They fear not even

to charge Him with ignorance and error, but in effect with

superstitionand sin ; for they charge Him with cherishing the

Jewish pride and selfishness of the prevalent worldly ideas as

to the Messiah, as appears from Wendt.

General Denial of His Divine Claims.

As seen, they utterlydisown His Deity, eternal Sonship,

and Creatorship, which He unquestionably claimed, and all

Scriptureteaches. They distinctlydeny the incarnation and

His real pre-existence,although He ever taught both, and

expresslysaid, "Before Abraham was, I am" (John 8^^'-^^);

and on the eve of His death prayed, "O Father, glorify

1 See Dr. Orr, The Ritschlian Thcolog}',pp. 49-51-
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Thou Me with Thine own self with the glory which I had with

Thee beforethe world 2vas (John 1 7^--"^).The N.T. every-where

proclaimsthe same. So that it is not merely, as Dr. Orr

says,^the old questionas to Homoousian and Homoiousian ;

for even the Arians admitted His pre-existence,and some of

them went far towards even the eternal Sonship, though holding

that there was a time when He was not. But the Ritschlians

deny His pre-existencealtogether,and date His being from His

human birth, like any ordinary man, and exclude everything

supernaturaleven from that. They also negativeor ignore any-thing

supernatural in His life. His miracles, on which He

laid such stress as evidences of His Divine character and

mission, and to which He so often appealed as His Father's

seal to His Divine claims,which left the Jews without excuse,

are openly rejected,the supernatural character of His mighty

works is utterlydenied, and their evidential value for His Divine

claims repudiated. Ritschl and others rejectthe very idea of

miracle as precluded by the inexorable reignof physicallaw.

Wendt explains Jesus' convictions and declarations that He

wrought miracles by the power of God, or, as he puts it," that

these strikingevents were produced by the supernaturalpower
of an invisible being"-" by His adopting as true the current

delusions and superstitionsof His benighted age and race,

because He knew not of the universal reignof natural laws,"

though He was their maker and upholder. And though they

thus disown His most explicitteaching,repudiate His strongest

claims, treat His deepest convictions as delusions,and rejectin

toto His proved miracles, which form so much of His whole

recorded history; yet they profess to honour Him and His

teaching supremely, and to make His recorded consciousness

the sole source of their theologyand of our knowledge of God ;

and avow as the basis of the whole system a return to the

historical Christ !" when His historyis largelytreated as fiction,
His deepest consciousness as delusion.His chief claims as empty
" metaphysics," and His weightiestteaching as error ! His

resurrection,which the N.T. makes the foundation-stone of the

Christian faith,and Christ ever spoke of as the crowning proof of

His Divine claims,they deny as illusion,or ignore as incapable

^ Dr. Orr, Tlie Ritschlian Ihcology.

-Wendl's Teaching ofJesus, p. 168.
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of proof,or regard as a matter of indifference ; although Christ

staked the truth of His religionupon it,and God gave it as His

supreme seal to Christ's claims, and historyholds it as its most

surely established fact.

The alleged specific Errors of Jesus' Teaching.

\Vhen he comes to the specificcriticism,Wendt, at the outset,

avows that his setting-upthe ideal of Jesus' teaching does not

" prejudge the question whether the teachingof Jesus does not

comprise some heterogeneous and mutually contradictory

elements." ^ It is thus frankly declared that though Jesus'

teachingis ideal,and the only source of our knowledge of God,

and the one perfectrevelation of Him, it may be self-contradic-tory.

At first it appears as if this were an open question ; but

it is soon seen to be closed, and that, too, in the wrong way "

againstthe truth and authorityof most of His weightiestteaching

and deepest convictions. Much of what He taught and believed

is precluded by the first but false principlesof their system.

Hence Wendt owns that he has " left out of account certain

sayingsof Jesus recorded in the Gospels " ^ (he might have said

most of them), obviouslybecause they do not accord with his

false presuppositions.Thus the vitiatingrationalistic principle

of the system is avowed at the outset, notwithstanding all the

professed aversion to philosophy in theology,and the avowed

antagonism to Rationalism. No wonder that the results are

sufficientlyantichristian. According to Wendt and the

Ritschlians generally,Jesus erred in His teaching and beliefs

all along the line.

I. AS TO GOD.

He erred as to God. True, they proclaim as their keynote

that Jesus was the one perfectrevelation of God. But then they

aver that He erred and taught error as to God's character,work,

and relations to nature and man. They imply that in various

stages and aspects He did not trulyknow God ; though He said,

"As the Father knoweth Me, even so know I the Father"

(John 10^^). But how He could be or give a perfectrevelation

of God with such ignorance and error they have never tried to

^ Wendt's Teaching ofJesus, p. 20. ^P. 7.
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explain! As seen, Wendt teaches that Christ erred in supposing
that His miracles were wrought through God's power, or that

they were miracles at all. The very idea that they were super-natural,

or wrought by God's interposition,was one of the

superstitiousdelusions of the times which Jesus held and taught,

and never rose above. As with God's power and providence,

so with God's love. Jesus is said not only to have erred and

taught error, but to have contradicted Himself; because He, as

Wendt avers, in His earlier teaching,limited God's love, by the

word "neighbour,"to the Jews, whereas in His later teaching
He extended it to all !^ But this is a palpableperversionof the

very text adduced, and a culpable contradiction of the manifest

facts of the case. For never was the universalityof God's love

so grandly proclaimedas in His own divinest words, " God so

loved the world that He gave His only-begottenSon," which He

uttered near the beginning of His ministry,long before the

words on which the charge is by perversionfounded. Besides,

it was at the very entrance on His ministrythat the Baptistsaid,

with His approval," Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away

the sin of the world." And to say nothing else, it was in His

inauguralpublic teachingin the great Sermon on the Mount,

which laysdown the universal and eternal principlesof the king-dom
of God, that He taught men to rise to that Divine moral

altitude of love to our enemies, and to render good for evil ; in

order that we may, by being perfectin love, be children of our

Father in heaven, who " maketh His sun to rise upon the evil

and the good, and sendeth rain upon the just and the unjust"

;

and surelythese are world-wide and universal. So that the error

and contradiction are not in Jesus'teaching,but in the criticsof it,

who at the same time pretend to be the supreme upholders of it.

Similarly,by their absurd principlethat nature and history

give no revelation of God " which contradicts all Scripture,

philosophy, and reason " Jesus' sublime allusions to these as

manifestations of God, with which His teaching teems, come in

thus for condemnation. For to Him the birds of the air and

the flowers of the field,the fall of a sparrow and the shedding

of a hair of our head " all the objects of nature and all the

events of life" were radiant and resonant with thoughts and

revelations of our heavenly Father, and found expressionby Him,

^Wendt's Teaching ofJesus, pp. 297, 331.
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as the perfectinterpreterof both, in figuresand language that

have ever since charmed, and taught,and thrilled mankind ; and

thrown a wondrous lightand halo round all nature and history"

the lightof the knowledge of the gloryof God by the revelation of

Jesus Christ. To Him and through Him the visions and raptures

of ancient psalmody become luminous and vocal as never before,

that " the heavens declare the gloryof God," and that " the whole

earth is full of His glory"

; and to Him modern poetry owes its

visions that
"

" Earth is crammed with heaven,"

and

" Every common busli aglow with God,"
and that

" The meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears."

2. AS TO MAN AND GOD's REVELATION TO MEN.

The Ritschlians also presumptuously preclude God from

all direct access to and communion with the human soul,and

thereby shut out all supernaturalrevelation.^ Therefore Christ's

teaching,which is penneated with this Divine fact,so preciously
verified in Christian experience,is set aside as untrue, because,

forsooth ! it does not accord with their preposterous preconcep-tions.

As if the Creator could be excluded from access to the

minds of His creatures ; or as if it were impossible for God to

reveal Himself to the intelligentbeingsHe created,and to whom

He imparts the power for every mental act. Nay more, they by
this absurd assumption destroy their own root principle. For

Jesus was a man " they say a mere man " and, therefore,if God

has no direct access to man's mind, then He had none to

Christ's ; and how then could He know or reveal God, far less

make a perfectrevelation of God and His mind ?" which is the

prime postulateof their false and self-contradictorysystem. In

fact,on their first root, principles,neither Christ nor any other

human being can either manifest or know God, nor can God

manifest Himself to man, since in nature and providence there

is no revelation of God, and He has no direct access to the

human soul. The Creator and His creatures are thus separated
and paralysed by this absurd philosophy.

^ Dr, Orr, The Ritscldian Theology, pp. 155-89.
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3. AS TO ANGELS AND DEVILS.

Again, as Christ has erred in His teachingas to God and man,

and the relation between them, so He has erred in His behef

in and teaching about the existence and mediation of angels.

Jesus, like the Jews of His time, imagined a series of inter-mediary

beings between God and the world, who were the media

of God's will,working in the world and men ; but this was only

a popular delusion,so that the whole historyand teachingboth

of Scriptureand of Christ as to angels are error, not reality" not

fact,but fiction.

He also held and taught the prevalent superstitionof later

Judaism, not only as to spiritsgood, but as to spiritsevil who

tempted men, and were even supposed to possess and torment

them. Jesus was so much deluded by this vulgarsuperstitionas

to imagine and believe that He Himself was tempted of the

devil,and actuallywent about deludingHimself and others with

the fable that He was castingout devils ! Whereas evil spirits

never existed except in His own and others' superstitiousfears

and fancies ! What men in their gross darkness called evil spirits

were only their own evil passions; and what Christ thought

were to Himself temptationsof the devil,were only oppositions
from the words and acts of men !^ So that the whole con-victions,

teaching,and action of our Lord about devils," which

form such a large part of the Gospel records, on which they

professto base their system, were delusions ; and His conscious-ness,

which they avow to be the one source of their theology,

was in this,as in so many other things,a deception! And yet

they pretend to speciallyhonour Jesus, and to make His

teachingthe test of Christian doctrine,and His consciousness

the sole source and norm of our knowledge of God and true

religion.

4. AS TO HIMSELF AND HIS WORK.

As on God and man, angels and devils,Jesus erred and

taught error, so also in regard to Himself and His work. As

seen, they charge Him with error in thinkingand teaching that

He was the eternal Son of God, or that He existed,as He said,
" before the world was," or

" before Abraham," or reallyat all

1 Wendt, pp. 161-163.
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before His earthlylife. And even then He was not the Son of

God in any distinctive sense, but merely " the first and supreme

realisation of the ideal relationshipbetween God and man fore-told

in Scriptureas characteristic of the Messianic time "

;
^

nor

did He know that the title"Son of God" was to be His till His

baptism ;
- nor was it His tillthen," although His first recorded

utterance at twelve years of age reveals His consciousness of being

the Son of God (Luke 2"*^); and in His last great prayer on the

eve of His death He claimed the glorywhich He had with the

Father as His eternal Son " before the foundation of the world"

(John 1 7"^^).Also, as seen, He erred in supposing that He

wrought miracles, or cast out devils by the power of God, or

was Himself tempted of the devil "
all that was vulgar super-stition,

which He never escaped from.

SimilarlyJesus,they say, did not know He was to be the

Messiah till the eve of His public work. He only thought of

being a member of the kingdom of God, not the King, and was

preparingHimself for it like others by repentance when He was

suddenly called to the Messiahship"
like Paul by sudden con-version

to apostleship.^His views of the kingdom, too, changed

after He began His public work."* He thought God would

speedily bring in the Messianic kingdom, and expected His

work would find speedy success, t̂illthe stern facts undeceived

Him, revealed His delusion,brought home the conviction of the

failure of His mission, and created the idea of a future kingdom.*^

His conceptions of the kingdom were simply the current, carnal,

Jewish idea of a great earthlyprince who was to conquer the

world, exalt Israel over all nations, and usher in an age of

material prosperityand glory"
the product of Jewish pride and

national selfishness
"

which Jesus cherished just like His carnal

and ambitious countrymen until near the end ! *" So that He is

by implicationcharged not only with ignorance and error and

contradiction in teaching,but with sharing in the prevalent

Jewish pride,selfishness,and sin.

He erred also in supposing that His death was vicarious,

when it was simply sufferingfor righteousness'sake, and for

being a faithful witness for God and the truth. He was wrong,

too, in imagining and foretellingthat He would rise from

^ Wendt, p. lOO.
" P. 99.

" Pp. 97, 379.
"" P. 379.

' P. 397-
" I"- 379-

' Pp. 380, 391-
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the dead, which He never did, nor could, because natural

law made that impossible! Ritschlian omniscience has, indeed,

discovered that it was psychologicallyimpossible for Jesus

to have foreseen the external failure of His preaching, and of

the necessity of His sufferingsand death,i especiallyin the

earlier stages. Yea, Jesus held and taught not only erroneous,

but even contradictoryviews of Himself and His work at

different stages ; and even His command to love our enemies

is held to contradict an earlier opposite command, " though

there is no proof of the one, and no truth in the other ; but

the reverse is demonstrable in both cases.

5. AS TO THE FUTURE LIFE.

His whole teaching about the future life also, especially
about the judgment-day,was a delusive dream.- He thought,
and taught,and proceeded on the assumption that it was near,

and that His disciplesthen livingwould see it,and imagined
that He would be livingon the earth then, and as the Messiah

effect the transition from the Church's earthlyto its heavenly
state.^ But all this was mere illusion and error, which the stern

facts at length convinced Him of againstHis wish and hope, if

not His will," though there is not a shadow of evidence given
for this,but there is abundance to the contrary.

As to the resurrection and eternal life of the individual,Jesus
took decidedly the part of later Judaism as represented by the

Pharisees,in oppositionto the older prophets,*" than which there

was never a greater perversion of the patent facts. His whole

teachingabout the resurrection of the dead was a delusive dream,

because physicallaws made that an impossibility.His vision of

His second coming was a vain illusion derived from apocryphal
fantastic imaginations. His sublime revelations and awful pre-visions

of the judgment-day, with Himself as Judge to render

unto every man according to his works, were either not His

own, or, like the unsubstantial fabric of a dream, could never

become realities,because "retribution" had no existence in

Divine government.^ His views of heaven were an
" imagin-ative

luxury " ^
" a Utopia not to be seriouslyentertained ; and

1 Wendt, p. 379. - P. 397.
3 P. 397.

'' Pp. 31, 223.
^ Ritschl. 6 Wendl, p. 162.
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of hell,an old-world superstition,precluded by the very idea of

God, whose only attribute is love !

6. AS TO HOLY SCRIPTURE.

They have even the audacity to declare that He did not

know that the O.T. was fulfilled in Himself; and yet that was

His most explicitand absolute teaching,and the burden of His

message from first to last (Matt. s^~'^\Luke 242^-2"44-47)1
This leads into the Ritschlians' allegederroneousness of His

teaching on Scripture. They generallyadmit and urge that

Jesus held and taught the permanent value and authorityof the

O.T., and that He took the view held by the Jews and by the

plain Christian man "
that the Bible is the veritable Word of

God ;
2 and Wendt maintains that the Gospels are the same in

substance. It is well and significantto have such statements

made by such opponents of the Bible claim,for it confirms the

fact urged above that no honest interpretationof Christ's

teaching on, use of,and attitude to Scripturecould come to any

other conclusion. But then they aver that He erred in this also.

They distinctlydeny what He held and taught,that the Bible is

in any sense a rule of faith,and declare that Protestantism has

as reallyhindered true religionand the knowledge of God by

making the Bible the norm of faith and life as Romanism has

by holding the infallibilityof the pope.^ They allegethat Jesus

held the current Jewish views of Messiah until He saw the

impious principleson which they were based,* so that He for a

time was guiltyof cherishingthe impiety. They say that He

believed in the realityof such persons as Abel and Abraham,

and referred to such events as the Fall, the Flood, and the

destruction of Sodom as unquestionable facts.^ But in these

He was simply teachingthe crude traditional imaginations; for

the persons were only ideal,and the events fables ! Jesus said

that John the Baptistwas Elias ; but this was not borne out by

the originalScripture! therefore, here as elsewhere He made

exegeticalmistakes.'' So that He misunderstood, misinterpreted,

and misrepresentedScripture; whilst His endorsing and using it

^ Wendt, p. 96. - P. 263. ^ P. 2.

"* Ritschl. See Dr. Orr, pp. 97-99.
"' Wendt, p. 102, etc.

" P. 67.
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as He did misled men, and has perpetuated these traditional

misconceptions, till the omniscient Ritschlians arose to put

them and Him right!

7. ERRORS COMMON TO CHRIST AND HIS APOSTLES

A THEOLOGY WITHOUT THE HOLY GHOST.

As the Master erred, so did the discipleson such questions,

and even more seriously. Like Jesus, Paul erred in teaching

that there was any connection between sin and death, or any

such thingsas wrath, and curse, and retribution,"
all such being

inconsistent with the love of God, which is universal and

eternal. Paul, too, erred in his teachingabout the law, and

that the men under it were saved by works, not by grace, " the

direct oppositeof his teaching. The discourses in John also,

we must not interpretas the writer does, for that is erroneous ;

and the whole doctrine of the Logos must be franklyabandoned

in the interest of faith itself.^ And all the apostolicwriters of

the N.T. have erred in their interpretationsof the consciousness

of Jesus,and have largelymisrepresentedHim and His teaching.

Both Christ and His apostles,the Ritschlians aver, have gready

erred in their teaching on the Holy Ghost. For Ritschlians

ignore the Holy Spirit,and imply that no such Being as the

third Person of the Godhead ever existed ; and they teach that

the Holy Spiritis no more than the common spiritof the

Christian community- " an impersonal abstraction. A so-called

Christian theologywithout the Holy Ghost !
" a body without a

soul; a spiritualimpossibility.And all such ideas as "holy

men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost "

;

"It is not ye that speak, but the Spiritof your Father that

speaketh in you
"

; and our Lord's repeated promises to send

the Holy Spiritto lead them into all truth ; and the aposdes

being filled with the Holy Ghost, and speaking as the Spirit

gave them utterance ; and Christ's attributingall He said,and

did, and accomplished to the Spiritof the Lord (Luke 4^^,Matt.

1 2^8); and that " all Scriptureis given by inspirationof God " the

Holy Ghost, " which so pervade and dominate the teaching of

^ Kaftan, The Relation of the Evangelical Faith to the Logos Doctrine.

See Dr. Orr, p. 1 10.

"
See Dr. Denney's Studies on Theology,p. 156.
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Christ and His apostles," are ignored, disowned, or explained

away. No wonder that,ignoringGod the Holy Ghost, and being

strangers to His power, and denying His very existence, His

product" the Holy Scriptures,and the teaching of our Lord and

His apostlesshould be so misunderstood and perverted.

For "the natural man receive th not the things of the Spirit

of God ; for they are foolishness unto him : neither can he

know them, because they are spirituallydiscerned" (2 Cor. 2^'*).

The Ritschlian Abandonment of Christ's Teaching

AND Religion.

Well does Dr. Denney say,
" In ignoringthe Resurrection,

in ignoringthe giftand the teachingof the Holy Spirit,which so

interpretthe life and death of Christ as to make them the

foundation of the Christian religion,Ritschl seems to me to

abandon the N.T. altogether."^

When to this is added that,as seen above, the Ritschlians

not only deny the resurrection,but also the incarnation of Christ,

rejectthe atonement and Divinityof our Lord, and disown the

miracles and the chief teaching of our God and Saviour, because

these will not assimilate with their false philosophy,it seems a

misuse of language to call their theology Christian,or their

religiousphilosophy real (Christianity.They rejectHis teaching

in all the leading doctrines along the whole line. They charge

Him with grave error and false teaching as to God and man,

angels and devils.Himself and His work ; the Holy Ghost and

the word of God, the fallof man and the redemption in Christ,

the way of salvation and the resurrection of the dead ; the

second advent, the final judgment, and the everlastingdestinies ;

the interpretationof the past, the revelation of the future,

and the Divine moral government of past, present, and future
"

in all the chief truths distinctive of the Christian faith. And

they fear not to aver that the Son of God and the Revealer of

the Father, the Saviour of men and the Judge of all,began and

long prosecuted His work in error and delusion as to His

mission and His message. His Kingdom and Himself, teaching

superstitionfor truth, and cherishing Jewish ambition unto

personal sin. The Ritschlian school first place the teaching
^ Dr. Denney, p. 142.
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of Christ and of His apostlesin antithesis and antagonism,in

order to discredit the apostles and the authority of their

writings,although they know nothingof Christ or His teaching

except through them, " even as the expiredTubingen school put

the apostlesin opposition to each other in order to destroythe

trustworthiness of the N.T. Scriptures.

They next, despite all their professed honour of Christ and

of His teaching,assail that teachingin all the main truths along

the whole line of the Christian revelation,in order to clear the

way for their own poor philosophy. And what emerges from

their self-created chaos, as the true system of Christian doctrine,

is not the Christianityof the apostles,or the religionof Christ,

but a meagre and a miserable religiousmongrel, a false and a

bastard Ritschlian theology,on which no soul could ever live,

and on which no man would dare to die.

The Substance and Outcome of the Ritschlian System.

And what is the outcome and substance of this pretentious

system which claims to give a better interpretationof the con-sciousness

of Christ than His apostles,and proposes to replace

the faith once for all delivered unto the saints by holy men of

God who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, and

which has been held fast by the Church of Christ through the

Spirit'sgrace from the beginning? A poor and soulless religious

philosophy,falselyso called, which utterlyfails to meet the

deepest needs of sinful men, eUminates almost everythingdis-tinctive

of the Christian faith,would rob Christ of all that,as

the God-man, fits Him to be a Saviour, and leave a struggling

humanity with an empty man-made husk instead of a God-given

Gospel for a religion.
For when it is asked of the Ritschlians," What is God ? "

a bewilderingvariety,yea contrarietyof answers is given,all of

which are wrong, or seriouslydefective. God and His love

become little more than "
an abstraction of the purpose of the

universe,"and is to be thought of more as a
" help-conception"

than a reality.Indeed, " it may be left an open questionwhether

there is a God or not." ^ Yea, "as far as maintainingthe impulse

to religiousfaith is concerned, it does not matter whether our

1 Dr. Oir's The Ritschliau Thcohgj',p. 256 ; Dr. Denney, p. 8.
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conception of the world is theistic,pantheistic,or materiahstic." ^

God is not ruled by a nature, but is only "absolute will,"-and

has no immediate access to, nor works directlyon or in the

human soul; and there is no revelation of God in nature or

providence ! Religion,indeed, is not a primary relation of the

soul to God, but man's relation to the world ! and, " ration-ally,

there is no means of showing that religionis not a pure

illusion."^ If at times God is spoken of as a Person, He is

only love,and the Father of all by creation ; thus all intelligent

creatures, men and devils,are His children ; and there is,there-fore,

no perdition,or "wrath," or "retribution" for any moral

being,nor any moral government of men by reward or punish-ment

here or hereafter !^ And this is the new ideal figment of a

God
" the crude creation of vain dreamers by which they delude

themselves and others, and propose to replace the real living

God and Father of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,who is

ever revealed by Him and in Scripture,in nature and in

providence, as a God of righteousnessas well as of love, of

justiceas of mercy.

And what is the Son of God in this new theology that pre-tends

so speciallyto honour Him ? A mere man, " though the

best and the highest man, and the perfectrevelation of God, "

yet not God in any sense, only a man with no pre-existence,or

Divine incarnation,or supernaturaloriginor powers, who never

wrought miracles, or rose from the dead, or redeemed men by

His vicarious death, or reconciled God and sinners by His

atoning blood ; who taught many errors on all religioussubjects,

indulged many delusions which stern facts dispelled,believed

many superstitionscurrent in His time, and cherished Jewish

ambitions with their worldly Messiah, selfishness,and sin ; who

never ascended to heaven, nor acts as our High Priest,nor will

ever return again,nor be our Judge or Lord of all. He was,

in short, nothing of what He was, and claimed, and proved
Himself to be.

1 Hermann and Ritschl. See Dr. On's The Christian View of God and

the World, p. 45 ; and Dr. Denney's Studies in Theology,p. 8.

2 See Lichtenberger, p. 581. ^ Hermann, ibid. p. 585.
^ Ritschl at first held punishment for sin strictly,but afterwards rejected

"retribution" and "wrath" entirelyas inconsistent with a God whose one

attribute is love.
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And what place has the Holy Ghost in this improved

theology? Absolutely none ! No such being ever existed ;

and consequently never inspired prophet, or apostle,or Scrip-ture

; so there is no such thing as supernaturalrevelation. He

never anointed Christ,or descended on apostlesat Pentecost, or

convinces men of sin,or converts sinners unto God, or quickens

souls into spirituallife,or unites believers to Christ,or makes

them new creatures in Him : nor is there, therefore,any such

spiritualrealityas the new birth, or the spiritof adoption, or

sanctification,or the power from on high, or the Divine unction,

witness,or sealing,through the Holy Ghost, " though these are

the surest facts of Christian experiencefrom the beginning until

now, as certainlyestablished facts as any in science, history,

or life.

In short, in this crude and incoherent conglomerate of

religionand philosophy,which is as false in philosophyas it is

anti-scripturalin theology,and which never could be practical

as a religionfor any Christian Church or spiritualman, there is

neither Father, Son, nor Holy Ghost ; nor angel, nor devil,nor

man created in God's image ; nor Fall in Adam, or redemption

in Christ by His atoning sacrifice ; nor originalsin,or imputed

righteousness; nor death by sin,or life in Christ ; nor regenera-tion

by the Holy Ghost, or adoption by grace ; nor justification

by faith,or sanctification by the Spirit; nor union to Christ,or

Sonship in Jesus in the Bible sense ; nor blessed death, or

gloriousresurrection ; nor second advent, or final judgment ; nor

heaven, or hell ; nor eternal life,or eternal death ; nor any of all

the Christian verities centred and rooted in these,which form

the substance,burden, and distinctive elements of the Christian

faith. So that it is a palpableperversionof facts,and a manifest

misnomer, to call this mongrel system Christian. It would be

nearer the truth to call it antichristian ; for it not only

eliminates or evaporates the distinctive truths and elements of

the Christian religion,but it openly disowns most of them, and

teaches the opposite.

With all its avowed antagonism to rationalism and meta-physics

in theology,it is itself a real rationalism in another form,

without the clearness and the honesty of the older rationalism.

For it attempts to father its rationalism on Christ,and to force

its system on Scripture; whereas, while professingto honour
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Him and His teaching,it reallyrejectsalmost everything He

taught and claimed ; and while emphasising Scripture,it disowns

so much of it,and so perverts the rest, that,as Stahlin says of

Ritschl,it "sinks down into the merest illusion." ^ Under

avowed aversion to
" metaphysics" (inwhich it includes all the

Divine revelations about the Trinity,the two natures in Christ,

originalsin, and the resurrection and the future life,etc.),it

seeks to conceal its antagonism to everything supernatural,or

what does not accord with its own erroneous presuppositions;
and specially,as Dr. Denney well says, covers its "positivedis-belief

of everything that gives Christ's Godhead an objective

character." 2 In connection with the keystone of the N.T.

revelation " the redemption and atonement of Christ "
which

the Ritschlians find so difficult to evade, the N.T. authorityis

distinctlydisowned, and the baldest rationalism is boldlyavowed

that one man's thoughts can have no binding authority for

another ! This sheer rationalism involves the rejectionof the

authoritynot only of the apostolicwriters,but also of their

Lord and God, as well as of God the Holy Spiritwho inspired

both, and of God the Father who sent them and Him, and whose

words, in His name, and by His authority,both they and He

spoke.

It is a vague, one-sided, fragmentary, and narrow-based

system ; dominated and vitiated by a philosophy whose funda-mental

postulateis false. With all its oracular assurance, it

is full of errors and inconsistencies, conflicts,and contradic-tions

; most arbitraryin its methods, and capricious in its

criticism,ever-changingin its vaunted results" begettinga painful

uncertainty on what it concerns men most surely to know ;

evincingand developing a dangerous subjectivity,^which tends

to resolve religioninto illusion ; leads each errant and erring

mind to become an authorityto itself above Scriptureand Christ,

and imphes the supremacy of Reason over Revelation ; logically

ends in utter rationalism,and ultimatelyrequiresor warrants

agnosticism and unbelief: given,also,to ignoblecompromise in

advisingabandonment of Bible truths to avoid conflict with the

modern naturalistic spirit;and withal so vague, confused, and

1 See Dr. Orr's The Ritschlian Theology,p. in.

^ Sliidics hi Theology,p. 14 ; ibid. p. 279.

*See Dr. Orr's The Kitsch! iaii Tiieology,p. 51.
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equivocaloften ^
as to make one who has tried to plod his weary

way through the dreary wanderings of their misty philosophis-

ings to the clear and radiant pages of the Divine Word, feel that

it is like passing from darkness into light,from the foggy and

soporificmazes of Ritschlian speculationinto the radiancy and

exhilaration of Christian Revelation, from the blindingfogsand

stiflingair of a cityunderground railwayto the brilliantlightand

exhilaratingbreezes of a heath-clad hill robed in its autumn glory.

No wonder that,as Dr. Orr says, R̂itschlianism,the more it

is known, is on its decline in the land of its birth and the

universities of itsgrowth ; and will in due course add another

layerto the fossilised remains of the ephemeral phases of German

religiousspeculation,which have had their day and ceased to

be, while the word of the Lord, which they so roughly handled,

liveth and abideth for ever.

THE COMMON RATIONALISTIC PRINCIPLE AND

CONCLUSION.

It has been shown above, by illustrations from three out-standing,

typical schools or phases of recent speculationon

Scripture,that all theories which invade or impair the integrity

or solidarityof God's word, or which place the teaching of

Christ in antagonism or antithesis to the teachingof the prophets

or apostles,or other Scripturewriters,are without foundation,

arise from and produce error, and are fraught with perilto the

Christian faith. The evils and the errors might be further shown

through all the numerous forms and applicationsof the perni-cious

principlefrom which all such dissections and disintegra-tions

of Scripturespring. For some select for supreme honour

and authoritythe O.T. and others the N.T. In the O.T. some

take the Law, others the Prophets. In the N.T. some take the

Gospels,and others the Epistles. In the Gospels many choose

the Synoptics,and others John. Of the Synoptics many select

Mark, others Luke, and others stillMatthew. In the Gospels

^ Lichtenbergersays :
" Ritschl's theology is essentiallylackingin clear-ness

and simplicity,and cannot be wholly vindicated of taking pleasure in

equivocation," nor in the expositionof Biblical ideas has he been able to

escape the accusation of seekingto throw dust in the eyes of his readers."

- The Ritschliatt Theology,p. 270.
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many moderns make the isolated words of Jesus alone supreme,

and the test of all else in Scripture ; while others prefer the

words of the apostles as fuller and final. Others give the

supreme authority to the words of Christ in the Sermon on the

Mount, and make them the touchstone of all other words. Some

make the Epistles of Paul the standard, and others the Epistles

and Gospel of John as the highest and last revelations. Some

take their own arbitrary selections from all Scripture, others their

own selected fragments of the words of Jesus, severed from the

imagined encrustations and perversions of the Gospel writers
;

and others still boldly set aside all the words of both Christ

and His apostles save what they capriciously think best, or suits

their preconceived theories and principles. And so this selective

and pervertive process of unwarrantable fragmentation and disin-tegration

of God's one Divine Word has gone on and may go

on ad i7ififiitum ;
till at length, on the common root principle,

there is and can be logically left no standard or authority at all,

save that
every errant and variable person becomes, and must

become, a standard and authority to himself, and takes just as

much or as little of God's word as he thinks fit, or none at all,

should he think best; and what he may
select has then no

intrinsic, or independent, far less Divine authority, but only

such as every erring individual mind may at any
time choose to

give it,
"

which is a manifest but inevitable 7-educiio ad absurdum.

It will be fully shown below, what may
be obvious now, how

easily the sceptic can thus make havoc of and pulverise Chris-tianity

by seizing and urging the common root principle, and

setting the conflictory resultant theories and applications against

each other to the overthrow of all, and the destruction of the

Christian faith. Meantime let it suftice to have indicated this.



CHAPTER VIII.

CHRISrS TEA CHING ON HOL V SCRIPTURE.

Christ's teaching on leading doctrines controverted has been

given partiallyabove in antithesis to various types and phases of

prevalent error. A completer though concise summary of it,

arranged in order, will be found in the Appendix. But in

closing this book, we give here a brief outline of His teaching

on Holy Scripture,as that is the chief subject of this work, and

He makes it the basis of His teaching on all other subjects,

and by it He declares the Divine authority of all. Since our

whole knowledge of Him and of His teachingis derived from

the Scriptures,His teaching on them necessarilyunderlies all

His teaching,and tells us what authority belongs to His own

and the inspiredwriters' words on everything. It is of supreme

importance now, because it is the burning question of our time,

the authoritative settlement of which is devoutly to be desired,

and will largely carry with it the settlement of most other

religiousquestions. Only a brief summary can be given here,"

chiefly His own words on, use of, and attitude to Scripture,

with emphasis on leading passages, main facts,and outstanding

phenomena, " especiallyas His words speak for themselves with

unique decisiveness. Fuller statement and use of this will be

made when givinggeneral proof of the Bible claim and doctrine

in Book IV. and the general Appendix. The complete proof

cannot, indeed, be even outlined ; because it is so vast and

varied that it would involve transcriptionand applicationof most

of His whole recorded teaching,as the Bible claim is expressed

or implied almost everywhere. Nor is it necessary to enlarge,

as it is generallyadmitted now that Christ stands by Scripture,

and regards it as the common Christian and the Church of

Christ have ever done " even as the Word of God, as shown in

the creeds of Christendom ; and they have done so supremely
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because His own words and usage are so absolute and decisive

as to preclude any opposing view, and to shut up all honest and

reasonable interpretationto this as final," at least to all to whom

Christ's teaching and authorityare final. Hence the abler and

more candid opponents of this Bible claim (which is endorsed

and declared with such Divine decisiveness and inevasible

absoluteness by Christ)" such as the Ritschlians,Rationalists,

with some Kenotics, and all anti-supernaturalists,as well as

many others, and some avowedly evangelical,but more or less

in sympathy with these in their principlesor results
" frankly

own that honest interpretationof Christ's teachingrequiresthis

to be openly acknowledged. Quite consistently,and of neces-sity,

they disown the finalityor authorityand deny the truth

and trustworthiness of His teaching on this first and fundamental

religiousquestion,and they explicitlyassert the erroneousness

and unreliabilityof His teaching thereon," though it underlies

His teaching on all other subjects,and is the necessary basis of

every Christian doctrine. But as there are those who in the

face of the clearest evidence and of His most decisive words

and usage aver that Christ does not endorse but condemn

the Bible claim, and as Jesus'teaching on this primary root-

question is made so much of now and is in itself so important,

we shall give here a condensed summary of the evidence. We,

of course, assume here the general credibilityand substantial

truthfulness of those parts of Scripture which embody Jesus'

teaching; for this at least is beyond question,and is admitted by

all those whose views we are now opposing,and it has to be

postulated by all desiringto ascertain what His teachingis,for it

is solelyout of the materials there supplied that we can gather

or form any conception or system of His teaching. So that we

of necessityassume here the general trustworthiness of those

Scriptureswhich contain His teaching,as all must at the outset,

if we are to ascertain what His teaching was at all,as all well

may in the lightof the facts,backed up with the whole weight

of the Christian evidences and the tests those Scriptureshave

stood so well so long in the fiercest fires and the most searching

criticism that ever a literature has been subjected to, and as

none can, at this stage, refuse to do w'ithout unreasonableness

and absurdity,as Butler well reasons.^ These Scriptures are

^ See Dr. Lee, The In sj^iration ofHoly Scripture,p. 93, etc.
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the Gospels,the Acts, and the Apocalypse, with fragments in the

Epistles; and from these,in this view,we quote indiscriminately.
From these it will be evident,if His language, usage, action,

and attitude can prove anything,that our Lord held and taught

in the clearest and most decisive way the truthfulness,trust-worthiness,

and Divine authority and inviolabilityof Holy

Scripture in its integrity,and that the Bible is the word of

God, and the Divine rule of faith and life. And as our

Lord is God, His words, declaringthe Bible to be the AVord

of God, of infallibletruth and Divine authority,are the Word of

God, and should decide the question finallyfor all who own

Him Lord. The Incarnate Word of God declares the Written

Word of God to be the word of God, " true, trustworthy,and

Divinelyauthoritative ; and His words teaching this are the

word of God. Therefore, in givingthe teaching of Christ as

to Scripture,we giveHis explicitwords the first place.

I. Christ's Teaching in explicit Passages.

(i) The Locus Classicus, Matt. 5^''"^^.

Here Matt. 5^""^^might be called the locus classicus,
" Think not that I am come to destroythe law or the prophets :

I am not come to destroy,but to fulfil. For verilyI say unto

you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no

wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled." Several things

conspireto give this passage a unique importance.

First. Its place in Christ's teaching. It is at the beginningof

Christ's publicteaching,in His great Sermon on the Mount, which

was the solemn and formal inaugurationof His ministry,in which

He laid down once for all the firstprinciplesand fundamental laws

of His kingdom " the manifesto of the King. It therefore has

and carries all the peculiarweightthat belongsto such a declara-tion

made for such purposes and givenin such circumstances.

Second. Its positionin Holy Scripture. It connects the O.T.

with the New, It is the vital and vitalisingorgan unitingthem

into a livingorganic whole, to which the ever-livingLord

Himself gave Hfe and virtue. It is rooted in the one and is

the root of the other. It is the full fruitageof the Old and the

vivifyingseed of the New Revelation. It therefore voices in

the very words of very God the mind of God as to the word
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of God from first to last,and should therefore lead all who

fear the Lord to receive it as the word of the Lord that liveth

and abideth for ever.

Third. Its scope. It is the Lord's declaration as to all

Scripturegivenby inspirationof God ; for the titlesthe Law and

the Prophets/ or the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms - (the

Hagiographa), or occasionallythe Law alone,^ as used by our

Lord, were the familiar designationsof the whole O.T. writings,

so well known to Jesus and the Jews as the word of the Lord,

because recognised to be the word of the Lord, because given

by the Spiritof the Lord. Whatever, therefore,the passage pre-dicates,

it predicates of all Divinely-inspiredScripture (TrSo-a

ypa(f"rĵeoTri/evo-ro?),and of all equally" of the O.T. directlyand

explicitly,of the N.T. indirectlyand by necessary implicationa

fortiori,for no Christian claims more for the O.T. than the New,

especiallyas both are given by the one inspiringSpirit" God the

Holy Ghost.

Fourth. Its character. It is a direct decisive deliverance on

the doctrine of Holy Scripturegiven by the Lord Himself, when

professedlytreatingof the subjectat the entrance on His public

ministry,and when expresslylayingdown the foundations, laws,

and first principlesof His kingdom for all who were and would

be His disciples. So that it possesses all the Divine weight and

authorityof a formal Divine deliverance given by Incarnate God

at the supreme moment of the solemn publicinaugurationof His

kingdom.

Fifth.The manner of its declaration. It is given in His

most august, impressivestyle. In it He uses, for the yF/'i'/time.

His solemn and majestic " Verily I say unto you
'"'

j which He

never uses except before the most important utterances, which

assumes the tone of supreme legislativeauthority,and which

implies the highest Divine claims, since the making and giving
of laws for the people of God was the prerogativeof God alone,

for the Lord was their Lawgiver. It is therefore the solemn

deliverance of the Divine Lawgiver.

Sixth. Its nature. The Divine absoluteness and sublime

majesty of this declaration is awe-inspiring,and constrains every

reverent soul to say,
" I'll hear what God the Lord will say,"

1 Matt. 5'^ Luke \6^^ 24-I 2 L^,],e 24^.
3 John lo^^-=^^Ps. 828 35I"69^ ttc.
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" Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittleshall in nowise

pass from the law, till all be fulfilled,"arrests and awes, and

leaves a profound impressionof the sacredness, perpetuity,and

inviolability,even of minutest points,in every "jot and tittle" of

Holy Writ ; and when this majesticutterance is crowned and

sealed with His sublime "heaven and earth shall pass away, but

My words (aboutHoly Scriptureas about everything else)shall

not pass away," one feels that language has reached the limit of

precisenessand majesty,absoluteness and finality.

Seventh. The relation of this Divine utterance to the Divine

Speaker. " I am not come to destroy,but to fulfil" the law and

the prophets, declares the Divine unity,solidarity,and inde-structibility

of Scripture in the most expressiveand decisive

way. For what could so decisivelyand significantlydeclare
and requirethe trueness, reliability,and Divine authorityand

inviolabilityof God's Written Word as to say that the Incarnate

Word of God came to fulfil it? and that one jot or one tittle

shall in nowise pass from it tillall be fulfilled(ewsav irdvTa yevrj-

Tat)? or, as in Luke, " It is easier for heaven and earth to pass,

than one tittle of the law to fail" (Trco-eti/).For surelyit was

impossible for Christ to fulfil what was false,or wrong, or a

mixture of false and true, rightand wrong, as the opponents of

the Bible claim, and the teachers of its erroneousness imply.
He could only fulfil what was true, and right,and good, and

God-given. And the fact that,as He says. He came down from

heaven not to destroy,but to fulfil it,and thereby to do His

Father's will by fulfillingHis word, declares and requiresthat Scrip-ture
should be so, and that it is and must be true, trustworthy,

and of Divine authority. The further fact that He solemnly
declares that one jot or one tittleof it shall not pass away while

heaven and earth remain or till all is fulfilled,and that it is

easier for heaven and earth to pass away than one tittle of it to

fail or become void,^is surelythe most absolute and decisive

way in which language or God Himself could express and de-clare

its thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness.Divine

originand authority,literalsacredness, absolute inviolability,and

eternal indestructibilityeven in the minutest points. For the

jot (twra, English t'ota)is not only a single letter,but the

smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet C"),and the tittle

^ Robinson's Lexicon ofthe N. 7\
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(Kepaia)are the little turns or strokes completing and distinguish-ing

the letters (such as D (K) and 2 (B),n and n).^ To make

this declaration of the minute truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,

and literal inviolabilityof Scripture,even the O.T., the more

absolute and emphatic, our Lord says, that not one of these

tiniest turns or points,the veriest fragments of letters,can pass

(become void) till heaven and earth pass away, "
the "

one
"

([XLo)being repeated with each, and the "not one" advisedly

used signifying"not even one."-

Observe, too, that most expressiveand decisive "
no wise "

{ovix.rj),^a double negative,in order to be all the more emphatic

and absolute ; for it is both an objective and a subjective

negative,ov being a direct negative as a matter of fact,and /xr;

being a conditional or supposed negative,denying not only as a

fact, but as a conception or possibility; and both together

making the strongest and most absolute negative possible,and

becoming thus the most certain and decisive positiveassertion

of the truth and inviolabilityof Scripture in its literal

precisianentirety. The same expression is used by Christ of

the moral certaintythat whosoever giveth even a cup of cold

water in the name of a discipleshall in no wise lose his reward

(Matt. io*2);of the spiritualnecessityof being converted and

becoming as a littlechild in order to enter into the kingdom of

God (Luke 18^"); of the Divine assurance that "him that

Cometh unto Me shall in no wise be cast out
" (John 6^''); and of

the absolute certainty,because of its moral impossibility,that

there shall in no wise enter into heaven anything that defileth

(Rev. 2 1 2^). All this enduring stabiUty of God's Word is

strengthenedby the use of that strong and majestic utterance

that heaven and earth shall pass away before one iota or point of

it can pass or fail tillall (Travra)be fulfilled. And the reason

introducingthis sublime declaration by, "verilyI say unto you,

for," that Christ givesfor men not thinking that He came to

destroythe O.T., but to fulfil,is its eternal certainty,absolute

indestructibility,and Divine origin,authority,and inviolability.

The words to " fulfil" (TrXrjpCjaai)and " fulfilled" {yiv-qrai)are most

significantand decisive here. The first denotes to complete to

full development, to expand and perfect,to fillout or up to the

^ iCora ^v fjfj.laKfpaia ov fXT]irapeXdr)diro tov vbjj.ov,ews cLv iravra y^urjTaL.

- See Winer's Gram mar, p. 216. " Ibid, on ov fir), p. 216.
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full.' And whether it be to fillout like the moon to full moon,

or to fillup like the outlined pictureto its finished form, or to

develop to perfectionlike the immature members of a child to

the maturity of full manhood, in every case it requiresand

postulatestrueness and reliabiUtyin what has to be completed,

expanded, and filledout to perfectionby development. For it

is surely patently impossible to develop the true out of the

erroneous, the trustworthyout of the unreliable,the rightout of

the wrong. The very fact that He said He came to fulfil the

Law and the Prophets,was the strongest way of saying that the

O.T. was true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority; for He

thereby connects and identifies Himself and His lifework with it.

The second " till all be fulfilled" makes this if possiblestill

more absolute and expressive;for it denotes what is done,

accomplished,and has eventuated in perfectedform. So that the

whole O.T. by being thus fulfilled in Him has been realised,

actualised,and embodied in Him and His lifework in its perfect
and ideal form, and in Him it lives anew, transformed and

glorified.Thus His whole life was guided and determined by

it,rooted and sustained in it,and in Him and His whole life-

work it had itshighestrealisation and livingembodiment. All

this demonstrates from the meaning of His own very words that

the Bible is true, trustworthy,and of Divine originand authority

"
the Word of God, the Incarnate Word becoming the livingform

of the written Word of God. So that if He is true, trustworthy,
and of Divine authority,then it is so also, and vice versd.

Therefore, if it is not so. He was mistaken and misled as to His

lifeand mission. His life becomes an error and a delusion,and

His work a failure and a hallucination. And where, then, are

we ? and what is He ?" for both we and He thought it was He

who should have redeemed Israel,saved man, and glorifiedGod

by fulfillingScripture!

Mark, too, how surelyand inevasiblyHe declares all this ; He

says it negatively," Think not that I am come to destroy the

Law or the Prophets." He says itpositively," I am not come

to destroy,but to fulfil,"" both negativeand positive. He says

it comparatively," It is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than

one tittleof the law to fail,"" more stable than the most stable

thingsin nature. He says it specifically,by example, " Whoso-

' See Meyer, Alford, Brown, Bengel, etc., /';/loco.

12
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ever shall break one of these least commandments, etc.,the same

shall be called the least,etc. ; whosoever shall do and teach

one of them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom of

heaven,"^" thus making men's positiondepend upon their con-duct

as to the least pointsof Holy Writ. He says it absolutely

of all Scripture," One jot or one tittleshall in no wise pass, etc.,

tillall be fulfilled." He says it relativelyin relation to Himself

and His mission and His lifework,'"'"I a^n come not to destroy,but

to fulfil''^the Law and the Prophets," identifyingHimself and

His whole life-purposeand action with the fulfilhngthereof. He

says it advisedlyto meet the circumstances and the anticipations
of the time and audience,but for all time and all peoples ;" to

discouragethe religiousrevolutionists who were looking to Him

as a probable leader of a new religiousand social revolution ; to

undeceive the pharisaicaltraditionalists,who either wished for

His sanction of their Rabbinical encrustations and perversionsof

it,or watched for any suspected attacks or disparagements of it

for which they might accuse and arrest Him ; to encourage the

devout Bible lovers,who trembled at and for the Word of the

Lord lest Christ might in anyway depreciate it. To all these,

and such like,He gives one clear,decisive deliverance,which

settles all,to all,for ever,
" Think not that I am come to destroy

the Law or the Prophets: I am not come to destroy,but to fulfil."

He says it Royally,as the King at the solemn public inaugura-tion

of the Kingdom of God, when issuingthe manifesto of the

Messianic King. And He says it authoritatively,with all the

Divine authoritythat is His as the Prophet of the Lord and the

Son of God " one with the Father as God, " VerilyI say unto

you" " the tone and claim of supreme legislativeauthority,as

the Divine Lawgiver. He says it imperatively,implying that

there was an imperative Divine necessityrequiringHim not to

destroy(KaTaXvcrai)(dissolveor abrogate), b̂ut to fulfil. Tirst,

because He came from heaven on express purpose to fulfil them ;

and to destroy would therefore be to defeat the very purpose

of His coming " to frustrate the Divine mission for which His

Father sent Him. Second, because the eternal certaintyand

Divine indestructibilityof God's Word, more sure and abiding

than heaven and earth in every jot and tittle,required Him as

the Messiah to fulfil it, as. He says, by His ^rst sublimely
^ Meyer and Bengel, ui loco.
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solemn "verilyI say unto you," prefaced by the "For," which

givesthis as the reason for His coming to fulfil it. There then,

in every conceivable form of decisive and inevasible absolute-ness

is the teaching in His very words, of very God upon the

Word of God, declaringit to be "the Word of the Lord which

liveth and abideth for ever
"

; and solemnly layingit down as the

basis of His Kingdom at its publicinaugurationby Himself as

its King. And he would, therefore,be a bold man indeed who

would dare to questionthe truth or authorityof it or of Him ; for

thus saith the Lord, " Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my

words shall not pass away."

What this Passage settles : attempted Evasions.

This great classical passage, then, settles finallyand un-questionably

that Christ holds and declares the Bible to be true,

trustworthy,and of Divine origin,authority,and inviolabilityin

its integrity.If Christ had purposely set Himself to exhaust

the powers of language in puttingthat for ever beyond question,

it appears impossible for even God Himself to have made it

more decisive and absolute than He has done in this cardinal

Divine deliverance. This has been recognisedin all ages both

by the acceptors and the rejectorsof the Bible claim, many

even of those openly disowningHis Divine claims and authority
as a Teacher franklyconfessingthat no honest interpretationof

His teachinghere can conclude otherwise.

Most significantof the truth of this has been the feebleness

of the attempted evasions of it by those who disown or ignore
the Bible claim,which only confirm its inevasibleness. Two out-standing

examples may suffice for all. Dr. Farrar says :
" That

our Lord's words had no such meaning is clear, since He set

aside as null and void the greater part, if not the whole, of the

Levitic legislation,criticisingit even in an essential particularas

a concession to human imperfection" ;"

" partlysupplemented
and partly reversed." ^ Similarly,Dr. Briggs says :

" Our

Saviour's own discussions show such an interpretationto be

impossible. He Himself changed the law of divorce. The

greater part of the legislationwas superseded once for all by

Jesus."- Others say explicitly,without attempting to prove,

' Inspiration: A Clerical Symposium, p. 225.
- See Dr. Briggs,The Bible,the Church, and the Reason, p. 2S9.
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what is implied in these, that the " I say unto you
"

passages

immediately followingMatt. 5^"-^ ŝhow that our Lord did not

mean what His words unquestionably say ! ^ Most irrelevant,

untrue, and amazing statements these.

Let the followingnotes suffice :" First, that none of them

even venture to assert that Christ's words, taken by themselves,

do not plainlyand indisputablydeclare this,that this is not indeed

the only true or just exegesisof the passage, the obvious and

only meaning of the words. On the contrary, this is owned and

stated. Dr. Briggs says :
" Our Saviour here teaches that He

and His Gospel are not in conflict with the O.T. Scripture,

but rather their complete and entire fulfilment. The jotand the

tittledoubtless indicate the most minute details." '^ Dr. Farrar,

writingof the Acts, says :
" I have elsewhere tried to show that

in every instance,and in the minutest particulars,the accuracy

and trustworthiness of the narrator can be triumphantly vindi-cated."

^ Therefore, themselves being witnesses,that is not only
the meaning of His words, but the evidence of the facts. i\nd

yet"

Second, by fallacious inferencesfrom other supposed facts or

phenomena, they rejectthis claim of Scriptureand of Christ;

and by so doing they, first,contradict themselves ; next, mis-conceive

and confuse the issues ; and, third, overlook and

violate the first principlesof Biblical exegesisand of all true

scientific interpretation,by making their own inferences from

other things"
the alleged phenomena "

decide questionsof

doctrine,instead of, and in the face of, the obvious and only

meaning of the explicitpassages treatingexpressly thereof,

which are the only proper and direct evidence, all others being

at best but secondary and confirmatory. Their criticism over-rides

and vitiates their exegesis.

Third, what are these supposed phenomena by their infer-ences

from which they seek to set aside,contradict,and nullify

the solemn and decisive words of the Lord our God ? This,"

that Christ superseded as null and void the greater part of the

Levitic legislation! As if that had anything to do with the

question,or in anyway affected the truth of His words. He

1 See, among many others, Dr. Cliftbrd in discussion in British

Weekly.
2 Ibid. p. 2S9. 3 2bid. p. 231,
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did, indeed, supersede and terminate much of the old Law, " but

how? Not by sayingit was false and wrong, but by declaring

it was true and right,and typicalof Him and His work ; for the

type must have been true if the Antitypewas. Not by destroy-ing,

but by fulfillingit in every jot and tittle; and thereby

declaringand proving it to be true and good, for He could fulfil

only what was so. He superseded it in fulfillingit,by complet-ing,

developing,perfectingit,and by accomplishing it in His

own lifeand work. He finished it by fulfillingit in its entirety,

through embodying it in Himself; and thereby realised and

eternalised it in Himself and His Gospel. It vanished only

when it had served its purpose in prefiguringand preparingfor

Him, " only in being transformed and transcended in Him and

His full and perfectrevelation ; only when the perfecthad come

was the imperfectthat prefiguredit done away ; but in order to

do this it had to be true, reliable,so far as it went, else the pre-

figurationwould have been false and the fulfilment fictitious or

impossible. It passed away as passes the child into the man,

the bud into the full-blown rose, the crescent into the full-orbed

moon. It faded as fades the morning star into the lightof the

perfectday, as the Sun of Righteousness arises with healingin

His beams. It died to live anew in Him for ever, in perfect

form, in His final revelation. So that though heaven and earth

may pass away, it shall never pass away. He thus most signifi-cantly

declares and establishes its Divine origin,truth,authority,
and durability in the most indisputable way. And one is

amazed how anyone could think anything else. So far from

contradictingHis explicitwords, these phenomena only confirm

them in the most decisive manner ; so that if the phenomena are

facts,their inferences are fallacies and confusions.

Fourth, and what are the other alleged facts which are

supposed to imply that Christ's words do not mean what they

explicitlysay, but the opposite,and by which He is assumed

to have so far discredited and reversed the teachingof the

Scriptures He came to fulfil,and His own teaching in this

foundation passage? Dr. Farrar and Dr. Briggs mention only

the law of divorce,the one sayingHe criticised it,the other that

He changed it. As this,however, will come in among the " I

say unto you
"

passages, which are all supposed to do likewise,

we shall examine them together.
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The " I SAY UNTO vou
" Passages.

1. Who can seriouslyor reasonablyimaginethat our Lord could

say anything contrary or derogatory to the O.T. immediately

after such a solemn and decisive deliverance as to its Divine

origin,truth,and perpetuity,and the place and glory it was to

have in the N.T. economy by its being fulfilled,perfected,and

embodied in Himself and His Gospel ? The very idea of His

giving such a glaring contradiction of His own very words,

uttered to the same people at the same time, almost in the same

breath,is an incredible hypothesis,and demands such astounding

credulityas makes any difficulties of the Bible claim sink into

nothingness.

2. His words here are directed,not against the O.T. or the

Law at all,but againstthe perversions,corruptions,and tradi-tional

misinterpretationsand encrustations of it which unspiritual

rabbinical expounders had attached to it,and secularised it by.

So the great body of the best commentators hold, as is well

expressedby Dr. David Brown :
" It seems as clear as possible

that our Lord's one object is to contrast the traditional per-versions

of the Law with the true sense of it as expounded by

Himself." 1

3. As a matter of fact the quotations are mostly not from

Scripture,but from traditional teaching; and even when like

Scripture,what He condemns is not the ScripturesHe gave and

came to fulfil," which would be self-condemnation," but the

Pharisaic perversionsand misapplicationsof them.

4. What Christ in most cases does, is not to correct, far less

condemn, but to unfold, develop, complete, and confirm ; but

never to reverse or discredit the O.T. teaching,as is manifest on

inspectionin five out of the six cases dealt with.

5. The one case of which the opponents of the Bible claim

make most is"an eye for aneye,"etc."the law of retaliation(/(?x/rt//-

onis),as itis called. But this,which is substantiallyas in the O.T.,

is not reallycondemned by Christ. He only refers to it to teach

His higherdoctrine of the non-resistance of evil for His disciples,"

a doctrine which, as is well known, unbelief has turned against

the truth of the Christian faith and the authorityof Christ's

^ Critical mid Explaiiatory Cotnmenta7'y.
See also Meyer, Alford,

Bengel, Tholuck, Calvin, etc.
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teaching. It has been declared to be an impracticableethic,a

Utopia, and the teacher of it a visionary," a doctrine which, as

appliedby Tolstoi and others,seems unreasonable and unwork-able.

But our Lord never meant it to be so used in absolute

literality,as His own action on His trial and otherwise shows

(John 1 8^--2^).What is,however, implicitlycondemned here isthe

traditional perversionsand misuse of it to justifypersonal

revenge, private retaliation," taking into our own hands the

applicationof a law " a righteouslaw " of public justice,which

should be administered only by publicjudicialauthority. It

was also probably meant to lead Christians to eschew resorting
to the tribunals of publicjusticefor reparationof injuries,but

rather to bear them meekly as He did,and not return the same, "

though this is by no means in every case precluded. And

certainlyas a principleof publicjusticeit is not wrong but right;

yea, it is the law of God from the beginning ; best exhibited

perhaps in the law, " He that sheddeth man's blood, by man

shall His blood be shed"; which is the law and practiceof the

nations of Christendom tillthis hour.

6. The law of divorce, brought in under the seventh com-mandment,

which is the only one mentioned by Dr. Farrar and

Dr. Briggs,is not a correction,or criticism,or change, far less a

reversal of the marriage law, as given in the O.T. ; but a

reassertion and re-enforcement of it from its originalconstitution

at man's creation,as recorded in Genesis. That law was held

so sacred and inviolable that any violations of it by adultery
warranted divorce. Our Lord here, while emphasising the

binding sacredness of the marriage tie as originallygiven, as

explicitlyas Moses sanctions divorce for conjugalinfidelity; and

this is the only ideal held up in the Holy Scriptures(Deut.24^).
Whatever other traditions,as to what Moses may, because of the

hardness of their hearts, have temporarilypermitted in extreme

cases, had become current, and whatever misinterpretationof
the Mosaic law of divorce were attempted to be forced upon it

as given in Scripture,it still remains true that the above was the

only ideal of the marriagetie designedby God or held up as the

standard in the O.T. And if there were other causes for which

Moses may, in exceptionalcases, to prevent greater evils,have

temporarilypermitteddivorce, it would be not as revealer of the

will or ideal of God, but only as judge or ruler in a civil case ; as
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many of the civil laws of Israel were only temporary and imper-fect,
as the times and the O.T. economy were. But no such

relaxation of the marriage tie is given as the ideal. And what

our Lord here condemns is again the Jewish traditional perver-sions

of the originalmarriage law ; because divorce had become

so common for the most arbitraryreasons, and on the most

frivolous pretexts," one influential rabbinical school (Hillel)per-mitting

it for other and trivialcauses, which led to great laxityin

the marriage tie,and serious social evil. Our Lord thus makes

the marriagelaw, as He also makes the sixth,seventh, third,and

ninth commandments, more stringentand searching,and gives
them a deeper spirituality,a vaster scope, and a more abiding

obligatorinessthan was prevalent,or known before. See Appendix.

7. The last case mentioned by Christ shows clearlythat it

was the perversions and misapplicationsof the O.T. law He

condemned when settingforth His higher ideals for His disciples.
For He also quotes as said to them of old time, " Thou shalt

love thy neighbour and hate thine ejjemy" where the last clause

is a perverse addition to the Bible law of love to our neighbour

(Lev. 19^^),which vitiates the whole; " as the Jews practically
did by limitingthe first part to Israel,and applying the last to

the Gentiles. So far is this, as quoted here, from being the

teachingof the Mosaic law,it is directlycontrary to it (Lev. iq^^)
and to the whole O.T., as Christ,who should know best,declares

when He sums it all up in the golden rule," Whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye even so to them :for this is the

law and the prophets'"(Matt. 7^-). Even as elsewhere He sums

and embodies it all in the one Divine law of love" love to God and

love to man "

,
significantlyand authoritativelydeclaring," On

these two commandments hang all the law atid the prophets
"

(Matt. 2 2^0);and thus giving a new and decisive reason why
heaven and earth may pass away, but one jot or one tittle shall

in no wise pass from the law tillall be fulfilled; for love,like

God, is eternal (i John iv. 8).
It is thus made evident that in not one case is there any real

ground for questioningor modifying the full force and finalityof

the plainand necessary meaning of our Lord's weighty words in

this great decisive deliverance declaringthe truth, trustworthi-ness,

and Divine originand authorityof Holy Scripture. On

the contrary, when properly interpreted,they all support and
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establish that deliverance. So that it stands out in all its solemn

majesty and Divine absoluteness declaringand endorsingthe

Bible claim to be, in its entirety,the Word of the Lord which

liveth and abideth for ever. Here, then, the statement of

Christ's teachingmight end ; for the proof is closed and con-clusive

for the Bible claim,and should be final and authoritative

to all who own His Divine authorityas a Teacher. But this is

after all the merest fragment of the evidence,which is all of a

similar character,and to the same effect. As we have, however,

given this cardinal passage in such fulness, and shown its

decisiveness,a concise summary of the rest round this centre will

suffice.

Other Explicit Passages " John io"^-^^.

John lo''-'-^^,"The Scripturecannot be broken." ^ Follow-ing

the lead,and confirming the testimony,and exemplifyingthe

principleof the great classical passage above, note, next, this

specific,crucial passage, which gives a striking,practicalillus-tration

of the truth of the Bible claim,declared with a sharpness
and decisiveness difficultto equal,and impossibleto excel. It

carries peculiarforce and weight from its intrinsic character and

specialcircumstances. It is free from all uncertaintyor ambi-guity.

There is no questionabout the genuinenessof the text, or

dubiety as to its meaning or application.It exhibits,with a

singularpointedness and perspicuity,our Lord's conception and

doctrine of Holy Scriptureby a specific,decisive example ; and

there is nothing that so surelyindicates and expresses a teacher's

real view and belief as preciseexamples," especiallycoming as it

does after such a clear,didactic declaration of His generaldoctrine

as is given above. Besides, the circumstances that evoked the

deliverance and the purpose of its utterance increase its weight
and assurance. And the nature of the statement itself,and the

manner in which itwas brought in,impart a peculiarprecisionand

finalityto it. Our Lord was advancingHis Divine claims. The

Jews, recognisingthis,charged Him with blasphemy, " because

that thou, being a man, makest thyselfGod." To justifyHis

claim to be the Son of God, He quotes from Ps. 82^, where

judges or magistrates as official representativesand commis-sioned

agents of God are called gods, and says,
" Is it not

' Kai 01' Ovi'aTai Xvdrjvai.i]ypacpri.
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written in your law, I said ye are gods ? " " If He called them

gods to whom the Word of God came, " (ifthose earthlyrepre-sentatives

receive this sacred and Divine name) " say ye of Him, "

(theheavenly Messenger),"
whom the Father hath sanctified and

sent into the world, thou blasphemest, because I said I am the

Son of God ? " And it is justin the heart of this great statement,

urging this Divine claim, that He makes this direct and decisive

deliverance about Scripture" " And the Scripture cannot be

broken (XvOrjvaL)" (loosed),"
which is so full of far-reaching

significance. It is an explicitpassage directlydeclaring the

indissoluble authorityof Scripture. It possesses this inde-structible

character,because it is the God-breathed embodiment

of God's Revelation for man's salvation. As Olshausen has well

said,"The Scriptureas the expressed will of the unchangeable

God is itselfunchangeable." And this inherent indissolubleness,

this Divine indestructibility,is here by Christ predicatedof all

Scripture" of the God-breathed Book as such. For it is because

Scriptureas such cannot be broken that this particularpassage "

this singleword of it (^et'ot)^
" cannot be broken ; and, there-fore,

its truthfulness and Divine authorityendure, as the Word

of the Lord, which liveth and abideth for ever. To Him it must be

true, since it is in the Bible. It is because to Christ all Scripture

w^as the Word of God, of Divine origin,truth,and authority,that

He defends His Divine claim by it with such assured confidence,

and here actuallyupholds His claim to be the Son of God even

upon a singleword of it. The manner in which this statement

is introduced, too, gives it a peculiarweight. It is a clear and

direct declaration,by the lips of Incarnate Deity,of the Divine

truth and indissoluble authorityof Scriptureas such. But it is

also brought in parenthetically(as most hold), or at least as an

auxiliaryand unquestionabletruth,to uphold the chief doctrine

of the whole passage,- not as the main, but as a conclusive,

indisputablesupport to it] for the argument for this is founded

on it. It is,in fact,brought in by the way as a postulate,like

an unquestioned and unquestionableaxiom in a demonstration,

which finallyproves the proposition,and ends controversy, by

completing the demonstration. So that it has all the peculiar

force of a direct passage, introduced by the way as a recognised

postulate," the meaning of which is clear,the truth of which is cer-

^ Heb. cn'Vx. - See Meyer, Godet, Ewald, etc.
,

nt loco.
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tain,and the authoritativeness of which isowned by all concerned ;

for the Jews as well as Jesus held the finalityof Scriptureon all

religiousquestions. The Divine decisiveness of this passage is

crowned by duly appreciatingthe significantexpressionsused.

Our Lord by quotingthis passage from the Psalms as
" written in

your Law," shows that the title " Law "
was applicableto all

Scripture, and that it all had the character of law as the

written expressionand embodiment of God's will.^ And it is as

such that He declares of it that the Scripturecannot be broken

(XvOrjvaL)" cannot be loosed, dissolved,abrogated, or violated.'-^

So that by the specificwords purposely used He declares not

only the truthfulness and Divine authority,but also the unity
and solidarity,with the consequent indissolubleness and in-violability

of Scripture. It is one, Divine, inviolable whole " the

God-breathed Word, and will,and law of God ; which cannot,

therefore,be broken, impinged upon, or violated in one part, or

word, or particle,without it beingbroken as a whole, " like a law

broken in one point becoming a broken or violated law (as in St.

James 2^^),or like a vase broken in the tiniest fragment

becoming a broken vase. And, finally,this validity,indissoluble-ness,

and inviolabilityof Scripture in truth and authority,is

necessary and Divine. That " cannot (Swarat) be broken "

expresses a moral and Divine impossibility.It is impossiblefor

Scriptureto be broken, dissolved, or rendered void,because it

declares the will,and embodies the purpose of God ; and because

itis inseparablyconnected with, and prefigurativeof the character

and work of the Incarnate 'Word ;" Who, therefore,in the fulness

of time, came not to destroybut to fulfil it; and placed it on a

level in truth,authority,and perpetuitywith His own words, by

declaringof both equallythat heaven and earth should pass away

before one item of either should pass away or fail.^ This passage

is thus of great value and Divine decisiveness ; especiallybecause

it shows that Christ held the language as well as the thoughtto

be true and of Divine authority\ and, therefore,founds a great

argument, establishingHis own Divine claims upon a singleword

of it.

^ See Meyer, Olshausen, Bishop Ryle in Fairbairn's Bible Dictionary,
Introduction.

^ See Robinson's Lexicon and Winer's Graiinnar.

2 Matt. 5^ 2̂4^3.
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Revelation 22'^^-'^^.

Rev. 2 2^^- ^^,"For I testifyunto every man that heareth the

words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto

these things,God shall add unto him the plagues that are written

in this book : and if any man shall take away from the words of

the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of

the book of life,and out of the holy city,and from the things

which are written in this book." These are the words of Jesus'

last message to men, as given by Himself at Revelation's close.

And although they refer immediately to this particularbook, they

are applicableequally to Scripturegenerally. For none of our

present opponents will deny that whatever is here predicatedof

the Apocalypse is at least equallypredicableof the other books

of the Bible
" speciallyof the N.T. ; because no one can reasonably

contend that it holds a higher placeas to truthfulness or authority

than the others ; especiallyas is well known, it is one of the books

whose canonicity was for some time disputed,that its text is

perhaps the least satisfactoryin Scripture,and that it is in its

substance the most mysterious.^ And besides,it joinsitselfwith

the O.T. writingsand writers as simply co-ordinate authorities,

and it only uses similar words of itself to those used by other

Bible books about themselves and Scripturegenerally. Never-theless,

these words by which God's last message to men is so

solemnly closed, are remarkably impressive and decisive. As

Revelation opened in the Pentateuch amid the grand and awful

solemnities of Sinai,with the vision of God and the sound of the

trumpet loud and long, summoning Israel to hear the words of

the Lord their God, and as Moses was ordered to write the words

in a book and to place them beside the Ark of the Covenant for a

testimony of blessing to the obedient, and of cursing to the

disobedient ;" so Revelation closed in the Apocalypse by similar

solemnities and directions in the vision of a glorifiedRedeemer,

and the sounding of the trumpets amid the overpowering glories

and revelations of Patmos, as the Risen Christ appeared to His

servant John, and directed him to write His words and visions in

a book, opening with a promise of blessingfor those who read

and keep the words, and closingwith the threat of an awful curse

upon any man who will dare to add to, or take away from "the

^ See Westcott on T/ie Caitoii of the N. T.
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words of the book of this prophecy." Words so solemn and

sanctions so awful surelythese as may well make all men tremble

at the Word of the Lord, and lead the boldest to pause and

ponder before daring at their perilto deny the truth,or dispute

the authority,or assail the inviolabilityof the words of that

Divine, God-breathed Book so absolutelyauthenticated,and so

solemnly sealed from its opening in Genesis to its close in the

Apocalypse, by the very words and the most awful sanctions of

Incarnate God in the name of the Eternal Godhead. For the

whole Book is givenas the Revelation of God, as this closingpart

of it is called "the Revelation of Jesus Christ" (i^),and as

Paul's part of it is also called and declared to be "as it is in

truth the Word of God ?" (i Thess. 2^3). And the words of the

Apocalypse, like the Pentateuch and other inspiredwritings,are

repeatedly said to be written by the express command of the

Lord because theyare true, "Write : for these words are true, and

faithful " (21^),and Divine ;
" Write : for these are the true sayings

of God " (19^). And the whole Scriptures,O.T. and New, are, by

the express authorityof the Lord, placed and bound togetheras

of co-ordinate truth and authority,as the Word of God, by these

significantwords, "These sayings are faithful and true, and the

I^ord God of the holy propJieissent His angel to show unto

His servants
" these things(22"). And the Divine inviolabilityof

all is declared most absolutelyand most awfullyin the solemn

and majestic words quoted above, which so impressivelyclose

and Divinelyseal at once the Apocalypse and the whole written

Revelation of God (221^-̂̂ ).These last utterances of our Lord are

so decisive in themselves, and so impressivefrom their position,

and so supremely authoritative in their Divine Deliverer,that it

seems impossibleto conceive how language could more explicitly

express, or God Himself more solemnly declare,than He has there

done, the thorough truthfulness.Divine authority,and absolute

inviolabilityof Holy Writ,"
the words by which every man should

rule his faith and life. They are, in fact,the solemn attesta-tion

and Divine sealingof God's Book by Incarnate Deity in the

name of Godhead. For they are given as the very words of

Christ, and are also by Him declared to be: "What the Spirit

saith unto the Churches," and the whole book is called the

Revelation of Jesus Christ,which God (theFather) gave Him,

and He delivered,"
even as I received of My Father" (Rev. i^ 2^").
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And finallywhat gives peculiarweight and finalityto these

great and decisive passages is that the first is given at the be-ginning

of His public ministryin formallylayingdown the laws

of His Kingdom at its solemn publicinauguration; the second, in

the midst of His active teaching,when His Divine claims were

denounced as blasphemy by the religiousteachers, and He

founded His defence and proof of them with absolute confidence

upon a single word of Scripture; and the third, with all the

connected passages in Revelation,after the close of His earthlylife

when He had ascended to glory,and knew everythingas perfectly

as man and God could ever know, and yet taught preciselythe

same strict doctrine of Scripture as during His earthlylife ; so

that if He ever was, or is,or shall be, infallibleand authoritative

in His teaching,the Bible is in its integritytrue, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority" the very and the veritable " word of the

Lord, which liveth and abideth for ever
"

"
the words of which

shall judge every man at the last day.
Here the evidence for Christ's teachingmight end, for its

endorsation and declaration of the Bible claim is established

beyond dispute by proof conclusive to every reasonable mind,

and found final by all honest interpretation. And were it

possible to give any additional emphasis and solemnity to these,

it is given in that sublime, majesticutterance, the grandest ever

uttered by man or God, and that by which His words on this and

every other subjectare based, and crowned, and sealed, " Heaven

and earth shall pass away, but My words shall not pass away."
It seems superfluous,if not irreverent,to add anything to these

words of Christ to show or prove that He held and taught as abso-lutely

unquestionable the Divine origin,truth,and authorityof

all Scripture. But for the sake of showing how His life practice

and habitual attitude accorded with His teaching,and how His

way of regardingand treatingScripturecontrasts with the spirit,

usage, and attitude of many moderns, we summarise the follow-ing

further proof.

Matthew 22-^, John 17^".

In Matt. 22-^, when replying to the captious sceptical

question of the Sadducees, who denied the resurrection of the

dead. He said, " Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures,"in

which He ascribes their error to their ignorance of them, and thus
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most significantlyteaches their truth. For surelywhat, if known,

would keep from error, must itselfbe true. Here, too, he founds

the truth of the resurrection of the dead on a particularform of

the name of God, ay, on the present instead of the past tense of

the verb. " Have ye not read that which was spoken unto you

by God, saying,I ajii the God of Abraham (eyw "t^t 6 ^eos

"

APpadix). God is not the God of the dead, but of the living."

A great and unexpected truth is here brought out of the special

form of expressionused, in which the slightestvariation would

have destroyed the basis of Christ's argument. And as the

originalwriter probably did not know this,and could not have

known it without supernaturalaid, there is here the clearest proof

of supernaturalinspirationin the words he wrote ; and there is no

reasonable explanationof our Lord's founding such a great truth

except upon what was the infallible Word of God. Hence He

says itwas "spoken unto you by God," though written by the author

of Exodus. Hence againHe makes Scripture" God speakingin

it" the supreme, final,because Divine judge of controversies.

So also in His last great prayer on the eve of His death

He uttered these pregnant words, " Sanctifythem through Thy

truth,Thy word is truth." ^ The word here is unquestionablythe

Written Word ; and thus in the most solemn circumstances, in the

supreme crisis of our Lord's life,when alone with God, and on

the verge of eternity.He teaches : first,that Scriptureis the

Word of God ; seco?id,that it is true, or more expresslytruth

(dAi/^eta)" not co?itains truth,as many say, but is (eo-rt)truth "

not partlytrue and partlyuntrue, not a mixture of truth and error,

as so many now proclaim who call Him Lord, and yet believe not

what He says, not even what He prays ; third, that since it is

truth and the Word of God, it possesses Divine authority.

What was speciallysaid of the Apocalypse above, " These are

the true sayingsof God," is here said roundly of Scriptureas a

whole " "Thy Word is truth."

The "
IT IS WRITTEN

" Passages.

The passages in which the phrase "It is written,"- or its

equivalents,is used by Christ are many, and show the absolute

^ 6 X670? 6 (JOS aKr]6eLd (an (Jolin1 7'').
"

Matl. iv., Mark i.,Luke iv.
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confidence with which He ever holds and speaks of Scriptureas the

unquestionable standard of truth, and the infallible rule of faith

and life. In the Temptation He uses the expressionthree times

in quotingfrom Scriptureto answer Satan. The Temptation was

the first conflict of Christ immediately after consecration to His

public work, and He entered it with the sword of the Spirit,and

overcame every assault of the tempter with the Word of God.

And when Satan barbed his second temptation by a garbled,

perverted text, Christ repliedby simply quoting another which

exposed the perversion; and by a third, which rebuked the

tempter, and hurled him vanquished from the conflict,smitten

by the Spirit'ssword. What a unique honour Christ thus puts on

Scriptureby His own implicitsubmission to it as a man, by

giving it alone the supreme place of authorityin the controversy

between Satan and Himself, and by making appeal to it final in

the conflict. He practicallyillustratesits Divine truth,authority,

and power. He declares the Divinity of it in every word as

proceeding from the mouth of God, though reallywritten by man.

And a singletext of it is to Him of more value and weight than

all the kingdoms of the world, constitutinga supreme and final

reason for faith and obedience, and resistance of temptation,

simply because it is found in Scripture,which is to Him the

Word of God.

As with Satan so with the Sadducees, as seen. He appealed to

the Scripturesas the final and authoritative settlement of the

controversy as to the resurrection of the dead (Matt. 22). So

also with the Pharisees as to marriage and divorce (Matt. i9''"^),

Scriptureends discussion," the words in Genesis (i^'2-^)being

held as equally true and authoritative with His own words,

because of both being the Word of God. SimilarlyHe silences

them by a single sentence from Scripture(Ps. no), proving

therefrom His own Divine-human personality"
the profound

but all-importantmystery of godliness" God manifest in the flesh

" Immanuel ; a mystery not likelyknown, at most not clearly

known to the Psalmist, and therefore requiringDivine aid to

express it in such terms as to form the sure foundation of

such momentous truths. Further, He justifiesHis own and His

disciples'ideas and practicesas to the Sabbath by an appeal to

Scriptureas unquestionableauthority(Matt.12). He also explains

their rejectionof Him, as the stone which the builders despised,by
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Scriptureas the Divine Key to all such action ; and by one grand

stroke declares the truth and Divine authority of three Bible

books and prophecies,and shows the harmony, Divine unity,^

and wisdom of all Scripture(Matt. 21*-,Ps. iiS---^^,Isa. S^^-^^

Dan. 2^*-^^). He silences their censure of the children praising
Him in the temple with a quotation from Scripture (Ps. 8"),

in which the writer could not have foreseen that such a use

would be made of it,and, therefore,the utterance must have

been given by God (Matt. 21'^^-^'^).He justifiesHis own stern

action in cleansingthe temple of its profaners and profanations

by an appeal to the supreme authority of Scripture. "It is

written. My house shall be called of all nations the house of

I)rayer ; but ye have made it a den of thieves" (Matt. 21^^,

Mark n^"); and thereby proclaims the Divine authorityof two

of the greatest propheticalbooks (Isa.56'''and Jer. 7II). He

answers a lawyer, asking the way to eternal life:
" What is

written in the law, how readest thou ? ", and then and thereby
declares it to be man's God-given guide to lifeand immortality.

Finally,to the Jews, as seen, He defends His own Divine claims

upon a singleword of Scripture(John lo^^-^s)p̂ostulatingits

finality,and declaringits inviolability,which He could do only

because, as He said,it was the Word of God, true, trustworthy,

and of Divine authority,both in its substance and itsform, in its

lansuacre as well as in its thought.

The "
THAT IT MIGHT BE FULFILLED

" PASSAGES.

The passages in which " fulfil,"" that itmight be fulfilled,"and

the like,occur, where our Lord speaks of Himself and others

fulfillingthe O.T. prophecies,are numerous ; and supply,with the

previous,a vast array of conclusive evidence for the Divine origin,

truth, and authorityof Scripture. And if to them are added

those quoted or referred to by His apostlesafter His example,
and by the inspirationof His Spirit,there is an immense mass of

diversified and decisive evidence for the Bible claim,which is

simply overwhelming in amount, and of the weightiestcharacter.

The opponents have never seriouslyattempted to answer this ;

for itisabsolutelyunanswerable. It at least demonstrates the truth

and Divine authorityof Scripture,and the falseness and perilous-
1 See Birks, T/ic Bible and Modern Thought, p. 214.
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ness of all teaching that questionsthese,unless Christ and His

apostleswere radicallywrong in the burden, substance,and design

of their teaching. Who could failto be struck by the unquestion-ing

confidence and Divine assurance with which our Lord ever

speaks of Scripture,and of everythingtherein as unquestionably

true and authoritative,simply because it is in the Word of

God? Let a small selection suffice for illustration. Luke 4-^

At the beginning of His public ministry in the synagogue

of Capernaum He says, quoting from Isa. 61, "This day

is this Scripturefulfilled in your ears." Here He not only

recognisesreal predictionin ancient prophecy, and the Divine

origin,truth, and authorityof this prophecy, and implicitlyof

all prophecy ; but He finds in it His whole official work as

Messiah " prophet, priest,and king"
in prophetic outline. And

how could He more decisivelyattest the truth and divinityof

it,and of the Book of which it forms a part? Matt. ii^-^-*.

Speaking of His forerunner He says,
" What went ye out for

to see? A prophet? yea, I say unto you, and more than a

prophet. For this is he of whom it is written.Behold I send

My messenger before Thy face,which shall prepare Thy way before

Thee. For all the prophets and the law prophesieduntil John.

This is Elias,which was for to come." Here He teaches that the

two last propheciesof Malachi, the latest of the O.T. prophets,

are fulfilled in John the Baptist'scoming ; next, that all the

prophets were God's messengers, John being greatest because

of his nearness and specialrelation to Christ ; and, further,that

the whole O.T., under the title of the Law and the Prophets,

was prophetic of Christ,even as He said elsewhere, "Search

the Scriptures: for they are they that testifyof Me " (John 5^^).

If,then, the testimonyof John, and the whole of the O.T. writers

from Moses to Malachi, on to John, in an ever progressive

revelation,testified of Christ and had Flim as their burden, end,

and substance, the Book which is the God-breathed embodiment

of this must be true, trustworthy,and Divinely authoritative if

He is. Luke 18^^. On the way to Jerusalem to die.He said:

" Behold, we go up to Jerusalem,and all thingsthat are written

by the prophets concerning the Son of Man shall be ac-complished,"

etc. So in Luke 22^'',speciallyemphasising, "He

was numbered among the transgressors (Isa.53^2^. {q^ ^\^q things

concerning Me have fulfilment" (tcAos";(ei).Here the Scrip-
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tures determine His life course even unto death ; the Divine

programme must be fulfilled,even though requiringHis death

among malefactors, " according as in the volume of the Book it is

written" of Him: for "I delight to do Thy will,O My God"

(Ps. 40-). But surely the Book containingsuch a Divine

obligationmust itself be true, just,and Divine. Luke 21-^,

in His own predictionof the destruction of Jerusalem and the

judgment at the end of the age. He gives the Bible utterances

as the explanation," For these be the days of vengeance, that all

things which are written may be fulfilled,"" Scripturethus

supplyingthe true key to the interpretationof history. On the

eve of the Passion His references to Scriptureand its fulfil-ment

are pecuHarlyfrequent and pathetic,as if in the supreme

crisis and deepest experiences of His life He could speak

only in His Father's Word, or breathe save with His Father's

name upon His lips. John 13^^.Speaking of Judas the traitor.

He says, on the night of His betrayal," That the Scripturemay
be fulfilled.He that eateth bread with Me hath lifted up his heel

against Me." Again, Mark i4"\ "The Son of Man goeth, as

it is written of Him ; but woe unto that man by whom He is

betrayed." John 17^^.Again,speaking to His Father as within

the vail in His last great prayer. He says,
" None of them is lost

but the son of perdition; that the Scripturemight be fulfilled."

Here the treason of Judas is said,in three different connections,

to be the fulfilment of Scripture,though the crime of man ;" even

as of the Jews' rejectionof Him He said,John is~^',"But this

cometh to pass that the word might be fulfilled which is

written in their law, They hated me without a cause." And

the Scriptureshere said to be fulfilled are not direct,specific

prophecies,but indirect,and, as some would doubtless say, far-fetched

references or applications. So that Christ in such cases

implies that the character of the Divine Word is such that not

only direct, but also indirect,and even dim and distant

hints or suggestionsin it are valid,and capable of diversified

application. But what book save God's Word could with

truth be so used? Matt. 26^^. In rebuke of Peter's rashness

in the garden in using a sword for his Master's defence,Christ

said as to available deliverance by angels:
" But how then shall

the Scripturesbe fulfilled,that thus it must be?" Here the

predictionsof Scriptureas to His death are recognisedby Him as
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constituting a moral necessity for His non-resistance, or not

seeking deliverance either by sword or angelic power ; because

His Father's Word expressed to Him His Father's will,and led

Him in submission to that, to say, "The cup that My Father

hath given Me, shall I not drink it ? " (John iS^i). And although

He protested againstthe wrong the Jews did Him, as in Mark

j^48.49^"Are ye come out as against a thief with swords to take

Me ? ", yet recognising the authority of Scripture,because the

Will of God, He quietlysubmitted, saying, " But the Scriptures

must be fulfilled." Was there ever such absolute surrender of a

will to the Written Word of God? And yet it was made by

Him who was, though real man,
" True God of True God, Light

of Light Eternal," and it was made simply because Scripture was

recognised by Him to be the Word and Will of God. And

when, after His seizure by the soldiers,He freelydelivered Him-self

up to the predicted death for us all,and then, " All His

disciplesforsook Him and fled," His own prediction of that

night, and Zechariah's given centuries before, were at once

fulfilled; as He said, "All ye shall be offended because of

Me this night ; for it is written,I will smite the shepherd, and

the sheep of the flock shall be scattered abroad" (Mark 14-').

Their desertion of Him, and their own dispersion,were thus a

literal fulfilment of the words of the Divine Book.

So that the Baptist's testimony and His own preaching,

Judas' treason and Peter's rashness, the Jews' rejectionand the

disciples'desertion, His path in life and His experience in death,

were all in fact, as they were in purpose, that "it might be

fulfilled,as it is written " in the volume of the Book. And when

Matthew sums up the whole historyof the Passion in these apt

words, " All this was done that the Scriptures of the prophets

might be fulfilled,"he only does in general what Christ did in

detail
" only follows strictlythe example of the Master ; and did

so by His authority and by the supernatural power of His

promised Spirit. Consequently, if He was rightand authoritative

in thus quoting and interpretingand ever ascribing truth and

supremacy to Scripture,so are the disciples; and if they are not,

neither is He, for they did simply what He did and taught,and

by His Spiritenabled them to do.
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Christ's Actions as well as His Utterances ruled by

Scripture.

His actions, too, as well as His utterances, show how

thoroughly Scriptureruled, guided,and sustained His whole

lifeand work. Hence His teachingby parables is,both by Him

and His disciples,explained by Scriptureprediction," that it

might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet " (Matt.

J 213-15.31.35 Ĵohn 1228-39),jjis miracles of healing,also,are ascribed

to the necessityof fulfillingScripture(Matt.8i*^-̂")," an apphca-
tion and extension of meaning being given to Isaiah's words,
" Surely He hath borne our griefsand carried our sorrows

"

(Isa.53^),which were not known to or anticipatedby the prophet ;

and, therefore,required supernaturalinspirationto secure the

proper expression of the prophecy. His withdrawing from the

multitudes,and His frequentchargingof the healed not to make

His miracles known, are explainedby the predictionsof Scripture

(Matt. i2i5-2i^_ii[^^Qn the other hand, triumphal entry into

Jerusalem is attributed to the requirement of ancient prophecy.

(John 1 2i^-i"^).So that what He did and what He abstained from

doing are attributed to Scripture requirement. Many of the

patheticdetails of His sufferingson and near the Cross are shown

in most strikingprecisionto be the fulfilment of Scripture,such

as the crowning with thorns, the scourging,the piercingof His

hands, feet,side ; the vinegargiving,the mocking at the Cross,

a bone of Him not broken, the partingof His raiment,the break

ing of His heart,the burial in a rich man's grave. The very words

He used on the Cross were largelythe words of Scripture,and

the fulfilment of them " specially " Eloi," "I thirst,""It is

finished,"and the last. All these, and many others, show in

most minute and affectingdetail how thoroughly all His lifeand

death was rooted in and ruled by Scripture,and how thoroughly

and preciselyit was fulfilled by Him in countless points and

minutire,which all demanded and demonstrated a minutely true,

entirelytrustworthy,and Divinely-producedBible.

" Christ's Teaching on Scripture the samI'. akti^r His

Resurrection as before.

The crowning and most decisive declarations of our Lord as

to the Divine origin,truth,and authorityof Scriptureare those
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given after His resurrection. They are of preciselythe same

nature and purport as before, as we have seen in adducing
references from the Apocalypse ; so that from first to last He has

only one doctrine of Scripture. And the opponents of His

teaching on it are thus precluded from the usual subterfuge of

being able to put the later againstthe earlierteaching," a fact that

is fatal to all theorisingabout His humanity that would disown or

questionthe authorityor finalityof His teaching on Scripture,

and consequently of anything taught therein ; for it denies one

inch of foothold for any such idea. But the fact that He lays

such remarkable emphasis upon the Scriptures as giving the

true key to His sufferings,death, and resurrection,after He had

risen, and when, if ever. He would surely be absolutelyin-fallible,

and unquestionably authoritative as a teacher, gives a

unique weight and decisiveness to His utterances. Besides,they

were then made after the events had fulfilled the predictionsand

prefigurationsof the O.T. ; and His great illuminative words then

uttered as He came fresh from the triumph and radiant with the

glory of the resurrection,shed such a flood of marvellous light

upon the ancient Scripturesas made them new and wondrous

revelations ; and filled His disciples'death-gloomed minds and

sorrow-stricken hearts with joyunspeakable and full of glory; and

suddenly transformed them from perplexed and dejected men

into such assured and radiant witnesses of the resurrection as

revolutionised the world. The first of the great and decisive

utterances was given on the way to Emmaus on the resurrection

day, when, in answer to the bewildered and depressed disciples,

He burst forth into the grieved rebuke, " O fools, and slow of

heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken ! ought not

the Christ to have suffered these things,and to enter into His

glory? And beginning at Moses and all the prophets, He

expounded unto them in all the Scripturesthe thingsconcerning
Himself" (Luke 24-^-^'').Here He declares: First,that all the

prophets have predictionsabout Himself and His sufferings,and

that this was the chief function and mark of the prophets.

Second, that it was the darkness of their minds, and dulness

of their hearts,that prevented them seeing and believingthis.

Third, that these prophecies created a moral necessitythat He,

as the Messiah, should suffer the very things He had suffered,

because Scripturehad foretold them ; so that the truth,authority,
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and necessary fulfilment of it are made the moral basis of

redemption. Fourth, that there is no path to gloryfor the Son

of Man nor even to the Messiah, save through suffering.Fifth,

that Christ, a suffering,and thereby a glorifiedSaviour, is fore-shadowed,

not only in the prophets,but also in the Law (Moses),
and in all the Scriptures(Trao-ats).Sixth,that we should believe

a// that the prophetsand all the Scriptureshave said ; and that only

thus, and then, shall we fullyknow all that Christ is meant to be

to us. And those who do not see or own this are stillopen to

the rebuke of the Wisdom of God, "O fools," but with less

excuse for their follynow ! Thus the truth and fulfilment of

Scriptureis the necessary ground and condition of our redemp-tion,

and it is only as we believe all that is in all the Scriptures
that we fullyknow Christ,enter into the experienceof all that

God has in Him for us, and grow up into the stature of perfect

men in Christ. Was it possible even for God Himself to have

given more decisive attestation of the Divine originand authority,

truth and inviolability,of all in all the Scripturesthan this ?

The second and supreme utterance on that ever memorable

resurrection day was,
" These are the words which I spake vmto

you, while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled

which were written in the Law of Moses, and in the Prophets,

and in the Psalms, concerning Me. Then opened He their

understanding,that they might understand the Scriptures,and

said.Thus it is written,and thus it behoved the Christ to suffer,

and to rise from the dead the third day : and that repentance and

remission of sins should be preached in His name among all

nations,beginningat Jerusalem " (Luke 2\^-^"). In this,which

was uttered before the whole assembled disciples,our Lord

teaches : First,that in all the well-known divisions of the O.T.

there were predictionsof His sufferings,death,and resurrection.

Second, that there was a moral necessityfor " the Christ to

suffer,and to rise from the dead the third day," even that detail,

because "all thingsmust be fulfilled which were written" in the

Scripturesof Him. Third, that the gospel should be preached

among all nations ; and that the whole gospel dispensationis

based upon an imperativenecessityarisingfrom the faithfulness

of God, that the Scripturesmust be fulfilled. Fourth, that Christ

opened His disciples'minds that they might understand the

Scripturesin this light; and that all who are taughtof Him come
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to understand this. And surely this is the most decisive and

absolute way in which our Lord could declare that the Bible

is true, trustworthy,and of Divine originand authority" the very

Word of the Lord which liveth and abideth for ever. And

when to these are added Christ's words about it as spoken from

heaven after His ascension, in the Apocalypse quoted above, we

have as complete a demonstration that to Christ in His

resurrection gloryand perfectionof knowledge, all Scripturewas

as trulythe Word of God as though it had been uttered by the

voice of the Eternal from the heavens, or graven by the fingerof

God on the sides of the everlastinghills.

The general Names and Titles given to the Bible.

This, which is proved by the explicitpassages above, is

confirmed by the generalnames or titlesgivento the O.T. as a

whole, which supply evidence directlyapplicableto all parts of

it. Some of the passages adduced above apply directlyand in

the first place only to particularportions of it ; and although

from the manner in which they are quoted and used, as well as

from their forming an integralpart of the one unique collection

of sacred writingsrecognised as sui generis,they are applicable

by necessary implicationto all," yet it strengthensthe conclusion

to find passages with names and expressions directlyand

indisputablyused of all the sacred writings. First. The most

common name for the O.T. in the New is " Scripture" or

" Scriptures,"with the equivalentsor implications," It is written,"

"Have ye never read of it?" How readest thou?" This

title is used over fiftytimes in the N.T. of the Old,, and with

equivalents many more ; and in every case, with one

significantexception, it denotes the O.T. The exception is

where Peter puts the Epistlesof Paul on a level as Scripturewith
" the other Scriptures""a name reserved otherwise for the O.T.

writings:"
thus by inspired authority are the N.T. writings

placed as
" Scripture" on a level with tlie Old, as equally the

Word of God, because inspiredby the same Holy Spirit. The

titleis often used by our Lord, and alwaysin this strictlyrestricted

sense by which the sacred writingsare distinguishedfrom all

other writingsas different in kind, and placed in a category by

themselves as the Word of the Lord. Many examples of the use
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of this title for the O.T. as a whole are given above ; and given

when quoting or referringto particularpassages it is as part of a

well-known Divine, because God-breathed, whole ; and whatever

in any case is predictedof it in one part or passage is applicable

to all. And in every case the Scripturesare spoken of and used

as the infallible and Divinely-authoritativestandard of faith and

life,which cannot be broken or violated in a singleword (John

io35),or pass away in one tittle(Matt.5^^),or be altered in one

iota without judgment (Rev. 22''-^)-^ which in every part has

eternal life(John 5^^),because full of Christ and His redemption,

and must therefore be fulfilledas itis written (Luke 22, etc.); and

which should, therefore,be earnestlysearched by all who wish

eternal life by the knowledge of God in Christ (John s^^).

Seco7id. The titles " The Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms,"

or "The Law and the Prophets,"and sometimes "The Law"

alone, are given to the O.T. as a whole, speciallyby our Lord,

as seen above. These designationsand divisions cover the

whole O.T. as known to the Jews ; and whatever is predicated

or predicableas to their truth and authorityunder any of these

designations,holds equally of all; for they are used inter-changeably,

and they all denote the same well-known collection

of sacred writings. And they are ever treated and regarded as

complementary portionsof the one Divine Book, which embodies

the will,expresses the love,and reveals the lightof the know-ledge

of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ ; which

therefore,like God, is true, and just,and good, and everlasting"

the Word of the Lord, which endureth for ever. Hence, in

addition to all said above, our Lord in the Sermon on the

Mount, when statingthe golden rule, " All things whatsoever ye

would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them," " gave

as the supreme reason,
" For this is the Law and the Prophets

"

(Matt. 7I-). And in answer to the lawyer who asked Him which

was the first and great commandment. He said,"Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God ; and the second is like unto it : Love thy

neighbour as thyself"(Mark i2-s--^^);for on these two command-ments

hang all the " Law and the Prophets." Here, in brief,

Christ declares that the ethical burden and substance of the

whole O.T. is love
"

love to God and love to man. And since

this is so, it must be true and good, authoritative and enduring,

for love,like God, is eternal.
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In this connection there are several utterances of Christ of

specialsignificanceand weight. In Luke i6'^^our Lord represents

Abraham as saying in replyto the request of the rich man in hell,
" If they hear not Moses and the prophets,neither will they be

persuaded though one rose from the dead." Here the truth.Divine

authority,and persuasivepower of the O.T, are put in the strongest

possibleway, as beingGod's surest and most convincingtestimony,
" God's last and most powerfulargument for faith and repentance,

"
the Written Word being declared to be surer and stronger

testimony than would be the spoken testimony of one risingfrom

the dead. Even as Peter says of itwhen alludingto the very voice

of God speaking from heaven at the Transfiguration,"We have

a more sure (f^e/SaLorepov)word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do well

that ye take heed, as unto a lightthat shineth in a dark place,until

the day dawn, and the day-stararise in your hearts " (2 Pet. i^^),"

implying that God Himself can give no more sure and convincing

testimonyto the truth and realityof eternal things,tillthe realities

themselves burst upon men amid the verifyinglight of the

eternal day. Jesus says,
" Had ye believed Moses, ye would have

believed Me : for he wrote of Me." Here under the name of

Moses our Lord puts the O.T. on a level,as true, trustworthy,
and Divinelyauthoritative,with His own words, yea, if possible,

as even more credible or more unquestionably accredited.

" But if ye believe not his writings,how shall ye believe My

words ? " where the contrast lies between Moses' writingsand

Christ's words, the Written Word being thus by God Himself

placed,as it were, above the spoken Word of God ; for it was the

same God who spake unto the fathers by the prophets who

in the last days of Revelation spoke unto us by His Son

(Heb. i^). Hence our Lord often supports His own utterances

by Scripture,as if they gave additional weight to them, as if He

spoke under their authority,and as if they possessed in some

sense a peculiarand unique authority. In Matt. 22 He says,

quoting from the iioth Psalm as one of the divisions of the O.T.

for the whole thereof, " How then doth David in the Spirit
call Him Lord ? " Here not only is His own Divine human

personalityand the great mystery of the incarnation founded

upon Scripture,but this utterance, and by implication all

Scripture,is said to be uttered " in the spirit,"" a most significant

utterance. It reveals that to Christ the Holy Spiritis the real
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author of Scripture,and that the root reason why He ever

speaks with such profound reverence and absolute confidence of

the truth, authority,and finahtyof Scripture,is because it is

the veritable product of God the Holy Ghost. Similarly

what John writes in Revelation is often declared to be "what

the Spiritsaith unto the Churches." So Paul says,
" Which

things we speak not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth,

but which the Holy Ghost teacheth, combining spiritualwords

with spiritualthings" (i Cor. 2^^). Hence, as the Westminster

Confession of Faith truly says, the supreme Authority and

Judge of controversies in religion"can be no other but the

Holy Spiritspeaking in the Scriptures." In Rev. 2^^ what John

writes is said to be, "Thus saith the Son of God," "These are

the true sayingsof God." So that there is Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost speaking the Words of God. Also in John f''''^.

Scripture is identified with God, and called "the

Word of God "
by Christ.

Speaking of the spiritualblessingsthat believers would

receive and communicate, he uses this significantexpression,
" As the Scripturehath said,"where Scriptureispersonalised,and

identified with God, who is the speaker in the references. Just

as in other cases, as Rom. 9,
" The Scripture saith unto

Pharaoh," where the actual speaker was God through Moses ;

and in Gal. 3, "the Scriptureforeseeing,"and saying,"In thee

shall all nations be blessed,"" where it was God Himself who

spoke this promise to Abraham. Thus our Lord identifies

Scripturewith God, and the names are interchangeable. Is it

possibleto conceive how God Himself could by any means have

more decisivelyand variouslytaught the truth,trustworthiness.

Divine authority,and inviolabilityof all Scripture? Appropriately,

therefore,our Lord givesit a Divine character,and crowns it by

callingit the Word of God ! For those passages mean that,

and necessarilyimply it ; nor is it possibleadequately to express

their content with any titleless than that. Besides,itis impossible
to account for our Lord's sublime utterances about it,profound

reverence for it,or the Divine authorityand absolute finalityHe

ever ascribes to it,as well as His whole manner of using,

regarding,and alludingto it,except upon the suppositionthat,
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as Paul by the Spiritsaith,"it is in truth the Word of God"

(i Thess. 2i-').And, further,Christ expresslycalls it by this

name. In John lo-''^,"If he called them gods to whom the

Word of God came, and the Scripture cannot be broken "

;

where the name
" Word of God " taken by itselfisclearlygiven to

the Written Word, and where the expressions" Word of God "

and " Scripture" are manifestly and necessarilysimply two

names for the same Divine Book. Also John ly^","Sanctify

them through Thy truth.Thy Word is truth,"where " Thy Word "

is patentlythe Written Word, the O.T. which they had ever by

them, and His own words and revelations to them, which were

brought to their remembrance and understanding by the Holy

Spirit,and embodied in the N.T. Again, in John 5"^,"Ye

have not His Word abidingin you : for whom He hath sent. Him

ye believe not," where the "His Word" is obviously only the

O.T., as the Jews to whom this was said had no other Word of

God ; and to them this could patentlyhave had no other mean-ing

; for to them, as to Him, Scripturewas the Word of the Lord.

Besides, He here teaches that He as the Messiah is the burden of

the Bible,and that therefore it must, like Him who fulfilled it,be

true and Divine. And, further,He impliesthat had they truly

believed that Word of God, they would have believed Himself,

" identifyingitstruth and Divine character with His own. Hence

in the next word He says, "Search the Scriptures;for in them

ye think ye have eternal life: and they are they which testifyof

Me " (v.39). And in Mark 7^^ He said in condemning the

Pharisees for putting aside the commandment of God by their

tradition,"Making the Word of God of none effect by your

tradition." In which, first,the contrast He makes' is between

the traditions of men and the Scripturesas the Word of God.

Second, He calls the O.T. (two of the commandments of which

they were violatingin the case dealt with)"the Word of God."

Third, what "Moses said" is twdce called "the commandment

of God," and " the Word of God." So that what His servants

say by His Spiritis said to be what God said. Similarlyin

Matt. 4 He says in replyto Satan, " Man shall not live by bread

alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

God "

; where what was written by man, and was a Mosaic

utterance (Deut. 8),is said to have been uttered by God. Thus

God not only inspiresand makes Himself responsiblefor what is
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spoken in His name, but also regardsit as His own, and actually

calls it His Word, and "the true sayingsof God." God identifies

Himself with it,and calls it His Word. Besides,He endorses

the Book that the prophets called "the Word of the Lord";

and uses many equivalentexpressions. So that in O.T. and

New the words of the writers of Scripture are regarded and

spoken of as God's words ; and Christ attests and ratifiesthis for

the O.T. and sets the prime example for it in the N.T., and for

callingScriptureas a whole the Word of God.

Christ's Use of Scripture and His habitual

Attitude to it.

Not less decisive than His teachingin explicitand implicit

passages, or than the titlesor designationsHe givesthe Bible,are

His manner of using it,and His habitual attitude towards it.

He quotes from or refers to all parts of it,without distinction,

as equallytrue and authoritative," alludingdirectlyor indirectly
to almost every book, and to every element and kind of

thing therein indiscriminatelyas God's Word ; nor is there

proof of His quoting any apocryphal book. Sometimes the

references are made with the names of the writers,sometimes

without ; at times when writers' names are given the words

are afterwards ascribed to God, or the Spirit; often it is

only " Scripture" or
" it is written "

; but in every case

the Bible is held to be the standard of truth,and the Divinely-
authoritative rule of faith and life. Its utterances, even its un-

obvious hints and dimly suggestivewords, are ever held to be

decisive of controversy. Appeal to it is to Him always final,and

carries Divine authority. " It is written " settles every question:

and " Have ye not read ? " is the rebuke to all error, ignorance,or

unbelief. And even when rebuking the Pharisees for making

everythingof the smaller and even trivial points to the neglect
of the weightiermatters of the law

" judgment, mercy, and faith
"

He says, "These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the

other imdotie "
" great and small being to Him God's law,

because in God's Word. He always uses it as God's Word, often

appeals to it to settle controversy, reasons from it to establish

His own claims, proves disputed doctrines by it,founds great

truths upon singlefacts and words of it,and ever refers to it
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with profoundest reverence. His whole teaching is rooted in

it, steeped with it, ruled by it, supported from it, coloured

through it,redolent of it,illustrated by it,and largelyexpressed

in its language and imagery. No discipleof Browning or

Tennyson, Milton or Shakespeare, Goethe or Dante, Virgilor

Homer, was ever so saturated with their master's thought,

or so steeped in their spirit,as Jesus was in Scripture. He

found unexpected truths in it, discovered Divine depths in

it,disclosed hidden meanings in it,and made unthought of

applicationsof it," unforeseen sometimes by the writers,and

unperceived often by the readers ; which revealed in it a Divine

significanceand scope extending far beyond mere human con-ception.

This demanded not only Divine origin,but also such a

Divine guidance and plenary inspirationas would secure that

both in substance and in form it would truly express the

mind of God as He wished. He ever assumes its unques-tionable

truth, postulatesits thorough trustworthiness,declares

its Divine authority,and proclaims its absolute inviolability.

He freely,indiscriminately,and without distinction of parts,

uses Scriptureand all kinds of facts,things,and words therein

as all equally and unquestionably the Word of God ; and so

speaks of it, uses it, and regards it as all undoubtedly true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority,as to present a striking

contrast to many modem critics and criticisers of it,who never

seem to weary of exposing its supposed erroneousness and un-

trustworthiness,by their superficial,often flippant,and some-times

patronisingreferences, and prevalenttone in regard to it.

Without hesitation and \vith full assurance He refers,among

other things,to the Fall,which some so-called Christian evolu-tionists

deny, or evaporate as legend,as their principlesrequire

them to do : to the Flood, of which others question the truth,or

regardas vindictive,and unworthy representationsof God, though

He sees in it the approved principlesof God's moral government

and of the future judgment : to the destruction of Sodom and

Gomorrah, which some would-be Christian teachers regard as the

superstitiousbeliefs of times of darkness," though He sees in it

the revelation of the righteousnessof God againstthe workers of

iniquity,which all history red with the footstepsof wrath on

obdurate transgressors so awfullyconfirms : to Lot's wife being in

judgment turned into a pillarof salt," which many, callingthem-
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selves Christians,smile at as the crude conception of credulous

ages, but which He refers to as true, to enforce the most urgent

Christian duty in the prospect of His second coming : to the

serpent in the wilderness lifted up to heal the wounded at God's

graciouscommand, which rationalistic critics,and their flippant
followers class among old wives' fables," while He uses it to set

forth the great truth of our redemption by His beinglifted up for

us upon the Cross "
the supreme revelation of the love of God :

and above all to that bigbogle,Jonaliin the whale's belly,which

has evoked the ridicule of scoffingsceptics,and created some-thing

akin to consternation in some weak-kneed professing

Christians;but which He who calls Himself "the Truth," and

God calls " the Faithful and true Witness,"three times referred

to with the utmost unquestioningconfidence, to set forth and

enforce the great root facts of His own burial and resurrection,

on which our Christianityisfounded, and from which our salvation

springs.

He also takes it as His own lifeguide,and makes it the guide
for others. He often declares that His own life course is deter-mined

by it," especiallyat the great turningpoints,and in leading
lifecrises,and even in smaller matters, and minute details. As

the evangeliststell us the place of His birth and upbringing,and
the main scene of His ministry," Galilee,as well as the coming,
mission,and end of His forerunner, were foretold and settled by

Scripture," so He tells us that His own preachingin Nazareth,

going up to Jerusalem to die,teachingby parables,working of

miracles,the betrayalby Judas, denial by Peter,forsakingof Him

by all,the seizure of Him by the Jews, condemnation by Jews
and Gentiles,being put to death and risingfrom the dead " with

many of the details of His whole life,work, and sufferings"

were foretold and predetermined by Scripture, He Himself

found these in it; and thereby learned what His life,work, and

experiencewere to be ; and, therefore,guided,did,and suffered

all accordingly,because that Word expressed to Him His Father's

will.

Further, by it,as the Son of Man, He sustained His own

soul's life, nourished His spiritualnature, developed His

human character, cultivated His mental powers, increased in

all knowledge, grew in Divine wisdom, and perfected His whole

moral and spiritualbeing up to the full stature of the perfectman
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in Christ Jesus. He performed His life-work under itsinspiration,

fulfilled His life-mission by its staying power, defended His life-

conduct by its examples, interpretedHis life-experiencesby its

principles,resisted His life-temptationsby its strength,nerved

Himself in His life-crisesby its watchwords, sustained Himself in

life'smost tryinghours by itscomforting anticipations,and passed

at last peacefullyinto eternity,even through the anguish of the

Cross, with its soothingwords upon His dying lips. By it He

lived,laboured, suffered,conquered, died, finished His work, and

entered into His glory.
In short, His life,His work, His mission. Himself are so

related to it and identified with it,and He and it are so indis-

solubly united that they stand or fall together" that if He is

" the faithful and true Witness," it must also,as He says, be the

"
true and faithful Word," "

" the true sayingsof God," " that if

He is Divine and Divinelyauthoritative,so must it be. He is not

only the antitypicalfulfilment of it,but He is the ideal realisa-tion

of it,the perfectdevelopment of it,the livingembodiment

of it. The Written and the Incarnate Word are one; and Scrip-ture

is summed, perfected,personalised,and eternalised in Christ,

and lives in Him in perfecthuman form for evermore.

What is said of the O.T. holds a fortiori of the N.T.

All this holds, in the first place,and directlyof the O.T. ;

but it holds also as trulythough indirectlyof the N.T. For the

two are one " one united, organic whole ; the one the growing

root, the other the full fruit ; the one the opening bud, the other

the full-blown flower. Whatever truth or authority,therefore,

the one has, that at least the other has. No one here contended

with denies, or reasonablycan deny, that the N.T. is at least as

trustworthyand authoritative as the O.T. And every Christian

holds, and must hold, that whatever truth or authoritybelongs

to the O.T., that at least a fortioribelongs to the New. As a

matter of fact,all who admit the proof for the O.T. admit it for

the New. Therefore, after the demonstration given above, from

the teaching of Christ,of the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof the O.T., we shall here give only the briefest

outline of the argument for the N.T. claim," mainly the state-ments

and promises of Christ to His apostles,which also strongly
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confirm all,with His solemn attestation of all Revelation at its

close. Some draw an argument in favour of the co-ordinate

truth and authorityof the N.T. and the Old from their similarity

of structure " the symmetry of Scripture," there being in each a

similar threefold division in a like order and proportion,namely,

in both, first the historical,next the didactic and experimental,

and lastlythe prophetical. This may give some a priorisupport

to the view that the Bible in its two great sections is reallyone

book with one common, supreme Author
" God ; especiallyas

the books were written and issued separatelyby many different

authors,livingin different ages, lands, and circumstances ; and

yet, when brought together,disclose this strikingsymmetry in

structure, " which points to a common Divine authorship and

authority. Others, with more force, reason from the organic

unity of the Bible ; and here undoubtedly there lies a cogent

argument ; for it is unreasonable to suppose that supernatural

inspirationwould be given for the production of the one and

not of the other; especiallyfor the completing and crowning

portion. As the Revealer is one, and the Revelation one, so

the inspirationmust be one in truth and authority. A powerful

argument may also be made from the great fact of the pro-

gressivenessof Revelation. For it is quite inadmissible to

suppose that God would give specialaid in the earlier part,

and withhold it in the later,and higher,and consummating

part. Sooner expect a great artist to expend his skill and pains

upon the preparatory outline,or subordinate adjuncts of his

master work, and leave uncared for the chief and crowning part

"
the centre and the glory of the subject. It would be caring

for the means and neglectingthe end, and thereby frustratingall.

A forceful reason may also be adduced from the peculiarand

supreme place of the apostles'work in the religionof Christ.

They are never in the N.T. put on a lower plane than the pro-phets

of the O.T. ; they are often put on a higher; and they are

firstwhen mentioned together,even though reversingthe historical

order. And they had very specialwork to do. They had to be

the writers of His life,the ideal,perfectlife" the most wonderful

and difficult to portray that ever was. Yet on the true and

proper portraitureof it man's salvation depended. And when it

is remembered that every event and action in that life was a

revelation,quite as much as, often more than. His words,-^for
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the Sermon on the Mount, and the discourse in the upper room,

and the divinest utterances that ever came from the Ups of Him

who spake as never man spake, must give place in revelation

power to the blood drops of Gethsemane and the broken heart

of Calvary,"
it will be evident how essential it was to a true

revelation of Christ and of the Father through Him, and of our

salvation thereby,that supernaturalaid should be given to secure

this. Next, they were to be His witnesses,and the teachers of

His religion; and how vital then it was that they should teach

all,and only what, God wished, and as He wished to declare His

mind, and to reveal Himself. And in whatsoever measure they

failed or erred in doing this,to that extent preciselyour know-ledge

of Him would be defective or wrong, and our experience

of His salvation would thus be marred or vitiated. Further,

they were to be the founders and administrators of His kingdom

among all nations. Therefore, if the world was to receive the

full benefits of this,it was necessary that they should be super-

naturallyguided at the outset, to order it and establish it in

wisdom and righteousnessfrom thenceforth even for ever. And

as the functions and responsibilitiesof the apostleswere un-doubtedly

higher and greater than those of the prophets,and as

the new dispensationwas much greater and far-reachingin design

and issues,it follows necessarilythat, if the O.T. writers were

and required to be supernaturallyaided to secure God's design,

how much more a fortiorithe N.T. writers ? No doubt this is

so far a prioribut resistlessreasoning from the less to the greater.

But we have also our Lord's explicitteaching that John the

Baptistwas greater than any of the O.T. prophets ; and yet that

he who is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he ;

which, whatever else it meant, teaches that the N.T. is superior

to the O.T. dispensation,and therefore also its chief agents; and

impliesthat,if John was greater than the O.T. prophets,much

more were the apostlesof the N.T., the prime ministers of His

kingdom.

The Holy Spirit is the supreme Author of Scripture.

It is when we come to the supreme Divine Author of both

O.T. and New that we are on still stronger ground, and have

clearer and more direct evidence of this at least co-ordinate
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Divine authority. The O.T., while named in innumerable places
" the Word of the Lord," and its equivalents,is throughout, and

often in express terms, attributed to the Holy Spirit; as, for

example, David says,
" The Spiritof the Lord spake by me, and

His word was in my tongue," 2 Sam. 23^ ; and Zechariah near

the close of O.T., speaking for the prophets as a whole, says,
" The words which the Lord of Hosts sent by His Spiritby the

former prophets" (Zech.7^^; see also 2 Pet. i-i). So the N.T.

writers make preciselythe same clairh,and speak in identical or

like terms of their words and writingsbeing the words and the

same work of the Holy Spiritas shown above. As Peter on the

day of Pentecost urged when " they were all filled with the Holy

Ghost, and spake as the Spiritgave them utterance
" (Acts 2'^),

John often writes," What the Spiritsaith unto the Churches "

(Rev. 1-3, etc.). And Paul is speciallyprecise and emphatic,
" Which things we speak not in words which man's wisdom

teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth " (2 Cor. 2^3);
therefore, " The things I write unto you are the commandments

of the Lord " (i Thess. 4-); and, therefore," Stand fast,and hold

the traditions which ye have been taught,whether by word or our

Epistle" (2Thess. 2^^); therefore," Ye received it not as the word

of man, but as itis in truth the Word of God " (iThess. 2^3); and

therefore, " He that despiseth,despisethnot man but God, who

hath given unto us His Holy Spirit" (iThess. 4^-̂ ); and generally
"all Scriptureis God-breathed" (2 Tim. 3^^). The apostles

used these and like words because they were constrained to do

so by the Spirit" these utterances were the Spirit'sutterances

through them. They were also conscious that these words were

true. They were even able to speak in other tongues, and the

hearers from many nations understood them. And the Spirit
sealed the truth of them by many miraculous giftsand works,

and by the spiritualrevolutions and moral transformations they

made in the characters and lives of men " facts as sure as ever

history or science recorded. And since the N.T. time was

notoriouslythe dispensation of the Spiritby pre-eminence, and

in altogether a unique way, if the O.T. writers required and

received this supernatural power, how much more the N.T.

writers,for that which was their highestand most permanent

work !"
the Divinest work that was ever given to men.
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Christ Himself gives the crowning Argument for all

Scripture
"

Promises to the Apostles.

This bringsus to the chief,crowning, and final argument for

the, at least,coequal truth,trustworthiness,and authorityof the

N.T. with the O.T., as also for the Divine origin,truth, and

authority of all Scriptures. It is climaxed, crowned, and con-clusively

closed for every Christian by Christ. Here, as every-where

else, all ultimatelycentres round Himself, and is finally

settled by Jehovah-Jesus in the name of Godhead. It is the Lord

Himself, and none less than He, who supremely declares and

Divinelyseals for ever the N.T. as well as the O.T. "
the whole

Bible " as the Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth for ever.

This great and significantfact,to which we have before referred,

that Christ Himself ever comes in as the chief and supreme, as

well as the " Faithful and True Witness "
at every crucial turn

and vital point in the historyof His Church, and the truths of

Revelation, to give the unique weight of His own authority,"

stands out with singularclearness and Divine decisiveness here,

and givesa solemn pause, and constrains an eager silence as we

ask, " What saith the Lord ? " As much of what He says has

been used in other connections before,the less is needed here.

But we note this here, as well as all above, not merely to prove

the co-ordinate authorityof the N.T. with the O.T. writingsand

writers,but also as an important part of the proof of the main

position" the Bible claim for both O.T. and New " ; for as what is

said of the O.T. holds a fortioriof the N.T., so what is said of

the N.T. here and elsewhere, holds also of the O.T. as two parts

of one organicGod-breathed whole. First. Mark the significant

position He holds in regard to both. He on earth attests and

seals in the most solemn and absolute way with His own per-sonal

Divine authoritythe O.T., after it is closed,and near the

beginningof His ministry(Matt.5^'^-1^),as well as often after-wards.

And when the N.T. is closing.He from heaven speaks
in its last book, and in its final words, and in a stillmore solemn

and awful manner attests and seals the N.T. and the O.T. "
the

whole Divine Book (Rev. 22^^- 1^). A most significantfact,as if

to indicate in the most impressiveway that this work of final

attestation was too momentous for anyone to do but God. It

is the King's seal afiixed by His own word and deed to the
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Divine book in the name of Godhead. And this fact is all the

more significantin the lightof the further fact that the other

leadingdivisions are similarlyclosed with specialemphasis ;" the

law in its closingbook and the opening of the next (Josh,i'^);
the prophets in its last book and chapter (Mai.4); the Gospels

with John's closingwords (John 21-^); the Epistles of Paul

with his last (2 Tim. :^^% of Peter (2 Pet. i-^ 5'^^),of John

(3 John 1-). So, finallyand most solemnly of all,by the Lord

Himself in the last words of Scripture(Rev. 2 2^^-19).
Second. His unique relation to both, as the connectingbond

and substance of O.T. and New. He is the burden of the

one, and the all in all of the other ; and unites them together

in a livingDivine-human whole, like Himself, who fulfilsand

embodies them in a perfectpersonal form
" one progressive

Revelation of co-ordinate truth and Divine authority.

Third. He Himself, with what He was, did, and suffered,is

the Divine-human personalitythat giveslifeand lightand gloryto

the whole," shiningthrough the veil of rite and symbol, typical

person and propheticprefigurationsin the O.T. more and more

unto the perfectday. And He it is who shines forth in all the

radiant glory of the Sun of Righteousnessin noonday splendour
in the N.T., fillingand floodingit all with one blaze of heavenly

light" the lightof the knowledge of the gloryof God in the face

of Jesus Christ. Therefore, both have the same character and

purpose, and all is true and Divine,like Him of which it is the

shadow and the written embodiment.

Fourth. His promises to His apostles,recorded by all the

evangelists,are as clear,varied, and decisive as it is possible
to conceive they could be, as is patent even on inspection. In

comfortingHis apostles,as He sent them forth in prospect of

being brought before rulers for His sake and the gospel's.He

promises, " I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your

adversaries shall not be able to gainsay or resist" (Luke 21^^);
" For it is not ye that speak,but the Spiritof your Father which

speaketh in you" (Matt.lo^o); "It is not ye that speak, but the

Holy Ghost" (Mark 13"). These words speak for themselves,

and when taken along with Christ's generalpromise in sending

them forth as His witnesses, " As My Father hath sent Me, so

send I you" (John 2021),they promise the apostlesthe same

equipment of the Holy Spiritto fit them for their work as He
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had for His. And as He spake His Father's words (" for the

words that ye hear are not Mine, but His that sent Me "),so

they spoke His words and the Father's by the Spiritof their

Father speaking in them " through them
"

"what the Holy Ghost

saith." And since this was promised and given them for

speaking in their own defence, which was largelypersonal and

temporal, how much more a fortiorifor what they by His Spirit

wrote for His Church for all time ;" especiallyas like the prophets

they wrote only "as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," " and

as what is written has always in Scriptureand to Christ (John 5-'")

a higher place and greater weight than what is spoken. Hence

Moses at the beginning of Revelation, and John at its close,

were often speciallydirected to write,and so more or less all

through.

In prospect of His departure,to cheer His apostleswith the

assurance of " another Comforter," who would fullyfit them for

all their work, and speciallyenable them to receive and convey a

full revelation of His Gospel, He said, " I have many thingsto

say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when

He, the Spiritof Truth, is come, He will guide you into all

truth: for He shall not speak of Himself; but whatsoever He

shall hear, that shall He speak : and He will show you thingsto

come. He shall glorifyMe : for He shall receive of Mine, and

shall show it unto you" (John i6^--i*)."But the Comforter,

which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in My

name. He shall teach you all things,and bring all thingsto your

remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you
" (John 14^^).

" But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you

from the Father, even the Spiritof Truth
. . .

He shall testify

of Me ; and ye also shall bear witness " (John i5-*^"'--"). Here is,

first,that Christ had many things to say unto them which they

could not bear then because of their incapacity,or because they

could not be understood rightlytillcertain great events happened

which would give the proper standpoints," speciallyHis death

and resurrection. Second, that Christ was to send them from the

Father the Holy Spirit,who when He came would guide them into

all truth. Hence He is twice named " The Spiritof Truth," and,

therefore,whatever He will teach them and enable them to teach,

must be the truth, and nothing but the truth. Third, He will

not speak from Himself merely, but whatsoever He hears from
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the Father and the Son, that shall He speak ; and, therefore,

what He teaches them, that they may teach all nations and ages

(Matt. 2819- -0),will be the Word of God of infalHble truth and

Divine authority. Fourth, He will bring all things to their

remembrance that Christ had taught them while He was with

them, and He would enable them to understand them in the

new lightas they had never done before," they would indeed

as they did in fact, after the resurrection and the descent

of the Spirit,become new revelations of Divine truth. Fifth,

that He would teach them thingsto come " give them, like the

O.T. prophets, the giftof prophetic illumination, so that they
would not only have a new lightcast upon His old teaching
which would make it a new revelation to them, and have many

new truths taught them that they never knew before,but they

would have revelations of future things made to them. And

all these would be true, and of Divine authority,because from

the Spiritof Truth, who only speaks what He hears from the

Father and the Son. Sixth,all this,through the supernatural
aid of the Holy Ghost, they were to have as permanent quali-fications

for the great and responsiblework they were entrusted

with as teachers, founders, and organisersof the Christian

Church throughout the world ;" and speciallyfor that supreme

part of their work
" givinga written Revelation for all men in all

ages. For, as to give this supernaturalpower to the prophetsand

not to the apostles,so to give it for their spoken words and de-fence,

which was more or less temporary and personal,and not for

their written words, which were to be a permanent and universal

Revelation of God for man's salvation,would be contrary to all

God's previous method of giving His Revelation, spoil and

abandon all when the climax and crown were being reached, for

which all the past had been preparing,and frustrate the very

purpose and the grace of God in givinga Revelation.

Christ's Promises fulfilled and Scripture finally

SEALED BY HiM.

Fifth.And all this is what was actuallyrealised,as shown

above, on and after the day of Pentecost, " when they were all

filled with the Holy Ghost, and spake as the Spiritgave them

utterance," and went forward under His Divine inspiration
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preaching and teaching the gospel, planting and organising

Churches, and writingbook after book," Gospel and Epistle,

History and Apocalypse," until the last word of the Divine Book

was written by man, and sealed by God as the Word of the

Lord that liveth and abideth for ever, and has ever since been

re-sealed by the Spiritof God in the souls of men as it quickened
them into eternal life,and made them children of God.

Sixth. To give His apostles'words the greater weight and

finaUty,He put them on a level with His own words in truth and

authority;and identifies them with Himself as His own in these

solemn and majesticutterances, " He that receiveth you, receiveth

Me ; and he that receiveth Me, receiveth Him that sent Me. He

that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet,shall receive a

prophet'sreward " (Matt. lo'^O)," putting the apostleson a level

with the O.T, prophets,as in Rev. 22"^and 2 Pet. 3^. " He that

heareth you, heareth Me ; and he that despiseth you, despiseth
Me ; and he that despiseth Me, despiseth Him that sent Me "

(Luke lo^*'). "Whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear

your words
. . .

verilyI say unto you, It shall be more tolerable

for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for" these

(Matt. lo^^-^^). Seventh. And He puts the keystone into and the

final Divine seal on the whole in these most solemn and awful

words, with which He closes the Book of God, whose words will

judge every man at the last day. Rev. 22^^"^","For I testify

unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this

book, If any man shall add unto these things,God shall add

unto him the plagues that are written in this book : and if any

man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy,

God shall take away his part out of the book of life,and out of

the holy city,and from the thingswhich are written in this book.

He that testifieththese thingssaith.Surely I come quickly."

Such then is the teachingof Christ on Holy Scripture," the

clearest,fullest,sharpest,and most decisive ever given. And

surelyitdemonstrates,if language, usage, and attitude can prove

anything, at least that all Scriptureis the Word of God " true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority. The truth and authorityof

His teaching on this radical religiousquestion may be and is

denied now ; but it is unquestionable that this is His teaching,

and with this prime Bible claim He and His religion,and all

authorityin religion,stand or fall,as next Book shows.



BOOK II

IS CHRIST INFALLIBLE AS A TEACHER?

CHAPTER I.

THE SERIOUSNESS OE THE QUESTION, AND

WHEN IT IS RAISED.

Ay, that is the question ! That is the serious and ahnost

alarming question which is inevitablyand avowedly raised in

recent controversies concerning Scripture in these last times.

Who would have thought that such a question could have ever

been seriouslyraised in the Christian Church? Who would

have believed that the Divine authority,and infallible truthful-ness

of her Divine and adored Lord could have been called in

question in this late age of the Christian era, by those professing
to call Him Lord and Saviour? Who would have imagined,

even a few years ago, that such a question could have now been

discussed, or asked, by any in anyway calling themselves by

His name and worshipping Him as their God? Time was, and

that but recently,when the very raisingof such a question would

throughout Christendom have aroused a storm of holy indig-nation,

and would have been regarded as blasphemy.

What the Question precisely is and raises.

For be it observed that the question is 7iot whether Christ is

God ; for many who, while claiming the name of Christian, have

answered that question in the negative," such as the Unitarians

and Arians, while denying His Divinity,they have yet owned
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His supreme authority and maintained His inerrancy as a

teacher. Nor is it whether Christ is our Redeemer ; for many

of various names who have denied this have nevertheless acknow-ledged

the supremacy and infallibilityof His teaching. But the

question raised now is the deeper and more fundamental one :

whether Christ,God or not, Redeemer or not, is to be regarded

and deferred to as an infaUible teacher in religiousthings" a

teacher from whose decision there is no appeal;"
whether His

words, when truly ascertained and rightlyunderstood, do not

settle all controversies on the religioussubjects on which He

has spoken ? And, further,if He is not the source and seat of

authorityin religion,then who is? what is ? Is there,how can

there be, any inerrant or real authorityat all ? These are the

serious issues. and vital questions raised in recent controversies

which urgentlypress for a satisfactorysolution.

How THE Question has been raised.

It is also most significantto observe /iozt"they have arisen.

They have been raised not directly,but indirectly.They have

not arisen from a direct study of these questions in the lightof

Scriptureteaching; for long ago Scripturewas supposed to be

so clear and decisive on them that they were held to have been

for ever settled on the authorityof God speaking in His Word.

But as this seemed plainly to oppose the theories of certain

speculatorson religioussubjects,and the conclusions of a certain

class of Bible critics,and as Jesus unquestionablyappeared to

stand most decisivelyby the Scriptureagainst such critics and

speculators.He seemed to block the way to the triumph of their

views. Therefore He must be removed, and His absolute

authorityas a religiousteacher questioned,and, if need be, set

aside or qualifiedon such subjects. The truthfulness and in-errancy

of His teaching,too, must be abandoned or modified,so

as to accord with the supposed results of criticism,science,and

philosophy. Thus this crucial question, which underlies and

largelysettles all other questions,is raised,not as a direct,but

as a side issue,and is the natural result of men's supposed dis-coveries

on other collateral subjects. Thus the Divine authority

and infallible truthfulness of Him who is "the Truth" comes

to be sacrificed to the supposed infallibilityof the unproved
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assumptions, oft-changing,contradictoryresults,and ever-varying

exigenciesof rationalistic criticism and speculativephilosophy.

If Nor Inm-ai,i,ii!1.k,can Hk v.k Divine?

But directly or indirectly,intentionallyor unintentionally,

this most momentous question, on which all other questions

depend, and by which they are largelysettled,has been raised ;

and having been raised, rightlyor wrongly, it must be faced

seriously and followed honestly, lead us where it may. We

must therefore ask, " Is it not possiblethat the Church may

have been mistaken in supposing her Lord to have been in-

falUble in His teaching and Divine in His person?" for the

denial of the one seems inevitablyin the ultimate issue to carry

with it the denial of the other, although the denial of the last has

not always been followed by the denial of the first.

Does appeal to His own Words avail?

And should appeal be made to His own words and claim, is

this of much avail ? For is it not part of the teaching of many of

those with whom we are at issue that it is difficult,if not impos-sible,

to determine with certaintywhat His words and claims were,

on account of the uncertainty as to the origin,authorship,date, or

authority of the Gospel records thereof? and because of the un-reliability

and alleged indefinite erroneousness of the Scriptures?

Are we not, indeed, by the very theory deprived of the materials

and conditions for the determination of this all-importantques-tion,

or, indeed, of any important Bible doctrine whatever?

Even if we should be able to gather from the general trend or

substance of Christ's words, as recorded in Scriptures,what His

teaching and claims were, and that He did claim for Himself

Divinity and infallibility,may it not now be asked, without

blasphemy or presumption, whether He Himself was not mis-taken

in His claims as to the infallibilityof His teaching and

the Divinity of His Person ? After all,is it not possiblethat

both the Church and the Church's Lord have been mistaken in

this matter as in others ; and is not our faith,therefore, vain ?
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Is APPEAL TO His Miracles valid ?

And should it be attempted to avoid such a paralysingcon-clusion

by adducing His miracles in support of His claims, is

this line of defence to much purpose, or indeed available justly

at all,to those from whose principlesand contentions these

tremendous consequences seem to follow ? For is it not usually

a prominent part of their teachingthat the argument from His

miracles in proof of the truth of His claims is behind the age

and untenable, or at least inadequate,and of littleweight and

no real validityin the lightof modern science and philosophy?

Nay, on the contrary, does not the notorious fact that Christ

so often appealed to His miracles,and laid so much stress on

them in proof of His Divine mission and claims, serve to con-firm

the presumption that He was mistaken ; since,according to

these critics,this line of evidence and His way of layingstress

on it,though perhaps impressive in a superstitiousage, has in

our enlightened time been discredited and become untenable ?

and, because never reallyvalid,has at length vanished like a

dream of the night before the infallible criticism and unique

lightof the nineteenth century !

Or to Fulfilment of Prophecy?

It is of equallylittleavail,even were it legitimate,for them to

have recourse to the evidence for His claims from the literal ful-filment

of prophecy. For is it not usuallyanother part of their

critical attitude and teaching,that prophecy, properlyso called,

and the predictionby supernaturalinspirationof future events,

was never uttered,but only sagacious"forecasts,"sage prognos-tications

from generalprinciplesand keen penetration? There-fore,

there never could have been real fulfilment ; while as for

literal fulfilments of prophecy, wh}',according to them, such

thingsnever existed,nor ever could have existed,except in the

vain imaginations of excitable men in an uncritical age, and

were the pure products of ignorance,imagination,or superstition.

The very possibilityof literal fulfilment of prophecy is,on their

theory of an indefinitelyerroneous Bible, excluded; because

that necessarilyrequiresentire reliabilityand literal precisionin

the corresponding parts"
like a mosaic or dovetailing. And
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since the apostles,and even Christ Himself, speak and reason

at length on many fulfilments of prophecy in Christ, and give

numerous examples of literalfulfilments in the inspiredwritings

of the N.T., it therefore,of course, follows that in these,which

together form a large part of the teaching of Christ and His

apostles,both they and He were mistaken ; and must not our

faith in them and in Him be aQ;ainvain?

Or to His Incarnation and Resurrection?

Even were they, to avoid the consequences, to retreat, as

some of them would, to what has been called the very root and

citadel of the Christian faith," the incarnation and resurrection

of Christ," is itnot for them, on their views,a futile retreat ? P"or

these are miracles,and according to them miracles have become

discredited as evidences of Christianity.Besides, they have to

be proved to be true. But how, on their principlesand con-tentions,

can the miracle of the incarnation be proved " say, in

answer to Professor Max Miiller,Tyler, and other religious

evolutionists,who would relegateit to the category of legends

common to the originof all religions? As for the miracle of

the resurrection,why, on their theory of an indefinitelyerroneous

record," a Scriptureunreliable and untrue in an indefinite num-ber

of things," the proof of it seems impossible,or at least the

allegeddiscrepanciesand contradictions in the narratives of it,

which their theory of Scripturerequires them to admit, would

seem to justifythe refusal to receive the resurrection as a fact.

Indeed, it is on this ground that many do rejectit,and with it

Christianity; as, for example, Professor Huxley, who, while

declaringthat he could not as scientist and agnostic rejectit

on the ground that miracles are impossible,yet says he could not

receive it as true on the evidence "
the allegeddiscrepanciesand

contradictions in the narratives bearing a most importantpart in

the supposed unsatisfactoriness of the evidence on which Huxley

rejectsit. While as for Matthew Arnold, this he thinks warrants

him to speak of " the fable of the resurrection forming on the

Gospel page."

If,then, Christ is not risen,or if the proof of His resurrection

is insufficient,once more is not our faith vain or unwarrantable ?

And since the apostles and writers of the N.T. founded and
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propagated Christianityon the fact and faith of the resurrection,

then in this were they not dupes or deceivers ; and, through

this mistake or unwarrantable assumption of theirs,did they not

mislead the world " the countless multitudes who in every age

have lived and died in the faith of Christ ? And since Christ

Himself also believed in, and often foretold,His resurrection,

and also told His enemies
"

the Pharisees "
that when this event

had, after their liftingup of Him, taken place, they would

know that He was the Messiah and the Son of God ;" then, if He

did not rise,or if the proof of His resurrection was not sufficient

to warrant belief in it," as the theory of an indefinitelyerroneous

Scripturewould permit and enable opponents to show, " then,

once more, is not our faith vain, and Christianityuntrustworthy,

unwarrantable, and unreasonable : and agnosticism,or the re-jection

of the Christian faith,right,reasonable, and requisite.

Distinguish Christian Critics from Anti-

supernaturalists.

Before statingor urging these consequences further,it is just

and necessary to distinguishbetween the positivebeliefs and

standpoints of those who, from different reasons and even

opposite motives, agree in results which, because all denying

more or less the truthfulness and trustworthiness of Scripture,

raise the fundamental question of Christ's infallibilityand author-ity,

with such tremendous issues therefrom as have been indicated.

Some religiousevolutionists,like Professor Max Miiller,Tylor,

and others,boldlyand avowedly profess to explain all religions,

the Hebrew and Christian included, by mere natural evolution,

and attribute the originand development of all religiousideas to

purely natural causes, and exclude supernaturalintervention or

Divine Revelation in their production altogether" in their case

the question of the truthfulness of Scripture,or the infallibility

of Christ's teaching in connection therewith, scarcely calls for

serious consideration ; for these are ignored and excluded by

their fundamental position,distinctive principles,and speculative

methods.

The rationalistic criticsalso,like Reuss, Wellhausen, Kuenen,

etc., on literaryand critical grounds exclude the supernatural,

properlyso called,and attribute the alleged misplacement of the
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Law and the Prophets,and consequent misrepresentationsthere-from

arising,to the pious fraud of the priestlycompilers,with

a view to priestlyaggrandisement. Were this a mere literary

problem as to the transpositionof the Law and the Prophets, it

would be a legitimatequestion for Biblical criticism,which might
be discussed within certain limits,and found to possess a large
element of truth,quiteconsistent with the truthfulness of Scrip-ture

and the belief in the infallibilityof Christ's teaching. But

when the writers of Scripture are, as in this case, charged with

deliberate imposture with a view to personal worldly ends,

there is an end to all legitimatecriticism of Holy Writ. Its

truthfulness and trustworthiness and Divine authorityare ipso

facto denied, the moral and spiritualvalue of the Bible is

evacuated, its claim to be the Word of God in any real sense is

falsified,and Christ's testimony to it as such is set at nought as

ignorance or imposture" either of which is equallyfatal to His

infallibilityand authorityas a teacher. It is quitein accordance

with this for such critics to call the legislativeparts of the

Pentateuch priestlyimposture,and much of the historical part,

with Reuss, "bare fiction"; or to say, with Wellhausen, "There

is not a word of truth in it," and generally,with Kuenen,

to allege that the history of Israel, which is the root and

type of the religionof Christ,was simply the highestform of

ancient religionevolved naturallyby man from his own con-sciousness

and environment, without any specialsupernaturalaid.

From all these,however, we must carefullydistinguishthose

Christian critics who, while accepting many of the results of

modern criticism,entirelyrepudiate such unbelief,maintain the

supernaturalin our religion,and stand firmlyby what are called

the great verities of the Christian faith. They give a unique

place to the Bible in religiousliterature as containinga Divine

Revelation,and hesitate to challenge directlythe final authority
of Christ as a Divine and infallible teacher. Later on it will be

shown that even these, if they deny the truthfulness of Scripture,

or assert or assume its indefinite erroneousness, as many do, are

in the ultimate issue logicallyand irresistiblydriven to deny the

infallibilityof Jesus as a teacher, as also His true Divinityas a

person, and even His plenary inspirationas a man, with all the

disastrous issues. But meantime it is but just to recognise the

radical difference between them and all those who in any way
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exclude the supernatural and practicallyrejectthe religionof

the Bible.

When and where is the serious Question raised?

It is important also to discriminate preciselywhere this

serious question is necessarilyraised, and where it is not ; for

unquestionablymistakes have been made, and extreme untenable

positionstaken up, by opposing partiesin this controversy. The

Anti-orthodox have erred in raisingit only when it was too late,

after they had settled their critical conclusions without any

regard to it,and then only as a side issue arisingout of these

conclusions, and not as a separate, independent, and primary

question on its own proper evidence. On the other hand, the

ultra-orthodox have often raised the question much too early,

and on minor matters where it was not necessary to raise itat all ;

and have sounded the false alarm in such a way that when the

place of real ground for alarm was reached, it became difficult

for those most deeply interested to distinguishbetween the real

and the false.

Seldom on Questions of Authorship.

Let it then be distinctlyunderstood that,in our opinion,this

serious question does not ordinarilyarise in connection with

the human authorship of the books or parts of the books of

Scripture; for obviously one inspiredwriter might be used for it

as well as another, and only in cases where the authorship is

unequivocallydeclared could this questionarise. Even then we

must not forget that a book may still bear an author's name,

though materiallyaltered by subsequent editingand adapting to

later conditions " the book being in substance his,though it may

not be in the form in which it would have come originallyfrom

his hand. A famous case of this kind arose in the discussion in

the Free Church of Scotland in connection with Dr. W. Robert-son

Smith's views as to the authorshipof Deuteronomy, in which

the extreme views on opposite sides were exposed, and the now

current and generallyaccepted view maintained, that while in

spiritand essence, in substance or principles,the book is Mosaic,

yet as we have it is not in the form it would have come
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from Moses
" especiallyin the legislativeparts ; but Mosaic

principleswere developed, adapted, and added to by later in-spired

writers or writer to meet later needs and conditions,and

different documents used in itscomposition,which plainlyreveal

themselves in our present Deuteronomy.
Nor should we, as is so often done, overlook the fact that the

literarymethods of these earlytimes and Eastern peoples were

exceedinglydifferent in many respects from ours ; and, conse-quently,

what would be thought unpardonable among us was not

unknown among them " such as connecting the names of dis-tinguished

men with books which might not be their actual

productions,but only substantial expressionsof their principles
and spirit.There could, for example, not be a greater mistake

than to judge of and measure the writingsof the ancient Hebrew

Scripturesby our Englishliteraryideas and methods in the nine-teenth

century. Consequently,it is only in cases where a clear

and unquestionable authorship is established and declared in a

particularinstance by Christ or some inspiredwriter,that the

question of the truthfulness of Scriptureor the infallibilityof

Christ can arise.

Or on the Dates or Method of Composition

OF Books.

The case is similar as to the dates of Bible books. There

is often much uncertaintyabout these,and though the original

may be much earlier than the date given to the writingin the

form in which it has come down to us, it does not follow that

the truth of Scriptureis impugned by ascribingthe latest form

of it to the latest date.

So also with the method of composition. The truthfulness

of Scripture,or the authorityof Christ,is not at all affected by
the assertion that Moses, or any other inspiredwriter,used
various materials,found in sundry ancient documents, embody-ing

primitivetraditions,in the composition of a Biblical book ;

for this is only what we should expect " what seems as a matter

of fact to have been done, and is,in substance,what Luke de-clares

he did in the composition of his Gospel. But as the use,

expression,and embodiment of that material were inspiredby
the Holy Spirit,to set forth the Divine Revelation accordingto

15
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the mind of God, " as God would have it," the truthfulness and

authorityof Scriptureare in no way compromised thereby.

Nor can it be too stronglyemphasised that it is only of the

originalScriptures,properlyinterpreted,that infallible truth and

Divine authorityare predicated. Nothing but untold confusion

and pervertingprejudice have been created by the crude and

absurd idea that this is affirmed of any version or translation.

It is of the Scripture as originallygiven by inspirationof God,

and of that alone, that any intelligentadvocate predicatesun-erring

truthfulness and Divine authority; and the frequent de-claration

of this fact ought to have long ago put an end to

persistentmisrepresentations,of which the perpetuators might

well be ashamed.

Not on traditional Interpretations, only on the

ORIGINAL Scriptures.

Still greater misconception has arisen, and much needless

alarm aroused, by confounding the truthfulness of Scripturewith

traditional interpretationsof it. Hence, when these have been

assailed and abandoned, many have inriaginedthat it was the

Bible truth itself which was being attacked and destroyed ;

whereas it was not the Word of God at all,but only the tradi-tions

of men that were being exploded and swept away " a pro-cess

that must be continuallygoing on ifthe Word of God is to be

kept pure and entire. There is a continual tendency to conceal,

overcrust, and thereby pervert the truth of God by the traditions

of men ; and there is no more imperativenecessityfor those who

would reach the Eternal Rock " the Living Word " to drink there-from

the pure water of lifefreely,than remorselessly,but wisely,

to clear away all these traditions and traditional interpretationsof

men, so far as they hide the truth,or hinder us hearing the very

voice, and feelingthe very heart of God, breathingand beating

through His inspiredWord.

The precise Point at which the supreme

Question arises.

It is only of the original̂ ^'ord,then, freed from all errors of

transcription,translation,and interpolation,and that ^^'ord so
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trulyinterpretedthat we have ascertained its real meaning and

realised the very voice and mind of God therein,that infallible

truthfulness and Divine authorityare predicable or predicated.

But when we have ascertained these, what we have is the truth

and nothing but the truth of God. It is here, preciselyhere,

that we come to the parting of the ways between God's truth

and man's error. Just at this very point we arrive at the ridge

of the range of investigation,on the one side of which is the very

truth of God, and nothing else than truth ; and on the other side

of which is mere human speculation,and the ever varying,never

certain,and always errant opinion of men. Truth and error, it

has been well said,come sometimes as near to each other as the

opposite sides of a razor. Perhaps no case in the history of

theologicaldiscussion so well illustrates this as the present ; and

in nothing,perhaps,is it so patentlyand solemnly evident as in

connection with our Lord's teaching as to Scripture.

Testimony of leading Scholars and Theologians

as to the true position.

One large class of critics,among whom may be reckoned

many of the foremost Biblical scholars and highestauthorities in

criticalquestionsof to-day,claim, and rightlyclaim, full liberty
for criticism on all questions connected with Scripture and

religion; and yet hold with strongest conviction and deepest

reverence that on any matter connected therewith on which our

Lord has expressed His mind, there is,and ought to be, an end

of controversy. They maintain that His words, when we have

reallyfound them, and properly interpretedthem, " so as to

have truly arrived at what He meant by them, " settle,and

should settle,the questions for every Christian and every

reverent student of Scripture. This, too, is said, not merely

when referringto moral and religiousquestions, properly so

called
"

for example, all matters of faith and duty ; but also on

all Biblical and other questions on which He has clearlygiven

His mind, if He has done so ; in fact,that He spake the truth,

and nothing but the truth, on every matter of every kind on

which He ever spake ; and that when we truly know and ascer-tain

the meaning of His words, on any matter whatever, religious,

moral. Biblical,historical,or any kind of subject,there is nothing
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but infallible truth in every statement that He ever made, every

reference or allusion He ever introduced, and every word He ever

spake. Consequently, there is an authoritative settlement of every

controversy, question,matter, or fact on which He has clearly

expressed His mind, if he has reallyexpressed His own mind.

Some of these critics,too, are among the most learned and

advanced on Biblical questionsof our age, and have made some

of the ablest and most valuable contributions to Biblical criticism,

theologicalliterature,and apologeticdefence in this or any land.

Let me mention only Professor Dr. Robertson Smith, whose

scholarship and abilityno one will question,and whom few,

certainlynone of those whose errors we oppose, will charge with

claiming, or exercising,too littlelibertyin Biblical criticism,or

in arrivingat insufficientlyadvanced results. In his own defence

on the questions connected with Deuteronomy he stated, as

alreadyreferred to :"

" If I thought that anything in my views,

whether in themselves so far true or false,impugned the truth or

authorityof the teaching of our Lord, I should feel myself on

dangerous and untenable ground ; but it is only a very strained

exegesis that can even appear to make this out." He also

stated :
" I am willingto have my views tested even by the

strictest views of plenary inspiration."He also condemns the

now prevalentview that the Bible only cotifaiiisthe Word of God

along with an indefinite number of other things not God's Word.

" People now say that Scripturecontains God's Word, when they

mean that part of the Bible is the Word of God and another

part is the word of man. That is not the doctrine of our

Churches, which hold that the substance of all Scriptureis God's

Word. What is not part of the record of God's Word is no

part of Scripture." And he repudiates the idea of questioning,

far more of "rejecting the supreme authority of our Lord."

These words indicate the true and reverent positionfor every

earnest student of the Divine Word to take up. And surely the

lengths to which he has, nevertheless,felt himself free to go in

Bible criticism,in various directions, ought to satisfyevery

reverent student of the Word of God that the maintainingof the

truthfulness of Scripture,and the infallibilityof Christ as a

teacher, may be quite consistent with the fullest freedom of

Biblical criticism,and might for ever silence the vain cant of a

vaunting,would-be advanced criticism.
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Advanced Criticism falsely so called.

Advanced criticism ! Why, the criticism that assails the truth-fulness

of Scripture,or impugns the infallibilityof Christ, is not

advanced but retrograde," not only destructive but self-destruc-tive

; and, in the final issue,a stultification and annihilation of

all criticism whatever; " inasmuch as it discredits the materials

and destroysthe basis on which it rests, and which alone gives

value to it,or its results,or any sense to criticism. To this con-clusion

all the second class of critics must come at last,however

they may in other things differ from each other. Nor can the

least rationalistic of them easilyor logicallystop short of this,"

with all the tremendous issues involved therein,indicated above.

All who from any cause or on any ground deny that the Bible "

the whole Bible ("allScripture")" is true, trustworthy,and of

Divine authority; and consequentlyassert itsindefinite erroneous-

ness and unauthoritativeness," -which is simply the converse, "

may without any inconsistency,and must, by sheer logical

necessity,deny its infallibilityor Divine authorityin everything.

Because the Bible claims this for itself,for all Scripture,as can

be demonstrated ; and makes this the basis of all its other claims,

and the ground of the belief of all its particulartruths.

Therefore, if this,its fundamental claim, is proved to be

false,its whole veracityand authorityare of necessitydestroyed

and gone. It cannot, therefore,be the Word of God at all,in

any sense ; for it is surelya first and necessary postulateof all

religionand ethics,that the God of truth cannot lie. It can only

be the false and fabricated word of erring,or unveracious, or

audacious men. The only possibleway to escape from this

conclusion is to show that the Bible does not make this claim

for itself,and to overthrow all the overwhelming mass of evidence

which proves that it does. But this our opponents have never

yet done, " never even attempted to do, and never can do. The

very attempt to do so would be the most effectual way to convince

them of its impossibility.And since our Lord endorses this

claim of Scripture,and, by words that cannot be evaded, declares

its truthfulness and Divine authorityin the most explicitand

emphatic manner, " in words that are as if "written with the

point of a diamond, and with lead in the rock for ever,"" yea,

postulatesit,and in His own invariable practiceproceeds upon
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the assumption of its truth
as beyond question ;

it follows as a

simple and irresistible logical necessity that all who deny or

question this claim must deny or cjuestion Christ's infallibility

and Divine authority as a teacher, and assert the erroneousness

and falsity of His teaching. No wonder that Dr. W. Robertson

Smith, recognising this, and realising the seriousness of it, should

have used the solemn and weighty words already referred to, as

to the dangerousness and untenableness of the ground of those

that would dare to impugn or question the truth
or authority of

the teaching of
our

Lord. To the
same

effect others of the fore-most

biblical scholars and greatest theologians write
on

this

crucial question
"

such
as

Dr. Liddon, Dr. Dorner, Dr. Westcott,

Dr. Ellicott. See Appendix.

Note.
"

" A sincere and intelligent belief in the Divinity of Jesus Christ

obliges us to bcHeve that Jesus Christ, as a Teaclier, is infallible. To charge

Him with
error

is to deny that lie is God
. . .

;
unless God

can
Himself

succumb to error, or can consent to deceive His reasonable creatures. The

man
who sincerely believes that Jesus Christ is God will not doubt that

His
every

word standeth
sure,

and that whatever has been sanctioned and

sealed by His
supreme authority is independent of, and unassailable by, the

fallible judgment of His creatures respecting it."
"

Dr. Liddon, Our Lord'
s

irn'inily, pp. 453, 472.



CHArTER II.

THE ALLEGED GROUNDS IN SCRIPTURE OF

CHRIST'S FALLIBILITY, AND THEIR MANE

FEST ERRONEOUSNESS.

Thk only possible way to avoid this tremendous conclusion,

with all the fearful consequences thereof to a world whose

supreme need is an infallible teacher, is to prove that Christ

does not sanction that Bible claim ; and, therefore, of necessity

to explain away all the evidence and argument by which it is

established that He did. The very attempt to do this would

best convince them of its force and unanswerableness. So

stronglyhas this been felt that candid Rationalistic critics have

been constrained to admit the truth of it,and have frankly

owned that the plain meaning of Christ's words and Christ's

way of regarding and usingScripturewas inconsistent with their

critical conclusions ; and that, in fact,Jesus regarded and used

the Bible as the believingplain man does. Nevertheless,

adhering to these conclusions they have, though reluctantly,and

at first with hesitation and not a little delicacy, at length

deliberatelytaken up the positionthat Christ was not infallible

as a teacher, and have avowedly proceeded to prove and

explain it.

Whatever may be thought of the proof and the explanations,

it is all-importantto note the admission that Christ did stand by

the Bible as such, and did recognise its truthfulness and Divine

authority. With it,therefore,He stands or falls. Accordingly,

some of these critics,desiring to uphold His Divinity,and to

preserve His authorityas a teacher in many respects, have

endeavoured to explainhow, consistentlywith errors or mistakes

in some of His teaching and utterances, His Divinity might

stillbe maintained, and His teaching in other respects received
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as authoritative. To their credit be it said,some of them have

done their best to do so, and have evinced an earnest and

commendable desire to speak of Him, and of everythingdirectly

connected with Him, with a reverence that reveals the depth of

the impression He has made on the minds of all earnest men ;

and the seriousness,if not the perilousness,of even appearing to

question or to qualifyHis infallibilityor authority. Others, it

must be said, have evinced no such reverence, carefulness,or

realisation of the momentousness of the issues at stake, but with

a reckless,almost contemptuous, audacity have rushed on to

the full and fatal termination. But whether with reverence or

irreverence,carefulness or rashness, to this conclusion they have

come, this avowal they have made, and this positionthey have

sought to establish,explain,and defend as best they could.

I. Christ's Nescience (Mark 13^-)no Ground for

INFERENCE OF ErRANCY OR ErROR IN TEACHING.

The more cautious and reverent have sought Scripture

support for their theories,and have even quoted a single

sentence from Christ Himself that seemed to favour their con-tention

:
" Of that day,and that hour, knoweth no man, no, not

the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father"

(Mark 13^-). But surelyit is not only "a very strained,"but a

very strange and significantexegesis that could draw support

from such an utterance for such a doctrine," especiallywhen it is

againstthe whole tone, tenor, and explicitteaching of Scripture

on the subject. Taking these words even as they stand, they

are surelysufificientlyexplainedby sayingeither that Christ,as a

teacher,had received no message to deliver from the Father as

to the precisedate of the judgment day ; or that,as a man, this

had not been revealed to His human consciousness.

But how from this such a doctrine could be deduced as that

Christ was not infallible,but erroneous in His teaching,or how

it could be supposed to favour the idea that He might and did

err in any statement that He made on any question,is amazing.

It can be explainedonly by the exegeticalcrudeness and loose-ness

of thinkingof such critics,or by the pervertinginfluence of

critical prejudice,the wish being father to the thought. Why,

these words teach, or imply,absolutelynothing in favour of such
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a view ; and give not a shadow of a foundation for such a

doctrine.

THE TEXT IMPLIES HIS INFALLIBILITY IN HIS TEACHING.

On the contrary, if they teach anything on the subject of

Christ's infaUibiUty,they seem to teach, as near as may be, just

the opposite. For if when any such thing was not at any time

within the range of Christ's human consciousness, or not given

to Him, as a teacher, to deHver as a message from His Father,

He took care to say nothing on the subject, but frankly and

expressly declared this," then, surely this implies"yfr^/,that

He never spake except what was given Him by His Father, as

He elsewhere explicitlystates ; and, therefore, only what was

both truthful and of Divine authority; second, that when He did

make a pronouncement or utterance on any subject whatever, it

was both true and authoritative ; and should, therefore, be

decisive and final on the subject,as the Divine utterance of the

Father through the Son. He Himself said so to the Jews and

His disciplesthat the words that He spake to them were not His,

but the Father's that sent Him
"

what He heard from the Father

(John yi*'S^i^ 12^9 1410.24 jy8)_ Thus their own chief and only

direct text, when properly interpreted, instead of a proof,

is a refutation of their doctrine, and a confirmation of the

opposite " even Christ's infallibilityand Divine authority as a

teacher.

2. Christ's Mental and Moral Development. No

Reason to infer his Fallibility or Error as a

Teacher.

Equally futile is it to seek support for their view from those

texts that teach the mental and moral development of the Man

Christ Jesus, such as :
" He grew in wisdom and in stature, and

in favour with God and man" (Luke 2^-). "To make the

Captain of our salvation perfect through suffering"(Heb. 2^*^).

"Though He were a Son, yet learned He obedience by the

things which He suffered,"etc. (Heb. 5^).
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HIS REAL HUMANITY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT A GREAT AND

PRECIOUS FACT, MUCH LOST AND UNREALISED.

Doubtless the mental development and the moral growth of

Christ taught in these and other passages are an important and

preciouspart of Divine Revelation, the value of which has been

all too little,and far too slowly recognised. Indeed, by the

Church generally it has hitherto been largelyunreaUsed, and,

if not ignored, it has been practically,though not formally,

denied, and not reallybelieved or practicallyentered into and

acted on as if fact. Yea, so much has this been the mental

attitude and habit of the Church generally,that were some, who

would by many be regarded as unduly tenacious of the things

most surely believed among us, to proclaim all that they believe,

have thought, and felt,and which they have learned from

Scripture and found infinitelyprecious in their own spiritual

experience, in regard to the real humanity of Christ, the

probabilityis that they would by most Christians be regarded as

unsound in the faith,if not prosecuted for heresy. The Church

being above all thingsconcerned to maintain the Divinityof our

Lord, and having become, through long-standingcontroversy,
almost morbidly sensitive as to anything that might seem to

encroach upon this doctrine,has been unconsciously inclined to

the oppositeextreme ; and has largelyignored,or left unexplored,

and practicallynot realised,the real and veritable humanity of

Christ " with all the blessed infinitudes of grace and truth, of

lightand comfort implied therein.

THE CHRIST OF THE GOSPELS AND EPISTLES INTENSELY HUMAN

WHILE TRULY DIVINE.

Anxious supremely to preserve Christ's Divinity,she has

largelylost, or lost sight of. His humanity ; and replaced the

true, tender, most sympathetic,and intenselyhuman Son of

Man of the Gospels by the Divine but distant,the unrealisable

and somewhat artificialSon of God of a cold dogmatic theology.

Thus men have not only lost much of the blessed personal

fascination of the Man Christ Jesus,but also failed to appreciate,

or realise fully,or utilise adequately the fulness of Godhead

treasured up in Him for us ; because not approached through
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the avenue and appropriatedthrough the instrumentaUty of His

true humanity. How few trulybeUeve that Jesus greiv in wisdom

as He greiv in stature, "
that He increased in knowledge just as

we do, "
that His human mind developed from infancyto boy-hood,

and from boyhood to manhood, in preciselythe same

way, and by the use of the same means as ours ! How few

realise that He learned anything,least of all that He learned

obedience "
that the habit of active obedience to the will of God

was formed, and confirmed into an active lifeprincipleby Him,

by the common process of obeying and suffering,justas with us !

To how many is itactual fact that He was made perfect,really

perfectedin moral character," disciplinedby sufferingas we are ?

and that not merely officiallyas our High Priest,but personally

perfected as a man "
His personal perfectationbeing the basis

and means of His officialperfection? How many reallytake in

the truth and fulness of true humanity in that deep and un-qualified

declaration that in all things it behoved Him to be

made like unto His brethren ? He was in all pointstempted

like as we are (Heb. 2^' 4^^^^ Yet the perfectionof His priest-hood

is expressly based upon this identity of nature and

similarityof experiencewith ours,
" that He might be a merciful

and faithful High Priest" (Heb. 2^'). How few practically

believe that Christ reallyhad all our infirmities,and passed

through all our trials," though Scripture explicitlystates that

" Himself took our infirmities,"that " He was touched with a

feelingof our infirmities,and bore our sickness," and " that He

was in all thingstempted like as we are
" !

ITS SPIRITUAL VALUE IN CHRISTIAN p:XPERIENCE.

The whole Gospel history is largelyan illustration of this

fact " yea, the real use of the record of Christ's temptation,and

the meaning and value of His example to us, depend upon His

beingessentiallythe same as we are, both in nature and experi-ence.

Indeed, without this His humanity is to us largelyan

empty unreality,His incarnation a phantasy, His example of

littlesignificance.His resistance of temptation a semblance, His

human sympathy an untouching shadow; and all the infinite

preciousness of Jesus as a sympathising Saviour, because a

veritable brother-Man, which alone heals the wounds of a bleed-
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surprise,if not Uke a heresy, to be told that Jesus, as a man,

was as trulydependent as we are on the providence of God and

His own diligencefor the supply of His own bodily wants ; and

dependent on the Holy Spirit,and the diligentuse of all the

means of grace " prayer, the study of Scripture, meditation

attendance on church and religiousordinances" for the com-fort,

cultivation,and nourishment of His own soul, and the

sustaining and developing of His own spirituallife ? And yet

this seems to be the true teaching of Scripture,and the real

meaning of His habits of prayer, study of Scripture,meditation,

and use of ordinances. They were a moral and spiritual

necessityto the man Christ Jesus as they are of every man that

would become like Him. It is what seems necessarilyinvolved

in His real humanity, what is plainlyand repeatedlyexpressed in

Scripture reference, and what to us imparts a profound signi-ficance,

and infinite preciousness to His whole life as we, like

Him, " fightthe good fight of faith, and lay hold upon the

eternal life."

In fact,it appears that Jesus did all that He did as Man and

Saviour, attained all that He attained in character and service,

overcame all that He overcame in trial and temptation, and

accomphshed all that He accomplished for God and man, " not

because of His Divinityonly (though that is implied),but simply

by the use of the same spiritualmeans, and under the power of

the same Holy Spirit,that we may receive in the same way as

He did in answer to prayer. By the power of the Spiritand the

use of the means of grace, He knew and taught the truth, re-sisted

temptation, overcame Satan, wrought miracles, cast out

devils, did His entire work as Prophet, Priest, and King

(Luke 4^^),developed His own spirituallife,perfected His own

character, lived His whole life,and finished all His work. From

His first conscious act and recorded utterance onwards to His

first public discourse,"
when He Himself attributed all the work

He had come to do, in fulfilment of prophecy, to the Spirit,"

righton through His whole life till the last crowning act, when

He, " through the eternal Spirit,offered Himself without spot to

God" " all, all was accomphshed, by the power of the same

Spirit,and by the use of the same means, as we may have in the

same way.
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This gives a vast scope and significanceto that pregnant

Divine utterance "

" In all things it behoved Him to be made

like unto His brethren." It makes Jesus intenselyreal and

infinitelyprecious. It brings Him very near to us, into living

contact with us, makes Him trulyone of ourselves" our verit-able

Brother-man while our true eternal God. It makes His

whole lifeinstinct with meaning and full of inspirationto us as

men ; and gives every fragment and fibre of the Gospel narra-tives

an inestimable value. It is no heresy, but a priceless,

though much neglected,portion of Divine Revelation, which has

been found unspeakably preciousin Christian experience,enab-ling

us to get into livingtouch with Jesus in everything; and

thereby to realise and appropriate the fulness of Godhead

dwelling for us in Him.

ITS DOCTRINAL IMPORTANCE.

It is the true securityagainst both Unitarian and Human-itarian

heresy,and the best means of recallingthe Church from

the practicalheresy of ignoring the real humanity of Christ.

For to deny, ignore,or minimise His real humanity, is as really

heresy as to deny, ignore,or minimise His true Divinity. And

the most effectual antidote to every form of Unitarian, Humani-tarian,

or Anti-Trinitarian error, and to the influence which a

fuller,and often charming, exhibition of Christ's humanity has

unquestionablygiven them, is to bring forth and cherish,in all

its scripturalfulness,the real humanity of Christ; and to pre-sent

His unique Divine-human personalityfrom that side of it

which lies nearest to ourselves,and is most appreciableby us.

Nor should it ever be lost sightof that He has revealed Himself

to us as God manifest in the flesh.

It will thus appear that we accept in full,and with the most

gratefulcordiality,the Bible Revelation of the mental and moral

development of Jesus," that we are prepared to go beyond most

in gloryingin the real humanity of Christ,and that we hold with

unqualifieddelight,that our Lord was, as a man, made subject

to all the limitingconditions of our humanity. In fact,we set

no limit to the entireness of His humanity, or the absoluteness

of the statement that He was
" made in all thingslike unto His

brethren" " save that limitation which is necessary to preclude
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the fatal error and prime heresy that He is nothing more than

man ; and to negativeevery form of teachingthat would deny or

evacuate His Divinity,or invalidate His Divine authorityas a

Teacher.

3. The Kenosis gives no Ground for questioning His

Infallibility as a Teacher.

The Kenosis is a Bible Revelation, a profound, preciousfact,

a wondrous manifestation of the grace of God and the love

of Christ, as set forth in the classical passage Phil. 2^"^,and is

indicated in leading elements above and elsewhere.^ But it is

here, just here, that we part company with all who in any way

would weaken the authorityor quahfy the infallibilityof Jesus as

a teacher. AVhile holding as fullyas any, and more fullythan

most, the veritable humanity, and the mental and moral develop-ment

of Christ, and the realityof the Kenosis as revealed in

Scripture,we utterlyrepudiatethe dangerous and anti-scriptural

inferences drawn therefrom, limitative,and ultimatelysubversive

of the Divine authority and infallibilityof His teaching: and

thus claim to be essentiallydifferentiated from those who pre-sume

to make them. Nay more, one is curious to know the

process of reasoning,and longs to look at the logicalsyllogism

by which the errancy of Jesus as a teacher is deduced from the

fact of His mental or moral development as a man. One is

constrained to wonder by what logicalfeat or method of reason-ing

any inference can be drawn in favour of the fallibilityof

Christ from any teaching of Scripture as to His increase in

knowledge or growth in wisdom, the development of His faculties

or perfectationof His character.

NO NECESSARY CONNECTION BETWEEN NESCIENCE AND ERROR OR

ERRANCY IN TEACHING IN ANY MAN.

It does not surely require much logicalacumen to see that

even in any man there is no necessary connection between

^ See Appendix. "The Logos realised in Jesus, in the form of a human

existence subject to the law of time and progress, that relation to God of

perfect dependence and filial communion which He realised before His in-carnation

in the permanent form of Divine life" (Godet on John, vol. i. p. 40).
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mental growth and didactic error, " between limitation of know-ledge

and erroneousness of teaching," between increase in

wisdom or development in character and error or errancy as a

teacher. It is surelya very marvellous and peculiarprocess of

ratiocination which infers that because Jesus grew in wisdom He

erred in teaching," that since He developed in character He

made mistakes in statement, "
that since He might be for the

moment not consciouslyinstructed or informed in some things,

He therefore fellinto error in other things,"that since He might

not, or did not, at once know everythingas a man, He therefore

must err, or did err, in anything He taught or said,and even in

what He claimed and professed to know. How strange the

reasoning that Jesus actuallytaught as true what was false,

because there was one far off event at the end of time,the pre-cise

day and hour of which was not present to His human con-sciousness,

and of which He will not, therefore,teach anything,

and that,too, in what it was His specialfunction and subjectto

know and to teach ! For it must be firmlygrasped and em-phasised

that it is what He taught about the Word of God,

which He came to expound and fulfil,that His infallibilityand

authorityare asserted. It is surely the first and fundamental

questionin religionand in all truth, to learn and to be assured

of what is the standard and source of the truth. It is immeasur-ably

more important than the knowledge or assurance of any

particulartruth ; and is a self-evident necessityto the knowledge

or assurance of any individual truth.

Is not their conclusion,then, a most manifest 7wn sequHiir?

Because a theologian,or a moral philosopher,is not an expert in

" say chemistry,does it therefore follow that he will teach error

in theology or ethics ? Because a mathematician is not a mental

philosopher,does that prove his errancy in mathematics, even if

he were the worst reasoner on other subjects," as Sir William

Hamilton said the best mathematician in Britain in his time

was? Surely they need not err if, like wise men, they limit

themselves to their own subjects,and teach only what they know.

" We speak that we do know, and testifythat we have seen ; and

ye receive not our witness,"said Jesus ; and He never did any-thing

else,and therefore all He said was and must be true.

Even if they sometimes make references beyond their own

specialprovince,they need not necessarilymake mistakes, or
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teach error ; unless they fail to avail themselves of the teaching

of those who know. It thus appears that even in the case of

any man there is no necessary connection between limitation

of knowledge and erroneousness, or even errancy in teaching.

Therefore mental or moral development, with any limitation of

knowledge involved therein,does not imply error and fallibility

as a teacher in anything,certainlynot at all in what it was His

specialsubjectand function to know and to teach.

HOW MUCH LESS IN THE PERFECT MAN AND THE SON OF GOD

ON THE SUPREME QUESTION IN RELIGION AND ETHICS.

How much less in the perfectMan, the speciallySpirit-filled

teacher, the sent of God " yea, the Son of God, and very God

Himself? For, let it be speciallyobserved, that what we claim

Christ's authorityfor at present is not any question of science,or

philosophy, or criticism (though on these, should He express

His mind, we should feel bound to believe Him, or launch

upon a shoreless sea of doubts and difficulties without helm

or compass), but a distinctivelyreligiousquestion," yea, the

supremely important and fundamental question in religion,the

questionthat lies at the basis of and is essential to the settlement

of all other religiousquestions," viz. the truthfulness, trust-worthiness,

and authorityof the Word of God. Is the Bible

true, trustworthy,and authoritative ? Should men receive " all "

Scripture,as the locus classiciis puts it (2 Tim. 3^*'),as the

Word of God, of infallible truth and Divine authority; and

take it with full confidence as their guide through life to im-mortality

? This is the religiousquestionwhich it concerns men

most to know, which it was Christ's special function as the

supreme religiousteacher sent from God to know and teach ;

and which, as we have seen. He has in the most unequivocal and

emphatic way declared and settled.

IF HIS INCARNATION NECESSITATED HIS FALLIBILITY AND

ERRONEOUSNESS IN TEACHING, IT DEFEATS HIS MISSION

AND ITS END.

Therefore, if in this He has erred,in what can we trust Him,

and to whom shall we 2;o for liijhtin this most vital matter ? If
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in this,which it was His specialfunction to know and to teach,

He has erred and led men astray,and taught,not only what was

not true, but the opposite of the truth," how is it possiblefor

men to trust or believe Him in anything? And if the mental

and moral development of Jesus is held to imply this,and to

warrant the inference that the hmitation of His knowledge or

nescience, as they euphemisticallycall it,involved this,then

did it not manifestlyunfit Him for His work ? Did not His

very nature render Him incapable of fulfillingHis prime

vocation," being a reliable teacher on what men most needed

to know? Did not the conditions of His human existence

necessitate the defeat of the very e?id of His existence,and the

incarnation ensure the failure of the primary purpose of His

mission and its own end?
" even to reveal the truth, and the

Divine source and supreme standard of the truth,in order that

He might thereby enlighten and save. In fact, was not the

incarnation on this theory a failure and a mistake, and salvation

through the incarnate Son an impossibility? Consequences
these surely sufficientlystartlingand serious to make the

advocates of such a theory pause and think,showing the unten-

ableness of the theory, and the absurdityof drawing such an

inference from such a ground !

Note. "

" To deny our Lord's infallibilityon the ground of a single
known limitation of knowledge in His human intellect,is not merely an

inconsequence, it is inconsistent with any serious belief in His real Divinity.

...
No such limitation,we may be sure, can interfere with the completeness

of His redemptiveoffice. It cannot be supposed to involve any of that which

the Teacher and Saviour of mankind should know." " Dr. Liddon, OicrLord^s

Divinity, pp. 472, 464.
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CHAPTER III.

THE DISPROOF FROM SCRIPTURE, AND THE

PROOF OF CHRIST'S INFALIIBILITY.

As we have seen, there is no necessary, or even natural,

connection between Hmitation of knowledge and fallibilityof

teaching, even in the case of any man, " especiallywhen he

keeps to what he knows. Nescience and inerrancy are quite

compatible in any man, while limitation of knowledge and truth-fulness

of teaching are usual in all wise teachers," even when

making references beyond their own proper province, if they

exercise the common prudence of referringto authorities on the

subjects referred to. If this is so in the case of the teaching of

ordinary fallen men, how much more in the case of the perfect

man "
the supreme Teacher sent from God, when teaching on His

own proper subject,and professedlycarrying out His Divine

mission ? Let us take the very lowest ground " ground so low

that we shrink from takingit in regard to our adorable Lord, and

could not have taken it at all,save to explode the assumptions
and demonstrate the absurdity of the theories of those who

would drag down the high theme of our Lord's unique teaching

to this low level.

No NECESSARY CONNECTION BETWEEN LIMITATION OF KNOW-LEDGE

AND Error or Errancy in Teaching, especi-ally

IN Christ.

Are we to suppose that because His human mind developed

like ours, that our Lord, who is "the wisdom of Cod," did not

possess the wisdom common to ordinary men in teaching.? If

not, there was no inevitable need for Him to make any mistakes

in teaching,even if He spoke on matters not strictlyreligiousor
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not belongingto His specialmission,though all that is recorded

of His teaching belongs to that. If the teaching of experts,

when limitingthemselves to what they know, is reliable,and

received as true, are we to imagine that the teachingof Him who

is " the Truth " is erroneous when professedlydeclaring, as a

religiousteacher, in the name of God and in the most solemn

and emphatic manner, what was avowedly the mind of God in

regard to the fundamental question of all religion," even as to

what is the supreme standard and fountain of truth,and the

inviolable truthfulness and Divine authority it possesses? If

not, then the teaching of Jesus must be held as decisive and

final on this question; and no inference from His human de-velopment

can give a shadow of a shade of a foundation for the

theory of the errancy of Jesus in this or any such question," nay,

this is by the very supposition precluded, and is therefore

totallyirrelevant. All this is true were He mere man, under

all the limitingconditions of a fallen humanity. All through,

indeed, the advocates of this theory have proceeded on the

assumption that Christ was a mere imperfectman, or that He

was, because of being man, under all the liabilityto error of

falletimen. Yea, some of them have arrogantly,and with un-limited

confidence and presumption, spoken as if it were self-

evident,and requiringno proof,that Christ must be fallible and

erroneous as a teacher, since He was man, and since it is,as

they say, human to err. What know we of perfectmen ? We

have no reason or authorityto make any such statement about

them as to this. But having come to this indubitable conclu-sion

by this short and easy method, they have in no mincing,

though sufficientlyabsurd terms declared it to be heresy to

question the theory of the fallibilityand erroneousness of Christ

as a teacher, since He was man, as if that were tantamount to a

denial of His humanity. We have shown that even were the

assumption true, the inference is by no means necessary, and

would, as a rule, be false. But this arrogant, though baseless

assertion,as well as the statements and theories of the others

refuted above, afford fair specimens of the crudeness of exe-gesis,

looseness of reasoning, and shallowness of thought, so

characteristic of many of these infallible assailants of Christ's

infallibility!
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I. HK WAS FIRST THE SINLESS MAN.

How Strange that it seems never to have occurred to them to

consider whether it was at all necessary to make any distinction

between fallen and imperfect human nature as it is exhibited

among us, and sinless and perfecthuman nature as it existed in

Jesus ! Their identityis quietlyassumed, and far-reachingin-ferences

are drawn from the one to the other, as if there were no

difference between them. But this is surelya vast and astound-ing

assumption. Before any inference at all can be drawn in

favour of the fallibilityand erroneousness of the teaching of

Jesus from the fact of His real humanity, they have first to prove

that there is no difference as to knowledge and errancy between

a fallen and a perfect,a sinful and a sinless,human being, and

that the one is as liable to error as the other. With wonted

looseness and audacity,however, they assume this instead of

proving it
"

in fact,these speculators are not in the habit

of proving anything, but assertingeverything. Why, the very

attempt to prove it would at once disclose its untenableness

and unreasonableness. The influence of sin in blinding the

mind, pervertingthe judgment, and thus leading to error, is

notorious, and forms the burden of many a powerful passage

in the teaching of philosophy and the declarations of Scripture

(Rom. I, etc.).Yea, the Bible expresslystates that one of the

elements of the Divine image in which man was created was

" Knowledge," " like his Creator. Therefore, to assume that a

sinless human nature, of which one of the essential elements

was knowledge after the image of God, was as liable to error

and to teach error as a sinful human nature ; and from that

baseless assumption to infer the fallibilityand erroneousness

of Christ as a teacher is such an obvious petitiopri7icipiiand

manifest non sequitur,that one is amazed how any man could

be capable of it ; and it illustrates well the blinding power of

prejudicein a fallen humanity in a most significantway. It is

not only a pure assumption that a sinless human nature was as

liable to mistake or to err in statement or teaching as a sinful

one, but an assumption impossible to prove, yea, contrary to

probability,and fact,and reason. They, thus, base their whole

astounding superstructure upon an unprovable and improbable,

yea, palpablyfalse,assumption and assertion.
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2. HE WAS THE PERFECT MAN.

Further, Christ had not only a sinless but a perfecthuman

nature when He became a teacher, and gave those utterances

as to the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof

Scripture on which we take our stand. He had a human

nature, perfected in knowledge and wisdom by the study of

Scripture,the experienceof life,the diligentuse of all the means

of perfectation,and by the full and lifelonguse of that grace of

God which Scripturesays was on Him from the beginning,"

yea, He made such a use of all these as no son of man ever

approached to. Yet men, so erringthemselves, will reason most

confidently,though most unreasonably,from their own errancy

and erroneousness to His.

3. HE M^AS SPECIALLY ANOINTED BY THE HOLY GHOST FOR

HIS TEACHING AND WHOLE WORK.

Nay more, Scriptureexpresslyteaches that at the beginning

of His public work, and in order perfectlyto fit Him for it,

the Divine Spiritcame and abode on Him without measure

(Luke 4^^,John 3^-*),Therefore had He been as deficient in

knowledge and wisdom, and as liable to err as sinful and

perverted men, are we on this account to imagine that He was

not perfectlyfitted by the Spirit'sDivine fulness for the work

which the Father had given Him to do ?" a chief and prime part

of which was to declare through the Spiritof all truth what was

the source and standard of truth, and what the character and

authority of that book which God has given to guide men

through life,which He called the Word of God, and said of it,

even to God Himself, "Thy Word is truth" (John 17I"). Or

are we for one moment to entertain the blasphemous thought

that the Infinite Spiritof God was not able to fit Him for this

work, and to render Him infallible in all His teaching? Does

He not attribute all He said and did to the power of the Holy

Ghost in Him? (Luke 4^^ etc.). Does He not, therefore,

Himself expresslyand most decisivelysay that what He spoke

was not His own, but what the Father gave Him to speak ?

(John 8"-2'5 io2^ 12^9 \f). Can God err? And are not His

last sublime and solemn words from glory to the Churches re-
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corded in the Apocalypse declared to be literally" what the

Spiritsaith unto the Churches " ? so that what He says is what

the Spiritsays. Can the Spiritof Truth mislead in teaching?

Are not the words of the Son thus explicitlyand inseparably

identified with the words of the Father and the Spirit,because

He spake as the Spiritgave Him utterance, what the Father

gave Him to speak?

Must not all that He said be, therefore,the Word of God, of

infalHble truth and Divine authority? And since Christ said all

He did about the Scripturesafter He had the full anointingof

the Spirit,and spoke of them in the same way after His re-surrection

and ascension, it follows that if He did not know

then He never knew, and throughout taught error on this

supreme question. In short, this whole attempt to draw any

inference from the mental development of Jesus is based upon

three unphilosophicaland anti-scripturalassumptions
,

" firststhat

infallibilityor truthfulness in teaching is impossible without

infinitude of knowledge, which is an absurdity,contrary to fact

and reason ; second,that the infinite Spiritof God could not so

operate on the finite spiritof man as to render even the Son of

Man, who is also the Son of God, infallible as a teacher,which is

daring presumption ; and third, that the words of the Three

Persons of the Godhead may be untrue, and have actually

taught error, which is blasphemy.

He promised and enabled even His Disciples to utter

TRULY God's Word bv the Spirit.

Nor is this all ; not nearlyall. For Christ promised to send

the Holy Spiritto His disciplesto guide them, into all truth,and

to enable them to speak with Divine truthfulness,wisdom, and

power in all they said for Him, and even in their own defence

in His service,and that because " it is not ye that speak, but the

Spiritof your Father that speaketh in you" (Matt. lo^^ Mark

13II). In fulfilment of that promise, it is expressly said

that on the Day of Pentecost they "spake as the Spiritgave

them utterance." And they wrote the N.T. Scripturesunder the

inspirationof the Holy Ghost, like the prophets,"
as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost." "Not in words which man's

wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Spiritteacheth," fitting
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spiritualwords to spiritualthings.^ So that what they said or

wrote is described as "what the Spiritsaith,"and the Word

they thus spoke or wrote under this inspirationis therefore

declared to be not the word of man, "but as it is in truth,the

Word of God" (iThess. 2'^'^).They also under the same power,

and in fulfilment of this and other promises,were led to the

remembrance and into the meaning of "all thingswhatsoever

He hath said unto them." Thus, too, after the resurrection He

"opened their understandings to understand the Scriptures,"

"showing them from all the Scripturesthe thingsconcerning

Himself" (Luke 24); and also enabled and authorised them

trulyand authoritativelyto interpretthem, as the Spirit'sinspired

interpretationof God's Word. And on this ground we receive,

and rightlyreceive,their own writingsand their interpretations

of the O.T. writingsas true, reliable,and Divinely authoritative.

Are we then to ascribe less infallibiUtyand authorityto the

Lord Himself than to His apostles? Has the Holy Spiritdone

less for the Master than the disciple? Is the authorityof the

servant as a teacher higher than the authorityof his Lord ?

This is the desperate and self-stultifyingposition that the

assertors of the errancy and erroneousness of Jesus,because of

their absurd inferences from His humanity, are irresistibly

driven to; and the very statement of it is the refutation and

demonstration of the falseness of their theory and the unten-

ableness of their position. Yet this is the positionthat those

take up who seek to prove His fallibiUtyas a teacher from

His alleged "human ignorance of natural science, historical

ignorance, and the like,"^ and the realityof His human

" limitation,as well in knowledge as in moral energy
" (mark

that!),as also from His actual "exegetical mistakes," as they

call them, so daringly,so groundlessly,and so blasphemously

alleged. Why, if Christ erred not only in His own spon-taneous

utterances as to the Scripture, but also in His

interpretationof the Scripture,which He Himself was to

fulfil,and on which He was supposed and claimed to throw

such wondrous Divine light and to interpretwith Divine

authority,then, verily,the teaching of Christ is less truthful

than the teaching of His disciples,and the authorityof the

^ See Alford and FavvceU, in loco.

- BishiipI'-lIicotl'sChristiis Coiiiprohalor.
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servant is greater than the authority of his Lord. For it is

patent on the page of Scripture,and beyond dispute from the

very words of Christ,that He did promise to give them " as they

therefore afterwards claimed to possess " the Spiritto lead them

into all truth," and to render them infallible in all their inter-pretations

of the Scripture,as well as of His own words which

the Spiritwould bring to their remembrance, and in all they

taught or uttered in His name ; for " it is not ye that speak, but

the Spiritof your Father that speaketh in you." Nor is there

any possibility,therefore, of evading this astounding and

stultifyingconclusion except by denying or disowning the

infallibilityand authorityof Christ as a teacher in anything,even

in that in which He was most deliberate and emphatic, and

what is most essential. This implies in the ultimate issue,as

will appear below, that He misunderstood and misinterpreted

the Scripture,misled His disciplesby this and by unfulfilled

promises ; and therefore mistook, or was unfit for.His mission !

These are some of the inevitable and tremendous, but pre-posterous,

results of this crude and audacious theory.

He was God Incarnate, and His Words are declared

TO BE THE Father's Words.

Nor is even this all,not nearlyall. For the real effect and

ultimate result of this erroneous doctrine of Christ's humanity,

which implies Christ's errancy and error in teaching, is to

evacuate and practicallyto nullifyHis Divinity. It leaves no

room for His Divinity here at all. It is reallyshut out from

any place,function, or efficiencyin His unique Divine-human

personality" in that prime and fundamental part of His work

where, if anywhere, it seems natural,vital,and necessary for it

to be effectual.

If it remain in words, it is only in words
"

in name, not in

reality;it is of no use or efficacy. It has no substance or

potency ; and to all practicalintents it is ignored,nullified,and

might as well not be. In fact,many reason and speak about

His ignorance,fallibility,and error in teaching,in the same way

as if He were a mere man ; as if His Divinityhad no place at

all in this primary, essential,and supremely important part of

His work as the Messiah and the Teacher sent from God. As
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if it were irrelevant to take that into account in anyway to

qualify or limit their speculationsas to the errancy and

erroneousness of His teaching?

They talk largely,vaguely,and frequentlyenough about the

limits and limitations,infirmities and ignorance of our Lord as

a man, with all His liabilityto error, and actual mistakes arising
therefrom. But the great sublime fact of His Godhead seems

so little realised or appreciatedas not to have impressed upon

them any due sense of their own littleness and limitations in

speculatingupon " the great mystery of godliness,God manifest

in the flesh." Nor has it prevented them from exhibitingtheir

own ignorance and irreverence in reasoning as if His Divinity

were of no account in His teaching,nor even restrained some

from daring to declare that "the rightof criticism must be

maintained, even as against the Lord Himself,"^ and they

actuallyfear not to charge the God of truth with "exegetical

mistakes " and false teaching.
But surely the greatest of all exegeticaland theological

mistakes is to imagine that, though Christ is man as well as

God, He is therefore not one but two ; to imply that,though we

may speak of His humanity apart from His divinity,the two

natures reallyexist apart, which is,in fact,to deny the incarnation.

His Godhead as well as His humanity is responsible for

whatever He as the God-man says or does, for every word He

utters, as well as for everything He does ; because it is He, the

one unique Person, who utters and does it. Therefore, whatever

the man Christ Jesus said God also said,whatever His humanity

uttered was the utterance of His Godhead also ; and for every

part and particleof it His Godhead was therefore also responsible

" yea, His Godhead supremely. For after all,His Divinity,not

His humanity, was the supreme factor in His Divine-human

personality. It was ''''GOD ma?iifestin the flesh" "the Word

made flesh,"that uttered all ; and therefore before every utter-ance

He ever made might be written,"Thus saith the Word of

God." The words of Christ are expresslycalled the words of

God. And lest by looking at Him and listeningto Him as a

man any should think His words merely a man's words, and lest

they should in any way cjuestiontheir Divinity,truth,reliability,

or authorityj and in order that men might be shut uj) to

' Chris/ lis Coiiiprobalor.
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receive His words as God's words, He said, "The word that

ye hear is not Mine, but the Father's who sent Me " ([ohn

142^-10̂ 168-20 1249 175),
And surelyit is the greatest of all errors to suppose, assert,

or imply that the " Word of God "

can teach error, that God can

mislead, that the God of Truth, who expressly calls Himself

"the faithful and true witness" (Rev. i) and ^^ the Truth,'"can

teach error or utter anything that is untrue. Whatever mysteries

there may be
" (and they are many and profound)"

in the union

of the Divine with the human in the person of Christ, the

relation between them, and the communication from the one to

the other, whatever else this involved, implied at least that the

God-man shall speak the truth,and nothing but the truth. It

secures at least truthfulness in utterance, and surely requires
freedom from error in teaching and statement, " especiallyas to

such primary and essential questions as the truthfulness,trust-worthiness,

and authorityof that book which is called the Word

of God, and which God has given us to be man's guide through
life to immortality. A Divinitythat fails in this is a practical

nonentity to us, as far as this prime, supreme, religiousquestion

and need of mankind are concerned. A God that can err and

utter untruths as true, give errors of the age as eternal facts,

delusions of ignorant times as unquestionableverities,is a God

that is worthless as an authorityin truth or guide in religion,

and shocks our first and fundamental ideas of a God. What

intelligentor honest man could believe or trust such as a

Saviour, far less worship Him as God? Thus the theory of

Christ's humanity, that impliesHis errancy and asserts that He

actuallyerred, reallyevacuates and nullifies His Divinity,and

virtuallydisowns and denies it.

The \vhole Question of the Divine-Human Person alike

is thus re-raised on a side issue.

In this way the whole question as to the Divine-human

personalityof Christ,which was supposed to have been settled

thoroughly and for ever, is re-raised in this controversy ; and

that, too, as a side issue
" as a consequence of the critical

necessities of the opponents of the truthfulness and Divine

authorityof Scripture. Kor have they merely re-raised it ; but
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they have, forsooth ! resettled it in a way contrary to the teaching

of all Scripture and the faith of the whole Christian Church

from the beginning. They have done so, too, not, as they

should, by an investigation of the proper scriptural and other

evidence, by which His true Divinity, and consequent infallibility,

and Divine authority are established, but by inference, wrong

inference too, from other supposed conclusions. And what is

most significant is that this inference is required by the

exigencies of their theory, for without it the whole theory,

with its fatal applications and destructive ramifications, vanishes

like the baseless fabric of a vision before the luminous beams

of Christ's true Divinity, Thus the errancy of Christ is
pre-vented

and His inerrancy secured hy, first, the perfection of His

human nature ; second, by His full anointing of the Holy Ghost ;

and third, by His true and proper Divinity ; a threefold cord,

surely this, not thus easily broken. To these a fourth may be

added in Christ's own claim and words, backed by the Christian

evidences. Nor is it possible to evade this conclusion, except

by a supposition that only reveals more clearly than before the

radical erroneousness of the whole contention.

Note.
"

"The common sense of faith assures us that if Christ is really

Divine, His infallibility follows as a thing of
course. It is certain from

Scripture that our Lord was constantly giving proofs during His earthly life

of an altogether superhuman knowledge. To maintain on the one hand that

Jesus Christ is God, and on the other that He is a teacher and propagator,

not of trivial and unimportant, but of far-reaching and substantial errors:
"

this would have appeared to ancient Christendom a paradox so singular as

to be absolutely incredible."
"

Dr. Liddon, Our Lord's Divinity, pp. 472,

464, 454. See also Bishop EUicott's Christiis Coiiiprobator.



CHAPTER IV.

THE ASSUMED GROUNDS IN REASON CONTRAR Y

TO REASON, TOR CHRIST'S FAILIBILITY AND

ERRONEOUSNESS AS A TEACHER.

On three different grounds have the opponents of Christ's

infallibilityusually based their reasoning in support of their

theory of the fallibilityand erroneousness of His teaching.

The Kenotic and Critical Grounds.

First. On the ground that He was man. But it has been

shown that this does not warrant their inference,inasmuch as

it does not necessarilyinvolve fallibilityfar less actual error;

while both are precluded by the perfectionof His humanity, by

the measureless inspirationof the Holy Ghost, and by the fact

that He was God as well as man. This is,therefore,proved to

be untenable ground.

The second ground taken is that it was not Christ's mission

to declare the truth about Scripture questions. If by this is

meant merely that it was not Christ's special work to declare

the truth as to many literaryquestions connected with Scripture,

or to settle some of the questions of Biblical criticism that have

arisen,we at least raise no objectionto this general position,so

long as conclusions are not drawn from it contrary to Scripture

fact or teaching. We believe that very often great injury has

been done to Divine Revelation and Bible study by uncalled

for and unwarrantable attempts to bring in Christ's authorityto

settle many such questions, inasmuch as it will generally be

found exceedingly difficult to prove that He has given any

indubitable utterance upon them. This is specially true in

regard to questions as to the date, authorship, and method of
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composition of the books of Scripture and such like. For,

while it is true that,if any clear and indisputablecases of this

kind can be produced, in which He has expressed His mind,

we must regard His settlement of them as final to every Chris-tian,

and to all who own His infallibilityor Divine authorityas

a teacher ; yet it is,we believe,very rarelyand sometimes only

by very strained exegesis that this can be done. Signal dis-service

has been done to the cause of truth and the authorityof

Scriptureby weak and unsuccessful, attempts to bring in the

authority of our Lord to settle such questions. No greater

confusion could be brought into this question,and no greater

injurydone to the truth and authorityof God's Word, than to

confuse, as has been often so unwisely done, even by good and

able men, such questions with the great fundamental question

of the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority of

Holy Writ ; and to attempt to bring in the authorityof Christ

equallyfor both, as if they were one and identical. The questions

are essentiallydifferent in kind ; and while we may be unable

to bring in Christ's authorityfairlyor successfullyin such matters,

and seldom, if ever, with such clearness and decisiveness as to

put it beyond dispute,we can demonstrate, if the Word of God

can prove anything,that we can appeal to His authority,with

all the decisive and inevasible finalitythat belongs thereto,for

the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authoritativeness of

all Scripture.

Untrue Allegations and false Inferences.

But while this is true, if,by assertingthat it was not Christ's

work to settle questions about Scripture,it is meant that it

was not part of His work to tell us what is the supreme standard

of truth,and to teach us what is the character and authorityof

the book that God has given men to guide them from grace to

glory,then this is simply contrary to fact. For this was a chief

part of His work as a Teacher sent from God ; what it was His

specialfunction to do as the Incarnate Word, who came not to

destroythe written Word, but to expound and to fulfil it,and,

by fulfillingit,to accomplish our salvation. It is what, as a

matter of fact.He mainly did in all His teaching,working, and

suffering(John 13^); and, therefore,what He most solemnly.
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emphatically,and repeatedlydid, declaringHoly Scriptureto be

true, Divine, and eternallyinviolable in every jot and tittle

(Matt. 5IS). Therefore, any argument based on this view of

His mission in favour of His fallibilityis simply fallacyfounded

on mistake ! Nay more, one is amazed how any inference at all

could be drawn in favour of such an assumption from such a basis.

Why, though it were as true as it is contrary to the truth,

that it was not a part of Christ's work to tell us the truth as to

the truthfulness and authorityof the Word of God, the inference

that He must therefore be liable to error in what He taught,
is as unwarrantable and absurd as the assertion is untrue and

anti-scriptural.There is, in fact, no necessary or natural, nor

any connection whatever between the two things; nor a shadow

of a shade of a foundation for the assumption "
that if it were

not part of Christ's work to teach the truth about Scripture,He

must, or may, or did,therefore,err in what He taught about it.

And the only way in which even the faintest show of plausibility
could be put upon the supposition would be by postulatingall

the assumptions which have been exploded under the first ground

as above. While the obvious fact that His whole work must

have been vitiated,and rendered impossible, had He either

taught error or not taught or known anything at all about the

truthfulness and authorityof the Word of God, shows the pre-

posterousness of this whole theory.

Assumed that Christ expressed only current Opinions

ABOUT Scripture.

The fliird and last ground on which the errancy and error

in Christ's teachingis averred is that He expressedsimply the

current belief of His times, and of the various persons or classes

with whom He was dealing. If by this is meant merely that

He often reasoned with men and sects on their own principles,
and without sanctioningtheir errors or favouring their views in

any way, then this appears to us not only not objectionablebut

true ; for He, in cases not a few, seems evidentlyto have done

this. In every particularcase in which this is alleged,however,
it must be shown, not merely assumed or asserted,that this is

what Scripture represents Him as doing; for it is clearly un-warrantable

to infer that because He did so in some cases He
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did so in every case of alleged error to which He refers. In

each case, therefore,this must be shown, not assumed, else it

would lead to endless confusion,and prevent us knowing when

He was utteringHis own convictions and when the opinion of

others. In many cases of discussion with others it can be

shown that He was uttering,not merely their opinions,but His

own too. In cases where He did simply reason with men on

their own premises and principles,nothing is proved affecting

His infallibiUty; but only that He used a common and legitimate

mode of argimiefihim ad hominem usual among all teachers and

defenders of truth. It is,in fact,tantamount to sayingthat while,

when reasoningwith opponents. He assumed without approvingof

their opinions,so far as they were erroneous, yet in His own spon-taneous

teaching He taught no error, which is what we maintain.

Or if by this is meant that Christ's teaching took more or

less the form and colour of the thought and language of His

time and environment, then this,doubtless, is largelytrue, and

was natural and even necessary if He was to use the best means

of reaching the minds and hearts of those immediately taught.

But this is,of course, quite compatible with His infallibility;

unless,indeed, it is assumed that He imbibed and gave as His

own anything erroneous therein,which is what has to be proved,

and which is precluded by all that has been adduced above. Or

if,further still,by this is meant that He adapted His teaching

to the needs and capacitiesof His hearers, then this also is

unquestionablytrue. Indeed this was a signaland glorious

characteristic of His teaching,by which He graciouslytaught

them as they were able to bear and appreciateit. But surely

it need scarcelybe said that this is not inconsistent with perfect

truthfulness and infallibility; for while the teachingmight not

thus be given in its entirety,in its fullest developments, in its

highest aspects or most perfectform, it manifestlymight be all

true so far as it went. Nay more, it was necessary it should be

free from error if the full and perfecttruth was afterwards to be

based on it,or to grow out of it.

Confusion 1!KT\vekn Impkrfkction and Error in Teachinc;.

Some, making great pretence of culture and advanced thought,

seem incapable of distinguishingbetween imperfection or im-
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maturity and error, or of perceiving the perfect consistency

between entire truthfulness and relative imperfection in state-ment.

They have, therefore, in their own immaturity curiously

imagined that adaptation or limitation necessarilyimplied error

in teaching. But those capable of such crudity and obtuseness

are the last who should cant about culture ; while, as for

advanced thought, one wonders that it was never suggested to

themselves to ask themselves whether they were ever born to

be thinkers at all. But if by this is meant, as is usuallymeant,
that Christ, though knowing the beliefs and opinions of these

times to be erroneous, yet used them on a principleof accommoda-tion

as if they were true, and actuallyso far compromised and

misrepresented the truth as to speak of and teach them as true

when He knew them to be false ; then we have only to reply
that such a representationof Christ is simply revolting to every

Christian mind, and if accepted would render faith in Him as a

Teacher or a Saviour a moral impossibility. For it is a direct

attack on the moral character of Christ,and amounts to a grave

charge of deliberate misrepresentationagainst the God of truth ;

which, if true, stultifies further inquiry as to His teaching on

any question of morality or religion,deprives it of any right to

respect, far less authority,and renders it worthless because, on

this theory,the teacher deliberatelyteaching error for truth in the

name of God, would prove Himself destitute of the first principles

of all religionand morality.

To attempt to justifyor palliatethis by pleading circum-stances,

or the serving of high spiritualends, is to charge Him,

whom even devils called " the Holy One of God," with acting

on the damnable principleof doing evil that good might come ;

and to make the talk of high spiritualends, reached by such

means, an abomination in the sightof God and of all righteous

men. And yet these are the men who talk largely about

intellectual honesty, and prate presumptuously about moral

integrity.Away with the daring blasphemy ! It is an insult

to the intellect of man. It is a libel on the character of God.

It is an offence against the Majesty of the Most High. And

with the men who dare to make it,further controversy would be

degradation, folly,and sin.



CHAPTER V.

THE LOGICAL CONCLUSIONS AND MOMENTOUS

ISSUES OF DENYING OR QUESTIONING

CHRIST S INFALLIBILITY.

But in closingthis crucial Book it is well to review the course

of this discussion up to this point,in order to realise precisely
the positionat which we have arrived,and to fearlesslyfollow

out this unscripturaltheory to its legitimateconclusion. We

have seen, then, that our Lord stands by the truthfulness,

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all Scripture; and that

His very words support many of the commonly received doctrines

which have been assailed," especiallythe Divine origin,truthful-ness,

and authorityof Holy Scripture. This has immediately

raised the fundamental questionwhether Christ is infallible as

a teacher, speciallyin regard to the Word of God. Some

anti-supernaturalistshave answered this directlyand assuredlyin

the negative," on the avowed ground that Christianity,like all

other religions,is merely a natural evolution of the religious
instincts of men; and Christ Himself a mere product thereof,

around whom, as the highest type, has gathered a mass of

legendary idealityembodied in the N.T. writings. Others,

Rationalistic critics,have with equal assurance assumed, though

not avowed, the negative,and proceeded ruthlesslyto their con-clusion

that Scripture was in large and fundamental parts a

mixture of myth and legend, literaryfiction and pious fraud,

pieced together for priestlygain and aggrandisement, utterly

disregardfulof what Christ said about it,as if He had no right
to be heard on the questionat all.

While a third class of critics of various shades,not openly

or consciouslyunbelieving critics,but professedlyChristian and

in many respects believingcritics,have, from diverse reasons

17
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and on various grounds, answered this cardinal question in the

negative also. Differinggreatlyand radicallyfrom the others

in many things,they agree in denying Christ's infalUbilityas a

Teacher. True, in contrast to the first class,they assert His

supernaturalorigin and character, and even declare belief in

His true Divinity; and unlike the second class,they do not

ignore His teaching or deny Him any right to authority as a

teacher. On the contrary, they readilyascribe highest honour

and unique authorityto Him as a religiousteacher, speaking

generally.Nay more, they would acknowledge the truthfulness,

finality,and even the infallibilityof His teaching in some things,

yea, in many things perhaps, so long as He agrees with their

ever-varyingopinions. But they deny that in everythingHe

was infallible as a teacher. They disown the finaHtyof His

teaching in various matters ; and they explicitlydeclare and

earnestlycontend that He has actuallyerred and taught error

in some things," yea, declared as true what is contrary to the

truth in some matters of a religiouscharacter," even on the all-

important and fundamental religiousquestion as to the standard,

source, and seat of authority in religion"
the Word of God.

Therefore, however much they may differ in many things from

the others,they are at one with them generallyin denying the

infallibilityand asserting the erroneousness of Christ as a

teacher even in religiousthings,in the root and basal question

of all religionand ethics.

The Truthfulness and Trustworthiness of Scripture

AND OF Christ are Inseparable, and vary as each

other.

Nor can they and their followers stop here. For they have

not told definitelynor specificallyin what things Christ is

allowed to be infallible,nor how we can find these with certainty;

nor by what infallible rule we can distinguishbetween the true

and the false in Christ's teaching. They have not set forth in

detail the errors of Him who is "The Truth," nor stated on

what principlewe can' separate the wheat from the chaff in our

Lord's teaching; nor have they produced any Scriptureproof

or authorityfor making any such distinction in the utterances

of Him who declared so solemnly " Heaven and earth shall pass
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away, but My words shall not pass away." They have simply

asserted without proof, and in the face of most explicitstate-ments

of God's Word, and of an overwhelming array of evidence

both from Scriptureand reason to the contrary, the indefinite

erroneousness of Christ's teaching;justas they assert the indefinite

erroneousness of Scripture.

To this conclusion,indeed, they had to come ; for since Christ

stands by the truthfulness and trustworthiness of Holy Scripture
in itsintegrity,the erroneousness of His teaching must on their

theory obviously vary as the erroneousness of Scripture. By
how much soever they deny the truthfulness,or damage the

trustworthiness of Scripture,by so much they declare the un-truthfulness,

and proclaim the untrustworthiness of Christ as a

teacher. And since the one is indefinite,so, therefore,is the

other. So that the dogma they teach is the indefinite erroneous-ness

and illimitable unreliabilityboth of Scriptureand of Christ.

The doctrine we teach is the truthfulness and trustworthiness of

both. They teach the indefinite erroneousness of both ; for

no one of them has ever given a detailed statement of the errors

of either Scriptureor Christ,and no two of them agree as to the

errors they allege. On the contrary, they displayan indefinite

diversity,a divertingcontrariety,and an ever-changingvarietyof

opinion. They also teach an illimitable unreliability; for Hmit

of truth or error has never been given by any of them, nor any

definite principle of hmitation, nor any infallible means of

limitingthe unrehabilityof Scripture or the untrustworthiness

of Christ. In both the error and untrustworthiness are indefinite

and indeterminate quantities,nor is it possible on these prin-ciples
to limit them.

Each Man recomes Judge of the Teaching of Scripture

AND OF Christ, and becomes a Standard to Himself.

Therefore, every one is left to himself to find out, without

any sure principleor reliable guide, what in the teaching of

Scriptureand of Christ is false and untrustworthy,and what is

true and reliable. Every man will therefore,and by a mental

and moral necessitymust, accept justas much or as little of the

teaching of Christ and of Scriptureas suits him, or none at all

should he think fit. Since even they themselves are liable to
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change, and often changing in their opinions and mental attitude,

disbeheving at one time what they beUeved at another, their

idea of the true and trustworthy in the teaching of Christ and

of Scripture at one stage might be thought false and misleading

at another, and it would of necessityvary with every variable

man.

Nor could men on this principle ever be sure that they had

infalliblyarrived at what was the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth," unless, indeed, men had become insane

enough to imagine that when they had disowned an infallible

Bible, and rejected an infallible Christ, they could put absolute

confidence in an infallible self ! It would evidently be impos-sible

on this basis to construct any general system of truth.

For on the fundamental postulate of this theory men of various

and variable minds could not, from the very nature of the case,

agree, except on those deep, universal, and ineradicable instincts

and intuitions common to mankind which existed independently

of and prior to Christ and God's revelation. It would, of course,

be irrational and absurd to attempt to convince anyone of

error on the teaching of Christ ; because, according to the first

principlesof this theory, there is either no infallible standard of

truth, or no unerring way of ascertaining when His teaching is

infallible. And even any teaching of Christ which might be

thought true would have no intrinsic or independent authority

because of coming from Him, but only such authority as each

mind might choose to attribute to it for the time ; that is,no real

authoritativeness at all on this supposition.

In short, every man becomes a standard and authority to

himself, and Christ is excluded from any authority as a religious

teacher whatever :" first,because it is often doubtful whether

Christ is speaking with authority,or only accommodating Himself

to those with whom He speaks ; and, second, because on their

doctrine of the indefiniteerroneousness of His teaching we

cannot be sure whether, when He speaks with authoritativeness,

His teaching is true or false. This bold, blasphemous, but

irrational rationalism is the simple but inevitable result of this

theory of the indefinite erroneousness of Christ's teaching.
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If Christ's Teaching the Truth and Divine Authority

OF Scripture is Disowned, it is vain to avow Trust

IN Him or it in other things.

But this is not all,by any means. For apart from the

impossibilityof being sure on this view as to whether what we

have in any particularcase is the true or the false in Christ's

teaching,other more serious questionsimmediately arise,and other

simplyfatal and utterlydestructive results inevitablyfollow. If

Christ,speakingin the name of God, has taught us error on one

or more subjects,how can we with absolute confidence trust His

teachingon anything? If He erred in believingand declaring

that the Scripturesare true, and that they cannot be broken or

violated even in a singleword (John io34),and that heaven and

earth shall pass away before one jot or tittle can pass from them

or fail to be fulfilled (Matt.s^% then may He not have erred

and taught error on every other subject? If He has misled us in

some things,why may He not have misled us in everything? and

how, at least,is it possiblefor us to disown His teaching in

some things and trust it implicitlyin others? Are we not

warranted in distrustingHim in all He teaches, if in some things

He has taught us error for truth with such assurance ? Ought

we not to disown altogetherHis infallibilityand authorityas a

teacher when He has led us astray in anything,especiallyin

such vital things? How can we be reasonably expected to

believe Him in some things if He has deluded us in others ?

On what rational principlecan we be asked to accept Him as a

teacher at all if He has taught us error in such an authoritative

manner on such a fundamental question? If, on such a dis-tinctively

religiousand all-importantsubject as the sources of

Divine help and the standard of Divine truth.He has so solemnly

and emphatically declared as true what is the oppositeof the

truth,how can we rationallybelieve His teaching on anything,or

put any confidence in His statements on any religioussubject?

If on this,which it was peculiarlyand pre-eminentlyHis duty

and function,as the Light of the World and the Teacher sent

from God, to know and to teach. He has erred and led men

trustingin Him into error, how can earnest or reasonable men

trust Him on any other question,or pay any regard to His

teaching at all ? Is not His authorityand trustworthiness as a
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teacher ipsofactodestroyed? Is not confidence in His teaching

necessarilyannihilated ? And is not faith in anything He says

rendered impossible?

Nor is it of much moment in the present questionhow or

why He led us into error, if we have been led into it. If He

misled us by deception, like the false prophet teaching in the

name of God as true what He knew to be false," though itmakes

one shudder even to suppose this of the faithful and true

Witness, "The Truth," "
then His veracityis annihilated,and it

is worse than idle to inquire what He teaches on anything.

If He misled us through ignorance.His authorityand credibility

as a teacher are equallydestroyed. And may it not be reason-ably

urged that if He has erred in matters of BibUcal criticism,"

as some say, may He not also have erred in matters of history," as

others assert, and questionsof science and philosophy," as others

declare, and on questions of morals," as not a few with more

plausibilitymaintain, and in religioussubjects," as some have

been bold enough to contend, "
in short,on every kind of thing?

There is,in fact,no rational resting-placeshort of this if once

Christ's truthfulness,trustworthiness,and authorityare impinged

upon or violated in any way.

If He has erred as to the Word of God, can He be

THE Son of God?

If He erred as to the character of the Word of God, may

He not have also erred as to His claims to be the Son of God ?

For clear and decisive as His teaching as to His Divinityis,it is

not so explicit,emphatic, and inevasible as His teaching of the

truthfulness and trustworthiness of the Word of God. If He

has taught error in regard to Scriptureitself,how can we believe

that He has not taught error also as to salvation,redemption,

God, man, life,death, resurrection, judgment, heaven, hell,

time, eternity,everything contained in Scripture,everything

most surelybelieved among us, mainly on His word ? " If the

foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do ? " If

Christ is not absolutelytrustworthyas a teacher,who is ? what

is? and where are we ?

If making "exegetical mistakes," as some scruple not to

assert, maintaining and pressing the right of criticism "even
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against the Lord Himself," as they phrase it,He has erred in

the interpretationof the ScripturesHe came to fulfil,because

misreading them, misunderstanding them, and misapplying them,

then how was it possiblefor Him to have fulfilledthem ? Yet

He expresslydeclared that His whole life,teaching,death, and

resurrection were on purpose to fulfilthem. If in His "exeget-

ical mistakes " and erroneous teaching He has gone astray and

led us astray, is not Scripturestillunfulfilled.His life-purpose

therefore defeated, our redemption unaccomplished, and our

faith vain? If, then, the written Word of God which He

endorsed and sealed with His authorityis not in its integrity

true and trustworthybut indefinitelyerroneous as alleged,and

if the Incarnate Word of God is inimitablyuntrustworthy as a

teacher and indefinitelyerroneous in His teaching on the first

and fundamental questions of all religion,"the source and

standard of religioustruth and the character and meaning of

it," then, verily,the foundations of all our faith and hope therein

are destroyed,the sources of Divine help are vanished, and

we are yet in our sins ; and well might a benighted, be-fooled,

and broken-hearted humanity raise a wailing deeper

than Cassandra's for the credulitythat might save us from

despair.

If Christ is not Infallible in Teaching, who is?

WHAT is ?

For if Scripture,the Word of God, is not truthful and

trustworthy,notwithstandingits explicitclaim to be so, and if

Christ the Son of God has so solemnly endorsed this false and

misleadingclaim,then, it is almost needless to say, we cannot

rationallytrust Him as a teacher in anything, much less rely

on any teacher; while to put confidence in our own erring

findingssurely would be the climax of follyand irrationality.

Having abandoned our infallible Bible and discredited an

infaUible Christ,it would be patent absurdity to rely on ever-

errant human opinion, and the cUmax of follyto trust to an

infaUible self. On these suppositionsthe rejectionof Christi-anity

and Christ altogetheris natural,necessary, and obligatory,

and the adoption of agnosticismand unbelief right,reasonable,

and requisite. And in the ultimate issue, the legitimateand
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inevitable conclusion in religionfrom these premises is absolute

scepticism,which is absolute nonsense, and makes the whole

nature and historyof mankind a delusion or a lie.

The Final Issue
" no Seat of Authority in Religion or

Ethics, Agnosticism.

This,then, is the ultimate logicaland inevitable conclusion

to which every honest and consistent mind must come from the

baseless but disastrous theory that Christ erred when He

endorsed and emphasised the claim to truthfulness,trustworthi-ness,

and Divine authoritymade by the Bible for itself. And yet

those who advocate this theory are those who, with the air of

superiorknowledge and under the cant of advanced thought,

imply,in their apparent incapacityof logical,consecutive think-ing,

and innocently imagine that men can still honour Christ

as a religiousteacher after they believe that He has taught them

error on the fundamental religiousquestions of Scriptureand of

all religion. They can even fancy in their simplicitythat

honest and intelligentmen will adopt their hybrid theory,and

stop short of carryingit out to its only legitimatetermination

from their allegationsand principles,"
which is to rejectChrist as

a teacher altogether,and regard Him as a deceiver or deceived,

either of which is equallyfatal to His claim to be a teacher on

such thingsat all.

Ay ! they are actuallycapable in their vanity,credulity,and

absurdityof presentingthis bastard imbecilityto the adoption of

the advanced intelligenceof our thoughtfuland scepticalyoung

men near the close of this enlightened nineteenth century !

Had the century been in its dotage, as some think it is,when so

many crudities and absurdities seem so readilyconceived and

credited rather than the truth,one could the better understand

this temerity and credulity. But that it should seriouslyand

confidentlybe propounded in the name of advanced thought,

superiorintelligence,and rational religion,is only another illus-tration

that there is nothing too untenable and absurd for the

modern vaunters of breadth and freedom to father and to swear

by. Superiorintelligence,advanced thought, rational religion,

breadth, and freedom, " why, these thingshave been too long the

boast of mere pretenders to the names. Superior intelligence!
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Why, what is the intellect of that young man worth who has not

courage or brains enough to carry out these principlesto their

legitimateconclusion "
the rejectionof Christianity,and the

adoptionof Agnosticism, or absolute Scepticism?

Advanced thought ! Why, the man that believes that Christ,

coming in the name of God, and claiming to speak only the

Word of God, and to be veritablythe Son of God and the equal

of God, taught error for truth on such primary and fundamental

religiousquestions,and that would not, therefore,feel himself

mentally and morally constrained to advance a littlefarther,and

to rejectChrist as an authoritative religiousteacher altogether,
and to regard Him as a deceiver or deceived, might surelyask

himself whether he was born to think at all.

Rational religion! Why, the person who rejectsthe authori-tative

teaching of Him who called Himself The Truth and the

Word of God on the inviolabilityof the Scriptureswhich He

came to expound and fulfil,and who charges the supreme

religiousTeacher of the world with teachinguntruth in declaring
the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority of the

source and standard of truth, and yet does not despair of

findingfinality,and see the absurdityof certaintyin any religious

question, could scarcely do a more rational thing than to

question his own rationality. It has long been evident to

minds that think things through that it must be Christ or

none, Christ infallible and trustworthy in everything or in

nothing.

And as for this tall talk about breadth of thought and

freedom of faith,why, it is not breadth but narrowness, not

freedom but bondage, not thought but cant. For whenever we

leave the Divine breadth of the Word of God and limit the

infinite horizons of the Son of God, we inevitablybecome

environed by the narrowness and shallowness of the thoughts

and vagaries of puny man, and enthral ourselves amid the

conflictingand belittlingasseverations of human opinion.

Having abandoned the Sun of Righteousness, we walk in

the sparks of our own kindling till," in wand'ring mazes

lost," we find that we have lost both our freedom and our

faith,and might well lose our reason too, as contemplating

the confusions and conflictions of human philosophiesand

religions,and, like Milton's angel peering out to ascertain
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" the secrets of the hoary deep " amid the babbhng sounds,

we see

" A dark

Illimitable
ocean,

without bound,

Without dimension, where length, breadth, and height,

And time and place are
lost

;
where Eldest Night

And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold

Eternal anarchy amid the noise

Of endless
wars,

and by confusion stand.''''

Note.
"

On the union of the Divine and the human in the Person of
our

Lord, and its relation to His teaching and action. Principal Rainy makes the

following careful and suggestive statement :

" There is evidence enough that

our
Lord's human speech and action proceeded from One who

was never
less

or
other than the Eternal Son of God. But there is

no
evidence that His

human speech and action proceeded from
any

immediate principle other than

a
human consciousness

"

that is, from human faculties
or capacities ;

the human

nature being participant of all knowledge of His
own

and His leather's being

hat befitted His Person and work,
"

yet participant always in
a manner proper

to human nature."
"

Critical Review, April 1892, p. 1 20.
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THE STATUS QUESTIONIS. THE BIBLE CLAIM

AND PRELIMINARY PROOF.

CHAPTER L

GENERAL MISCONCEPTIONS AND MISREPRE-SENTATIONS.

OPPOSITE EXTREMES THE

ULTIMATE ISSUES.

We have listened to the voice of the Lord, declaringthe truthful-ness

and inviolabilityof the Word of the Lord, in its fulness and

integrity. We have shown that His decision must be received as

authoritative and final,else authorityand finalityin religionis an

irrationalityand an impossibility,and agnosticism or unbelief an

obligationand a necessity. We have now, before adducing the

full proof from all Scripture and corroborative evidence of the

main position,to set forth definitelyand preciselywhat that

position is. For in this as in most questions the proper

statement of the question is the virtual settlement of it,or at

least a long advance towards settlement, and is an essential

preliminary to even an approach to settlement.

Prevalence ob' Misconception and Misrepresentation

CONFUSING the IssUES AND THE DIVERSE DEFENDERS.

I question if in the whole historyof theologicalcontroversy

any subject has ever been so often mistaken, so strangely

misconceived, or so greatlymisrepresented. Therefore, count-less

confusions, innumerable irrelevancies,and interminable
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controversies and side issues have been introduced,which have

obscured the real issue,and prevented thoroughdiscussion of the

fundamental question. Earnest but unwise defenders of the

truthfulness of Scripturehave taken up extreme and untenable

positions,and have sought support for these from arguments and

principlesthemselves invalid or vulnerable ; so that when these

have been refuted, and the positionsproved untenable, it has

appeared as if the truth itself were overthrown or imperilled.

Signal disservice has thus been done to the Word of God and

the cause of truth by those who have mistaken extremeness for

strengthof position.

On the other hand, eager assertors of the erroneousness of

Scripturehave manifested a marvellous obtuseness in recognis-ing
the question at issue. They have disclosed amazing mis-conceptions

of the true issue. They have displayeda wondrous

ingenuityin evading a straight,serious discussion of the real

question. They have evinced a provokingfertilityin raisingside

issues,as if really afraid to face the main issue. They have

betrayed a significantunwillingnessto come to the pointand to

state the question,as if dreading a thorough discussion thereof

from suspected weakness of their own position. They have

persistentlyavoided grappling with the proofs of the true

position,as if conscious of their inabilityto answer them.

Hence, frequentlyall the defenders of the infallible truth and

Divine authorityof Scripture,from the extremest and weakest to

the wisest and strongest, have been classed together,as if there

were no difference between them. Arguments that might have

some validityagainstextreme and untenable positions,but which

have absolutelyno force or bearing on the positionsof the wiser

defenders,have been recklessly,irrelevantly,and unfairlyhurled

against the whole as if they were equallyvalid againstthem all.

Thus they have sought to heap ridicule upon the true and

scripturalpositionby unjustlymixing all together and associat-ing

with it foolish fancies excluded by it. Numberless repeatedly

repudiated absurdities
" such as that old bogle of the alleged

inspirationof the Hebrew vowel points" have been attributed to

them, as if the writers did not know that such views do not exist,

and Avere never held by the real upholders of the Bible claim.

INIost jejuneand ludicrous misconceptions have been ascribed to

them which never existed except in the crude imaginationsof
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those who had the follyto conceive them and the perversityto

repeat them, and which in lack of better arguments served the

purposes of popular ridicule.

Misleading Terms and prejudicial Epithets.

The defenders of the truth have often been superciliously

spoken of as if they knew nothing,by those by no means them-selves

overburdened with either learningor logic,insightor depth,

though pretentiousenough to imply that wisdom was born and

was likelyto die with them ! Prejudiceagainstthe truth has often

been created by representingthe defenders of the claim of Scripture

as narrow or behind the age ; because, forsooth ! they refused to

be drawn down from the Divine breadth and eternal advancedness

of God's Word to the narrow, fragmentaryphases of ephemeral

human opinion," the authors not knowing that the best Biblical

scholarshipof the world in this as in every age is againstthem,

and in favour of the Scripture claim to infallible truth and

Divine authority.

Finding it easier to ridicule or caricature than to refute the

truth, unscrupulous caricatures,easily exploded, have been

fabricated, which have been palmed off as refutations of our

views upon the ignorantand unwary ; and which sometimes even

the assailants themselves seem to have been innocent enough

to imagine were demonstrations. Instead of honest, serious

argument against the formidable array of Scripture proof

adduced, patent misrepresentationsof the Bible claim have,

after repeated exposure and protest,been tenaciouslypersistedin.

These have prevented thorough discussion of the real question

in the lightof the proper evidence, and have largelyhindered a

satisfactorysettlement of it on the proper grounds. Vague

phrases, misleading terms, stereotyped expressions" such as

verbal inspiration,plenary inspiration,mechanical inspiration,

dynamical inspiration,inerrancy,literal infallibility" have con-tinued

to be used and abused to the detriment of the truth.

They have often no definite meaning, because different persons

use them in different senses. As they often substitute a vague

phrase for a definite idea,by this means they only gloss over

crucial questions and evade the real issues.

Many of these, along with such other weak but abusive
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epithets as "cast-iron theory,"^ "metallic traditionalism," etc.

etc., have, for want of better arguments, been contemptuously

hurled against the true Bible position in order to discredit its

defenders " on the noble principleof giving a dog a bad name

in order to get rid of him. Through confusions, or under

hallucinations, ten thousand times refuted objections have been

readduced as if they had never been exploded ; while the solid

mass of positiveScripture proof they have never yet seriously

faced, and the massive array of unanswered, because unanswerable,

argument produced in support of it has been prudently but most

cravenly passed by "

"For when they did behold the same,

They wondering would not stay ;

But being troubled at the sight,

They thence did haste away."

Inadmissible and invalid Arguments used.

Arguments have been used against our positionwhich, if they

had any validityat all,were equally valid againsttheir own position;

and were, therefore, illegitimatelyused by them against ours,

while they had no validityat all against our distinctive position.

They were therefore not only illegitimateas used by them, but

were also irrelevant altogether to the real issue ; and were simply

self-stultifyingand self-destructive in our controversy with them.

Yet they seem incapable of seeing this,or lack courage to confess

it. It is vital,therefore, if we are ever to reach the real decisive

discussion, and to weigh the full and proper evidence on the

question, to clear away the prevalent confusions and mis-conceptions,

caricatures and misrepresentations,assumptions and

assertions; and then to put the real status qiicestio?iis,then to

produce the proper and complete evidence, and finallyto consider

the ultimate issues. The very doing of this will be valuable, and

is much needed in itself,and will be a further refutation of the

Rationalistic theories and a positiveconfirmation of the Bible

claim, " a real f re Iinn'nary proof.
1 Dr. Horton.



CHAPTER II.

MISCONCEPTIONS AND CONFUSIONS.

I. Confusing Questions of Canonicity with the Truth

AND Divine Authority of Scripture. Opposite

Extremes.

One of the first and most misleadingmisconceptions on this

subjecthas been confounding the Canon, and questions about

the Canon, with the true doctrine of Scripture,as if identical

with, or vital to, the inspirationor infallibilityof the Bible. The

importance of the question of the Canon to the question of

inspirationhas been exaggerated and misconceived by two

opposing parties,who represent the opposite extremes on the

main question. Some of the ultra-Conservatives have foolishly

maintained that it was essential to the infallible truth and

Divine authority of the Bible to hold that every book in the

received Canon, with every item and iota thereof, should be

regarded as the infallible Word of God ; and that the slightest

impingement on the absolute infallibilityand Divine authority
of any book, or part thereof,is tantamount to a denial of the

Divine inspirationand authority,truthfulness and trustworthi-ness

of Holy Writ. On the other hand, Rationalists who deny
its truthfulness and trustworthiness greatly exaggerate the

dependence of the question of inspirationon the question of

the Canon, and assert that it is impossible to settle the true

doctrine of the one until we have first definitelysettled the

other.

refutation of the orthodox extreme.

Both are wrong, because both extreme. In refutation of the

first it is sufficient to adduce the fact that nowhere in Scripture
271
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itself have we a catalogue or statement of the writingsthat

compose the Canon. Therefore it is impossibleto claim

Divine authorityfor the inclusion of every separate book now

generally received as part of Holy Scripture. However

clearlyit can be shown from the Bible itself that for every

Scriptureinspiredof God infallible truth and Divine authority

are claimed, yet you cannot from the Bible itself authoritatively

determine preciselywhat these writingsare. This is largelya

question of criticism and of Christian testimony, and at most

only carries the weight that belongs to the evidence for canonicity

in each case. And though it were to be shown that the balance

of evidence was rather againstthan in favour of includingsome

books " say, Esther or Ecclesiastes from the O.T., or James and

2 Peter from the N.T., " though we by no means imply this in

quotingthem, " yet this would not and should not in the least

affect our doctrine of the infallibilityand Divine authorityof all

the Scripturesthat are inspired.

Nor can anything be more prejudicialor disastrous to the real

Bible claim, or more suicidal to the interests of the truth of the

religionof the Bible, than to stake the whole cause of its truth-fulness

and Divine authorityupon the questionof the canonicity

of a particularbook ; or even so to connect the one with the

other as to imply that the questions were identical or vitally

connected.

The questionsare, in fact,essentiallydifferent in kind. The one

is founded on or adduced from the explicitteachingand pervasive

claim of the Word of God. The other is at best,in some cases

at least,a matter of human opinion,upon which even believing

men may honestlydiffer. And in any case, the truthfulness and

Divine authorityof Scriptureas a whole would not be affected

one iota by any decision,however adverse, as to the canonicity

of such books, or of any particularbook; because the same

claim would be found in its integrityin the others.

EXPOSURE OF RATIONALISTIC EXTREME.

This, too, is in substance the answer to the Rationalists of the

opposite extreme. They, in order the better to discredit the

testimony of Scriptureto its own supernaturalinspiration,"
with

consequent infaUibilityand Divine authority," magnify and
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exaggerate the dependence of these questions on the question
of the canonicity of the separate books. They then seek to

minimise the number of undoubtedly canonical books ; next,

attempt to isolate each separate book as much as if they never

had any connection ; and, finally,interrogateeach book for its

individual testimony on these questions.
But it is a vain device. For, first,the books refuse to be

thus isolated. Scripturedistinctlydeclines to be so fragmented.

It is a unique Divine unity,articulated,interpenetrated,and so

pervaded by one homogeneous system of truth,permeated by

one superhuman life,and breathing one Divine spirit,that it

cannot be thus partitionedand emasculated without violatingthe

first principlesof scientific interpretation,and traversingevery
sound canon of literarycriticism.^ The generaltestimony of the

whole must therefore be received for its various parts ; for it is

one living,growing,God-created organism,in which each part is so

related to the others,and develops out of and grows with all the

others,as to form one complete livingwhole, in which every part

performing its specialfunction strengthensand supports the rest.

That testimonyis unequivocallygiven for the truthfulness and

Divine authorityof all the writingsin the category of Holy

Scripture,until it is proved that any do not belong to it.

Second. Even though the canonical books were limited to

those books that the most Rationalistic criticism would limit

them to, it would make no substantial difference as to the claim

of Holy Scriptureto be the Word of God, of infallibletruth and

Divine authority. For the doctrine taughtin them on this is the

same as in the others.

Third. Many of the separate books whose claim to canon-icity

is most beyond dispute,teach most explicitlythis doctrine

of the truthfulness and authoritativeness of Scripture. Yea, it

may be all in substance found in singlefragments of the Divine

Book. For every part and particleof it being God-breathed,
testifiesof God, some in the most explicitand emphatic way.

As a singlefragment of a bone could so speak to the mind of the

great naturalist Owen that he could tell the body of which it was

part, and even construct it in its integrity; so every part and

fragment of the Divine Word so spoke to the spiritualmind, and

so breathed with God, that it was not often difficultto feel assured

^ Bishop Westcott.

18
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that it belonged to the God-breathed body of the Divine Word.

Therefore it is vain to try to stiflethe testimony of Scriptureto

its own inspirationby attempting the disintegrationof Scripture.

The very attempt to do so, as well as the magnifying of the

importance of the canonicityof the separate books, in relation to

the truth and Divine authorityof Scriptureas a whole, manifests

a strange confusion of thought,and of things radicallydistinct,

" ill-befittingpretenders to superior illumination and logical

acumen, and displayssuch a misconception of the real nature of

the cardinal question as only the obtuseness and perversityof

prejudice seem sufficient to explain.

2. Confusion of Translations with the Original

Scriptures.

A second and even a sillymisconception(forthere is nothing

too absurd to have been stated or imagined on this question)is

that infalhbilityand Divine authorityare predicatedof the various

translations of God's Word by those who maintain its truth and

authority. But surelythis absurditymight sleepnow in the face

of the notorious fact that no two versions are identicallythe same,

and that some of them vary considerablyin details,as seen even

in the differences between the English Authorised and Revised

Versions, not to speak of more decided differences,as between

the Protestant and Romish, or between some ancient and modern

versions. The reckless and dogmatic assertors of the erroneous-

ness of Scripturemight have passed by this puerility,and not

have so exposed their poverty of arguments by attempting to

father this absurdityupon the intelligentdefenders of God's Word.

It is of the Scripturesin the originallanguages,and of these

alone, that they have ever predicated infallible truth or Divine

authority. Any contrary assertions or implicationsare the result

of amazing ignorance of the first principlesand tritest elementary

facts of the question,or are wilful perversionsof them. Yet no

tender or doubting one that cannot read the originallanguages,

need be troubled by this fact, as though the Bible in their

mother tongue were untrustworthy. Quite the reverse is the

truth. They are all substantiallycorrect ; and for all practical

purposes any recognised version is in substance sufficiently

correct and reliable. But since many of the allegeddiscrepancies
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on which the assailants of the truthfuhiess of Scripture have

based their opposition to its trustworthiness vanish by a more

correct renderingof the original,it is necessary, though humiliat-ing

amid the vaunted intelligenceof our day, to emphasise the

fact that it is only of the Scripturesin the originallanguages
of which infallible truth and Divine authority are predicated

or predicable.

3. Mistaking the Scriptures in the Original Tongues

FOR the Original Manuscripts.

Another cognate, and much more common and most mis-leading

misconception,is that it is of the originalScripturesas

we have them that infallibilityand authoritativeness are asserted.

Many critics,bent upon assailingthe inerrancyand establishing
the erroneousness of Scripture,have hastened to show and assert

that the Scripturesas in the originallanguages are erroneous,

and are therefore so far untrustworthy; and contend that the

doctrine of their truthfulness and trustworthiness is thus dis-proved

by the originalScripturesin our possession. But in doing
this they exhibit various strange confusions and inconsistencies.

First. They confound the Scripturesin the originallanguages
with the Scripturesas originallygiven. We have the Scriptures
in the originaltongues, but we do not have them as originally

given. The distinction is vital,and accounts for much. The

Bible writings,like all other ancient writings,are subject to the

vicissitudes of time, and the Habilities to corruptionthrough
successive transcriptionsduring many ages, in many lands, by

many copyists. True, by the vast multiplicationof manuscripts,
and the numerous earlyversions,and, above all,by the intense

interest and vital concern in the matters of salvation of which

the Bible is the sole repository,the margin of errancy was

reduced to a minimum, and the securities for accuracy in copying
reached such a degree of certaintyas no other ancient writings

approach to. Nevertheless,there still remained a liabilityto

err ; and as a matter of fact errors have crept into the fringeof

Scripture. Nor could it be otherwise save by perpetualmiracle.

And though God has guarded His word " by a singularcare and

providence,"!He has nowhere promised to preserve its absolute

^ Westminster Confession of Faith.
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integrityby supernaturalmeans, nor has He in actual fact done

so. The largenumber of various readingssettles this. And there-fore

it is only of the Scripturesas originallygiven, as they came

from the inspiredwriters,that any intelligentadvocate maintains

infallibilityor Divine authority. This fact, though frequently

pointed out, has been persistentlyignored by the advocates

of the erroneousness of Scripture; nor has its importance been

sufficientlyrealised and insisted on by the defenders of its truth-fulness.

And yet the distinction made is all-importantin this

controversy, and accounts for much that is otherwise difficult,

if not impossibleto explain.

VALUABLE RESULTS OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM AND EXEGESIS.

INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS NULLIFIES BOTH.

For, in the Second place,these Rationalistic criticshave under-valued,

and failed to give due weight to the results and principles
of Textual Criticism. No wonder, for on their principlesof an

indefinitelyerroneous, and therefore of an indefinitelyuninspired

Scripture,neither the originaltext nor the correct exegesis of

it are of any great importance. For, if even the very original

text were arrived at, and though the true meaning of it were

ascertained, it would still be, on their main principles,in-definitely

untrustworthy and untruthful. So that on this view,

in Textual Criticism and Exegesis,Othello's occupation is gone,

or of littlemoment. For, surely,it is not of much consequence

either to search for or to expound what is in its very nature and

substance indefinitelyerroneous and untrustworthy.

But neither Exegesis nor Textual Criticism, which have

engaged the lifeof the best Biblical and theologicalscholarship

of the world in all ages, will consent to be thus unceremoniously

set aside to meet the exigenciesand suit the assumptions of an

irrational rationaUsm, " especiallyas itpretends to base itsconten-tion

upon the Scripturesas we have them. For, unquestionably,

in the course of ages the originaltext has been more or less

altered through processes of mistranscription,interpolation,

corruption,and transposition.And although it might be said

with Bentley that no important doctrine or fact has been really

affected thereby,so that no humble believer of the Bible need be

afraid of. the overthrow of his faith thereby, yet the various
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readings were many years ago reckoned at 30,000, and now

number at least 100,000 or more.

DISCREPANCIES VANISHING QUANTITIES.

And what Textual Criticism in its long,learned labours has

done is to eliminate many errors, and to limit much the area

of uncertainty as to the originaltext, and has thus largely

removed many of the apparent discrepanciesby which the

opponents of the truthfulness of Scripturehave sought to give

plausibilityto their theories. In fact,many alleged errors that

were seemingly inexplicablebefore,as the result of wider collation

of MSS., thorough study of the text, and otherwise,have vanished.

Still more, they have given us the principle of a vanishing

quantity which has been largelystrengthenedand confirmed

from other cognate or collateral studies ; so that we may reason-ably

hold that with longer study,and fuller research, and larger

knowledge, they might probably all vanish, or only such trifling

discrepanciesand difficultiesremain as are incident to allsubjects

of human knowledge. The tendency and result have beyond

question been to reduce their number and to lessen their im-portance,

and thus to warrant the belief and justifythe conviction

that if we only knew all they would probably all disappear.^

And certainlythe established results have been such as to render

it irrational and impossible,logically,for Rationalism, in the face

of them, to assert that they would not, or could not, all vanish.

That is,it ought logicallyto silence,if not to convince them ;

and thus rationallyleave the full weight of the positiveevidence

from the whole trend, the pervading tone, the explicitteaching,

and the entire mass of corroborative facts and phenomena, to

prove, as they have ever done, to the satisfaction of every section

of the Christian Church until this hour, that, as the Bible itself

claims, all or every Scripturebeing God-breathed is true, trust-worthy,

and of Divine authority; and is therefore " profitablefor

doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for instruction in righteous-ness"

(2 Tim, "^^). And it is justbecause Rationalism in all its

forms and phases has, through bigoted prejudice,failed to

recogniseand own this, and stubbornly shut its eyes to the

proved results of Biblical and other scholarshipin these direc-

^ See below.
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tions,that it has violated the first principlesof the inductive

philosophy and the prime canons of literarycriticism,and

deserves the repudiation and contempt of every scientific

student of Scripture,and of every candid and consistent mind.

For it exhibits in its worst forms that crude dogmatism and

traditionalism againstwhich it belches forth such blusteringbut

self-destructive rage.

THE IMPREGNABLE POSITION OF THE UPHOLDERS OF THE

BIBLE CLAIM.

For, in the Third place,through failingto recognisethe im-portant

distinction between the Scriptures in the original

languages and the Scripturesas originallywritten,and by shut-ting

their eyes to the true results of Textual or other Criticism,

making many of the alleged discrepanciesand difficulties by

which they bolstered their untenable contention disappear as

baseless imaginations,these irrational Rationalists have failed to

realise that the defenders of the truthfulness and trustworthiness

of Scriptureas originallygiven,have, by the results of Textual

Criticism and other cognate and corroborative research, been

placed in practicallyan impregnableposition. Since the original

manuscripts of Holy Scriptureare not now in our possession,and

since the result of approachingnearer to them by various learned

research, along with cognate study, has been to dispel many

discrepancies,remove many difficulties,and pulverisemany of

the supposed most formidable objections to the infalUble truth

and Divine authorityof Scripture,and to strongly confirm its

truth and even its minute accuracy, ît follows inevitably"

First. It is impossible to prove that the alleged errors, on

which they avowedly but unwarrantably found their theory of the

erroneousness of Scripture,were in the original; therefore it is

impossibleto disprove the Bible claim to truth and reliability.

Therefore the position of those who maintain this claim is

practicallyimpregnable,and they may well sit calmly amid the

rage of furious onsets and smile at all their foes.^

Seco7id. It not only demonstrates the impossibilityof dis-

^ See any of the countless books on this subject,and speciallythe Evidence

ofthe Monume7ifs. See Appendix.
- See Book \

.
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proving the Bible claim,but it establishes the probabilityof it,

in the light of the difficulties removed by research ; and as

Butler has well taught," Probabilityis the guide of life"

; and

it creates for those willingto learn a moral obligationto belief

and action as real and decisive as actual certainty.

Third. Therefore it is much more rational and scientific to

affirm than to deny the truthfulness and authorityof Scripture

as originallygiven.

RATIONALISTIC THEORIES OF THE GOSPELS CONFIRM THE

BIBLE CLAIM.

Fourth. Rationalism itself,by its own explicitbut incon-sistent

teaching,gives additional confirmation to the position.

For it teaches two significantthings:" First,that we not only

have not the originalScriptures,but that we have not anything

that can by any literarylicence be properly called copies of

them. That, for example, in the Gospels, speciallySt. John,

we are not only without the originalwritings,but what we have

are not strictlyeven second or third hand copies of them, and

are at best second or third hand compilations or compositions

made by the aid of them, along with other misleading materials,

mingled with the reigningphilosophicand religiousideas of the

times or of the writers," some sayingnot earlier than the second

century, or well through it;
^ and even the Ritschlians,though

mostly placingthe N.T. writingspracticallyin the first century,

yet hold that the apostolicmaterials are mixed Avith other mis-leading

matter, and misarranged.- And all the possibleper-mutations

and combinations as to theories of their originand

composition have, with bewildering and astounding, if not

amusing rapidity,passed in succession across the firmament

of Rationalistic criticism like wintry clouds across stormy skies,

departing,not, alas ! never to return, but only to reappear in

some other form, or modification,or combination, as the whirligig

of restless criticism rushes on in its ceaseless and uncertain

cyclationsto the amazement and amusement of all sensible men.

Second. That, nevertheless,the Gospels are substantially,or

^ See Weiss, Introditctioii to N. T. ; Dr. Martineau's Scat of Authority in

Religion ; Pfleiderer,and others like.

- Harnack, Wendt, etc.
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in general drift and main substance, true and reliable. While

w'Q do not commit ourselves to any of these diverse and diverting

theories,we accept them meantime as their own statements of

their positions,in order to show how they, in their contrast,

contrariety,and inconsistency,support the true position. If,

as they allege,the Gospels as we have them are substantially

true, or give the generaltrend and main substance of the teaching

of Christ and His apostles; then, in these substantiallytrue

Gospels,we undertake to demonstrate that they teach our doctrine

of the truthfulness and authoritativeness of Scripture,from their

whole trend and tone, their explicit statements, and their

diversified phenomena. And if the Gospels we have are so

far removed and different from the originalGospels,then, that

is surelymore than sufficient to account for the creeping in of

those allegeddiscrepanciesof which they make so much. Thus,

if their own first positionbe true, they should make nothing of

these discrepancies,since they are only what we should on their

view expect, and what must of necessityarise in Gospels originally

infallible. So that their own fundamental critical positionsare

only confirmation of our doctrine, and the most thorough

refutation of their own.

THE APOLOGETIC AND PRACTICAL VALUE OF DISTINGUISHING

BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL AND THE PRESENT SCRIPTURES.

But it may be answered, what is the use of a theory about

originaldocuments no longer in our possession,when the

Scriptureswe have are full of discrepanciesand difficulties? Is

it not a dead doctrine about lost documents, and idle discussion

as to perished parchments ? We reply:" Mrsf, that these have

been, to say the least, immensely exaggerated, even in the

Scripturesas we have them. Many of them appear to have

been created where they do not exist. Others are all too

evidently the product of fertile imaginations,where the wish

was father to the thought. Some alleged are so ludicrous as

to make reasonable men smile, and wonder by what mental

idiosyncrasyany man could have imagined they were discre-pancies

at all. Of those remaining most of them admit of a

probable, and all of them of a possible,explanation;"
and a

possibleexplanationis all that is logicallyrequiredto silence any
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objectionarisingfrom them. There are few, if any, that may

not be sufficientlyaccounted for by the pecuUar circumstances,

only such as might be expected from the nature of the case.

But, Second, the Scriptureswe have, our only guide to salva-tion,

have come from them ; and therefore nothing affecting

them can be idle or indifferent to us because it affects the title-

deeds of our redemption and salvation.

THE SCRIPTURES AS WE HAVE THEM ARE SUBSTANTIALLY TRUE

AND TRUSTWORTHY.

And, Thirdly and mainly, the Scriptureswe have are at least,

even on the testimony of opponents, in main substance and

effect a trustworthyrecord of the original,or are these in sub-stance

; and from those we learn that they claim to be the Word

of God, of infallible truth and Divine authority. Therefore it is

vital to maintain that claim ; because on the truth of that claim

is based the truthfulness and trustworthiness of all the things

belonging to our eternal salvation. If that claim is false,our

faith is vain ; and everythingmost surely believed among us

perishes,and with them all our hopes for eternityand all our

consolations in time.

If anything invalidates or weakens that foundation, the whole

superstructure of our faith is thereby weakened and endangered,

discredited,if not destroyed. Anything that appears to impinge

on that position is,therefore,righdy regarded with suspicion

and concern. It is just because the apparent discrepanciesof

the Scriptures,as we have them, have been misused to assail,and

if possibleto destroy,the fundamental position,that itbecomes

not only relevant but vital to distinguishbetween the Scriptures

as they are now and as they were originallygiven, and to

emphasise that it is only for these last that infallible truth and

Divine authorityare claimed. It is therefore not of littlebut

of eternal moment to maintain that claim, because they make

that claim, and base on it all their other claims on the faith and

obedience of men. And since the apparent discrepanciesthat

may have crept into the Scriptures,as we have them, are only

such as might be expected to arise from errors of transcription,

the nature of the writings,and the vicissitudes of time, they only

serve to confirm the claim of the originalwritings.
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We thus maintain the claim of Scripturein its integrityas to

the originalwritings,and we make all reasonable allowance and

explanation for discrepanciesarising. We thus meet all the

requirements of both faith and criticism;while by upholding

and establishingthe substantial truth and trustworthiness of our

present Scriptures,we conserve all the sacred interests of practical

piety. One is,therefore,amazed to find any believer in Revela-tion

ignoringor undervaluing a distinction that serves to reconcile

the claims of faith and science. The difference is immense from

every point of view between Scripturesoriginallyerroneous, and

Scripturesoriginallytrue and trustworthy,but becoming more or

less discrepantby transmission from various causes subsequently.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS DISTINCTION TO THE SCIENTIFIC

STUDY OF SCRIPTURE AND OF PRACTICAL RELIGION.

From the standpoint of scientific study it makes all the

difference between paralysisand inspiration. For in studying

the Scriptures,believing them to have been originallytrue,
because Divinely inspired,the earnest student is under the

strongest stimulus and highest motives to search for the original

as through the inspiringSpiritit came pure and livingfrom the

mouth of the Lord. But who would care to inquireor sacrifice

much to ascertain an originalbelieved to have been originally

erroneous ? In the one case the search is for the Word of God

through which w^e have eternal life,like silver seven times

purified,more preciousthan the gold of Ophir. In the other

case it is largelyonly for the errant words of erringmen " at

best a dubious search for doubtful and comparativelyworthless

things. In the one it is a hopeful search for the very truth of

God, most precious and most pure. In the other it is a

heartless quest for,at best, a mixture of truth and error, without

the possibilityof certain separation. So that, by the one

Biblical study is placed under the most potent stimulation,by

the other it is laid under the most hopelessparalysis.

From the viewpoint of practicalreligion,too, a Bible believed

to be originallytrue, because inspired of God, is received with

deepest reverence as the Word of God, even ifdiscrepanciesmay
have subsequentlycrept into the margin of it; and all the moral

and spiritualbenefits of it will in that attitude and spiritbe
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likely to be realised. But a Bible believed to have been

originallyan undistinguishablecompound of error and truth,

with no certain means of thorough separation,will place the

reader of it in the attitude of a scepticalcritic instead of a

sympatheticand reverential believer;and he will,therefore,of

necessitylose its best spiritualeffects. From the standpoint of

faith the one willnaturallylead to confidence and assurance, and

to that personal experienceof the truth as it is in Scripture

which no unbelief can disturb. The other will easilylead to

scepticism,as it logicallylands in agnosticism. And from the

positionof Apologetics,as will appear fullybelow, the one is

strong and impregnable,and has proved itself good against all

the assaults of unbehef for nineteen hundred years. The other

is demonstrably weak and indefensible,and would not avail a

singleday, on their principles,against the well-directed attack

of intelligentscepticism seizing dexterously the positionsso

unwiselygiven them, and using powerfullythe weapons foolishly

placed in their hands by the errorists.

4. Confusion between Questions of Authorship and

THE Truth and Divine Authority of Scripture.

Another misconception that has led to much confusion,
bitter controversy, and needless alarm is identifyingor connect-ing

questionsof authorshipof books with the prime question of

the truthfulness and trustworthiness of Scripture. Now these

questions are different in kind. They do not lie in the same

plane. The last is the firstand supreme question,and lies at the

basis of all our faith. The others are subordinate,and belong to

a lower category. In the one there can be no confusion or

uncertainty,else all is shaken or undermined. In the others,

conflictingand even contradictoryviews may be held without

sensibly,if at all,affectingthe foundations. The one is,from

its very nature, clearlya vital matter of faith,in which the most

momentous interests of all believers are at stake. The others

are evidently matters of literarycriticism,in which no vital

interests are generallyconcerned.

No doubt there may be cases in which, when trulyinter-preted,

the authorship of a Bible book, or part of it, is so

unequivocallyand inevasiblydeclared in Scriptureas to involve.
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in the denial of it,the questionof the truth, rehabiUty,and

authorityof the Word of God. But that is rarely,if ever, de-monstrable

; and there is always, or almost always, a possible

explanation,which might be held to evade the raisingof that

cardinal question. Generally it cannot be seriouslyraised at all

in connection with questionsof authorship. While on all such

matters we are bound not to accept the supposed results of

criticism except upon sufficient evidence in each case, and it is

often miserably weak and changeful,such as no sensible man

would act on in practicallife; and while we should scrupulously

examine and warily entertain anything that seems to question

the truth or infallibilityof God's Word : yet the questions are

themselves essentiallydifferent in kind.

There could not be a greater mistake apologeticallythan to

identifythem. Nor could there be any more signaldisservice

done to God's Word, and to the faith of God's elect,than to

confuse them, or to appear to place them on the same level," as

has, alas ! too often been done by unwise defenders of the faith,

" sometimes by those of whom wiser things might have been

expected. Into all such Uterary questions criticism has un-doubtedly

a rightfearlessly,if reverently,to inquire; and faith

never appears so strong and brave, nor the truth so assured and

Divine, as when she franklyowns and encourages this ; and boldly

challengesall her foes to search her every record, and examine all

her credentials.

All the more is this so that in many cases there may be,

and there doubtless are, originaland later authorships of sub-stantially

the same book. The originalauthor may give the

main substance, or the chief materials,or the first principlesor

germs. The later author or authors, whether editor,chronicler,

compiler,or recaster, developing,adding to,utilising,or recasting

the materials,principles,or germs, may give them in ways that

make the final forms very different from the original,and yet

be essentiallythe same in substance, principles,or ideas, so

that it might still retain,according to ancient literaryusage, the

originalname. This, which is reasonable in itself,and apparently

accordant with the facts of the literaryhistory of some of the

Bible books, takes the force out of much of the hostile criticism

which has assailed the Word of God. There are few things

more important to the defenders of it than to recognise and
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utilise it in the defence of the faith. And those good and

earnest souls who have trembled for the Word of the Lord when

some traditional,and perhaps true or substantiallysound views

of the authorshipof Bible books, or portionsof them, have been

assailed or unsettled by criticism should " First, carefullydis-tinguish

between believingand unbelieving critics" between

avowed Rationalists who deny Revelation and the supernatural,
and therefore attack Scriptureon purely rationalistic principles;
and those Christian critics who, while agreeing with them in

many Uteraryquestionsand some critical results,hold the super-natural,

and believe the Bible to be a Divine Revelation "
the

Word of God. Second. They should be calm in the confidence

that a better and truly higher, because more scientific and

profound criticism will in due time correct the other criticism so

far as its results are untrue ; as has so often been done, as was

so effectuallydone by our greatest N.T. scholars in the thorough

overthrow of the false unbelievingcriticism of the Gospels and

the N.T. generally; and as is now being done as to many of the

supposed results of rationalistic criticism of the O.T., both by

archffiologicalresearch,and truer, juster,more thorough Biblical

study. Third. They ought eagerly to grasp and vigorouslyto

press this fact of earlier and later forms of essentiallythe same

substance or principlesdeveloped and adapted to later times, to

preserve the chief things,to conserve the fundamental position;
and to leave the subordinate questions of origin,authorship,
mode of composition to the usual course of criticaldiscussion,"

so long as they do not invade and destroy the truthfulness,

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof God's Word. In short,

those true and saving results of criticism should be utilised for

the destroyingof destructive criticism.

5. Questions of Date and Method of Composition

confounded with the fundamental question.

Questions of date and methods of composition of Bible

books have been similarlyconfused with the fundamental ques-tion.

Now, while it is doubtless true that some of the writingsof

Scripturemight be brought down so late as to discredit their

truthfulness,and even destroytheir trustworthiness,as has been

done by some Rationalists ; yet questionsof date are questions
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of criticism,and they do not, as a rule, raise the foundation

question,or reallyaffect it," especiallyas, in the case of author-ship,

there is the earlier and the later,and the final forms at

different dates. So that although a late date were assignedto

the final form, that would not necessarilyinvolve the question of

its truthfulness ; since its substance, or the nucleus of it,might

have been in the earlier forms. It is also true that theories of

the method of composition might be, and in some cases have

been, propounded that would be inconsistent with its truth and

honesty. So that as a matter of fact it is not true, as Mr. Glad-stone

says, in his many ways valuable treatise," The Impregnable

Rock of Holy Scripture,"that criticism affects only the form

but not the substance of Scripture. For some criticism,by its

theories,principles,and supposed results,not only affects the

substance, but cuts into the heart of it,and in effect pulverises

and destroys it. Yet the methods of composition are the

legitimatesubjects of criticism ; and, when conducted within

proper limits and on sound principles,are not necessarilyincon-sistent

with the strictest views of the infallible truth and Divine

authority of Scripture.^ Yea, many of the ablest and most

believingcriticshave investigatedsuch questionswithout destroy-ing

or disturbingthese. And to connect such questions,or to

seem to put them on a level,as if identical or like in kind, is

only to make confusion worse confounded, and to play into the

hands of the common foe.

6. Confounding Traditional Interpretation with the

veritable word of god.

Another fertile source of misconception and acrimony

has been confusing traditional interpretationsof Scripturewith

the veritable Word of God. It is remarkable how readilyand

unconsciously certain interpretationsof Scripturehave become

associated and even identified with certain passages ; and then

the proverbialpersistencyand perversityof traditionalism per-petuates

the confusion. This evil was prevalent,deeply seated,

and of long standingamong the religiousteachers of our Lord's

time, and aroused widespread and persistentantagonism to His

moral and spiritualteaching; and it evoked His keenest and

1 See Dr. W. Robertson Smith, quoted above (p.164).
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most scathing exposures (Matt. 15"^,Mark 7"). Scarcely less

acrimonious and tenacious has been the fightin our day for

traditional interpretationsby many whom it would be an outrage

to class with the scribes and Pharisees " hypocrites; for many

of them are unquestionablythe salt of the earth, possessingan

intense,if somewhat narrow or defective,form of piety; because

lackingthe breadth and many-sidedness of the full Divine Word.

For not a littleof this antagonism and irritation,the insolence,

recklessness,and even irreverence of the opponents of traditional

views are largelyto blame. For in advancing what in some

cases and aspects might be truer and justerinterpretations,they,

in strikingcontrast to the Master, who taught as His disciples

could bear it, have not been careful to avoid unnecessarily

arousingthe conscientious scruples,even if the pious prejudices,

of earnest if insufficientlyinformed Christian men, but have

rather gloriedin shocking them.

And some rabid and reckless anti-traditionalists,as they

haughtilystylethemselves, but who might be better designated

revolutionarynovelists,from the boasted noveltyof their views,

have, in their frenzy for novelty,almost gone the length of

proclaimingthat everythingold is false,and everythingcalled

new, though often not new truth, but old, oft-explodederror, is

true. They seem to deem it quitea sufficient refutation of any

view to say it is old, and a valid proof of the truth of any new-fangled

notion to say that it is new " "advanced"; forgetting
that the wise man has said," There is nothing new under the

sun," and that opinions are like fashions,what is new to-day
will be old to-morrow. Yea, from the very necessities and

limitations of human thought,what is old now will soon be new

again.
The truth is,that so far is it from being true that any inter-pretation

reachingus through tradition is,on that account, to be

regarded as presumptively untrue, the presumption is all the

other way, " especiallyif the tradition is ancient,widespread,and

has survived successive assaults. The tradition itself,and the

persistencyof it,are facts in favour of its truth,requiringto be

adequatelyaccounted for by its rejectors. And for these often

crude and groundless novelties,these anti-dogmatistsmanifest

frequently such contemptuous and contemptible dogmatism
and intolerance as make the traditional dogmatist liberal and
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open -
minded in comparison, and show that the would -

be

anti-dogmatistsare after all the most intolerant and intolerable

dogmatists," only on much more slender and untenable

grounds.

Nevertheless, there have been many untrue traditional inter-pretations

of Scriptureto which men have clung,and for which

they have contended with a tenacityand intensitythat would

have been justifiableand commendable only for the very Word

of God ; and which are explicableonly on the supposition that

they regarded them as such, instead of what they reallywere, the

untenable traditions and wrong interpretationsof men. So that

there is nothing more necessary and imperativefor the upholders

of the truthfulness and Divine authority of Scripturethan to

sweep all such interpretationsremorselesslyaway, to make patent

and emphatic the essential distinction between God's Word

and man's interpretationsof it; and to declare with a clearness

and a force that none can mistake that it is of Scripture as

originallygiven,and when properlyinterpreted,and of that alone,

of which infallible truth and Divine authorityare predicatedor

predicable.
This involves and demands the best Textual Criticism,

thorough Exegesis,Biblical and SystematicTheology, and all the

cognate knowledge and studies helpfulto the ascertainingof the

true meaning of Scripture. It requires also very specially

realisingthe standpoint of the writers ; the purpose of the

writings; the peculiaritiesof the human authors ; the literary

usages of the times ; the necessary limitations under w'hich the

books were written, either from the limited knowledge of the

writers,or the imperfect state or limited capacity of those to

whom they were immediately written; the inevitable colouring

of the writingfrom the mind and the age of the writer ; and all

cognate or connected things.

But when, as the result of all these, we have ascertained the

true meaning of the Word, the real mind of the Spiritin it,and

what was reallyintended by God to be expressed through it,we

have then got the truth,the whole truth,so far as God meant to

give it,and nothing but the truth. And however hard it may

sometimes be to part with traditional interpretations,especially

where men have received spiritualgood from them, because the

interpretationscontained a truth, though not the truth in the
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passage ; yet every true lover of the Divine Word should for such

a result be ready and rejoice to do it
;

that the Word -of

God should not be endangered by identifying or confounding

it with human interpretations ;
and that our

taith and hope

might stand, not on
the traditions of

men,
but

on the Word

of God.

Note.
"

Striking illustrations of the valuable results of believing criticism

in removing critical difficulties in the Bible, as we
have it, in

our English

Bibles, and even in the Hebrew, are given by Dr. Robertson Smith in his

The O. T. ill the Jewish Church, in Lectures IV. and V. These examples,

which are largely increased in the second edition, remove many
difficulties

that have been stumbling-blocks to careful readers. They are not trivialities,

but
many

of them large and important matters ; "

relating to such things as the

difficulties of the accounts of David's
appearance at Saul's court, and not being

known later, the place of meeting between David and Jonathan, the death of

Ishboshelh, Ahithophel's counsel to Absalom, additional clauses to Jeremiah,

the inscriptions to some of the Psalms, etc. By the aid of the better Text, in

these
cases,

in the Greek translation (Septuagint) from older Hebrew MSS.,

many
of these are removed, and explanation is given of how these interpola-tions,

etc., crept into the original Hebrew MSS. This shows the value of

true criticism, and the folly of disowning its true results, from adhering to

traditional interpretations in the face of such. It also shows the unwisdom

of objecting to urging that it is only for the Scriptures as originally given,

when truly interpreted, that the Bible claims truthfulness and Divine authority ;

"
as

if
we

could not know the character and claim substantially of what the

original was,
from what

we have, by study, as
in other ancient books,

" or

what
anon or a temple was originally though now

fallen
or

ruined.



CHAPTER III.

MISCONCEPTIONS FROM OVERIOOKING THE

PROGRESSIVENESS AND ORGANIC UNITY

OF REVEIATION, TRUTHFULNESS, AND IM-PERFECTION

CONSISTENT.

7. Confusion of the Truthfulness of Scripture with

Scientific Accuracy and Absolute Perfection.

The remaining misconceptions and confusions to be noted

here may be grouped under confounding the truthfulness and

trustworthiness of Scripturewith scientific correctness and abso-lute

perfection. How often have the errancy and untruthful-ness

of Scripture been supposed to be proved by showing that

it did not give the exact numbers, or precise date, or perfectly

correct details in every case, "
when it never professed to do any

such thing,but spoke roundly in popular language, as men are

wont to speak and write to-day. How frequently have errors,

and even contradictions,been imagined to be made out when

differences appeared between various accounts ; or other forms

of representationwere given of substantiallythe same things; or

the whole facts were not mentioned ; or one passage seismed to

conflict with another. As if omissions were errors ; differences,

discrepancies; defects,mistakes ; andvariations, contradictions.

Why, the Bible nowhere undertakes to give full information

on everything we might wish ; and its statements are often

evidentlyfragmentary,and manifest a sublime indifference to the

niceties that precisianswould demand, when not serving its pur-pose.

For by the very differences in its separate accounts itshows

itsindependence and establishes its truthfulness ; and itseems pur-posely

not to reconcile seeming conflicts that we may have some-thing

to do, and to leave difficulties to exercise our faith and

train our moral character, as Butler has so powerfullyreasoned.
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THK RIBLE IS NOT A SCIENTIFIC, BUT A POPULAR BOOK.

How eagerlyhave scientific antagonistslaboured in vain to

demonstrate its contradictions to science, by trying to prove "

say in the account of Creation " that in some small pointsitdoes

not agree in its expressionswith the alleged findingsand views

of some nineteenth century science, which often changes and

contradicts itself; and while ignoringthe great things and lead-ing

lines on which the Biblical and geologicalrecords agree, as

shown by the greatest scientists,such science overlooks alto-gether

the fact that the Bible never professesto give a scientific

account of creation. It would have been utterlyunintelligible

for ages if it had. If it had been given in the terms of

nineteenth century science, it would have been before the age

for millenniums, and behind the age in the twentieth century, and

so on ad infinitum. It ignoresthe fact that it was written,as is

patent on the face of it,in popular language ; because written

for all mankind, and not for a small section called scientists. It

was written from a particularstandpoint, as things appear

phenomenally in relation to earth and man ; and so written as

best to make the purposed impression upon us," even the

pre.sence, and action of God in nature and Providence, in order

to serve the great ends of the moral and spiritualeducation of

the race.

But the amazing thing is,that while thus strainingto make

out contradictions,they have failed to note the great outstanding

agreements and the strikingharmonies in all the main outlines.^

This fact is a strikingcontrast to other religiousbooks, and is

not found in any ancient book or cosmogony; for they all con-tain

ridiculous things.- It is quite unique and inexplicable,

except upon the supposition of Divine inspiration. How mar-vellous

is the fact,when all other ancient books and cosmogonies

show ludicrous absurdities,that a Book written thousands of

years ago should give such an account of creation as men in all

ages have been able to understand, appreciate,and receive much

^ This has been shown at length in the great works of the greatest

geologistsand scientists from the dawn of geologicalscience until now.

See such works as Agassiz,LIugh Miller, Sir Roderick Murchison, Guyot,

Dana, Sir W. Dawson, Virchow, and countless others.

- See examples in Gaussen, On Inspiration; Dr. Storr, T/ie Divine

Origin of Christiauily.
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light and good from ; and in which, in the fierce hght of

nineteenth century science,the uttermost prejudiceand hostiUty

have been baffled to make out a singledemonstrable error, while

true science is ever revealingincreasingagreements in all the

leadingoutlines,as the highestscientific authorities maintain.

The only scientific explanation of this is that it is a Divine

revelation ; and that God's Spiritso guided the inspired writers,

as, while not revealingscience;iyet not to contradict fact or be

inconsistent with the truth when discovered. The effect of this

fierce criticism has, however, only been to bringthe leading men

of science to prove that, not contradiction,but harmony, exists

between them, when both records are correctlyinterpretedfrom

their respectivestandpoints. And the lesson to be learned, both

by scientists and by scholars,as well as by believers in Revela-tion

generally,is that nothing should be judged before the time ;

that alleged errors and contradictions in Scriptureoften arise

from misinterpretationsof it; and that much of the imagined

erroneousness is the fruit of the strange misconceptionthat the

truthfulness or trustworthiness of Scripture means or implies

scientific preciseness,when such an idea is precluded by the

whole character and purpose of the Bible.

Who does not know that a thing may be perfectlytrue, and

entirelyreliable,though not stated in scientific language or with

pedantic precision? The peasant'stestimony to a fact may be

wholly truthful and trustworthy,though incomplete or unprecise

in itself,and couched in rustic language. And it is only by an

entire misconception of what is meant by truthfulness and trust-worthiness

that they have been identified with or held to imply

scientific or precisianexactness.

MISCONCEPTION FROM CONFUSING TRUTHFULNESS WITH

PERFECTION.

Similar misconceptions have arisen from confusing these with

absolute perfectionin various forms. Some have imagined that

the Bible was erroneous because the languages in which it was

written were not the purest or most perfect,because its literary

style was by no means perfect,and because the grammar and

composition fell short of the best. But surely these are paltry

puerilitiesand most jejune ideas. Grammar, style,language,
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"
what arc these ? Not matters of truth, or fact,or principleat

all ; but of usage, taste, habit,at best of more or less imperfec-tion

; for the best are but imperfect media, and means of

expressingthought,especiallythe thoughts of God.

And although it may be and has been maintained that the

Hebrew and Greek were peculiarlyfitted to be the vehicles of

Divine Revelation at its different stages ; and although it is not

difficultto see the Providence of God, yea, a very obvious Divine

design,in the selection of the Gfeek language to express the

last and highestrevelation of God, " since it was the most nearly

perfect,and, when the best and last revelation was given, the

prevalentlanguage of literature throughout the civilised world ;

yet this was not at all essential,or even of much moment, to the

truth,reliability,or authorityof the Word of God. In fact,this

does not affect these at all. Why, the rustic or the barbarian,

who had no language but his native Doric, and broke every rule

of grammar, and violated every principleof style,might never-theless

be more truthful and trustworthyin his statements than

the most cultured modern Athenian. And certainlythe most

pronounced opponents of these cardinal things,while, on the

one hand, adducing such irrelevant trifles against the Bible

claim, on the other hand press the importance, and even the

necessityof the Bible languages to the Divine Revelation to an

extreme and ridiculous extent. Professor Ladd,^ for example,

goes even the absurd length of urging that only the Hellenistic

Greek could have trulyconveyed the N.T. Revelation. Surely

this is the acme of extravagance !

In the lightof the unique translatabilityof Scriptureinto

every language of mankind, which has reasonablybeen urged as

an evidence of its Divine originand its universal design,it is a

very jejuneimaginationthat would thus drive to absurdity the

interestingand suggestivephenomena of Biblical language. It

may be reasonably shown that the languages of Scripturewere

the best suited for the purposes of Revelation. But it is in any

case only a very crude misconception of things essentially

different in kind which could create the imagination that any

argument against the truthfulness and trustworthiness of Scrip-ture

could be made from any imperfectionof style,grammar, or

language.
1 The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture.
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CONFUSING IMPERFECTION WITH ERRONEOUSNESS.

Another more prevalentand misleading,but not less strange

misconception has been confusingthe imperfectwith the erroneous,

" as if relative imperfectionand actual error were identical,when

they are reallyradicallydifferent. It is amazing with what cool

assurance many writers have imagined that ifthey can pointout any

imperfectionin any part of Scripture,theyhave therebydemolished

its inerrancyand demonstrated its erroneousness, as if all uncon-scious

of the baselessness of the assumption. Not only rash,

audacious writers,in their loose and exaggerated utterances, but

sober, better informed though inconsistent authors,like Professor

Ladd in his immense compilations on the question, ând even

others more thorough and able, have quietlyassumed this,as if

it had never occurred to them that there was, or could be, any

distinction between relative imperfection and absolute error in

the teaching of Scripture. They have, indeed,proceeded on it as

unquestionable,that if they could discover anythingrudimentary

or imperfectin any part of Scripture,they thereby disproved its

infallibilityand proved its erroneousness. Hence they have

hastened to expose by exaggeratingthe " crude moralities " of

the O.T., as if rudimentariness were equivalentto error, whereas

a thing may be rough and rudimentary,yet entirelytrue so far as

it goes.

THE PROGRESSIVENESS OF REVELATION DOES NOT IMPLY

ERRONEOUSNESS, BUT POSTULATES TRUENESS AND

RELIABILITV.

They have also insisted ad ?iauseam on the trite fact of the

progressivenessof Revelation ; as if that rendered self-evident

the unreliabilityand erroneousness of the earlier portions of

Scripture. And they have even eagerlyasseverated that our Lord

Himself, who so magnified the O.T. and emphasised with such

majesty its truth and inviolability,had actuallyabrogated, and

even condemned not a little of its distinctive teaching. But

they seem never to have thought it necessary to reconcile their

ideas of Christ's teachingabout the O.T. with His own most

explicitand majesticdeclarations of its truthfulness and inviol-

^ The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture.
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ability,or with His own habitual use of all parts of it,as equally

and unquestionably the Word of God, of infallible truth and

Divine authority.

Nor have they reconciled their views with His profound

far-reachingsummation of its whole teaching as embodied in

the two great commandments "
Love to God and love to man.

" On these two commandments hang all the law and the pro-phets."

Consequently, accordingto His infallibleinterpretation

of it,there was nothing in the O.T. that was not contained in

substance in the Divine law of love. Therefore, there could not

be anythingin it that was inconsistent with love ; and, therefore,

nothing that He could denounce as wrong, or abrogate as

erroneous. Love like God is eternal. I'hus the Word of God,

" the expressionof Him in every part and fibre of it,is like God

Himself
"

love.

CHRIST S TEACHING IN THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT DOES NOT

CORRECT, BUT ENDORSE AND DEVELOP THE TEACHING OF

THE O.T.

Those utterances of our Lord, " mainly those in the Sermon

on the Mount opening with " Ye have heard that it hath been

said by them of old time," on which they have sought to found

their unwarrantable assertions
" are directed, not against the

teachingof Scripture,which would have been a Divine contradic-tion

of Himself. For it was God who in times past spoke unto

the fathers by the prophets "

; and it was the same God who " in

these last times hath spoken unto us by His Son." It was the

Son who Himself declared, as if to answer by anticipationthis

very objection,"Think not that I am come to destroy the law

or the prophets : I am not come to destroy,but to fulfil"

;

and added with such solemn and majestic emphasis what

might have for ever silenced all such asseverations and insinua-tions,

"Verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass,

one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till

all be fulfilled" (Matt. 51^-̂ s, Luke i6i7). With this He pre-faced

all His utterances about the teaching of the ancients. So

that He could not have directed them againstthe Scriptures,

which were His own Word, but againstthose misapprehensions,

perversions, and misapplications of it with which an un-
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spiritualreligiosityand soulless literalism had associated and

overcrusted it.^

So far as they did bear upon the inspiredlaw, it was only to

develop, deepen, perfect,and add to it; and to reveal the

Divine breadths and depths of heart
- searching spirituality

and soul-stirringtruth lying unperceived or unappreciated

therein.

VITAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN IMPERFECTION AND ERROR.

They all served to disclose the radical distinction between

what was merely imperfect and what was untrue, between what

was only undeveloped and what was erroneous ; and to expose

the strange obtuseness that could confuse such obviously

different things,or the crude misconception that could in any-way

associate and confound imperfectionwith error. Error is

what is contrary to the truth. Imperfection is what is true so

far as it goes, but not the full-orbed truth. Error is statingas

true what is false. Imperfection is statingwhat is true, nothing

but the truth, only it is not the whole or the perfect truth.

Imperfection is truth in germ, outline,or immaturity. So that

imperfection and error are as distinct as truth and falsehood.

And yet many of the opponents of the Bible claim use them

as if they were equivalent,or interchangeable,or at least terms

so nearly related, and so much of the same kind that the

one is used carelesslyfor the other. No wonder that so

misusing words and so confusing things that differ they should

come to strange conclusions. Has it come to this that these

would-be advanced thinkers have, in this late age, to be taught
the difference between a defect and an error, between imper-fection

and untruth, between what is not the whole truth and

what is the opposite of the truth ? Surely truth in germ or

rudimentary form is as trulytruth as truth in a mature and

perfectedform ; since perfectionin the full development requires

trueness in the earlier elementary stages and germ forms.

Error can never develop into truth. Perfection can be evolved

only from true germs, erroneousness and wrongness in rude

primitivestages can never develop into truth and righteous-ness.
The laws of evolution preclude falseness and immorality

' See Dr. David Brown and Dr. Meyer's Commentaries and Appendix.
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in earlier stages of what emerges into perfectionand holiness,

and require trueness and Tightness in the origins and pro-gressive

stages. No Christian writer,certainlyno upholder of

the Bible claim, ever doubted progress from elementary and

imperfect revelations and stages of moral ideals or culture, to

fulness,maturity,and perfection,or ever questioned that the

N.T. was an advance upon the O.T. Nor is it conceivable

how any beUever in the Bible as a Divine Revelation could, with

it in his hand, believe anything else. And what is all the tall

talk about the progressivenessof Revelation, of which some

loose thinkers of our time make so much, as if it were a

marvellous discoveryor revelation of their own at the close of

the nineteenth century ? Why, it is as old as the hills,"
older

than Christianity,old as Revelation itself. It is the veriest

commonplace in theology from the beginning; as well taught

and illustrated in old-fashioned Matthew Henry as in any other.

Without question the Revelation and teaching of the N.T. is

fuller,higher,and more advanced than the O.T., as some parts

both of the O.T. and the N.T. are than others. So that there

is a relative imperfection and a comparativeinferiorityin some

parts of Scripturewhen placed alongsideof others.

So also some parts of Scripture,O.T. and N.T., are more

valuable and practicallyuseful than others. These are by no

means speciallyIn the N.T. ; yea, they are perhaps quite as

abundant in the O.T. as in the New. In this,in many respects,

the O.T. will bear favourable comparison with the N.T. It

would not be easy, if it is possible,to find any book in the N.T.

at once more thrillingand evangelicalthan Isaiah. Is there

any book of Scriptureso infinitelydiversified and so practically

helpfulto pious devotion and spiritualexperienceas the Psalms ?

And the Book of Job stands peerlesslyalone in all Uterature,

sacred and profane, in grappling,with such profundity,pathos,
and power, with the great mystery of suffering; so that it

well deserves Carlyle'sappraisement"

" The greatest work in

literature."

These things are mentioned here because it is another of

those strange hallucinations on which the opponents of the

truth, reliability,and Divine authority of Scripture base their

error, that the holding of these means maintaining the equality

in value and perfectionof all parts of Scripture. But what
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possiblesupport can these things give their contention for the

falhbiUtyand erroneousness of Scripture? Absolutelynone.

THOUGH ALL SCRIPTURE IS NOT OF EQUAL VALUE, ALL

IS TRUE IN SENSE INTENDED.

Though all parts of Scriptureare not equallyvaluable,does

that prove that they are not all equallytrue, or that any of them

are untrue, when God says,
" AH Scriptureis God breathed, and

is profitable"? For, surely,if it is all profitablebecause all

inspired,it must be all true ; unless it can be shown that error

instead of truth is profitablefor such high moral and spiritual
ends ! As reasonably say that some parts of the earth

and the heavens, which were all created by God, "by the

breath of His mouth," were not God's work ; because, forsooth,

they are not all equallyvaluable. Yet of a desert as of a paradise
it is true "

" Nothing useless is or low,

Each thing in its place is best,
And what seems but idle show

Strengthens and supports the rest."

PROGRESS IN REVELATION PRECLUDES ERRONEOUSNESS, AND

REQUIRES RELIABILITY IN EARLIER STAGES.

Though Revelation has been progressive,does that prove that

in the earlier stages it was erroneous, or give a shadow of

support to the imagination that any part of it contained error ?

A strange progress verily,that is founded on error, rooted in

untruth, and developed from falsehood ! If some portions of

Scriptureare less perfect,less developed than others,how can

that even appear to imply that they are untrustworthy or un-truthful

? except upon the absurd assumption that imperfection
and error are equivalent,or necessarilyconnected, when they
have reallyno connection whatever. Because some parts of

Scripture are higher or more advanced than others, does that

demonstrate or afford a particleof evidence that the lower or less

advanced parts are therefore unreliable or erroneous? As

rationallyassert that,because the propositionsin the 6th or nth

book of Euclid are higher and more advanced than those in the
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ist or 2nd, thereforethe propositionsin the ist and 2nd are

not true or trustworthy! Every mathematician from the days

of EucHd until now would gaze at such a novel demonstration,

and wonder where such a reasoner got his brains,and think his

peculiarmental construction a prodigydeservinginvestigation!

Why, so far is it from being true that imperfection,inferiority,

progress, and advancedness in Scripture prove or imply error

or unreliability,on the contrary they prove the very opposite,

and imply and require truthfulness' and trustworthiness. Our

last illustration best demonstrates this. For the higher and

more advanced propositionsof the later books of Euclid are

based upon and must postulatethe truth and reliabilityof the

[propositionsin the earlier. Nor is it possibleto advance a

singlestep, or ever reach the higher and more complex, except

upon the assured basis of the truth and reliabilityof the lower

and the more elementary. Every step in the progress has to

be built upon the proved or implied truth and demonstrated

reliabilityof the earlier steps.

So progress in Revelation necessarilyimplies and requires

the truth and trustworthiness of the earlier Revelation. Every

advance in the unfolding of Divine truth has to postulateand

build upon the trueness and reliabilityof what has been

previouslyrevealed. And the only possible way to reach the

higher and fuller developments of Revelation is to assume and

proceed upon the trustworthiness of the lower and less developed

records of it. The superstructure can never be steadfast unless

the foundation is sure. The lower and later streams cannot be

unpolluted and life-givingunless the higher head-waters are kept

pure and living.The branches can never be strong or fruitful

if the trunk is hollow or the root rotten. And the principleof

a progressiveRevelation can be received as true and depended

on as trustworthy only upon the basis of the trueness and

trustworthiness of the earlier and more elementary revelations.

So that the progressivenessof Revelation is the most fatal fact

of all to the theory of the errorists or contradictionists,as Mr.

Gladstone would call them, who pretend to make most of it,

and yet violate,destroy,or deny the necessary presuppositions
of trueness and trustworthiness on which it is founded, and

without which progress in Revelation is a misnomer and an

impossibility.
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Further, all those passages in which Christ so speaks of the

O.T. as to imply a relative imperfection,also imply, predicate,
and postulatethe trueness and reliabilityof the O.T. Scriptures

so far as they go. For they are treated as the germs, roots, and

bases of the new and fuller revelations which He gives. But

germs must be sound and not unsound, if they are to become

true developments or valuable specimens. Roots must be

healthy,not rotten and partiallypoisonous,if they are to grow

into fertile trees and bear the best fruits. And bases must be

rock not sand, trustworthy not unstable; iron, not mixtures

partlyiron and partlyclay; rock, not partiallyrock and partially

sand, if they are to be the foundations of reliable structures.

Mixtures of iron and clay,rock and sand, are worse and less

reliable than foundations wholly sand or clay. And mixtures of

truth and error are of all things least satisfactoryas foundations

of faith and conduct, " especiallywhen it is impossibleto separate

with certaintythe truth from the error. They are utterlyuseless

as the germs of higher developments of truth,or starting-points
of new and fuller revelations.

From the very nature of things they render progress based

on them an impossibility,and advances made on things so

incoherent and antagonistic in their elements a manifest

absurdity. So that progressivenessin Revelation is necessarily

precluded by their very supposition," that the records of the

earlier and germinal revelations w^ere erroneous and unreliable,or

inseparablemixtures of truth and error. All possibleprogress in

Revelation presupposes the trueness and trustworthiness of the

primitiveand progressive,though relativelyimperfectrevelations,

from which and through which progress proceeded to the highest

developments and the most perfectrevelations.

CHRIST S FULFILLING OF THE LAW IMPLIED TRUSTWORTHINESS

IN THE PREFIGURATIONS, EVEN IN MINUTLt:.

Hence the very figuresand expressionsused by Christ in this

connection imply and presuppose this,"I came," He says, "not

to destroy,but to fulfil" the law and the prophets. And whether

the word "fulfil" be taken to fillin, as fiUingin an outline to its

full completion ; or to fillout, like the waxing moon " waxing

from its first gracefulcurve on the face of the evening sky to the
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last stage of curvature that perfectsthe full-orbed moon ; or to

fillup, like a tree from the soft and facile sapling,shaking in the

mountain breeze, to the full-growncedar, defying the blasts of

ages with its majestic boughs, and coveringthe mountains with

its shade ; or like the imperfect child or the immature youth,

growingup into the fullydeveloped and perfectlymatured man, "

in every case it presupposes and requirestrueness and reliability
in what are the germ, basis,and earlier stages, which through

development become at length the perfectedand the ideal. As

the poet, with true poeticintuition as well as scientific truth and

insight,says, "The child's the father of the man."

And although the parts are only in embryo or immaturity,and

therefore relativelyimperfect,they are all sound and perfectup
to the stage of their growth. The sapling is the cedar in its

initial stage, and is as true and real up to the measure of its

growth as the full-grown monarch of the mountains. The

moon's first graceful horn is in measure as true and reliable

a representationof the moon as any subsequent phase onwards

to full moon. The outline of a picture or a landscape is in

degree as genuine and true as any after-completed or full-

visioned view. Nor is it possibleto fill in, or fill out, or fill up

anything of the kind unless by presupposingthe germinal and

imperfectlydeveloped forms to be true and reliable. In every

case there is imperfection and immaturity ; but there is also the

promise, and the potency, and the primitiveforth-puttingsof

maturityand perfection.

And if "
to fulfil" is taken in the ordinary sense, as Christ is

usually supposed to have fulfilled the O.T., by realisingin

Himself as Antitype what was prefiguredin its types, predicted
in its prophecies,and foreshadowed in its ideal representations;
then, again, the same entire and even precise trueness and

reliabilityare implied and necessitated. For it would have been

impossiblefor Christ to have fulfilled them in that exactness of

detail,precision,and literalitywith which the N.T. inspired
writers,after His example, so frequently,and so remarkablyprove
and emphasise He did,unless the things that He thus fulfilled

had been entirelytrue, yea, minutely accurate and thoroughly

reliable,even in small details. While in other things this

precisenesswas not necessary nor designed, yet in these the

minutiae were of the essence of the fulfilment,the whole point
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and proof lying in the exactness and even literalityof the

correspondence of the predictionsand prefigurationswith the

fulfilHngfacts.

Here we see a reason why our Lord insisted with such

absoluteness and majesty upon the truth and inviolabilityand

necessityof fulfilment of every jotand tittle of the law and the

prophets. All this sets forth,in the most explicitand emphatic

manner possible,Christ's view of the trueness and trustworthi-ness

of the Word of God. If our Lord had wished to declare in

the most absolute and inevasible manner the inviolable truth

and unquestionabletrustworthiness of all Scripture,it seems

impossible to conceive how human language could more

explicitlyexpress, or practicalaction more indubitablyendorse

these than in the language He has employed, and the manner of

using the O.T. He habituallyfollowed. Thus the truthfulness

and trustworthiness of Scriptureare not only not inconsistent

with the great pregnant fact of the progressivenessof Revelation,

but it impliesand requiresthem, and is based upon and rooted

in them, yea, is impossible without them. They also accord

with it. On the other hand, the progressivenessof Revelation

and the necessary immaturity,or relative imperfection of earlier

revelations,preclude and are inconsistent with erroneousness

and unreliabilityin the record or expressionof progressive

revelation. So that the fact which the errorists thought

disproved the truth and reliabilityof the Word of God when

properly understood and reasoned, actuallysupports these and

excludes their opposite theory.

THE BIBLE IS A LIVING UNITY AND SPIRITUAL ORGANISM THAT

IMPLIES TRUENESS AND RELIABILITY IN THE COMPLEMENT-ARY

PARTS.

Li the same line it must be said that the Bible has, both by

the defenders and opponents of its truth and inviolability,been

too much treated as if it were a number of separate books, or

isolated fragments \vith little or no connection, instead of what

it is, a unique whole and living unity. It is a unique, con-nected,

and articulated moral and spiritualorganism, breathing

with the Spirit,pulsing with the life,shining with the light

and glowing with the love of God. The unity of Scripturehas
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often been urged as a powerful argument for its Divine origin

and inspiration. But it has not been used as it ought in support

of the truth and reliabiUtyof Scripture. And it has rarely,if at

all adequately,been realised as a Divine livingorganism, whose

very nature requiresthe trueness and reliabilityof the different

complementary parts.

OPPOSITE EXTREMES " FRAGMENTING SCRIPTURE.

Some unwise upholders of its infallibilityhave so fragmented

it,and then regarded and spoken of its separate fragments as if

equallyvaluable,and in themselves in their isolation as absolutely
true and universallyapplicable,without any consideration of

their connection with other parts, and of their place and function

in the living,organic,God-breathed whole. They have thus

taken up an extreme and untenable position,and made wrong,

unwarrantable, and improper use of isolated texts ; and thus

played into the hands of the opponents of its truth and Divine

authority. The texts have often been treated as if they were

each by itself an independent and abstract embodiment of

truth universallyapplicable in all circumstances and connec-tions

; they have thus been frequentlymisconstrued and mis-applied,

according to the opinions,prejudices,or idiosyncrasies
of the individual. Consequently the veriest puerilities,the most

jejune imaginations,and even the greatest absurdities have

sometimes been advanced with oracular assurance as the Word

of God and the teaching of the Spirit. Any questioningof their

truth,or doubt as to their Divine authority,has been solemnly
denounced as unbelief or rejectionof the Word of God. Those

so thinkingand actingdoubtless very earnestlymean to declare

and maintain the infallibilityand Divine authority of God's

Word, and without doubt consider themselves the most thorough
upholders and faithful defenders thereof. But they commit a

serious mistake. They are really,though unconsciously,in some

aspects the worst foes of the true doctrine of the truthfulness

and trustworthiness of Scripture. They burden its defence,and

create many obstacles to itsreception and unnecessary prejudice
to its prevalence. They have mistaken extremeness for strength
of position,and thereby have played most effectuallyinto the

hands of its avowed opponents.
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Under the appearance, and doubtless with the intention of

honouring the Word of God, what they reallydo is to honour

their own unwarrantable opinionsand unscripturaltheories ; and

thus injure and discredit the Word of God by their traditions.

What they actuallydo in tearingparticulartexts away from

their connections, breaking them into so many separate and in-dependent

fragments, and using them according to their own

fads and fancies,is to misinterpretand pervert Scripture,and to

designate their own wrong interpretationsthe Word of God.^

In fact,it is another kind of Rationalism,which, on the principle
that extremes meet, joins hands with avowed Rationalism in

undermining and discreditingthe truth and Divine authorityof

the real Word of God. Let it therefore be clearlyunderstood

that,in maintainingthe trueness and reliabilityof Scripture,we do

not maintain that each passage in itself,and set apart from its con-nections

with the other related parts, is absolutelytrue, entirely

independent, and universallyapplicable. But that each part and

passage as originallygiven,when trulyinterpretedin the lightof

all the rest, and properlyapplied according to God's intention,

is true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority" the Word of the

Lord.

SEPARATING BOOKS AND PARTS IGNORING ORGANIC UNITY.

On the other hand, many assailants of its truth and authority

also so separate itsbooks and parts, as ifthey had no organicunity

or vital oneness. They have so spoken of it,and treated it as if

they knew not or wished not to recognisethat the Bible is not

a conglomerate, a mass of many disconnected books, but one

unique. Divine, God-breathed product, composed of many

diversified but complementary parts ; yet nevertheless a sublime,

homogeneous whole "
the written Word of God. Hence they

speak of it as not a book but a library; and in that one word

manifest their misconception of its real character, and reveal

how little they have entered into the heart or scope of the

Divine Word, or grasped the essential spiritof organic revela-tion.

They also treat the different books as such by themselves,

^ Examples of this vicious and perverting habit may be seen in many

Plymouth Brethren writings, as also in some narrow, ill-informed Church-men's

writings,and those of other faddy societies and viewy persons.
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as though there were no others of the same kind, or on a kindred

subject,in existence ; and draw their conclusion from each isolated

fragment, irrespectiveof what might be learned on the same

subject from the other cognate books that might contribute to

the better interpretationof each.

No wonder that their conclusions have been often fragment-ary,

meagre, and unsatisfactoryenough. For they violate all the

principlesof rational and scientific study of any subject,making

inferences from the narrowest inductions,shuttingout the light

derivable from cognate and complementary sources, and dis-owning

altogetherthe invaluable aid,in the proper interpretation
of any particularpart of a subject,derivable from the general

principlesand established conclusions ascertained from other

parts of the same. As well might an amateur geologistcon-struct

a science of geology from examining the different strata

independently,ignoringtheir connection with each other, the

general facts common to all,and the established results of

previous investigationsfrom a comprehensive survey of the

whole. But he should not wonder if scientific geologistsgave
little weight to his disconnected conclusions, or smiled at his

geology. The last thing he should expect from them would be

that his fragmentary explorationsshould be regarded as science.

Yet some of those who have thus most flagrantlyviolated every

principleof rational interpretation,and most openly travestied

every canon of scientific induction,have, with amusing innocence

and pretension,dignifiedtheir travesty with the name of the

Inductive Method.

Some have carried out this unscientific and misleadingmethod

of isolation and disintegrationso far as to limit any measure of

truth,reliability,and Divine authoritywhich they might allow to

Scriptureto those individual passages and details of which these

thingsare especiallypredicated. But this is to treat the Bible

as the books of no other religioncan be studied with any hope
of true interpretation.It is to close the mind to the general

tone and pervadingtrend of Scripture,which imply its claims of

infallible truth and Divine authority. It is to disregardthe ex-plicit

and inevasible passages that predicate these thingsof all

the Scriptures,and which assume their unity and Divine origin.

It is to set at nought the testimony of each to all,and of all to

each of the unique collection of sacred books. It is to violate
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all the sound principlesof Biblical criticism,and of the fair or

reasonable criticism of any literature ; so that we might well ask,

as a distinguishedprofessorof Hebrew literature asks in another

connection of the methods of some of the higher critics of the

O.T., "Was ever a literature so treated?"^ It is based upon

the absurd assumption that in every case in which this claim of

Scriptureis not explicitlymade in detail the oppositeis implied;

and that,too, in the face of the many direct and indirect ways

and passages in which this is unequivocallyclaimed for all. And

it proceeds upon the false conception and pervertingidea that

the Bible books are to be treated as if they were entirelyin-dependent,

" a libraryof separate human productions instead of

a unique Divine-human Revelation ; and as if the deep and vital

unity of Holy Scripture,of which every student worthy of the

name has been deeply conscious, were a fable or a delusion,

instead of being,as it is,a patent and indisputablefact,a pregnant

and most significantreality.

THE BIBLE AS A LIVING SPIRITUAL ORGANISM REQUIRES

SOUNDNESS AND SYMPATHY IN ALL ITS RELATED PARTS.

Both of these opposing extremes "
the avowed Rationalism

and the virtual Rationalism " ignore or fail to recognisethat the

Bible is a livingspiritualorganism ; not only a unity,but a living

unity; not only a homogeneous religiouswhole, but a living,

organic,God-breathed whole, shiningwith the light,pulsingwith

the life,and throbbing with the love of God. It reveals one

consistent,harmonious, though richlydiversified,complementary

system of moral and spiritualtruth. It was germinal,ruder, and

more elementary at first; fuller and more developed, but still

imperfect,as it grew from age to age, as historian wrote, prophet

spoke, and psalmistsang ; tillat lengthin the fulness of time the

Word was made flesh,and dwelt amongst us, as the full and per-fect

revelation of God, which found its most perfect,final literary

expressionin the inspiredwritingsof the N.T. But all through

the revelation was of the same nature, and reallythe same in

substance. Its various parts though very diversified,are essentially

consistent and harmonious, truly complementary and interde-pendent

; possessing certain unmistakable marks and charac-

^ Dr. A. B. Davidson.
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teristicsthat distinguishthem from all other writings,as a unique,

harmonious, God-given whole" all breathingone Divine spirit,

evolvingone heaven-born life,and givingone homogeneous and

gloriousrevelation of Divine grace.

This suggestivebut insufificientlyrealised fact
"

that the Bible

is not only a unity,but a living,spiritualorganism, for the ex-pression

of the thought,life,and love of God " is simply fatal to

the theory of indefinite erroneousness, and requires,as the con-dition

of fulfillingits Divine function,that its various related

parts be true and reliable. For how could there be a real unity

of Scripture,if some parts of it are true and others false,some

passages reliable and others untrustworthy;" especiallywhen these

incoherent,antagonisticelements are, on the theory, indefinite

and indeterminable; and when it is impossible from the very

nature of thingsto separate infalliblythe true from the false,or

to determine with certaintywhich thingsare true and trustworthy,

and which are not. Whatever such incohesive conglomerations
of truth and error as this theory of indefinite erroneousness im-plies

may be, they certainlycannot form a real unity; for unity

demands, as an essential requisite,homogeneity in materials,

cohesiveness of substance, and reliabilitythroughout the various

related and interdependent parts. Still less can they form a

livingspiritualorganism for the true and trustworthyexpression

of the mind, heart,and lifeof God " a pure and reliable medium

embodying the life-givingrevelation of grace.

For obviouslya livingorganismthat is to express and embody

livingand life-givingtruth must itselfbe livingand sound in all

its related and mutually dependent parts, and must be through-out

a true and trustworthyexpressionand embodiment of it.

Untrueness and unreliabilityin the parts would of necessity

render a living,organicwhole impossible; while an indefinite

and inseparablemixture of truth and error makes it a misnomer,

and any such idea an absurdity and an evident contradiction

in terms. And yet that the Bible is a livingspiritualwhole

is a fact beyond dispute,recognisedfrom the earliest ages " a

fact that the progress of Revelation only evidenced and empha-sised

more and more from age to age as the corresponding

parts of the spiritualorganism developed and approached com-pletion.

Therefore the Errorists must either deny the undeniable facts
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that the Bible is a Hving, organic,spiritualwhole, and a pro-gressive

revelation ; or else admit that its various related and

interdependent parts are true and trustworthy. In the one

alternative they deny unquestionable facts. In the other they

abandon their own theory. And in either case they must sup-port

our contention for the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and the

Divine originand authorityof Holy Scripture.

DIVINE TRUTH CAN DWELL PERFECTLY ONLY IN THE DIVINE

MIND. HUMAN THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE IMPERFECT.

The shortest and completest answer, however, to all the

objectionsto the truth and Divine authorityof Scripture,from

its allegeddefects and imperfectionsin some parts,is that Divine

truth cannot dwell perfectlyexcept in the Divine mind ; and that

Kevelation coming to us, as it does, from the infinite and all-

perfectFountain of Truth, through the limited and more or less

defective medium of human agency and expression,must of

necessitypartake of the limitations and imperfectionsof human

thought and language," limitations and imperfectionsthat will

vary in each case according to the state and characteristics of

each mind, age, and experience through which the revelation

comes. This prime fact,which lies in the very nature of things,

has been ignored or overlooked by the two extreme and both

narrow-visioned partiesto this controversy.

THIS IGNORED AND VIOLATED BY OPPOSITE EXTREME VIEWS.

The hyper-perfectionistsoverlook it when they talk of Holy

Scripture as being in every part and particleof it, in itself,

absolutelyfree from imperfection,as perfectas God. They for-get

that at best man's mind can receive only partialconceptions,
and human language give only imperfect expression of Divine

truth. They see not that though both in conception and ex-pression

it is God-breathed, and therefore true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority; yet of this as of other thingsthat come to

us through human channels, it is true, as the poet sings"

' ' They are but broken lightsof Thee,

And Thou, O Lord, art more than they."

It is not in the AVritten but in the Incarnate Word alone that we
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get the perfectrevelation of God ; and in Him only can we say

with absolute truth that we have " the brightnessof the Father's

glory,and the express image of His person."

It is equallyand less excusably forgottenor ignoredby the

hyper-imperfectionists,who vaunt so much of breadth and depth

of view, but evince in this a notable narrowness and shallowness

of thought and view. For while exaggerating the defects and

imperfectionsof Scripture,the very idea of attempting to fasten

erroneousness and unreliabilityon Scripturefrom defects or im-perfections

is not only a strange confusion between imperfection

and error, but is based upon the shallow delusion and baseless

assumption that any revelation coming through imperfect men

could be absolutelyperfect. Therefore, if there cannot be a

true and trustworthyrevelation of Divine truth unless there is

freedom from any defect or imperfection,and ifScripturecannot

possess infallibilityand Divine authority without absolute per-fection,

then Scriptureis not only indefinitelyerroneous, it is

entirelyso ; for it is all imperfect. It is not then merely a

mixture of truth and error, it is all error together; for there is

none of it absolutelyperfect; and on this superficialassumption
that to be true and reliable it must be perfect,revelation is an

absolute impossibility,which is an absolute absurdity.

Therefore, when we affirm the truthfulness and trustworthi-ness

of Scripture,we do not declare its absolute perfection,as

many have so strangely misconceived. On the contrary, we

maintain that it was of necessitypartiallylimited and relatively

imperfect,from the necessary limitations and imperfectionsof

human thought, language, and experience. Nay more, since

God adapted His revelations to the state, the attainments, and

needs of the agents and the age to which and through which

they were immediately given ; and since in giving them the

inspiringSpiritdid not violate or crush, but conserve and utilise

the free operation of the mental faculties of the recipientsand

communicators of Revelation," the Scripturesexpressingand

embodying them were necessarilyHmited by the knowledge,

attainments,characteristics,and experience,with all attendant

defects and imperfectionsof the persons through whom and the

people to whom they were firstgiven.

They are not free from, but expressed in, the thought,

language, literarystyle,methods, and other peculiaritiesand
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idiosyncrasiesof the inspiredwriters,and the times in which

they were written ; and, in short, take their colour from, and

reflect the mind of,the human author, and the age in which he

wrote. But this does not destroy,lessen,or affect the truthful-ness,

trustworthiness,or Divine authorityof any part or passage

of Scripture. For it is an essential part of the true doctrine of

Inspiration,that in inspiringthe human authors to write the

Scripturesthe Holy Spiritso acted on their minds as, on the

one hand, to preserve them from error in expressing His mind,

and, on the other hand, left them entirelyfree in the exercise

of their mental faculties,according to their respective char-acteristics

and peculiarities,acquirements and experience. Yea,

He so utilised and selected these as to make them the means

and channels for the better,fuller,and more diversified expres-sion

of the Divine fulness of His truth and grace. The Infinite

Spiritof God so acted on the finite spiritof man as to preserve

from erroneousness in expressingHis Word, and therefore it was

truly supernatural; yet so thoroughly natural that the writers

wrote or spoke as freelyas though there had been on them no

action of the Holy Spirit.

Consequently we must, in order to ascertain that Word of

God of which we predicateinfallible truth and Divine authority,

be careful to make a thorough use of all the means, textual

criticism,exegesis,systematic and Bibhcal theology. Biblical

criticism,comparative religion,and all other means and methods

by which we may throw ourselves into the views, circumstances,

light,and literarymethods of the Bible writers. Thus we may

realise their standpoint, grasp their purpose, ascertain their

meaning, and catch their spirit,which opens up a vast field of

research ; and only when we have done so can we be said to

have fullyreached the Word of the Lord. For sometimes the

apparent may not be the real meaning. Here as elsewhere

"things are not as they seem." But when we have done so,

and ascertained what the Scripturesveritablymeant" what God

designed to express in them
"

that is,the Scriptureas originally

given by the Spiritof God, properly interpretedthrough the

same Spirit,"
then we have got the truth, the whole truth God

intended thereby to give,and nothing but the truth.

This clearingof the way is not only a removal of some

leading misconceptions that have confused the issue, but an
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exposure
of

many sophistical fallacies that have prejudiced the

truth, and
a

real refutation of not a few of the most plausible

objections by which the
proper

evidence from Scripture has been

prevented from receiving due weight or even
consideration. It

has also enabled us to give part of the positi\e {)roof and
pre-liminary

arguments for the Bible claim.

Note.
"

Confirming llie position stated above, Dr. Robert Candlish
says:

" I
suppose

that truth absolutely pure
and perfect can

dwell only in the

Divine mind. To lodge it in the mind of
a creature, exactly as

it is in the

mind of the Creator, may very probably be
an impossibility. The truth

as
it

is in Jesus, even
when communicated directly and immediately, was not to the

inspired Apostles absolutely and perfectly what it was to God."
"

A'l-aso/i and

Revdatio)!, p. 69.

Note.
"

As to the Bible being both Divine and human in its author?!hip,

Principal Cunningham well
says :

"In
one sense,

the Scripture is wholly the

word of God
;

in another, though just as truly and really, it is wholly the word

of man.
...

As the Spirit had resolved to employ the
agency

of
man,

and

of
men

in the exercise of their natural
powers

and faculties. He, of
course,

must be supposed to have in
some measure adapted or

accommodated Himself

and His operations to these
powers or

faculties. We
are not entitled to say

that this adaptation may not have
gone on so far, without affecting the reality

of His thorough and pervading agency, as to have left
room

for whatever

diversity in their narratives was consistent with their veracity and
accuracy,

as
estimated by the principles by which these things are ordinarily judged

among
men,"

"

Lectures, pp. 352, 383, 384. See also Carson's Theories

of Inspiration Reviewed.



CHAPTER IV.

MISREPRESENTATIONS AND CARICATURES.

We must now look at and expose some of the misrepresentations

and caricatures by which the opponents of the truthfuhiess and

Divine authorityof the Word of God have prejudiced the truth,

and prevented a fair consideration of the Scripture proof by

which it is established. They have found it a much easier thing

first to misrepresent and then to caricature the positionof the

real defenders of the claim of Scripture than honestly to face

their proof,and seriouslyto attempt to answer the arguments by

which they have demonstrated that the Bible claims to be the

Word of God, of infallible truth,thorough trustworthiness,and

Divine authority. Hence they have eagerly rushed off into

endless side issues instead of coming to and grappling with the

real issue. They have expended immense ingenuityin mis-representing,

and almost exhausted language in abusing, the

imagined views of the defenders of the true position,instead of

facing their real position and attempting to refute their un-answerable

arguments. And this has been done with such

manifest unfairness and with such perverse persistency,in face

of reiterated protest, by some boastful pretenders to intellectual

honesty, that itrequiresmuch patienceto bear itwith equanimity,

and great charitynot to regard it as intellectual pusillanimityor

wilful misrepresentation.Nor, indeed, is it possible for anyone

that has studied the subject,and is at all well versed in the

literature of the question,to regard it otherwise, except upon

the suppositionof culpable ignorance or intellectual density.

But wilfully or unconsciously, from ignorance or obtuseness,

misrepresentationsof the most culpable and discreditable

kind have been persistedin. This method of misstatement

and abuse must be exposed, if it were only to make men
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abandon such tactics,and to prevent others being pervertedby

such travesties.

I. That the Bible was given bv Dictation.

One of the oldest and still most common of these, already

referred to, is,that the upholders of the Bible claim and maintain

that the Scriptureswere givenby dictation ; as if they had been

taken down by an amanuensis from the lips of the inspiring

Spirit,or printedin Paradise and, like the Sibyllinebooks, let

down from heaven
" all perfect,complete, bound in calf,with

vowel-pointsinserted ! But surelythis kind of burlesque might,

at this time of day, have been allowed to rest in its grave

tillanother resurrection ; and surelythe assailants of the claim

of Scripturemust be ill off for arguments when they so eagerly

persistin resurrectingthis long vanished spectre. Some unwise

believers in the infallibilityof Scripturemay have used unguarded

expressions open to such construction," though it would be

difficultto find those who would own this as a fair representation

of all they have said. But surelyit is only a weak cause that

could use such againstintelligentdefenders,who repudiate all

this as a contemptible caricature. Why, the merest novice has

only to open the pages of Scripture to see the almost infinite

diversityof style,subject,and method of treatment, to realise

how utterlyalien to the patent facts is every theory of mere

dictation. Everything is perfectlynatural, unstereotyped,and

as different from dictation as could well be conceived ; and it

is manifest that,whatever the Spiritof inspirationdoes, He does

not interfere with the individualityand the perfectnaturalness

of the human author, but leaves each as free to follow his own

style,method, and bent as though there were no inspiration

at all.

allegation that slavish literalism is held by the

upholders of the bible clalm.

Akin to this is the misrepresentationthat the upholders of

the Bible claim adopt a slavish literalism ; and rash writers

like Dr. Horton, more apt at inept epithet than cogent

argument, upbraid them as maintainers of a
" Cast-iron theory,"
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though what he preciselymeans by a phrase so nonsensical in

such a connection, it would doubtless be more amusing than

instructive to learn. Others, from whom better things might

have been expected,parade the differences between O.T. quota-tions

in the N.T. and the Hebrew or the Septuagint, and

imagine they have thus made out a strong case against the

truthfulness and trustworthiness of Scripture,"
the defaulter in

this being not, how^ever, the O.T. but the New. Strange

hallucination this ! As if the same truth could not be expressed

in somewhat different w'ords ; as if God could not alter or add

to, modify or use a part of,give fresh applicationto or lighton,
His own earlier Word to illustrate or enforce a new and fuller

revelation ! Why, even human authors are wont so to use their

own and others' writings to suit the purposes of their later

writings. And is God, the Holy Ghost, the Divine and real

Author of Scripture,to be precluded from doing so, through

inspiredagents, for His graciouspurposes, by the puerilefancies

of puny and presumptuous men ?

No intelligentdefender of the truth of Scripturehas ever

advocated such a slavish literalism. There is a literalism which

is not slavish but reverent, not forced but scientific:" even that

which leads to scrupulous carefulness to ascertain,by correct

exegesis,the precisemeaning of the words of God, " especially

in crucial cases in which vital truths and the salvation of men

are concerned. It is the literalism of correct interpretationof

the mind of God speaking in His Word ; and for this literalism

we can plead abundantly the example and authority of our

Lord and His apostles,and the best Biblical scholarshipof all

ages. Yea, all students of Scripture profess to seek its real

meaning, and by a kind of natural necessityact on the assump-tion

of its importance and reliabilityexcept when it crosses their

own theories. And even then they seek to justifytheir non-

acceptance of its real meaning by denying its authenticityor

evaporating its teaching,and by postulatingthe truth and re-liability

of some other part. In fact,every real student of

Scripturedoes and must so act, and assume more or less,in

order to reallystudy at all. Nor will any feeble cynicism of

self-sufficientlights,who seek licence to follow their own fancies

or walk in the lightof their own eyes, move us for a moment

or a hair's-breath from followingsuch example, or owning such
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authority. But that is not the kind of Uteralism in question,

and disowned here. And however much such criticism may

affect any eccentric individual favouringsuch a slavish literalism,

it has absolutely no bearing whatever upon or weight against

the position of intelligentdefenders of the Bible claim. It is

nothing else than reckless and culpable misrepresentation,and

a discreditable caricature of that position.

2. That the Human Element in Scripture is denied.

All Human and all Divine : of God through Men

inspired.

Another more generaland, at first sight,more plausiblemis-representation

of the true position is that those maintaining

the Bible claim of infallibilityand Divine authoritydeny the

human element in Scripture as it is phrased ; that they so

magnify the Divine as to ignore the human, and that we ought

to find out where the Divine ends and the human begins,and

then we might be able to distinguishbetween the infallible and

the erroneous. What wondrous wdsdom there ! A Daniel come

to judgment ! As soon find out where in man the soul ends

and the body begins. As soon might Shylock find his pound

of flesh without the blood, as separate the human from the

Divine in Holy Scripture. As soon discover where the human

ends and the Divine begins in the Incarnate Word as in the

Written Word of God. It is all human and all Divine. It is

all God-breathed, and yet all man-conceived and man-written.

Every part, particle,and passage of it is perfectlyhuman, and

yet trulyDivine. As perfectlyhuman as if Divine agency were

not in it at all,and as trulyDivine as though human agency had

nothing to do with it.

That, at least,is our doctrine ; and that,it can be shown, is

the doctrine of Scripture. So far is it,therefore,from being true,

that we make less of the human in Scripturethan our opponents,

it is as near as may be the opposite of the truth. To us it is

all human ; to them it is only partiallyso. With them the

human ends where the Divine begins; with us it has no end

and no beginning except where Scriptureitself begins and ends.

As they make less of the human, they make less,too, of the

Divine. To us, as to Christ and to Paul, it is all Divine
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(Matt. 5^'-^^ John lo^^, 2 Tim. 3I''').To them it is only

partiallyDivine, because with them the Divine ends where the

human begins. To us both the Divine and the human have

neither beginning nor end, they are both coextensive with

Scripture. So that we make more of both the human and of the

Divine.

Some, to escape from accepting or facing this simple yet

profound scripturalteaching,have said the substance is Divine

but the form human ; and, therefore,while the substance may

be true and trustworthy,the form is erroneous and unreliable.

But this is a superficialand nonsensical view. For how can

we know the substance except through the form ? The substance

is in the form. The form is the expression and embodiment of

the substance. We know nothing of the substance save through

the form. To us form and substance are one, as inseparable

as body and soul ; and our whole knowledge of the one is

preciselywhat we learn through the other ; and all that we get

through the form makes our idea of the substance. Therefore,

by how much soever the form or expression is erroneous, by

that much preciselyour knowledge of the substance is so also.

And the only possibleway to be kept from erroneous ideas of

the substance is to have the form true and reliable. Trueness

in the expressionis,therefore, a necessityof trueness in our

conception of what was meant to be expressed.

Besides, as has been often urged, it is the Written ^\'ord

that the Bible declares to be God-breathed. Divine Inspiration

is speciallypredicated of the Scriptures," not so much of the

truth as conceived in the mind of the writer,but as expressed

in the writing," not, as Dr. Chalmers puts it,of the process of

manufacture, but of the product manufactured. Therefore the

expression is as reallyDivine as the substance, the form as

trulyGod-breathed as the matter. The revelation of the sub-stance,

so far as it was revealed, was given by Divine inspiration.

The selection,arrangement, and distribution of the material

were also through supernatural inspiration. And the Bible

explicitlystates that the expressionof the truth,whether spoken

or written, was God-breathed ; and this is speciallyand pre-eminently

said of the Word as written "
the Scriptures.

So that,according to the Bible teaching and claim, all the

parts and operationsenteringinto the composition of the Bible
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are Divine. But they arc also all human. The selection,dis-tribution,

and expression of the materials of the Scripturesare

all of man as well as of God. Inspired men, thinking,speaking,
and writing as freelyand naturally,according to their gifts,

tendencies, acquirements, and experience, as though there had

been no Divine inspirationat all. So that,although Scripture

is all Divine, it is also all human. The form is as Divine as

the substance
"

the letter is in its way as perfect as the spirit.
So that we seem to have here the image of the Incarnate Word,

in whom the Divine and the human are found in the most

perfectunion. And the work of the Divine Spiritis,as in the

case of the Incarnate Word, so to combine the Divine with the

human as that both are fully,perfectly,and inseparablyjoined
in one unique and wondrous whole.^ It is therefore a mis-representation

or a misconception" a misrepresentationfrom a

misconception"
that the defenders of the Bible claim, deny, or

lessen the human in the Scriptures. On the contrary, they afifirm

and magnify both.

3. That all in Scripture is approved by God, though

often expressly condemned.

A third and, if possible,still more glaringmisrepresenta-tion

and caricature of the Bible claim is, that all which is

recorded in Scriptureis approved by God. Long passages are

adduced about the sins of leading historical characters, such

as the drunkenness of Noah, the incest of Lot, the lying of

Abraham, the deceitfulness of Jacob, the murder and adultery
^ As Bishop Westcott so trulyand suggestivelysays of God's inspiration

of Scripture,"It combines harmoniously the two terms in that relation of

the finite to the infinite which is involved in the very idea of Revelation. It

preserves absolute truthfulness with perfecthumanity, so that the nature of

man is not neutralised
... by the divine agency, and the truth of God is not

impairedbut exactlyexpressedin one of its several aspects by the individual

mind, each element performs its perfectwork ; and in religionas well as

in philosophya gloriousrealityis based upon a true antithesis. The Letter

becomes as perfectas the Spirit; and it may well seem that the image of the

Incarnation is reflected in the Christian Scriptures,which, as I believe,

exhibit the human and divine in the highest form and in the most perfect
union." Iitlroducfioii to the Sliidy of the Gospels, p. 16. So, similarly,
Origen long ago. The words of a telegram arc the message. They embody
and constitute it.
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of David, the dissoluteness of Solomon, and all the evil-doings

in the times of the Judges, the kings of Israel and Judah, down

to the close of the O.T. ; as also not a few kinds of thingsin

the N.T. "There," it is said with something akin to scorn and

ironical triumph,"

" there are your famous saints !"
there is your

trustworthy,infallible,and Divinely-inspiredand authoritative

Bible ! " Of all such perverse raving and revilingone scarcely

knows what to think or say. It is such a crude medley of gross

darkness, foolish raillery,and nonsensical caricature,that one

feels it a humiUation to refer to it or expose it now. Had it

been left to the coarse, glibtongues of infidels,palming off on

ignorant hearers in obscure halls such claptrap in lack of

real arguments, we should not have condescended to notice it.

But when this wornout abuse and caricature,which has been

exposed and repudiated ad nauseam, "
and which never had

any foundation save in the benighted imaginationof those who

could conceive it," is taken up and reiterated in books and

speeches by men supposed to be religiousteachers,claiming to

be fresh theologians,and posing as advanced thinkers " yea,

men of lightand leading in such matters, it makes one pause

in amazement, and wonder if it be possible to penetrate such

obtuseness or perversity; and makes one almost despair of

ever fixingin such minds the most elementary ideas of this

question.
And to assert or imply that any intelligentdefender of the

truthfulness and trustworthiness of Scripturewas fool enough to

hold that because these thingsare recorded in Scripturethey are,

therefore,approved or sanctioned by God, is not only a caricature

and a misrepresentation,but an insult to the intelligenceand an

outrage on the moral sense, which would requirefor their incep-tion

a densityor obhquity akin to that which could imagine it.

There may have been some utterances made on particularpoints

by over-eager advocates of traditional interpretationswhich might

give some colour to such a conception. An unwarrantable

mental attitude may, through wrong traditional ideas,have been

given to some minds leadingto untenable defences of some things

in Scripturewhich were never meant to be approved or defended.

And in the progress of Biblical study the Church will doubtless

find it necessary to modify or abandon some views long held as

to some thingsrecorded in Scripturewhich she felt herself called
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on to defend, but which were reallyindefensible,and were never

meant to be defended. When properlyunderstood they will be

found not to have been put there as being in themselves sanc-tioned

by God, but nevertheless recorded there by God's approval

and inspirationto serve some other good end of Revelation. But

that some of those thingsrecorded, which are manifestlywrong,

and sometimes outrageous, are to be regarded as being sanctioned,

or approved, or connived at by God, is a monstrous idea, which

no man morally sane ever seriouslybelieved. Why, even the

words and actions of the Devil are recorded in the Bible,and

recorded, too, by Divine Inspiration.

But it is notorious, as every Christian child knows, that

thingsare recorded, not for approval,but for condemnation ; as

the whole tone, environment, and often the express teaching of

the passages show. And where they are not explicitlycon-demned,

it is because it is assumed that this is unnecessary "

that the very record of them is itself their condemnation.^ It

would only weaken its severityto condemn them in express

terms " just as in narratingsome moral outrage it would shock

and amaze men to expressly say, "This is wrong." Does

Shakespeare thus in express terms condemn the vice or recom-mend

the virtue of his characters ? Nay ; he chooses usually

a more excellent way. And cannot God, or an inspiredwriter,

do the same without being open to the suspicion that it is

not condemned, but even approved ? Why, you do not often

need to teach a child so in a good story-book"
the story itself

is to the child the condemnation or commendation. God

assumes that we have consciences and common sense, and

that we shall not abandon them when we come to read and

interpretHis Word, as we are supposed not to do with any other

book.

No doubt, however, some men are so full of their own teach-ing

powers that they could improve upon God's way ; as some

have imagined,like the ancient king,that the Almighty would

have done well to have taken advice before He created the

world ; and, among others, John Stuart Mill thought he could

have made a better one ! If there are some cases in which it is

' Dr. Morton in the Cliristian ll'or/t:âak^, as to some tilingsin Judges,

why they are not more severely condennied. The answer is,that God

assumes men have conscience and common sense !
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not easy to ascertain whether it is approved or condemned, "

and it may be neither,but recorded for other ends," we must, as

with other books, be patientand painstaking,and interpreteach

particularpassage in the hght of the context and the whole

teaching of Scripture. Doing so in dependence on the Spirit's

help,we shall not be often left in doubt where God intended us

to know.

Yea, there may in some cases be an apparent where there

is no real approval,if properly interpreted. Sometimes, indeed,

the speaker or actor in the passage may seem to praisea deed

or course ; but it by no means necessarilyfollows from this that

God approves. And when even the writer may in rare cases

appear to favour, commend, or sympathise with the thing,you
must ever interpretcarefully,and accept of nothing as sanctioned

by God until you have made sure that God intended to sanction

it when He secured its insertion by inspiration.Everything in

the Bible is there by Divine sanction,yea, by Divine inspiration;
but that by no means implies His approval in themselves of all

the thingsrecorded there. For the truth that everything in the

Bible is there by Divine sanction differs toto calo from the error

that everythingthere is in itself Divinely sanctioned.

THE VERY RECORD OF WRONG THINGS IS THEIR CONDEMNATION

EVEN OF GOOD MEN's SINS.

So far is it from being true that everything inserted in Scrip-ture

by Divine direction receives from that Divine sanction ; it

is very often the reverse, and becomes one of the best evidences

of the truth and reliabilityof the Word of God. The very

record of them is the most emphatic condemnation of them.

And the severe, the unvarnished truthfulness with which the

sins and backslidingsof good and great men are recorded in the

sacred page, without any palliationor excuse ; and the fearful

judgments that are seen to pursue the transgressors, even when

good and honoured men, are proofs decisive of the scrupulous

truth and holiness that characterise its narratives,and reveals

that a supreme and unique regard for truth and righteousness

inspired its production. What other historyor biography por-trays

the sins,failings,and infirmities of its saints and heroes in

such faithfulness,and exposes them in such a fierce lightof
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burning holiness? In this the Bible stands out peerlesslyalonp,

a unicjueand lonely splendour among the literatures of the

world. Thereby it shows that truth and holiness were its

supreme purpose and formative principle. It establishes its

claim to truthfulness and trustworthiness,evidences its Divine

inspirationand authority,and excludes every theory of indefinite

erroneousness.

Further, the raisers of this objection have overlooked the

profound and far-reachingfact that the sins and aberrations of

men, and even devils,are recorded by Divine inspirationin all

their deformity and hideousness, in order to expose the vile

nature and terrible evil of sin,and the sinfulness of the human

heart " a most important revelation. It is thus an essential and

all-importantpart of revelation " a revelation of the exceeding

sinfulness of sin and of man, which forms the dark and lurid

background of the gloriousrevelation of grace. So that in this

again, as in many other cases, the objectionsbrought by mis-conception

and misrepresentationagainstthe trueness and re-liability

of Scripturefrom such thingsbeing recorded there,are

not only rebuked, but have actuallycalled forth in their refuta-tion

new and weighty corroborations of the Bible claim.

4. That the inspired Writers are held to be infallibt,e

AND perfect in THEIR PERSONAL CONDUCT AND CHARACTER.

Another misrepresentationand delusion is,that the upholders
of the Bible claim hold, or should hold, that the inspiredwriters

were infallible in all their actions and utterances, if they were

infalliblein their teachingand writings.And on this assumption
ridicule has been heaped on the defenders of the true position

by parading and misrepresentingthe inconsistencyof Peter at

Antioch, for which Paul had to withstand him to the face ; the

difference between Paul and Barnabas, in which a good deal

might be said for both ; the alleged contradiction between

Paul and James on Justification; and the questionable,if not

mistaken, character of some of Paul's own utterances. Then,

again,there are the strange actions of some of the prophets,"

one, a lyingprophet, however, causing the death of another,

and another cursing the wicked children for their mockery of

God's message and messenger ;" though these are not beyond

21
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explanation on other grounds," even Archdeacon Farrar lending
his peculiaroratory to the caricature of such things.

In regard to these utterances, sufificeit here to say that none

of them reallytouch, or in the least invalidate,the Bible claim.

James never contradicts Paul when the interpretationsare cor-rect

and the different standpoints realised,as has been shown

for centuries. Paul never contradicts himself, or sound reason,

when properlyunderstood ; and when he leaves us free to differ

from him in some of his utterances, he declares he is not then

speaking with Divine authorityin the name of the Lord, " it is

in those thingsin which he expresslyintimates that he is giving

only his own opinion,and not the commandments of the Lord.

If, therefore,any of these expressly excepted utterances were

found not to be the wisest,or applicablenow, this would not at

all affect the truthfulness or authorityof all the other utterances,

in which no such exception is made, for which Divine authority

is,by the very mention of these exceptions,implicitlyclaimed.

As to their actions,their differences,and their inconsistencies

in conduct, it is simply not true that the defenders of the Bible

claim maintain that inspirationsecured immunity from mistakes

in conduct, or errors in privatejudgment, " nay, not even in

every case of individual,ecclesiastical action," witness the back-sliding

of Peter at Antioch, or the baptism of Simon the Sorcerer.

It only secured truthfulness in writingby Divine inspiration,or

speaking the Word of God in their officialcapacity" ex cathedra.

Divine inspirationwas a special giftfor a particularpurpose,

namely, the communication of God's Word for all time ; and

beyond this it is not held to have secured infallibility,or to

carry Divine authority.

5. That the inspired Writers must have had Knowledge

IN advance of their Times on all Subjects in order

TO be authoritative in their Writings.

A similar superficialbut misleading statement of the position

has been, that it implies and assumes that the inspiredwriters

must have had knowledge in advance of their times, in all other

things to which they directlyor indirectlyrefer,besides those

forming the message of Revelation ; else,as alleged,their writ-ings

could not be all true and entirelytrustworthy. As a matter
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of fact, however, this is preciselythe opposite of what the

defenders of the Bible claim have taught. As a question of

reasoningit is a mere assertion,begging the whole question" a

petitioprifuipii"
,
and is based upon the bold and baseless assump-tion

that the Spiritof God could not keep the inspiredwriters

from error in such references without givingthem supernatural

knowledge upon everything to which He might lead them to

make even the most distant reference. It is a presumptuous

limitation of the Holy One of Israel,a daring dictation to the

Holy Ghost ; as if the Spiritof Almighty God were to be con-fined

to the narrow grooves of the shallow and unspiritual

metaphysic of a small-souled,though pretentious.Rationalism.

True, some discoveries of science have been suggested by

Scripturereferences, and discoverers have sought and found

wonderful confirmations there. And in the progress of science

and discovery new meanings and depths have been found in

passages that were never supposed to contain them, tillthe light
of science disclosed the far-reachingfulness and unknown riches

of Revelation. The two lightsharmonising and coalescingw^ere
found to be, not two opposing or contrasting,but harmonious

and complementary lights,proceeding from one eternal light,
of which God, Who is light,and in whom is no darkness at all,

is the Divine source and essence. And thus it may and should

be said with perfecttruth that the inspiringSpiritso guided the

inspiredwriters that,while their writingsdid not anticipatethese

discoveries," which was no part of their purpose, " they so wrote

as, when properlyinterpretedin the lightof their standpoint and

purpose, not to contradict the established results of future dis-covery,

but to harmonise with them in a most marvellous manner.

Many illustrations of this might be given ; but it will suffice

here to refer to the wonderful corroborations of the accurate

historical truth and trustworthiness of Scripture that recent

archaeologicalresearch in Assyriology and Egyptology have

brought to light;and to the no less amazing correspondence

between Genesis and the geologicalaccounts of creation ; and to

the strikingand suggestivepassages in Job, Psalms, etc.,that con-firm

and suggested Astronomical and Geologicaldiscoveries.^

Every year, almost every other day, yea, as Professor Sayce

^ Countless books on Scriptureand Science give illustrations of these.

See Appendix.
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puts it,every other turn of the spade, is digging up some fresh

confirmation of the exact truthfulness of the Bible record,both in

its agreement and even in its contrasts with the Babylonian and

other records. Nor is it an insignificant,but a suggestivefact,

that the same spade of research which is thus digging up fresh

evidence of the trueness and reliabilityof Scripture,is at the

same time, and by the same means, " by the unanswerable logic

of hard, undeniable facts," diggingholes in and disprovingmany
of the false but fine - spun philologicalfancies that German

Rationalism has been trying to palm off as facts upon docile

English followers,but which have taken littlereal hold upon

our practicalAnglo-Saxon intellect,which gives more for a

single hard fact than for a thousand flimsy specious theories

of ever-changingspeculators,who have httle to do, but must

propound something new or outre, however untrue, to attract

attention,gain reputation,and secure students !

Nor is the force of this affected by any differences in certain

small points between the Mosaic and the geologicalrecord

of creation, which some anti-scripturalscientists like Professor

Huxley have striven to make out and to magnify, with a bitter-ness

and a bias that speak of anything save scientific calmness

or intellectual fairness ; but which savour of a bad cause, and

exemplifywell a philosopher in a fury when being beaten in a

controversy, one half of which he does not understand. For,

besides the fact that these apparent discrepancieshave been

repeatedlydisposedof,and never would have appeared had the

assailants only taken pains to ascertain the character and pur-pose

of the writings,or the aim and standpoint of the writer,

it is notorious that other scientific experts, and these by far

the largernumber and higher authorities in that particularde-partment

of science,have accepted,and successfullyupheld the

truthfulness and even accuracy of the Bible record.

whilf: not revealing science, the bible harmonises with

it, in striking contrast with all other writings.

Nay more, they have demonstrated in various ways and from

different standpoints,not only the reconcilableness,but the real

harmony and thorough agreement in all the leading outHnes

and important pointsbetween Scriptureand science, though, of
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course, each presents them in its own distinctive way. And I

have been amazed that,when discussingthe apparent differences

or seeming discrepanciesin a few trivialthings,the fact was over-looked

that they harmonised and agreed in the great outstanding

things; the points about which there could be any discussion

being as nothing compared with them
" a few molehills beside

mountain ranges. It is these wonderful agreements that the

opponents of the Bible claim to truthfulness have to explain.

Nor is it possiblerationallyto explainthem except upon the

suppositionthat the Divine Spirit,who knew the truth,guided

the human writers so to write as to secure this. Let any un-biassed

student only look at the sober, reasonable, and at the

same time subUme representationsof creation and its relation

to the Creator given in Genesis and other parts of the Bible ;"

representationsso simple and yet so sublime ; so self-consistent

and yet so truthful ; so satisfyingto the highest religiousin-tuitions,

" presentingthe Creator in His true relation to creation

as a God immanent in,and yet transcendent over, all nature and

history; and at the same time in such deep accord with the

profoundestphilosophy of our day as to be justlyregarded as

largelyits producer,and in such substantial,yea, unique agree-ment

with the findingsof science up to date, that the highest

authorities prove its thorough harmony therewith.

Let him then look at the absurd, grotesque, and ludicrously

erroneous cosmogonies of all the ancients,whether contemporary

with or subsequent to the Bible writers ;" so ridiculous and ex-aggerated

that we read them now only for amusement or pathetic

reflection upon their darkness and error, " and he will thus

receive such an impression of the amazing contrast as nothing

else can give,and will have brought home to him with irresistible

force the conviction that the truth and infinite superiority

of Scripture are inexplicableexcept upon the suppositionof

supernatural guidanceand inspirationgiven to the Bible writers.^

For it should never be forgottenthat the waiters of these ancient,

uninspiredcosmogonies were in many cases men of genius and

high intelligence,fullyversed in all the knowledge of their age,

the leaders of thought in their day ; and some of them, specially

the Greeks and Romans, in measure leaders of thought still

' See Gausscn, On Iinpiratioii; Dr. Storr, The Livine Origin of

Chrisl'tanity\ and ApiJendix.
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in ethics and philosophy;" men of greater intellect and learning
than the writers of Scripturegenerally,and mostly much better

informed in all the knowledge of their times,with the possible

exception of Paul. Yet, while the one class has produced cos-mogonies

that only provoke the laughter of mankind now, the

others have so written as to have evoked the wonder of every age.

Although writing,some of them, thousands of years ago, they
have so written that the science of the nineteenth century, speak-ing

by its highestauthorities,declares it to be in fullest harmony
with its latest results. Here, then, is an unquestionable effect,
and on the first principlesof sound reason and the inductive

philosophy,it requiresand demands an adequate cause.

So strongly has the force of this been felt,even by the

opponents of the Bible claim, that futile attempts have been

made at explanation,in order to avoid frankly accepting the

conclusion to which it plainlyand inevitablypoints,viz. that the

Bible writers received such supernatural aid in all they wrote

for God " in all Scripture" that they wrote only what was true,

or at least not necessarilyinconsistent with the truth.

EVASIONS OF THE PROOF OF THE SUPERNATURAL INSPIRATION

OF SCRIPTURE.

Very amusing have been some of the evasions ; one of the

latest by Professor Ladd, himself one of the ablest and best-

informed advocates of the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture,
will serve as an illustration.^ He is capable of imagining, and

apparentlybelieving,as he certainlymaintains,that the natural

effect and tendency of revealed truth upon any materials used in

the composition of Scripturewas to eliminate error from them ; as

if the revelation of moral and spiritualtruth to the mind of the

writers could of itself,by a mere natural process, correct errors of

measurement, fact,history,reasoning,cosmogony ; or prevent the

geological,astronomical,or other mistakes or misconceptions of

the time entering appreciablyinto the expression of revelation.

This is surelya most incredible hypothesis! requiring,verily,far

greater credulitythan the extremest suppositionsof the opposite
views. I have not found such faith,or need of faith,no, not

in the absurdest literalism. How infinitelymore rational and

1 The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture.
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credible is the Scriptureview, that the Spiritof God by inspiration

enabled them to write a truthful and trustworthyBible !

But if there is any truth in this most credulous but incredible

theory,why not carry it out consistently,and assert that the

influence of revealed moral and spiritualtruth was such as to

preserve from, error and secure truthfulness throughout. If so,

then that would come practicallyto the same result as ours, only

from a different and less credible cause. If it was able to

prevent error and secure truth in some things,why not in all ?

On what reasonable principlecan it be maintained that revealed

truth kept away error in such thingsas Ladd refers to " thingsas

different from moral and spiritualtruth as well could be "

,
and yet

stopped short in other things not farther removed ? The whole

theory is,indeed, a miserable makeshift, without a particleof

Scripture support, demanding a marvellous credulity,and in-volving

difficulties compared with which the difficulties of the

true view are as nothing. And that those who rejectthe Bible

claim, because of its incomparably smaller difficulties,should

nevertheless be capable of accepting or conceiving this instead,

is like strainingat a gnat to swallow a camel.

But, after all,what would it come to? Simply to this,that

freedom from error or truthfulness would be secured through the

indirect instead of through the direct influence of Divine inspira-tion.

For the advocates of this theory simply hold that the

moral and spiritualtruths,which are supposed by mere natural

effect to secure truth and eliminate error from Scripture,are

given by Divine inspiration.Therefore, whatever freedom from

error or truthfulisingeffect is attributed to the truths revealed

is after all the effect of Divine inspiration,and only in the first

remove. In our view it is the direct effect of the Holy Spirit's

operationwhich secures the truthfulness and trustworthiness. In

theirs it is the indirect effect. But in both cases it is the result,

more or less direct, of inspiration; and this conclusion they

then must come to at last.

Such, then, is the futilityof all such desperate expedients

to evade the force of these otherwise inexplicablefacts that

corroborate substantiallythe Bible claim. How much better

then, instead of such evasive and incredible theories, which

accord neither with the Word of God nor the reason of man, to

nccept the Scripture declaration in its plain and inevasible
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integrity,that '' all or even' Scripture,"or as our Lord puts it,

every "jot and tittle'"of the Divine Word, is given by inspiration
of God " God-breathed ; and that the Divine Spirit,who inspired
it all,as thus expresslystated,by that and in that ver)' inspiration
of it secured its truth,inviolability,and Divine authority!

Not\vithstandingthis,it should never be overlooked that this

is an entirelydifferent thing from sayingthat,besides matters of

revelation,the inspiredwriters received knowledge in advance of

their times in matters of science, philosophy, or other things

to which they allude," that,in short,they revealed science or

philosophy. It is not the fact. They never professed to do so.

No recogniseddefender of the Bible claim has maintained this.

It is not at all implied in the true statement of the question.

And, after all,what is said about it can only be regarded as a

misrepresentationresorted to by those who wish to prejudicethe

true position,because they cannot answer the solid mass of

Scriptureand other evidence by which it is established.

6. That it is merely a Theory of Inspiration'. It is

Fact, and a Revelation.

After this it is scarcely necessary to expose the preju-dicial
and persistently-repeatedmisstatement that the upholders

of the Bible claim are merely contending for a priori theories

of inspirationinstead of the facts, truths, and teaching of

Scriptureitself. These our opponents pretend pre-eminendy

to deal honestly with, and to disregard theories. Theories 1

Facts 1 Truths ! Why, it would be nearer the truth to say

that they have little else but theories," theories almost ad

infinitum,and sufficientlyridiculous,as we have seen ; and no

two of them exactlythe same. We repudiateany mere theor}'.
We professonly to express in concise form what is explicitly

taught throughout the Word of God, and in its strongest,sharpest

forms, in its very words, especiallyof our Lord Himself. What

we hold and undertake to prove is expresslystated and neces-sarily

implied in the very words, facts,and phenomena of Scrip-ture

; and is taught most emphaticallyand inevasiblyof all in the

very words and usage of Christ Himself. If the idea of theories

is to come in at all,we claim to show that the difference between

us is simply the difference between bad theories and good.
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Facts! why it is just on these, the whole of these, we
take

our stand, and include in them the whole
express teaching and

actual phenomena of Scripture. Our greatest complaint against

them is that they refuse to recognise the facts, the whole facts,

and ignore altogether the main facts, which
are

the
express

teachings of Scripture on
the question. They look only at a

few of the phenomena of Scripture, to the exclusion of the great

majority and most important of them
;

and misrepresenting or

misunderstanding and misapplying these, come therefore to

conclusions in direct contradiction to the main
mass

of the

phenomena, and to the whole of the explicit teachings of God's

Word when treating professedly of the question. And as for the

truths of Scripture, it is just these
we

seek to defend against

them, and
are therefore

so concerned to maintain this root-truth

"

the truthfulness and trustworthiness of God's Word, which that

Word itself lays at the basis of all its other truths, and makes the

ground of all its revelations for men's acceptance and salvation.



CHAPTER V.

ERRONEOUSiVESS ALLEGED IN GREAT AND

ESSENTIAL THINGS.

7. That it is only of small things of which Erroneous-

NESS IS PREDICATED. ThE REVERSE OF THE TrUTH.

The last,and probably practicallythe most serious,misstate-ment

that we shall here notice is that the matters to which the

deniers of the truth of Scripture attribute erroneousness are

small, trifling,and unimportant. They call them spots on the

sun, grainsof sand in the golden ore, microscopic details,things

of no moment, merely matters of form, or words which leave the

substance intact,and which do not at all affect any practical

religiousinterest I Now there may be some who restrict the

margin of errancy and error to such things,and there are, doubt-less,

others who assert that they do not theoreticallygo beyond

this. Had we only such to deal with the controversy might be

short,as it certainlywould be much less serious. Yet even then

those who positivelyassert the erroneousness and untrustworthi-

ness of Scripturein such things,without specificallystatingthe

limit,or how it may be definitelyfixed with certitude,finality,

and authority,have to face and to meet the difficulty,if not the

impossibility,of reconcilingtheir doctrine with all those numerous

explicitpassages, expressions,and facts "
the many indubitable

facts "

,
and the trend and tone of Scripture,which seem plainly,

if language, usage, and tone can teach anything, to teach that

"all " Scriptureis true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority.

When they have once seriouslyfaced these difficulties,and

attempted to give as satisfactoryexplanations of them as they

insist on being given of their own puny, and in many cases

despicabletrifles,they will then be better able to appreciate the

real state of the question,and to realise what we have so often
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tried to penetrate and impress them with, that the difficulties

connected with maintaining the plenary truth and trustworthi-ness

of Scriptureare as nothingcompared with the difficultiesof

their own positionwhen positivelystated and erroneousness is

alleged without specificlimitation. The one view has only at

most to offer a possibleexplanationof trifling,apparent dis-crepancies

; nor is even this logicallyrequisite,for there are

difficulties of some kind connected with every truth known to

man. The true view is supported by the whole weight of the

mighty mass of positiveevidence ;"
from the most explicitand

emphatic teaching of Scripture; the pervasive claim made

therein ; the salient outstanding facts and features thereof, as

well as countless details and significantminutiee ; the uniform

tone of authority,the invariable air of truth, and the palpable

trend of reliabilitythat everywhere pervade, characterise,and

permeate it.

The other view has to answer and satisfactorilyexplainall

this seemingly insuperablemass of objectionsto the doctrine of

the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture,while it is absolutely

destitute of one particleof positiveScriptureproof in its support,

and has never attempted to produce one singletext or item of

such proof,but has based its whole theory and contention upon

difficulties of the true view. These arise from apparent dis-crepancies,

which might be very naturallyanticipatedin such

writingsin the vicissitudes of many ages, which are not generally

difficultto explain,in no case preclude a possibleexplanation,

and are therefore of no validityagainstsuch a formidable array

of positiveScriptureevidence.

The difficultiesof the one are as grainsof sand, of the other

as mountain ranges in comparison. And the amazing thing to

the upholders of the Bible claim is that the opponents " yea,

even the most cautious of them
" never once seem to realise

that there are any difficulties connected with their opposing

theories,or that they have anything whatever to do with answering

these ; and this,too, though their whole oppositionto the right

view is based on, and wholly composed of difficulties supposed

to be connected with it. Their own theory bristles with countless

formidable and insuperabledifficulties,which, in fixct,make it

all difficultiestogether. Yet they in their marvellous simplicity

seem to imagine that if they appear to make out one apparent
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difficultyor discrepancy in Scripture,they, by that one magic

stroke, both refute the Bible doctrine and establish their own

oppositetheories ! Was there ever such strainingat gnats while

swallowingcamels ? Therefore those who maintain the truth

and trustworthiness of Scripturein a generalway, but deny these

of Scriptureas a whole, have all this to face and answer. They

have also to tell us preciselywhat they mean thereby,and show

specificallywhat parts and items of Scriptureare true and trust-worthy,

and what false and unreliable,as well as how we can

be infalliblycertain about these.

ERRONEOUSNESS NOW ASSERTED OF IMPORTANT AND

ESSENTIAL THINGS:

But though that is so, yet there could not be a greater

mistake or delusion than to imagine that this is the real state of

the question now. It is not now a question about trifles at all,

but about substantial and fundamental matters, which not only

enter into the substance of the Christian faith,but pertainto its

essence, and underlie the whole revelation of the Bible. Were it

merely a question about unimportant details,many of the ablest

and best informed men, who are deeply impressed with the con-viction

that we have reached a crisis in the historyof Christianity,

at the end of the nineteenth century, in connection with God's

Word, would not think what PrincipalRainy called such "des-picable

trivialities" worthy of much or serious discussion. For

although,as will be more evident later on, the vicious principle,
which tends to undermine and destroy the truth and authorityof

Scripture,might be shown to be contained in the meekest and

least pronounced form of the doctrine of indefinite erroneous-

ness ; yet were the applicationsand exemplificationsof it limited

strictlyto petty apparent discrepanciesmany would leave the

controversy severelyalone, to exercise the mouse-eyed ingenuity
of half-idle microscopic critics who revel in such trivialities.

But we are far past that stage now. Ten or twelve years ago

that might in some quarters have been said to be the character

of the questions. Writing on these subjects then, I reasoned

that the question would not, could not, and should not rest

there ; but must, on the principles implied, logicallyand

irresistiblygo on, tillwe should be deprived of an authoritative
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and reliable Bible altogether; and left stranded on the rocks of

bald Rationalism, without any real and reliable standard or

source of truth,with nothing left us except the errant reason of

erring men. But I littleimagined that a singledecade would

all too amply fulfil and exemplify the truth of this. In many

cases they have gone far beyond anything I had dared to

forecast. It is not now small inaccuracies,trivialinconsistencies,
or unimportant discrepancies that the Bible is charged with.

Giving here only a summary outline of what is prevalentin much

current teaching,and abounds in rationalistic and naturalistic

literature,it is not merely inaccuracyof dates, or numbers, or

such like easilyexplicablethings.

ERRORS ALLEGED IN EVERY KIND OF THING. THE O.T.

But it is errors of words and expression,w^hen these embody
great truths ; errors of fact,when the facts are made the hinges
of great arguments, and the bases of all important revelations ;

errors of chronology, when vital doctrines hang on its truth ;

errors of reasoning are freelycharged, and that,too, when the

reasonings are revelations,proofs, and confirmations of the

foundations of faith.^ Innumerable false statements on all

manner of subjects are alleged" contradictions of science,

philosophy,sociology,and ethics,and self-contradictions. Bad,
and in some cases monstrous morality, is said to be not

only recorded but sanctioned and taught. What are called

outrages, cruelties,and revoltingcrimes are declared to be not

only permitted and connived at, but "commended and even

commanded " by God.

The Bible is charged with containingmuch crude, erroneous,

and delusive teachingon matters of a religiouscharacter ; and

even not a littleof its distinctivelyreligiousteaching,given as the

Word of the Lord, is said to be false,misleading,and wrong "

yea, even "superstitiousand degrading."- Great parts of what

itgives as notable historyand fact are pronounced to be "
mere

fiction,"^'and fables,myth, and legend,"romance and idealisa-tion."'*

Many of the most outstanding and revered early

^ See Appendix, and Books V. and VI. ; and Lichlcnherger'sHislory of
German Theology in the Nineteenth Century.

' Baur. ^ Reuss. "* Professor Bennett, Faith and Criticism.
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characters of the O.T., often referred to as such in the N.T. by
Christ and His apostles,are said to be purely "imaginary"

personages who never reallyexisted,"eponymous" heroes/ such

as the patriarchsbefore and after the Flood and some of the

Judges. The accounts of the Creation,the origin of man, the

Fall,the Flood, the call of Abraham, the historyof Abraham,

Isaac,Jacob, Joseph, the Exodus, the crossingof the Red Sea,

the givingof the Law, the appearances of Jehovah at Horeb and

Sinai to Moses and Israel,the wanderings in the wilderness,

with the pillarof cloud and fire,the crossingof Jordan, the

conquest of Canaan under Joshua, the histories of Joshua, the

Judges, and much later,with all the miracles,are now by many

critics said to be largely"legendary," and "romance,"- and full

of errors ; by others to have the merest threads of historic truth,

amid the mass of mythical and fictitiousstory ; and by others still

to be " bare fiction " ^ in important parts, and " not a word of

truth" in them.'* The whole writingsof the Pentateuch and

Joshua (the Hexateuch) are by some of the ablest and most

famous Rationalistic critics" the teachers of the others "
held

to be, and treated as, untrustworthy and misleading writings,

forged many centuries after by designing priestsfor personal

aggrandisement, and imposed by fraud upon a credulous and

superstitiouspeople as the Word of God.^

So that a large,and that the fundamental portionof the

Word of God is between all these various assailants pro-nounced

to be not only not true in littlethings,but erroneous

in an indefinite number of things, and untrustworthy, yea,

fictitious and actuallymisleading, and even morally wrong in

many of its salient features,leading representations,and most

important statements and narratives," ay, in large,fundamental

parts of its distinctive ethical and religiousteaching.

As with the legal and historical books, so also with the

propheticaland other writings,they are not only charged with

innumerable errors, misconceptions,and misrepresentations,but

^ See Dr. Parker's exposure in None Like it ; Professor Adeney in

Christian World ; Dr. Horton, Inspirationand the Bible.

2 In the Christian JForld one calls the Book of Joshua a romance ; and

another in the same copy denounces the conquest as immoral ; while a third

holds up the battle of Omdurman and conquest of the Soudan to admiration !

"* Reuss. ^ Wellhausen.

^ See among others VVeUliausen's Flistoryof Israel.
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also the prophets themselves are charged with false prognosti-cations,

ambitious ideals, and even immoral motives. Some

of the most important prophecies,on the truthfulness of which

great issues hang, have been declared to be "prophecies after

the event." Some, too, of the finest propheciesof the latter-

day glory (e.g.Isa. chap, ii.),which are referred to in the

N.T. by Christ and His apostles,and form a precious element

in O. and N.T. revelation,are declared to be the product of

Jewish " pride,"national presumption,fanaticism,and selfishness,

many of which were
" falsifiedby the events," and never realised

in the way prophets expected and foretold.^ Some critics have

^ Dr. G. Adam Smith among others,and followingother Rationalistic critics,

even to the figuresof speech,says in his work on Isaiah,among countless

other such things,of propheciesof Isaiah givenby him as "the Word of the

Lord," that they were falsifiedby events.
" Isaiah's forecast of Judah'sfate

was therefore falsifiedby events,"and "discredited by contemporary history
"

(vol.i. pp. 140, 141). The prophethimself,though speakingin the name of

the Lord, is called a
" visionary,"presentingin one of the finest propheciesof

the latter-dayglory(Isa.2^"^)repeatedand radiant in O. and N.T. a" Utopia
"

(p.25), " the imperfectlyidealised reflection of an age of material prosperity,"
the productof youthfulpride,mistaken enthusiasm, and " propheticapprentice-ship,"

in which there is " much national arrogance, pride,and false optimism
"

(p. 34), "simply a less gross form of" Uzziah's and Israel's "religious

presumption" (p.61). Further, he asserts as "a fact that the more spiritual

our notions are of the saving work of Jesus, the less inclined shall we be to

claim the propheciesof Isaiah in proofof His deity" (p. 138),and "feel the

Kselessness of looking for them to propheciesthat manifestlydescribe purely

earthly and civil functions' (̂p. 140, italics ours)," all directlyin the face

of the teaching, usage, and authority of the inspiredwriters of the N.T.,

including our Lord and His apostles. This is fitlycrowned when he gives
his deliberate and concluding statement as to the inspirationof Isaiah and the

whole O.T. prophets" which explains and expresses this whole spirit,

principles,and attitude
"

" Isaiah prophesiedand predictedall he did from

loyalty to two simple irtiths,which he tells us he received from God

Himself: that sin must be punished,and that the people of God must be

saved. This simplefaith,actingalong with a wonderful knowledge of human

nature and ceaseless vigilanceof affairs,constituted inspirationfor Isaiah "

(p.373) ; which is nothing more nor less than the possessionof those moral

and religiousconvictions that we all possess by nature and the ordinary

illumination of the Spirit. Hence he says :
" By a faith differingin degree

but not in kind {torn ours, these men became prophetsof God" (p. 372).

And he consistentlyillustrates the thoroughly naturalistic character of the

whole thing by comparing the propheticinspirationto what "

men of science

have," by "their knowledge of the laws and principlesof nature," or the

general has by " taking for granted" that the sun will rise,and that the laws
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boldly gone the length of denying miracle and prediction

entirely. Others minimise them, and declare them to be

hindrances rather than helps to faith,and behind our age. Yet

our Lord laid such stress on them, and made the rejectionof Him

in the lightof them the crowning signand proof of their sin and

obstinacy. "The same works that I do, bear witness of Me,

that the Father hath sent Me " (John s^e): " The works that I

do in My Father's name, they bear witness of Me " (John lo-^);

"Though ye believe not Me, believe the works" (John lo^s);
" Or else believe Me for the very works' sake " (John 14") ;

" If

I had not done among them the works which none other man

did, they had not had sin ; but now have they both seen and

hated both Me and My Father" (John 15^*-"). These show

something of the great stress Christ laid on His works. Therefore

our Lord in making so much of His miracles erred,and was not

so wise as our modern would-be apologists! And His apostles,

who spake as God's " Spiritgave them utterance,"also erred in

making so much of the miracles,and speciallyof the resurrection

on which they base all,the preaching of which by the Spirit's

power created Christianityin an organisedform. And God also

must have erred in giving such power and in effectingsuch

miracles. So that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are on this

theory less wise than our modern omniscient apologists! Others

fitlycrown their unbelief by an avowed or implicitdenial of the

supernaturalaltogether;holding that the religionof Jesus is

simply one of the principalreligionsof the world, the pure

product of natural evolution from the religiousnature of man.

Others, apparendy evading or disavowing this, but holding

largelythe same principles,pursuing mainly the same methods,

of nature will hold (p. 214) ; and what Mazzini the Italian patriot" whom

with Isaiah he classes among
" prophets""

had when describinghis career, "

being "the same divine movement upon different natures" (pp. S5-86). All

this nullifiesdirect prediction,revelation,and inspiration,properly so called,

virtuallyevaporates revelation and the supernatural in O.T. prophecy, and

practicallyreduces Scriptureto the level of uninspiredreligiousliterature,

and not differingin kind from other literature. Fuller refutation of such

naturalistic theories,and evaporationof both inspirationand revelation,are

given in Book VI. and Appendix. See also Dr. W. Robertson Smith,

T/ie Prophetsof Israel,in which he uses of such representationsof Isaiah

and his prophecy (ch. 2'-"^)the strong words of our Loid, "

we should

greatly err if we imagined" such delusions.
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and arrivinggenerally at similar results,have so sought to

naturalise and minimise the predictiveand miraculous elements

of prophecy as to betray their inward sympathy with the

naturalistic criticism," as ifthey were ashamed of,and had thus

to apologisefor appearingto recognisethe supernatural. Hence

the usual term for predictionis not prophecy properly so called,

but " forecast." Yea, even when appearing to recognisepre-diction

of the future, not only is the term habituallyused to

express this "forecast" or
" anticipation," but these and cognate

terms are used in many cases so as to imply that such

prognosticationswere not a supernaturalrevelation given by

inspirationof God, or anything entitled to that designation,but

only such "forecasts" as any sensible man, in sympathy with

God, with strong moral sense and natural sagacity,cognisantof

the facts and realisingthe situation,might naturallypresage and

predict,without any supernaturalrevelation whatever.^ So that

large parts of the O.T. essential elements " yea, the main

substance, which is there given as true, trustworthy,and the very

Word of God, on which the N.T. is based, in which it is rooted,

and without which it is inexplicable,unreliable,misleading,and

delusive, is declared to be, and treated as, fiction and fable

imposed as fact,by means of fraud or literarylicence, on a

credulous people !

And yet these are the men who have been supposed to have

been chosen and inspiredof God to be the best moral and

religiousteachers of the world, designed to raise the race to the

highestmoral and spiritualelevation ; and whom men have been

wont to regard as the Divinely-selectedand Divinely-inspired

media of a Divine revelation from a God of truth and holiness !

Sufficientlystrange and startlingresults surely these, raising
moral problems obviouslyperplexingenough ; and forcingus to

face difficultiesand contradictions in ethics and religion,compared

with which the difficultiesof even the most extreme traditional-ism

are as nothing. But stranger and more staggeringstillare

the facts,proved on the large scale of nations and ages, that

the writingsof these very men, received as true, have been the

^ Isaiah,for example, is a good sagaciousstatesman, with strong mora!

convictions and deep religioussympathies and vivid realisations of God, "

like say, Mr. Gladstone,"
but simply that, with no direct revelations and

predictionsfrom God. See Appendix, and Dr. G. A. Smith's Isaiah,
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most potent moral levers in the elevation of mankind, the

most powerfulspiritualforces in the renovation of the race, and

the mightiestelevatory factors in the history of the world.

Wherever they have come, and just in proportion as they have

been received,believed, and obeyed as the very ^Vord of God,

before the brightnessof their shining darkness " moral, intellect-ual,

and spiritual"
has fled away, new moral life and spiritual

fruitfulness have arisen,like flowers and fruits under summer's

sunlight; and men and nations have invariablyrisen to a higher

intellectual,moral, and spirituallevel, as if by spontaneous

outcome and natural law. The men who can rise over such

ethical difficulties,believe such moral contradictions,and swallow

such impossible miracles in the spiritualworld, and who from

sheer logicalnecessityhave to accept such palpable absurdities,

may be scholars and advanced critics,but they must be credulous

indeed if they can imagine that sensible men can believe them to

be theologians,or philosophers,or consistent thinkers,or men of

common sense. And certainlythe last thingthey should do is to

charge others with credulity; for such credulityI have not found,

no, not in absolute inerrancyor the most absurd traditionalism !

THE ANTI-SUPERNATURALISTS ARE JUSTIFIED ON THE

ERRORISTS' PRINCIPLES.

The consistent and only logicalpositionis with the leading

avowed Rationalists and anti-supernaturalists,^such as Kuenen,

Wellhausen, and Reuss, who have been largelythe teachers of the

others,and are by far the ablest of these destructive critics. They

wholly deny the supernatural,and rejectthe O.T. as the Word of

God, " only, however, to find themselves confronted with the

hard facts of historyand the demonstration of centuries that this

by them dishonoured and dethroned Bible is,and has proved

itselfto be, the wisdom and the power of God to men's salvation,

the world's regenerator and moral elevator. This will be more

fullyshown when dealingwith the facts apologetically.Mean-while,

in statingthe question,they disclose how delusive is the

idea that the controversy is about trivialities,or that it is merely,

or mainly,a questionabout what has been called the absolute

inerrancyof Scripture,whatever that may mean.

' Mullcr, Tylor, Reiian, Baur, etc.
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ERRONEOUSNESS SPECIALLY ALLEGED OF ITS MORAL AND

RELIGIOUS TEACHING FIRST ADDUCED.

From the mere enumeration and synopsisof things assailed,

and the elements eliminated by these various Rationalistic

theories and averments, it is evident,as far as the O.T. is con-cerned,

that the real question is not at all about thingstrivial,
but about thingsessential " yea, in fact,about everythingmost

surelyheld by the Christian Church from the beginning. The

doctrine of the indefinite erroneousness of Scripturepervades
them all. The principlesof the Rationalistic theory are implied
in the least pronounced of them. And the denial of the super-natural

in the religionof Israel is common to the ablest,most

advanced, and most thoroughgoing of them. So that if we

accept the so-called results of many of the ablest and most

advanced critics,we shall have to deny the truthfulness,trust-worthiness,

and Divine authorityof Scripturein everything

peculiar to and characteristic of O.T. Revelation. We must

hold that its representationsare largelymisrepresentations,the

impressionsmade on reading it are mostly false,if not designedly
misleading; and that the alleged facts and narratives are pious

frauds,fabricated for selfish ends. And when these results are

received,we are forced to the conclusion that the pervasive
and fundamental claim of the O.T. to be the Word of God, of

Divine origin,truth,and authority,is untenable and false ; and

that,therefore,the whole teachingof Christ and His apostles
in endorsing this claim is erroneous, misleading,and wrong.

So similarlyof the N.T.

IN THE N.T. ANTAGONISM ALLEGED BETWEEN THE WRITERS

AND CONTRADICTIONS IN THE WRITINGS.

It is not merely difficultiesin harmonies or discrepanciesin

details with which the N.T. is charged, but errors and con-tradictions

in an indefinite and indefinable number of thingsand

kinds of things. It is usual for those who deny the truthfulness

truth and Divine authorityof Scripture to support their con-tention

by charging James with a strong prejudicefor Judaism,
Peter with a bias towards traditionalism,John with a love for

Gnostic Transcendentalism, and Paul with one-sided and mis-
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leading idealism,and narrow and false traditionalism,and semi-

fanatic enthusiasm. Our Lord and His apostlesare charged

with takingtheir teaching largelyfrom the traditional teaching

of the times, without examination, and with an uncritical,if

not culpable,traditionalism,and with borrowing much of the

outstanding theology of the N.T. from the often erroneous

Apocryphal Books, " especiallyfrom the highly-colouredand

misleadingso-called Book of Enoch.

Many of the narratives of the same events in various Gospels

are said to be discrepant and contradictory,displaced in time,

and giving often misleading and irreconcilable impressions.

Many of the root-facts and foundation-histories " such as the

narratives of the miraculous birth of our Lord and His genea-logies,

the temptation, the existence and castingout of devils,

the representationsof the second coming, the resurrection of

the dead and the final judgment, and with some the whole

miraculous elements of the N.T.
" are declared to be legendary,

non-historical or unreal,"
fiction imposed as fact upon a credulous

age. Even the accounts of the crucial and cardinal facts of the

incarnation,the death and the resurrection of our Lord, which

are the very citadel,basis,and roots of all our faith and hope,

are declared to be irreconcilable and self-contradictory.Thus

the essential facts on which our whole faith hangs are, through

the allegeddiscrepanciesand contradictions and the unreliability

of the record, by some thrown into discredit,by others wrapped

in hopeless uncertainty," warrantingagnosticism,by others still

pronounced to be "fables manifestly forming on the Gospel

page,"^ and by others are ignored,denied, and held to be not

facts but fables, not history but metaphysics to be summarily

dismissed." Were these assumptions and assertions, which

imply the erroneousness and unreliabilityof the sources of our

faith,admitted, all would have room and reason to hold that

after all Christianitywas based upon imposture or delusion.

Then the teaching of Paul is said to be antagonisticto the

teachingof the Twelve, speciallyof Peter and James. John is

alleged to have an entirelydifferent and utterlyirreconcilable

view of the life,work, character,and teachingof Christ from the

Synoptists. By many modern critics,even those comparatively

^ Matthew Arnold, Literature and Dogma.
^ The Ritschlians and others.
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conservative,the Synoptic Gospels we have are held not to be

the originalGospels at all,nor even more or less perfectcopiesof

them ; but mere compilations made by we know not whom, and

seeminglywithout supernaturalinspiration,simplyaccording to

the ordinaryjudgment, specialaim, and natural idiosyncrasyof

each writer,and made from a groundwork of discourses some-what

like Matthew's, and a book of narratives like Mark's, but in

no real sense the veritable works of Matthew, Mark, or Luke ;

and in no true or unique sense the inspiredWord of God.

While the Fourth Gospel and the other Johannine writingsare by

critics of note allegedto be not the writingsof the Apostle John,

but of some Neo-Platonic philosopher,who attempted to present

an idealistic compound of certain elements of Christian truth

with Alexandrian Gnosticism. In order to give it the greater

weight and currency, he issued it as the genuinewritingsof the

Apostle John, although he never wrote a syllableof it; and put

the whole discourses,of which it is so largelymade up, into the

lipsof Christ,although He had never uttered a word of them.

Further, there was also the exploded tendency school,^which

place the N.T. writers in two antagonisticcamps, each pressing
their own peculiarviews in oppositionto the others ; so that the

different parts of the N.T. are contradictoryin teachingand

tendency, and consequently exclude and annihilate each other.

THE GOSPELLERS AND ANTI-PAULITES WHO PUT CHRIST IN

ANTITHESIS AND ANTAGONISM TO THE APOSTLES.

There is,too, a largeand increasingnumber of recent critics,

some of them otherwise generallyorthodox theologians,who

disparagethe other writers and writingsof the N.T. when com-pared

with the Gospels,especiallythe Synoptics. They regard
the others as not only not infallible and unauthoritative,but

narrow, one-sided,and often erroneous, and misleadingin their

statements, standpoints,reasonings,and distinctive teaching.

Some supposed to be generallyCalvinistic in their theology seem

never to weary of proclaimingthe injurythey have suffered from

Paul, and through having derived their first conceptions and

convictions of the Gospel from his writingsinstead of from the

Gospels. Now, notwithstanding all the vaunted breadth and

' Alteinplcd to he revived in new form by Pfleiderer,etc.
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freshness of this view,these " Gospellers,"as they gloryin calling

themselves, advance reallya narrow, one-sided,and unscientific

theory, rooted in a false principle. It has otherwise in various

forms repeatedlyappeared in the history of the Church, and

found its extreme exemplificationin the Gospel of Marcion the

heretic.

Besides that it raises many fatal difficulties,it is inconsistent

with several cherished principlesand favourite positionsof the

schools of critics that advocates it. If believed,it is in itself,and

still more in itsapplicationsand presuppositions,most damaging

to, if not destructive of,the trustworthiness of the N.T., and

indirectlyof the authorityof Christ. First. It denies the pro-

gressivenessof Revelation, which is a sure and pregnant fact,

and a favourite view of these critics up to the Gospels. They

then, however, act most unnaturally; for by their unscientific

and reactionarytheory they suddenly arrest and abruptly end

progress, just as the great and growing tree of Revelation was

its completion,crown, and full fruition.

Second. It ignores the fact that the Gospels are at best but

fragmentary,and largelylacking in consecutive doctrinal teach-ing,

as they consist mainly of facts about, and utterances of, our

Lord freelygiven,which the other N.T. writingswere designed

to complete,interpret,and combine into a coherent and magni-ficent

scheme of spiritualthought"
of God-given Revelation.

Third. It implies that they themselves, uninspired and not

overwise men, are better able to interpretand apply arightthe

facts and truths of the Gospels than do the authoritative inter-pretations

graciouslygiven us through men inspiredof God for

the specificpurpose. For Christ speciallypromised the Spiritto

lead these into all truth,in order that they might deliver a full,

final,trustworthy,and Divinely-authoritativeRevelation. This

theory in effect disowns their Divine inspiration,and practically

discredits their writingsand the authorityof their teaching," not

only in littlethings,but in essential thingsand virtuallyin every-thing.

The whole assumption of these critics is that they have

been able, by a fresh and independent study of the Gospels,free

from the errors and misconceptionswhich misled the apostles,to

correct by their superiorinterpretationsthe many mistakes, mis-conceptions,

and misleadingteachingsof the Divinely-inspired

apostles,"
and that, too, from these very apostles'discredited
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writings! Yet these writingsare declared to be "
not the word

of man," but " in truth the Word of God "

; because, as Jesus

promised them, " It is not ye that speak, but the Spiritof

your Father that speaketh in you." The daring but ridiculous

presumption that pervades and underlies this tone of superior

knowledge, and assumption of truer interpretationof the mind of

Christ than His very apostleschosen and inspiredfor the express

purpose, by cock-sure critics two millenniums away from Him,

and dependent wholly for all they know of Him or His teaching

upon these very apostolicwritingsthat they presume to correct

and discredit,which is so prevalent in much of our recent

criticism and literature," is one of the most notable but most

ludicrous illustrations of what has, with well-deserved irony,been

called " the omniscience of nineteenth century criticism,"" an om-niscience

which, however, puts on its own fool's-capin the con-flicts

and contradictions and aberrations of its vaunted " assured

results." One is not surprisedat this or anything the avowed

Rationalists,the Ritschlians,and other unspiritualerrorists may

presume to assert and do ; but one is grieved and amazed to see

some spiritualand otherwise sensible men lending themselves to

such delusion and absurdity.

Fourth. It goes directly,as shown above, in the teeth of the

teaching and implicationof the Gospels themselves, which plainly

point to and promise a fuller and more perfectRevelation. And

it actuallycontradicts the explicitand reiterated words of Christ

Himself as given in these very Gospels. For in the very words

of these Gospels our Lord is representedas repeatedlyin various

forms distinctlydeclaringthat He has many things to say unto

them which they could not bear until He had left them, and the

Spiritof truth had come upon them in the plenitude of His

power, to enable them to receive them and to understand His

own words. Therefore, if we are to receive as true, or even in

substance as trustworthy,the words of our Lord as given in these

Gospels,which they professto magnify, in order to discredit or

minimise the truth and importance of the other N.T. writings,

they expresslyand emphaticallyteach that,under the fulness of

the Spirit'spower, they would be able to receive, know, and

utter fuller,higher,and richer revelations of truth and grace than

those contained in any words that their spiritualstate while He

was with them permitted Him to utter or them to understand.
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So that if we are to accept the words and promises,the facts

and impHcations of these Gospels,which these theorists credit

themselves with pre-eminentlymagnifying,and on which they

avowedly base all their teachingand theorising,we must believe

that since the Gospels are almost wholly composed of records of

the words and works of Jesus,the revelations in the other N.T.

Scriptures,expressed "as the Spiritgave them utterance," were

the highestand fullest,the most perfectand the final revelations

of the mind of Christ and of the grace of God. And we must,

therefore,reject the narrow and reactionarytheory of these

" Gospellers"

as contrary not only to Scripturegenerally,but to

these Gospels specially,and to the most explicitand decisive

words of Christ.

Fifth.Nor is this all. It conflicts with another pet and

prime theory of these same critics. For the first principleor

presuppositionof all their criticism is,as indicated above, that

we have not the originalGospels, nor copiesof them; that,in

fact, as many of them aver, there never existed four original

Gospels ; but that the Gospels we have are simply compilations

made by unknown and seemingly uninspiredwriters,along with

other sources more or les;jtruthful :" a groundwork of a book of

discourses (logia)akin to the discourses of Matthew, a book of

narratives similar to Mark's, and now recentlya third source, a

book of discourses like John's; none of these being, however,

the veritable writingsof Matthew, Mark, or John.^ I cannot

here stay to refute all the errors, false principles,and untenable

presuppositionsin and under these theories. And it is too late

now even to ridicule the manner in which every new-spun theory

of the order and originof the Gospels has, to the amusement

and contempt of all sensible men, passed through all the possible

permutations and combinations, each replacing the other, and

passing into oblivion as rapidly as flyingclouds across wintry

skies."' Sufiice it to say that this has been rendered unneces-sary,

because they have generally refuted and devoured each

other, while the best scholarshipof the world has exploded and

pulverised most of them as they arose ; and the four Gospels

remain in substantiallythe same regard as ever as the Word of

God given through inspiredapostlesand evangelists.

^ Wendt's Teaching ofJesus.
- See Bernard Weiss' Introduilion fo the N. T.
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Any shadows of these theories that may still remain are at

most unproved hypotheses, which men of sense cannot be

expected to disturb themselves much about, or reasonably be

expected to believe or act upon. But if these theories of the

originof the Gospels are true, or if there is any measure of truth

in them, then these Gospels which they magnify, especiallythe

Synoptics, as incomparably the best and most reliable part of the

N.T., and the most perfect part of Revelation, are thrown into

helpless uncertainty as to their authorship and inspiration,their

authority and trustworthiness. On what reasonable grounds,

then, can men be asked to receive books so composed as in any

real sense the Word of God, or what rational righthave they to

any unique place in men's religiousregard ?

The undisputed Epistles of the inspired Apostle PauV to

mention no other N.T. writings,have surely on this supposition

a far higher claim to reverence and regard as the Word of God,

and as true and trustworthy records of the Christian religion;

as certainlythey are on such a view entitled to a much higher

value in the evidence for Christianity. The fact that even the

extremest Rationalism has been constrained to admit their

Pauline authorship, has properly been regarded by every wise

and able apologete as of immense and unique evidential value in

answering unbehef. Nor has scepticism even itself refused to

admit its weight and force. But if this theory of the originof the

Synoptics is correct, not only is their own trustworthiness and

authority invalidated, but with the other theory of the incom-parable

superiorityand reliabilityof these Gospels, the authority
and reliabilityof the other N.T. writings are, a fortiori,dis-credited

if not destroyed. So that the Divine authority and

actual trustworthiness of the whole of the N.T. writingsare thus

invalidated if not annihilated. How idle and deluding, then, is

all this talk about the question being merely a matter of little

things, trifles,immaterial details ! It is obviously a question

about everything most precious to the Christian heart and the

ground of hope for man "
the very sources, bases, and truth of our

Christian faith.

' Romans, Galatians, i and '2 Coiinlhians.



CHAPTER VI.

HOW EASY AND NECESSARY THE DESCENT

FROM ALL THEORIES OF INDEFINITE

ERRONEOUSNESS TO RATIONALISM AND

SCEPTICISM I

How easy is the transition from such theorisingto the most

avowed and extreme Rationalism and unbelief ! How easilycan

Dr. Martineau, for example, from the results,principles,and

presuppositionsof these theories, justify and deduce his

Unitarianism, Rationalism, and utterlydestructive criticism of

the N.T. as a whole, and of the Gospels in particular,and of all

that is essential and peculiar to the Christian faith therein.

They all deny the truthfulness and Divine authority,and assert,

or assume, and imply the indefinite erroneousness and illimitable

unreliabilityof Scripture. They all discredit it,and undermine

the truthfulness and trustworthiness of the writingsand writers

that constitute the sources and bases of our faith.

Dr. Ladd and Dr. Martineau arrive at diametrically

OPPOSITE Results from the common Rationalistic

Principle.

Professor Ladd, for example, in his two immense volumes on

The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture,finds,as the result of adopting

and applying the Rationalistic principle,which assumes the right

and function of reason to sit in judgment on Scripture to

ascertain what in it is true, that the only reliable elements

therein, besides the ethical principlescommon more or less

to it with other religionsand philosophies,are the Messianic

elements connected with Redemption. But he, as usual,

leaves us in blissful ignorance as to what these specificallyare,
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and where explicitlythey are recorded, and how we can

inerrantlyfind them amid the mass of erroneous and unreliable

materials with which they are surrounded, and amid which they

are embedded, like veins or grainsof golden ore in vast fields of

worthless material. The Lord by the Psalmist says His Word

is like "silver seven times purified."

Assuming and applyingthe same Rationalistic principleof

the supremacy of Reason over Revelation as over everythingelse,

and countingit "treason"^ to do anything else,Dr. Martineau

finds that the elements which above all others are to be rejected

as false and pernicious,are justthose Messianic and Redemptive

elements that Dr. Ladd holds to be true and of Divine authority.-

Dr. Martineau, without a moment's hesitation,or an attempt at

proof,declares these, on his own infallible intuition and indubit-able

authority,to be the mere creations of the ecstatic imagina-tion

of devoted, but deluded disciples"
the encrustations of

ignorant,superstitious,and enthusiastic minds working on the

legends and traditions of credulous ages ! In these supersti-tious

and pernicious elements he includes all the Messianic

teachingand references of the O.T, and the New ; and along

with them, and as part and fruits of them, the Incarnation and

Divinityof our Lord, His death for man's redemption,-"
the very

idea of an atonement for the sin of men by a sinless Saviour and

a vicarious sacrifice being to him impossible,immoral, and a

blot on the character of God ; as also justificationby faith,His

resurrection from the dead. His ascension to glory,His second

coming, the resurrection of the dead, the final judgment with its

eternal issues.^

Like Dr. Ladd, he accepts as agreeableto reason much of

the ethical teachingof the N.T., and expresses it with peculiar

beauty and power. He, however, regards this teaching as not

peculiarto Christianity,but a common product of man's moral

and religiousnature, expressed more or less fullyand truly,

though not so well as in the Bible, in the theologies and

philosophiesof other religionsand races. So that in this two-fold

way everythingdistinctive of Christianityis eliminated and

rejectedas non-Christian.^ The remarkable thing,however, is

' Dr. Martineau's The Seat ofAuthority in KeligiotJ.

-Dr. Ladcl's Doctrine of Sacred Scripture.
^ Ibid. p. 650.
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that, on the very same RationaUstic principle,he arrives at

directlyopposite results. His reason, sittingin judgment on

Scripture,especiallyon the N.T., rejectsas superstitious,per-nicious,

and intolerable what Dr. Ladd's reason in the same

attitude and on the same principlereceives as true, trustworthy,

and authoritative. It must be owned, too, that Dr. Martineau

rejectswith as much plausibilityand perversitythose elements

that Dr. Ladd accepts, as Dr. Ladd rejectsthe other parts and

elements of Scripture. But the point and force of their direct

contradiction are that the Unitarian Doctor arrives at his

diametricallyoppositeresults on substantiallythe same principles
and with the same presuppositionas the Christian Doctor, even

the indefinite erroneousness of Scriptureon the one hand, and,

on the other, the rightand power of reason to judge and deter-mine

what in the volume of Revelation is true and what

false.

It is impossible to settle the fundamental Questions in

Dispute between them with the common Rationalistic

Principle.

So that it seems impossible on these principlesto prove

that the Unitarian is wrong or that the Christian is rightin their

contradictoryconclusions drawn from similar premises. From

the very nature of the case, on these principles,the controversy

cannot be conclusivelysettled. Nor is it possibleto determine

definitely,or to ascertain infallibly,or to declare authoritatively,

what is true and trustworthy and what false and misleading in

Scripture. Finality,or even practicalcertainty,far less Divine

authority,as to the will of God for our salvation,is thus evidently

impossible on any theory of the indefinite erroneousness of

Scripture,with its inevitable consequent of the supremacy of

human reason over Divine Revelation, from the simple fact that

man's errant and erring reason becomes the only standard, the

supreme judge, and the ultimate authorityin all such things.

And as one man's mind may be as good as another's or better,

and as one class of reasons will weigh with one class of mind

and another with another, it is manifest that a final and

authoritative settlement of such matters is from the nature of

thingsan impossibilit)',without an independent and authoritative
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external standard " even the authorityof God expressed in His

Word. Every nuan must beUeve justas he likes ; all may believe

what is false ; and certainlyno man's belief can be authorita-tive

over others,or binding upon the conscience of any other.

Every man becomes an authorityto himself in religiousbelief;
and this,taken along with the fact,proved throughout all ages,

races, and religions,that "the world by wisdom knew not God,"

would show that, on the theory of indefinite erroneousness.

Revelation was a failure,God's purpose in giving His Word has

been defeated, and mankind is in darkness even until now as to

the thingsmost vital for us to know, and benightedhumanity
is now as of old left like

" An infant crying in the night,

An infant crying for the light,
And with no language but a cry."

The only way to settle Controversies in Religion is by

HOLDING THE BiBLE ClAIM TO BE THE WoRD OF GOD,

AND THE Divine Rule of Faith, and Judge of

Controversies.

The only way in which effectuallyto refute this disastrous and

absurd conclusion is by maintaining,in oppositionto both classes

of Rationalists,the claim of Scriptureto be the Word of God,

of Divine origin,truth, and authority. True, Dr. Ladd, as

representativeof a whole school, partiallyevangelical,would say

that he accepts some parts, or rather elements, in Scriptureas

true and authoritative. But Dr. Martineau would say that he,

too, holds the same about other elements in it; only that he

differs entirely,and contradicts Dr. Ladd directly,as to what

these elements are, " Dr. Martineau rejectingjust those very

elements which Dr. Ladd accepts and vice versa. The only
elements on which they would both generallyagree are those

ethical elements, common to Christianitywith other religions

and philosophies," even those primitive and essential moral

principlesthat are inherent elements in the constitution of man's

moral nature, and not distinctive of Christianityat all. l!ut

when we press the question closer,and ask whether Dr. Mar-tineau

or Dr. Ladd is rightas to the elements to be regarded as

infallible and of Divine authority,immediately we arc faced with
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an interminable controversy, the final,authoritative,and inerrant

settlement of which is,because of their common first principle,

self-evidentlyan impossibility.And whatever else may be said

or thought of the Bible claim to be true, trustworthy,and of

Divine authority,it manifestlyhas this decisive advantage over

the others,that it suppHes us with the means of a conclusive and

authoritative settlement at least of all important questions on

which men's salvation and eternitydepend, and includes every-thing

clearlytaught in Scripture.

That this is the doctrine taught by the claim made by

Scripturefor itself is demonstrated above and below, if anything

can be proved from the Bible. The difficulties supposed to be

connected with it are not more, but less,than those connected

w^th any of the essential doctrines of our faith,such as the

Divinity of Christ, the atonement, justificationby faith, the

resurrection of the dead; and they are as nothing compared

with the insuperable difficulties and inextricable confusions

introduced by these or any other Rationalistic theories. Besides

this,all these doctrines are based on this one ; and, therefore,

they are all discredited and undermined so far as it is invalidated

or impinged upon.

I know that Dr. Ladd, Dr. Farrar, and others holding

similar views of Scripture,would try to escape from the dilemma

in which they are thus placed, along with able and avowed

Rationalists like Dr. Martineau, by saying that they admit and

maintain the infallible truth and Divine authorityof Christ's

teaching. But Dr. Martineau and his followers would not and

do not deny this. On the contrary, they are much more guarded

and reverential in their statements about His teaching than

many who profess to hold His Divinity,but deny or question

the infallibilityof His teaching. But where Dr. Martineau and

such like join issue with them is as to what zvas the teaching of

Jesus. He maintains that most of what the Gospels give as the

teaching and words of Christ are not His teachingat alV but

mainly the personalopinions of the writers. These opinions,he

avers, were mostly the product of the current views and tradi-tional

ideas of the times, evincingno doubt more or less the

new spiritJesus had infused into religion,and containing amid

'And here he is supported largelyby Pfleiderer,the Ritschlians,and

many other Rationalistic writers.
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the mass of apostolic or post-apostolicideas some genuine

elements of His teaching. These elements he seeks by spiritual

intuition and critical acumen to discover with these sufificiently

startlingresults " First, that all the Messianic and Redemptive

elements in Scripture are utterlyand vehemently rejectedas

non-Christian and even immoral in the vital and crucial N.T.

teachingon Redemption by the atoning sacrifice of Christ,the

heart and burden of all Scripture. Second, that all which the

Christian Church has from the beginningbelieved and taught in

the creeds as the substance and essence of Christianityis a

caricature of it " the worthless excrescences or pernicious
accretions of it, with the solitaryexception of repentance.

Third, that almost the only things which constitute the

Christian religionand belong to the teaching of Christ, are

certain primary,ethical,religioustruths and principles,which

are not distinctive of Christianityor of the teachingof Christ,

but which are more or less common to almost all religionsand

philosophies," though Jesus gave them a new clearness,emphasis,

significance,and potency, and infused into them a fresh life and

creative spirit.
It may be said that criticism which leads to such results is so

extreme and perverse as to requireno refutation,and that, as

Dr. Sanday says, anyone who so treats the evangelistsexcludes

himself from the pale of reasonable criticism or just interpreta-tion.

This is doubtless largelytrue. But it must be admitted,

on the other hand, that the author is most thoroughly sincere ;

that he has the strongest conviction of the truth of his results ;

that his is a mind of conspicuousabilityand penetration,with

an unsurpassed power of lucid and forceful expression; and that

he manifestlymeans to be thorough in his investigations.Nor

can it be denied that he can adduce in support of his conclusion,

among others," such things as the philosophic and seemingly

idealised and Gnostic character of the Fourth Gospel," so unlike

what we should expect from Jesus,or a fisherman of Galilee ; the

apparent discrepanciesof the Synoptics,which might be expected

on his theory; the marked contrast, if not seemingly irreconcil-able

differences in facts,representations,and teachingbetween

John's Gospel and the Synoptics,which his view might account

for. He can also take advantage of and utilise many of the

allegationsand admissions of Trinitarian,and even in many
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ways reputedlyorthodox critics,who now without any Scripture

warrant, and in face of Scriptureteachingand the expHcit words

of Christ, never weary of emphasising and proclaiming the

inferiority,degeneracy, and erroneousness of the apostlesand

evangelistswhen compared with the teaching of Jesus.

This Dr. Martineau can urge all the more that such critics

press these views directlyin the face of Christ's explicitpromise

of the Spiritto lead them into all truth ; and notwithstandingour

entire dependence for everything we know about Him and His

teachingupon these evangelists,whose unreliabilityand errone-ousness

have, ex hypothesi,been by them so zealouslyand

ultroneouslyproclaimed. He can also adduce what they now

with almost one accord, and often without limit or scruple,allege

"
the literaryusage of these earlier times in explanation of the

writers of the Gospels puttingtheir own opinions and words into

the lipsof Jesus and givingthem as His, though frequentlya

misconceptionor perversionof what He reallytaught. Though

how this last can be ascertained,when we have only these un-trustworthy

and erroneous Gospels to inform us, is a puzzle to

the careful,clear-thinkingmind. Altogether,on such principles

and presuppositions,Dr. Martineau has by their help, by deft

manipulation and dexterous specialpleading,made out a plaus-ible,

if a revolutionaryand preposterous case.

The Common Rationalistic Principle implied in every

Theory of Indefinite Erroneousness precludes fin-ality

AND authority ON ANY QUESTION OF RELIGION.

Most certainlythe principleand presuppositionby which he

reached his results are identical with those of Dr. Ladd and

others like him ; even the presuppositionof the indefinite errone-ousness

of Scriptureand the Rationalistic principleof the com-petency,

right,and obligationof reason to determine what is

true and what false in Revelation. And the remarkable and

decisive thing is that on this very principleof rational selection

adopted by both, Dr. Martineau arrives at results that are irra-tional

and directlythe reverse of Dr. Ladd's. The Messianic and

Redemptive elements connected with Christ,to which alone Dr.

Ladd would admit anything like infallibilityand Divine authority,

are just the very elements which, on the same principle ând by
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similar processes and assumptions, Dr. Martineau rejectswith

vehemence as false,pernicious,and contrary to the spiritas

well as to the teachingof Christ. It is vain to replythat Dr.

Martineau is wrong in his results ; for he assumes nothing but

what the others assume, even the errancy and erroneousness of

Scripture,with perhaps the possibleexceptionof the words of

Christ,if we can surelyfind them. The representationsof these,

however, on their common theory,are erroneous and unreliable,
and therefore each erringand varying man must determine for

himself,accordingto his own conception of what they probably
would be. And he adopts only the same principle,even the

right,duty,and power of reason, to distinguishthe true from the

false ; human reason thus becoming to both the final seat of

authorityand the ultimate standard of truth. By this process,

on similar methods and considerations,all Scriptureis tested by

errant human reason presuming vainlyto separate truth from

error " the wheat from the chaff,in the Word of God !

If he regards as error what others regard as truth,and calls

chaff what others call wheat, this matters not. The prhicipk is

the sa7?ie in both. The principlegives the determinative power

in such matters to human reason, each mind being of necessity
the lightand standard to itself. Therefore, whether rightor

wrong, it is authoritative to each. On the common principleit

ought to be authoritative. It should and must be authoritative,

though contradictory,to all who adopt or admit their common

but self-stultifyingprinciple.And should there be, as there are

and must be, conflict and contradiction between the utterances

of the authorityin different minds, still,on the common prin-ciple,
each is and ought to be, from the nature of the case, an

authority to himself. Nor would it be rightor reasonable to

dispute the authorityin any case, no matter how contradictory

or absurd the deUverance or results might be, so long as the

common principleis held.

The implied Supremacy of Reason over Revelation

MAKES Certainty and Authority in Religion im-possible.

Nay more, it is from the very nature of thingsimpossibleto

question the deliverance in a singlecase, however preposterous
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it may be, if deliberatelymade, without impinging upon and

violatingthe root-principleitself,and abandoning their whole

positionand contention. Yea, it is impossible,on this principle

of the supreme authority of reason, to determine questions of

religionand ethics,to settle conclusivelyany question in religion

or morality, except the essential primary principlesthat lie

embedded in the constitution of the human soul, and are its

native elementary possession. For the ultimate authority,ac-cording

to the principleitself,is in each the individual mind ;

which varies with each individual, and often in the same in-dividual

at different times. What may be truth to one is error

to another, and what was true at one time is false at another to

the same person. So that on this principlecertaintyin religion

is a manifest impossibility,and the effort to attain it is a palpable

absurdity" a wild-goosechase !

These are surelysufficientlystartlingresults ; but they are all

the natural and necessary consequence of the same false and

subversive principle.Dr, Martineau and others holding his and

other beliefs come to Scripturewith a philosophyand a theology.

Postulatingthe fallibilityand indefinite erroneousness of Scrip-ture,

and acting on the undoubted or admitted principlethat

man's own mind has to separate the truth from the error in

Scripture,and to determine, not by simple interpretationof its

meaning as true and trustworthybecause God-breathed, but by

a process of intuitional selection and critical elimination what

is and is not to be believed therein,he easilyarrives at results

accordant with his preconceptions; and by a free and ingenious

grouping of cognate elements has no difficultyin finding con-firmation

of these from Scripture. So another with a different

theology and philosophy,by a similar use of other elements and

with similar plausibility,comes to opposite or different con-clusions,

and so on ad infitiitum.This is preciselythe way and

principleon which so many of the German and other Rationalists

arrive at and propound their antagonistic,ever-changing,and

evanescent theories " by simply selectingthose things and ele-ments

that suit their own preconceptions,and ignoringothers.

Nor is it possible to prevent such perniciousplaying with

and pulverisingof the Word of God, and such perverse abuse of

so-called Bible criticism,except by maintaining the Bible claim

of truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority;and by
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denying the right,power, or rationalityof reason to rejectits

teaching or to question the truth of its statements, when their

real meaning has been ascertained. Let, for example, the truth-fulness

of the Gospels be upheld, as it may well be, yea, has

been for centuries in spite of the most searchingcriticism and

the utmost perverse ingenuityof hostile scepticism; let it

further be maintained, as it may be and has been triumphantly,
in the lightof the facts of Christ's explicitteaching,in which

His trustworthiness,guaranteeingtheirs,must be held decisive,"

that the teachingof the Divinely-inspiredapostleswas as true and

trustworthyas His, since,as He said," It is not ye that speak,
but the spiritof your Father which speaketh in you

"
: then an

effectual arrest can be put upon this solemn triflingwith Scrip-ture,
and all handling of the Word of God deceitfully;and

upon all that destructive criticism and pervertivespeculation
which pretend to discriminate the elements of truth in Christ's

words from the masses of erroneous encrustation and degenerate

teachingin the inspiredwritingsof the apostles. For they can

then be tied to the Written Word ; and when that is properly

interpreted,and its real meaning ascertained,that,then,is the

very Word of God, of Divine origin,truth, and authority,
which men must receive as such, and can rejectonly at their

peril.

The difference between a Bible that,when trulyinterpreted
and its intended meaning ascertained,is true, trustworthy,and

divinelyauthoritative ; and a Bible that,when its intended mean-ing

is found, is stillmore or less untrue, untrustworthy,and un-authoritative

" a mixture of truth and error, which errant and

erringhuman reason, each man's variable mind must find as

best it may "
is in character simplyessential,in thought radical,

and in effect practicallyimmeasurable. In the one all that is

needed is simply interpretation.In the other, there must be

after interpretation,the separation of the truth from the error

with which it is inextricablymixed, and without any unerring
standard or reliable means of separation; so that it is impos-sible

to be sure of what is truth or error. In the one case the

range of possibledifference is limited to the simple ascertaining
of the meaning, usually a limit not difficult to determine. In

the other it is unlimited, and, from the very nature of the case,

illimitable,the materials of determination or the means of certain
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settlement being both awanting. The truth and the error are

both indefinite and indeterminable quantities,and the contro-versy

about them is therefore of necessityan interminable con-troversy.

Nor is it possible,since there is no final and authori-tative

standard, to constrain the belief or require the faith of

anyone.

Rationalism would violate its essential Principle if

IT CLAIMED Finality, Certainty, or Authority in

Religion.

Yea, the very attempt to do so is an infringement,if not a

violation, of the root-principleof the theory. So that Rational-ism,

to be true to its principle,must abandon reason in despair,

forsake its own standard, and reject its own principles; and

leave its votaries,except in the most elementary things,to the

lightless,abyssmal negations of a hopeless Agnosticism "
its

natural result, its only rational termination. And in any case

the results of it as shown above have, as a matter of fact,been

diametrically opposite and mutually annihilative, as expressed

in the directly contradictory conclusions of Dr. Ladd and

Dr. Martineau, and many mutually devouring rationalistic and

rationalisingschools.

All the above has been adduced mainly to show how false

and delusive is the idea that it is merely a question of unim-portant

trifles,not affecting any important truth or religious

interest,which these various Rationalistic theories about Scrip-ture

raise. Whatever else it may have done or failed to do, it

has at least demonstrated the falseness and absurdity of that

deluding assertion. Taking two outstanding examples from

different and in many ways antagonisticschools of Rationalists,

it has been shown that on the same common principle" the

principlecommon more or less to every theory of the errancy or

erroneousness of Scripture" they come to directlyopposite con-clusions

as to what is true and false in Scripture; and that

between these conflictingconclusions almost everything peculiar

to Revelation and distinctive of Christianitywould be rejected

and destroyed.
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All Theories of indefinite Erroneousness contain

THE SAME Rationalistic Principle.

The same might be shown in detail through all the permuta-tions

and combinations in all the other advocates of the indefinite

erroneousness of Scripture,from the least Rationalistic to the

most extreme and avowedly scepticaltheorists,like,say Matthew

Arnold. He distinctlyrejectsChristianity,and repudiatesevery-thing

distinctive of the Christian faith ; yet he professesto have

found by literaryintuition a something in Scripturethat is true,

which he calls " the Secret of Jesus,"but which had eluded the

discoveryof all the theologiansand Churches until now, when

he by a unique literaryand moral intuition " the product of

assumed familiaritywith the literature of the world "
has been

able to discover it,as a vein of golden ore among the crude

and misleading masses of Jewish superstitionand apostolicde-lusion.

But when we inquire what this wonderful secret is,it

simply amounts to that veriest platitudeof natural theology,the

merest elementary dictate of conscience,that there is a power out-side

ourselves that makes for righteousness.And this is all that

he finds true in Scriptureor Christ's teaching,which, of course,

every student of philosophy knows to be not peculiarto Christ or

Scripture,but existed long before,yea, since the creation of man

in the image of God. He arrives at this conclusion on the same

assumption "
the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture" and by

the adoption of essentiallythe same principle,the right and

power of reason to separate the truth from the error in the

teachingof God's Word ; and he proceeds by a similar process,

only more arbitrarilyapplied,as Dr. Martineau and Dr. Ladd.

Dr. Horton's Denunciations of the Bible Claim, and

HIS Delusion that its Truths are independent of

Criticism.

But perhaps the best and most significantillustration of the

points above is to be found in the writingsof one of the most

recent, prolific,and oracular assailants of the truthfulness,trust-worthiness,

and Divine authorityof Holy Scripture,Dr. Horton.

No man has more frequentlyor vehemently asseverated that the

truths of Revelation are independent of criticism," a mere
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repetitionof Baur, of exploded Tiibingenism," and unaffected by
its results. He evidentlydoes not know that the criticism of

the ablest Rationalistic critics not only affects Revelation, pro-perly

so called, but annihilates it,destroys the foundation of

every distinctive truth of it ; and many of them deny both

Revelation and the supernaturalaltogether,both in the religion

of Israel and of Christ.^ No recent author has written so con-temptuously

of the maintainers of the truthfulness,trustworthi-ness,

and Divine authorityof God's Word. Yet he is scrupu-lously

careful to avoid grapplingwith their arguments or facing

their real position,preferringprudently the easier but less

noble method of giving assertion for argument, vain fancy for

sure fact, and caricature for refutation. It would be difficult

to find a single writer on the questions so full of errors and

contradictions,exaggerationsand vagaries,or at once so superficial
and one-sided, loose and illogicalin treatment of any single

point of the controversy. Nor have I read any author on the

subjectsthat exhibits such unguardedness of statement, such inno-cence

of the first elements and conditions of the controversy,

along with such oracular assurance and assumed supereminence,

or one so unfitted,by lack of logicalconsistencyand of thorough-ness

of investigation,of handling such questions,or more wanting

in that reverence for the Word of the Lord, without which they

should never be handled at all. With a pretentiousnessequalled

only by the unthoroughness, no one has so presumptuously dared

to sit in judgment on the Divine book ; and, because lacking

the knowledge or spiritualdiscernment to understand the same,

to pronounce the condemnation in many parts, large sections,

and vital elements of the " Oracles of God," ^ which in their

integritythe Son of God received with such reverence, used with

such confidence, sealed with His Divine authority,and declared

the inviolabilityof in His most majesticutterance, that heaven

and earth should pass away, but that one jot or one tittlethereof

should in no wise pass away tillall should be fulfilled.

' Such as Kuenen, Wellhausen, Strauss, Renan, Baur, Pfleiderer,the

author of Siipernahiral Religion, Dr. Samuel Davidson, the Ritschlians

generally,and many of the Germans and their followers,some of whom have

been or are leaders of Criticism and the teachers of other critics.
"

See his Inspiration and the Bible, Revelation and the Bible, and other

writingsin the Christian World, etc.
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And yet Dr. Horton has the audacity and delusion to

assert, and by the assertion to mislead the ignorantand unwary,

that nothing of any importance is being lost,when the very chart

of men's salvation is slippingfrom their grasp, and the title-deeds

of their Redemption are being torn to tatters before their eyes,

with no criterion to tell them what fragments should be saved

from the wreck, except the ipse dixit of reckless latter-day

oracles. Appropriately in his latest deliverance, ĉonsistent at

last,he utters beyond the seas what was looming out at home, the

crowning oracle that there was nothing reallysupernaturalin the

inspirationof the apostlesand prophets" nothing but what any

man may attain,what some men of recent times have attained

(whose names and experience he mentions, though they would

have been the first to deny it),what every spiritualman in

measure possesses, and evidentlynothing really differentin kind

from what implicitlyhe has himself attained,and doubtless

implieshe has expressed in his recent oracular writings. Com-paring

these with the writingsof Isaiah or Paul, any man may

see by simple inspection that this latest and boldest champion
of Rationalism and assailant of the Bible claim,has at length

put the natural crown and appropriate topstone upon his own

and others' Rationalistic theories.

By thus attempting to bring down the inspirationof the

apostles and prophets from the supernatural elevation, which

God by His Spiritand Christ by His specialpromise placed it

on, to the level of ordinaryspiritualillumination,with nothingin

it different in ki?id,purpose, and effect from what any man may

attain,and some recent men have attained,though it is a strange

delusion,both inspirationand Revelation are disowned and evapo-rated

in any proper sense, violatingboth reason and Revelation,

and proving beyond a doubt, notwithstandingall the vaunted

light and advancement, the indefinite erroneousness of such

oracles as these. They thus serve themselves heirs to the deluded

and visionaryvotaries of fanaticism and superstition,which have

appeared from time to time as beacon lightson the horizon of

Church history," such as the Montanists of the earlyages, the

Anabaptistsof the German Reformation, the Latter-daySaints,

and the New Prophets and Spiritualistsof our own day,"
with-out

having even the literaryintuition of the apostlesof sweetness

^ Vcrhitin Dei.
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and light. How true is it that extremes meet, and that scepticism

ends in creduhty ! How significantthe spectacleof Rationalism

joining hands with superstition,naturalism uniting with fanati-cism

! How suggestiveto behold the spiritsof expired supersti-tions

and pernicious delusions risingagain from the dead, and

becoming once more embodied in the oracles and publications

of such latter-dayprophets, in order to deny to the oracles of

God what is claimed for their own vain imaginations!

Conclusion. All Declarations that the Errorists'

Theories and Criticism affect only small things

ARE a Delusion and a Snare.

And yet in the face of all this,we are assured that it is all a

question about trifles,and that,forsooth,nothing of any moment

is concerned in criticism,or theories of inspiration,or doctrines

of Revelation, or views on Holy Scripture; when in realityit is

questions about everything most surelyheld among believers in

Revelation, when everythingon which men's eternitydepends

is imperilledby such theories and speculations,and when, in

fact,if such views prevail,all is lost with the loss of a sure basis

and reliable source of faith. All this talk and protestation,that

it is only trivialitieswhich are concerned in this controversy, is

an utter delusion, a mischievous deception that hides the real

issues. What would these Rationalistic critics care merely to

have libertyto criticise and make corrections in details ? They

give prominence to this aspect merely to allaysuspicion and

disarm opposition,in order that having got this freedom they

may ride roughshod with full rein over the whole range and

substance of Revelation. This is what, as a matter of fact,they

are now doing on every hand, without let or hindrance, tillthe

whole Word of God is fragmented, discredited, and pulverised

between them. They deny the right of anyone, even of Christ

Himself, to restrict or hinder them ; for " the rightsof criticism,"

they declare, "must be pressed,"as they phrase it,"even against

the Master Himself." And here again,as often before,heaves

in view,through the mists of lesser controversies,the inevitable

issues and awful end of them "
the ever momentous, funda-mental,

and supreme religiousquestion," Is Christ infallible as

a teacher ? "



CHAPTER VII.

THE STATUS QU/i:STIONIS.

Having thus cleared the way and simphfied the issues,we shall

now, in closingthis book, brieflystate the question,and then

proceed to the proof and argument. What, then, is the real

state of the question? It is all-importantto state clearlyand

to grasp firmly what the real state of the questionis {status

qucBstionis).For the proper statement of it is in this case, as in

many others, largely the virtual settlement of it to all who

tremble at the Word of the Lord, and to all who in any sense

regard the Bible as the Word of God. The state of the question

then is this. If the Bible claims to be true, trustworthy,of

Divine originand authority,"
the Word of God, "

it necessarily

follows either that the Scriptures,as originallywritten,were so

and cannot be indefinitelyerroneous and untrustworthy,or that

the Bible is untrue in its root doctrine,and that its fundamental

claim is false. It cannot be the Word of God, but must be

merely the word of not only fallible,but untruthful or incredible

men. This being so, it is self-evident that any theory that

asserts or implies the indefinite erroneousness and illimitable

unreliabilityof Scripture,as the prevalent theories do, would

not onlylogicallyland in utter Rationalism,but would necessarily

confuse and overthrow the whole truth and authorityof Scripture.

For, as will appear more fullysoon, its claim is expresslyplaced
at the basis of the truthfulness of all its teaching,is postulatedas

the ground of all its statements, and is necessarilyimplied in

that Divine authoritywith which it s[)eaksin the name of the

Lord.

In various conceivable circumstances,indeed, we should not

be shut up to such a conclusion. If,for example, we had merely

a historical Christianity"a Bible simply recording the facts of
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Christ's life,written by fallible but credible men, like any

ordinarygood biography,we should not be driven to this. Or

if we had a religionsupernaturallyrevealed,recorded by not

infalliblebut fairlytrustworthywriters ; or if we had even a faith.

Divinely revealed,recorded in a perfectlyDivinely-inspired
book, but without any affirmation,claim, teaching,or impli-cation

in that book in regardto its own Divine inspiration,or

truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority,we should not

in the same manifest and unquestionableway be shut up to this

conclusion. Yea, earnest seekers might even on the lowest of

these suppositionshave sufficientlightto lead to Christ and find

salvation. For, as Dr. Bannerman says,ŵe would have (rather
" might have had ") an historical Christianitynot greatlydiffer-ing

in itsfacts and doctrines from an inspiredChristianity.But
this is clearlynot the state of things. On the contrary, all

admit that the Bible has somethingto say in regardto its own

origination,inspiration,truthfulness,and Divine authority.It

indeed has a very great deal to say upon this subject; and it

founds all its teachingand statements on all other subjectson
its teachingand pervasiveclaim on this subject. It makes this

its preliminaryand fundamental teaching,and postulatesthis

throughout all its other teachingand statements. What this

teachingis must be determined by a careful,thorough,and

extensive examination and combination of all that Scripture,
either directlyor indirectly,teaches thereon.

The Doctrine of Holy Scripture as held by the Christian

Church and set forth in the Creeds of Christendom.

The teachingof the Church, as expressedin the creeds of

Christendom and in the works of its greatest representative

teachers,is in effect that the Bible has been so written that itis

in the highestsense of the expression" the Word of God "
" the

book of which God is the author and for which He isresponsible,
since all Scriptureis God-breathed (^eoTn/evo-ro?),and is there-

Tore true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority.It is therefore

all "profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for in-struction

in righteousness" (2 Tim. "^^).Though it was written

through the instrumentalityof fallibleand imperfectmen, yet
^ Dr. Bannerman on The IiispiratiouofScripture.
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such an infallible Divine influence was imparted to them, and

such an unerringand pervasivecontrol was exercised over them

by the inspirationof the Holy Ghost, that it secured that all they

wrote for God was true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority.
So that all they recorded or uttered under this Divine guidance

and through this Spirit'sinspirationwas as truly written and

spoken by God through them as though their instrumentality

had not been used at all. And although it was written by means

of men of different ages, lands, and conditions, of diverse tastes,

temperaments, talents,and attainments ; and though each wrote

according to his own mental characteristics,literaryacquirements,

and personal experience and idiosyncrasies,in all various styles

and in every form of literarycomposition,yet the Divine Spirit

so penetrated the minds and filled the hearts of the writers as

that all they said or wrote under this inspirationis the very

Word of God, in a sense not less real than if the eternal God

had uttered it in a voice of thunder from the heavens, or graven

it with His own fingeron the sides of the everlastinghills. This

has, in effect,been the teachingof the Church ; and if this is also

the teachingof Scripture,the question must be held as settled by

all who own the authorityof God's Word.

All Theories of indefinite Erroneousness preclude the

Bible Claim to be the Word of God and the Divine

Rule of Faith and Life.

All who deny this by assertingor implying its indefinite

erroneousness and untrustworthiness disown its Divine authority

and assert its untruthfulness. For if the Bible claims in the

name of God to speak the truth,and ifit,as alleged,is erroneous

or unreliable,then manifestlyits root claim is false. It cannot

therefore be inspiredby God. It is not a Divine Revelation.

It cannot be the Word of God or possess any Divine authority.
It must be the untruthful word of incredible men making a false

claim. It cannot be the product of Divine inspiration; for

every idea of inspirationwould be violated by the supposition
that men writing under the power of the Holy Ghost should

make a false claim. It cannot be a Divine Revelation ; for it is

blasphemous to suppose that the God of truth would reveal as

true what on this suppositionHe must have known to be false.
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especiallywhen that Revelation lies at the foundation of all the

other revelations. The Bible cannot be the Word of God ; for

God's Word must be true, and could not claim to be so unless

it were so. It cannot possess any Divine authority; for that

could not be given to a false claim," especiallyif this claim is

made the ground of its Divine authorityin all its other teaching.

It is not merely the word of man, but of men statingwhat is

untrue ; not only statingwhat is contrary to truth,but making

a claim that is wholly false ; not merely making a false claim,

but giving that as the foundation on which they base the

authoritativeness of all their teaching. Consequently, since on

this supposition this fundamental claim is false,and since all

the other teaching is based on this,we cannot therefore trust

their teachingon anything,or regardit as possessingany intrinsic

independentauthority,and we cannot receive their testimony as

credible.

For whether this claim was false by design or by mistake, the

result in either case would be the same. If this false claim was

made by design,then the Scripturewriters would be destitute of

that honesty which is the prime condition of credibility.If by

error, then they would be wantingin that intelligencewhich is a

second essential element of credible testimony. Thus, if they

have advanced this claim, if this is made their first and

fundamental claim," the claim upon which all the other claims

are based," a disproof of this is destructive of the reliabilityof

their independent testimonyin anything,and a denial of this is

inconsistent with a belief of their intrinsic credibility.For it is

absurdityand self-contradiction to pretend to receive them as

credible men, giving a credible testimony,while at the same

time we reject their fundamental claim, and thereby assert

that all based thereon is false or destitute of independent

credibility.

Authorities stating the Question. Dr. Hodge,

Dr. R. S. Candlish, Dr. Westcott.

In confirmation of the fact that this is the real state of the

question,I shall here quote the testimony of some of the most

eminent authorities on the subject. Dr. Charles Hodge, of

Princeton, says :
" If the sacred writers assert that they are the
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organs of God, that what they taught He taught through them,

that they spake so that what they said the Holy Spiritsaid ;

then, if we beUeve their Divine mission, we must believe what

they teach as to the nature of the influence under which they

spoke and wrote. ""^ Dr. Robert S. Candlish, Principalof New

College, Edinburgh, and one of the acutest minds and pro-

foundest originalthinkers of the century, says :
" It was admitted

that whatever it can be fairlyproved the Bible claimed to be, in

respect of itsInspiration,that,it was admitted,it must be allowed

and believed to be ; that the whole force of its own Divine

authorityand of the Divine attestations on which it leans are

transferred to that volume ; and whatever it tells us concerning

itself we now implicitlyreceive as true." ^ Dr. Westcott, Bishop

of Durham, one of the greatest N.T. scholars of the century, and

the greatest livingN.T. scholar,after givingthe proof that the

Scripturesclaim to be the Word of God of Divine origin,truth,

and authority,says :
" From these passages it will be seen that

we must either accept the doctrine of a plenary inspiration,as

we have explainedit,or deny the veracityof the evangelists. If

our Lord's words are accuratelyrecorded, or if even their general

tenor is expressed in one of the Gospels,the Bible is indeed the

Word of God in the fullest spiritualsense, for no scheme of

accommodation can be accepted when it tends to lead men

astray as to the sources of Divine help."^ That what he means

by plenaryinspirationis at least equivalent to our highestideas

of it,is shown by his definition or descriptionof it: " It preserves

absolute truthfulness with perfecthumanity. The letter becomes

as perfect as the spirit; and it may very well seem that the

image of the incarnation is reflected in the Christian Scriptures,

which, as I believe,exhibit the human and the Divine in the

highest form and in the most perfect union." ^ That the

Scripturesdo claim and possess this I now proceed to prove.

In doing so I fullyrealise that the force of the conclusions

drawn from it depends entirelyon the strength of the proof of

this fundamental position. On the other hand, the opponents

thereof have manifestly no other possible way of avoiding or

^ Dr. Hodge's Systematic Theology',vol. i. p. 166.

"Dr. Qz.w^i'^-^ 'a Reason and Revelation,'^^. 12, 13.
^ Bishop Westcott's Introdjtction to the Gospels,p. 410.

^ Ibid. p. 16.
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evading these conclusions except by overthrowing, invalidating,

and destroying the proof. That is, they require to show that the

proof adduced is not proof, and that the Scriptures do not make

this claim, and that the evidence for it does not amount even to

probability ;
for in this, as in other things, the great Butler has

established that probability is and must be the guide of life.

To the law and to the testimony, then, if they or we speak not

according to this Word, it is because there is no light in them or

us (Isa. 8^o).i

^ The teaching of the Christian Church is well given in the opening

chapter of the Westminster Confession of Faith, the latest and the best

Confession of the Reformed Churches ;
and even Dean Stanley pronounced

its Article on Holy Scripture the best and most nearly perfect article of faith

that was ever written,
"

of which let the following suffice, as an expression of

the faith of the Christian Church from the beginning :
" Under the name of

Holy Scripture or
the Word of God written are now contained all the books

of the Old and New Testaments : "

All which are given by inspiration of God

to be the rule of faith and life.

"The authority of Holy Scripture, for which it ought to be believed and

obeyed, dependeth not upon
the testimony of

any man or Church, but wholly

upon God, (Who is truth itself,) the author thereof; and therefore it is to be

received, because it is the Word of God.

"We
may

be moved and induced by the testimony of the Church to an

high and reverend esteem of the Holy Scripture ; and the heavenliness of the

matter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, the consent of all

the parts, the
scope

of the whole (which is to give all glor^' to God), the full

discovery it makes of the only way
of man's salvation, the

many
other incom-parable

excellences, and the entire perfection thereof, are arguments whereby

it doth abundantly evidence itself to be the Word of God
; yet notwithstanding

our
full persuasion and assurance of the infallible truth and Divine authority

thereof, is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing witness by and

with the word in our hearts."



BOOK IV.

THE BIBLE CLAIM AND PROOF. THE TRUTH-FULNESS,

TRUSTWORTHINESS, AND DIVINE

AUTHORITY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIM IN A R V CONSIDERA TIONS.

Here we have to consider,̂r^/, whether the Bible does make

this claim for itself;and second, what is the relation of this claim

to all its other claims. In doing so, it will appear that the

Bible does claim thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,
and Divine originand authority. On this,too, it bases its claim

on the faith and obedience of men in all its other teaching.

Consequently, if this claim is denied or disowned, because

untenable, the Divine authority and supernatural origin of

Scripture must be abandoned, its veracityis destroyed, and

its teaching on all matters deprived of any intrinsic or inde-pendent

authority. Before proceeding to show that it makes

this claim,it is of some importance to consider how we should

expect such a claim to be made.

I. How SUCH A Claiini would be made.

We should not expect many express declarations and emphatic
assertions of its Divine authorship and authority. When the

positionand the circumstances of the Scripturewriters are con-sidered,

the truth and reasonableness of this remark will become

manifest. The acknowledged writers of the books of Scripture
367
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were generally well-known ambassadors of God " prophets of

Jehovah, or apostles of Christ, whose Divine inspirationand

authorityto teach in the name of the Lord were universally

acknowledged ; and whose messages and position,as Divinely-

commissioned teachers, were accredited by miracles,or verified

by fulfilments of predictions,or attested by the testimony of the

Spiritin the consciousness of the Church. What Israelite,for

example, would have thought of questioningthe Divine mission

of Moses, or the Divine authorityof his writings,after witnessing
the miracles in Egypt ; or the Divine manifestations at Sinai,

where they saw him evidentlyinvested with authorityfrom God

and Divinely commissioned as mediator between Jehovah and

Israel,going up, amid such awful scenes, before their eyes to hold

communion face to face with God, and coming forth with his

countenance radiant by the Divine glory,carryingin his hands

the tables of the law, written by the fingerof God ; and writing
all that was shown him on the mount in a book, at the express

direction and by the Divine inspirationof Jehovah. Or what

Christian would have dreamt of denying the Apostolic commis-sion

of Peter,John, James, or Paul, or the Divine authorityof

their teaching,whether by word or writing,after the Day of

Pentecost, and the miracles,services,fruits of their labours,and

other Divine attestations by which these were accredited. It was

only when these were in any case questioned, through the

perverting influence of evil men creeping into any Church

unawares, that they felt called upon to give emphatic assertions

thereof," as Paul to the Corinthians. This is stated here, not

because it is felt that there is any lack either of explicitnessor

fulness of proof,but because the justnessof the observation lies

in the very nature of the case ; and the recognitionof it at the

outset will enable us to anticipatemore truly the kind and

amount of the evidence to be looked for,and to appreciatethe

more fullythe proofs adduced, since these are so much beyond

what, on the proper apprehension of the circumstances, we

should expect.

2. The co-ordinate Authority of the N.T. with the O.T.

Another preliminaryremark is,that in adducing proof we

proceed at present on the assumption, admitted by those with
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whom wc are speciallydealing,of the coequalityor co-ordinate

authorityof the N.T. with the Old in such matters. For no

party to this controversy puts the N.T. on a lower level than the

Old on this or any doctrinal question; but many, on the con-trary,

reason that whatever infallibilityand authoritythe O.T.

may have, that at least a fortiorimust the N.T. possess. On

the other hand, no person who has carefullystudied and weighed
the manner in which our Lord and His apostlesquote from and

refer to the O.T. in the New could fail to be impressed with the

unique position,absolute inviolability,and Divine authority

ascribed to the O.T. And the organicunityof the Bible proves

it to be reallyone Divine,God-breathed Book.

We content ourselves at present with statingthis, and

with noting simply one but decisive passage, teaching in the

clearest manner this coequalityand co-ordinate authorityas the

word of the Lord of the O. and N.T., 2 Pet. ^^ :̂
" As Paul

also in all his Epistles,speaking in them of these things: in

which are some things hard to be understood, which they that

are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do also t/ie other

scriptures,unto their own destruction." This passage is usually
adduced to prove the equalityof the N.T. with the Old ; because

at least Paul's Episdes are here placed in that position,and con-sequently

all the rest virtually.But the passage is equally

appUcableand decisive to prove, to all who admit the Divine

authorityof Peter's explicitstatement, the equalityor co-ordinate

authorityas God's word of the O.T. with the New. By cognate

and co-ordinate authorityI mean that they both equallyspeak
in the name of the Lord ; though in some respects the later,
because the fuller,higher,and final revelation of the N.T. has,

of course, a unique and in some respects the decisive place.
Yet it is not such as to deprivethe O.T. of its Divine authority,
or to lessen its weight as the word of the Lord. Both are

equallyGod's Word. Especiallyit is of the O.T. as the word

of the Lord, and of itstruth,inviolability,and Divine authority,
that the N.T. mostly speaks," above all our Lord Himself, who

so speaks of it and uses it as to give itvirtuallya second time

Divine authorityin the N.T.

24
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3. The Divine Origin and Credibility of Scripture

IS ASSUMED HERE. ThE CaNON NOT DISCUSSED.

The question of the canonicityof certain books of Scripture

is not discussed here, as it does not affect the doctrine of

Inspirationtaught in the books whose canonicityis unques-tioned

by the main partiesto this controversy, and because it

has been ably discussed by various writers on its own merits,and

proper evidence.^ No claim for Scripturewill be advanced here

that is not with equal plainnesstaught in books the canonicity
of which is admitted. Quotations will,therefore,be made from

all parts of Scripturewithout reserve, these connected questions

being,for the present at least,deferred.

In proceeding to proof, the general veracity,as also the

supernaturaloriginand Divine authorityof Scripturein general

are assumed ; for it is only the views of those who admit and

maintain these that are at present under examination. All who

uphold them are, therefore, by the necessities of their own

position,precluded from using or admitting the validityof any

argument againstScripturewhich, if logicallycarried out, would

tend to deny, discredit,or question them. That would be

simply assailingor invalidatingtheir own position,which is the

last thing those should do who professto have constructed their

own theory,and to have rejected the true view in order the

better to defend these, and to make the defence of them

impregnable. And yet the kinds of arguments commonly urged

by them or held to be valid againstthe Bible claim are just

those that are equally valid, if they have any validityat all,

againstthe Divine authority,supernatural origin,and general

veracity of Scripture. These, however, we assume, as they

manifestlyought to be assumed by all the partiesat this stage ;

and the thorough belief and honest applicationof them through-out

will go far to settle the questionsin dispute.

4. The Evidence and Argument cumulative.

It should also be observed and remembered that the argu-ment

is cumulative. Therefore, it is only when all the lines and

1 Professor Rylc for O.T., Bishop Wcslcott for X.T., Gaussen and others

for both.
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items of the evidence are considered togetherthat the massive

force and full weight of the proof is realised. Some are more

impressed by one kind of evidence, and others by another ;

but those who resist the whole would seem beyond conviction

on anything affectingtheir favourite theories. They would have

difficultyin producing a similar amount and qualityof proof for

any doctrine of the Bible.

5, The first and chief Place is duly given to Passages

OF Scripture expressly treating of the Question.

This place should, of course, be assignedto the general and

explicitstatements on the question. We give these the first

place, because, according to the recognisedprinciplesof all

proper Scriptureinterpretation,the supreme positionin teaching

of truth,or the decision of controversy, should always belong to

those passages that expresslyand didacticallytreat of the subject

under consideration. So justand unquestionable has this prin-ciple
been held to be, that with most sound theologiansone

clear and explicitpassage, " especiallyif in harmony with the

analogy of faith"
the generalsystem of Divine truth," has been

regarded as sufficient to teach a doctrine or decide a controversy.

Those passages professedlydealingwith the subjecthave always
been recognisedas entitled to greater weight than isolated state-ments,

indirect texts, or inferences from phenomena. We state

this now, not because there is any deficiencyof these in this

case " the very reverse is true. Indeed, one of the most con-clusive

parts of the proof is taken from the remarkable and

superabundant phenomena which require us to maintain the

truth and Divine authorityof all Scripture,and which are irrecon-cilable

with any other view.

But we state this principlehere because this is the proper

order of proof, and indicates the relative weight due to the

various kinds of evidence. The statement and recognitionof

this at the outset is also the answer by anticipationto the vicious

methods of certain modern critics in handling the question,who

ignoreor make lightof the direct,positiveproof supplied by the

texts and passages that fairlyinterpretedteach our doctrine,by

parading and pressingcertain seeminglyconflictingphenomena
in the face of clear Scriptureteaching.As if their inferencesfrom
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such phenomena were of equal, or superior weight in the deter-mination

of a doctrinal question to the passages didactically,

professedly, and explicitlytreating of it. As if difficulties con-nected

with these phenomena should be regarded as decisive

evidence against the positive, direct, and explicit teaching of

Scripture on the subject. Why, were such a principle to be

admitted, there is no Bible doctrine againstwhich some plausible

presumption might not be raised by our inferences from pheno-mena.

Nor is there any truth in almost any sphere of know-ledge,

which might not plausibly be objected to if difficulties

supposed to arise from other things, were to be held as valid

and decisive evidence against positiveproof. Now for the proof.

Note.
"

A few years before the discover}-of the planet Neptune, when

astronomers were unable to explain the aberrations in Uranus, the French

astronomer Le Verrier laid down this principle for science :
" It does not become

a scientific man to give up a principlebecause of difficulties that could not be

explained. We cannot explain the aberrations of Uranus now ; but we may

be sure that the Newtonian system will prove to be right sooner or later.

Something may be discovered one day which will prove that these aberrations

may be accounted for, and yet the Newtonian system, for which we have

otherwise superabundant evidence, remain true and unshaken." Soon after

Neptune was discovered, which explained the aberrations of Uranus, and

confirmed Newton's doctrine. So we should act as to Bible difficulties.

Note.
" Principal Cunningham, ably laying down the principlesand the

character of the proper proof of the Bible claim, says that the opponents of it

"do not profess to produce any declaration of Scripture which directly or by

implication denies it ; and their only arguments consist of certain reasonings

or inferences of their own, based partly upon some general features which

attach to the Scriptures,and partly upon certain notions they have devised of

what is necessary, fitting,and expedient.
. . .

But they do not stand upon

the same footing as passages of Scripture which seem to teach different and

opposite doctrine, they come merely under the head of difficulties.
. . .

They are mere difficulties,and are neither refutations of the positiveproofs,

nor proofs of a negative, upon the great general question. It is utterly

inconsistent with the principlesrecognised and acted upon in regard to ever}-

other branch of knowledge that mere difficulties should prevent the submission

of the understanding to proof which cannot be overturned, even though it only

preponderated over that which could."'
"

Led tires, pp. 363, 307, 308.



CHAPTER II.

THE LOCUS CLASSICUS ON THE QUESTION.

Here we adduce first what has been truly called the locns

classicus or great, leading,and decisive passage upon the

subject, 2 Tim. "^"^"^~
" speciallyv.^^,of which the Greek is

Tracra ypacf)r]^coTrvevcrrogKal o}cf"eXifjio"sTrpos SiSaaKaXiav,etc. This

passage is well entitled to the important positionusuallyassigned

to it in the determination of this question. EirsL Because it

treats directlyand professedlyof the subject; as is manifest on

the very face of it. Amidst abounding evil and ungodliness

Paul exhorts Timothy to abide steadfast in the thingsin which

he has been instructed,and of which he has been assured "

first,because he has learned them from Paul himself, as an

inspiredteacher; and, secondly, because that from a child he

had known the Holy Scriptures(ra Upa ypdfjifjt.aTa)," which are

able to make thee wise unto salvation."

In v.i^ the reason of this is given in an explicitand

direct statement, settingforth the origin,character,object,and

use of these Scriptures. " All Scripture(every Scripture,Traa-a

ypa^^Tj)is givenby inspirationof God," or "is 'God-breathed'" ;

and is,therefore,"able to make wise unto salvation,"and "is

profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for instruction

in righteousness." Here not only are the uses of the Scripture

based upon, and explainedby their being inspiredof God ; but

there is a distinct and explictdeclaration of their supernatural

originand Divine character, "All Scriptureis God-breathed."

This is the main and fundamental statement of the whole passage,

which, as such, gives the reason and ground of the other state-ments.

It thus, when professedly dealing with the subject,

explicitlydeclares both the Divine originand the Divine char-acter

of the Scriptures. And it does so in the most unquestion-
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able and matter of course way, as a thing well known, and

acknowledged " about which there was and could not be any

question.

I. The special Weight due to this Passage.

This direct and unmistakable declaration is brought in natur-ally

and incidentally,and as a matter of course, in urgingTimothy

to steadfastness amid prevailingcorruption and apostasy. So

that this statement has all the authorityand decisiveness of a

clear and direct passage, treatingprofessedlyof the subject,along

with all the peculiarweight due to an explicitdeclaration,

brought in incidentallyas an undoubted postulatein this natural,

unhesitating,and matter of course manner.

A second thing that givesgreat weightand importance to the

passage is that its evidence for the supernaturalorigin,plenary

inspiration,and Divine character of Scriptureis not affected by

any varietyof reading, or difference of rendering. There is

a various reading found in only one MS. and a few ancient

versions,in which the /cat of the textus receptus is omitted. But

not only is the overwhelming weight of MSS. authorityin favour

of the received text retainingthe /cat and decisive againstits

exclusion,on the acknowledged principlesof Textual Criticism ;

but even the adoption of this various reading,although it would

alter the renderingslightly,Avould not affect the general sense of

the passage, nor lessen the weight of its testimony,when taken

along with the context, in support of the Divine truth, trust-worthiness,

and authorityof all Scripture.

This will appear fullywhen we consider the various renderings

of the textus receptus. Three different renderingshave been given.

First. The rendering of the Authorised Version, " All

Scripture(or every Scripture)is givenby Inspirationof God, and

is profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for instruc-tion

in righteousness" ; and with this agree the great majorityof

translators and the alternative rendering in the Revised Version,
" Every Scriptureis inspiredof God, and is profitable,"etc.

Second. "Every Scriptureinspiredof God is also profitable."

This is the received rendering of the Revised Version, and of

most of the opponents of plenaryinspiration,and of some of its

upholders.
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Third. " Every Scripture being inspired of God, is also

profitable,"etc. As a question of translation it is obvious that

the difference of meaning is not very material ; especiallywhen

taken in connection with the context, which defines what the

Scripturesimmediately referred to are, namely, the to. UpaypdjXjxaTa
of v.^ "̂ the Scripturesso well known to Timothy, and to all by
that familiar name. The difference between the last and the

first is simply that the Divine inspirationof Scriptureis in the

one case assumed, ^eoTrvet'o-rosbeing taken as an attribute of the

subject,while,in the other case, itisexpresslyasserted,̂ eoTrveDo-ros

being regarded as part of the predicatealong with w"^eAt/x,os,the

substantive verb being in the one case understood after ^eoTrveuo-ros

and in the other before it. The koll in the one introduces the

principaland only direct assertion
" the predicateproper (ci^eXt-

/i,os); the Kttt in the other simply connects the tw^o parts of the

predicate^eoTn/evo-Tosand w^e'At/xogas co-ordinate predications.

2. Any of the Translations teaches the same Divine

Inspiration and Authority of Scripture.

Now, whichever of these translations is preferable,it is

manifest that they teach the Divine inspirationof all Scripture,
" the first by express declaration, the others by postulated

assumption. The iraa-a ypacf)-âccording to the teaching of

both parties,by the uniform use of the expression,and by the

context, especiallythe to. Upa ypa/x/xara, is appropriated to Holy

Scripture.

The second rendering gives a somewhat different meaning.

It makes the predicate the same as the third rendering; but in

the subject it does not, like the first and third,either expressly

or implicitlyassert that all or every Scripturei'sinspiredof God.

It only asserts that every Scripturethat is inspiredis also useful

" simply declares that the usefulness of Scriptureis coextensive

with its Divine inspiration,leaving it to be determined other-wise

what Scriptureis inspired. But inasmuch as the recognised
use of Traara ypa"f)t]and the context settle that the Scriptures

directlyreferred to were the Scriptureswell known to Timothy
from childhood, and to all as the sacred writings," as those

adoptingthis translation with whom we are now dealingadmit and

maintain,"
the evidence afforded by this passage for tlie Divine
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inspirationwith tlie consequent doctrinal and practicalusefulness

of all these Scriptures,without distinction of parts or particles,

jot or tittle,is stillclearlytaught,and indisputablyset forth.

That the rendering of the Authorised Version, and of the

great majorityof the ablest critics,is the true and most natural,

we, after considering all that is advanced for the others, are

thoroughly convinced. The other translations making the "also"

or "even," with the substantive verb understood immediately

before it,are, to say the least,awkward and harsh, as Ellicott

and Alford admit ; and it renders the Kai useless or redundant ;

for the meaning is the same without it as with it on this render-ing.

It is also unnatural and forced, contrary to usage, and

attended with considerable difficulties,"
the natural and obvious

construction being to supplythe substantive verb with ^eoTrvcuo-Tos

as a predicate,coupled with w^eAtju,osthe other predicate" as

Bishop Middleton in his work on the Greek article says.

But what seems most decisive of all against this, and in

favour of the received rendering, is that the latter declares

positivelythat all Scriptureis inspiredby God, and profitable,

therefore,for doctrine,etc. ; and thus givesa reason why it was

able to make wise unto salvation. But the former conveys little

or no information, makes the apostle assert what to Timothy

would be a truism, and deprives the words of that fulness of

meaning and aptitude of use so apparent in the other. Who

does not feel that to tell Timothy, accustomed from his youth to

receive the Holy Scriptureswith such reverence, and to look

upon all that Jehovah did as of supreme importance,that every

Scripture inspired of God is useful " would be a trite and

insignificantstatement, of little use to Timothy, and not fitted to

secure the object of Paul. Thus the originaltext, the gramma-tical

construction,and the natural meaning are opposed to this,

and support the received translation. And since no good reason

has been shown for departingfrom it,but much to the contrary,

it is manifestlybetter to abide by it.

But while we preferthe received rendering,the vital thing to

observe is that on any of the proposed translations the evidence

furnished by this passage for the Divine inspirationof all regarded

as Scriptureis clear and decisive,and is the same in effect in all,

whichever is adopted. The received renderingteaches itdirectly,

and by express declaration in the very words of the passage itself
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(v.^*^).The others teach it indirectlyby necessary impUcation,

or indisputablereference from the text taken along with the con-text.

And it is speciallyimportant to note that this Divine

inspirationis on any of these translations taught of all Scripture,

or of every Scripture. Whatever this passage teaches as to in-spiration,

it teaches of all Scripture,and of all equally. It makes

no distinction between books, or various portions of books, or

different contents of books.

3. It teaches the Divine Origin and Authority

OF ALL Scripture.

It does not restrict the inspiration.Divine origin,or Divine

authorityto some kinds of things,or to certain classes of truths

or facts to the exclusion of others,but extends it equallyto all.

It knows absolutelynothing of limitation or qualificationin the

matter; but explicitlyasserts the universalityof Scripture's
Divine inspiration" God-breathedness, and consequent profit-ableness.

It predicatesthis of Scriptureas a whole " of the

Bible as a book, without distinction of books or contents, parts

or particles,jots or tittles. It declares in the most direct and

explicitmanner that the written documents composing the Bible,

with all the things contained therein and all the parts thereof,

are inspiredof God. Many writers holding different views on

inspirationprefer to render Trao-a ypacjirj,"

every writing" ; and

these lay stress upon this as furnishingthe strongest testimony

to the Divine inspirationof " each and every one of the writings"

comprised under the well-known title to, Upa ypafx/jLara, the

apostledeclaringdistributivelythe inspirationof all the writings
to which he had previouslyreferred collectively.Certainlythis

rendering,which is in itselfunquestionablycorrect, does empha-sise
the inspiration,the Divine inspiration,of every one of the

sacred writings,of all parts and contents thereof. And surely
it ought to be conclusive proof to all who adopt it,and specially
to those who press it,of the Divine inspirationnot only of every

book of Scripture,but of every passage as written therein ; for

it is manifestlyabsurd and self-contradictoryto maintain the

inspirationof the books, while denying or questioningthe inspir-ation
of the passages forming them. These constitute and are

the books ; and if the books are inspired,as is admitted and
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maintained, then the Bible passages composing them must be

inspiredalso. It is they that are declared to be God-breathed

and embody the revelation. Yet, strange to say, this is what

some who contend for the renderinghesitate to affirm,and others

deny. They do so because, from their other views and theories,

they fail to carry out consistentlyand honestlytheir own inter-pretation

of this emphatic and decisive passage. What makes

this all the more wonderful and unreasonable is that the inter-pretation

of "every writing" as equivalent to every book is by

no means obvious or necessary either from the words themselves,

the context, or the usage of Scripture. On the contrary, good

authoritycan be produced, both from Scriptureitself and the

writingsof the earlyFathers, for interpretingTraaa ypa^iq,"

every

passage of Scripture."^ Now, while it might be pushed beyond

what these and similar examples might warrant to insist on this

as absolutely the only and necessary meaning, yet these are

sufficient to prove it admissible,while italso seems not unnatural.

They should also make it both natural and acceptableto those

who insist on
"

every writing" ; for itonly carries out that render-ing

literallyand in detail. Certainlythey cannot, in the face of

these examples and of their own rendering,seriouslyobject to

this without contradictingand stultifyingthemselves.

It thus appears that whether Trao-a ypa^r; is translated "all

Scripture" or
"

every Scripture,"the effect and meaning are the

same "
"all Scripture" predicatingDivine inspirationof the

Bible as a whole
"

"

every Scripture" the Divine inspirationof

each book, passage, and part thereof ; and, therefore,necessarily

of the book as a whole. For if it is absurd and self-contradictory

to predicatethe inspirationof the Bible as a whole, while denying

or questioningthe inspirationof any of its parts, it is,ifpossible,

more manifestlyso to assert the inspirationof every book and

passage thereof,and yet to refuse or hesitate to attribute Divine

inspirationto the whole book. If whatever is predicatedof the

whole book is predicable of the parts, a fortiori whatever is

predicable of each part of the book must be predicableof the

whole. Thus the very distributive rendering,which the oppo-nents

of plenaryinspirationinsist upon, is the most fatal to their

own rationalistic and anti-scripturallimitations and distinctions.

The very rendering that they prefer and urge ascribes Divine

' See Carson on Inspirationfor quotations.
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inspirationto every part and passage of Scripture; and, therefore,

of necessityprecludes any limitation of that inspiration,and

forbids any distinction between various parts of Scriptureas to

the fact of their inspiration.If every Scriptureis inspiredof

God, obviously there cannot be any Scripture that is not in-spired

; for to say that every Scriptureis inspired,and to say that

this or that or the other Scriptureis not inspired,is a self-evident

and logicalcontradiction. It would be so with the " all " instead

of the "every Scripture,"but the "every" makes the contradic-tion

more direct and pointed. And this holds whether OeoTrveva-

To"; be taken as predicate or subject,and whether the Scripture

said to be inspiredis determined by the text itself,the context,

or both ; for,as shown above, the Scripturesare in any case the

well-known sacred writings.
Thus on every interpretationof this passage the Divine

inspirationof all and every part of Scripture is taught; and,

however the various parts of Scripture may differ in other

respects, there is and should be, accordingto all interpretations
of this passage, absolutely no difference as to their being all

alike inspired" God-breathed.

4. No Hint given of Degrees of Inspiration,

BUT IMPLICITLY PRECLUDED.

Nor is there a singlehint or suggestionhere about kinds or

degrees of inspiration.On the contrary, the very generalityof

the language,and the absoluteness of the statement that all or

every Scriptureis inspiredof God, seem manifestlyand pur-posely

to exclude every such idea. It declares without any

limitation,quaUfication,or hesitation that all or every Scripture

" that the Scripturesas a whole
"

isinspiredof God. Therefore,

there is no Scripturethat is not inspired,and none more and

none less than inspiredof God. This givesno countenance to,

and leaves no room for,the baseless idea that Divine inspiration

meant one thing in some parts and another in others. But

while the theory of kinds and degrees of inspirationis destitute

of support from this or any explicitpassage of Scripture,and is

opposed to the natural teachingof this and many passages ; and

while its advocates avowedly base it upon certain suppositions
of their own imagination,as to what it would be necessary for
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God to do in producing His word, it is nevertheless important

to observe that the earlier supporters of this theory admit that

every Scriptureis inspiredby God, and that the Divine inspira-tion

in every case secures complete truthfulness and excludes

erroneousness, as may be seen from the works of Dr. Pye Smith

and Dr. Henderson on Inspiration. Thus their very least degree

of inspirationsecured reliabilityin everythingwritten in God's

word, and made erroneousness or error inconsistent with their

ideas of inspiration.By this they are radicallydistinguished
from all those who assert the erroneousness or errancy of

Scripture.

By this passage, and others,these last are irresistiblydriven

into one or other of these untenable and anti-scripturalpositions.

First, that all or every Scriptureis not inspiredof God, "

which is a full and direct contradiction of the teaching of Scrip-ture

in this and other passages ; and is therefore a denial of the

truth and independent authorityof Scriptureon this or any sub-ject

; and logicallyrequiresall who hold this to abandon and deny

the supernaturalorigin,Divine authority,and real veracityof Holy

Scripture even in fundamental religiousquestions. Or, second,

that the Divine inspirationof every part and passage of Scripture

is quiteconsistent with an indefinite number of errors, misrepre-sentations,

and false teachings,and provides no securityagainst

them, " which is a manifest contradiction of the general tenor of

Scriptureteaching,and is in full and direct opposition to the

explicitstatement of this passage, and the obvious meaning

of the specificword here used to express Divine inspiration,

^eoTTvercTTo?. This leads to consideration of its meaning.

The Meaning of Q eOTTl'eiXTTO?.

The word means literallyGod-luxathed, or Divinely-breathed,

being a compound of "e'o?,God, ttvcucttos, breathed "
the verbal

adjectivefrom ttvcw, to breathe. It has been said that the verbal

might be taken activelyas well as passively,meaning "God-

breathing"
" denoting that the Scripturesare filled with God and

breathing of Him, the Written Word manifesting God as the

Incarnate Word did the Father, or, as the poet of the seasons

conceives Nature is pervaded by God, and all its varying seasons

but various manifestations of Him.
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"These as they change, Almighty Father! these,

Are but the varied God.

The rollingyear is full of Thee."

Now while this is true of Scriptureit is not the truth taught

here, and is not the meaning of the word. Winer says,
" That

the word is to be taken in a passivesense here can admit of no

doubt." ^ It is also supported by the analogy of such compound

words. It only properly suits the context. It alone truly

answers the apostle'sobjectin making the statement. Scripture
is able to make wise unto salvation,and is useful because it is

God-breathed. It is God-breathingbecause it is God-breathed.

It breathes with God because it was breathed by God. This is

the etymological,literal,and accepted meaning of the word,

and no other has been seriouslycontended for as the proper

meaning here. But what preciselydoes this mean and imply ?

This may be difficult fully and definitelyto determine, or

adequately to express ; because it brings us into that mysterious

region where the Divine and the human, the infinite and the

finite,the Spiritof God and the spiritof man co-operate. But

these truths seem clearlyand necessarilyincluded in the very

pregnant, remarkably explicitexpression God-breathed.

6. (l) IT IMPLIES DIVINE ORIGIN.

First. That the Scripturesare of Divine origin,that they

owe their existence to God's breathing,sprang from the inspira-tion
of God's Spirit. That this is implied in the expression is

admitted by all who recognisethat ^eoVveiio-Tosis here predicated

of the Holy Scriptureeither expresslyor by implication.

(2) DIVINE PRODUCTION.

Second. That the Scripturesare of Divine production, and

were produced by God's breathingthrough human instruments,

as reallyas man's words are produced by him through his organs

of expression; and the Scripturesare as trulythe product of

God's Spiritas man's books are his product. That the means

or instruments of production are different does not alter the

fact that they are equally the product of their authors. God-

^ Winer's Grammar ofN.T. Greek.
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breathed cannot mean less than Divinely produced. This is

not an inference from the expression,it is the manifest mean-ing

of the expression itself,and what is necessarilyimplied

therein.

That this is implied in it is also confirmed by the use of

equivalent,we might say identical,expressionsin other parts of

Scripture. In Ps 33''it is said, " By the word of God were

the heavens made, and all the host of them by the breath of

His mouth'''' (to)Trvev/xaTL tou (TTofxaTO's, Sept.;Heb, ni"i3),"
this

last expression being equivalentto of like import with ^eWvcucr-

To?. And as Creation is the product of God's breathing,so

must Scripturebe when the same or an equivalentexpressionis

used of it. No theist questions that Creation is produced by

God ; and since cognate or equivalent expressions are used of

Scripture,it must also be regarded as a Divine product. Indeed,

if anything,the advantage in the form of the expression is with

Scripture. For of Creation it is simply said that it is by the

breath or breathing of His mouth, as the instrument or agent.

Whereas of Scripture it is said to be God-breathed, as the effect

or product. In the case of Creation this God-breathing is put

forward as the means of production. In the case of Scripture
God-breathed is given as the character of the product, as an

attribute of the object" both the agent and the product being

represented as Divine. So that if Creation is from this regarded

as a Divine product,Scripture a fortiorimust be so also. In

Gen. 2^ it is said, " God formed man of the dust of the ground,

and breathed into his nostrils the breath ("^P^*^,Heb.; ttj/o'i;,

Sept.)of life,and man became a Uving soul." Here the creation

of man, especiallythe creation of his soul,is attributed to God :

so that man is wholly the creation of God. What is peculiarly

important here is that the creation of man's spirit,and the com-munication

of Ufe to man, which constituted him a livingsoul,

are ascribed to God's breathing" Divine inspiration.That by

which he was made, or constituted a livingbeing,was God's

breathing; and that which was communicated by God in the

production of man is called the breath of life. Thus man like

Scriptureis God-breathed," the very thing breathed by which

man was constituted " the breath of life" being in the Septuagint

expressed by the noun from the verb used in the N.T. to express
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the inspirationof Scripture. T̂herefore if man, especiallyman's

life and spiritualbeing, is the product of God because God-

breathed, as all admit, Scripturemust be so also.

Yea, the Scripturesare thus set forth more directlyand

expressly; inasmuch as they themselves are said to be God-

breathed, while of man's body it is only said that God formed it

of the dust of the ground, and of man's spiritthat God breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life,and consequently man became

a livingsoul. In the one case the product is declared to be God-

breathed, in the other the productionis said to be of God. The

one emphasises the effect of being God-breathed ; the other em-phasises

the cause as God's breathing. SimilarlyJob 33''and 23^,
" There is a spiritin man, and the inspirationof the Almighty

giveththem understanding. The Spiritof God hath made me,

and the breath (inspiration,ttvoi'])of the Almighty hath given me

life." Here the creation of man, the production of his under-standing,

life and being,are expresslyand repeatedlyascribed to

God ; and that,too, in the Septuagint,by the very word used to

express the Divine inspirationof Scripture" the advantage in

explicitnessin these cases, as in the other, stilllyingwith Scrip-ture.

Therefore, if it is believed that man is a Divine product,

so a fortioriit must be held that Scriptureis also. This appears

all the more manifest when it is remembered that ttj/ot;is predi-cated,

as has been often emphasised,not of the writers but of the

writings" not of the human instruments,but of the written docu-ments

" not of the process of production,but of the resultant

product" not of the state of mind of the persons employed to

write,but of the character of the writingsthemselves.

(3) DIVINE RESPONSIBILTY FOR ALL SCRIPTURE.

A third idea contained in ^eoTrj/euo-rosis Divine responsibility
for all the contents of Scripture. All or every Scripturehaving
been inspiredby God, and it beingall declared to be as written

God-breathed, it necessarilyfollows that God is responsiblefor

all that is written,even as a man is responsiblefor what by his

breathing he utters "
for all that is expressedby him. And this

manifestlyholds to all absolutely. Not merely to some kinds of

' Cr. Jos. (. Ap. i, 2 [at 7pa0a(] tCiv "ppo(priTQ:vKara Tr)v iir'nruoi.av ti]v

OLTrbTov Oeov fxaOovTOiv.
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things,but to everything; not simply to the substance of Scrip-ture,

but also to the expression; not only to the ideas alone, but

to their embodiment ; not only to the moral and religiousteach-ing,

but to the whole teachingof Scripture. For ^eoTrvevo-rosis

predicatedof the writingsas a whole, of each individually,of

what is written and as it is written. It is the writingsas written

documents, " the words conveying the thoughts,the expression

embodying the substance,-" that are said to be God-breathed.

Consequently, for every part and particle,for every word and item,

for every jot and tittle of it,God is responsible,as an author is

for everythingin his writings.Besides,as we have often shown,

it is manifestlyabsurd to speak of the thoughts or substance as

inspired but not the words or expression,because the thoughts

are embodied in the words" the expressionconveys the truth ; and

we know nothing of the one except through the other,and as set

forth by the other. Consequently, if the words or expressionare

not inspired,the thoughts or substance cannot be. If the one is

not trustworthy,neither can the other be. But what this passage

declares is that the writings" the ideas as expressedin the words
"

are God-breathed, and therefore necessarilytrue, obviouslyDivine,

" God being responsiblefor every thingand expressiontherein.

Nor is this at all affected by the fact that He employed the

instrumentaUty of men in producingthe Scriptures; because He

Himself chose His agents," doubtless those best fitted to write

as He wished ; and these Divinely-selectedmen spake and wrote

as they were moved
" borne along (^epo'/Aevot)^ by the Holy

Ghost. So that what they said He is represented as saying;
and what they wrote under this influence is said to be God-

breathed. All this surelydeclares that,whatever part or place

man or man's agency had in the production of Scripture,the

Infinite Spiritof God so operated on the finite spiritof man as

to secure that the product in the written book should be in

simplefact, as it is expresslycalled the Word of God," as really

as the word of man is his word, " for every part and particleof

which God is as responsibleas man is for his, because God-

breathed. Human agency does not, therefore,alter or affect

the three great facts necessarilyimplied,or included in this

^eoTTvevo-Tos" God-breathed " which is predicated of all Scrip-ture

:" -first,Divine origin; second, Divine production; third,

1
2 ret. ii9--".
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Divine responsibility.This makes God the author, producer,
and sponsor of every Scriptureand of everythingtherein.

(4) DIVINE TRUTHFULNESS AND TRUSTWORTHINESS.

Having shown this,it need scarcelybe said that OeoTrvevo-TO';

includes and predicatesthe Divine truthfulness and trustworthi-ness

of Scripture,for that is practicallyequivalentto sayingthe

same things in another way, or e^^pressingin a definite form

the practicalresult and main design of the others. Indeed the

pregnant expressionBeo-n-veva-TOiappears on the very face of it,and

in its very nature necessarilyto imply this. What is God-breathed

must be Divine, and what is Divine must be true and trustworthy.
So manifest and necessary has this been felt to be that the usual

way of limitingthe truth and reliabilityof Scripturehas been to

limit the inspiration,not by denying that what was inspiredwas

true and trustworthy,but by restrictingthe inspirationto certain

parts and thingsin Scriptureand excludingit from others. We

have alreadyshown that Divine inspirationis predicatedof all

Scripture; and, therefore,these must be predicated of it also,

even on the principleadmitted by those who seek to limit it.

In confirmation of the felt and manifest truth of the position
that all that is thus inspiredis trustworthy,it is important to note

that even those who first invented the figment of degrees of

inspirationteach that all Scripture is truthful,because all

inspired. Even their least degree of inspirationwas held to

secure this, so strong and universal is the conviction of the

coextensiveness of Divine inspirationwith truthfulness. And

when this,which is evidentlyimplied on the very face of the

expression^edTri/evoro?,is combined with the other facts also

included in it," viz. that the Scriptureswere, as God-breathed, of

Divine origin,and a Divine product for which He was respon-sible,

"
the Divine truthfulness and trustworthiness of all Scripture

stands out with clearness and decisiveness from this prime

passage in this unique expression.

(5) DIVINE AUTHORITY.

Besides infallibletruth,Divine authorityis impliedin Oeuw-

v"V(TTo";. It does surely seem obvious that what is given by

25
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Divine inspirationand is a Divine production,for all of which

God is responsible,should possess and carry Divine authority.

The Divine fulness of this pregnant expressionis not adequately

set forth or exhausted without this idea also, so that Divine

authorityappears a necessary constituent element of it as well as

truthfulness ; for surely what God breathes and produces by His

breathingand embodies by His Spirit'sinspirationmust not only
be truth,but also carry and possess Divine authority. Besides,

God's purpose in giving Scripture by inspirationwas that it

might convey a true, trustworthy,and authoritative revelation

of His will in the form in which He wished it to be expressed.

And since this was the supreme end of the Divine inspirationof

the Bible, the ^coVveucrros must imply and include Divine author-ity.

Therefore the expression " All Scripture is given by in-spiration

of God," is equivalent to "All Scriptureis the Word

of God, " true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority."

But in maintaining this it is necessary not to mistake or

exaggerate what is meant by Divine authoritywhen predicated

of Holy Scripture. It is important to set forth as preciselyas

may be what specificallyis included therein. And it is vital to

a thorough defence of the true position,and a proper settlement

of the question,to distinguishbetween what is essential and

what is not, in the matter, " to discriminate between what is

necessary to be maintained and what, though perhaps true or

probable or admissible, is not indispensableto the complete

defence of the main position. On no part of this question have

the opponents of the Bible claim manifested greater confusion

of thought than here. From no point of attack has greater

prejudice been created among the uninstructed againstthe

reception or even consideration of the truth,than by the mis-understanding

or misrepresentationof the Divine authority

claimed for Scripture. How frequentlyhave objectionsto its

Divine authority been raised by such confused and absurd

interrogationsas the following!

Were the words of Satan to Eve in Eden, or to Christ in the

wilderness,inspired? Were the utterances of his friends to Job

right,or the injunctionof Abraham to Sarah to say she was

his sister? Were the words and acts of Jacob to deceive Isaac,

or the directions of David to secure the death of Uriah, author-ised

of God? Or were the lies of the false prophets who
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opposed Jeremiah, and misled Ahab to his ruin given or

approved of God? Were the blasphemies of evil men, such

as Sennacherib, or the rebukes and denials of Peter, or the

fabrications of the Pharisees, or the cries of the Jews against

Christ, given by inspirationof God, or do they carry Divine

authority? It is astounding to have such questions asked by

sane and would-be superior men. Most certainlynot one of

these was right,and therefore not one of them or any such can

be approved by God ; and, consequently, not one of them

possesses Divine authorityin the sense of Divine sanction,as

Scriptureitself in the particularplaces,or by its pervading tone

abundantly shows. But most certainlythe record of every one

of them was inspiredby God. They are all in Scriptureby
God's authority,through His inspiration,though the actions

themselves were not sanctioned but condemned by Him, and

were recorded as they are in order to be condemned. They
also all in some way or other reveal the Divine will,expose sin,

and aid in man's salvation,else they would not be there. And

so far as, and in the way in which they do so, they all carry

Divine sanction;and are therefore in His Word by His authority,
and are recorded there through His inspirationin the way He

wished, so as best to secure His graciouspurpose. They thus

form an important part of His Revelation,and have all been

recorded in His Word as He wished, by His authority and

through His inspiration.Therefore, all the Scripturesand all

such thingsin Scripture,are Divinelyinspired; and are, therefore,

truly profitable,and carry Divine authority as originallygiven,
when properlyinterpretedin the sense in which God intended,
and for the purpose that He contemplated. They are, therefore,
"all profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,for instruc-tion

in righteousness."

So that Divine origin.Divine truthfulness.Divine trustworthi-ness,

and Divine authorityand responsibilityare all clearlyand

necessarilytaught and predicated of all Scriptureas the simple
and inevitable meaning of the words with connections in this

great, classical,and decisive passage and revelation of God's

Word, which explicitlyand professedlytreats of and declares

God's mind on this primaryand fundamental religiousquestion,
and is the root, basis,and necessary postulateof all the other

teaching,statements, and revelations of Holy Writ. This is
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and should be decisive and final to all who recognise the

authorityof God, and of the teaching of God's Spiritspeaking in

God's Word, and the Divine mission of Paul, and of God's Son.

For He, as seen, not only Himself ever spoke of, and used God's

Word in this way, but by a special revelation of Himself called

Paul to be the Apostle of the Gentiles, and speciallyfitted him

for his Divine work by that supernatural inspirationof the Holy

Ghost which He promised to give to His apostles to lead them

into all truth, and to enable them to declare in speech and

writing His mind and will as He wished. So that what they
said or wrote in His name He said and wrote by the Spiritof

their Father speaking in and through them, thus making, in the

most real,strictest sense, all ScriptureGod's Word. This state-ment

thus, because an express Divine utterance and revelation

on this root doctrine,is and should be decisive,and a final settle-ment

of the question. Therefore we have treated this great

cardinal passage fully,and in the lightof it the other proof will

be the better understood and the more thoroughly appreciated

though more brieflygiven ; and in the light of the other its

significanceand force will be the more felt and appreciated.

Note.
" Of this great passage PrincipalCunningham says :

" It was the

Scripture, and not the contents or substance of it, not the truths or senti-ments

conveyed by it, or the facts narrated, but the Scripture that was

divinely inspired; and what distinct meaning can we attach to this statement,

unless we admit that the Scripture, as it stands, composed wholly of words,

the words which make it up, is to be traced to the agency or operation of

the Holy Spirit?
. . .

The natural,obvious, and unstrained meaning of the

apostle'sassertion then is, that the Scripture,as it has been given to men,

composed wholly of words, was communicated by God, and is to be traced

to Him as its author ; and as it has been communicated to us through the

instrumentalityof men who committed it to writing, the inference seems, and

unless some strong positive arguments can be adduced on the other side,is,

irresistible,that He guided them in the composition of it,and was the real

cause and author of what they wrote, and of what has been transmitted to us

under their names. It is not an inference from this position, it is the very

positionitself expressed in different words."
" Lectures, pp. 361, 362. Of

course, there are other passages teaching that the Spiritgave the substance or

the revelations also in the spoken as well as the written Word (2 Pet. i-"- -i

etc. ). But what is here specificallypredicatedis,not of the writers, but of the

writings,as written.



CHAPTER III.

THE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC SCRIPTURE

PROOF.

After this great, classical,standard passage, which more

directly,explicitly,and completely than any other singlepassage

treats of Scripture as a whole, and declares most clearly,fully,

and professedlythe Bible doctrine of Holy Scripture" the teach-ing

of God's Word as to itself,"
the teachingof our Lord Himself

upon it would have now been naturallyadduced in the general

proof of the Bible claim. But as this has alreadybeen givenin

Book I, with considerable fulness,it must, to save repetition,
be understood to be taken in here. And as the claim and

testimony of both the apostles and prophets were there also

partiallyintroduced,the less is needed now. Further references

to His teachingon it will be made chieflyat the close,to give
His Divine support and seal to the claim made for Scriptureby

the prophets of the O.T. and the aposdes of the N.T. ; so that

our faith may be " built upon the foundation of the apostlesand

prophets,Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone,"that

in all things,and speciallyin this fundamental truth,He may

have the pre-eminence ; so that our faith and hope may stand,

not on the wisdom of man but on the wisdom and the Word

of God.

I. The Old Testament Claim.

In summarising and completing the general proof of the

Bible claim, the O.T. claim and proof naturally come first.

As, however, these are best shown from the N.T. standpoint,
and have been given largelybefore, in our Lord's teaching and

otherwise,let the followingsummary outline suffice. The O.T.

writers and writingsclaim that the Bible is the Word of God, "

389
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true, trustworthy,and of Divine originand authority. They

prefacetheir messages with the specificand significant"Thus

saith the Lord," and its equivalents,which proclaimson itsface

that it is not their own but God"s words theyutter," the form

as well as the substance,being declared to be God's by the

" Thus saith the Lord." The O.T. books and writers speak in

the name of the Lord; and all are pervaded by a tone of

Divine authority,breathe with an air of eternity,and speak
to the soul with a voice of God that make such a profound
impressionof the Divine presence, as no other book approaches

to, and leave on earnest minds an abiding conviction that God

is itsauthor.

PERENNIAL PHRASES: "THUS SAITH THE LORD,"

AND EQUIVALENTS.

The frequentphrases," the word of the Lord came to," " the

mouth of the Lord hath spoken it,""the hand of the Lord was

upon me," " Hear the word of the Lord," and the like,with

which the prophetsopen and close their writings,and frequently
their separate prophecies,are the most decisive conceivable ways

in which they could express and emphasise the truth that what

they spoke and wrote in His name, at His command, and by
His inspiration,were not their words but His ; and they seem to

be purposelyput so frequentlyand so variouslyto precludethe

possibilityof any other idea. To show the truth and Divine

persistencyof God's words giventhroughthe prophets,God said

to Jeremiah (36^")," Take thee againanother roll,and ivrite in

it all theformer wo7-ds that were in the firstroll,which Jehoiakim
hath burned."

To emphasise the fact stated by Peter that prophecy came

not of old time by the will of man, but " holy men of God spake
as they were moved (^epd/i,ej'oi,borne along as a shipbefore the

wind) by the Holy Ghost (i Pet. i-^),the prophetsoften refer

to the Divine pressure under which they were irresistibly
constrained to utter their prophecies; as, for example.Am. 3",
" the Lord God hath spoken, who can but prophesy? "

; Jer.
2o^-^,"His words were in mine heart as a burning fire shut up

in my bones, and I could not stay." " The Lord hath spoken,
who can but hear ? " So Paul, " Woe's me if I preach not the
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So Christ, " Immediately the spiritdriveth

" (impelleth)Him (asby a mighty constrainingimpulse),into the

wilderness "
to be tempted of the devil ; where by the words of

Scripture,the sword of the Spirit,He vanquished Satan.

The testimony comes both from the side of the prophets and

of their God. Jeremiah says (sc*)," These are the words which

the Lord spake concerning Israel and Judah." Isaiah,in his

opening words giving " the vision that he saw," exclaims, afire

with Divine inspiration," Hear, O heavens, for the Lord hath

spoken." Ezekiel says, "The word of the Lord came expressly

to Ezekiel" (i^). The Lord handing him a roll,said,"Eat this

roll,and go speak unto the house of Israel with My words "

(Ezek.3!-*),these teachingby most expressivefigurethat the teach-ing

both written and spoken was God's and man's " God-given,

man assimilated and expressed. David says, "The Spiritof the

Lord spake by me, and His word was in my tongue. The God

of Israel said,the Rock of Israel spake to me" (2 Sam. 232-3).
A most expressiveand decisive passage this ; in which these " last

words of David" " three times said to be his words in v.^ are

in v.- twice said to be what "the Spiritof the Lord spake by

me, and His word was in (upon,R.V.) my tongue
"

" a most vivid

and express way of identifyingDavid's words with the Spirit's
words ; and in v.^ they are twice said to be what God said. So

the other O.T. writers often speak. And they all,as above,

present their words as Divine utterances, and attribute them to

the inspirationof the Holy Spirit,as Jeremiah, "The Spiritof

the Lord fell on me, and said to me
"

; justas the N.T. writers

represent what the O.T. says as
" What the Holy Ghost said "

;"

even when in the O.T. the words are given as the human author's,

and vice versa} " the names of the Divine and the human authors

being frequentlyinterchanged,because they co-operate and are

identified in the expressionof God's Word.

As the inspiredwriters give the testimony from the human

side,so God givesit from the Divine side. To Moses the Lord

said, " I shall be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt

say
" (Ex.4I2),To Jeremiah, " The Lord put forth His hand and

touched my mouth, and said unto me. Behold I have put My
words in thy mouth" (Jer.i^). "Behold, I will make My words

in thy mouth fire,and this people wood" (Jer.5^^). To Isaiah

1 Sec l)clo\v.
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He says,
" My words which I have put in thy mouth shall not

depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed, saith

the Lord, from henceforth and for ever" (Isa.59-^). Statingthe

general rule of Divine procedure in Revelation, God says, "If

there is a prophet among you, I the Lord will speak to him "

(Num. 1 2*^).And of the prophets as a whole, God says,
" I have

also spoken by the prophets" (Hos. 121");" just as in Heb. i\
" God, who in times past spoke unto the fathers by the prophets,

hath in these last days spoken unto us by His Son "

;" God as

trulyand to the same effect speaking through them as by Him.

The command to write and preserve sacredlyin order to

keep inviolable the words of God for the instruction of all Israel,

and the frequentsolemn charges given to the leaders and kings,

rulers and judges,priestsand people,to read,teach,and meditate

on them, for the prosperityand salvation of themselves and their

children,show how Divinely true, sacred, and authoritative were

all the words that God had given through His inspiredservants.

To INIoses the Lord gave a most solemn charge, "Write thou

these words," " a command oft repeated as the successive portions

were given, and as Revelation entered on a new, higher,more

important and permanent stage (Ex. 34'-"). When the king
ascended the throne, "he shall write him a copy of this law in a

book out of that which is before the priests"(Deut. 17^^). To

Joshua the Lord said at his entrance on leadership," This book

shall not depart out of thy mouth
...

for then shalt thou make

thy way prosperous" (Josh. i^). So at the close of his life

"Joshua wrote these words in the book of the law of God," thus

adding a new portion to the portion of God's Word already

written. So Samuel "told the people the manner of the kingdom,

and wrote it in a book, and laid it up before the Lord"

(i Sam. 10-^). And so on, more or less, through all the

prophets and O.T. writers. To Isaiah the Lord said, " Now go,

write it before them on a tablet,and inscribe it in a book, that it

may be for the time to come for ever and ever" (Isa.30^

Hab. 2'-).To Jeremiah, "Take thee a roll and write therein

all the words that I have spoken to thee " (Jer. 36^ 30"-).

Jeremiah said to Baruch, " Go thou, and read in the roll which

thou hast written from my mouth, the words of the Lord, in the

ears of the people" (Jer.36'^),"
the written words of Jeremiah

being the words of the Lord, because the prophet is the mouth
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of the Lord. And to show that the written word of God is the

same in character with the spoken word, though assimilated by

man, and becomes thus both the Word of God and of man,

Ezekiel is caused "to eat this roll that I give thee," and to

go
" speak with My words "

to Israel. By these books Daniel

seems to have learned the approachingend of the Captivity(Dan,

9"). Accordingly Zechariah at the close of O.T. prophecy says,

"The words which the Lord of Hosts sent by the former

prophets '' (Zech. 7^^); by which the books and words of all the

prophets are, as it were, resealed,and declared to be the Word

of the Lord. So that the Divine and the human testimony are

one m this.

THE DIVINE DEFINITION OF A PROPHET.

Perhaps the most explicit,comprehensive, and decisive proof
that the prophets' words are God's words, is God's definition

of a prophet. As has been often urged, the prevalent concep-tion

of prophets or cognate agents, even in heathenism, was that

they were the organs of the god, and were in fact so possessed

by the god that their own consciousness and individualitywere

supposed to be suppressed or suspended in the divine phrenzy
that gave birth to the oracles.^ And although this latter idea

is precluded from the prophets of the Lord, and is a significant

contrast to their vivified mental state and spiritualexaltation in

prophesying,in which all their faculties were in full and highest

spiritualexercise,yet the main root-idea is the same in both,"

that the fruits of Divine inspirationare the oracles of the God,

and that the words of the utterances are the words of the God.

Certainly at least the prophets of Israel are the organs of

God, and their God-given words are "the oracles of God."

Most clearlyand unquestionably has God declared this in His

definition,as given to Moses, "And thou shalt speak unto

Aaron, and put words in his mouth : and I will be with thy

mouth, and with his mouth, and will teach you what you shall

say. And he shall be thy spokesman unto the people : and we

^ The Cheeks designatedthese 0eo(p6pos(those who bore the God within

them) ; and Meos (those in whom the God dwell). In the Septiiagintthe
word TTfeiifxaTocpoposis used in this sense. See Dr. Hodge, Sysh'iitatic

Theology,p. 15S.
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shall be to thee instead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him

instead of, God " (Ex. 4'^''-1''). " And the Lord said unto

Moses, See, I have made thee a God unto Pharaoh ; and Aaron

thy brother shall be thy prophet" (Ex. y^). It is impossible to

conceive of words more exphcitand decisive than these to prove

the Divine origin,truth,and authorityof the O.T., " or at least

of all written by prophets"
which is the great bulk of it; for

Moses, David, and other writers of Scripturewere prophets,and

psalmistswere often prophets,and uttered glorious,far-reaching

prophecies. In short,prophets were the organs or mouthpieces
of God, and they wrote the Scriptures.

And what is said of all written by the prophets is true equally
of the Law and the other O.T. writings.For Christ Himself

tells us that " all the Law and the Prophets (the familiar title

for the whole O.T) prophesied until John" (Matt, ii"), as they

certainlydid, for they all prefigured or testified of Him (John

5-^^); so that according to Christ the whole O.T. was God's

Word. Besides the Law, the other great division of the O.T.,

was not only given by Moses, who was a prophet,the first and

the greatest of the prophets, the type of the Divine prophet

(Deut. 341" iS^s),but it held a primary and fundamental place
in Revelation as the root and foundation of both O.T. and

New. It ever held a unique place, and pre-eminently and

specificallyexpressed the will of God. Besides, it was largely

given directlyby God Himself, and was speciallyordered to be

written," the fundamental part of it" the ten commandments "

being written by God's own finger. It was also guarded with

specialsacredness, and the most awful curse was threatened

on all that dared to add to, or take from, or alter it in any

part or point (Deut. 4. 12^-). And Christ, as we have seen,

declared that heaven and earth would pass away ere one jot or

one tittleof it should pass away, or fail,tillall should be fulfilled

(Matt. 5^^^).

Further still,largeparts of the O.T., as of the New, are given

as the words actuallyspoken by the Lord Himself, very much

largerportions than are usually thought, as may be seen by

going over the Bible with this view. Nor is there a singlehint

in Scripture to suggest that the other parts are not of equal

truth and authority; as indeed there could not be without

contradiction of other and the fundamental parts of God's very
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words, "
which would be self-contradiction,and would necessarily

discredit and destroyall.

THE PROPHETS DID NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND THEIR

PROPHECIES.

If anything could giveadditional confirmation of the Bible

claim to be the Word of God, " true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority," it is suppliedby the fact stated in O.T. and New that

the writers of Scriptureoften did not understand the meaning or

full scope of what they said or wrote by God's direction and

inspiration.Peter expressly states the recognised fact, " Of

which salvation the prophets have inquired and searched dili-gently,

who prophesiedof the grace that should come unto you :

searchingwhat, or what manner of time the Spiritof Christ

which was in them did signify,when it testified beforehand the

sufferingsof Christ,and the glorythat should follow" (iPet. i^^-^^).
This clearlydeclares that there was much in what the prophets

said and wrote that they did not understand ; and, therefore,

they had to inquire and search diligentlyto try to ascertain the

meaning and scope of their own words :" than which there could

be nothing more decisive as to the necessityof supernatural

inspiration,and of Divine guidance even in the very words and

figuresused. The fact from which this cogent truth follows is

well established and illustrated,among others, by the case of

Daniel in the O.T. and Peter in the N.T. In the last chapter

of Daniel (12'')the time of the predicted events is dimly

indicated,"It shall be for a time,times, and a half." On this

the prophet says,
" And I heard, but I understood not

"

; and

when he asked the date, the Lord answered, "Go thy way,

Daniel, for the words are closed up and sealed tillthe time of

the end." This shows that he did not fullyunderstand his own

prophecy, and that God had purposely concealed part of its

meaning ; and that the prophets " searched diligently" to pene-trate

the mysteries of their own prophecies. And Peter, before

he was able to apprehend the full meaning and scope of the words

uttered by Him through the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost,

namely, "The promise is unto you and to your children,and to

all that are afar off^''etc., had to receive a fresh revelation from

God (Acts 1 1)before he realised the full Divine intent of his own
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Spirit-givenwords, " even the mystery that had been hid for ages,

and was only at last revealed to the apostles,"

" That the Gentiles

should be fellow-heirs,and of the same body, and partakers of

his promise in Christ " (Eph. 3^). So that supernaturalinspira-tion

was thus an absolute necessityin both substance and words,

if they were truly to reveal God's gracious purposes ; which,

again,in a most conclusive way shows that Scriptureis supremely
the Word of God, and the prophets the organs of God.

WICKED MEN UTTERED PROPHECIES.

More decisive still,if possible,is the fact that even bad men

were used by God at times to give great and gloriousrevelations.

The prophecies of Balaam in the O.T. and Caiaphas in the New

well illustrate this,and prove in a unique way that a prophet's
words were God's words. Balaam uttered several of the grandest

prophecies of the Messiah, which were gloriouslyfulfilled in

Christ and the historyof Israel. He expresslycalls ^ the Lord

his "God"; and says, "he heard the words of God," "and saw

the vision of the Almighty "

; that the Lord repeatedlymet him,

spoke to him, "put a word in his mouth," and charged him

twice, " Only the word that I shall speak unto thee, that shalt

thou speak." Twice he says,
" If Balak would give me his house

full of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the word of the Lord

my God, to do less or more ; and I cannot go beyond the

commandment of the Lord to do either good or bad of mine

own mind ; but what the Lord saith,that will I speak." And in

all he seven times insists and declares that he was to utter only

God's words, and felt himself under an imperative necessity,

amounting to a mental impossibility,not to do anythingelse,even

though he wished to say what Balak desired,in order that he

might get his reward. Such is the law of prophecy for Jehovah,

even in the case of wicked Balaam, "who reaped the wages of

unrighteousness." A Divine pressure was laid upon him which

he could not resist,even when he would ; and which held him

fast in God's hand, and constrained him to say nothing but

what the Lord said to him, and put in his mouth. So that he

was in literal fact the mouthpiece of God, and was even against
his will three times constrained to bless instead of to curse Israel.,

^ Num. 22-24.
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SimilarlyCaiaphas,the wicked high priest,whose garments are

for ever crimsoned with the crime of betraying and murdering

the Lord of glory,prophesied in his official capacity as high

priest"that it was expedient that one man should die for the

people, and that the whole nation perish not" (John i r''*'

1 8^^). The evangelistgivesthe principleruling in all prophecy

when he adds, "This spake he not of himself,but being high

priestthat year he prophesied "

; and thus was by the Spirit

constrained to utter propheticallythe great truth of our redemp-tion

by vicarious sacrifice. Nothing could prove more decisively

than these that prophets were the organs of God, and uttered

trulyHis words ; and that,therefore,the O.T., which, as we have

seen, Christ said had all a prophetic character (Matt, ii^",

John 5^^),was, and of necessitymust be, the Word of God. For

those are said to utter these great prophecies,the full mean-ing

and issue of which they did not comprehend, and they
would not have uttered them save under a Divine pressure and

constraint that they could not resist : and which, from the very

nature of the case, requiredDivine inspirationof the very words

of their prophecies. Even of the perfectand Divine Prophet

promised by God through Moses the Lord says,
" I will raise

them up a Prophet from among their brethren,like unto thee,

and 7vi7/ptit my words in His mouth ; and He shall speak unto

them all that I shall command Him" (Deut. 18^^);as we know,
He Himself claimed, when He came, to speak the words given
Him by the Father, and that "the words which ye hear are not

Mine, but the Father's that sent Me" (John 14-^ S^^). And this

speaking of the God-givenwords, of the Divine Prophet,is true of

all the prophets,and was the essential function of every prophet

speaking in the name of the Lord.

THE CHARACTER AND QUALITIES ATTRIBUTED TO SCRIPTURE.

The character and qualities,too, attributed to the Bible

imply and presuppose that it is true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority. It is said to be "true," "perfect," "sure" and

"steadfast,""pure" and "holy,""right" and "faithful,""good"
and "enduring for ever,""quick and powerful,""sharper than

any two-edged sword," "a hammer," "a fire,"etc. ;"
all of which

are ascribed to the Written AVord ; and connote and postulate
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the trueness, trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof Scripture.

And when to this is added the Divine, saving effects of this

Word of the Lord in enHghtening the mind, convictingthe con-science,

converting the soul, making wise the simple,breaking,

healing,rejoicingthe heart,renewing and rulingthe will,quicken-ing

and inspiringthe spirit,purifyingand transforming the whole

man, and elevatingand ennobling the whole life (Ps. 19, etc.);"

which have been verified in the historyof the race, and been so

potent in the experienceof the Church, " we have the strongest ex-perimental

proof of its Divine origin,truth,and authority. Hence

the Psalmist well says, "Thy word is true from the beginning"

(Ps.119^''^),or with equal force and greater completeness, as in

R.V., "The sum of Thy Word is truth,"" justas our Lord says,

"Thy Word is truth" (John 17^"). So in Daniel the same Lord

says,
" I will show thee that which is noted (R.V. inscribed)in

the Scripture of truth" (Dan. 10-^). Appropriatelycrowning

and including the whole, Isaiah appeals to God's Word as the

supreme and authoritative standard of faith and life,in the

weighty and decisive words, " To the Law and to the Testimony,
if they speak not according to this Word, there is no truth in

them " (Isa.8-0). Surely what God makes the standard of truth

and duty must itselfbe true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority,

" ^the Word of God. And crowning all,the Psalmist says,
" Thou

hast magnified Thy word above all Thy name" (Ps. 138-).

This then is the testimony of all the prophets,and the claim

made by the O.T. for itself. A testimony that it is impossible

to deny is theirs in the light of even the very summary outline

given above. A claim that is unquestionably made ; and which

is confirmed :" First,by the remarkable fulfilment of their pro-phecies

; second, by the beneficent moral and spiritualeffects

of the Scripturesin the historyof men and nations creating a

new world ; third,by the manifest and indissoluble relationship

between their propheticaland symbolical religionand the facts

and truths of the religionof Christ," demonstrating a Divine

pre- adjustment of the type to the antitype," of the prophecy to

the historyof Christ and His Church " a Divine Revelation of

Grace. And this,as seen, is the testimony and claim that the

Lord Himself endorsed in His teaching,embodied in Himself,

and realised in His Redemption.
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II. The New Testament Claim and Testimony.

It now remains only to complete the apostolicproof,and close

with Christ's Divine Sealing of all. We shall do so by giving
the apostles'teachingseparately,and then comparing and com-bining

them ; from which it will strikinglyappear that they all

bear one testimony,and teach one doctrine of Holy Scripture,

though from different standpoints,in various ways, and in diverse

connections " even that the Bible is the Word of God " true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority:" the same doctrine as is

taught by the O.T, and endorsed by Christ.

I. THE TEACHING OF PAUL AND HIS WRITINGS.

W^e take Paul's teaching first,as the fullest,and the com-pletion

of what he has given in his great locus classiciis above ;

and his writingsform the great bulk of the N.T. As that was

his last testimony, i Thess. 2^^ is his first;and as they both

teach the same doctrine,and as all between them accords with

these,it appears that from first to last,though in a great diversity
of ways, he ever teaches one identical doctrine of Scripture:
" When ye received the Word of God which ye heard of us, ye

received it not as the word of man, but as it is in truth the

Word of God, which effectuallyworketh also in you that believe "

(i Thess. 2^2). This refers directlyto the word spoken; but it

necessarilyholds equally and a fortiori,as seen, of the Word

Written ; for besides the fact that the spoken word became the

Written Word, it is a patent absurdityto imagine that the word

spoken should be called the Word of God, while denying this to

the Word Written ;" especiallywhen so much is ever made in

Scriptureof what iswritten compared with what is merely spoken.
Whatever is predicated of the spoken word is,of course, pre-

dicable a fortioriof the word when written. And all attempts
thus to evade the force of this,or any such passages, is obvious

captiousness,lacking intellectual fairness,disclosinga bigoted

prejudiceagainstthe truth,and exhibitingan unenviable capacity
of shuttingthe eyes to fact and reason, ill befittingthose who

vaunt supreme regard for truth, fact,and candour. This is,

however, a vain device with Paul. For he writes in i Cor. 14^",

"The thingsthat I write unto you are the commandments of tlie
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Lord." And in 2 Thess. 2^^ he writes, "Therefore, brethren,

stand fast in the traditions which ye have been taught,whether

by word, or our Epistle""
thus giving at least an equal truth

and authorityto his written as to his spoken words. Hence in

I Thess. 5-^and Col. 4^''he gives charge that his Epistlesbe

read in the Churches. In 2 Cor. 13^ he says, "Being absent

now I write to them which heretofore have sinned, and to all

other, that if I come again I will not spare ; since ye seek a

proof of Christ speaking iti me, which to you-ward is not weak,

but is mighty in you." Here he claims that Christ speaks in

him ; that when he speaks for Christ, it is Christ that speaks

through Him ; and this claim is to be proved by the works of

judgment which by Christ's power he will,if need be, perform

on persistenttransgressors. So in 2 Thess. 4^-^ he writes," Ye

know what commandments we gave you by the Lord. He

therefore that despiseth,despiseth not man but God, who hath

also given unto us His Holy Spirit" ;" just like Christ's words

(Luke 10^*^).Hence in 2 Thess. 3^^he says, "If any man obey

not our word by this Epistle,note that man, and have no

company with him "
:" evidently because he was disobeying

what was a Divine message.

There is thus no gettingaway from the Divine truth and

authorityof Paul and his writings. "All Scripture" he, by the

Spirit,declares to be God's Word (^coVvevo-ros); his own words,

whether written or spoken, are "in truth the Word of God," and

" the commandments of the Lord," "

" Christ speaking in and

through him." This claim is proved by the miracles of mercy

and of judgment God wrought by him in attestation of his

Divine mission and teaching; and by the no less miraculous

moral and spiritualeffects of the effectual working of his

(becauseGod's) words in the hearts,characters,and lives of men,

through the power of the Spirit'ssealing.

The Oracles of God. Great Truths proved by si?igk JVords.

The JVords of the Spirit.

Like Stephen, too, he calls the Scriptures " the oracles of

God"; " a most expressiveand significanttitle,which, according

to both Jewish and Gentile usage and idea meant that they were

the utterances of God, "
the human agents through whom they
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were given being simply the organs of the Divine communica-tions.

And lest it should be supposed that, contrary to all

Hebrew and heathen meaning of oracles,this meant merely some

vague sort of generalspiritualinfluence exerted on the minds of

the human agents by which a certain Divine element was imparted

to their writings,which readers must find for themselves amid

the mass of other things,by some peculiarspiritualintuition and

some mysterious process of personal elimination " as so many

moderns evaporate Divine inspirationby " he expresslyattributes

both the substance and the expression,the words as well as the

thought,to the Holy Spirit.Speaking of " the things that are

freelygiven to us of God "
"

" the thingsof the Spiritgiven
to him by revelation "

" he says,
" Which thingswe speak, not

in words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy
Ghost teacheth ; combining spiritualwords with spiritualthings"

(i Cor. 2^2.i3j.i" ti-^jjthings revealed and the words by which

they are expressed and embodied being equallyascribed to the

Spirit. Just as in Acts and Hebrews we read "what the Holy

saith "

; and in Rev. 2. 3 our Lord says His words are
" what the

Spiritsaith." This leaves us free,and bound to use all means to

find out as correctlyas may be what they were, and to ascertain

preciselywhat they mean, by the aid of the same Spiritthat

inspiredthem, enablingus to know and understand them. But

it does not leave us free " nay, it forbids us " to alter them, or

correct them or to select some and rejectothers, or to force

our own interpretationsupon them ;" and it is at our perilif we

dare to do so in a singleiota (Rev. 22^^- ^^,Gal. i^).
So clear and decisive is Paul on this that, like our Lord

proving a great truth (His own Divinity)by a singleword of

Scripture,because of its absolute inviolability(John 10^^),he

proves the Messiahship of Christ by the difference between the

singularand the pluralforms of one word :"

" He saith not. And

to seeds, as of many ; but as of one, And to thy seed, which is

Christ" (Gal.31'"').This specificapplicationof these words to

Christ,as well as the fact that this was designed by God in the

use of the singularinstead of the plural,"seed," and not

"seeds," was, doubtless, unknown to the O.T. writer; and,

therefore,Divine inspirationmust have secured the selection

of the specificform of the word, which is the point and basis of

^
TTvev/xaTiKois irvev/xaTiKo. avyKplvovrei." Alford, Fawcett, etc.

26
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Paul's reasoning; and only of what was God's Word could Paul

make such use or have such confidence. Hence he says of the

Gospel of which he was writing,to them " If any man preach

any other gospel than that ye have received ('my gospel'),
let him be accursed" (Gal. i^- "'):" words which could not have

been used save of the Word of God. So he says, "I neither

received it of man, neither was I taught it,but by the revelation

of Jesus Christ" (Gal. i^^). In Eph. f-^ he claims that Christ

made known to him the mystery, not made known before,that

the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs,"as it is now revealed unto

His holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit" ; where again
revelation and Scripture are God-given by the Spiritthrough
His inspired organs.

As he attributes his own writingsto the Holy Spirit,so he

does the O.T. :
" Well spake the Holy Ghost by Isaiah " (Acts

28^5); and teaches that his own gospel is the same as in the

O.T.," "the Scripturesof the prophets" (Rom. i^ i625- 20 Êph.

2-*^); and thereby teaches the unity of all Scripture. Like

Christ he declares that the whole Law is summed up in one

word, "Thou shalt love,"etc. (Gal.5^*);and thus, with Christ,

proclaims its divinityand perpetuity" love being eternal and

Divine "

" God /s love." He also was in the habit (Acts 17--
^

18-^)of proving from the Scripturesthat Jesus was the Christ;

and thus taught the truth and Divine authority of Scripture;
and showed that to him, as to Christ, Scripturewas the rule of

faith and judge of controversies. In Rom. 15'*,as in 2 Tim. 3^^'',

he proclaims the perennialfruitfulness and perpetuity of the

O.T. : "Whatsoever thingswere written aforetime were written

for our learning,that we through patienceand comfort of the

Scripturesmight have hope." Further, he puts the N.T. on a

level as God's Word with the O.T. :
" For the Scripturesaith.

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn. And

the labourer is worthy of his hire" (i Tim. 5^*^)," putting a text

from Luke (10") on a level as Scripturewith one from Deut.

(25'^).Hence he says that the Church is "built upon the

foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Him-self

being the chief corner-stone
" (Eph. 2-'^).Here he teaches,

firsf,that the teaching of the prophets and apostles,and of their

Lord, is one and the same, " confuting many modern errors ;

secotid. that the O. and N.T. are the Divine standard of faith

I
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and life,and that,therefore,they must be true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority.

He also enlargesupon the powers and effects of the Word of

God. It is "the word of truth" (Eph. i^^,2 Tim. 2^^),of life

(Phil.2I6),of salvation (Acts i3'-^6).t^g "faithful Word" (Tit.

i^),which "worketh effectually"in believers (i Thess. 2^^),
and " bringeth forth fruit" (Col.i^- ^'); and by which men are

tjuickened and renewed, justifiedand sanctified,purified and

perfected,strengthened and comforted, guided and succoured,

illuminated and transformed, and grow and develop into the

statues of perfectmen in Christ ;" all which powers and effects

prove its truth and Divine authority.

The Word of God the Sword of the Spirit.

And he calls it the Sword of the Spirit(Eph. 6i"); a figure
which implies sharpness and trueness, reliabilityand solidarity,

irrefragablenessand inviolability; and which requires,as its very

idea,to be free of flaw and blemish,and of everythingthat would

mar its point,or impair its edge; and to possess everythingthat

would make it a sharp,keen, piercing,and unyieldingweapon in

the Spirit'shand ;" even as in Hebrews " the word of God is

said to be quick and powerful, and sharper than a two-edged
sword piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and

spirit,and of the jointsand marrow, and is a discerner of the

thoughts and intent of the heart." These penetrativewords

and strikingfigureutterlypreclude every theory of indefinite

erroneousness, and demand as their essential idea the trueness

and trustworthiness, irrefragablenessand Divine authorityof

Holy Writ with the utmost sharpness and precision.

Paul, like Christ,identifiesScriptureand God.

Yea, so absolute is Paul on this that,like Christ,the Scrip-ture
is by him personalised and identified with God. "The

Scripturesaith unto Pharaoh " (Rom. 9^"),while in Genesis it is

the Lord that actuallyutters the words. So also in Rom. 4^
lo^i with Isa. 28^*5. And in Gal. 3^ he says, "The Scripture
foreseeing." Thus personal powers and actions are ascribed to

Scripture; because God and His Word are identified. Human
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languagecould not surpass this in expressingthe fact that the

Bible is the Word of God, true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority.In short,from the above, and much more that might
be adduced, it is evident that to Paul all Scripturewas what it

was to Christ " the Word of God : and to almost every form and

means by which our Lord has expressedthis,a parallelmight be

found in this chief of the apostles; because in both cases itwas

God's message theydelivered by the inspirationof the same Holy

Spirit.Both often quote from itsimplyas Scripture,without any

name of human writer,because to both itis Divine. To both all

Scriptureis the Word of God, itswords are God's words, "what

the Spiritsaith." "It is written" or "fulfilled" is final to them

in all questions. "Have ye not read?" "Wot ye not what

the Scripturesaith ? " is their decisive rebuke to every captious

questioner,and the end to all controversy. They both found

great truths on singlewords and the forms of words ; and even

dim and distant hints are made the germs and bases of vital

revelations. God and the writers of Scriptureare often inter-changed

in utterances recorded ; and the Scriptureand God are

identified in what is said. What Paul writes are "the com-mandments

of the Lord,"justas what Christ says are the Father's

words and commandments. As the Father speaks in and

throughChrist,so Christ speaksin and by Paul ; and in both it

is the Spiritof the Father speakingin them. Sometimes they

speak of all Scriptureas God's Word ; sometimes of particular

parts or words of it;but in all cases what is said in any case is

applicableto all. As Christ often says that the messages He

delivers.He received of the Father ; so Paul says that itis what

he received of Christ he delivered unto men, and that the Gospel
he preached was received not of man, but by the revelation

of Jesus Christ. As Jesus threatened judgment on any who

would dare to alter the words of Scripture,so Paul denounced a

curse on any who would dare to preach any other Gospel. As

Christ urged His disciplesto continue in His words, so Paul

chargedTimothy to
" hold fast the form of sound words Avhich

thou hast heard of me" (2 Tim. i^^),and calls them "wholesome

words, even the words of the Lord Jesus,"and condemns any

that "think otherwise" (i Tim. 6^). As Christ charged the

Pharisees with pervertingand destroyingthe ^Vord of God by

their traditions,so Paul warned all against"handling it deceit-
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fully" or daring to
"

corrupt
" it. They attribute similar qualities

and powers to the Word, and both personaliseit and personally

live by it. As Christ appeals to His miracles in proof of the truth

and Divine authorityof His message, and the Divine originand

authorityof His mission,so does Paul (2 Cor. 12^-);and, like

Christ,he showed that the death and resurrection of Christ were

the fulfilment of Scripture(i Cor. 15^-̂ Acts 13-^). In these

and many other parallelthings,the Divine Master and the

greatest of His apostlestreated and regarded Scripturein pre-cisely

the same way, because inspiredby the same Spirit; and by

explicitand implicitteaching,as well as by habitual attitude and

manner of using,showed that to them the Bible was beyond

questionthe Divine rule of faith and life,because the Word of

God, true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority.^

2. THE TEACHING OF PETER AND HIS EPISTLES. THE HOLY GHOST

THE SUPREME AUTHOR OF SCRIPTURE.

As with Paul so with Peter, in 2 Pet. i-"--i he, by the

Spirit,lays down the law and first principleof prophetic inter-pretation,

origination,and inspiration," Knowing this first,that

no prophecy of Scripture is of privateinterpretation.For no

prophecy ever came by the will of man : but (holy)men spake

from God, being moved by the Holy Ghost" (R.V.). This is

Peter's,as it might be called the propheticlocus classicus. It

teaches first,that every prophecy is of Divine,not of human,

origination: for although eVtA-uo-is (solution)does not directly

mean origin,it impliesdisclosure,and therefore originationby

God. Hence, second, it is said," No prophecy ever came by the

will of man," or as Alford puts it," springsnot out of human

interpretation" or prognostication.The words of the prophecies

were not merely the words of the prophets'own choosing,but

God's words ; hence they did not sometimes understand the

meaning, or the full meaning, of their own prophecies,but, like

others,had to search diligentlyto find that out (i Pet. i^^),and

were dependent upon the illumination of the Spiritfor it. The

interpretationof prophecy, and of Scripturegenerally,therefore,

1 Tu show that the same doctrine is taught more or less in each of his

Epistles, to the above add :" Col. r^- '"" -^- -" 3'" 4"', Phil, i^'- -' a^*^4'-',

Tit. ii- ''" "" 13 2"- IS -8 I'hilem. e.
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is,like the origination,not of the privatehuman powers, either

of the writers or the readers,but by the ilkimination of the

Spirit. As Gerhard well says, "The Author of Scriptureis its

supreme interpreter."All this is made more emphatic by the

order of the clauses in the Greek, "Not by the will of man,"

opening the first clause, and "but by the Holy Ghost" the

second, making the contrast most striking.Hence, third,and

this is the crucial clause, "But (holy)men spake from God,

being moved by the Holy Ghost," there the well-known prophetic

phrase "Thus saith the Lord" finds its echo and equivalentin
" spake from God." And how this is done is most forciblyand

significantlyexpressedby " being moved (^epo/x,ei/os)by the Holy
Ghost "

; where the Greek is most expressive,signifying" borne

along" as a ship by a mighty wind: the same Greek as Acts 2-

"a rushing mighty wind," "
in which they were rapt and carried,

as it were, out of themselves," passive in the Spirit'spower, and

yet intenselyconscious, and fullyresponsive to the Spirit'sin-spiration,

and their whole powers and sensibilitiesraised to the

higheststate of mental and spiritualexaltation. So that,like the

apostles at Pentecost, when they gave their prophecies " they

were all filledwith the Holy Ghost, and spake as the Spiritgave
them utterance

"

; and what they said and wrote was, therefore,
" what the Holy Ghost said "

"
the Word of God. With this agrees

2 Pet. 31--, " This second EpistleI now write unto you " : that

ye may be mindful of the words which were spoken before by the

holy prophets,and of the commandments of us the apostlesof the

Lord." Here again the words of the writers of the O. and N.T.

are shown to be the words of the Spirit; and the ^yords spoken
and written by the prophets and apostlesare put on a level in

truth and authorityas the word of the Lord, and the rule of faith

and life.

Similarlyin 2 Pet. 3^^-'^^," Even as our beloved brother Paul

also,according to the wisdom given unto him, hath written unto

you : as also in all his Epistles; in which are some things hard

to be understood, which
. . .

the unstable wrest, as theydo also the

other Scriptures." Here what is said of the Scripturegenerally

above, is said specificallyof Paul's Epistles" they are put on

a level with the O.T. Scriptures. Besides that they form a

large part of the N.T
,

this by implication places the other

N.T. writingson a level with the O.T. ; for whatever plane
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or category they are placed in,the other inspiredwritingscan
claim.

Showing the necessityof the words being the Spirit-given

words, he says in i Pet. ii"-^\" Of which salvation the prophets
have inquired and searched diligently: searching what or what

manner of time the Spiritof Christ which was in them did signify,
when it testified beforehand the sufferingsof Christ and the glory
that should follow." For surelynothingcould more clearlyshow

the absolute necessityof the words being inspired than the fact

here stated,that the prophets did not sometimes understand the

meaning or scope of their own prophecies,and, therefore,had to

inquire and search for it; and consequently had the Spiritnot

given them or guided them in the language, it was patently

impossible for them to have expressed truly his mind and

message in the prophecies. This is stronglyconfirmed by the

text before quoted, " They were all filledwith the Holy Ghost,

and began to speak in other tongues as the Spiritgave them

utterance
" {aTro^Oeyy^arOaL,dabat eloqiii,Vulgate)(Acts 2^). Not

only do the closingwords declare as clearlyas can be that their

utterances were Spirit-given{Hvevfjiai8iSov),but that they were

given because they were all filled with the Holy Ghost ; and,

therefore, were also able even "to speak with other tongues."

Surely their speaking,on the Spirit'sdescent, in tongues they
never knew, demonstrates the imperativenecessityof the very

words being given them by the Spirit; and proves that their

messages were Divine,and their words God's words. Accord-ingly,

we find that all Peter's utterances at that time are expressly
attributed to his being filled with the Holy Spirit(Acts 4^).
And Peter, by the Spirit,explainsall these amazing phenomena
at Pentecost as the fulfilment of the promise of the Spiritgiven

by God through the prophets, and by Christ (Acts 2^^- is. 33)_
He also specificallyascribes prophesyingto the Spirit,'= I will

pour out of My Spirit,and they shall prophesy" (Acts2^^). He

uses, too, the O.T. figure and phraseology,representingthe

prophets as the spokesmen of God " which He hath spoken by
the mouth of all the holy prophets since the world began "

(Acts 3-1). He also declares the Divine authority of the

prophets'messages by reference to the supreme Prophet, foretold

by Moses, the fj'peof all the prophets," Him shall ye hear in all

thingswhatsoever He shall say unto you
" (Acts 3-'-).And led
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by him and John, the assembled believers " lifted up their voice to

God with one accord, and said,Lord, Thou art God, who by the

mouth of Thy servant David hast said " (Acts 4^5); justas David

in his last words said, " The God of Israel spake by me. His

word was in my tongue" (2 Sam. 23^).

The Power and spiritualEffectsof the Word.

Like Paul, too, Peter speaks of the power and saving effects

of God's Word, "Seeing ye have purifiedyour souls by obeying

the truth " ; being born again, not of corruptibleseed, but

incorruptible,by the Word of God, which liveth,and abideth for

ever " : the Word of the Lord endureth for ever" (i Pet. i---^).

Here, he teaches that the Word of God is living,quickening,

and regenerating; purifying too, because it is the " word of

truth "

; abiding also and enduring for ever like Him whose

Word it is. And, like Christ,he teaches that " the seed (ofthe

Kingdom) is the Word of God " (Luke S^^); and that seed not

corruptiblebut incorruptible;" not partlytruth and partlyerror

(which the very figureprecludes),as many now say, but pure,

and therefore purifying," living,and therefore life-giving," true,

and therefore enduring for ever. So that here we have taught

the truth and purity,the vitalityand power, the perpetuityand

divinityof God's Word. Like Paul and Christ and all the N.T.

writers,Peter also quotes the O.T. as
" fulfilled,"" This Scrip-ture

must needs have been fulfilled,which the Holy Ghost by

the mouth of David spake before concerning Judas" (Acts i^*^).

The prophet is here again the mouthpiece of the Holy Ghost ;

and only what was true could be fulfilled ; only what was Divine

and of Divine authoritycould the Holy Ghost speak.

And, finally,Peter refers to the Divine sealing,origin,and

authorityof their mission and teaching,by the miraculous works

done through them by the Spirit,in attestation of the truth of

their Divine claims saying, "As I began to speak, the Holy

Ghost fell on them, as on us at the beginning. Then remem-bered

I the word of the Lord, how that He said " ye shall be

baptized with the Holy Ghost " (Acts 1 1^^). Just as John says,
" When He was risen from the dead, His disciplesremembered

how He had said this unto them ; and they believed the Scrip-tures

and the Word which Jesus had said" (John 2^'-" w'^^). A
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charmingly simple and suggestiverevelation of how the apostles

were led by the Spirit,as Christ promised, to remember His

words and to understand the Scriptures; and showing the

necessityof the events that fulfilled His words concurringwith

the Spirit'sillumination to enable them to understand the words

both of Scriptureand of Christ. Hence Peter said before the

Jewish council, witnessingfor the resurrection,"We are the

witnesses of these things; and so also is the Holy Ghost, whom

God hath givento them that obey Him " (Actsy-). The Holy

Ghost, as Jesus promised (John is"^*-"),witnessing,first,by the

miracle of tongues and prophecy ; second, by the miracles of

healing; and third,by the not less but even more decisive

miracles in the moral and spiritualworld, of the revolutionised

and divinified character and lives of men and nations as they

receive and obey the Gospel.

3. THE TEACHING OB' JOHN AND HIS WRITINGS. CHRIST S

WORDS THE apostle's WORDS.

As with Paul and Peter so with John. But as we have given

his most important words on Scripturelargelyalready in the

teaching of Jesus and otherwise, the less is needed here. It

should be noted, however, that all that is given from John and

the other Gospels as Jesus'teachingis also the teaching of the

Gospel writers. It expresses their mind as well as His ; for they

wrote it,as they have done, because they believed it and wished

to teach it. Therefore, the unitythat pervades Christ's teaching,

though gathered from all the writers of the Gospels, proves, first

the unityand harmony of all the evangelistsand their Gospels ;"

they have one doctrine " one Gospel " though their books are four,

and their standpointsdififerent,and their writingsdiverse," their

teaching and their testimony are one. Second, it shows that

Christ and His apostlesand evangelistswho write the Gospels

are one in faith,and hope, and charity. They are not only in

harmony with each other, but also with their Lord, " a patent,

significant,and potent fact ; for it refutes many prevalenterrors,

proves the inspirationof the one common Holy Spiritin all,and

shows that the real Supreme Teacher in and through all that

Jesus and His inspiredservants taught by lipand pen, was God

the Holy Ghost ; for there is no other such rational explanation
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of the unique fact as this which Scripturegives. Third, it is a

hard and decisive fact,which scepticism and rationaUsm must

face,and cannot be reasonablyaccounted for except upon the

suppositionof a supernaturalrevelation and inspiration," a proof

of the Divine origin,truth,and authorityof the Bible and its

religion.

The Sharpness and Decisiveness ofJohn''s Words.

It should also be said that John's teaching on Scriptureis,

perhaps, the clearest,sharpest,strongest, and most decisive in

God's Word. The largerpart of all his writings,speciallyin his

Gospel and the Apocalypse, are given as the actual words of

Christ ;"
than which how could he more decisivelyshow that

the Bible is the Word of God " true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority?" and especiallywhen in these parts there are, as shown

above, the most unquestionabledeclarations and implicationsby
Christ to that effect. It would be difficult,if possible,to get

any utterance or fact more sharp and decisive than " the Scrip-ture

cannot be broken," not even in a singleword (John lo^^);

or more direct and unquestionable than " Sanctifythem through

Thy truth. Thy Word is truth" (17^")," especiallywhen joined

with the words earlier in the sam.e last great prayer,
" For I have

given unto them the words which Thou gavest Me" (John 17^

14^'^).No words could be more absolute and awful'than "these

are the true sayingsof God " (Rev. 19^);
" these words are faithful

and true
" (Rev. 22^); and " I testifyunto every man that heareth

the words of the prophecy of this book, that if any man shall add

to these things,God shall add unto him the plaguesthat are written

in this book : and if any man shall take away from the words of

the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of

the book of life,"etc. (Rev. 221^-^^);"
words which, as shown,

apply to all Scripture,and are its solemn close and Divine seal

by the words of incarnate God. Could anything be more satis-fying

and convincingin explanationof this than the varied and

explicitpromises of the Spiritof their Father to lead them into

all truth,etc., and to speak in and through them, given by Christ

to His disciplesadduced above? (John x^-^ 1^26.27i6i--i-i,Matt,

lo-o,Mark 13^^;" promises which became facts and potencies

from Pentecost onward in all they spoke and wrote for Him.
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IJ'/iaf the Spiritsaith ?/fito the Churches.

Hence the whole revelations of the Apocalypse are prefaced

and explainedby " 1 was in the Spiriton the Lord's day "

; and

largeparts of what forms it are by Christ expresslydeclared to

be, "What the Spiritsaith unto the Churches" (Rev. 2. 3, etc.).

Could anything be more explicitor decisive as to the truth and

Divine authorityof Scripturethan that what they wrote and

spoke is said to be "what the Spiritsaith." All this is strength-ened

by the facts emphasised in this connection that the Spiritis

expressly called " the Spiritof Truth "

; and that He and the

apostlesare put on a level in testifyingof Christ, " I will send

unto you from the Father the Spiritof Truth, " He shall testify
of Me : and ye also shall bear witness " (John \^-^--"). It is the

Spiritthat beareth witness,because the Spiritis truth (iJohn 5*^).

The Spiritbearing witness by the giftof prophecy and of tongues

to the apostles,to enable them to bear true testimony,by 'the

miracles of healingwrought in attestation of their Divine mission

and message, and by the supernaturalmoral and spiritualeffects

of their words upon the souls,characters,and lives of men the

world over. And the apostlesbearing witness by the words of

truth and power they spoke and wrote, through the inspirationof

the Spirit,of what they knew and had revealed to them about

Christ. Hence as Christ said of Himself, " He whom God hath

sent speaketh the words of God " (John 3-^),so the apostlescould

say ; for they were as trulysent by Christ as Christ was sent by
the Father (John 20-^); and they were as thoroughly equipped,

by the same Spiritof the Father speaking in them and through
them (Matt.lo-O),for their work as apostlesas He, the Aposde
of our profession,was for His," the same Holy Spiritas truly

inspiringboth (Luke 4^^). Therefore, as Christ said, " If I say

the truth,why do ye not believe Me ? He that is of God heareth

God's words " (John S*'),so John wrote,
" He that knoweth God

heareth us
" (iJohn 4*^); even as Christ said before Pilate," Every

one that is of the truth heareth My voice" (John 18'"). And as

Christ said, " Ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of

God " (John y^"),so John writes," He that is not of God heareth

not us" (i John 4*^). Accordingly, John sums it all in the

round statement, " Hereby know we the spiritof truth and the

spiritof error,"making Scripture the standard of faith and life.
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Further, in i John 2-*^ and 5^" he speaks of the believer

having "an unction from the Holy One," and "a witness in

himself,"by which, through the testimony of the Spirit,he knows,

verifies,and tests all things. Hence John says that he " bare

record of the Word of God" (Rev. i-); and in the first close of

his Gospel, " These are written that ye might believe that Jesus

is the Christ,the Son of God, and that believingye might have

life through His name" (John 20^^);and in the final close of

his Gospel, " This is the disciplewhich testifieth of these things,

and wrote these things: and we know that his testimojiyis true
"

(John 21^^). And of one part of it he says, "And he that saw it

bare record, and his record is true : and he knoweth that he saith

true, that ye might believe" (John 19^^,3 John^-). Here, like

Christ and all the other apostles,he brings in two remarkable

examples of Scripturefulfilment, " For these thingswere done

that the Scriptureshould be fulfilled,A bone of Him shall not be

broken "(John iq^* ŵith Ex. 12^*^,Num. 9^2,Ps. 34-"),"
three

Scripturesbeing thus fulfilled by one true event trulyrecorded.

And again another Scripturesaith, " They shall look on Him

whom they have pierced" (John 19^''with Zech. 12^"^ and Ps.

22I6. iv^ ŵhere two other Scripturesare fulfilled by the same

event. So that the one recorded event fulfils five Scriptures,

contained in four different books, in the three familiar divisions

of the O.T., the Law, the Prophets,and the Psalms. Conse-quently

because the apostle'swritingsare God's Word, " He that

believeth not God hath made Him a liar; because he believeth

not the record that God gave of His Son " (i John 5^"). Surely

never was language more varied, or utterances more awful, or

connections more conclusive,than these to show the truth and

Divine authorityof the Word of God.

In further and final confirmation he sets forth the blessed

effects and consequences of God's Word, and of believingit,
" Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this

prophecy ; and keep those things which are written therein "

(Rev. i^); "Because thou hast kept My Word, I also will keep

thee " (Rev. 3^-̂ ");
" He that saith,I know Him, and keepeth

not His commandments, is a liar,and the truth is not in him.

But whoso keepeth His Word, in him verilyis the love of God

perfected" (iJohn 2^-^);
" Blessed are theythat do His command-ments,

that they may have rightto the tree of life" (Rev. 22^'*).
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These words not only reiterate the truth and Divine authorityof

Scripture,but teach that it produces such effects,and bringssuch

blessingsas only God's Word could secure, " blessedness i7iand

for the keeping of His Word. Thus all the leading lines and

elements of proof of the Bible claim,and our main positionand

doctrine of Scriptureare found in John, as in Peter, and Paul,

and their Lord. And their teachings and writingscover, and

include almost the whole N.T. For Christ's teachingcovers

directlythe Gospels and the Acts, and indirectlyall the rest by

His promises to the apostles,and by His utterances and solemn

endorsation at the close. Further, Mark's Gospel was written,

according to well authenticated tradition from apostolictimes,

under the eye of Peter, of which the book itselfgivesevidence.

SimilarlyLuke's Gospel and the Acts were under Paul's eye,

while Peter and Paul's words largelycompose the Acts and

cover it all. So that we have practicallythe whole N.T. teach-ing

the one same doctrine in every conceivable way, with awful

and inevasible absoluteness, and making the claim, with an

amazing unanimity, reiteration,and emphasis,that the Bible is

in the truest, most real sense the Word of God, and the rule of

faith and life" true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority.

4. THE TEACHING OF JAMES AND HIS EPISTLE,

And even the smaller books not directlyincluded under

these apostles'testimony bear their own testimony to the same

effect,and blend their tones with the unanimous voice and grand

harmony of the apostolicchorus.

James in his short Epistlehas several distinct and suggestive

utterances confirming this Bible claim. " Of his own will begat

He us with (He brought us forth by, R.V.) the Word of truth "

(i^^),teaching both the truth and the regenerativepower of the

Word of God. In i-^ he says, "Receive with meekness the

ingrafted(implanted,inborn,R.V.)(efji(f"vTov)Word, which is able

to save your souls "

; which refers to the inward vivifyingand

transformingeffect of God's Word ingraftedby the Holy Spiritin

the believingheart,so as to be incorporatedin him in its living

and life-givingpower, as the livingfruitfulshoot is with the wild

natural stock in which it is ingrafted,and by which its life is

saved to bring forth good fruit;" provided the recipientis not
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a mere hearer but a doer of the Word, who lookcth into the

perfectlaw of Hberty (as into a glass)and continueth therein

^j22-25^_As in i-^ he calls God's Word "the perfect law of

liberty,"teaching its authorityand perfection,righteousnessand

freedom; and as in 2^- he says, "So speak ye, and so do, as

they that shall be judged by the law of liberty,"making it the

standard and judge of faith and life;" so in 2^ he says,
" If indeed

ye fulfil the royallaw according to the Scripture,Thou shalt love

thy neighbouras thyself,ye do well." Here he teaches that the

supreme law in Scripture is love. It is called the royal law,

since it is the sum and essence of all the law and of all Scripture,

and because God the King is love,and His law and Word are,

like Himself, love ; and, therefore as the royal law
"

the law of

God Himself
"

the law of love, like God, rules supreme and

eternal. Accordingly, as in this, he teaches the supremacy,

perpetuity,and Divine origin of the law, and of Scripture,of

which it is the first and fundamental part,"
the basis and root of

all ; in 2^0 he declares its solidarityand inviolability," For who-soever

shall keep the whole law, and yet offend (stumble,R.V.)

(Trrat'cret)in one point, he is (become) guiltyof all." It is a

most important and significantstatement, the same idea as our

Lord has expressed so sharplyand majesticallyof the whole O.T.

in John lo^^ M̂att, s^^-^^"
the oneness and sohdarity,and con-sequent

inviolabilityof God's Word ; so that to break it in one

part or point is to break the whole. As one discordant note

spoilsthe harmony, or one small rent in a seamless robe rends

it,or the tiniest fragment of a vase broken makes it a broken

vase, so the breaking of one point in the law is the breaking of

the whole, and makes it a broken law, and the breaker becomes

a transgressor. In this case respect of persons was the particular

breach of the law of love as expressed in one text of Scripture

(Lev. 19^^); but the breakingof it in that point was the breaking

of the whole law and Scripture of which it formed a part.

Nothing could more sharply and stronglyteach the solidarity

and inviolabilityof God's Word than this. James also,like the

rest, says, "Scripture was fulfilled" {2-^,Acts is^^-iS)with all

the proof of the Bible claim in that,as shown before. Also what

the Council at Jerusalem on James' motion resolved to write to

the Gentile Churches is said to be " what seemed good to ///^

Ho/y Ghost, and to us" (Acts15-^). In 4^ Scriptureis,by James,
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like the others,personahsed,and held as the rule of faith and

conduct, " Do ye think that the Scripturesaith in vain ? "

5. THE TEACHING OF JUDE.

Jude similarlywrites, " While I was givingall diHgence to

write unto you of our common salvation,I was constrained to

write unto you exhorting you to contend for the faith which was

once for all delivered unto the saints" (v. R̂.V.). "Remember

ye the words which have been spoken before by the apostles;"

how they said to you. In the last times there shall be mockers,"

etc. (vv.^'-^^),referringevidentlyto 2 Pet. 2^ y and 2 Tim. 3^" 4̂^.

Here we find,first,that Jude, as an inspiredapostle,with all the

Divine authoritythat belongs to him as such, is carefullywriting

to them of the common salvation. Second, that while he is

doing so, he is constrained by the Holy Spiritto urge them to

contend earnestlyfor the faith delivered once for all to the

saints. Third, that it was delivered once for all in the Scriptures,
in what had been spoken and written by the apostles;"

the

"
once for all " applyingspeciallyto what was written,for that

only could remain for all saints ; justas Peter writes to put them

"in remembrance," to "remember the words spoken before by
the holy prophets,and the commandments of the Lord through
the apostles" (2 Pet. 3^-2);" where what was written was what

was speciallymeant. So that Jude also makes Scripturethe rule

of faith and life,givingit Divine authorityand finality.He also

makes it the means to holiness, " Building yourselves up in

your most holy faith " (v.-").And, further,he says,
" Enoch

prophesied of these ungodly sinners" and mockers, " and thus

impliesall the evidence for the Bible claim involved in prophecy
and its fulfilment. So that here again we have the same leading

elements of proof for our doctrine and position.

6. THE TEACHING OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

The Epistleto the Hebrews might be regarded as included in

the Epistlesof Paul ; especiallyas its Pauline authorship has

been the prevalentview almost since it was written until now ;

and at least Origen's statement that the thoughts were Paul's has

much to say for it,which would warrant its being held Pauline,
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if not literallyPaul's. But as this has been and is disputed,I

have not used it in my statement of Paul's teaching," though

references have been made to it. As it has some peculiarand

most decisive contributions to the Bible claim, we note a few

of them now.

God and the Holy Ghost the Speakers in Scripture.

Its opening words form a very explicitand suggestivestate-ment

that the Bible is the Word of God. " God who by divers

portionsand in divers manners spake in times past unto the

fathers by the prophets,hath in these last days spoken unto us by

His Son " (i^--). Here we have, first,that God was the speaker

in the O.T., and that the prophets were His organs ; second,

that He spake by diverse portions and in diverse manners " a

progressiveand complementary written revelation,given by

divers but complementary portions,at different times, in various

ways, through successive ages ; so that they together form a

many-sided, many-voiced, but harmonious revelation,in which

each book and writer suppliedHis part by the Holy Spiritin the

one God-given revelation. Third, that it is the same God who,

through the same Spirit,spake unto us the same message by

His Son, in the fulness of time, so that it is God who speaks in

and through all Scripture; and therefore it must be all true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority.

With peculiar frequency and emphasis, therefore, we find

the Holy Ghost represented as the speaker,when often in the

O.T. the speaker is the human writer.^ Indeed the Divine

and the human authorship is often interchanged, and used

indiscriminately,for the obvious reason that they are held to

be one "
the human being the organs or agents of the supreme

Divine author. Sometimes it is the human writer that in

the O.T. is expressing the statement which in Hebrews is

attributed to God,-^ sometimes to the Holy Ghost.^ Some-times

what the Lord says in the O.T. the Holy Ghost says in

Hebrews.-* All showing that the Holy Ghost is the Supreme

1 See Ileb. 2", I's. 95",Ileb. lo^^,Jer. Ji^''^-*,Ileb. 4", etc.

2 Heb. i'',Ps. i04-"18 456-7 ii" 102-'^4^ Gen. 2- 4", Ps. 95".
"" Heb. 3^ Ps. 95^ 98,Ex. 30^",Lev. 16.

"" Heb. lo's,Jer.iv""^-H
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and real Author of Scripture; that God is the Speaker through-out,
" the human writers being His agents inspiredby His Spirit;

and that,therefore,the Bible is in the truest sense the Word

of God. Hence, too, the three divisions of Scriptureare quoted
from indiscriminately,and all as of equal truth and Divine

authoritywith unquestionable confidence. The words of the

Law are often quoted ; and, as in Heb. 9^,it is said " the Holy

Ghost this signifying,"" which teaches the Divine origin,truth,

and authority,not only of the particularpart, but of the whole

ceremonial system as prefigurativeof Christ and His work, and

in effect of the whole law. In fact the Hebrews is based upon

this postulate; and all the great evangelicaltruths taught in it,

which constitute the core, essence, and burden of the gospelof

our salvation,presuppose this. In 10^^"^''the writingsof Jeremiah

^^jSi-s-t^are quoted with this preface,"The Holy Ghost also is a

witness to us,"" declaringJeremiah'swords to be the words of

the Holy Ghost, as he also says they were the words of God (Jer.
i^ etc.).

Great Truths and Arguments based on singleWords.

In Heb. 3'^''^^and 4^-11,great arguments for momentous truths

and solemn appeals are based upon Ps. 95''along with Gen. 2-,

Ex. 20^1 etc., for this significantreason, " Wherefore, even as

the Holy Ghost saith,To-day, if ye will hear His voice,harden

not your hearts." And all this is done on the ground assumed

and avowed that Scriptureis the Word of God, expressedby the

Spiritof God, through the chosen organs of God ; and, therefore,
it can be absolutelyrelied upon and confidentlyreasoned on ;

and even singlewords of it,like in this case the word " To-day "

or
" rest

" (usednine times),may be rightlymade the foundations

of great truths,and the hinges of weightyarguments, and the

ground of solemn appeals,on which men's salvation and eternity

depend,^none of which it could or should be were it not

the Word of God.^ In S'- 1" he hinges his argument for the

^ " In this remarkable EpistleGod, or the Holy Ghost, is continually
named as the Speaker in the passages quoted from the O.T. In this the

view of the author clearlyexpresses itself as to the O.T. and its writers. He

regarded God as the Principle(Person) that lived and wrought and spoke in

them all by His Holy Spirit,and accordinglyHoly Sciipture was to liim a

picj-ework of God, although announced to the world by man."" Olshausen.

27
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superiorityof the Gospel to the Jewish dispensation,and the

consequent evanishment of the latter,on the word "new" in

the prophecy of Jeremiah (3i^^"''^); in which the Lord promises,
" I will put My law into their minds, and write them in their

hearts," etc.,"
"In that He saith,A new covenant. He hath

made the first old. Now that which waxeth old is ready to

vanish away
"

; and by the same he proves
" the more excellent

ministry" and " better covenant," " established upon better

promises,"of which Christ is the Mediator (v.^).

Similarlyin chaps. 9 and 10 he proves the superiorityand

the perpetuityof Christ's priesthood by the words "
once

" and

"one." "Into the second (tabernacle)went the high priest

alone once every year, not without blood : the Holy Ghost thus

signifyingthat the way into the holiest of all was not yet made

manifest. But Christ, by His own blood, entered in once into

the holy place,having obtained eternal redemption for us. Not

that He should offer Himself often,as the high priestentereth

into the holy place every year with blood of others ; but now

once in the end of the world hath He appeared to put away

sin by the sacrifices of Himself. Christ was once offered to

bear the sins of many (chap.9"-^- ^-- "^- -^). After He had offered

one sacrifice for sins for ever. He sat down on the right hand

of God. " For by one offeringHe hath perfected for ever

them that are sanctified" (lo^-i-'-i^),"whereof the Holy Ghost

also is a witness to us
" (v.^^); then he quotes Jeremiah's

prophecy again as to the ?iew covenant. Here we have, first,

the insufficiencyand consequent transitoriness of the priests

and sacrifices and other ceremonials of the Mosaic dispensa-tion

proved by their multiplicityand continual renewal. Second,

the perfectionand perpetuityof the priesthood of Christ and

His sacrifice is shown by His offeringof Himself once for

all,and then being a priestfor ever upon His throne. And

these great truths and fundamental facts are based upon single

words and minute details of the ceremonial ; which neither

the prophet, nor the lawgiver,nor the originalwriter foresaw,

or could have fullyconceived, but which God intended in the

record and the Spiritinterpretedas in it; and which, therefore,

requiredsupernaturalinspirationboth to express and to explain.

In 122^--^ with Hag. i^-"^ etc., the words "once" and "yet

once more
"

are made the N.T. basis of the dissolution and the
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restitution of all things,and the ground of a solemn Divine

exhortation. "And this word, Yet once more, signifieththe

removing of these thingsthat are shaken, as of thingsthat are

made, that these thingswhich cannot be shaken may remain "

;

wherefore "see that ye refuse not Him that speaketh from

heaven." But surely such revelations and exhortations could

never be made except upon words that were God's, seeingthey

involved such momentous issues as the salvation of men and the

character of God. In Heb. lo^-^o the words of the Psalmist,

40^ etc., "Sacrifice and offeringThou didst not desire. Then

said I, Lo, I come : in the volume of the book it is written of

me, I delight to do Thy will,O my God," are also quoted as

typicalof the priestlywork of Christ in making atonement for

sin. " He taketh away the firstthat He may establish the second.

By the which will we are sanctified,through the offeringof the

body of Jesus Christ once for all." Here the personal feeling

and experienceof the Psalmist are interpretedas typicaland

representativeof Christ,and made the basis of the cardinal

and distinctive Christian revelations of His incarnation and

atonement. This shows how far beyond the conception of the

writers prophecy often went ; and therefore demanded Divine

inspirationin the originalexpression.

Melchisedec and Christ.

The long and significantparalleldrawn between Melchisedec

and Christ in Hebrews (chaps.5-7) is another remarkable ex-ample

of the same kind. The unique King-Priestlycharacter of

Christ is typifiedas to both His Person and work by Melchisedec,

the King of righteousnessand peace, and the priestof the Most

High God, to whom even Abraham, and in him the Levitical

priesthood,paid tithes. Not only is it said of Christ," Thou art

a priestfor ever after the order of Melchisedec,"" quoting Ps.

1 10^,and therebybringingin Solomon by the way as also a type,

" but also in many strikingdetails ^ the parallelis carried out ;

and in which the argument for the Son abidinga priestfor ever is

partlydependent on what has been well called the inspiredsilence

of Scripture" on what the Bible did not say; "
the very mysterious-

ness of Melchisedec's origin,action,and end arisingfrom this

^ See Dr. Bannerman on Inspiration,pp. 33S-341.
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silence,making him the better type of the great mystery of

godHness "

" God manifests in the flesh." But surelythe order-ing

of these events, so far apart in the historyof the world, so

as to fit into and answer to each other as they do, and all

pointingChristwards,requiredDivine control of both the persons

and the events ; and certainlythe expression of these in the

Scriptures,so as to make it suitable to all concerned in the

parallel,demanded Divine inspiration; " especiallyas what

was the full meaning and scope of the passages was, from

the nature of the case, far beyond the utmost horizons of the

writers.1

The Double Sense of Scripture.

In Heb. 2^- ^
we have a strikingexample of the infinite scope

of some O.T. passage far transcending the thought of the writer,
" Thou hast put all thingsunder his (man's)feet " (Ps.8*^),the

Psalmist littlethinking,probably,that this was by God meant to

teach the universal dominion of Jesus. In Heb. 2^- etc., the

words of the experienceof the typicalsufferer of the 22nd Psalm

are applied to Christ as by suffering,bringingHimself and others

unto glory.
We thus see in the Hebrews, as in the teachingof Christ

and His apostlesbefore, large and strikingillustration of what

has been called the double sense of Scripture" the deeper,fuller,

and wider meanings and applicabilitiesof Scripturethan appear

on the surface,or was even known or intended by the writers ;

but which God intended in it,and secured by the form of the

expression,and by the providentialordering of events, and

selectingand shaping of the typicalcharacters,rites,and figures,

so as to make them correspond and fit in to each other with

precisionand completeness,and yet have all their faces turned

to Christ. The narratives were a true historyof the events of the

time, and yet historyembracing the transcendent fulfilments of

the future. All this presupposes a Divine providence in the

1 " It requiredthe Spiritof the same God whose providencecould shape

kings and prophets in other days into unconscious representativesof the

coming Saviour, to guide by His Spiritthe historical delineation or the

descriptivelanguage applicableto them so as to accuratelydeclare a greater

than David or Isaiah." " Ibid. p. 336.
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events, and demands a Divine inspirationof the Scriptures

expressingand embodying all ;" an inspirationthat extends not

only to the chief elements but to all,to the expressionas well

as to the substance," to the details,words, figures,and

minutest points and turns in the expression,aye, even to the

omission and silence of Scripture. With the recognitionand

adoption of this unique fact and first principleof Bible inter-pretation

the Divine depths,and vast scope, spiritualsignificance,
and diversified,far-reachingapplicationsof God's Word are

opened up in their infinite fulness before our ever-growing
Christian experience,and invite our eager search and progress

in the knowledge of the unsearchable riches of Christ,that we

may be filledwith all the fulness of God. Without the recog-nition,

and stillmore by the rejection,of this,the Hebrews, and

much of the N.T. Revelation,as well as of the Old, are unin-telligible

or misleading; and the teaching and authority of

Christ and His apostlesas religiousteachers are set at nought,

and with these the religionof Revelation and of Christ ; be-cause

the source and basis of it in Scriptureare discredited or

destroyed;"
the rejectors,however, only findingthemselves faced

and confounded by the facts and fulfilments which prove the

Bible true and Christ infallible,and leave the rejectorsrefuted

by both reason and Revelation " and disowned by Biblical

science and honest interpretation.

In any case, it is beyond disputethat Christ,and His apostles

from His example and inspiration,did thus by the Spiritregard

and interpretScripture; and this demonstrates, if they are right,

the necessityof supernatural inspirationto produce a Bible

thus proved to be true, trustworthy,and of Divine originand

authority even in minutiae," an inspirationthat secured the

selection and arrangement of the material,and the conception
and expressionof the whole as God wished.

Collective Quofathvis.

Hebrews also furnishes many strikingexamples of what is

called Collective quotation,in which several passages are gathered

togetherfrom various parts of Scriptureto prove some import-ant

Christian doctrine. Cases of this have been given above,

others are found in chap, i'^'^''to prove the exaltation of Christ
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over angels and all things, ând in chap. 2*^'^-̂-- ^^ to show His

real humanity ;
^ in the first of which there are five quotations

and the second three ; and a third is found in Rom, 3^*^'^ŵhere

six texts are combined to prove man's sinfulness.^ But such a

method of quotation necessarilypresupposed that to the apostles,

as to Christ,each passage of Scripturewas an integralpart of

one Divine God-breathed whole : and it required the truth,

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all,otherwise the proof

would fail. And we cannot rejectthe writer's applicationsof

the O.T. applicationsof passages, from all the leading divisions

of the O.T. indiscriminately,to Christ,or disown his interpreta-tion

of the ceremonial system, or his use of the prophets,or his

applicationsof the historical parts, or the spiritualand ethical

significancethat he attributes to all parts of Scripture,or the

Divine origin,truth,and authoritywhich is assumed throughout

even in minutiae, without denying that he received a Divine

revelation,and disowning his credibilityas a religiousteacher,

and his veracityas a man ; for he givesall in the name of God

as true and of Divine authority.

In 4^ we read, " But the Word preached did not profit,not

being mixed with faith in them that heard it"

; which implied

that it was true, and in its nature profitable,if received by faith,

which only Divine truth should be.

In 4^^ the nature, power, and effects of God's Word are

expressed with strikingforce and sharpness. " The Word of

God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged

sword, piercingeven to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,

and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart,""

which only the Word of God could do. Paul also calls it " the

Sword of the Spiritwhich is the Word of God " (Eph. 6I"),which,

as seen, impliestrueness and reliability,precision,sharpness,and

irrefragableflawlessness,and which by the very nature of the

figure,excludes all theories of indefinite erroneousness. And

in 2'^we have the Divine sealingof the Word by God Himself,
" God also bearingthem witness with signsand wonders, and with

divers miracles and giftsof the Holy Ghost "

;"
which included

miracles of healing,giftsof tongues and prophecy, etc., and the

^ Ps. 2},2 Sam. 7", Ps. 97' 4̂5*'-'' I02-''--".

- Ps. S-*-"22-- iS-.

^ Ps. 14. 53. I40'''10",Isa. 59^-^ 36'.
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power of the Word in quickeningand transformingmen's hearts

and Uves, and making them new creatures in Christ : and all of

which were Divine attestations of the Divine originof their mission,

and of the Divine truth and authorityof their message. Thus

Hebrews gives the same testimony as the other N.T. writings,

and contains all the leadingelements and facts in proof of the

Bible claim found in them, supplies some peculiarto itself,and

expresses all with unique sharpness and marked decisiveness.

7. THE UNITED TEACHING OF CHRIST AND HIS APOSTLES.

This, then, covers the whole Bible, and includes every writer

and writingin the N.T., and here the proof might close,for it is

conclusive ; although it is only mere fragments of the proof that

might be given" simply selected samples of the exhaustless stock,

practicallyinfinite resources of the evidence ; for only the whole

Bible in all its limitless fulness,aspects, and atmosphere, with

all the possibilitiesof standpoint,arrangement, combination, and

applicationformed into one great cumulative argument, would be

the full proof. The O.T. givesits own testimony and makes its

own claim ; and with this agrees the N.T., which by every writer,

and supremely by Christ,Lord of prophets and apostles,endorses

this claim, and seals this testimony with final Divine authority.
Paul givesthe same testimony,and makes as an apostleof the

N.T. a claim at least equal to the prophets of the O.T. ; and

Peter confirms that claim, and puts Paul's Epistleson a level as

Scripturewith the O.T. Scriptures.Peter teaches the same

doctrine,and advances the same claim ; and Jude confirms the

canonical character of Peter's Epistlesand reconfirms Paul's.

John, and James, and Jude bear the same witness,and claim the

same Divine authority; and Christ attests and seals all with His

Divine authority,by His promise to His apostlesat the beginning,
and by His solemn endorsement of all Revelation at its close.

Paul by placinga quotationfrom Luke on a level as
" Scripture"

with one from the Law, and by his companionship and super-vision

of Luke, attests the canonical authorityof the Gospel

of Luke, and, therefore,the Acts of the Apostles and all covered

by 2 Tim. 3^0. while both Peter and Paul by their very words

largelyrecorded in the Acts giveit Divine character and apostolic

authority. And should the Pauline authorshipof Hebrews be
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questioned,Peter by references appears to attest it separately; ^

besides that,like all the rest,itbears itsDivine stamp upon itsface,

and its Divine seal in its effect upon men's hearts and characters

from the first until now, through the testimony of the Spirit.

Every Epistleof Paul has the witness in itselfthat it is the Word

of God, besides that all are ratified as above by independent

apostolicauthority. And every Gospel makes its own iden-tical

but independent claim with evidence ; while, as Luke is

attested by Paul, so Mark, according to sure tradition,is by

Peter, and both Matthew and Mark seem to be by Luke, and

therefore indirectlyby Paul, and all the Synopticsby John," both

by agreements and differences,additions and omissions, refer-ences

and complements, while Matthew and John are themselves

apostles: and in all of them, by the very words of Christ recorded

in them, and largelyquoted above, there is abundant Divine

evidence and declaration of their Divine origin,character and

authority. So that every writer of the N.T., which also carries

with it the O.T., bears the identical but independent testimony,

and every separate book of it makes the same claim confirmed

by the others, and all is endorsed by Christ " even that Holy

Scriptureis the Word of God, true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority,and the Divine rule of faith and life. If it is true, it

must be Divine, for it claims that ; and if it is Divine, it must

be true, for it declares that.

The closingNotes of the universal Testimony crowned and

sealed by Christ.

With four closingnotes, then, pealinggrandlyin with the uni-versal

chorus let us close the claim,bind the testimony,and seal the

Divine Book. The first comes from the hillsof Judea as Zacharias,

the first herald of the Gospel dawn, who like the twin co-heralds,

Elisabeth and Mary, "filled with the Holy Spirit,"sang of His

"remembrance of His mercy, as He spake to our fathers,by

the prophets" (Luke i^^- ^s),""filled with the Holy Ghost pro-phesied,

saying,Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,for He hath

visited and redeemed His people : as He spakeby the mouth of His

holyprophets,which have been since the world began" (Luke i6"-69).

' See Birks, The Bible and Modern Thonghf, p. 239, etc. ; 2 Pet. 3'"-i"

with Heb. 2I-3 41- 3̂" 6'-'-i- lo^^- 25- ss-:'.!'.
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where, after the silence of centuries the true prophetic note peals

out grandly as of old, claimingthat it was God who spake by the

mouth of the prophets,by their being filled with His Spirit.

The second comes from the wilderness of Judea, loud, weird,

and startling,from John the Baptist,when, in fulfilment of his

father's and Isaiah's prophecy, " the Word of God came unto

John," and he came, in the spiritand power of Elias,"preaching

in the wilderness of Judea, crying.Repent ye, for the kingdom of

heaven is at hand," and with all the fervour of the great evan-gelical

prophet,saying," The voice of one cryingin the wilder-ness,

Prepare ye the way of the Lord " (Matt.'^-^,Luke '^'^),
" make straightin the desert a highway for our God " (Isa.40^),"

where againthe old,significant,propheticphrasedeclares the words

of the prophet to be the Word of God. The third comes from

the lonelyisland of Patmos, where " for the Word of God and

the testimony of Jesus " John the beloved apostle lay a prisoner,

and received,when " in the Spiriton the Lord's day,"from the

very lipsof his risen Lord, "the Revelation of Jesus Christ";

and near its close received from the mouth of a glorifiedprophet
this significantmessage,

" I am thy fellow-servant,and of thy

brethren the prophets that have the testimony of Jesus,and of

them that keep the sayingof this Book : for the testimonyofJesus
is the spiritof prop Jiecy''''(Rev. 19^"22^); where Jesus with His

salvation is declared to be the spirit,burden, and the theme of song

of all prophecy, whether in earth or heaven, in Scripture or in

glory. And, therefore,since He is the soul and body of all

Revelation,the Scripturesthat embody this must, like Him who is

its sum and substance, be true, Divine,and ever enduring. And

as John is the last writer of Scripture,and as his writingshave a

chief and final place in each of the three divisions of the N.T. "

the historical,epistolary,and prophetical" ; and as he specially

emphasises at the end of his writingclosingeach division that his

testimony is true (John 2\^^,3 John ^-,Rev. 22^)," the testimony
of Jesus at the close of all (221^-1^)being John's testimonytoo " ;

and as John was like Moses at the beginning of Revelation, ten

or twelve times commanded by Christ,at its close,to write the

testimony in a book, which he finallydeclares to be "faithful

and true," and "the true sayings of God," " his writingsthus

bind all parts of Scripturetogether,and by them with Jesus'
final attestation at the end, God seals the whole Ijook as the
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Word of the Lord that hveth and abideth for ever. The

fourth note comes from the Lord Himself, a fourfold chord, in

which all the parts combine in one grand and solemn Divine

harmony, proclaimingfinallyand for ever, with the authorityof

God in the name of Godhead, that the Bible is the Word of

God, and the Divine rule of faith and life. The first note is

given on a mountain top in Galilee before the representatives
of His risingChurch in His memorable commission to His

apostles," Go ye, therefore,and make disciplesof all nations,"

teachingthem to observe all thingswhatsoever I commanded you"

(Matt. 28^9""^): where what they are to teach the nations is what

He taught them ; which is what they did by His Spirit,as Paul

expresslysays,
" The things that I write unto you are the com-mandments

of the Lord" (i Cor. 14^"). The second note is in

the judgment-hall of Pilate,where before the representativesof

the world's supreme power, He witnessed this good confession,
" To this end I am come into the world, that I should bear wit-ness

unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth heareth My
voice" (John 18^'^);and surely,then. His testimony is true as to

the prime, basal truth " the standard of truth " that,as He says,
" the Scripture" is " the Word of God," and therefore "

cannot

be broken," or fail,or pass away, in jot or tittle,tillall be ful-filled.

The third note comes from within the vail in the presence

of God in His last great prayer on the eve of death and the

verge of eternity," I have given unto them the words which

Thou gavest Me, and they have received them "

; and He prays

" for them also who shall believe on Me through their word " (John

J ^
8. 20^^Most significantutterances ;"

their words, through which

He prays men may believe on Him, are His words, and His words

are the Father's words, and surelythese are and must be true

and Divine; and He calls all "Thy Word" (v.^-*),and prays

"sanctify them through Thy Word, Thy Word is truth'" (v.^').

Well, therefore,may he say,
" Heaven and earth shall pass away,

but My words shall not pass away." The fourth and final note

comes from the glorifiedLord in heaven in Christ's last word in

closingRevelation, and speaks to all the world in the hearing

of a listeninguniverse,when finallysealingthe Book of God, in

these solemn and majesticwords, which may well awe all," I

testifyunto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy

of this book. If any man shall add unto these things,God shall
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add unto him the plagues that are written in this book : and if

any man shall take away from the words of the book of this

prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life,

and out of the holy city,and from the thingswhich are written in

this book. He which testifieth these thingssaith.Surely I come

quickly."

The Proof closed and conclusive.

Here then the proof is closed,and the positionmaintained

proved to a demonstration. These are the leading passages and

phenomena. And though they are only a small portionof what

might be given to the same effect" only samples of the practi-cally
infinite resources similar,yet the testimony of the passages

is for all,and it is absurd to try to limit,as many now do, to those

particularpassages in which it occurs, and exclude all others.

For apart from the fact that many of the principalpassages and

other proofs apply directlyto all Scriptureequally,they are in

Scriptureand by us given simply as specimens of the whole ; and

wherever they are tried,they give the same or a similar testimony,

" wherever the plummet is dropped, or the soundings taken, the

witness is the same and the findingsagree. As soon assert that

the law of universal gravitationor any other truth of science

is not proved, because the universe has not been ransacked and

the proof brought from every place,point,and case through-out

creation ! and in Scripture,as seen, is seen frequentassertion

as to itself was not to be expected. It is only captious per-versity,

unwillingto face the proof and admit the demonstration

that could invent such absurdity. And those given are the

chief and decisive passages, facts,and phenomena ; for the explicit

passages treatingdirectlyand professedlyof the subjectare

phenomena as well as decisive didactic statements expressing
the true doctrine of Holy Scripture. They are, indeed, the chief

and the most decisive phenomena; and, along with the other

importantphenomena and facts adduced, conclusivelydecide the

issue,and put the paltryphenomena solelyrelied upon by the

errorists simply out of comparison. And they are far more

than sufificientto demonstrate that the Bible claims to be the

Word of God " true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority" and

the Divine rule of faith and life. It is an induction of the

strictest and most extensive character from all Scripturein n
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large number of typical and unquestionable cases, many
classes

of examples, and lines of evidence, which all combine, with
mar-vellous

harmony and complementariness, to utter with amazing

unanimity, one loud, clear testimony, and to establish this claim

beyond dispute, with
a weight of cumulative evidence that is simply

overwhelming. Beginning with Paul's great locus dassicus, that

" all Scripture is God-breathed " (^eoVvcuo-ros), the claim is found,

more or
less in

every
writer and

every writing of the N.T. both as

to the O.T. and the New. The same claim is proved to have been

made with similar unanimity and absoluteness by the O.T. for

itself, and by the various writers of it endorsing and confirming

each other, as is shown in the N.T. also. Then at the close the

writings of John are brought in uniting, completing, and closing

all with
a wondrous diversity, an inevasible sharpness, and an

a^\i"ul solemnity as
in the

very presence
of God. And then to

crown, complete, and seal all, and for ever silence question, the

whole weight of Godhead comes down in the whole teaching and

usage
of our Lord Himself, as

with unique decisiveness and

Divine absoluteness He by the Holy Ghost utters in His
own

words the Father's words, and in the
name

of eternal Godhead

declares, on
earth and from heaven, Holy Scripture to be the

Word of God, and the Divine rule of faith and life.



CHAPTER IV.

REMARKS ON AND TEACHING OF THE

EVIDENCE.

I. The vast Amount and immense Mass of it.

The clearness and decisiveness of the Bible claim to thorough

truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all

Scripture is the first impression made on every candid mind, on

looking at this evidence and the vast amount of it
" the immense

mass, the impressivearray of it; reminding one in its wide scope

and massive strength of great mountain ranges, or vast, solid,

imposing lines of impregnable fortifications. Even the most

cursory view of it must impress this on every open mind; yet it is

the merest outline,the veriest fragment of what might be pro-duced

to the same effect
"

the fulness of it being such as to make

selection a serious difficulty,full statement an impossibility,and

complete amassment of it would involve the transcriptionof a

largepart of Scripture; and the more closelyit is examined, the

longer it is pondered, the more its validity,decisiveness,weight,

and invulnerableness will appear. It certainlycannot be ignored

or passed by lightlyby anyone that wishes to know the truth ;

while to anyone that bows to the authorityof Scriptureteaching

it will be of supreme importance, and appear decisive of the

first and fundamental question.

2. The Character of it " direct; positive. The Quality

AS GOOD AS the QUANTITY IS GREAT.

For, in the second place,the evidence is not only great and

overpoweringin amount, but it is also the best and highest in

character. The quality,as w^ell as the quantity, of the proof
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should give it the supreme placein the decision of the issue. It

is the teachingof the Word of God itself on its own inspiration,

truthfulness,and authority,as to its first fundamental truth," the

basis of all its other truths,the ground of its own authorityin

faith and duty. It is,in fact,the only direct evidence. It is the

proper because the positiveproof. It alone is trulyauthoritative

to all who believe in Revelation, or own that God speaks in His

Word. The other evidence is at best secondary and collateral,

to be valued, and received only as confirmatory. The proper

evidence for any revealed truth,or controverted religiousquestion,

is Scripture evidence ; and when that is fully adduced, the

doctrine is proved, and the controversy settled,for everyone that

owns God's authorityin Revelation. Nor must it ever be for-gotten

that, as shown above, even within Scriptureitself,the

supreme and decisive weight must be always given to the direct,

explicitpassages deahng professedlywith the subject; and not

to any inferences from phenomena, or deductions from apparent

facts," least of all from difficultiesarisingfrom other things,or

connected with the doctrine taught in the explicitpassages.

For there are difficulties connected with every truth of Revela-tion,

science,or life; so that men must ever follow the proper

positiveevidence notwithstandingdifficulties,or believe nothing.

Besides, we are much more liable to error in our inferences from

phenomena or facts,than in our interpretationof the meaning of

explicitpassages treatingexpresslyof the doctrine. And further,

these explicitpassages are the direct evidence and express

revelation on the subject.

3. The unique Variety of it.

A third thing remarkable in the evidence of Scriptureis its

marvellous variety. Almost every possiblekind of proof is found

in simply embarrassing abundance. We have it in many explicit

passages, in the very words of our Lord Himself, and of His

prophets and apostles,when treatingdirectlyand avowedly of

the subject. We have it in countless indirect,but also very clear

and inevasible references and quotations; and in the general

usage of Christ and His apostles,"
in which the inviolable truth-fulness

and Divine authorityof Scripture are assumed as un-questionable

postulates,and made the indisputablebases of great
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arguments, conveying vital and all-importantrevelations. We

have it in the names and titles,epithetsand characterisations of

Holy Writ ; as well as in the attributes and qualitiesascribed to

it,and the unique character and positiongiven to it. We have

it set forth or expressed in texts and phrases,in principalstate-ments

and parentheticclauses ; implied or presupposed in great

principlesand fundamental facts ; as well as in the smallest

circumstances and most minute details. We find it asserted and

declared, assumed and postulated. We find it explicidyclaimed

and implicidy taught, emphatically proclaimed and tacitly

presupposed. We find itexpressedin the quietestnarrative and

the most impassioned orations,in the most general abstract

statements and in the most specificconcrete examples.

4. The Pervasiveness of its Claim for Truthfulness,

Trustworthiness, and Divine Authority.

Akin to this, covered by it or implied in it,is the next

remarkable thing in this evidence,viz. the pervasivenessof this

claim to truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority. By
this is not meant that it is expresslystated,or directlymade in

every book or part of a book. For in a book or collection of

books whose essential unityis so well marked, forciblyfelt,and

universallyrecognised,this was not to be expected ;" especiallyas
what is predicated and claimed in the various parts belongs to

all therein. Hence the obvious absurdityof the puerilenotion

of some that it is only for each particularcase where this is

expresslystated that the claim is made ; as if there were no

generalstatements bearingon, or no Divine sanction to them as

a whole. Nevertheless, we find this claim pervading the his-torical

and the poetical,the doctrinal and the devotional,the

philosophicand the apocalyptic,the practicaland the allegorical
books. We find it also pervading the prophets and the apostles,
the historians and the psalmists,the seers and the sages, the

servants and the Lord, " more or less all the writers,and all the

writingsof O.T. and N.T. This is not less in the pervasivetone
of authority,and air of certainty,sense of reality,and spiritof

transparent truthfulness manifest throughout Scripture,con-sciously

felt in reading it, than in the explicitstatements,

emphatic utterances, and solemn declarations. Nor is it ever
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suggested or implied that what is thus claimed and predicated

generallyand pervasively,is restricted to particularparts or things

therein. What is said is said of all without distinction,"
all

parts and kinds of thingsindiscriminatelybeing referred to and

used as equallyand unquestionably true and trustworthy. The

modern distinction between what is true and what is false,in the

Word of God, is unknown to writers of Scripture,and would

have shocked the apostlesand prophets,and most of all the Son

of God Himself, who set His solemn seal to every jotand tittle

of it.

And the ancient Jewish theory of degrees of inspirationis

now being resurrected again in the close of this century, as in

the end of the last (forcenturies like individuals and nations,get

into their dotage),and that, too, by the would-be advanced

writers on this question.^ This theory has absolutelyno place

in Holy Writ, though it is rampant in Jewish jargon and Rabbi-nical

lore,naturalistic theology,and modern Rationalism. What-ever

plausiblereason may be given for this theory,and whatever

elements of truth may be intended to be expressed by it,there is

no authorityfor it in Scripture. On the contrary, so far as it is

invented or intended to invade or lessen the inviolable truth and

Divine authorityof God's Word, " as now for the first time it

seemed revived to do,"
it is directlyin the teeth of the pervasive

tone and prevailingclaim of Scripture; and should be set aside

as an unauthorised Rabbinical relic,raised from the dead, and

presented as advanced thought by the abettors of Rationalism, in

the close of the nineteenth century !

5. Its Inevasibleness.

A further thing that strikes one, in weighing this vast and

varied positiveevidence for the Scriptureclaim,is its inevasible-ness.

It seems almost incredible that any man believingin

God's Word at all can seriouslyface it and yet remain unbeliev-ing.

It appears impossible to conceive how he can evade or

withstand it. Certainly it requires very dexterous power of

shuttingthe eyes to the plainestfacts,and an unenviable facility

of resistingevidence ; as it unquestionably demands an amazing

measure of perverse ingenuityto neutralise it; while to refute or

^ See Dr. Ladd, Dr. Cave, Dr. Sanday.
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disprove it will require infinitelygreater courage and acumen

than its opponents have ever yet shown in connection with it.

By apparently every possibledevice that thought or language

was capableof,it is explicitlyand inevasiblytaughtand declared,

so that men might find it hard to evade it,and be without excuse

if they rejectedit. It is difficult to conceive how, if God had

intended to express and declare the truth,reliability,and Divine

authority of His Word, He could more unequivocally and

inevasiblyhave done so than He has done. It stands out in its

impressiveand impregnable strength,like massive granitewalls,

that cannot be passed or penetrated by anyone that fairlyfaces

it. Nor is it conceivable how God could have taught this with

greater clearness and decisiveness,than in the majesticwords of

our Lord Himself, " VerilyI say unto you, Till heaven and earth

pass, one jotor one tittleshall in no wise pass from the law, till

all be fulfilled"'(Matt. v. 18). It matters not what any other

says,
" Let God be true, and every man a liar." The resources

of language,thought,and usage appear to have been exhausted

in putting this beyond question, and in rendering unbelief

inexcusable," so far at least as the teaching of Scriptureis

concerned, and the authorityof God speaking in His Word is to

be held decisive on the question; and every believer in revelation

is bound to say,
" To the law and to the testimony; ifthey speak

not accordingto this word itis because there is no lightin them "

(Isa.viii.20).

6. The cumulative Force and Completeness of it.

Another thing that strikes one in consideringthis evidence is

the uniqueness and the cumulative force of it. It will be exceed-ingly

difficult to find any truth of revelation for which an equal
amount and varietyof Biblical evidence can be produced " not

even for the doctrines of the Incarnation and Divinityof our

Lord. For while the evidence of the one pervades Scripture,
the proper proof of the other is limited to the N.T., and is there

expressedexplicitlyand emphaticallyonly in some parts thereof

Nor are there wanting some statements and phenomena that

give an appearance of foothold and plausibilityto Arianism and

Unitarianism. Hence these heresies have lived adown the ages,

and are livingstill" yea, are revivingnow in various forms and

28
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modifications among the preachers and teachers of Churches

professedlyTrinitarian. Nay more, they will live and grow, and

are warranted in doing so if the error of the indefinite erroneous-

ness of Scriptureprevails,and men, on the ground of it,are free

and bound to pick and choose, by the criterion of mere human

reason, what they will receive and what rejectin the Word of

God. Nor is it possible to arrest or refute this or any error, or

authoritativelyto ascertain any truth of revelation except upon

the basis of a true and trustworthyScripture.So that in pro-ducing

and maintaining the Bible claim to trustworthiness and

Divine authority,we are supporting and defending every truth

of Revelation,and layingthe basis on which alone a theologycan

be built from Holy Writ. The evidence for this fundamental

doctrine is,as seen, not only clear and strong, but decisive and

overwhelming, yea unique, more abundant, varied,and inevasible

than for any other truth of God's Word. It is found everywhere

pervading O.T. and New ; in tone, in spirit,in didactic state-ment,

in apologeticargument, in names, in titles,in attributes,

in characterisations,in explicitteaching,in allegory,in inference,

in quotation and reference, in facts and phenomena, in words

and phrases,in assertions,declarations,postulates,and assump-tions,

claims, and endorsations ; by prophets, priests,aposdes,

evangelists,angels,and God " ad infinitum. And it is only when

we look at it altogether,and in its connections and mutually

corroborative character that we can feel its full and resistless

cumulative force. In vain shall we seek for evidence of any

doctrine in Scripture,or try to ascertain any truth from Revelation,

or professto believe anythingon the authorityof God speaking

in His Word, if we rejector refuse to own, or ignore the evi-dence

for this doctrine "
the demonstration of this truth. No

other doctrine approaches to it in the quantityand qualityand

conclusiveness of the evidence.

ITS FUNDAMENTAL RELATION TO ALL THE OTHER TRUTHS

AND CLAIMS OF SCRIPTURE.

And as the evidence for it is unique, so also is the positionit

occupies in relation to all the other truths of Revelation, as has

been often indicated. It lies at the foundation of them all. It

is made the basis of every other doctrine. It is the avowed
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ground on which every particulartruth and statement of Revela-tion

is presented for our belief. The teaching of Scriptureon

its own truthfulness and authorityis of necessitythe foundation-

stone of its teaching on all other subjects. It is because it

claims to speak the truth,and nothing but the truth,in the name

of God, and for that reason alone, that it claims our faith and

obedience in anything; and on that ground alone can we be

under obligationto believe and obey it as the Word of Him that

cannot lie or err. No doubt our conviction and assurance that

it is the Word of God may come from many sources and causes

" speciallythe testimony of the Spiritwith the truth in our con-sciousness,

of which the Reformers made so much.^ But it is

simply and solelybecause it is and claims to be the Word of

God " true, trustworthy,and authoritative "
that any or all of

its other truths and statements, though they too may appeal to

our spirits,possess Divine sanction and authority,and lay us

under obligation to belief and obedience.

CONSEQUENCES OF NON-ACCEPTANCE OF IT.

It therefore follows
" First,That, ifthe evidence is not accepted

for this best established truth,there is no sufficient reason for

acceptingany truth of Revelation. Second, If we do not receive

this doctrine,which is thus laid at the basis of all the others,and

is made the express ground of their reception,we do not receive

any of them on the authorityof God speaking in His Word.

Scriptureis ipsofactodeprived of any intrinsic and independent

authority; and it receives no regard and carries no weight

simply as the Word of God. If we receive itstestimonyin any-thing,

we do this not because God givesit in His Word as true,

but simplybecause itappeals to our consciousness,which a pure

rationalist may do. Third, If we deny this,the first and funda-mental

claim to truthfulness and Divine authorityso expressly
and inevasiblymade, then we virtuallydisown not merely the

reliabilityand authority,but the veracityand credibilityof

God's Word ; and that not only in this one thingbut in every-thing.

For if the Bible claims,in the name of God, to speak the

1 See Westminster Confessionof Faith; PrincipalWm. Cunningham's
Lectures, and The Reformers and the Theology of the Reforviation; Dr.

Robertson Smith's 0. T. in the Jewish Church.
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truth,and nothingbut the truth,and puts this claim as the foun-dation

of all its teaching,and makes this the ground of the

reception of all its doctrines,then, if you say that in this it has

stated what is not true, you self-evidentlydeny not only its infalli-bility,

but disown its veracity,and declare that it has made a

false claim in God's name ; and you thus utterlydestroy its

credibility,and absolutelyannihilate its Divine authorityin any-thing.

You ipsofacto assert that the Bible is not the Word of

God at all,but only the false and incredible word of deceived or

deceivingmen. So that the denial,directlyor indirectly,of this

itsprimary and foundation claim to teach the truth,and nothing
but the truth, wuth God's authority,is a denial of the Divine

authorityand independent truthfulness of anythingbased thereon,

of everything stated therein. It is a contradiction of the first

claim of Scriptureand a declaration,explicitlyor practically,of

the unreliabilityand falseness of the basis of all its statements.

Yea, it is in effect a repudiationof the Divine origin,veracity,

and credibilityof Holy Scripture as a whole. Nor is it possible

to evade these tremendous conclusions except by proving that

Scripture does not make this claim for itself,and that the

evidence adduced which demonstrates this is not proof nor

amounts to even probability;for, as Butler shows, even prob-ability

in such things is,and ought to be, sufficient ground for

both faith and action " "Probabilityis the guide of life." This,

I make bold to say, is an impossibility,as the attempt to do so

will convince anyone that fairlyfaces it and seriouslygrapples

with it.

7. Its Divine Decisiveness and Finality culminating

IN Christ.

Nor is this all,for the last and most remarkable thingin this

evidence is that it centres and culminates in Christ. He is,in

fact,the beginning,middle, and end of it. It is His clear and

inevasible words that we put in the front of it. It is His

solemn and majestic utterances that we most frequentlyappeal

to. And it is on His infallible truthfulness and Divine authority

that we ultimately,and with unlimited confidence, take our

stand. It is the Lord Himself, and none less than He, who

endorses the claim, sanctions the statements, and by His very
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words declares the inviolabilityof even the O.T., the most

assailed and assailable part of Scripture. And it is He who, in

anticipation,promises the Holy Ghost, as the Spiritof truth,to

the writers of the N.T., to lead them into all truth, and to

ensure that what they said or taught in His name would be

thus not their words only,but the very Word of God, since it

was not they but the Spiritof their Father that spoke in and

through them. It is He who, more than any other, in O.T. or

New, uses and appeals to all kinds of things,passages, facts,and

words in Scriptureindiscriminatelyas unquestionablytrue and

Divinely authoritative ; and makes them the axioms of great

arguments, the germs of highesttruths, and the roots of new

revelations. It is He who, from His heavenly glory, by the

awful words and solemn sanctions with which He closes the

volume of Revelation (Rev.xxii. 18, 19),puts His Divine seal

and imprimatur on it as the Word of God, warning men against

tampering with even its words on their peril. It is He who,

by the utterances He givesabout it,the epithetsHe appliesto

it,the names and qualitiesHe ascribes to it,and the use He

makes of it,most decisivelysettles,and most absolutelydeclares

it to be in all its parts and contents, without distinction,the

Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth for ever.

Therefore, here again everything that has been said about

the tremendous consequences of denying the truthfulness and

Divine authorityclaimed for Scripture by itself applieswith

infinitelyaugmented force and momentousness to Christ Him-self.

For that claim in its integrityHe endorses with an awful

absoluteness. By these ScripturesHe stands with a tremendous

decisiveness. With them, in fact,as their Author, Fulfiller,and

End, He identifies Himself. With them in His hands,'and sealed

by His authority,He stands out before the world, through all

the ages, and declares them to be the Word of God, that cannot

lie or err, be violated,or pass away ; and with most awful

sanctions He warns every man of the perilof daring to impinge

on their integrityor impugn their authority. So that with them

He with His religionstands or falls. Men cannot deny or reject

them or their claim without denying or rejectingHim and His.

Therefore,if men will rejecttheir first and fundamental claim,

they must rejectthe truthfulness of Him who is the Truth, and

deny the Divine authority,even in religiousthings"
in the prime
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and
supreme religious question

"

of the Son of God. By how

much soever men directly or indirectly impugn their truthfulness,

weaken their trustworthiness, or impinge on
their authority, by

so
much they assail His and Him. And since He

ever gives

His Words
as not His words only but the Father's

"

" the words

of Him that sent Me,"
"

and since they were
all uttered, as

He

said, through the
power

of the Spirit of God, and since Holy

Scripture is actually identified with God, the denial of the root

and basal claim of Scripture is virtually tantamount to a
denial

of the authority and testimony of Godhead.



CHAPTER V.

WHAT THIS EVIDENCE SETTIES.

I. That ours is not an A priori Theory, but a Fact

AND A Revelation.

This evidence settles
" First,that the doctrine of the truthful-ness

and Divine authorityof Scriptureis no mere a prioridogma

of theology or preconceivedtheory of inspiration,as has so often,

so falsely,and so persistentlybeen averred by the opponents of

the Bible doctrine,who are more given to misrepresentationand

abuse of the real views than to refutation of the arguments, to

reckless assertion rather than answering the evidence. What-ever

it is,it is self-evidentlynot a preconceivedtheory,but pro-fessedly

and patentlythe clearest teachingof Scripture. It is a

doctrine of Revelation, as to its written embodiment in Scripture,

gathered from the widest and most careful induction of all Scrip-ture.

It is a strikingcontrast to the fragmentary,one-sided carica-ture

so pretentiouslypalmed off as an induction by the assertors

of the Bible's erroneousness. It is simply the doctrine expressly

taught about itself and claimed for itselfby the explicitpassages
of God's Word on the subject. It is not an inference from the

passages, but the simple meaning of them, "
the explicitteaching

of them, " the real and only reasonable interpretationof them.

The advocates of the opposite doctrine do not even attempt

to produce a singlepassage teaching expresslyor implicitlytheir

error. They cannot, therefore,pretend to have for it a single

element of what alone is proper positiveproof for any doctrine.

When our view is taught or confirmed by the implications of

other less direct passages, the doctrine is unequivocallyimplied ;

whereas, here again there is for the opposite view no such neces-sary

implications. So far as our doctrine is inferred from
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Scripture facts and phenomena, the inference is necessary, and

they are the main and most prevalent facts. The phenomena
from which the oppositeview is deduced are only the compara-tively

rare and exceptional," the conclusion is not conclusive,and

the phenomena are generallymisunderstood or misapi)lied,or

admit of other explanations. And so far as the oppositedoctrine

is composed of and based upon difficulties connected with the

Bible claim," as it almost wholly is,^there is no valid ground

or legitimateproof at all,nor any real disproof or invalidation

of the Bible doctrine. Every truth has some difficulties,some

of the best established have most serious,and hitherto insoluble

difficulties. Besides, the difficulties of their own theory are

infinitelygreater than those of the Bible truth,which are often

trivial,ludicrous, mostly vanished or vanishing; they all admit

of a possibleexplanation(which is the utmost that is logically

required),and have superabundance of reasons to account for

them. So that our doctrine is not an a prioritheory of inspira-tion,

nor a theory at all,but simply the clearest teaching of

Scripture,only the expressionand embodiment of the foundation

claim of God's Word. Theirs is a theory made of difficulties,"

an absurd foundation for any theory; and is based upon what

will in all probabilitybe found to be nothing.

2. It requires the Errorists to answer it,

WHICH they never ATTEINIPT.

This evidence lays on the opponents of the Bible claim the

obligationto face, answer, or explainit,if they professto believe

in the authorityof Scriptureor of Christ at all. And yet this is

justwhat they will not do, "
what they have never once seriously

attempted to do, what they all with one accord systematically

and persistentlyeschew doing ; and that,too, although they have

been repeatedlycalled on to do it,and by this restatement are

again asked, challenged,and requiredto do it,or be justlyheld

as denying Revelation altogether,and settingaside the teaching

and authorityof God's Word and of God's Son on this first and

radical religiousquestion,which lies at the basis of all religious

questions,and is the prime condition of the authoritative settle-ment

of any of them. Instead, however, of facing and weighing

the evidence, far less meeting the force of the argument it
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suppliesand constitutes for the truth and Divine authorityof

Scripture,they usuallyignore italtogether,as if it did not exist

or had never been adduced. Generallythey set it aside practi-cally,
and proceed with their criticism and speculationsas though

it were unknown or irrelevant,or of no importance, or without

authority. Sometimes they affect to despise it,and speak with

contempt of quoting texts to prove doctrines,as if their ipsedixit

were of infinitelyhigher authoritythan the declarations of God's

Word, " and as ifBible passages treatingprofessedlyof the question

were not the best and decisive evidence " the only proper proof

of a Bible doctrine," when one clear,explicit,certain passage is

and should be as decisive as a million to all who own the

authority of God speaking in His Word. Frequently they
caricature the statements and misrepresentthe real position of

defenders of the truth,findingabuse easier than argument, and

misrepresentationmore hopeful than refutation. But the one

thing they will tiever venture to do," that even defiance will not

provoke them to attempt, that with a significantscrupulositythey
ever evade doing," is to meet the evidence or seriouslyattempt
to answer or grapple with the argument. The reason is not far

to seek " they cannot. They have a shrewd suspicionthat they

cannot. It is known and felt to be unanswerable. Therefore,

rather than attempt and fail to answer, it is judged better and

more politicto leave itprudently unanswered, unattempted !

3. It precludes all Theories of Indefinite

Erroneousness.

This evidence precludes and is decisive againstall theories

of the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture. What the leading
theories are, and how they are each equallyprecluded,and that

they are all essentiallyRationalistic as well as otherwise anti-

scriptural,untenable, and evil,will be shown in detail below. ^

But meantime, looking at them generally,this conclusion the

evidence above inevitablynecessitates. Many of the greatest

scholars and ablest theologiansof our century and of the previous

centuries,as well as the Churches generally,have held that the

Scriptureteaching requires,and the Bible claim involves, the

infaUible truth,entire trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof all

1 Book VI.
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Scripture,and that the Bible in its integrityis in truth the very

Word of God ; while some hold that it is entirelyfree from

untrue statement of any kind, as it was originallygiven," God-

breathed through the inspiredwriters," and when it is properly

interpreted" when its true intent, its real,God-intended mean-ing

is ascertained. And unquestionably there is much in

the evidence, especiallyin the words and usage of our Lord

Himself, that seems to favour this as its full,or admissible

significance;while the whole appears to point to this as its

legitimate,conjoint effect. Nor can it be denied that whatever

exaggeratedutterances may have been made, or extreme positions

taken by injudiciousindividuals on the outskirts of this definite

general position,the arguments for it have never yet been

grappled with, far less answered by the errorists. Nay more,

we feel satisfied that when they reallyand seriouslyjoin issue

with the upholders of this strictest,if you will,extremest position

on the ground of " What saith the Lord," they will not be triumph-ant,

in the argument, if not almost forced either to abandon

their own position,or the independent authority of Scripture.

So far as we have watched recent skirmishes on this point,even

under that most extreme and unwarrantable, if not unintelligible,

title "The absolute inerrancy" of Scripture,ŵe have only been

confirmed in this conviction, and been impressed with the

crudeness of the thinking,and the weakness of the reasoning

of the boldest champions of the errancy and erroneousness of

Scripture; even when the defenders of " absolute inerrancy"
"

whatever //za/ may mean " were by no means generallyeither the

ablest or the wisest. What must the issue be when the real

tug-of-warhas come? And after all that has been recently

adduced, it may still be said and held as truly as when Dr.

Farrar wrote many years ago, that all the perverse ingenuityof

scepticism has not been able to make out one demonstrable

error in Scripturewhen properlyinterpreted.

THE UNWISDOM OF TAKING A STAND ON THE GROUND OF

ABSOLUTE INERRANCY.

Nevertheless, there could scarcelybe a greater tactical mis-take

than to fightnow the great battle on which such tremendous

^ See recent discussion in T//e British Weelcly.
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issues ultimatelyhang as the truth of our religionand the author-ity

of our Lord, upon such a narrow ground, in such a negative

form, and in such a merely defensive attitude. It is usually

considered unwise in warfare to act only on the defensive.

Generallythe advantages lie with assuming the aggressive. This

is true pre-eminently in theologicalwarfare. How often has

scepticismbeen vanquished when Christian Apology has forced

it to declare positivelyits own position,or produce its substitute

for Christianity.Then, instead of merely defendingChristianity,

it has assailed infidelity,won an easy victory,and demonstrated

that the Christian's faith was much more reasonable than the

sceptic'sunbelief. How much more easy and effectual is it to

refute all forms and shades of Rationalism, by attackingtheir

position,theories,and methods, than by merely defending our

own ? And yet it is the latter,as we have been grieved to note,

that of recent years has been almost exclusivelyfollowed by the

upholders of the Bible claim. This has given the greatest

advantage to the opponents, and placed the maintenance of the

truth at most serious disadvantage. How much wiser and

stronger to assume the aggressive,carry the war into the enemy's

camp, compel them to declare positivelytheir own position,and

then assail that,and show the untenableness of their theories !

Instead of merely standing on the defensive,and laying the

positiondefended open to attack at any of the countless points

along the whole line,how much better to expose and attack the

errorists' position! Then present the evidence for the Scripture

claim,and compel them to answer that evidence,or to abandon

assailingthe truthfulness and Divine authorityof Scripture as

illegitimateand irrelevant for all who are not prepared to deny

its veracity and credibility.For as it is,so far as this attack

has any validity,they assail not our distinctive position,but a

positionwhich they as much as we requireto maintain against

the common unbelieving foe.

THE STRENGTH OF THE POSITION OF TRUTHFULNESS,

TRUSTWORTHINESS, AND DIVINE AUTHORITY.

In place of defending a negative form of the doctrine of

Scripture,and that, too, under the designationcoined by the

opponents, with a view the more effectuallyto assail the truth.
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namely, " Inerrancy or absolute inerrancy,"" a phrase most un-defined

and objectionablein itself,used in different senses by

different persons, itself requiringand difficultof definition,and

frequentlyso used as to beg the whole question," how much

stronger to maintain the doctrine of Scripturein the positive

form of its truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority;
which can be established by direct and superabundant evidence,

and which has been triumphantly maintained through the count-less

controversies of centuries,and which no believer in Revela-tion

can assail without undermining his own positionand

exposing himself to a resistless assault from the scepticon the

one side,and the Bible claim upon the other. For, in fact,it

requiresthe errorist to maintain in turn two apparentlycontra-dictory

positions" namely, the trustworthiness and authoritative-

ness of Scripture on the one hand, and its indefinite errone-

ousness and illimitable untrustworthiness on the other " which

is more untenable than unstable equilibrium. And instead of

fightingthis great battle,on which such momentous issues hang,

on the narrow, negative,and in some respects despicable point

of absolute inerrancy,which is misleading,indefinable precisely,

which isstrictlyspeaking indefensible (because absolute inerrancy

is predicableproperlyonly of God, and Divine truth cannot dwell

perfectlyor absolutelysave in the Divine mind, and cannot be

conceived or expressed with absolute perfectionthrough human

thought and language,as we have seen),and most disadvantage-ous,

how much wiser,and more satisfactory,to bring the ques-tion

to an issue on the broad and generalgrounds in which the

opposing partiesconfront and conflict with each other,along the

whole line,like two parallelantagonisticpositions.!These are

the thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,and Divine

authority of Scripture on the one side ; and the indefinite

erroneousness, illimitable untrustworthiness, and unlimited un-

authoritativeness on the other. For these are reallythe opposite

positionsnow. What the opponents of the Bible claim mean is

not merely that the Bible is not inerrant,but that it is erroneous.

Doubtless to give themselves the greater advantage in the attack,

to make their positionseem less objectionable,and to make the

upholders of the Bible claim appear as if requiredto prove a

negative,they have deftlycontrived to get the controversy put in

this form, and many unwary and unwise defenders of the truth
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have foolishlyaccepted these terms, and entered the conflict on

this narrow ground, under the greatest disadvantages. They

thus place themselves and the truth in a false,weak, if not

perilous position. But what the opponents really mean " as

their practice,examples, and other teaching show, and as every

wise defender of the truth should make manifest "
is that Scrip-ture

is erroneous " indefinitelyerroneous. For as a matter of

fact they do not, as from the nature of the case they cannot, tell

or specifypreciselywhat is true and what is false in Scripture,

or even give any sure principleor infallible means by which we

could ascertain this definitelyand inerrantlyfor ourselves. Nor

is it,as shown above, merely indefinitelyerroneous in small and

triflingthings,and kinds of things,whatever they may some-times

allege,or the more guarded may at times appear to restrict

the erroneousness to.

THE ERRORISTS ALLEGE INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS IN

EVERY KIND OF THING IN SCRIPTURE.

But it is a denial of inerrancy,and an assertion of erroneous-ness

in an indefinite number of kinds of things,"
in fact in every

kind of thing," no kind of thing being excepted from errancy.

For errancy and erroneousness, as a matter of fact,is alleged" as

may be seen ad nauseum in the current literature on the subject,

in the least rationalistic
" not only in words and expressions,in

dates and numbers, but in facts and references, in quotations,

interpretations,and reasoning; in leadingrepresentationsand

salient features,as well as in individual details ; in principles,and

dominating ideas, as in specialapplicationsand particularin-ferences

; ay, in moral and religiousteaching as much as in

everythingelse. Innumerable errors, mistakes and false state-ments,

and wrong teaching are alleged in chronology and

genealogy, history and prophecy, science and philosophy, exe-gesis

and methods of reasoning, ethics and theology, religion

and morals " in short,in every kind of thing. This is shown ad

libitum by the examples given, by the various kinds of errors

alleged,by the criticism of and liberties taken with all parts and

elements of Scripture,and in the supposed critical results,"

which are often quite inconsistent with the truthfulness and

trustworthiness thereof, subversive of its veracity and credi-
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bility,and practicallyand patently destructive of its Divine

authority.

THEIR EXPLANATION OF ITS ORIGIN.

Nor do the opponents of the Bible claim merely thus illus-trate

their real meaning and the practicalresults of their theories ;

they also are not .slow to inform us of the causes and reasons of

this indefinite erroneousness. They attribute it to the ignorance

of the times in which the Scriptureswere written,and the false

conceptions and pervertingprejudicesof the writers ; to the in-fluence

of the low and wrong moral ideas and practices,and the

narrow and false religiousconceptions prevalent in the current

thought and life of those dark ages, " in which the writers of

Scriptureshared, and from which their writingsare not exempt.

They speak of the local and limited horizons, and the national

and religiousexclusiveness of the Jews, who have given us the

Bible ; which theyallegeare expressedin the exaggeration,intoler-ance,

and "Jewish presumption," if not fanaticism,of the pro-phets

; and in the one-sidedness and traditionalism of the self-

seeking priestlywriters of the O.T., and in the credulityand

imaginativenessof the Apostolicwriters of the N.T. They urge

the blindingeffects of tradition,superstition,and the uncritical

methods of credulous times ; which are found in the legendary

beliefs,fallacious " reasonings,and numerous misinterpretations

of the earlier by the later writers of Scripture. These are sup-posed

to explainthe alleged "exegetical mistakes" and other

erroneous teachingsof Christ Himself, or at least of the state-ments

and records of them given by His inspiredapostles!

Whatever may be thought of these remarkable assertions and

explanations,and of the principlesthat underlie them, as well as

the issues flowing from them, which are serious enough," they

are held more or less by all the opponents of the Bible claim ;

and the principleof all of them is in the least rationalistic of

them. However much they may differ as to some of them and

other things,they all,by disowning this claim, equallydeny the

inerrancy and assert the erroneousness of the first and funda-mental

teachingof God's Word. These assertions and explana-tions

at least demonstrate that what our opponents reallymean

when they deny the inerrancyof Scriptureis not merely that it
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is not inerrant in everything,but that there is not any kind of

thing in which it is inerrant,and that it has actuallyerred in

every kind of thing"
in its religiousand moral teaching as well

as in everythingelse "
in that specially.The erroneous and

wrong teaching in these is now usuallygiven as the first,and

throughout the most prominent exemplificationsof their common

principle.

THIS INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS ALLEGED AND URGED SPECI-ALLY

OF THE BIBLE IN RELIGIOUS AND MORAL TEACHING.

Further, this alleged erroneousness is indefinite. There is

no preciseor definite limit given,or possible,on their common

rationalistic principle.As matter of fact they,firstly,generally

deny the inerrancyof Scripture,which, when explained and put

positively," as every theory of Scriptureshould be if the truth or

falsehood of it is to be ascertained," is equivalentto an assertion

of the erroneousness of Scripture.Secondly,when you inquire

more closely,you find that the errancy and erroneousness are

indefinite,without any specificlimitation,with no sound prin-ciple,

or sure means of making them definite. Thirdly,when

you examine as to what kind of things this erroneousness is

allegedof,you find from the examples given,and the results and

methods of the applicationof their principleto Scripture,that it

is asserted of every kind of thing,and that there is no kind of

thing" not even the most ethical, religious,or spiritualex-empted

from this category " to which this principleis not

applied. And, fourthly,when you investigatemore thoroughly

still,you perceivethat Scriptureis held to be indefinitelyerrone-ous

in every kind of thing. Not only is there no kind of element

excepted from the category of erroneousness, " not even the

purelyethical,or the strictlyreligious,and supremely spiritual,"

but the very erroneousness itselfis in each and all of them held

to be indefinite,unlimited " ay, on their principle,illimitable.

When put positivelythis is the theory our opponents hold,

plainlyteach, and practicallyexemplify in the applicationand

illustration of their principle. The examples or illustrations of

this indefinite erroneousness which they usually most eagerly
and confidentlyproduce, are taken from the distinctivelymoral

and religiouselements of Scripture.
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Further, from the very nature of their principles,the alleged

erroneousness in even those ethical and spiritualelements which

they all hold to be the specialpurpose of Scriptureto reveal,and

in which Scripturehas generallybeen held to be, if in anything,

truthful,trustworthy,and of Divine authority" the erroneousness

is not only indefinite,but also of necessityillimitable. For if

errancy and erroneousness is allegedin every kind of thing to an

indefinite extent, then obviously it is impossible to Hmit the

erroneousness ; and it is an apparent departurefrom their prin-ciples

to attempt to do so. And if it were attempted to assert

that although Scriptureis erroneous in some ethical and religious

things,it is inerrant and authoritative in others, or in some

specificreligioustruth," say the divinityof Christ, or the atone-ment,

or justificationby faith,or the resurrection of the dead, "

yet it is clearlyimpossibleon their theoryof indefinite erroneous-ness

to ascertain inerrantlyand authoritativelywhat these things

are, or how we can be infalliblycertain of the truth and Divine

authorityof any one doctrine in religionor ethics. Nor is it

possible or legitimateto attempt doing so without practically

abandoning their own theory and violatingtheir own prin-ciple.

Because there is not a shadow of a ground in God's

Word for any such distinction between some religiousand moral

elements in Scripture and others ; nor has any such Biblical

ground been ever produced, or even pretended. Besides, their

very assertion of indefinite erroneousness, and still more the

principleon which the assertion is based " even that man's own

reason may and must judge as to what in the moral and religious

teaching is rightand what wrong " manifestlyfor them set aside

the independent authorityof God's Word, deny the Bible claim,

and deprive it of any intrinsic,far less Divine authorityin re-ligion

or morals ; as alleged,it has taught serious error on these.

REASON RECEIVES SUPREMACY OVER REVELATION.

Therefore, thirdsevery individual and varying mind must for

itself,according to its own inward light,dispositions,and pre-possessions,

determine what to receive and what to rejectof the

moral and religiousteachingof Scripture; and become to itself

the sole and supreme standard in ethics and religion,even in the

Word of God. And since different minds will and do have
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different ideas,and come to different,often oppositeconclusions,

as to what is true and what false in Scripture," witness Dr. Ladd

and Dr. Martineau ; yea, the same man not infrequentlycoming

to different conclusions at different times," itfollows,as a matter

of sheer and simple mental necessity,that an infallibleauthorita-tive

limit of erroneousness is on this principlepatentlyimpossible,

and that the erroneousness is,therefore,not only indefinite and

unlimited,but from the very nature of the case illimitable.

THE MOMENTOUS CONSEQUENCES OF THE ERRORISTS THEORIES.

From this certain very momentous results follow,which it is

well to set forth in order with distinctness. First. The Bible

on this theoryis not an inerrant standard in anything" as little

in ethics or religionas in anything else. For in these pre-eminently

and most seriouslyit,as alleged,has erred,and taught

as true and rightwhat is false and wrong. It can, therefore,be

no longer regardedas the infallible rule of faith and life,nor

even as the standard of religionor morals at all. Secotid. It

possesses no intrinsic,far less Divine authorityin anything" no

more in religionor moralitythan in other things; as not in

matters of science, philosophy,or history,so not in matters

distinctivelyof religion,even when given by revelation ; though
it professedlydeals with these, was expresslygiven for them,

and emphaticallyclaims Divine authorityon them. For it is

averred to have erred indefinitelyin its teaching in such things.
Third. The sole and supreme standard in religionand ethics,

as in everythingelse,is the errant and erringreason of erring
and varyingmen, which is bald Rationalism,which is simple

absurdity. In short, the ultimate result of settingaside the

Bible as the standard and authorityof truth and duty is not to

give us a better standard for a worse, but to deprive us of a

standard altogether.

IT IS VAIN TO APPEAL TO THE TEACHING OF CHRIST TO AVOID

THESE ISSUES.

It is vain to seek to avoid this conclusion,or to escape from

this position by talkinglargelyabout the teachingand the

authorityof Christ. For His teaching and authorityhave been

29
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antecedentlydisowned in assertingthe indefinite and illimitable

erroneousness of the Word of God, which in its integrityHe

endorsed and sealed with His Divine authority. Christ is the

last who will accept honour to Himself at the cost of dishonour

to His servants, the apostlesand prophets,and of degradationto

these sacred Scriptures,which He inspiredthem to write as the

true and inviolable Word of God. Besides, His teaching and

authorityare specificallyset at nought by the theory that Scrip-ture

is not truthful,but indefinitelyerroneous in every kind of

thing," signallyin religionand morals. For if Christ's words

mean anything,they declare that Holy Scriptureis true, inviol-able,

and of Divine authority,at least in these things. And the

theory that denies this and asserts the opposite,implicitlydenies

the truth and authorityof the teaching of Christ in religionand

morals ; and implies that even in these, which are distinctly

within His peculiar sphere, He is not as a teacher infallible,

but erroneous and unreliable,and that,too, on the source and

standard of religionand ethics. In fact, on this theory His

teaching is of necessityjust as indefinitelyerroneous and

unauthoritative as the Scriptures," His varying in all as theirs.

He by sanctioning and endorsing, as well as inspiringand

coming to fulfil the Sacred Oracles, identifies Himself with them,

and binds indissolublyHis truth and authoritywith theirs.

Further, we get our whole knowledge of the teachingof Jesus

through these alleged to be indefinitelyerroneous writings,and

cannot get it otherwise. Therefore, so far as they are erroneous

or wrong, so far preciselyis His teaching," the two vary as each

other. Whatever may have been the teachingof Jesus,we get

all that we know or can know of it exclusivelythrough the con-ceptions

and writingsof men alleged to be indefinitelyerroneous

in both ; so that His teaching to us is just as erroneous or

inerrant as the writingsof the evangelists,neither more nor less.

Therefore, bringing in the teaching and authorityof Christ to

make up for and replace the discredited truthfulness and

authorityof the inspiredwriters,and God-breathed writingsof

Scripture,is evidently a vain device and a foolish delusion,

which can impose only on the ignorant and unthinking, and

leave those who know the issues preciselyas they were. First.

Because so far as the words of Christ known to us teach

anything, they teach that Christ stands by and endorses the
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Scriptures. Second. Because our whole knowledge of His

teachingis derived solelyfrom these Scriptures.But though

the teachingand authorityof Christ do not thus give'one iota

of relief from the difificultiesand absurdities of the positionof

the teachers of the indefinite erroneousness of God's Word, they

do bring them with their daring theories into the fierce light

of that Awful Presence where they least like to have them

searched, and before which yet the heavens and the earth,and all

the bold but baseless thingstherein,shall flee away, and no place

be found for them.

There, meantime, we leave them, feelingassured that to all

who in any way, and in anything,regard the authorityof God,

speakingin His Word, this statement of what is meant by and

involved in all theories of indefinite erroneousness is their

refutation.

Nor is it possibleto evade these tremendous issues except by

showing that neither the Scripturesnor Christ speaking in them

claim to utter the truth without untruth, with Divine authority,

even in such distinctivelyBiblical thingsas religionand morals ;

and then by overthrowing all the evidence adduced and

adducible by which it is demonstrated that they do. When

they do this they will be free and bound to assert that the Bible

teaches nothing, but is reallyan unintelligibleriddle,meaning
the oppositeof what it states " a solemn mockery of serious men

in the gravest things,and that it has failed in the very purpose

for which God inspiredit.

THE FOLLY OF STANDING ON ABSOLUTE INERRANCY.

When this,then, is the real meaning and ultimate issue of all

these anti-scripturaltheories,how foolish and perilousto fightthe

great battle on the narrow, negativeground of absolute inerrancy,
where one is by the terms of the controversy compelled to be

only and ever on the defensive,exposing your whole line at

countless points to the united assault of the foe, and staking

Christianity,or making Christianitypay with its life on the issue

" even the apparent issue " of one successful,or even seemingly
successful assault at one point! How infinitelybetter and

stronger to show, as above, that the now opposing theories not

merely deny absolute inerrancy,but assert indefinite and
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illimitable
erroneousness,

and necessarily issue in
a

denial of the

truthfulness, trustworthiness, and Divine authority of both

Scripture and of Christ, even
in religion and ethics,

"

which
are

the peculiar purpose
and sphere of Revelation, and the special

function of Christ to teach
:

and, then, on this broad general

ground, to assail their most assailable position along the whole

line
;

and laying the main weight of the attack
upon

its weakest

part, where it asserts the indefinite
erroneousness of Scripture and

of Christ, even
in ethics and religion,

"

easily overthrow the whole

opposing position ;
and leave the whole weight of the argument

for the truthfulness, trustworthiness, and Divine authority of

Scripture unassailed and unassailable by any
who

own
the truth

and authority of Scripture, or
of Christ in their teaching on

religion and morality. For, whatever
may

be said in
answer to

the contention that the Bible claims absolute inerrancy in
every

kind of thing, statement, item, and detail, the evidence adduced

at least demonstrates that the theory of indefinite erroneousness

is directly contrary to the whole tone, trend, substance, and

explicit teaching of Scripture and of Christ, as
is manifest by the

slightest inspection of it
;

and it is decisive against every theory

that approaches to denying the truthfulness, trustworthiness, or

Divine authority of Scripture or
of Christ.



BOOK V.

THE OPPOSING VIEWS STATED AND CONTRASTED

APOLOGETICALLY. THE APOLOGETIC POSI-TIONS

AND THE SCEPTICS' APOLOGY. THE

REPLY.

CHAPTER I.

THE BIBLE CLAIMS TO BE TRUE, TRUST-WORTHY,

AND OF DIVINE AUTHORITY.

CHRIST ENDORSES THAT CLAIM, AND DE-CLARES

THE INVIOLABILITY OF ALL SCRIP-TURE.

In the previous chapters we have adduced the evidence of the

Bible claim to truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority,

" evidence so vast and varied,so decisive and inevasible,that if

the Bible teaches anything,it teaches that ; and further, that

Christ decisivelyendorses that claim, and most solemnly declares

the inviolabilityof all Scripture. It has also been shown that,

if the claim of Scripture itself is to be regarded, and the

authority of Christ to be held decisive,this evidence demon-strates

the falseness and untenableness of every theory of in-definite

erroneousness ; and it requires everyone who accepts

the claim of Scripture and the authority of Christ, on this

first and fundamental religiousquestion,"
which underlies

and largely settles every other religiousquestion," to recog-nise

at least the truth, reliability,and Divine authority of

all Scripture.
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The Errorists deny this Claim, and declare the Position

untenable apologetically.

So soon, however, as this is averred, and by the strongest

evidence proved to be the claim of Scripture,endorsed and em-phasised

by Christ,we are met with a vast and vociferous array of

assertions and asseverations that this is not true, though " the

Truth " declared it ; that it cannot be maintained in the lightof

the facts,though the alleged facts have yet to be produced and

proved. So far as they have been presented they have mostly

vanished, like dreams of the night before the beams of rising

day, and revealed chieflythe mental opacity or strange mis-conceptions

of those adducing them. And though most of

these asseverations manifest an amazing innocence of the first

elements of the question,we have received oracular assurance

ad nauseam that to maintain what the Bible claims, and Christ

declares,is vainlyto take up an untenable position,foolishlyto

expose the truth to an easy assault with a speedy overthrow, and

culpably to multiplyscepticsand imperilChristianity,by main-taining

a false and indefensible apologeticposition. By a loud

and prolonged chorus of such assertions has the Bible claim

been assailed and sought to be set aside ; and in no measured

terms have the upholders of it been denounced as the worst

foes of the faith,and the makers of infidels. Now despite all

such oracular declarations of these would-be wise apologists,
and in face of this assumed superiorityof their positionand

methods of defence, we distinctlydecline to have the truth of

the Bible claim settled either by the assertions of scepticsor

the assumptions of its rejectors.

The Allegation that it makes Sceptics " an Evasion

and Delusion.

Doubtless many of them would aver that it is not the Bible

claim they reject,far less the authority of Christ; and they

declare that it is the teaching of the inerrancy, or even the

truthfulness, of Scripture that is mainly responsiblefor the

scepticismof our day. But this is reallyan evasion,and actually

a delusion. An evasion : for if the Bible does make any such

claim, Christ endorses it ; and they rejectingthis,must reject
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both it and Him. Nor can they evade or escape from these

momentous issues,except by proving that Scripturemakes no

such claim, or that Christ does not sanction it; they are thus

under obHgation to disprove or nulHfy all the evidence by

which both have been established. A delusion : for, as a

matter of fact,the unbelief of our day is not based upon the

difference between those holding stricter or laxer views on

Inspiration,but is directed against those great fundamental

Christian verities common to both, which all believers in

Revelation are equallybound to maintain. It is notorious that

the Christian faith is assailed,and rejectedto-day,by those who

do rejectit,not on slightor trivialgrounds,but because of those

thingswhich constitute its essence and are its roots and bases :

" the existence and knowableness of God ; the supernatural,

miracle ; the incarnation,resurrection,atonement of our Lord ;

the Trinity,the Divinityof Christ,the existence and operation

of the Holy Spirit; the personalityand power of the devil ; the

future life,the resurrection of the dead, the final judgment ; the

doctrines of grace, " ay, the ethical and religiousteaching of

Scripture,with its Divine authenticityand authority" in short,

everything distinctive of Revelation, with Revelation itself;and

the person who is not aware of this knows litde either of the

literature,men, or opinion of our time. What the prevalent

unbelief of our day rebels againstand rejectsis not merely, or

at all specifically,the infallibilityor truth of Scripturein every-thing,

but its infallible or Divine authorityin anything. Indeed

it denies infallibilityand authorityas such anywhere ; and boldly

declares that the seat of authorityin religion,as in everything

else,is not in any book or Person outside of man, but in man

himself; not in Scripture or in Christ, but in reason and

conscience ; not in revelation or in God, but in intuition and

consciousness,in observation and experiment, in science and

philosophy. How delusive,therefore,is the idea that prevalent

scepticism is to any appreciable extent the product of any

doctrine of Inspiration!

Nay more, the teachers of the indefinite erroneousness of

Scripture,who profess,nevertheless,in some sense to hold (though
what preciselyand on what grounds, they never definitelytell)

the veracityand authenticityof Scripture,do not themselves

generallyfound their opposition to the Bible claim upon trivial
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or unimportant things,but on large and substantial thingsthat

enter into the substance and are of the very essence of Revela-tion.

Besides, errors in its moral and religiousteachingare

usuallythe first adduced, and most relied upon by the opponents

of the Bible claim to support their theoryof indefinite erroneous-

ness, as proved above. Hence it is not only a delusion, but a

deception to aver that it is the difference between themselves

and the maintainers of a stricter doctrine of Inspiration,as to the

smaller and less important matters of Scripture,that makes the

latter responsible for creating sceptics. For the difference

between them is in vital and fundamental things,extends

to every kind of thing, even the most strictlymoral and

religiousteaching, and enters into everything distinctive of

Revelation.

Many Sceptics made by the Errorists teaching the

Bible's Erroneousness.

Yea, we may go further,and show that so far as scepticsare

created by any views of Scripture apart from the prevalent

grounds of unbelief mentioned above, they are largely and

logicallythe outcome and effect of this very theory of indefinite '

erroneousness which our opponents contend for, and by which

they innocentlyimagine they could most effectuallyarrest un-belief

and defend Scripture. For, as has been proved above,

and as will be enforced more fully below, their theory of

indefinite erroneousness, by settingreason above Revelation and

making man's own individual consciousness the standard and

judge in the ultimate issue of what is true and what is false in

Holy Writ, warrants every man in acceptingor rejectingjust as

much or as littleof it as he thinks fit,or none at all should he

think best. It providesa principlefor every man that permits

and, ifaccepted,requireshim to become a law and a revelation

unto himself. Since various men of various races, in various

ages, in different lands, conditions,and experiences,will,and do,

and must differ in regard to such things," yea, the same man

often changing at divers times, in different circumstances," it

will follow as a simple logicalnecessityultimatelythat this theory,
which has deprived us of a truthful and Divinely authoritative

Bible,has robbed us also of any standard at all,and left us each
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to grope our way as best we may, bewildered by the sparks of

our own kindling, and left us remorselessly at the mercy of a

heartless and hopeless agnosticism. As a matter of simple and

notorious fact, best known to those who are preaching the Word

with a view to men's salvation,and who come most closelyand

largelyinto contact with earnest souls, the lowered views of Scrip-ture
and of its truthfulness,reliability,and Divine authority that

have become prevalent,are undermining the faith of many, multi-plying

scepticsevery day, and rendering appeals to Scriptureas

the Word of the Lord less powerful and quickeningthan they were

wont to be. The sword of the Spirit,which is the Word of God,

has in fact, by this vague, indefinite denying of its truth and

Divine authority,been for many blunted and broken, instead of

being,as it was wont to be, " quick and powerful, and sharper

than any two-edged sword." Consequently the price of a

lowered and unsettlingview of Scripture has been, and is being,

paid for by the eternal loss of countless souls. A result this

that may well make all earnest men, who wish the religiouswell-

being and the eternal salvation of our generation,pause and

ponder whether this proclamation of indefi.nite erroneousness,

and this incessant arraignment of the truthfulness and Divine

authority of God's Word, has not been carried much too far,

and even to ruinous issues. Instead of forming our doctrine

of Scripture from the supposed but mistaken necessities of

Christian Apologetics, or conforming our conception of the

teaching of Christ to the pretentiousscrupulositiesof those

hovering self-complacentlyon the verge of incipient unbelief, or

surrenderingthe claim of Scripture and the authorityof Christ

to the haughty demand of avowed infidelity,one would have

thought that the first question to consider is whether this is the

claim of Scripture,and the teachingof Christ ; and if so, then it

would be evident that it is not a theory of inspirationthat is

questioned and denied by the rejectorsthereof, but the veracity

and Divine originof Scripture,and the authority and Divinity of

Christ. These, by the prime necessities of their own position,

every Christian and every believer in Revelation is precluded

from impugning, but is bound to support and defend as much as

the advocate of even absolute inerrancy.
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The Errorists have never faced or answered the

Evidence for the Bible Claim.

Further, iftheydeny that this claim to truthfuhiess and Divine

authorityis made by Scripturefor itself and endorsed by Christ,

then, it is incumbent on them, in the face of the evidence

adduced and the challengegiven,to prove this,and to answer all

the evidence by which this has been established. This they

have never done, nor ever reallyattempted to do, because they

knew they could not. But if this were attempted,it would be

found and felt that they are at least as much bound in reason

to answer every argument, and to explainevery item of evidence

adduced in support and proof of this,as they hold us bound to

answer their objectionsand explain their difficulties as to our

view of the Bible claim. Yea, they are much more bound to

do so, for ours is simply the embodiment of a vast array of

direct,positiveevidence from Scripture itself,supported by

proper, weighty,and unanswerable collateral evidence from other

sources, and strengthened by general considerations and other

cogent arguments of the most sound and decisive character.

Theirs is at the utmost only indirect,inferential,and largely

irrelevant," consistingalmost wholly of alleged discrepancies,

unwarrantable inferences from fragmentary and often perverted

phenomena, " outside objections, and frequently imaginary

difficulties,easilyexplained and largelyvanished. Such objec-tions

and difficulties are common more or less to all truths

established in every sphere of knowledge, and might be especially

expected in a Divine Revelation, communicated and transmitted

as it has been to us in Holy Scripture. But they are not, and

never should be, held as valid ground for rejectingor weakening

the proper, positiveevidence,far less as proof or evidence of the

opposite.

Every Item of the positive Evidence for the Bible

Claim weightier than all their Objections to it.

In any case, every item of the evidence and the argument

for the Bible claim to truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine

authority,constitutes a difficultyand an objection to their

antagonistictheory. And since they insist on the upholders of
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the Bible claim answering all their difficulties and objections

before allowing the right to proclaim it as true, they, besides

having to answer all the difficultiesand objectionspeculiarto

their theory,are, on their own principles,consistentlybound to

answer, which they never can, every objection,and remove every

difficultyarisingfrom the whole and ever-increasingevidence in

support thereof,before they are entitled to say it is not true ; for

ours is all proper, positiveevidence,while theirs is not.

Therefore, so long as a single item remains unanswered or

unexplained,they are logicallyprohibited,on their own principle,

from pronouncing it untrue or untenable. Nor are they con-sistently

entitled to aver or imply that their own is true, or has

any truth in it; nor even has it any rightto have a word said in

support of it,tillour evidence is totallydestroyed. While they

have thus to answer every item of our biblical proof; yet, since

they produce no explicit,positiveScriptureproof for their theory,

we are not requiredto answer any of their indirect difficulties or

outside objectionsat all ; seeingthey professto receive the Bible

as a Revelation,and Christ as Divine,and as an authoritative

Teacher.

The Errorists' Arguments assail equally their own

Position and Faith.

Besides,it might naturallyhave suggesteditself to the dis-

owners of the Bible claim, that a primary question was to

ascertain and state preciselywhat the Scripturepositionreallyis ;

and how it could be defended, " whether the reasons for rejecting

it were not mainly, as they are, misconceptionsof it," whether

the arguments againstit are not, as they are, mostly arguments

not reallyagainstit distinctivelyat all,but againstScriptureand

Revelation altogether,or againstits veracity,authenticity,and

Divine origin,or similar things,which require to be maintained

by all believers in Revelation in any true sense ; and whether the

things alleged against the true claim of Scripturecould not be

explained,removed, or answered, as they almost, if not altogether

can.

Surely,too, it should have occurred to them what weakness

and vulnerabilitytheir own theory of indefinite erroneousness

introduces into the whole defence of Christianity,and of Revela-
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tion in particular. Then it might probably have dawned
upon

them that in unwisely and unnecessarily giving up
the true and

impregnable position of truthfulness, trustworthiness, and Divine

authority claimed in Scripture and endorsed by Christ, which

has for centuries been so successfully defended against every

assault, they were not abandoning a
weaker position to assume a

stronger, but abandoning a strong and safe position for
one quite

indefensible, or for none at all. For, as
will

appear more fully

below, this is what it really comes to, on the principles, grounds,

and admissions on which the Scripture position has been aban-doned

by those modern apologists, who claim to be the

supremely wise and the only judicious defenders of the faith

delivered
once for all to the Saints.



CHAPTER II

THE CONTRASTED APOLOGETIC POSITIONS.

I. Indefinite Erroneousness and absolute Inerrancy

COMPARED APOLOGETICALLY.

I HAVE put these two in comparison first,not because I commit

myself to the latter view, nor even profess to understand it

precisely,but because " -first,it will serve some useful purposes

to consider how this most advanced position,which has been so

much villified by the assailants of the Bible claim, compares

from an apologeticstandpoint with their theory of indefinite

erroneousness ; second, because if this the most extreme posi-tion

compares favourably as a positionof defence with the other,

when face to face with the foes of our faith,how much more a

fortiori the less absolute and more guarded position of the

Bible's thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,and Divine

authority.

The Inerrantists' Position stated though not adopted.

Now all that the advocate of absolute inerrancy has logically

to maintain is that every statement, fact,or reference in Scripture
is true and inerrant, as originallygiven, and when properly

interpretedin the sense intended, within the legitimatelimits of

the use of language and literarymethods, in the light of ancient

Oriental usage. Now in maintainingthis positionit is requisite,

and only just,however much we may dislike it, or hesitate to

accept it in all the absoluteness with which it is sometimes

advocated, to apprehend preciselywhat it is ; and not to mis-represent

or caricature it ; and thus to appear to give an easy

refutation of it," when, in truth, we have not reallyanswered or
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pondered it at all,but exposed only a caricature of our own

imagination,as has been usually done by its rejectors.

I. NOT VERllAI, DICTATION.

After the exposure of misrepresentationsand caricatures given
in Book III.,it will suffice here to emphasise that the advocates

of absolute inerrancyor perfectinfallibilitydo not generally,as

they certainlydo not necessarily,require to hold what has been

called the theory of verbal dictation. Although it has been

regularlyrepudiated,and forms no part necessarilyof their view,

nevertheless most persistentlybut most unfairlyhas the theory

been attributed to them, and most contemptuously have it and

they been pilloried,by those who above all things seem anxious

to evade meeting the real position,and to avoid facing the diffi-culties

of their own theory.

2. NO THEORY OF THE MODE OF INSPIRATION OR THE METHOD

OF PRODUCTION OF THE BIBLE.

The upholders of inerrancydo not and need not hold any

particularview as to the mode of inspiration,or the method of

producing the Bible. They would generallysay that the first is

irreverent " an unwarrantable and unprofitableattempt to fathom

and comprehend that great mystery how the Infinite Spiritof

God acts upon the free but finite spiritof man, so as to secure

the Divinely-intendedresult " an absolutelyinfallible Bible.

The second, as to the method of production,or the mode of

composition,they are free to hold as a legitimateand inviting

subject of inquiry on the human side, provided the Divine

agency or the theopneustiais not ignored or minimised, but duly

recognised. Yet in the lightof the ceaseless conflict of criticism

and the perennial variations and vagaries of critics," whose

assurance is often equalled only by their contradictoriness or

inconclusiveness," they would regard much of the so-called

critical results as exceedingly uncertain, and at best largely

unproved if not improbable hypotheses,and often based upon

untenable assumptions. All that it is needful for them to hold

is that whoever the human authors were, and whatever may have

been the method of production,or however the inspiringSpirit
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may have wrought upon the human agents in producing Scripture,
He did so work as to secure an infallible result,an inerrant

Bible; and that He was so concerned Himself in the process, as

to be and to make Himself responsiblefor the productionin its

entirety.

3. NO IMECHANICAL THEORY OF INSPIRATION.

Nor would they need to maintain what has been contemptu-ously

called the mechanical, as distinguishedfrom the dynamical

theory of Inspiration," though what mechanical or dynamical

can preciselymean in such matters, or how they are to be

definitelydistinguished,the users of these misleadingphrases
have never yet attempted to make plain. Certainly" mechanical "

is quiteinapplicableto those who, while maintainingthe absolute

inerrancy,also hold the perfectnaturalness and harmony of all

Scripture; and recogniseas fullyas their opponents the diversity
of style,distinctness of thought, varietyof expression,freedom
of literarycomposition,and spontaneityin the inspiredwriters ;

and who believe they have found in the fulness of their Divine

inspirationthe secret both of their freedom and infallibility.

4. NOT EQUALITY IN VALUE OF ALL SCRIPTURE, THOUGH ALL

TRUE.

Nor does the advocacy of inerrancyrequireor imply holding
the equalityin value of all parts of Holy Writ, as has so often

falselybeen averred. It does, indeed,requirethem to hold as

true what the Bible declares,that all Scripture,being God-

breathed,is "profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,for correction,

for instruction in righteousness,"but not that all parts of it are

of equal value. In actual fact and in habitual conception,they
hold them to be equally true and inerrant,but not equally

important; and in this way only are they regarded by any

intelligentupholder of inerrancy. Indeed, every simple-minded
earnest Christian practicallyshows, by his use of some portions

more than others,that while all is regarded as true, all is not

regarded as of the same value or use in Christian life. On the

contrary, they regard the Scriptures,and the Church has ever

regarded them, as of almost infinitelydiversified value," just as
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Creation is,though every part and particleof it is nevertheless

the product of God. Yea, it is because they hold it to be all

inspiredof God, and therefore all inerrant,that they hold all to

be of real though not of equal value ; which the others do not

and cannot. They therefore,as taught by Christ,continue to

search the Scripturesin all its parts ; and find them in every

diverse part to be in their experience,in ever-widening scope,

and ever - deepening conviction, of ever-growingspiritualpro-fitableness.

This, they who hold its indefinite erroneous-

ness do not and cannot hold without practicallyabandoning

their own destructive, study-limiting,and experience-arresting

theory.

5. NOT SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY OR LINGUISTIC PERFECTION.

Further, when they maintain its absolute inerrancy,they do

not assert its scientific correctness, precision,accuracy, gram-matical

faultlessness,or linguisticperfection,as its opponents

with amazing confusedness seem strangelyto imagine and often

allege. For such things as these some have found fault with

Scripture,and others have fiercelyassailed the upholders of its

inerrancy. But it is a puerileand a fruitless triumph ; for these

thingsits upholders never claimed, nor is its inerrancyin state-ments

of fact or truth at all affected by such jejune puerilities,

and despicabletrivialities. For, as a book designed for all men

in all ages, it is written in a simple,popular style,from earthly

and human standpoints,for specificpurposes, in a natural,

phenomenal manner, as thingswould appear to the ordinaryman.

Therefore, scientific correctness it never professes,nor was

designed to give. Precisian accuracy it never appears to aim

at. Punctilious niceties it seems generallyto disregard. And

linguisticsuperiorityor dialectic perfectionit mostly purposely

avoids; and in doing so, its truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

even inerrancy may remain intact. For thingsand facts may

be as trulystated in popular as in scientific language. Practical

and actual trueness may be as reallyattained without precisian

accuracy as with it. While as for grammatical faultlessness,and

linguisticexcellence,they are merely matters of usage, taste, or

opinion, which are of no importance, and have no bearing

whatever on the truth or error of what is written.
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6. NOR ABSOLUTE PERFECTION.

And when they maintain absolute inerrancy,they do not

thereby claim absolute perfection,as has so persistentlybeen

allegedby their opponents. For a statement may be absolutely

true without beingabsolutelyperfect. It may be free from error

without being free from imperfection. As shown above, imper-fection
and truthfulness are quitecompatible. Nor is there any

necessary or natural inconsistencybetween inerrancyand com-parative

imperfectness; as there is no contradiction between

maturity and immaturity,fragmentarinessand trueness, imper-fectness
and progressiveness; as there is no incompatibilitybut

perfectharmony between the opening bud and the full-blown

rose, the new moon and the full moon, the undeveloped infant,
and the full-grownman.

Confusion ofImperfectionivith Erroneousness. Progressiveness

postulatesImperfectionbut Trueness in earlier Stages.

The amazingconfusion of relativeimperfectionwith erroneous-ness

has been a most fertilesource of misconceptionand error

in the whole question. So far is it from being true that imper-fection
and absolute inerrancyare inconsistent,that,on the con-trary,

the very reverse is the case. Paul says,
" Not as though I

had attained,either were alreadyperfect,but I follow after." Pro-gressiveness

postulatesimperfection,and development demands

trueness and reliabilityin the elementaryand progressivestages
of lifeor revelation. Therefore, absolute inerrancyis in full and

natural accord with relative imperfection. In fact, absolute

perfectnessdoes not and cannot exist either in lifeor Revelation

" not in the creature, but only in the Creator. Divine truth

can dwell perfectlyonly in the Divine mind ; and must suffer

more or less in coming into and through the at best imperfect
media of human thought and language. Therefore,if we cannot

have truth while there is imperfection,we cannot have truth at

all. Scripturemay therefore be entirelyinerrant without being
absolutelyperfect,or while beinglargelyimperfect."

7. NOT NECESSARII-Y OF THE RECEIVED CANON, OR

TRANSLATIONS, OR VERSIONS, OR PRESENT MSS.

When its advocates predicate absolute inerrancy of Holy

Scripturethey do this not necessarily,as shown already,of all

30
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the received Canonical Books, or of translations of any particular

MSS., or of the originalMSS. as we have them now, or of the

best text made from the best MSS. It is predicated only of the

Scriptureas originallygiven,through the inspiredwriters,in the

immediately inspiredwritings; and of those only when properly

interpreted,and when the meaning intended by the inspiring
Spirithas been trulyascertained from the true text, in the light
of ancient Oriental usage, and within the reasonable Hmits of the

use of language. So that the advocates of inerrancyare entirely

freed of responsibilityfor many of those prejudicialthingsthat

have been wrongly attached to them. They are not even obliged
to hold by all the books in the received Canon should one or

more be shown by evidence to have no rightto a place in Holy

Scripture; or be proved to contain demonstrable errors, contrary

to the trend, tone, and claim made by the Bible itself.

8. NOT TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATION.

Further, they do not requireto hold traditional interpretation,

or to claim approval for many things in Scripturenot intended

to be approved by God, though recorded by Divine inspira-tion

for graciouspurposes. If anyone thinks the account of

Adam and Eve in Paradise legendary and not historical,or the

book of Job simply allegorical,and not historical or literallytrue

history,but expressiveof inspiredand authoritative teachingas

to the originof man, evil,and the mystery of suffering,and thinks

he can prove this to be the proper interpretation,^" then, we may

not agree with it,and may show that it is wrong or defective,and

disregardsthe reasonable limits and natural meaning of language.

But we are not, therefore,required or warranted to regardhim

as denying the truthfulness,trustworthiness,or Divine authority

of Scripture,although we may think and show that his interpreta-tion

is forced and false. In some cases the evidence of this may

be so clear and strong that we may be justifiedin saying that

the natural meaning and reasonable limits of language preclude

his interpretation; and that to so denaturalise Scripture,whether

by rationalisingor spiritualising" as has often been done from

the time of Origen until now "
is to play with Scripture,and

make it mean anything,according to the idiosyncrasyor precon-ception

of the interpreter.It, too, lays the Bible open to the
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charge of misleading,if such interpretationwere to be regarded

as the true and intended sense. It would be nearlyallied to its

being untrue and untrustworthy,and therefore not possessing

Divine authority.Nevertheless, this attitude and positionis in

itselfto be essentiallydistinguishedfrom the theory and attitude

of those who deny the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine

authorityof Scripture,and who teach or imply its indefinite

erroneousness. It is necessary to say this much here, because

the words true and historical have often been confounded as if

identical ; and frequentlywhen men say that Scripturein some

parts is untrue, they simplymean it is unhistorical," which might

be, and yet it might be perfectlytrue in the sense intended.

All that has to be maintained is that every statement, reference,

or allusion made in the Scriptures,as originallygiven,when

properly interpreted,is true, and free from error in the sense

intended. I say true and inerrant in the sense intended. I do

not say necessarilyhistorical. Frequently it is not historical.

It often is allegorical,figurative,or symbolical, or it may

be some other Uterary device, but yet true in the sense

intended.

9. NOT IN TEXT MANIPULATION OR ISOLATION.

Nor are they required to hold that every separate part, text,

or expression of Scriptureis in itself,in isolation,apart from its

context, and from the other parts of Scriptureto be regarded as

absolutelyinerrant. Proper interpretationrepudiatessuch dis-integration

of Scripture,and requiresScriptureto be regardedas a

livingorganicwhole " a true, complex spiritualunity. It requires
also that texts should not thus be severed from their context, "

that every particularpassage should be studied in its environment

and purpose in the whole. Every part must be considered and

understood in itsplaceand connections ; and individual passages

interpretedin the lightof the whole, especiallythe earlier parts

in the lightof the later,higher,and more perfectRevelations.

The positionof the inerrantist is that all Scriptureand every part

and particleof it,as originallygiven,when trulyascertained and

properlyinterpreted,in the sense intended,is absolutelyinerrant.

And the questionnow to be discussed is whether that positionis

weaker or stronger, wiser or unwiser apologetically" more capable
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of defence and more powerful in attack,in facingthe sceptic,than

the positionof indefinite erroneousness.

The Comparison apologetically.

Now in comparing the two positionsapologetically,to dis-cover

their comparative apologeticstrength or weakness, what

strikes one firstis the unwisdom, if not the unwarrantableness,of

attempting to settle the question of the truth or error of the

opposing-theoriesin this way, instead of determiningthe question

by its proper evidence " the teachingand the claim of Scripture

itself. For to every one who believes that God speaks in the

Bible that must ever be the direct,proper, and decisive evidence.

And to every one who recognisesthat what is true is strongest

apologetically,it will certainlybe the best apologetic. Besides,

what is weak or strong in apologeticschanges often,so that what

appears strong and decisive in one case or time seems incon-clusive,

unsafe, and less strong in another.

(I.)The apparent Strength but intrinsic Weakness of

THE ErRORISTS' POSITION.

But as we have here to deal not with the truth,but with

the comparative defensive strength of the contending theories,

and as this has an indirect bearing on the previous question,

and is corroborative of the true view and our main position,

the second thing that is forced upon us, as we examine the

questionclosely,is that the assumed but vaunted strengthapolo-getically

of the opposing theory is more apparent than real,

even when compared with the extremest view. The longer and

more deeply we have pondered and penetratedthe question,the

more impressed have we been with the comparative weakness

and intrinsic indefensibleness of that theory. At first sightit

seems plausible,and has doubtless impressed many who have

not thought the questionthrough,and led others to hesitate who

have not weighed the difficultiesof the errorists' view. To say,

as the opponents of inerrancydo, that it exposes Christianityto

an assault along the whole line,and allows the foe to enter the

citadel,or to penetrate to the centre at countless vulnerable points,

makes a plausibleimpressionon many. For, as alleged,the

assailant of the Christian faith has only to make out one demon-
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strable error in Scripture,in order to overthrow the Christian

faith. It is urged as surely perilousin the extreme to stake

Christianityon such a narrow point,and to make it pay with its

life,if a singleerror is proved. Yea, to reduce it to its lowest

point, it makes the truth of the Christian religiondependent

upon whether the foes of the faith can make out 07ie probableerror

in the Bible. For according to the probabilityof the one is the

improbabilityof the other. Now, however much there may be

in some aspects of this to make extremists ponder, and whatever

may lie in this line that all upholders of the truth and authorityof

Scriptureshould face, meet, and answer, it is but fair,and, in

passingto examine the opposing theory,sufficient,at present, to

say^fri-/,that some of the ablest defenders of inerrancydistinctly

decline to stake the truth of the Christian faith upon this question;

second,they emphaticallydeny, and definitelyundertake to prove,

that this is not the real state of the question.

The Prima Facie Weakness of the Errorists' Position.

But in proceedingto examine the opposing view "
indefinite

erroneousness " which vaunts with a supreme if not contemp-tuous

self-complacencyits superiorityin apologeticdefence to

the positionof inerrancy" one is at once struck, 7iot with the

strength,but with the weakness, vulnerableness,and indefensible-

ness of such a position.Why, the very idea that a theory which

teaches the indefinite erroneousness of Scriptureis a strong posi-tion

from which to defend the religionof the Bible from the

assault of the sceptic,appears, at the outset and on the face of

it,a startlingand a very peculiarconception! What an amazing

idea to suppose that to maintain,or admit and proclaim,that the

Bible is indefinitelyerroneous would commend it to itsrejector,

or prevent him from successfullyassailingit! Why, its supposed

erroneousness is the very reason of his rejectionof it,and the

ground of his assault on it. And that the admission or asser-tion

of this by its defenders "
i.e. agreement with him in this

" could induce him to beUeve it,or strengthen any defence of

it against his attacks on it,seems a strange imagination. To

admit and still more to teach the indefinite erroneousness of

Scripture,is to give the scepticwhat he wishes, and to confirm

him in his unbelief. To suppose that this would either silence
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or convince him, or strengthenthe defence of the Christian faith

againsthim, is a hallucination so amazing as to be explicable

only by supposing that the teachers of it never clearlyset before

themselves what their theory reallyand necessarilyinvolves.

They have been so impressed by the supposed weakness of

the inerrantists' position,as to have scarcelyconsidered the weak-ness

of their own. They have been so concerned about con-straining

the upholders of infallibilityto abandon their position,

as to have shown littleconcern, and have arrived at no conclusion,

as to what they could put in its stead. They have been so

occupied in decrying the danger of inerrancy,and declaringits

apologeticuntenableness, as to have considered littlethe danger

of therebyproclaimingthe opposite,and of disclosingthe obvious

untenableness of the positionof indefinite erroneousness, when

face to face with the sceptic. They have thus not reflected how

easilyand resistlesslyhe could from that position assail and

destroy the whole structure and basis of the Christian faith.

Indeed, they have been so used to contend in this matter only

against their stricter brethren, and so wont to take up simply a

negativepositionin assailinginerrancy,as to have never appar-ently

thought of how the scepticwould, on their own principles,

storm them from their own position,and pulverisethem by their

own weapons, " by simplytranslatingtheir negativeinto its corre-sponding

positive,and then applyingtheir destructive doctrine by

a remorseless logic to the unsettlement and overthrow of every-thing

distinctive of the Christian faith. For to deny the inerrancy
of Scriptureas they deny it,is to declare its erroneousness ; and

to proclaim as they do its innumerable errors in all kinds of

tilings,is to teach obtrusivelyits indefinite erroneousness and its

illimitable unreliability.And when that is taught, it requires

but little scepticalacumen to show that a book indefinitely

erroneous and inimitablyunreliable,cannot be a seat of Divine

authorityin religion,or a rule of faith and duty, or a trustworthy

source of supernatural revelation.

It puts Weapons and Principles into the Sceptic's Hands

WITH WHICH he may ASSAIL AND OVERTHROW THE CHRIS-TIAN

Faith.

I presume there are few intelligentChristian apologists

who, if they thought of it,would feel particularlycomfortable in
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enteringinto controversy with an astute sceptic,on the truth and

Divine originof the Christian rehgion,by declaringat the outset,

as part of their teaching,that there were errors, innumerable and

illimitable,in the Bible. Who would feel speciallystrengthened

for their defence of the faith by such a declaration? On the

contrary, I imagine that most capable apologistswould feel not

helped but handicapped by such a preliminaryproclamation,and

would prefernot to make it unless required. Many would feel it

to be at least a rather awkward start of the debate, which they
would suspect might lead to further disadvantages.Some of the

shrewdest would probably have serious misgivingsas to whither

this might lead,and where it might end in the hands of an able

antagonist. And not a few of the ablest and wisest would feel

uneasy as to whether the skilful,and not over-scrupulousfoe,

might not through such a paraded opening,make his way much

farther than was anticipated,if not into the citadel,and even

destroythe foundations of Christianity,or at least appear to

make out such a plausiblecase as would throw the whole question
of Scripture" the only source of the Christian faith" into such

confusion or uncertaintyas to excuse or justifyagnosticism.

The Sceptic's Questions and Apology. First Stage.

For even at this stage the clever scepticcan ask such awk-ward

questions,and press such difficult points,and urge such

cogent reasons as these :"

" If,as you allege,there are errors in

the Bible in some things,why not in others " why not in all?

If it has erred in an indefinite number of things,why should I

beheve it in others,or be asked to receive it as true in anything?

And even were I disposed to believe it true and rightin some

things,how am I to distinguishbetween the false and the true ?

On what principleand by what means can I separate the wheat

from the chaff in the Bible ? Then how can I be sure that I am

rightin my selection ? On what valid ground can I base my

distinction ? By what infallible test can I ascertain what I am

to believe ? How can I infalliblyeliminate the truth from the

error, so as to be inerrandycertain that I have found the truth
"

the whole truth,and nothing but the truth ? Further, has not

the Church all along understood the Bible to be true and right?
Has it not been supposed by every section of the Christian
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Church to be infallible and of Divine authority" the Word of

God ? Do not the creeds of Christendom teach this ? Has the

Spiritpromised by Christ to the Church to lead them into all

truth,then, misled it in this primary and vital question as to the

character of the records of its faith
"

in regard to the source and

basis of Christianity?
" Besides,is not this the impression the Bible itself naturally

makes on every simple,earnest reader ? Does it not seem to

claim to speak the truth,and nothing but the truth,and that,

too, in the name of God ? Are not many of these very passages

in which you allegethere are errors, neither few nor small, pre-faced

by a 'Thus saith the Lord'? and does not this tone or

claim more or less pervade the whole ? And if it leaves a false

impression,and thereby misleads," as it certainlyhas misled,"

in this first and radical matter, the plainman, who earnestlyand

with open mind comes to it for lightand life,how can it be a

Divine Revelation,or of Divine origin? Can God lie or mislead

the earnest seeker after truth, the sincere and anxious soul?

How can straightand earnest men believe it and relyon it in

anything,if,indeed, it has misled them in this ?

" Further still,does the Bible itself giveany clear warrant for

any such distinction as that it is true and right in some parts

and things,while false and wrong in others? And if it does

not, as it surely does not, what right have you to make it?

On what ground do you make it? By what principledo you

make it? Is it not on the principleof Rationalism," individual

selection by each mind, " which at bottom, and in its ultimate

issue,is antagonisticto Revelation,and destructive of it? Nay,

more, is not this whole theory about Scripturean afterthought

necessitated by the exigenciesof the controversy, and a testi-mony

to the force of the infidel attack ? Is this not an evidence

of the inherent weakness of what you consider the strongest

Christian apologetic? Does it not imply the indefensibleness

of the Christian Revelation from that standpoint,on that your

best basis,when it has to resort to a Rationalistic principlewhich

is essentiallyantagonisticto the supremacy of Revelation, and

impliesthe supremacy of Reason in the ultimate issue ?

" In any case, is not the whole questionthus thrown into

confusion and uncertainty? Are not the views taken from the

Bible on this principleso diverse,and often so contradictory,as
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to warrant men in not troublingthemselves much about its

supposed revelation ? Is not scepticismjustifiedin rejectingit,

or at least in regardingthe truth or falsehood of it as a matter

of doubtful disputation? Surelyagnosticism,at least,in this as

in so many other matters, is neither unreasonable nor unwise ?

Yea, is it not right,inevitable,and obligatoryin every man of

intellectual honesty and moral integrity? "

These, and suchlike, are the questionsthat not only the

sceptic,but the plain man and the perplexed truth-seeker natur-ally

put and are constrained to put, to the errorists.

These are the kinds of questions that their assertion of

Scripture errancy and erroneousness necessarilyraise, and of

which perplexed men have a right to demand a thorough solu-tion.

And these, preciselythese,are the questions that these

theorists have not answered, nor seriouslyattempted to answer ;

although they are both logicallyand morally bound to do so,

when unsettlingthe faith of the truth-seeker,and boastingof a

superiorapologeticposition.

The Force of the Sceptic's Apology is immensely in-creased

BY THE InDEFINITENESS AND IlLIMITABLENESS OF

THE Erroneousness as urged.

All this is immensely increased when not only the existence,

but the prevalence of errors in Scriptureis proclaimed," when

not merely is inerrancydenied, but indefinite erroneousness

and illimitable untrustworthiness is asserted,as is now generally

done, by the opponents of the Bible claim. That this is now

generally done by them any reader of current theologicaland

religiousliterature knows and can see, and has doubtless been

often struck with,if not pained by. It can be found ad natiseum

in many of our current reviews,both theologicaland general;
in periodicals,both religiousand secular; in articles,letters,

reports, or scraps of sermons in religiousweeklies ; and even

in leading secular newspapers, and in many of the recent

books and reviews of them bearing on or referringto the

question.

True, the expression "indefinite erroneousness" may not

literallyoccur often,but what it accuratelyand positivelyconveys
does occur superabundantly in general assertions,sweeping
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statements, specificexamples given at random, and pervading

assumptions and implications.^

Besides this,the denials of inerrancy" which, put positively,

are simply assertions of erroneousness " are so made with such

generalityand indefiniteness,without limitation or specification,

as, from the very nature of the case, to exclude any sure prin-ciple

of infallible limitation of error, and to preclude the

possibilityof inerrant specificationof any things or kinds of

things distinctive of Revelation, in which Scripture can, with

absolute certainty,be regarded as infalliblytrue and of Divine

authority. So that the denial of inerrancybeing so indefinite,

unlimited, and illimitable,the erroneousness is so also.

Therefore, all that is urged above to show the apologetic
weakness of the positionthat there are some errors in Scripture,

without specificationor how they can be certainlyascertained,

presses with much greater force against the theory of indefinite

and illimitable erroneousness.

The scepticcan urge with vastlyaugmented cogency the

unanswered and unanswerable questions above, which threaten

so seriously,if not render untenable and practicallypowerless,
the apologeticpositionof those who allegeerrors in Scripture,"

especiallyas no two of them agree, or can agree, or state what

preciselythose errors are. He can also easilypress the idea

and principleof indefinite and illimitable erroneousness so power-fully

as to render the Bible practicallyuseless and unauthoritative

as a standard of faith or rule of life. And he can from that

basis argue irresistiblyagainst its being,with the authorityof

God, bindingon the conscience of any man, " ifnot demonstrate

that on this view unbelief is no sin,and agnosticismthe position
of reason, wisdom, and duty.

How CAN AN INDEFINITELY ERRONEOUS BiBLE BE MADE A RULE

OF Faith and Life, or be bound upon the Conscience

WITH THE Authority of God ?

For of what real practicaluse can any religiousbook be that

is believed to be indefinitelyerroneous ? Is it to be wondered

1 See among many, Laild's Doctrine of Sacred Scripture,Farrar's Inter-pretation

of Scripture, Ilorton's Inspiration and the Bible, Warrington's

TJie Inspirationof Scripture.
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at if men have littleregard for,and pay little or no heed to, a

book so regarded? How can it be of much use to a man if he

is told it is,and he believes it to be, indefinitelyerroneous, and

is left without any sure and authoritative means of ascertaining

what in it is false and what true, or of being certain of anything

peculiarto it being true and of Divine authority? How can it

reasonably be regarded as a standard of faith or a rule of life?

Does not the very idea of a standard postulatetruth and trust-worthiness,

and preclude indefinite erroneousness ? And when

it is a standard in matters of religiousfaith,are not truth and

reliabihtyobviouslyprime and urgent necessities ? Is not the

very conceptionof a rule of lifequiteinconsistent with indefinite

erroneousness in what is made the rule ? How can it be

reasonable or possibleto believe or be ruled by a book that is

held, or believed to be indefinitelyerroneous? Is it not a

manifest necessityof believingit,or believinganything in it,to

ascertain and to be sure in what preciselyit is and is not inerrant

and trustworthy? Is it not self-evident that belief of the Bible

or of any book, or of anythingtherein,is necessarilyinconsistent

with any theory of indefinite and illimitable erroneousness ?

How can it be rightor possibleto bind on the conscience, in

the name of God, what is held to be indefinitelyerroneous and

wrong, or even matter of doubtful disputation? Is it not as

manifestly wrong to attempt to do it as it is morally and

mentally impossibleto do it?

Is NOT Agnosticism reasonable and requisite?

Why should disbelief of such a book and rejectionof its

religion,its Christ,and its God, be a sin? Does not the very

indefiniteness of its erroneousness and the illimitableness of its

untrustworthiness excuse, warrant, and necessitate this?
" Nay,

more, is not agnosticismin such a case justifiedby reason and

requiredby prudence ? Or at least,surelythere is littleground
for fault in outsiders not regardingit as of Divine originor

authority,or giving any weightor heed to it,until the upholders

of ithave, on unquestionablegrounds, definitelyascertained and

specificallyset forth in what thingsand kinds of things,peculiar

to it,men can be sure it is inerrant ? But in the very doing of

this the stultifyingand untenable positionof indefinite errone-
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ousness is,and must be abandoned. Were it merely in some

specificand trivial things and kinds of things that absolute

inerrancywas denied, and errancy and error asserted ; and were

the Bible doctrine of its truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine

authoritydeclared in itsscripturalgenerality," a tenable and even

a strong, although I do not think the strongest, positionmight

be found ; and some fairlysatisfactory,or not entirelyunsatis-factory,

or at least possibleif not probable explanationof these

exceptionaltriviaUties might be forthcoming.

But when indefinite erroneousness is alleged,implied, and

proclaimed,and becomes the principleassumed and proceeded

on, the whole position is exposed and becomes assailable at

innumerable vulnerable points,and the very citadel is left de-fenceless,

at the mercy of the skilful foe.

Each individual varying Consciousness becomes Judge

AND Standard, and the independent Authority of

God's Word is nullified.

Every individual must at best or worst discover for himself

what in Scripture is supposed to be inerrant,reliable,and of

Divine authority,"
if on such a theory anything can be properly

supposed to be so. Then after he has found it,as he fancies,

he finds, if he examine the matter closelyand probe it to its

roots, that on this essentiallyrationalistic principlehe reallyhas

no higher authorityfor it than his own consciousness. Even

in that he may be mistaken, as men often are," to say nothing

of the mystery as to how this consciousness has come to him,

and what authorityor reliabilitybelongs to it. But scarcelyhas

he made this discoverytillhe finds that another's consciousness

does not agree with or differs materiallyfrom his " or even con-tradicts

it. And since one man's consciousness cannot be an

authorityto another, and since on this principlethere can be

no independent outside Divine authorityin the Bible, it thus

becomes impossible to settle authoritativelywhat is infallibly

true, or absolutelytrustworthy,or of Divine authorityin Scrip-ture.

In the ultimate issue it is found that the only thingson

which, on this principle,men come generallyto agree, are those

simple and primitiveintuitions and convictions of an ethical and

religiouscharacter which are no distinctive element of Christi-
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anityor Revelation at all,but the common moral and religious

possession and inheritance of mankind " essential elements in

the constitution of the human soul. So that the theory of in-definite

and illimitable erroneousness, which its advocates fancied

would afford such a superiorapologeticpositionfor the defence

of Christianity,is reallyproved to deprive us of any defensible

positionat all,and logicallylands us outside the Bible, Christi-anity,

and Revelation altogether.

The Climax of Weakness is reached v^hen Erroneous-ness

IS alleged of things religious and ethical.

All this foUow^s simply from the indefinite denial of inerrancy,

and the assertion of indefinite erroneousness, without positively
and explicitlyassertingerror in every kind of thingin Scripture.

But the climax of manifest untenableness in this line is reached

when not only is inerrancyunlimitedlydenied, and indefinite

erroneousness inimitablytaught, but when errancy and actual

error are positivelyasserted and explicitlyexemplifiedin every

kind of thing. It is not only said or implied that the Bible is

not inerrant but erroneous indefinitelywithout limitation,but

also expresslyalleged^implied, and proclaimed that it is not

inerrant in any kind of thing,but specificallyerroneous, and has

actuallyerred in every kind of thing. It avers that there is

nothing,or no kind of thingpeculiarto it,in which it is inerrant,

or can be declared to be infallible,true, trustworthy,and of

Divine authority. This, in the ways indicated above, is what

is now most generallydone, sometimes in express and even

offensive terms, more frequentlyin the unquestioning,implied

assumptions,postulatedpresuppositions; and most patentlyand

decisivelyof all in the specificexamples adduced, and the

necessary implicationsof the whole tone, method, manner, and

trend of handling and regarding the Word of God. This is

equivalentto a distinct and definite declaration of the indefinite

untruthfulness,and unlimited, yea illimitable untrustworthiness,

and unauthoritativeness of Scripturein any kind of thing.

It is assertingnot merely the errancy and erroneousness, but

also the unlimited and illimitable erroneousness and untrust-worthiness

of Scripturein every kind of thing. For as a matter

of fact no limit is specificallygiven,nor any distinct indication
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that any preciselimit exists,or if so, how it can be ascertained ;

and from the nature of the case any definite authoritative

Umitation is,on this thoroughlyRationalistic principle,manifestly

impossible. Since the Bible is not in itself,and independently

infallible,or free from error in any kind of thing, it follows

necessarilythat no Scripturelimit is available or authoritative ;

and since there is no outside authority except the human

consciousness,which as shown above is not, and cannot be

infallible and authoritative," it follows again that there is no kind

of thing in Scriptureof which, on this principle,infallible truth

and Divine authority can be predicated with certainty; and,

therefore.Scriptureis not only indefinitely,but also inimitably

erroneous, untrustworthy,and unauthoritative in every kind of

thing. There is,therefore,no kind of thingpeculiarto Scripture

in which it isinfalliblytrustworthy,or of Divine authority. Since

this is so it seems scarcelyworth consideration whether this

theory suppliesa strong positionfor the defence of the Christian

faith ; for it provides no position at all,and, in fact,leaves

nothing Christian to defend" nothing worth defending.

Impossible from such a Bible to make a trustworthy

Religion or an authoritative Ethic.

Not to repeat the processes of reasoning available to the

sceptic,by which the less open previous positionsin this line

have been shown to be hopelesslyuntenable and practically

useless,and all of which hold with immeasurably increased force

againstthis theory,and simply explode and pulveriseit," what

on the principleof this theory is Christianitydefinitelyand

distinctively;and how can anything that might be supposed to

be it,be defended ? How is itpossiblefrom a Bible that is not

inerrant,or infallible in any kind of thing,and, therefore,fallible

and erroneous in every kind of thing," and that,too, without limit,

or the possibilityof limitation," to educe a definite,inerrant,and

Divinely-authoritativeChristianity? Is it not plainlyimpossible
to construct out of such unlimitedlyand inimitablyerroneous

and untrustworthymaterials as the Holy Scripturesare allegedto

be, a definitelytrue and Divinely-authoritativereligion? Does

not reliabilityand Divine authority in the product demand,

require,and postulatethe same in the materials from which it is
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produced, of which it is composed? As the materials,so the

structure, is surelya self-evident axiom of all things,speciallyof

thingsreligiousand ethical. Therefore, on this theory, it is

patentlyimpossibleto construct or conceive,far less to believe

or practise,a definite,reliable,or authoritative Christianity.

The Conditions in which such Results would not

FOLLOW.

Had the theory been, as it was to many a few years ago,

that the Bible,though not absolutelyinfallible in everything,is

inerrant and of Divine authorityin all its teaching; then, though

this is not free of difficulty,we might have drawn and formulated

a Christianity,both definite in its nature and Divine in its

authority,from a correct and complete interpretationand

induction of all Scripture.Then its teaching, thus truly

ascertained from the Scriptureas originallygiven,or as near as

we can get to that, when properly interpreted,would be the

Christianityof the Bible. And since it teaches, if it teaches

anything, its own truthfulness, trustworthiness,and Divine

authority,as its firstand fundamental truth " as the truth which

underlies,and on which it bases all its other truths "
the Bible's

teaching as to itself would be held as true, and of Divine

authority by all who owned the truth and authority of its

teaching; and this would end the controversy, so far as they are

concerned. Or had it been, as was wont to be until recently,
that the Bible is infallibleand of Divine authorityin all matters

of faith and life,then,though difficultiesmight arise as to what

were matters of faith and life," still,with such limitation

distinctlyexpressed, we might come to an approximately true

conceptionand expressionof the Christian faith. Yea, it might

without much difficultybe shown that every part of Scripture
teaches something as to faith and duty ; and, therefore,all

avowing this belief would be bound to accept what itteaches in all

things,which is what is maintained. Or had it been, as was a

general belief a few years ago, that the Bible is infallible,and

Divinelyauthoritative in all matters affectingfaith and life,and,

therefore,every holder of this would have to believe,and receive

itsteachingthroughout," for all of it affects faith or life in some

way, " then, again,the evils of Rationalism could be avoided. For
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if a man holds and avows that the Bible is infalliblein ethics and

religion,and in what affects these, then this limits,at least in

avowal, errancy, or error to what is outside these,and to what in

no way affects them ; and is a denial in explicitterms at least of

indefinite erroneousness. And on that basis it can be shown as

above,^that what the Bible itself claims and teaches (2 Tim. iii.

15, 16) is that all in it has some relation to faith and life,and

directlyor indirectlyaffects these ; and that there is nothing in it

that does not in some way or other affect these," that,in fact,it is

because all and everythingtherein does so in some way or other,

and has some bearing on the ethical and religiousend for which

the Bible was inspired of God, that it has received a place

therein. Thus, from this basis one can strongly,if not irresist-ibly,

reason for the truthfulness,trustworthiness, and Divine

authorityof all Scriptureas originallygiven, when trulyinter-preted,

as God intended it. Certainly at least indefinite

erroneousness, and encroachment can be conclusivelyarrested

and precluded.

Indefinite Erroneousness now generally avowed. No

DEFINITE Christianity ascertainable or defensible.

But what is now generally averred and vociferouslypro-claimed

by the opponents of the Bible claim,is that the Bible is

not infallible but indefinitelyerroneous and inimitablyunreliable

in its teaching,"
that there is no kind of thing in which it is

inerrant and Divinely authoritative,"
that it is more or less

erroneous and untrustworthyin every kind of thing," that it is

not inerrant,but erroneous in matters of faith and life as well as

in other matters " these being generallysingled out and most

emphasised as the strongest evidence of erroneousness, "
that it is

as little an infallible standard or carries Divine authorityin its

ethical and religiousteachingas in anythingelse," that in these

kinds of thingsit is as indefinitelyand inimitablyerroneous, mis-leading,

and wrong as in other things. Then it is obviously

impossible,from the very nature of the case, to construct or

formulate from these uncertain and unreliable materials a definite,

reliable,and inerrant conception of the Christian faith which

would be infalliblytrue and of Divine authority. From a source

so unreliable,even in the kinds of thingsit was speciallydesigned
^ See also Book VI.
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to teach, and on a basis so erroneous in what it was its purpose to

reveal,and out of materials so inimitablymisleading and wrong

in the very thingsthey were given for,it is evidentlynot possible

to arrive at a definitelytrue, reallyreliable,and Divinely-
authoritative Christianity. So that on this theory we cannot

know or ascertain what is the Christianityproposed to be

defended. We are destitute of the very materials and indispens-able
conditions of ascertainingit. In short,we have no definite

or truly ascertainable Christianityto defend. Therefore, to

prate about strengthof apologeticpositionin connection with

such a theory seems littleshort of absurdity.

And even if something might be extracted by individuals,

according to their respectiveidiosyncrasiesand predispositions,
from these untrustworthyand unauthoritative Scriptureswhich

might be denominated Christianity,what would it be, and how

could it be defended? It could only be the findings,and

the formulation of the individual mind, made according to

the character,preconceptions,and prejudicesof every various,

ever varying,and never inerrant man. It could have no

authorityover any other mind ; even as the Bible from which he

supposes he received some of his conceptions,or the germs of

them that gave birth to his idea of Christianity,was, ex hypothesis
itselfwithout any intrinsic,independent,or Divine authority.It

must be destitute of any authorityat all,except what each

individual mind may chose to give to it. Scepticism scarcely

requiresto attack such a position,or to expose its apologetic
weakness and practicalworthlessness. It of itself discredits

the sources, and destroysthe foundation of the Christian faith.

What is evolved, or educed from itis,on this theory,simplyan

individual Christianity,which on this principlewill and must

vary with every varying person, and can never be inerrant or

authoritative to any one. The scepticcan make short work of

such a theory and its fancied apologeticstrength; for he has

only to show the countless diverse and contradictoryconceptions
of Christianityin which such a theorylogicallyends, and to which

such a principlemust and does lead,as is well illustrated in the

contrarietyand contradictions between " say. Dr. Ladd and Dr.

Martineau, Dr. Samuel Davidson and Dr. Horton, and all the

vagariesof German and English Rationalism,^all based upon and

^ See Hagenbach's History of Gcrtiian Rationalism,etc.

31
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naturallyflowingfrom the same common Rationalistic principle.

A Christianityso fantastic and contradictoryneeds no refutation

"
it refutes itself. And for all the innumerable conflicting

forms of the Christianitythus evolved from the consciousness

of each, working on the erroneous and unreliable materials

of Scripture,there is no higher authoritythan the individual

consciousness, which is no authorityat all. In each case they

are reallyits creation, and have no better foundation than

individual opinion. In fact,the principleof this theory is pure

and simple rationalism. Scepticism has no need to refute it; for

it is itself scepticism,and the root of all scepticism. Thus on

this theory there is no definite or authoritative Christianityto

defend, and no rational ground of defending what any individual

might conceive to be it. So that to say or imagine that there is

great, or any apologeticstrength in such a position,reveals an

amazing innocence, and requiresan astounding credulity.

The intrinsic Weakness in all Theories of indefinite

Erroneousness "
Individual Opinion " the ultimate

Issue.

Along this line there is also this formidable, if not fatal

objection,from an apologeticpoint of view, to all theories of

indefinite erroneousness, " even the least pronounced and most

restricted of them, "
that they have to maintain at once the two-fold

and naturallyantagonistic,if not mutually exclusive and

contradictory,positionsof indefinite erroneousness and illimitable

unreliableness of Scripture on the one hand, and of infalUble

truthfulness and Divine authoritativeness somewhere on the

other. At a glimpse it can be seen that this is not a very hopeful

undertaking,in the face of an acute and skilful scepticism. It is

evidently,at the very best,anything but a strong position. The

more closelyit is examined, the more its weakness and indefens-

ibleness appear. It should not require a very powerful infidel

attack to expose its pregnabilityand untenableness. A skilful

scepticismmight without much difficultyargue, if not prove

unanswerably, that the two positionsand principleswere really

inconsistent and contradictory,yea, naturallydestructive of each

other,when thoroughly and practicallycarried out, and applied

specificallyin detail. For since all the forms and phases given
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above amount ultimately, more or less, to indefinite erroneous-

ness,
the sceptic might, with much plausibility and force, ask and

argue.
How

can
indefinite erroneousness

consist and coexist in

the one book with infallible truthfulness, unlimited unrehability

with definite trustworthiness, illimitable unauthoritativeness with

Divine authority ? In the ultimate analysis the inevitable result

of all these theories of indefinite
erroneousness seems to be,

that how much of the Bible shall be held as true or false, reliable

or untrustworthy, becomes
a matter of individual opinion,

infinitely and indefinitely diversified and variable, from the simple

want of
any independent and infallible objective standard. The

only authority that
can on this principle attach to any part of

Scripture, is simply the authority of the individual consciousness,

which is no authority. Every man
thus becomes when

away

from the authority of God speaking in His Word, in faith as
in

life, " Lord of himself that heritage of woe."

Note.
"

Dr. Westcott well
says:

"Much of the criticism of the present

day seems to assume
that there is

some resting-place between the perfect

truthfulness of Inspiration and the uncertainty of ordinary writing.
...

A

subjective standard is erected, which, if
once admitted, will be used

as
much

to measure
the doctrines

as
the facts of Scripture ;

and while
many speculators

boldly avow this, others
are contented to admit the premises from which

the conclusion necessarily follows."
"

Elements of the Gospel Haniioiiy,\)\y.

Ill and
131.



CHAPTER III.

THE TESTIMONY OF THE SPIRIT, AND THE

SCEPTICS APOLOGY" SECOND AND THIRD

STAGES.

Appeal to the Testimony of the Spirit of no avail

ON Errorists' Theory.

It is of no real avail to bring in here, as many able and earnest

Christian writers do, what has been well called the testimony of

the Holy Spirit," a phrase that holds a large place,and a truth

that played an important part among the Reformers, and in the

theology of the Reformation.^ The testimony of the Spiritis a

great fact. It is a veritable and verifiable reality,which those

scepticsand agnosticswho professa supreme regard for fact and

consciousness have to face, unless they are to ignore their own

avowed principles.It was the recognitionat lengthby the once

scepticalscientist Mr. Romanes, of Oxford, that the facts of

Christian experience,reaUsed by the testimony of the Spirit,and

attested by millions of the best and ablest men in the world in

all ages, were as real and verifiable in the moral and spiritual

sphere as any facts in the physicalsphere," which led him, as a

scientist,and on the most strictlyscientific grounds, to embrace,

confess, and die in the Christian faith.̂ Were other scientists

^ See PrincipalWilliam Cunningham's Lectures, and The Reformers and

the Theology of the Reformation, and Dr. William Robertson Smith's The

0. T. in the Jewish Chnrch.

- Romanes, Thoughts on Religion. It is deeply interestingand pro-foundly

significantto read this convinced scientist's and spirit-enlightened

sceptic'srefutation of the unsoundness of his own previous reasoningand

scepticalwritingsagainstthe Christian faith,and even againsttheism, when,

in proofof the Bible revelation that the natural man receiveth not the things

of the Spirit,neither can he know them, because they are spirituallydis-

484
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and sceptics only to face the same sure facts of Christian

experience,estabUshed by the best and strongest evidence, their

scepticism also would surely vanish and be replaced by faith.

The " reasonableness of Christianity" would appear to them, as

to Locke, Romanes, and similar students of philosophy and of

science in every age. The Westminster Assembly of divines

has wisely expressed, in its Confession of Faith, the general

view and matured opinion of Puritan and Reformed theology,on

the testimony of the Spiritto the Bible as the Word of God, in

these weighty words^

" We may be moved and induced by the testimony of the Church to an

high and reverend esteem of the Holy Scripture,and the heavenUness of the

matter, the efficacyof the doctrine, the majestyof the style,the consent of

all the parts, the scope of the whole (which is to give all glory to God), the

full discoveryit makes of the only way of man's salvation,the many other

incomparable excellences,and the entire perfectionthereof,are arguments by
which it doth abundantly evidence itself io be the Word of God ; yet, not-withstanding

our full persuasion and assurance of the infallibletruth and

Divine authoritythereof,is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit,

bearing witness by and ivith the Word in our hearts.'''

The Testimony of the Spirit is given to the Believer

THROUGH the BiBLE BEING RECEIVED AS THE WORD OF

God.

Nevertheless it is in vain that the assertors of the indefinite

erroneousness of Scriptureappeal to the testimony of the Spirit,

to extricate themselves from the weak and untenable positionin

which, by the necessities of their unscripturaltheory,they have

placed themselves. Besides all that has been already said in

various ways from different standpoints,it must not be over-looked,

but emphasised, that this testimony of the Spiritalong

with the Word, which givesto the believer the strongest persua-sion

of its Divine originand truth,has been realised,not on the

cerned, he, in his spiritualblindness,and therefore unreasonable unbelief,not

only reasoned against them, but most unscientificallydenied their existence.

But it reflects much credit on his intellectual honesty and moral sincerity,

when he, having by the Spirit'sillumination received the power of spiritual

vision,acknowledged this profound change, and most scientificallyrecog-nised

the facts of the Christian life and experienceto be as real and as

thoroughlyaccredited as any facts in material science,and drew therefrom the

true and only scientificChristian conclusion.
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view of its indefinite erroneousness, but on the supposition of its

being true, trustworthy, and of Divine authority. Indeed, it is

difficult to see how the testimony of the Spirit,giving the full

assurance of the Divine origin and truth of Scripture,could be

realised on a presupposition of its indefinite erroneousness. It is

not the man who reads it as a critic,sittingin judgment on what

in it is true and what false," which every one must do who holds

indefinite erroneousness, "
but the humble believer that receives

it as the Word of the Lord, who has that testimony of the Spirit

which gives him personal conviction and assurance of its truth

and Divine origin,as Dr. Robertson Smith well shows,^ and all

observant men see. No doubt there is a certain self-evident,

convincing power in the Bible over the minds of unspiritual,and

even unbeHeving and antagonisticmen, convincing them ofttimes

against their will ; for the word of the Lord is quick and powerful,

and sharper than any two-edged sword. But by the testimony

of the Spirit is meant the impression of its divinityand truth

made by the Holy Ghost through the Written Word on the m.ind

and heart of the believer. This impression is made on them

when -receivingit as the Word of the Lord, and not when

regardingit as an uncertain and unreliable conglomerate of error

and truth which everyone must as a critic sift for himself, and

receive as true only, as Coleridge and the moderns would say,
" What in it finds him." That, strictlyspeaking, is not what

the Reformers and Puritans meant by the testimony of the Spirit
with the Word in the believer's heart, but simply, in another

form, that Rationalistic and untenable theory of a Bible varying

in its truth and authority as the varying opinion of every variable

and never inerrant man. The falseness, worthlessness, and

indefensibleness of this theory has been shown from many

different standpoints, so that this resort to the testimony of

the Spiritto bolster up this unscripturaltheory is a vain device,

and does just nothing to cover its intrinsic weakness or remove

its fatal defects. For on its essential principle,the testimony of

the Spiritin a true sense "
which is a testimony to the believing

soul through the Bible received as the ^^'ord of God "is,from the

very nature of the case, impossible.

^ The O.T. in tlicjcii'ishC/itirc/i,and pamphlets.
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The Testimony of the Spirit cannot be given for many

ESSENTIAL PRIMARY TRUTHS OF REVELATION WHICH MUST

FIRST BE RECEIVED BY FaITH.

Further, the testimony of the Spirit cannot be adduced

decisivelyand indisputablyto establish or demonstrate the truth

or realityof many of the truths and revelations distinctive of

Christianity.Even if the faith or consciousness of the Church,

as expressed,say, in the creeds of Christendom, is appealed to,

that consciousness is at most only a Church consciousness,

which cannot be said to be authoritative or decisive over those

not sharing in that consciousness, or to be convincing or

sufficient evidence to the sceptics,who disown that conscious-ness,

and adduce plausibleexplanationsof its origin through

delusion in the passionateand enthusiastic imaginationof the

earlyChristian disciplesworking upon and idealisingthe materials

and mysteriesconnected with Christ. Above all,that conscious-ness

or faith itselfwas arrived at or produced by the Scriptures

beingreceived as true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority,as

is proved by the whole chain of Christian creeds, and the

consensus of ancient Christian writers.

The Testimony of the Spirit and the Creeds of

Christendom the Result of receiving the Bible as

THE Word of God.

For, as a matter of historical fact,all the creeds of Christen-dom

were produced on the suppositionthat the Bible was the

Word of God, and were based on that belief; and the ancient

Christian writings,both of the Fathers and the Churches, declare,

with no uncertain voice, that all the Churches of Christ received

the Holy Scripturesas the Word of God and the infallible rule

of faith and life. Receiving them as of that character, and

studying them in that aspect, the Church therefore assumed

the attitude of faith as to all they taught, and regarded its

own function as that of a simple interpreterof its meaning, and

not a critic of its truth,or a judge of its authority,"
the Church

of Rome even, as well as the Reformed Churches, denominating,

and regarding Holy Scriptureas, the Word of God, as may be

seen even in the decrees of the Council of Trent.
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The Romish and the Reformed Churches agree as to

THE Truth and Authority of Scripture.

Nor is this at all affected by the fact that the Romish and

the Reformed Churches did not agree in all pointsas to the books

that compose the sacred Canon, "
the Romanists including the

Apocrypha, while the Reformers excluded them ; nor because the

Romanists placed tradition along with Scriptureas a rule of faith

and duty ; nor because the Church of Rome by the Pope
claimed to be the infallible interpreterof both Scriptureand

tradition. For though the Church of Rome accepted the

Apocryphal books as Scripture,she did not, on that account,

impugn the infallible truth or Divine authorityof the properly
canonical books. On the contrary, it was because they were

regarded as Holy Scripturethat they were received as true and

authoritative. It was because they were held to be inspiredof

God that they were received into the Canon. And although

papistsput tradition alongside of Scripture as a standard of

faith and morals, they did not, therefore,dispute or disparagethe

truth and authorityof Scripture. On the contrary, it was in

order to givetradition a similar authoritythat they put it along-side

of Scripture. In the ultimate resort, if either tradition or

the Apocrypha appeared to contradict,or conflict with, or differ

from the acknowledged canonical Scriptures,even Rome herself

gave Scripture a unique place in matters of faith and morals.

And though Rome claimed to be, through the Pope, the only

infallibleinterpreterof both Scriptureand tradition,yet her inter-pretation

was supposed to be simply the true interpretation; and

the voice of the Pope was held to be infallible and authoritative

because it was supposed to be the voice of God speaking in His

Word through the supposed infallible interpretation.Therefore,

by Rome as by Geneva, Holy Scripture was held to be the

Word of God, of infallible truth and Divine authority,and the

authoritative standard of faith and duty.

Yea, as a matter of simple fact,whatever individuals in the

Churches may have done, every Church of Christ till now, as

witnessed by the confessions of faith,has received and regarded

Scriptureas the ^^^ord of God ; and no Church up to this hour

has accepted as its faith the theory of indefinite erroneousness.

Nay, every creed of Christendom precludes it. It is,in fact,a
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theoryof recent creation,reallybeginningabout a century ago,

and reaching its present boldness and portentousness in this

country, in the last decade of a century hasteningin its decay to

itsdeath. Therefore, whatever else the Churches of Christendom

differed in, they agreed in this,that Scripturewas the Word of

God, and the infalliblerule of faith and life.

Here I must correct an error prevalentin many books and

writingson this question in recent times. It has been often

asserted and assumed by those who depreciateScripture,and

by others who think we should not give quitethe same place to

Scriptureas the Reformers did,that the reason why the Reformers

gave such supremacy to Scripturewas that they were confronted

by the Church of Rome with the authorityof the Pope; and

that,therefore,they had to put in oppositionto that,the authority

of the Bible," implying that the Pope and the Church of Rome

deny the authorityof Scripture. Many, of whom more might

have been expected, have gone the length of saying that the

expression," the Word of God," as applied to Scripture,dates

from the Reformation ! In regard to this last,it need only be

said that it is an entire mistake. This expressionor title,and its

equivalents,is found in Scriptureitself,^and can also be traced

in unbroken succession in almost every leadingChristian writer

from Clemens Romanus to John Knox ;" as anyone may satisfy

himself,without ploddingthrough the vast volumes of patristic

literature,by reading such old and easilyaccessible works as

Lardner's Credibility,or Goode's Divine Rule of Faith and

Practice ; and it is found even in the very decrees of the Council

of Trent itself.

The Power of the Pope and the Progress of Romanisini

is aided by the rationalisers undermining the

Truth and Supremacy of Scripture.

As to the other it must be said " First,that if there was good
reason at the Reformation for givinga supreme place to the

Bible,as againstthe Pope, there is as much need now as ever;

for never have the pretensionsof Rome or the Pope been so

high,nor the propaganda of Rome so active and successful as

to-day;" especiallyin England and through the clergy of the

^ See Appendix and Books I. and T\".
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Church of England.^ Nay, more, is it not largelybecause the

Bible of Protestantism is being discredited and destroyed by

avowedly Protestant critics and preachers,that Rome is making

such startlingprogress ; since many Protestants are thus losing

faith in the truth and Divine authorityof the Bible ; and littleor

nothing definite and authoritative is placed againstthe claim of

Rome, and the pretensionsof the Pope. For infallibleauthority

in religionand morals souls zvill have somewhere : and if they

are told they cannot find it," as they cannot on the theory of

indefinite erroneousness "
in the Bible,then they will seek it else-where,

in the Pope himself, as Newman did, and countless

others are doing now. For the last thing that observant and

logicalminds will do is to seek to find it in the only other

source left
" mere human Reason ; which reason itself,as well as

all historyand philosophy, demonstrates the follyof following

as a sure guide, or submitting to as a trustworthy authorityin

religion.

But, Seco/id
" as a matter of fact,the Church of Rome, when

claiminginfallibilityand supreme authorityin religionand ethics,

and the Pope when claiming them for himself, never denied the

infallibilityand authority of Scripture,but, on the contrary,

asserted these. What he denied was that the Bible was the only

authority" tradition being,according to Rome, also an authority.

And what he claimed for himself as the earthlyHead of the

Church was and is,that he is the only infallible interpreterof

the infallible book, " a book which, however, is regarded as

infalliblytrue and Divinelyauthoritative,because it is the Word

of God ; and which, because it is so, gives him, as its assumed

interpreter,his supreme authorityin faith and morals.

^ A very large and ever-increasingnumber of them are avowed Romanisers,

and openly conduct Romish services in the Protestant Established Churches,

although they vowed and are paid to do the opposite. They denounce and

deplore the glorious Reformation
"

the source of our civil and religious

liberties and privileges" as the greatest curse that ever came on Christendom.

In violation of their ordination vows they repudiate the truths whicli the

Protestant Church of England, whose bread they eat, was established to

uphold, and propagate the errors it was endowed, and they were ordained

and are paid, to oppose. A dishonest Romanism, which boldly defies all

power of Church or State to interfere. A state of thingswhich involves our

nation with it in guiltand peril; and which demands that every Christian

patriotand honest man should strive to terminate it forthwith,in the interests

of true religion,public morals. Christian liberty,and national well-being.
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Therefore, this testimony of the Spirit,to which the deprecia-

tors of an infalUble Bible resort, to extricate them from the

insuperabledifficultiesof their theory of indefinite erroneousness,

and which is supposed to be given in the consciousness of the

Church, cannot, on their principle,be experienced; and has, as a

matter of fact,been received, so far as that consciousness has

been expressed in the creeds of Christendom, on the opposite

theory" through receivingthe Bible as the Word of God, and

the infallible standard of faith and duty.

Scepticism can urge its Apology against the alleged

Consciousness of the Church from the Conflicts

AND Contradictions between the Churches and the

Creeds of Christendom.

But even if that consciousness could have been received,on

their theory,it would only at best be a Churxh consciousness,

which could not constrain the faith or silence the objectionsof

scepticism; were it onlybecause that consciousness is not uniform

but often the reverse " yea, by no means beyond disputein many

things distinctive of the Christian faith. On the contrary, the

scepticknows" and can, through his knowledge, powerfullypress
his argument againstthis alleged testimony of the Spiritin the

consciousness of the Church, which is brought to the rescue of

this theory in itsextremity" that there is not only not uniformity

but much diversity,yea, not a littlecontrariety,in this vaunted

consciousness,as seen in the differences and even oppositions

among the creeds of various Churches and various opposing
schools of Christian criticism and theology. But, on this prin-ciple

of indefinite erroneousness, there is no possibilityof deter-mining

inerrantlyand authoritativelywhich is the true ; for by
the hypothesis all Scripture is not true, trustworthy,and of

Divine authority; but indefinitelyuntrue, untrustworthy, and

unauth(jritativc. Therefore, it cannot be even appealed to in

order to settle infalliblyand authoritativelywhich is true and

which false. So that this adduced consciousness of the Church

is.In some things,not only not a universal or uniform conscious-ness,

but an uncertain and even contradictoryconsciousness ;

with no means or possibility,on this theory, of ascertainingand

deciding which consciousness is true, by the Bible itself,or in
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any other reliable and authoritative way. And surely the sceptic

may say that agnosticismin the lightof this is not only blameless

and reasonable, but rightand requisite. If the Bible is held to

be infalliblytrue and Divinelyauthoritative,then the differences

can be limited to the interpretationof Scripture; and that can

usuallybe reduced to narrow limits and to unimportant matters,

with the reserve power and means of settlingeven these, by

discussion, or discovery,or both.

The Conflicts have arisen chiefly from not sufficiently

RECOGNISING THE BiBLE ClAIM.

Hence, as a matter of fact,in the historyof theologicaldis-cussion,

the, heresies, errors, and differences in creeds that have

appeared in the historyof the Church are traceable more or less

to departures from the standard of Scripture; and from failing

to recognisefully,and to apply thoroughly, the infallible truth

and Divine authorityof the Bible "
the teachers of error avowedly

or unconsciouslydisowning it,or not thoroughly applying it in

the determination of doctrinal questions. The deviations from

the truth in creeds is traceable to this,or to violations of, or

defections from, the proper principlesand methods of Biblical

interpretation.Hence, the early heretics either disowned the

final authorityof Holy Scripture or used mutilated Scriptures

like Marcion's, or only parts of Scripture,or deferred to it only

in some thingsor kind of things. This is preciselywhat many

teachers of error of our day are doing ;" such as the presumptuous

preachers who use the N.T. to discredit the Old, though Christ

endorsed the one and inspiredthe other ; the Rationalistic

critics,who exalt the propheticalbooks to discredit the historical,

and to destroythe legislativeand the Levitical ; the Gospellers,

who magnify the Gospels to disparage the Epistles,though the

last are the highest and most perfectedrevelation. All these

errorists,too, who professto exalt the teaching of Jesus in order

to depreciate the teaching of the inspiredapostles;"
of whose

teaching Jesus Himself said it was not their teaching but the

teachingof the Holy Spirit,whom He was to send to lead them

into all truth,and to bring all things to their remembrance that

He had uttered,and to enable them to understand, and to teach

what He had not been able to teach, because of the hardness of
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their hearts,and because they were not able to bear it. Their

teaching,therefore,given as the Spiritgave them utterance, is,

according to Christ,the last and final teaching of the Spiritof

truth
"

the complement and perfectionof His own. Besides

this,in the Gospels we get only the records and conceptions of

Jesus'teaching,which His disciplesgive us. Also the Perfec-tionists,

who not only disown the O.T., but also the New up to

Rom. vii.29;! because it seems to them that the earlier part

of that chapter and of the previous-writings,appears to contradict

their pet but antiscripturaltheory of perfection,which is con-tradicted

by unanimous historyand universal fact ; and which

the subsequent writingsof the N.T. as thoroughlyrepudiate as

the previous Scriptures.All these and many others are the

result of narrow, partial,one-sided,and so far false,erroneous,
and fragmentary views of Scripture," violations the same in

kind, though varyingin measure, motive, and effect. All dis-own,

more or less,the infallible truth and Divine authorityof

God's Word, and violate the principlesof proper interpretation.

Further, the many errors of the Church of Rome are directly
traceable to her avowed assertion of the authorityof tradition,
and of the Church and Pope, and her denial of the sole

supremacy of Scripture" and of the Reformation doctrine that

the Bible is the only infallible and supreme rule of faith and

life.

Then the Socinian, the Unitarian, the Humanitarian, and

Arminian, the Sacramentarian and Tractarian,the Rationalist

and the Ritschlian heresies and errors, are all more or less due

to the same cause, " many of the errorists distinctlyrepudiating
the authorityof Holy Scripture,and maintainingthe supremacy
of Reason over Revelation ; while some, like those of old,

destroy or set aside the Commandments and the Word of God

by their traditions.

Even the minor doctrinal differences between the Calvinists

and Arminians, Lutherans and Reformed Churches, and other

minor divisions and controversies,as to government and worship,

among partiesin the same or various Churches, are largelytrace-able

to the more or less strictadherence to the Scripturesas the

standard of truth in all doctrinal or practicaldifferences. So

similarly,many of the prevalenterrors of our times are accounted

for by an avowed or unconscious but real disowning or not fully
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recognising of the truth and authority of Scripture. In its place,

and in opposition to its teaching,especiallyin direct antagonism

to the most explicitand emphatic teaching of Christ as set forth

therein, many largelyput, consciously or unconsciously, their own

feelings,imaginations, reasonings, and philosophies; and even

when using Scripture pervert and modify or misuse it by their

own prejudices and philosophies. This, which is simply the

practicalassertion of the supremacy of reason over the teaching

of Scripture and of Christ, may be seen superabundantly in

much false but prevalent teaching and preaching, referred to

in Book I. All this arises from foolishly forsaking or not

faithfullyfollowing the Word of the Lord, and then, walking

in the light of their own eyes, losing themselves in wandering

mazes.

The prime Requisite and only effectual Means for the

Unity of the Faith is to uphold the Truthfulness

AND Divine Authority of Scripture properly inter-preted

BY the Aid of the inspiring Spirit.

And the only thorough way to refute these errors, and to arrest

these aberrations and tendencies, is to maintain and establish

the infallible truth and Divine authority of Holy Scripture as

the supreme rule of faith, and judge of controversies. Hence

the deep, direct, and primary importance of the proof and

estabUshment of the doctrine of Holy Scripture in itself and in

its relation to all other questions in religionand ethics. The

first essential thing for all and in all is the standard ; and

when it is once thoroughly settled,established, and recognised

that the Bible is the standard; and when that standard is

strictlyadhered to, and its authority promptly owned and

impUcitly followed,"
the limits of controversy as to its mean-ing,

or the proper interpretation of that standard, are made

narrow and confined .o very minor matters. For there, too,

the means of settlemei t are available, and the controversies

terminable ; whereas, c n the opposite theory, the matters

are both important and 'Uimitable,and the controversies inter-minable.
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The Testimony of the Spirit in the Christian Conscious-ness

DOES not avail DIRECTLY FOR SOME LEADING BiBLE

Truths.

Even in regard to leading vital doctrines of the Christian

faith,the testimony of consciousness does not avail ; as is proved

from the very nature of some of these doctrines,and from the

antagonisms and controversies of Christians in regard to them.

Who does not know what long and bitter controversies there

have been over the first great and fundamental section of Theo-logy

proper " the doctrine as to God and the Trinity? How

long and deeply was the early Church agitatedand distracted

over the questionsconnected with the Persons of the Godhead,

especiallyover the Divinity" the Divine-human Personalityof

Christ,"
the true and Church doctrine of which many calling

themselves Christians deny and reject even until now (Uni-tarians),

as many have done all along (Arians,Semi-Arians,and

Socinians),the vital difference being expressed by the difference

of a singleletter " "homoiousion " and "homoousion." Is not

Christendom tillthis hour rent into the Western and Eastern

Churches over the doctrine of the Holy Ghost, the processionof

the Spirit,"
the difference that rent Christianityin twain beingset

forth in a singleword {filioqice)? From the very nature of all

the doctrines in that high and mysterious region,must they
not be, as they undoubtedly are, matters of pure revelation,to
be received by faith,simplyand solelyon the testimonyof God

speaking in His Word? Here the testimony of the Spiritin

the consciousness of believers has little or no place; except,

indeed, that when we receive them simplyas given in Scripture,
and believe them solelyon itsauthority,we may in course receive

some impression and realisation of their truth and adaptation
to our nature.

How numerous and prolonged have been the controversies

in Anthropology,"
the second great section of Theology," con-tentions

as to the originaland fallen state of man, as to original
sin, total depravity,imputation of guilt to Adam's posterity,
free will,man's responsibility,moral inability,and spiritual
death, and all connected therewith 1 These differences have

not only led to the designationand the expulsion of heretics,

many and diversified ; but they have also created and per-
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petuated divisions, and even antagonisticdenominations in

Christendom.

Coming to the third section," Soteriology," what oppositions

and controversies have existed,and do exist,as to the grace of

God and the work of Christ !
"

controversies gathering around

such well-known terms as predestination,free grace, the cove-nants,

election,redemption, the atonement, substitution,vicarious

sacrifice, expiation, propitiation,reconciliation, imputation,

effectual calling,regeneration,faith,justification,sanctification,

the fatherhood of God, adoption, good works, perseverance in

grace, perfectionin holiness,sacerdotalism, and sacramentarian-

ism, the Church and its officers,powers, and destiny. Around

every one of these great controversies have raged, from which

different sects and sections have sprung ; and about which the

keenest discussions and most persistentantagonisms gather and

promise to perpetuate themselves.

And when we enter on the last section" Eschatology " we

are met on every hand with differences and contrarieties as to

death and its issues, the state of the soul after death, future

retribution,purgatory, probation hereafter,restoration,annihila-tion,

eternal hope or everlastingdestruction, the second advent,

the finfiljudgment, heaven, hell, and the everlastingdestinies.

About these what countless conflicts have raged for ages, and

stillrage ?

Thus the whole first section of theology,and largelythe last,

are beyond the regionof consciousness, or the testimony of the

Spiritin Christian consciousness. In the two remaining sections

there are marked differences,and even contradictions,which are

largelydue to the conscious, or unconscious adoption more or

less of the Rationalistic principle. In the lightof all this,which

traverses every section, and almost every leading doctrine in

theology,it is futile to talk about the harmony, or uniformity of

the testimony of the Spiritin the consciousness of the Church,

as being capable of putting a reallyeffectual arrest upon the

abuse of the theory of indefinite erroneousness as applied to Holy

Scripture. Therefore, this resort utterlyfails to extricate the

holders of it from the insuperabledifficulties,interminable con-fusions,

and innumerable absurdities,in which their theory lands

them.
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It is valid chiefly for the Doctrines of Grace and the

Assurance that the Bible is the Word of God.

In fact,the testimonyof the Spiritin Christian consciousness,

in corroboration of the truth of the pecuUar doctrines of Revela-tion,

is practicallylimited to the experimentalpart of what are

called the doctrines of grace, and to the full assurance and

strongest persuasionthat the Bible is the Word of God, which is

given to the consciousness of the believer by the Holy Spirit,

through the knowledge of the truth of Scripture,and by its

beingreceived as the Word of God. In fact,on the rationalistic

principleof the holders of the indefinite erroneousness of Scrip-ture,

it is impossible either to escape from the natural conse-quences

of their theory,when facingthe sceptic,or to have any

testimonyof the Spiritproperly so called with which to make

even a forlorn attempt to do so. Most of the doctrinal errors

and antagonismshave largelyarisen from, and been continued

by,failingto adhere strictlyto the Bible standard, and following
the Rationalistic principle.

The Acceptance of Scripture as the true and authori-tative

Standard is the Prime Condition and only

Means of settling all Questions in Religion and

Ethics.

If,however, the Bible is thoroughly received,and implicitly
followed as the authoritative because Divine standard, then the

heresies and errors can be definitelyascertained,and authorita-tively

declared ; and the controversies may be reduced to the

narrowest limits. The means, too, exist and are available,in the

infallibleand authoritative standard, for the practicalsettlement

of even these minor differences,or at least of an approachment
thereunto. Instead of as in the opposingview,which raises such

questionsas, what in Scripture,distinctive of it,shall be received as

true and authoritative,and how can this be infalliblyascertained

and made authoritative on others,and what givesthem any truth

or authority," with all the infinitude of insuperabledifficulties,
and interminable controversies,and disastrous issues arising

therefrom," the only questionremaining on this view would

be simply what is the meaning and proper interpretationof the

32
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infallibleand authoritative standard. Hence, as a matter of fact,

the sections of the Christian Church that most strictlyadhere,

and most implicitsubmit to the Bible as the standard are just
those sections whose doctrinal standards most closelyagree and

most nearlyharmonise, such as the Confessions of the Reformed

Churches, and the writingsof the Reformers and Puritans. These

manifest a practicalagreement on almost every leading doctrine,

and show in fact a substantial oneness and harmony, " even the

slightdifferences being traceable to misinterpretationsof, or

deviations from, the standard of Scripture.

ResumA and the Sceptic's Apology "
Second Stage.

Already in many various ways, and by strong and cogent

reasons, which no devices can evade or resist the force of,have

the weakness and untenableness apologeticallyof the theory of

indefinite erroneousness been shown. But it is only when that

theory is brought face to face with the claim of Scriptureand the

teachingof Christ,that itsapologeticindefensibleness and tactical

follyand practicalfatalityto the Christian faith become fullyand

directlymanifest. For it is in direct and pointed contradiction

to both. It has been shown above (Chap. IV.)by an amount

and a quality of evidence unique and unparalleled,that the

Bible, if it teaches anything,claims to be true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority. It is also matter of patent and unquestion-able

fact,that the Bible makes this claim the foundation of all

its other claims, and puts this as the basis on which it rests every

other truth;and laysthis claim of speaking the truth,and nothing

but the truth,in the name and with the authorityof God, as the

ground on which it demands, and is entitled to demand and

expect, the faith and obedience of men.

This being so, it is easy and inevitable for the scepticto show

that,on the theory of the indefinite erroneousness of Scripture,

Christianityis indefensible,and the religionof the Bible false.

For he has only to produce the evidence that the Bible does

make this claim ; and then to put oppositeto that the theory of

those professed acceptors of the Christian faith who declare that

the Bible is indefinitelyerroneous and unlimitedlyuntrustworthy,

in order to make out a full and direct contradiction ; and thus to

demonstrate tliat the fundamental claim of Scripture,with all built
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thereon, is false ; and the religionof which it is the source, there-fore,

a delusion or a fraud. Yea, if the evidence only amounts

to, or looks like :x.probabilitythat this is the claim of Scripture,"

as every Christian Church, and every earnest, unsophisticated
reader has felt and recognised from the impressionnaturally
made by the simplereading of it," then, if the theoryof indefinite

erroneousness and untrustworthiness is true, there is,in this

direct and radical contradiction,valid and sufficient reason for

the denial of the truth,trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof

Scripturein everythingpeculiarto it. It is deprived of intrinsic,

independent, or Divine authorityin anything. Therefore,there is

clear and decisive ground to justifythe rejectionof the faith of

which it is the source and basis ; or at least to warrant, if not to

require,agnosticism.For the scepticwho does not, and does not

wish to, believe the Bible,and who is only too ready to avail

himself of any presentablereason, or plausiblepretext for reject-ing
it and its religion,has only to turn to these theorists using

their own principlesand results to givethem a crushingoverthrow.

The Sceptic's Apology
" Second Stage.

" You professto believe the Christian faith ; and yet you tell

me that the book from which you take it,and which is its

source and basis,is indefinitelyerroneous and untrustworthy,and

cannot, therefore,be the Word of God, or carry Divine authority.
For it is surelya first postulateof all religionand ethics,that

God, the object of faith and worship, cannot deceive or lie,

give error for truth,or present as trustworthywhat is unreliable.

Now, apart altogetherfrom the difficulty,yea the impossibility,
of inerrantlyeliminatingthe truth from the error in such a con-glomerate,

and of educing with certitude an infalliblytrue and

Divinely-authoritativestandard of religionor moralityfrom such

a mixture of oppositeelements, and apart also from the impossi-bility
of forming a definite and infalliblecreed or ethic from an

indefinitelyerroneous and untrustworthybook," while you say

that the Bible is indefinitelyerroneous and unlimitedlyunre-liable,

I find others professingthe Christian faith teachingthat

the Bible claims to be the Word of God, infalliblytrue, and

carrying Divine authority. These, too, form by far the larger

number, yea include every section of the Church from the
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beginning, as expressed in every creed of Christendom, "
the

Westminister Confession of Faith, one of the latest and best,

expressing well the common faith of the Christian Church in

every age, in these clear and decisive words :
' All which (the

canonical books) are given by inspirationof God to be the rule of

faith and life,'and form the 'Word of God written,''of infallible

truth and Divine authority.' So that if you are rightthey are

wrong ; and the Bible that misled them must be wrong also,or

at least a misleading book. The Holy Spirit,too, which, accord-ing

to it,Christ promised to His Church to lead it into all truth,

has misled the apostlesin the apprehension or expression of it,

and the Church in the understanding and the interpretationof

it," or Christ's promise has been falsified by the events. And

surelya book that has thus misled men in this radical matter of

its own truth, trustworthiness, and authority,on which every

other truth in it is based, cannot be in any sense or part the

Word of God. Certainly,at least,a scepticshould be free from

blame, if not deserving of commendation, for disbelievingand

disregardingan indefinitelyerroneous book, which, if you are

right,has misled men in its first and fundamental claim.

" Further, I find that the plain man has taken the same im-pression

from the earnest and prayerfulreading of the Bible as

the Church, and that he, too, has been misled by its apparent

tone and pervading claim to speak the truth,and that,too, in

the name and with the authorityof God. Surely a book that on

your theory so misleads the earnest and prayerfulseeker after

truth is quite unfit to be an authorityor guide in religionor

morals ; and it should be sternlyset aside by every man who

does not wish to be misled in what it concerns him most to

know. Surely,at least,the scepticwho does so should be re-garded

as pre-eminentlythe prudent and consistent man.

" Still more, when I read the book for myself,as a piece of

literarycuriosity,simply with a view to ascertain its claim,I am

bound to say that the impressionmade upon me is substantially

the same as has been made on the plainman, and on the Church

in all lands and ages. It does seem to claim, if anything can

be learned from it,to be true, trustworthy,and to speak with

God's authority,without reservation or distinction of parts. Its

pervading tone assumes this. Its whole trend impHes this. Its

express teachingdeclares this. Its very words in countless cases
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proclaim this. The use made of it,too, and the manner of

reference to it,by its most outstanding teachers and writers,

seem unquestionablyto requirethis. And nothingless than this

appears to come up to the claim of the Bible, or to meet the

recjuirementsof honest interpretation.
" But since,as you say, and as your theory of indefinite erron-

eousness requires,this claim is contradicted by the facts,and

cannot in the lightof recent criticism be maintained, the funda-mental

and root doctrine of the Bible and of the Christian

religionis false,if you are right; and everythingfounded thereon,

which is everythingpeculiarto the so-called revelation,vanishes

like the dreams and superstitionsof so many other religions.The

Bible is built on sand ; and what has hitherto been supposed,

as we scepticsalways said, to be what Mr. Gladstone called

' The impregnable rock of Holy Scripture,'is,on your view and

principles,impregnable no more. Its very foundations have

been destroyed,and its every doctrine founded thereon has been

undermined and found baseless. Weighed in the balances of

rightreason, and tested by the sure tests of modern criticism,it

has been found wanting,as we always held. And we sceptics

who rejectboth the book and its religion,are at length by your-selves

amply vindicated in our contention, fullyjustifiedin our

unbelief,and certainlymore than warranted in our Agnosticism.

But surelythe only logicaland consistent course for you is to

follow our example and become scepticstoo. Most of all when

I examine the mass, the variety,and the character of the

evidence in support of what appears to ordinaryreaders to be the

claim of the Bible, adduced by those who maintain that claim, I

am compelled to confess that,if the Bible can be said to teach

anything,it seems to teach that. Beyond all question,this

evidence looks as like a demonstration as anythingof the kind

can be "
that the Bible does claim for itself truthfulness,trust-worthiness,

and Divine authority; and its whole tone, trend,

explicitteaching,and pervading attitude are utterlyinconsistent

with indefinite erroneousness, preclude the very idea of untrust-

worthiness,and are simply inexplicable,except on the supposition
that it claims to be the Word of God. In fact,in the lightof

the evidence it is safe to say that,if it does not claim and teach

this,it is useless to inquirewhat it teaches,for nothing could be

clearer,stronger, or more inevasible. It teaches nothing else so
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plainly,decisively,and pervasively; and it seems a strange

inconsistency,and a patent absurdity,to seek to ascertain what

it teaches on other things,when shuttingthe eyes to and dis-owning

this claim, on which it bases all its teaching,and on

which it grounds its right to teach at all.

" But since I don't believe in the Bible, or revelation,or the

supernatural,and since you assure me, by your theory of in-definite

erroneousness, that this first and fundamental claim of

the Bible is untenable, and contradicted by facts,and has been

exploded by the claimed results of the ablest rationalistic critics,

who on that account consistentlyrepudiaterevelation,and deny

in toto the supernatural in the religionof the Bible or in the

history of the world ; and since the innumerable errors and

contradictions, false teachings,hoary superstitions,revolting

cruelties, and outrageous immoralities,which are not only

recorded, but seemingly approved by God, and even apparently

commended and commanded in the Bible, which you refer to in

support of your theory,seem to make out a plausiblecase for

it;" I, who am disposed on other grounds to rejectthe Bible,

and to deny the supernaturalaltogether,feel relieved by your

assurance, encouraged by your contention ; and perhaps I should

express my gratitudeto you and your authoritative critics for so

effectuallyconfirming my scepticism,justifyingmy unbelief,

knocking the bottom out of the Bible by exposing the falsehood

of its fundamental claim ; and warrantingfullymy rejection

in toto of a Book which, according to you, is full of error, teems

with superstition,is disfiguredby immorality, is based upon

imposture, and lies or misleads in its pervading tone, funda-mental

doctrine, and prime claim.

" I know, of course, that the errors and immoralities that you

allege against it are largelythe same as and similar to those

charged against it in all ages by scepticslike myself,and that

beyond some of the recent results of the rationalistic criticism

there is very little indeed that may not be found more tartly

expressed in the writingsand speeches of such men as Celsus

and Porphyry, Voltaire and Tom Paine, Holyoake and Brad-

laugh, Huxley, Ingersoll,and Foote. But as these were the

avowed opponents of Christianitytheir attacks were not held as of

such weight,since they were supposed to be prejudicedassailants.

But when you, the professed friends of the religionof the Bible,
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with the powerful support of the rationahstic critics,who were

the pioneers of the Higher Criticism, and the teachers of its

ablest authorities,endorse and supplement their charges, we

scepticsmay surely take our ease and leave the work of destruc-tion

to its professedfriends. Ay, we may revel in our unbelief,

and see in imaginationthat fearless race of hated and pilloried

infidels,who died amid the execrations of a benighted Christen-dom,

risingfrom their dishonoured graves to sing a mocking

requiem over the burial of an extinct Christianity,which was

palmed off upon a credulous people by the imposture of an

inspiredBook, and the fiction of a Divine Revelation,and the

delusion of an incarnate God, and the fable of a Risen Christ."

No Escape for Errorists from Sceptic's Conclusions save

by abandoning their position or answering the whole

Evidence for the Bible Claim.

Nor can these errorists escape from these tremendous, but

legitimate,and only logicalissues of their theory, when its

principlesare powerfully pressed by a skilful sceptic to their

ultimate conclusions,except by showing "
what they have never

even attempted to do "
that the whole massive array of over-whelming

evidence which, togetherwith the impression made on

every candid mind and upon the Church in all ages by the simple

and careful reading of it,amounts to a demonstration that the

Bible does claim to be the Word of God " true, trustworthy,

and Divinelyauthoritative " is not a proof thereof,and does not

amount even to a probability.For even if the whole made out

only a bare probabilitythat the Bible did claim this,it is fatal

to their dream
"

that their theory givesthem a strong, or even a

tenable apologeticposition. So far as itappears probablethat this

is the Bible claim,so far,if their theory of indefinite erroneous-

ness is true, it is necessarilyimprobable that the Bible is true,

so far it appears probable that the Bible is untrue, and therefore

probable that the religionof the Bible is false. They have to

overthrow, and to show that it is no evidence, every item and

particleof proof that has been, or can be, adduced proving or

making probable that this is the Bible claim. One singleitem

not satisfactorilyanswered, favouringor renderingeven probable

that this is the claim of Scripture,is,with their theory, as fatal
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to the defence of Christianity,and as destructive of its truth,as

they allegeone singleerror proved in Scriptureis to the theory

of the inerrantists,or to the defence of Christianityfrom that

standpoint. For, since they teach the indefinite erroneousness of

Scripture,if one item of evidence, making even probable that

the Bible claims to be true, trustworthy,and Divinelyauthorita-tive,

remains unsatisfactorilydisposed of, it is either destructive

of Christianityor of their theory of Scripture.

The defence of Christianityis thus rendered not only not

strong, but untenable, and even impossiblefrom their standpoint.

If in one particularitem the evidence remains, or appears to

make out even a probability,that is either a refutation of their

theory,or, if it is true, it overthrows Christianityby destroyingits

fundamental claim, so long as one particleof probabilityin

favour of that claim remains unanswered. For the contradiction

in that case would be direct and full,and is,therefore,logically

as conclusive as a million.

The Errorists are more bound to answer every Item of

THE Evidence for the Bible Claim than the In-errantists

TO answer their alleged Errors.

So that if their theory is not to destroythe foundation of the

Christian faith,they are as much bound to answer every item of

the evidence in favour of the infallibilityand Divine authorityof

Scripture,and to show that it is not in favour thereof,as they

allegethe upholders of inerrancyare bound, in order to evade

a similar result,to refute or account for even an alleged or

apparent error in Scripture. Their contention is that the in-errantists

expose the defences of Christianityto an easy assault

and speedy overthrow by making Christianitypay with its life

for a singleapparent error or discrepancy found in Scripture;

and they allegethat all the unbelieving foe has to do, on that

view, in order to destroythe Christian faith,is to produce one

case of this. The wiser inerrantists do not admit that this is the

real state of the question, and the ablest of them distinctly

repudiate this definite staking of Christianityon this doctrine,

and at the utmost would only admit that such apparent errors or

discrepanciesonly constitute an objection or difficultyto their

doctrine which they do not think it impossibleor even difficultto
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answer or account for ; and the errorists have yet to prove that

theirs is the true statement of the case. No theologian ever

was more able to see or state the question {stainsqticestioiiis),

on this or any theologicalsubject,with more clearness and

force than Dr. William Cunningham, and he distinctlyrefuses to

accept that as the true state of the question; so also does Dr.

Paton of Princeton.

Errorists' Allegation of one Error in Scripture, while

ONE Item of Evidence for Inerrancy remains, more

IMPERILS Christianity than Inerrantists' View.

But even were it true, as they assert, their own theory puts
them in a similar,yea, even a worse position,apologetically.

For so long as a singleitem of evidence favouringinerrancy
remains unanswered or undisposed of,or even the more guarded

positionof definite truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine

authority,their assertion that the Scriptureis indefinitelyerrone-ous

is at least equally fatal to what appears to be, by that

evidence, the fundamental claim of Scripture,and is therefore

equally destructive of the truth and basis of the Christian

faith. Yea, even the allegationof a singleerror in Scripture,so

long as a singleparticleof evidence remains unanswered that

appears to favour inerrancy,is at least as destructive of the

fundamental claim of the source and basis of the Christian faith

as the assertion of inerrancy,in face of an apparent error, can

be, because one item of evidence favouringinerrancyis surely

at least equal to one apparent error in support of errancy ! It

is reallyof much more weight than many apparent errors or

discrepancies,for it is direct and positive," the only proper

evidence,"
while the other is not proper evidence at all,but only

such difficultiesand objectionsagainstthe proper positiveevidence

as is often connected with the best established truths in almost

every regionof thought and discovery," and in this case they are

less difficult of explanation. So that without sayinganything
further about the inerrantist's claim,even on the extremest view,

and on this narrowest point,and even granting the errorists the

advantage of denied and untenable suppositions,the balance of

the argument lies clearlyand decisivelyon the side of the

inerrantists as againstthe errorists at this crucial point.
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The Tables completely turned.

Further, if,as the errorists allege,the inerrancy view leaves

the Christian faith indefensible and prostrate at the feet of the

sceptic,to pay with its life the penalty of its temerity,much

more a fortioritheir theory or assertion of error even in one

point does so, so long as one item of evidence for inerrancy

remains unanswered ; and how much more when it isinnumerable

errors and indefinite and illimitable erroneousness that is alleged

or implied? Therefore, so far as apologetictenableness is con-cerned,

the whole weight of the argument is demonstrably on

the side of inerrancy. And when it is considered that this was

the point which the errorists have always regarded and urged as

their strongest argument againstinerrancy,and the most vulner-able

point in that view, on which they have most assuredly

vaunted over the supposed apologeticweakness of that position,

it does seem strange \hsXjtistthere,when thoroughly examined,

their own positionis immeasurably weaker and more defenceless

far,when facing the infidel foe. Why herein is a marvellous

thing,that justthat very kind of argument, which was supposed

to be fatal from an apologeticstandpointto inerrancy,is justthe

very kind of argument that is demonstrably more fatal,from the

same view point,to their own theory. Just at that precisepoint

where the one was proclaimed to be most vulnerable, and

perilousapologetically,preciselythere the other is patentlystill

more vulnerable, and much more dangerous to the Christian

faith.

The reason why the urgers of this objection have failed to

perceivethis is,that they have quietlyignored the whole Scripture

evidence adduced in support of the Bible claim,as if the teaching
of Scriptureitself,on this its fundamental doctrine, were of no

importance, or not evidence at all,or at least nothing requiring

attention,while it is in fact the decisive,and the only direct or

proper evidence on the question. Second, because they have per-sistently

refused to face,far less to answer, the Bible evidence in

favour of inerrancy,as if it were unworthy of consideration.

Yet every item of it is of much more weight againstthe opposite

theory than any number of allegeddiscrepanciesor errors are

as objectionsagainstitself. So long as one singleitem of that

apparent evidence remains undisposed of satisfactorily,it can be
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used much more effectivelyby the scepticagainstthe truth of

the Christian religion,on the errorists'theory,than any apparent

errors or discrepancieshe can point out can be, even on the

extremest theory of inerrancy. Since this is so, even as against

this view of Scripture,where will this theory be when compared

apologeticallywith the more cautious and carefullyguarded view

which we have proved to be the lowest limit of the Bible claim ?

It will be simply nowhere.

How MUCH MORE WHEN THE EVIDENCE IS SO GREAT?

Further, as this is the state of the case with even one item

of Scriptureevidence in favour of inerrancy,what will it be when

they have faced the whole massive array of overwhelming

Scripture evidence adduced, which they have to answer and

satisfactorilydispose of in every particularbefore they can get a

footingfor any apologeticpositionat all? It must simply be

abandoned in despairby every reasonable man, and the whole

positionbe felt,found, and owned to be hopelesslyindefensible.

And when this is so, even on the theory of errancy positively

taught,what must it be on the theory of indefinite erroneousness

and of unlimited and inimitable unreliability" the theory now in

vogue againstthe Bible claim ? It will obviouslybe recognised

as a self-evident necessityto adopt one or other of the views

pronounced to be so untenable and perilousby the assailants of

inerrancy; which seems to show that there is no defence of the

Christian faith possibleat all,nor anything to defend peculiarto

Christianityfrom their position.And that because the sure

Book, which is the source and basis of it,is,by this theory,

alleged to be false and misleadingin its foundation claim.

The Untenap.leness and Seriousness of the Errorists'

Position apologetically appears most sharply and

SOLEMNLY IN FACE OF ChRIST's MOST EMPHATIC TEACH-ING.

It ENABLES THE SCEPTIC TO INVADE THE DiVlNITY

OF His Person and Mission.

In closingthis line of argument, one thing further must be

said,and that is,that the untenableness and seriousness,from an

apologeticpoint of view, of the theory of indefinite erroneous-
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ness, appear most sharply,inevasibly,and momentously in

connection with Our Lord Himself and His most emphatic

teaching on this specificquestion. It enables the scepticto

invade the Divinityof His Person and mission. I have already

referred to the remarkable and most significantfact that Our

Lord has evidentlytaken specialpains to cast in the whole

weightof His own most decisive teaching,and Divine authority,

justat those very points and doctrines which He foresaw would

be assailed and controverted. He has thus, in strikingcontrast

to some of our recent teachers, shut men up to the alternatives

of receivingthem or rejectingHim. He thereby leaves and

requiresmen to choose between acceptingthe truths He taught,

believingthe statements He made, or disowningHis authorityas

a Teacher and rejectingHim as their Lord. He exposes the

hypocrisyand inconsistencyof callingHim " Lord ! Lord ! " and

yet not doing or believingthe thingsHe says. It has also been

shown that, if the Gospels and other N.T. writingsgive even

the substance or purport of what He said, His teaching,on

the thorough truthfulness,complete trustworthiness,and Divine

authorityof all Scripture,is the most explicit,decisive,and

impressivein all Scripture. Therefore the most serious issues

are raised by any approach to the virtual denial of this,and still

more by the loud and persistentproclamationof the indefinite

erroneousness, and unlimited untrustworthiness, and illimitable

unauthoritativeness of that Divine, God-breathed Book, which

He endorsed, and His Spiritinspired,and every jot and tittle

of which He declared to be true, inviolable,and of Divine

authority.
This brings us at once face to face with such momentous

questionsas,
" Is Christ infallible,and authoritative as a religious

teacher ? " and if not, how can He possiblybe God, or Saviour,

or even a good, if not a deluded man ; or how can we rationally

seek elsewhere for an infallible standard, or seat of authority

in religion? It necessarilyforces the assertors of indefinite

erroneousness to take up what Dr. Robertson Smith calls the

dangerous and untenable position," to assert preciselythe same

of Christ as a teacher as they assert of Scripture,that His

teaching is misleading,false,and the reverse of God's will,"

which is blasphemy ;" and this,too, on this the first and funda-mental

questionof all religion; for with it He, with His religion.
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Stands or falls. It has before been sufficientlyshown how easily

and unanswerably the sceptic can destroy the source of the

Christian faith,when, in direct contradiction of the Bible claim,

itsprofessed-defenders allegeits indefinite erroneousness.

But when they pass, and appeal from Scripturegenerallyto

Christ Himself," as they sometimes vainlydo in their exigencies,

so as to appear to leave some infallible seat of authorityin

religionafter discardingthe Bible " they find that apologeticallyit

is only going from bad to worse. For apart from the fact that

we know nothing of Christ or His teaching except through

Scripture; so that as far as Scriptureis erroneous and un-trustworthy,

which on this theory is indefinitelyand inimitably,

so far is our knowledge of Him and of His teachingand of His

religion;" it turns out on lookingat His words that they are the

most solemn, decisive,and inevasible in Holy Writ againsttheir

theory ; and that He, above all others, is the most awful, and

absolute declarer of the inviolable truthfulness and Divine

authorityof all Scripture.
Therefore the sceptic,who wishes to assail and overthrow

the bulwarks of the Christian faith,and to raze it to its founda-tions,

has only vigorouslyto seize,and remorselesslyto use, the

weapons forged by professedlyChristian hands, or would-be

superiorChristian apologists. By placing their theory in direct

and strongest contradiction to the first and fundamental claim

of Scripture," most emphaticallyendorsed by Christ," as well

as to the most expUcit words and most absolute declarations

and most assured presuppositionsof Christ Himself," the

scepticcan in the most direct and unanswerable way, on their

theoryand principles,demolish and utterlyexplode,from the very

foundations,the whole structure and substance of the Christian

faith,falsifyat once both the claim of Scriptureand of Christ

as the Son of God, or even as a teacher sent from God, and

annihilate by one fell stroke both the source and centre of the

religionof Revelation. *

Sceptics and Rationalists consistently deny His Divine

Claims and Authority as a Teacher.

Hence, as a matter of fact, many, acting honestly and

thoroughly on this theory,have explicitlydenied and disowned
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the authorityand infaUibihtyof Christ ; and have consistently

abandoned Christianity,and rejected supernatural religion.

Others, while stillcaUing Him "Lord," have declared that "the

rightsof criticism must be pressed, even against the Master

Himself" ; because, so long as His authoritywas acknowledged
He appeared most awkwardly and inevitablyto block the way

of the advance of their rationalistic criticism,and the acceptance

of their supposed critical results. Others yet bolder have not

refrained from pointingout His supposed " exegeticalmistakes "

in the interpretationof His own Word, " presuming to aver that

He misunderstood the Scripturewhich Himself inspired,endorsed,

and came to fulfil. Others have even ventured to explain the

causes and sources of His errors and misconceptions,by attribut-ing

them to the hterature that He read
" especiallythe Book of

Enoch "
and the influence on His mind, as on every other mind,

of the errors, superstitions,and the narrowing and misleading

effects of the opinionsand misconceptions of the times in which,

and the people among whom. He lived. His speciallysusceptible

religiousmind made Him, as supposed, peculiarlyopen to such

influences," as if He were merely or mainly a creature of His age

and environment ; instead of being the Creator of a new age,

the Father of all the ages, and the Maker of all thingsnew, as all

subsequent historyhas demonstrated. Others stillhave dared

to go the lengthof declaringthat to deny the errancy and actual

erroneousness, or to assert the Divine infaUibility,reliability,and

authorityof His words and teaching,is to deny the reaHtyof His

humanity, since,as alleged,it is human to err ; an oracular but

here false and fallacious dictum of those who dare to deny

infallibilityto the most solemn utterances of the Son of God,

while virtuallyclaiminginfallibilityfor themselves and their own

crude imaginations. This is equivalent to saying that the

incarnation of God was an impossibility,without the God-man

being in this respect, as in all others,like sinful men ; which is

presumption and blasphemy. And sonie others," the Kenotics

and RationalisingCritics," from some of whom better things

might have been expected," because they saw how awkwardly

Christ and His decisive teaching about the inviolabiHtyand

Divine authorityof Scripturestood in the way of their theories

and fancied results, have sought to get over their serious

difficultiesby talkingin Greek euphemism of the Kenosis. By
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this in plain English is meant, in this connection, that He

became incarnate not only under the necessary limitations of

human nature, but also under the ignorance, errancy, and

indefinite erroneousness of fallen and sinful humanity. For it

is to account for the actual errors He is alleged to have fallen

into, and taught on Scripture,that the Kenotic theory has

recentlybeen introduced here ; as if an infallible and perfect

human nature, and a specialanointing of the Holy Ghost for

His unique work, and above all His Divine nature, in which His

Personalitydistinctlylies and centres, made no real difference

between Him and other men in knowledge and teaching.^

They overlook, too, that limitation of knowledge and errancy

or erroneousness in teachinghave no necessary connection,truth

and nescience are quite compatible with each other, even in

ordinary men. How much more in men speciallyinspiredof

God to give His Word ; as abundantly illustrated in the God-

breathed utterances of every Spirit-inspiredprophet and apostle.

And how most of all in Him who is both the perfectMan and

the perfectWord of God ; and who was uniquelyinspiredby the

Spiritof God, both in His person and His speech,for the express

purpose of expressingand embodying the gloryof God, and de-claring

the mind of God on this supreme, prime question" this

root, basal doctrine of all religionand Revelation.

The Sceptics can compel the Errorists to abandon

THEIR Christianity or their Theory. The Sceptic's

Apology
" -Third Stage.

The sceptichas only to place the averments and implications

of their theory of indefinite erroneousness in opposition to

Christ's explicitteaching,habitual usage, and specificwords, in

order to make out such direct and manifold contradictions

between them as to demonstrate that if the one is true the other

must be false ; and thus to require them either to abandon their

theory or disown their Christianity,to discard their rationalistic

principleor to rejectChrist and the authorityof His teaching.
For he can reason thus :

" You say that the Bible is not

inerrant,and by that you mean that there are errors in it.

Though the negativeform is preferredby you to the positive,

1 See Book II.
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because of the controverial advantages it givesyou, other Chris-tians

who oppose your theoryhold that your denial of the inerrancy
is reallyan assertion of the erroneousness of Scripture,in which

they surely are right; and the erroneousness you allege is

indefinite. You not only aver that there are errors in the Bible,

but also that there is an indefinite number of errors. You make

no specificlimit to the erroneousness, nor give any certain

principleby which the error can be eliminated from the truth.

On the contrary, you imply that there is no certain and

indisputablelimit,and no inerrant means, or sure principleof

infalliblydistinguishingthe true from the false in Scripture;

and, therefore,that both the errancy and the erroneousness are

unlimited and illimitable,indefinite and indeterminable.

" Nor are the thingsand kinds of thingsof which erroneous-ness

and error are predicatedof a trivialor unimportant nature,

as was sometimes said ; nor are even the ethical or religious

elements of the Bible now exempted from error or held to be

infallible by you, as until recentlywas wont to be maintained by

Christian apologists. On the contrary, of no kind of thing in

Scripture do you assert by infallibility.Of every kind of thing

distinctive of the Bible you deny inerrancyand assert erroneous-ness,

" in matters of religionand morals as well as in everything

else. Yea, it is from the distinctivelyethical and religious

elements that you now most readilyand confidentlyadduce

examples and proofs of the errancy and erroneousness of

Scripture; and by these you most plausiblyand cogentlysupport

your theory. So that errancy and erroneousness, rather than

infallibilityand truthfulness,are what you attribute to Scripture.

In fact,what you allegeand imply,and your whole methods and

assumptions in handling and regardingScripturereveal and go

to favour, is that erroneousness is predicatedof every part and

element of Scripture; and that infallibilityor truthfulness is not

predicableof any part, or element, or kind of thing therein.

" As a scepticI appreciateall that you with rationalisticcriti-cism

have done tending to show this,and to disparageand destroy

the credibilityof the Bible,demolishing its fancied infallibility,

showing its untruthfulness and untrustworthiness,and exploding

its claimed Divine authorityand supposed supernaturalorigin.

But I wonder when you did so much that you did not do more, "

that when you went so far you did not go farther. Surelywhen
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you had discredited the Book, and denied itsfundamental claim,

it was natural and requisiteto have rejectedthe religionof which

it is the record, source, and standard, and to have denied the

faith of which it is the root, basis, and written embodiment.

Certainly,since by ScriptureChrist stands, when you show and

proclaim its untruthfulness and untrustworthiness,you proclaim
His also ; when you deny itsauthority,you ought surelyto deny
His authoritytoo. When you disown its firstand fundamental

claim, you are bound logicallyto disown His claim also,and to

rejectHim and His religion.For there can be nothing so well

established even from the Bible,if it can be said to establish

anything,as that with it He stands or falls. Its truthfulness He

vouches for. Its trustworthiness He proclaims. Its super-natural

originHe declares. Its Divine authorityHe seals. Its

claim to speak the truth in the name of God He endorses with

the utmost absoluteness. Its infallibilityHe ever assumes,

asserts, and postulates. By its absolute inviolabilityHe swears

in language the most solemn and majestic. Nothing can be

clearer or more decisivelyproved than this.

" So that your theoryand His teachingabout the Bible come

into direct,full,and strongest contradiction. Your statements

about it,and His, are so manifestlyand manifoldlyopposed, that

if the one is true the other must be false. And your whole

manner of regarding,and method of treatingit,are so entirely
different from and so diametricallyopposite to His as to

disclose and demonstrate that if your conceptions and ways of

usingit are right.His are wrong. What He declared about it

you deny. What He assumes you disown. What He postulates

you repudiate. What He claims for it you reject. His way of

using it,quoting it,and referringto it,you denounce. His

method of regarding and handlingit,you and your methods

condemn. His habitual deference to it,even in the most per-plexing

and objectionablethings,you have no sympathy with.

His unquestioningconfidence in it,absolute reliance on it as

inviolable,even in the minutest points and trivialdetails,yea
in most questionableand staggeringthings,you and others

deprecateand despise. His manner of speaking of it in such

exalted terms, of appealingto it as decisive of all controversy, of

characterisingit as in its integrityinspiredof God, and of using
it and relyingon it in its literalityeven in minutiae,is utterly

33
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opposed to your whole ideas,principles,and usages. And the

very name He gives it as a whole" The Word of God " you

repudiate. In fact,His whole attitude to it differs toto ccelo from

yours, proving that your ideas and beliefs about it and His are

at utter variance and in diametrical opposition. Beyond a doubt,

were He among us speakingof it and using it as He was wont to

do in Galilee and Judaea,you would disown His views and state-ments

about it," He would be behind the age, because ignorant

of the results of modern criticism,and would class Him among

the belated upholders of an obsolete theory which arose among

a credulous people, but which must be set aside by the enlighten-ment

of the nineteenth century.
" Let a few specificexamples suffice to illustrate the remark-able

contrast. The O.T. " Christ's Bible
" you have largely

discredited, and never weary of proclaimingand parading its

untrustworthiness,and denying or discreditingits historic truth-fulness

in largeand radical portions. Nor do you fail to disclose

your unmeasured contempt for those benighted beings, who

now in the lightof the fancied results of rationalistic criticism

would dare to maintain, as He did, its inviolable truthfulness,

unquestionable trustworthiness, and Divine authority. But

of that same O.T. Christ said, it was easier for heaven and

earth to pass than for one jot or one tittleof it to fail or pass

away tillall should be fulfilled. You seem to gloryin exposing

its erroneousness, and showing its unreliability.He ever

delighted in proclaimingits inviolable truth, emphasising its

absolute trustworthiness,and in declaringits Divine authority.

You disparage and discredit the literal fulfilment of prophecy,

and disfavour the whole idea of specificpredictionof future

events and labour to show in the cases allegedthat they have been

' falsified by the events
'

; and you decry attempts at proving

literal and remarkable fulfilments in specificand significant

cases as forced and untenable literalism," the relics of a credulous

age. But He declares in the most emphatic and majesticwords

that He came to fulfil Scripturepredictionsand prefigurations,

even to the minutest points,yea to the jots and tittles; and

He and His apostles,after His example, and by the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost in a vast varietyof specificcases, show,

reason on, and emphasise this ; and make use of it to prove

His Divinity,Messiahship, and resurrection,and the super-
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natural origin,inviolable truth, and Divine authorityof Holy

Scripture.
" He also habituallyso uses Scripture,sustains,rules, and

inspiresHis life by it,and is so guided,governed, fortified,and

atmosphered by it, and so directed, determined, and even

necessitated by it at turningpoints,and crucial times, even in

minute particulars,^that the Bible was manifestlyto Him His

meat and drink, His chart and sword. His lightand rule,His

comfort and His native air. Nor did one singlewhisper ever

escape His lipsto imply that any part or particleof it was to Him

anythingelse than the Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth

for ever. Nay, His every recorded utterance or reference,

declares or implies it was ever so to Him. You are wont to

declaim againstverbal inspiration(as you vaguely and without

definition or specificmeaning call it)as a vicious,Rabbinical

tradition, or dark-age creation, or post-Reformation dogma,

and in the intolerant dogmatism and omniscience of modern

rationalistic criticism rave out irate contempt against every

cautious critic,careful scholar,reverent student, and independent

theologianwho hesitates to accept or presumes to question your

vague, absurd, and often self-stultifyingipsedixits (forhow can

the ideas or substance be known except through and in the

words ?)by sayinganything in favour of the words of Scripturein

which alone the thoughts are expressed,embodied, or ascertain-able,

as if they were the upholders of an expired or expiring
superstition.But Christ not only called the whole O.T, as

composedof words, the Word of God, but endorsed its pervasive
' Thus saith the Lord,' by which its writers claim that what they
write is not merely their words but the words of God ; yea,

' the

oracles of God,' as the whole O.T. is in the New called.

"Christ also promised to His apostles,the writers of the

N.T., to give them His Spiritto lead them into all truth,and to

enable them so to express it that what they said or wrote would

be what He said through them by His Spirit(Matt. 10'-*^).In

virtue of this,they are said to speak '
as the Spiritgave them

utterance' (Acts 2-*),and what they said is declared to be

'
not the word of man, but as it is in truth, the Word of God '

(i Thess. 2 13). So that if there is any truth in this or Christ's

promise, He thus, directlyor indirectly,explicitlyor by antici-

' See Book I.
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pation,endorses the words both of the O.T. and the New, as the

God-breathed expressionand embodiment of God's Revelation.

" You are wont to question or deny the historical truthful-ness

of much that is recorded in Scripture,and to discredit or

disown the veritable realityof many of the persons and events,

and to feel not only free,but predisposed to raise at every turn,

or in any place,the question of the truthfulness and trustworthi-ness

of whatever is stated therein,and not to accept as true any-thing

simply because it is in God's Word, but only what ' finds '

you (asColeridge would say),or what, after examination,satisfies

your reason on independent and intrinsic grounds. But in

strikingcontrast to your critical,if not scepticalattitude.He

everywhere, on all occasions and in all references,unhesitatingly

accepts the statements and representationsof the Bible as un-questionably

true and trustworthy,without doubt, reservation,

or even qualification; and that simply because it is to Him the

Word of God, that cannot err, mislead, or fail in jot or tittle.

The very idea or possibilityof error or unreliabilityis utterly

foreignand opposed to His whole attitude and references to it,

as also to His entire conceptionand use of it. He" habitually
and indiscriminatelymakes use of all parts, things,and kinds of

things, expressions,and words in Scripture,and in such an

authoritative and unquestioning way as to put it beyond

question that to Him all things,representations,and items in

Scripture are true, trustworthy,and God -inspired. And this

truthfulness and reliabilityof all Scripture,because it is the

Word of God, is to Him a postulateand first principleof all true

Biblical interpretation.It is thus superabundantly evident that

Christ and your criticsdiffergreatlyand radically" yea, toto coclo
"

in their whole conceptions of Scripture,in their attitude towards

it,way of handlingit,in the character and authoritythey ascribe to

it,in their whole manner of using it,method of interpretingit,

and way of regardingit. So that if yours isright.His is wrong ; if

yours is true. His is false ; if yours is reliable.His is misleading.

If He is at all right,you must
' greatlyerr,'and vice versa.

"And since your critical view of Scripture,as opposed to

Christ's view, appears to be becoming more and more received,

and its results accepted,as you say, by the consensus of critical

opinion,it is evident that criticism " by exposing the erroneous-

ness and untrustworthiness of the Scriptures He endorsed,
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received,and declared to be in their totalitythe inviolable Word

of God "
has thus, if true, invalidated and destroyed the

reliability,authority,and veracityof Christ as a religiousteacher,

and, by necessary consequence, discredited and exploded the

religionthat He taught and originated,and is the sum and

substance of. For it is surelya self-evident irrationalityto take

as an object of faith,or an authorityin religion,far less as the

object of Divine worship,One who teaches error for truth,and

declares to be true what is proved to be false ; or to receive as

true a religionwhose source, basis,and standard are a book that

He inspired,endorsed, and declared to be the inviolable Word

of God, and is Himself the burden and substance of, and which

He says He came to fulfil; but which criticism has, if its

conclusions are true, or your theory or principlesare adopted,

discredited,and exposed the erroneousness, untrustworthiness,

and unveraciousness of. So that criticism has thus discredited

Christ, and thereby relegated Christianity,like all the other

pretended revelations from heaven, to its place among the

exploded and expiringsuperstitionsthat human phantasy has

created and sought to impose upon a credulous humanity for

its faith and homage. Thus criticism has at length justified

unbelief,and agnosticismought to be the creed of Christendom

and the religionof mankind. And surely,in view of the conflict

and contradiction between Christ's view of Scriptureand yours,

scepticsare amply warranted in their scepticism,agnosticism

justifiedin its unbelief,and the sceptic'sapology proved to be

valid and unanswerable."

It thus appears that the vaunted apologeticsuperiorityof the

errorists'positionis a fable," leavingnothing certain to defend,

and no means of defence. There may be weakness and un-wisdom

apologeticallyin facingscepticism in the positionof

absolute inerrancy,but the positionof indefinite erroneousness

is demonstrated feebleness and palpable folly. And were there

no better positionof defence for the Christian faith than this

theory affords,it would be far better for Christian Apology

frankly to own defeat, and acknowledge that no defence is

possible,as on the Errorists' views and on the rationalistic

principlesthe sceptichas shown ; for if the claim of Scriptureis

false,and the teachingof Christ wrong, Christianityis a proved

delusion,an exploded fiction.



CHAPTER IV.

(II.)THE POSITIVE DEFENCE OF CHRISTIANITY

FROM THE INERRANTISTS' POSITION

This demonstration of the untenableness and futilityof the

attempted defence of the Christian faith from the standpointand

on the principlesof the advocates of indefinite erroneousness

and illimitable untrustworthiness, does not, however, prove that

the opposing positionsare any stronger apologetically.On the

contrary, it might be said that they are in no better,but a

worse positionfor defence ; and that it yet remains to be seen

whether there is for Christianityany really defensible posi-tion.

In any case, before the opposing positionscan be fully

compared apologetically,it is necessary to consider, further,

whether any defence is possible from the other positions,

what that defence is or can be made, and how the opposing
theories compare along the leadingwell-tried lines of Christian

evidence.

This is all the more necessary because the common and

vociferous cry of those errorists" who, notwithstanding all the

vaunted superiorityof their apologeticposition,have been

shown to have no tenable position at all
"

has been that the

inerrantists take up a weak and indefensible position,which

imperilsChristianityby staking its life upon the finding of a

single error in the Bible. Were this reallyso, it would, at first

sight,seem a plausibleobjectionto the assertion of absolute

inerrancy,and a serious reason for the inerrantists reconsidering

the prudence of their positionand the truth of their doctrine.

And it certainlydoes appear to show the unwisdom of even

seeming to stake Christianityon such a small and narrow issue,

" especiallywhen the questionof our time as to Scripture is

by no means limited to such a narrow point,whether as against
518
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the sceptics,who rejectboth the Bible and Christianity,or as

against the rationahstic errorists,who professthe Christian faith

but proclaim the indefinite erroneousness of the Book in which

it is embodied and from which alone our knowledge of it is

derived. For both of these partiestraverse the whole Book,

and deny, as we have seen, infallibilityor Divine authorityto

any book, or part, or kind of thingtherein.

Nevertheless the inerrantist is by no means destitute of a

defence of his position. He cannot have less than the errorist ;

for, as shown above, he has none, and on his theory and

principlescan have no valid defence. But the defender of

even absolute inerrancyhas not a littleto say in answer to both

the scepticand the rationalist. Even admitting,for the present,

for the sake of exhibitingthe argument of the latter,what the

ablest inerrantists deny and disprove,that all the sceptichas to

do in order to overthrow Christianity,on their theory,is to make

out one error in the Bible ; they have much that is cogent to say

in defence of their positionapologetically.

I. First Line of Defence, no indisputable Error has been

DEMONSTRATED. Dr. FaRRAR, Dr. A. B. DaVIDSON,

Principal D. Brown, D.D., Principal Rainy, D.D.,

Dr. Westcott, Dr. Meyer, Dr. Ellicott.

I St. They hold, and undertake to show that no indubitable

error has yet, after the controversies and attempts of nineteen

centuries,been demonstrated even in the Scripturesas we hav^e

them" of course in the originaldocuments. In support oi this

they can, speciallyfor the N.T., quote, among others. Arch-deacon

Farrar,who, while disowning the view of Scripturethat

would exclude " the possibilityof mistake " by the Bible writers,

is constrained to say,
" That they did so err, I am not so

irreverent as to assert, nor has the widest learningand acutest

ingenuityof Scepticism ever pointed to one complete and

demonstrable error of fact or doctrine in the O. or N.T." And

Professor A. B. Davidson, D.D., the greatest livingBritish O.T.

scholar,has been reported to have said that he did not know of

a singleone of the so-called errors found in our EnglishBibles,

of which he could say with certaintythat it was in the original
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document.^ They can point with confidence to the contests of

centuries to prove that the alleged errors have, in the great

majority of cases, been triumphantly disproved, and probably

never existed save in the imaginations,or by the mistakes, of

those who alleged them, or through the misunderstanding or

unwisdom of inaccurate or unskilful defenders.

Alleged Errors and Discrepancies are vanishing

Quantities.

They can show by countless cases that these alleged errors

or discrepanciesare a vanishing quantity. They thus establish

a probabilitythat,with fuller knowledge and largerresearch, all

will yet vanish. They can, with the distinguishedand venerable

Biblical critic and commentator, PrincipalDavid Brown, D.D.,

prove that the great mass of these allegederrors are the same as

were adduced by infidels seventy years ago. And yet in full

knowledge of them, he, with the others,was not convinced that

there was a singleerror proved in Scripture,but believed that,if

they knew all,every discrepancywould disappear. So, similarly,

the great German commentator, Meyer, whose commentaries

hold such a high place in every scholar's estimation, recently

said. They are, in fact,mostly those to be found in the

irreverent writingsof Celsus and Porphyry, earlyin the Christian

era, to which the great Christian Fathers so effectivelyreplied; or

in the coarsest productionsand caricatures of Tom Paine, last

century, as well as of vulgar,uneducated, infidel leaders of recent

times," all of whom have been refuted ad nmiseum, the Church

stillholding to the infallibilityof Scripturein view of all. They

can, with the learned and liberal-minded PrincipalRainy, D.D.,

the ablest livingtheologian,and with Dr. Westcott, bishop of

Durham, facileprincepsthe greatest livingN.T. scholar, and the

best Biblical scholars of the world in all ages, "
stillbelieve and

proclaim,in the face and full knowledge of all that has been

advanced to the contrary, that,if we knew all,we should probably

find that they would all be explained or disappear.

They can, with signal and reassuring effect,refer to the

examples of errors that have been alleged,and show that most

^ See pamphlet by Rev, Robert Howie, D.D., p. i8.
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of them, even Christians of ordinaryintelligence,as Dr. Brown

said,can well afford to smile at, while Biblical scholars can only

wonder that such thingsshould have ever been thought errors or

discrepanciesat all. The vast majority of them can be easily

explained,and are mainly the product of misinterpretationsof

the Bible, or misconceptions of its purpose, or misapprehensions

of its character. These are often due to strangelyassuming that

it is, what it never professesto be, a scientific instead of a

popular book, or that it giveswith exact precisionwhat is often

given only in a round and generalway. Almost all of them can

be explained without difficultyby the exercise of common sense,

the acquirement of available information,and a proper apprehen-sion

of what is intended and how it is presented. None of them

precludes a probable or possibleexplanation; and a possible

explanationis all that,from the nature of the case, can fairlybe

expected or logicallyasked in such a case, since it would be

impossibleto prove that the possible may not be the actual

explanation.This, at least,is sufficient to silence the objector,

if not to remove the objection,which isall that can be reasonably

required in an apology in answer to an objection,especiallyas it

is made againstwhat is established on its own proper evidence.

Historical and Arch^ological Research corroborates

THE Truthfulness of Scripture.

They can also triumphantly show that the progress of

historical,scientific,and archaeologicalresearch is more and

more tending to establish the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

even exact correctness and preciseaccuracy of Scripture in

minute pointsand trivial things. This may be seen at length in

such writingsas Paley'sand Blunt's undesigned coincidences ;

Rawlinson's, Maclear's, and Ramsay's historical illustrations ;

Layard's and Smith's, Sayce's and Boscawen's, Plumptre's

and Petrie's,Delitzsch's and Hommell's writings,and The

Palestine and other Explorations Societies' pubUcations on

archaeologicalresearches. Every stroke of the spade, as Pro-fessor

Sayce puts it,gives fresh confirmation of the historicity,

truth, trustworthiness,and even minute accuracy of the Bible

statements and representations,and so explodes many fine-spun
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but baseless critical theories,assertions,or assumptions. For

whatever minor exceptions or reservations may appear, it is

beyond question and matter of established fact that the whole

trend, drift,and effect of these discoveries is to corroborate and

establish the truth and even minute accuracy of Scripture,the

Bible and the Babylonian and other Oriental Records showing

a marvellous harmony. In the lightof all this,and much

more that could be said and can be seen in detail in these and

many archaeologicaland apologeticworks, the inerrantists may

be calm and confident,feelingassured that what can stillbe so

well maintained after nineteen centuries of the most keen

searching,and often virulent attack, is surely a fairlysafe,

tenable,and defensible apologeticposition. Certainlyit is,at

least,not to be despised by those who have been shown to be

destitute of any tenable positionwhatever.

2. It is only of the Scriptures as originally given that

inerrancy is predicated, and only when properly

interpreted.

2nd. But this is only the firstline of fortifications. This line

of apologeticdefence is not the only one on which the in-errantists

can take their stand against the assaults of scepticism

or rationalism. They declare, and emphasise, in view of the

well-known obtuseness and prevalent misrepresentations,that it

is not of the Scripturesas we have them, but of the Scripturesas

originallygiven by the inspirationof God, and when properly

interpretedby the illumination of the inspiringSpirit,by the

aid of true research, and the proper applicationof the sound

principlesof Biblical interpretation,"
that they assert absolute

inerrancy. And here they can adduce an amount of evidence

that will make their positionnot only tenable, but comparatively

strong, " -especiallywhen supported by the massive array of

positiveevidence for the Christian faith. For they can reason

cogently"

First. " That a book, or rather a literature,written by so

many different human authors, in so many different ages and

lands," extending from first to last over some fifteen or sixteen

centuries ; composed, as some of the books of Scripturewere.
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from diverse documents, and transmitted through so many

centuries,the first
" speaking roundly" through well-nigh four

thousand years, the last almost through two thousand, " should

show some of the marks of all ancient literature,and bear

evidence of the vicissitudes of time,and disclose some apparent

errors and discrepanciesthat would have easilycrept into it in

its passage adown this long and often chequered course, " is only

what we should expect, unless,indeed, a perpetualmiracle was to

be wrought in preservingit inviolable and absolutely intact

through all these changes and during millenniums, " which no in-telligent

defender of inerrancymaintains. This one consideration

goes far to account for the allegederrors and discrepanciesin the

Scriptures,as we have them ; and might reasonably warrant the

conclusion that,if we had the Scripturesas originallygiven,these

apparent errors would not likelybe found in them. In any case,

since we do not possess the originals,and never can, it is impos-sible

to prove that these apparent discrepancieswere in them ;

and, therefore,it is impossibleto demonstrate the untenableness

of the inerrantist's position. For anythingwe can tell,it may be

the simple truth. And since it may be so, the inerrantist,even

if he admitted,as he does not, errors in the Scripturesas we have

them, can maintain with much cogency, in view of the Bible

claim, that the Scriptures,as originallygiven, were free from

error. At least he can certainlyfrom this standpoint be calm in

face of every attack of either sceptic or rationalist,fearlessly

challenge all Errorists to prove the alleged errors, which they

cannot, since they have not the originals,and can, therefore,

reasonably hold that his Christianityis not only tenable, but

practicallyirrefutable from his position" it cannot be dispfoved.

Second.
"

Recent Confirmations. Parallel of

Ancient Literature.

Besides, he finds further positiveand independent evidence

supporting his positionfrom the notorious fticts,that with the

progress of textual criticism,archaeologicaland historical re-search,

and reverent liiblical criticism,apparent errors and dis-crepancies

have often vanished, and are vanishing; and fresh

confirmations of the truth and even minute accuracy of Scripture
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are ever being brought to light. So that the progress of discovery

and the increase of knowledge go more and more to strengthen

his evidence and to establish his position.

Further, he can adduce the well-known parallelof other

ancient and classical writings,in which countless corruptionshave

crept into the text, creatinga science of suggested emendations,

and from that derive strong corroboration of the truth and

reasonableness of his view as to the originalsacred writings.

The Bible truly interpreted.

Besides all this,it is not only of the Scripturesas originally

given,but of these as, and only when, properlyinterpreted,in the

sense intended by the Divine Inspirer; and with a true appre-hension

of the purpose for which each part and passage were

given by God, that he would predicateinerrancy. AVith this all-

important limitation,so often overlooked, whole hosts of the

supposed errors of Scripturedisappear; for in numberless cases

those allegedare not errors of Scripture,but errors of interpreta-tion,

or misconception, or misapplication,which have been

fathered upon the Bible, and transmitted by tradition,as if they

were the very Word of God, when they are only the traditions of

men. When all the alleged errors thus arisinghave been

eliminated,those remaining will not cause earnest and reasonable

men serious concern.

Third.
" The Theories of Bible Composition of Errorists

ACCOUNT for Discrepancies. The Gospels.

Were anything further required to account for the alleged

errors and apparent discrepanciesin Scripture,it may be found

more than sufificientlyin the theories of the composition of

Scriptureprevalent,which the errorists and rationalistic critics

generallyaccept. This is well illustrated from the theories of

the Gospels current among them, though it might be similarly

shown from the other Scriptures. The Gospels as we have them

are by many said to be not the original,nor more or less correct

copies,but second or third or even fourth hand compilations,
made from a book of discourses (Aoyia)like those of Matthew ;

and of a book of narratives like Mark's, and now a third source "
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a series of discourses (logia)like those in John. These sources

were not themselves the originals,but more or less near to what

were approximately like the originalnarratives and discourses

spoken by Christ, and written by the apostles or their com-panions.

But compilationsso made. Gospels so composed, that

along with largeand free use of materials from these sources, were

mingled and combined other objectionablematerials,as also the

writers' own conceptions of the Christian faith from their special

standpoints,and always coloured with the ideas and errors of

their times.^

Now, while by no means committing ourselves to approval
of any of these ever-changing theories of the Gospels, let us

meantime accept them in a generalway, as expressingroundly
the driftof what the opponents of inerrancyhold, and see how it

bears upon the present question. Obviously,if these views of

the composition of Bible books be true, or if there is any

considerable measure of truth in them, the cry out made about

the alleged errors of Scriptureby those holding such views is a

marvel. For it must surelybe evident on the very face of it that

any such theory of the composition of Scriptureis more than

sufificientto account for the apparent alleged errors in the Scrip-tures
as we have them, even though they were multiplied a

hundredfold, while the Scripturesas originallygiven might well

have been free from them. Indeed, such theories render any

other explanationof the supposed errors and discrepanciesquite

superfluous; for they more than amply account for all,and leave

an indefinitelylargemargin to account for any number of similar

discrepancies,that the mouse-eyed ingenuityof captiousor critical

errorists may discover or create. But what amazes one is

that any holding such views of Scripturecomposition should

have ever talked about Bible errors, or have argued or

imagined therefrom that there were any in the originalScrip-tures

; or could have supposed that any number of even

demonstrable errors in the Scripturesas we have them, if so

composed, would make it at all probable that there were any,

therefore,in the original. In short,their own theories of Bible

composition,as illustrated by their theories of the Gospels,supply

superabundantly the means of their own refutation,when alleging

errors in Scriptureas evidence againstits inerrancy. Were they
^ Sec Wendl's Teaching of/esus.
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all as valid as they are unconvincing they would, on such

theories,simply prove nothing on the question; for they are all

more than adequately accounted for by them ; and one wonders

that anyone could imagine that they did.

The inerrantist maintains that his doctrine of inerrancy is

found and taught in the explicitstatements, express teaching,and

primary claim of Scripture; that it is implied in its whole tone,

trend, and air of Divine authority; and that it forms much of its

substance, and pervades it. He finds his main source and citadel

for this in the very words and usage of Christ Himself, which is

justwhat would be expected if the originalwere inerrant. And

the errorists have yet to answer the argument, and destroythe

evidence, by which he supports his view. He then accounts for

all the allegederrors by their own theory as to the composition

of our present Scriptures. For such errors as they allegeare

such as we should expect, if the Scriptureshad been composed

as they say. They thus themselves supply a complete answer to

all their allegations,and make their own theories refute their

own objectionsto his doctrine. So that if there was any lack

before of explanationof these alleged errors and discrepancies,

and any deficiencyof apologetic strength in the inerrantist's

positionarising therefrom, it is abundantly supplied by the

theories of Scripturecomposition of their opponents ; and the

positionof the upholders of inerrancy,if not unassailable before,

is thus rendered so by the other critical theories of its very

assailants," at least against them. This awkward result may

surpriseand provoke them, but it is inevitable ; and they cannot

escape from it except by either abandoning their criticaltheories

as to the composition of Scripture,and thus admitting that the

Scriptureswe have are practicallythe originals,and substantially

true,"
with all the formidable array of evidence for inerrancy

supplied thereby. For if the Scripturesas we have them are

admitted to be true, substantiallyor in main drift,the inerrantist

can from even the substance, tone, and trend of them, get all the

evidence in support of his doctrine he requires; while he can

make his positionstrong,ifnot practicallyimpregnableagainstthem

at least. Or if they hold to their theories,they can escape only

by renouncing the untenable and for them absurd contention that

the adducing of allegederrors in the Scriptures,as we have them,

is proof or probabilitythat any error existed in them originally.
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The Errorists must either give up their Theories of

THE Gospels or their Assertion of indefinite

Erroneousness.

They thus leave intact the whole evidence for inerrancy,and

admit by implicationthat the inerrantist's positionis not only

tenable but unassailable by anyone holding their prevalent

theories as to the compositionof Scripture. If they choose the

one, the inerrantist's doctrine is well estabhshed, and his

apologeticposition is practicallysecure. If they choose the

other, he is left undisturbed in possessionof the field. So that

in either case the doctrine of inerrancyappears safe, and the

inerrantist's apologeticposition seems not only tenable but

strong, for it is only of the Scripturesas originallygiven that he

predicatesinerrancy; and the Rationalist can never prove that

they were not inerrant. Certainly,at least,the most avowed

opponents of inerrancy are clearlyprecluded by their other

theories from assailingit; and if not convinced they are thereby

clearlysilenced, and dare not lift one voice against it without

condemning themselves, and discreditingtheir other pet and

prevalent theories.

The Sceptic also answered here.

All that has been advanced above holds with almost equal

force and validityagainstthe attacks made by the scepticupon
the Christian faith through the inerrantist's position. For here

theyusuallyfollow similar lines,and seek to overthrow Christianity

by discreditingthe Scriptures,by means of the allegederrors, and

largelyby the use of materials provided by the professedly
Christian opponents of inerrancy. So long as the inerrantist

can present such a valid and diversified defence of the Scriptures

as originallygiven,as has been indicated," yea, such even as the

theories of the opponents of it themselves supply," his apologetic

positionis both safe and tenable, and amply sufficient to remove

concern, and to give calmness and confidence as to the safetyof

Christianityfrom even his position. For surelya positionthat

has been so well maintained through the many searching

controversies of so many centuries " some of our opponents

themselves being witness that not one demonstrable error has
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yet been proved, even in the Scripturesas we have them
" may,

with good reason and without fear,be regarded as defensible for

ever, when it is only of the Scriptures,as originallygiven,that

inerrancyis predicated; especiallywhen so many of the alleged

errors and discrepancieshave already vanished, and are daily

vanishingin the progress of Biblical,historical,and archaeological

research,and when all of them can be more than sufficiently

accounted for,even by the very theories of the opponents them-selves.

In the lightof all this,and much more that might be

said,the inerrantist may be calm as to his apologeticposition,

every Christian confident in the safetyof his religion,and every

defender of the faith smile with sublime assurance in the face of

all his foes.

3. The Third Line of Defence is that there are

Difficulties connected with all our Knowledge

AND Experience. Butler's Argument.

But even this isonly the second hne of defensive fortifications,

in which the inerrantists can take their stand. In the first they

might, as we have seen, make a good and long defence ; and

might, indeed, prolong the struggleindefinitely" as has been done

for nearly two millenniums " a sufficientlylong and tryingtest

surelyfor any position! dwarfing the British defence of Gibraltar.

Or ifretiringfrom the firstinto the second "
the inerrancyof Scrip-ture

as originallygivenand when properlyinterpreted" theymight
take their stand, and make a very powerful,and reallyirrefutable

defence ; especiallyas they are being continuallyreinforced by

the growing knowledge of the Bible, and the progress of research.

Here, then, the inerrantist might stand with confidence and defy
for ever all his foes. But there is a third line of defence, to which

in case of difficultyor uncertaintyhe could as a last and sure

resort, if he thought fit,retire,and make his positionand his

Christianityabsolutelyimpregnable for ever. That is the well-

known and recognisedlyvalid defence that there are difficulties

connected with all our knowledge and experiencein our present

limited condition. There is no sphereof action or regionof investi-gation

entirelyfree from difficultiesand objections. Almost every

truth of Revelation and fact in nature is more or less connected

with difficultyor open to objection" some of the best established

truths of science not being excepted. Therefore, if the doctrine
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of Scriptureand the apologeticpositionof the inerrantist should

have difficulties,and be open to some plausibleobjections,it is

only what from analogy we should expect," onlywhat is found in

every regionof truth,connected with the best established facts in

nature, and surroundingmany of the unquestionableevents in

our mysteriouslife,and largelyillustrated in the transmission of

all ancient literature. But as in these cases so in this,it should

rationallyoccasion no serious concern, nor awaken any lack of

confidence as to the truths or facts themselves, when proved by

positiveevidence and established on their own proper grounds.

Sensible and scientific men have in all ages accepted and acted

on the truths and facts when established on their own proper

evidence, notwithstandingany objections,difficulties,or seeming

contradictions that might be allegedagainstthem or connected

with them ; and they have as reasonable men left these to be

removed in the progress of discovery and investigation,or to

remain unsolved and unanswered to be dealt with in the usual

way, if need be. But they have firmlyrefused, and rightly,

reasonablyrefused, to abandon what has been established on

positiveevidence because of any such things, and have

thus led on to all our increase of knowledge, advance in

science,and experiencein life. For difficultyand uncertainty,

as Butler in his immortal Analogy has incontrovertibly

reasoned, are the lot of man on earth,in every regionof know-ledge,

in every sphere of action,and are the means of moral dis-cipline

" so that probabilityis and must be the guide of life.

Therefore,should the inerrantist,for any reason, find it necessary,

or prudent,or useful,to retire into this third line of defence,he

only does what every defender of truth in every region of

knowledge, action, or investigationdoes, and is by reason

justifiedand fully warranted in doing, to baffle and defy
unreasonable unbelief. He thus finds himself not only in a

positiondefensible,but impossibleto prove untenable, in which

he can defend himself,his doctrine,and his Christianityagainst
all assailants,finally,fearlessly,and for ever.

Special Reasons to account for Difficulties.

In this case, too, there are very specialreasons not only to

account for the existence of difficultiesand the appearance of

34
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errors in Scripture,but also to explain why we should expect

them, and be astonished and even staggered if they did not

appear; and, indeed, have greater difficulties created by their

absence than by their presence in such writings. Their very

appearance so far from discreditingthe Bible or warrantingthe

unreasonable inference that these discrepanciesexisted in the

original,is an additional evidence of Bible truthfulness and

reliabilitywhen the true circumstances of the case are realised.

Some of these have been indicated above, and the addition of the

others,not previouslyadduced, will further establish the validity

of the inerrantist's defence and strengthenthe whole position.

I. ALL THE SCRIPTURES ARE ANCIENT. THE VICISSITUDES

OF TIME. TRANSMISSION AND TRANSCRIPTION.

The Scripturesare all of them ancient,some parts of them

among the most ancient literature of the world ; and anyone at

all versed in such literature knows how invariablyand inevitably

errors and discrepanciescreep into such writingsin the vicissitudes

of time, and in the transmission through so many hands and

peoples,languages,and ages. And although it is true, as the

Westminster Confession states, that the Scriptureswere "by a

singular care and providence" preserved as no other ancient

writingsapproach to, yet they were of necessitymore or less

subjectto the effects and influences of such vicissitudes. Through

transmission and transcription,transpositionand translation,

interpolationand corruption,marginal additions and cognate

processes, errors and discrepancieswould naturallyfind their way

into the fringes,or even into the texture of Scripture,unless,

indeed, a perpetual miracle was wrought for its perfect pre-servation.

But these scholarshipand research might largely,if

not entirely,remove, as in this case has so much been done.

2. MUCH UNCERTAINTY AS TO ORIGIN, AUTHORSHIP, AND

COMPOSITION OF EIBLE BOOKS.

The origin,authorship,method of composition, mode of

reproduction,means of transmission,and manner of use of some

" yea, many of the sacred writings,are often wrapt in so much

uncertaintythat it not only precludes the dogmatism of critics.
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higher or lower, conservative or revolutionary; but makes it

appear rather rash speculation,requiringomniscience,than ripe

scholarshipor reverent criticism. This opens up a varietyof

avenues through which the apparent discrepanciesthat perplex

us now might find their way into the Bible though the original

had been free of them. And when one thinks of the possible

differences between the spoken and recorded utterances of

prophets and apostles,and of the diverse and contrasted docu-ments

that may have been used in the composition of some of

them " as, for example, the books of the Hexateuch or the

Gospels ; and of some of them that may have been of composite

authorship," like Isaiah or Zechariah," or by the same author

at widely separated periods of his life and experience,as the

Apocalypse and the Gospel of John," and of some books, though

substantiallyof one authorship,yet added to, or altered, or

adapted by editingand re-editingby other hands to the needs

and conditions of later times, as the essentiallyMosaic book of

Deuteronomy seems to have been ; of the freedom with the

originalsthat later writers might have felt themselves free to take

with the books, or materials that they were reproducing in

somewhat modified form ; and of the marginal notes, marks, and

additions for reading, or publicservice, and liturgicaluse in

synagogue and church, with all the possibilitiesof these finding
their way into the text itself;and of the misconceptionsand

mistakes that might easilyarise and be repeated,as the Scriptures

passed from copyist to copyist,people to people,language to

language, from age to age, " with all the probabilitiesof mis-transcription

and mistranslation,transpositionand interpolation,
and other corruptionsof the originaltext arisingtherefrom :"

one can readilyunderstand how easilyerrors and discrepancies

might creep into the fringeand surface of the sacred writings
in the vicissitudes of millenniums. The marvel is that although

there are many various readingsthe seeming errors occasioning

serious difficultyare comparativelyso few ; which reveals,indeed,

a singularcare and providence. But the most amazing thing is,

that,in the face of all this,any scholar or careful reasoner should

think it at all necessary or reasonable to suppose there were

errors in the originalScriptures; when these things super-abundantly

explain them all,and would suffice to account for

them though they were multiplieda thousandfold.
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3. THE SCRIPTURES ARE FRAGMENTARY, WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR

MUCH THAT WOULD PROBABLY VANISH IF WE KNEW ALL.

The writingsof the Bible are at best only fragmentary; and

being so occasion difficultiesthat would not arise if they were

complete and full in their accounts and treatment of what they
refer to. Because of this very fragmentarinessand incomplete-ness,

seeming errors and discrepanciesappear, that would vanish

if we only had parts awanting or knew the whole. The principle
and importance of this observation are familiar to sensible men

in dailylife. How often intelligentmen are startled and staggered

and faced with apparent contradictions,by the representations
made about people and thingsthat when we get more information

and fuller knowledge put the matters in an entirelydifferent

light,and lead us sometimes to commend what before we

condemned, and to understand and appreciatewhat before was

a mystery and a contradiction to us. And so it is with Scripture.

Every careful reader of Scripture has observed references to

books now lost,from which materials have been taken for

fuller information on the matters alluded to " such as the books

of Jashar,the Wars of Jehovah, the Chronicles of the Kings of

Israel " probably the royal archives. As the materials taken

from them were often fragmentary and elliptical,seeming errors

and discrepanciesmight easilyarise and appear. Hence, perhaps,
the explanationpartlyof that most decried and least relied on

book in the O.T. "
Second Chronicles " which to criticshas more

of such difficultiesthan any Bible book.

The Four Gospelscomplementary aiid coiifirjnatory.

Then, as is well known,i the Gospels are after all only

fragmentary" at most only selections from the words and works

of Christ " as John writingnear the end of his life,evidentlywith

a knowledge of the Synoptic Gospels, at the close of his own

supplementary Gospel expressly says, in terms so round and

large,as to leave on us the impression, from him who most

fullyrealised it,how fragmentary and incomplete at best are the

Gospel records of the lifeand teachingof Our Lord. And so of

the other parts of Scripture. If this one fact
" the fragmentari-

^ See Dr. Westcott's Introduction to the Gospels.
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ness of the writings" receives full consideration and due weight,

it will go far to explain the apparent errors, seeming conflicts,

and perplexingdifficultiesin the Bible.

The force of this may be the better realised if it is considered

how these would be multipliedand magnified. How much

more numerous and formidable these would be, for example, if

we had only one Gospel instead of four ! How much more

fragmentary and incompletethe Christian revelation would be,

and how much we should lose if we had the Synopticswithout

the Fourth Gospel ! How much explanatory and confirmatory

material we should miss, and truth evidencing-detail we should

lack, if we had the Epistlesof Paul without the Acts of the

Apostles," the undesigned coincidences between which have

given us one of our best fines of Christian evidence,and one of

the most satisfactorymeans of establishing,even in minute

details,the truthfulness of Scripture! Facts, particulars,stand-points,

and connections are given us in one Gospel that are

omitted in another written from a different standpoint,but

presentingsubstantiallythe same thing in a different aspect and

for another purpose. When the fresh particularsand new light

are thus obtained from the different complementary represen-tations

of other Gospels, statements and representationsthat

before were perplexing and seemed even contradictory,are

made plain and harmonious. From these, of which there are

many strikingexamples, we find a principlein operation that

fullywarrants the conclusion that, if we only had more of this

information, and possessed even further additions hke those

given in John's Gospel, still more if we were conversant with

those other thingsthat Jesus said and did,which John knew and

refers to, but does not from sheer superabundance attempt to

write " especiallyif we knew the whole
" those difficulties,

discrepancies,and apparent errors that may now perplex or

stagger us, and lead some, rashlyand unwarrantably,to come to

wrong conclusions, would probably all vanish,or at least be so

diminished and modified as to occasion little or no difficulty.

If the possessionof the four Gospels,with the fuller knowledge

and diversified lightthey supply on the life and teachingof Our

Lord, has removed so much and explained more that would

have remained discrepantif we had only one Gospel, or two

instead of four,or the Synoptics without the Fourth Gospel "
is it
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not reasonable to infer that if we only had more, if we only knew

the whole, that all would probablybe made plainand harmonious,

or at least as far as could be reasonably expected in such a

record of such a life?

The very fulness and infinitude of it made the narrative of it

overleapthe narrow bounds of ordinarybiography,and refuse to

be restricted within the contracted limits of current literature,or

ruled by the conventional canons of literarycriticism. This

fragmentary character of the sacred writings,then, supplies a

further and far-reachingprincipleand means of explainingmany

apparent discrepanciesor difficulties in the Bible ; and supplies

another practicallyinsurmountable fortress for the complete

defence of our already impregnable position. But although

they are fragmentary as a history,they are complete as a

revelation ; though defective as a biography,they are sufficient

as a Gospel.^

4. THE BIBLE GIVEN CHIEFLY AS A REVELATION FOR FAITH

AND LIFE. EVERYTHING SUBORDINATED TO THIS.

This brings in view a fourth source of explanation,and of

additional confirmatorydefence. The Scriptures,though largely

historical and actuallytrue, are really,so far as they are history,

a Revelation ; and the historical form is often taken as that by

which Divine Wisdom thought best to givethe Revelation. The

chief end of Scriptureis to reveal the will of God for our salva-tion.

This is its real design,its avowed purpose, and its distinct

object. This lies on its very face,and is recognisedas beyond

disputeby all believingstudents of it. This being so, everything

is subordinated to this rulingpurpose, and every other interest"

historical,literary,or sesthetic" is of necessitymade subservient to

this chief end. The whole selection,arrangement, and expression
of the materials are moulded and dominated by this conception ;

and all the parts and items are affected and determined by this

aim, and made to bend and contribute to the attainment of this

ideal.

It is easy, therefore,to see how seemingly conflictingstate-ments

might appear in some parts of Scripture,to the criticwho

reads it simply as history. Nor is it to be wondered at that he,

1 See Dr. Westcott's The Revelation of the Risen Christ.
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studying it simply as history,and estimatingit by the ordinary

canons of historical criticism,should be staggeredat the indiffer-ence

to these,and the freedoms taken with the details of the

narrative,and the apparent disregard of the merely historical

aspects, and that,viewing it from a purely historical or literary

standpoint,he should put no high value on it as a historical

source, or even disparage it in this respect, or in some other

merely literaryaspect. But all this arises from a misconception
of the very purpose of Scripture,and from failingto recognise

sufficientlythe real and avowed design of the Bible. In every

part of it,and very speciallyin its historical parts, of which it is

so largelycomposed, it is essentially,distinctively,and professedly

a Revelation " God's written message to mankind. And if this,

its express purpose, is only recognisedand realised,this sub-ordination

of the historyto the Revelation,and of the historical

and the literaryto the ethical and the spiritual,is preciselywhat

we should expect, and what is fact.

This comparativeindifference to other aspects is the natural

effect of supreme and intense regard for the chief end of

Revelation " the moral and religiouseducation of men. Every-thing
else is properly and spontaneously subordinated to this

dominating idea and chief end. History,and every other thing,
is made subservient to this regnant design; and the facts of

history,like all other things,are utilised with a view to, and just
in so far as they serve, this purpose ; and they are drawn in and

dealt with irrespectiveof other aspects in the way Divine wisdom

and the inspiringSpiritdeemed the best to reveal God's will for

our salvation. This is surely as it should be, and it explains

many of the apparent difficulties and discrepancieswhich have

been supposed to exist in parts of Scripture. It is the overlooking
or failingadequately to recognisethis that has led some rashlyto

chargeScripturewith errors, to make a round general charge of

erroneousness, and to proclaim the false doctrine of the indefinite

erroneousness of Scripture. Others have been led to pronounce

harsh and unwarrantable judgments on some parts of it.

This explains and ajiszvers recent criticisfnon the Book ofJudges.

The Book of Judges furnishes a good example of this. With

the exception of Second Chronicles, no book of Scripturehas
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been more disparagedfrom a historical view-point by certain

literarycritics than this. Nor have some scrupled to depreciate

its value as history,and even to pronounce it untrustworthy. In

support and justificationof this disparagement,they charge the

writer with overridingthe history,and, disregardingthe literary

interests,to rush on to teach moralityand religion,speciallythe

evil of forsakingthe Lord, and the value of returning to and

obeying Him
" making the historysimply his tool

"
and bending

the facts to enforce that. Now, while the abler and wiser

upholders of inerrancy would not admit that the facts of the

historyhave been so handled as to warrant a general charge of

erroneousness, or even that any real disregard of truth has

been proved in Judges, or that the historyhas been actually

misrepresented,yet it would not be denied that the history is

freelyhandled, that the historical interests are subordinated to

the religioustruth, that the facts are so used, and bent, and

adapted as to best serve the expression of the intended revela-tion

"
the actual being made subservient to the ethical and the

spiritual"
the merely historical aspects being littleregarded,in

regard for the moral and religioususes they so readilyand

forciblylend themselves to, when seized,selected,and utilised

by the Spiritof inspiration. But so far from these things

discreditingthe truthfulness,lesseningthe trustworthiness, or

falsifyingthe claimed inspiration of the book or of the

Scriptures,they, on the contrary, when properlyregarded,do the

very reverse.

The period of the Judges was a long and an eventful period
in the historyof Israel,which formed a necessary and in some

respects an important part in the trainingof the chosen race for

their high vocation and destinyamong the nations. It taught

them, and was fitted and intended to teach them, their entire

dependence on Jehovah, the evil of disobedience to Him, the

follyof forsakingthe Lord to serve other gods, God's mercy in

forgivingthem, and His mightiness in deliveringthem, when in

their distress " the fruit of their sin " they turned to Him in

penitence,and sought the Lord with all their hearts. But it

contributed less perhaps than any other period to the develop-ment

of Revelation, or the progress of mankind, or even of Israel

itself. And the Book of Judges shows its Divine inspirationby

ignoring much of the history of this lengthened but largely
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unproductive and unprogressiveperiodof darkness and of blood,

by recording all that was worth recording of it in the Eternal

Book in a comparatively short writing,and by selectingfor its

record mainly outstandingevents in the lives of some of those

noble men of God whose faith and heroism illumined that long,

dark night of backslidingand bloodshed, and by their heroic

deeds done in Jehovah's name redeemed it from barrenness and

oblivion. It takes no notice of much of the history at all,

because itwould have served litde or no purpose in unfoldingthe

Revelation of God, or in disclosingthe workings of Divine grace.

It selects only those salient points that best serve to enforce

the moral and religiouslessons God was teachingmen by terrible

thingsin righteousness,when they were backslidinginto sin ; and

the marvels of His mercy when they repented of their sins and

turned to the Lord their God. And, while it cannot be fairly

proved to misrepresentthe history,or to pervert the facts,yet it

purposely evidentlydoes pay littleregard to merely historical

aspects or nicetiesând thus offends the merely historical sense,

and so selects,manipulates,and distributes the facts as best to

set forth the principlesof God's moral government among

men and nations, and the religiousand ethical significance

of history. T̂hese are the only aspects worthy of a place
in the Eternal Book, or fitted to exhibit the progress of

Revelation.

But surelythis is the acknowledged designof Scripture" the

very end of Revelation, as all concerned in this discussion admit "

even to reveal the will of God for our salvation. The method

above indicated of handlinghistoryis obviouslyin full harmony
with this" just what we should expect "

-,
and indeed seems the

only thingthat would be in full accord therewith. So that this

mode of treatinghistorywhich pays littleregard to it merely as

history,and utilises it chieflyto reveal its moral and religious

significance" to give a Revelation through the history" m the

history" which has offended some and staggered others when

studying it merely as literature and history" is so far from

warranting such disparagement as Judges and some other

historical books have suffered from certain critics,that it rather

evidences their Divine originand inspiration,and shows their

^ Some of our greatest philosophichistorians follow this method. See

Carlyle'sFrench Revolution,Oliver Cromwell, "x\d Heroes and Hero-] I'orship.
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adaptation to the chief end of Scripture. It also naturally

accounts for supposed discrepanciesand historical defects, by

showing how they arise and appear. It is the overlooking of

this, or the inadequate recognition of it practically,by some

studying Scripturefor other purposes, that has prevented them

perceiving the origin and explanation of these difificulties

and apparent discrepancies,which, by their looking at it merely

as history,have perplexed and offended them, and led them to

disparagesome parts of Scripture,and thus the way has been

opened up for discreditingthe whole. Therefore, when the

Scripturesare steadilyregarded in their true lightas a revelation

of the will of God for our salvation,we find another and far-

reaching means of explaining the apparent difificulties and

discrepancies.

5. THE BIBLE IS AN ORIENTAL BOOK. ORIENTAL MIND AND

LITERARY METHODS GREATLY DIFFERENT FROM OURS,

The fifth and last means of explanationof alleged errors and

apparent discrepanciesthat we shall mention now is that the

Bible is both an Oriental and an ancient book. This fact has

received far too little consideration in many recent discussions.

We are so familiar with the Bible, and so many editions of it in

every form have been issued,that we are apt unconsciously to

think of it as a modern book, published in Paternoster Row,

printed in some famous University Press, and which we can read

as we would read the daily newspaper or the latest primer;

forgetting,or not sufficientlyrealising,that it is a very ancient

book, the latest part of which was published about eighteen-

hundred years ago, and the earliest probably thirty-fivecenturies

ago " using materials much older still. We fail to recognisethat

it was written among, by, and for an exceedinglydifferent people,

in a very different part of the globe,in entirelydifferent condi-tions

" religious,moral, and social " with vastlydifferent religious

conceptions, moral ideals, and literarymethods. There could,

therefore,be no greater literaryerror, and no more signalcritical

injustice,than to measure and judge the sacred literature of the

O. and N.T. by the standard and tests of our modern and

Western secular literature.
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The Bible in the Exile.

And yet this is what is most frequentlydone by the teachers

of Scriptureerroneousness, who never seem to weary of pro-claiming

its errors, and are ever most eager to discover what to

them seems evidence of erroneousness. And yet in most cases

their apparent errors are simplytheir own creations,the fruit of

their own misconceptionsand prepossessions,and the direct

result of their violation or neglectof the firstprinciplesof sound

and just interpretation.No wonder that some of the greatest

masters of Hebrew literature should protest againstthe unscientific

and perverse methods in which the O.T. Scriptureshave been

'

handled by some critics,in order to relegatethem mostly to the

Exile and the Maccabffian age. Indeed the chief end and highest

ambition of some modern O.T. critics seems to be to banish the

Bible to the Exile,to bringit down to the Captivity,or beyond,
and so to break, and bruise,and abuse God's Word in that

foreignand spirituallystrange land,as did the Babylonians God's

people. So that the O.T. in the Exile,the Bible in Captivity,
would aptlydefine the standpointand describe the result of their

Rationalistic criticism. But the God of the Bible lives,and He

willwither their exilingand destructive criticism,restore His Word

as He did His people to its own land, true place,and Divine

supremacy. He that sits in heaven shall laugh at them. The

Most High Himself shall establish it.

In order to understand,interpret,or deal jusdy by any Utera-

ture, we must study it from the standpoint of itswriters,master

their literarymethods, realise the situation in which its various

parts were written,ascertain and enter into their peculiar

conceptions,and above all things recogniseand utilise their

distinctive characteristics. These are the prime requisitesof any

just,rational,or trustworthy criticism. They are of special

importance and imperativenecessityin Biblical criticism. They

must be maintained and insisted on as much againstthe irrational

rationalists,who disown or traverse them, to deduce their own

favourite results,in harmony with their own prejudiceand unten-able

presuppositions,as against the traditional dogmatists,who

may pervert and fragment Divine oracles by misapplyingisolated

texts, torn from their context, to buttress or confirm their

doctrinal systems " systems which,however true in themselves, or
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sustained by other Scriptures,cannot legitimatelyclaim these to

support them. For the Scripturesare not only ancient and

Oriental, with all the distinctive characteristics of the Oriental

mind, and with all the peculiaritiesof Eastern literarymethods,

but so vastlydifferent from the Western, and in such striking

contrast to our modern methods as to need care in handling;.

Contrast between Oriental religious Writings

AND ours.

Further, they are also ancient and Oriental religiouswritings,
in which these contrasts reach a climax, and are even more

remarkable than in other kinds of writings. We are prosaic,

they are poetical. We are logical,they are intuitive. We are

historical,they are imaginative. They naturallyexpress their

religiousconceptions largelyin poetical forms or sententious

sayings,in which there is often littleregard to logicalorder or

consecutive thought. We mostly express them in didactic form

and discussive manner ; in which orderlystatement and connected

thought largelyobtain, and even scientific correctness is more

and more sought after. They revel in figurativeexpressionsand

mysticalconceptions on religiousthings. We are sparingin our

use of figuresof speech, and generallypreferthe simplerand less

idealistic style. In fact all nature, life,and visible thingswere to

them incomparably more full of God, teeming with spiritualidea

and suggestion,than to us less mysticand more factual Westerns.

To them far more than to us it was true that the seen is but the

shadow of the unseen, the material the embodiment of the

spiritual,and the temporal the symbol of the eternal. The earth

to them was
" crammed with heaven, and every common bush

aglow with God." They adopt as by a native genius,and without

hesitation,Uterarydevices "
such as putting the sentiments of a

later writer into the lipsof some ancient prophet or legislator,

whose principlesthey expressed as if they were his own words
"

which, with our conceptions and literaryhabits,we should not

dare to use ; though some ancient Westerns did so in measure

" witness the speeches in Livy'sHistory of Rome and Chaucer's

Faerie Queen. It is because these great differences are ignored

or unrecognised that they are by Westerns often misunderstood

and misjudged ; and the Bible writers are declared to have
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written innumerable errors, when the mistakes are reallymade

by those who thus misinterpretthem, or judge them by their own

literaryideals,and measure them by our modern literaryusage,
in violation of the first principlesof all just and scientific

Biblical criticism. No wonder that they should thus make out

countless errors in Scripture,but they are errors of their own

creation !

Conclusion. Compared even with absolute Inerrancy,

INDEFINITE ErRONEOUSNESS IS APOLOGETICALLY WEAK

AND INDEFENSIBLE.

It thus appears that the most extreme positiontaken up

by the defenders of Bible inerrancyis,when thus supported by
these most reasonable and weighty considerations,not only

tenable, but seems practicallyirrefutable apologetically; and

when compared with the theory of indefinite erroneousness, it

is strength itself,as againstdemonstrated weakness and utter

indefensibility.In comparing the two positionsapologetically
then, as againstthe avowed opponents of the Christian faith,the

sum and conclusion of the whole discussion is this,that,while

the absolute inerrantist's positionis thoroughly defensible and

ultimatelyimpregnable,the positionof those who proclaim the

indefinite and illimitable erroneousness of Scriptureis utterly
untenable and ultimatelysubversive of the Christian faith. In

comparison, therefore,with even the extremest positionof the

upholders of Scripturetruthfulness and trustworthiness,and the

positionof those who indefinitelydeny or discredit these,itmust be

said there isreallyno comparison apologetically.The one has a

valid and long upheld defence, the other has reallyno defence

at all to present against skilful scepticism. Their own very

principlesand practicesrender a valid defence impossible to

them.

Note. " Even Dr. Farrar says as to ihe Acts: "Taking one by one all

the objectionswhich have been advanced againstthe credibiHtyof the Acts,

I should prove " as I have elsewhere tried to do " that in every inslance, and

in the minutest particulars,the accuracy and trustworthiness of the narrator

can be triumphantlyvindicated" {Symposium, p. 231). With this,and his

statement that no demonstrable error has been proved, it is strange that Divine

inspirationis not owned as the only rational explanation of the unique fact.



CHAPTER V.

THE CONTRASTED POSITIONS COMPARED

APOIOGETICALIY. INDEFINITE ERRONE-OUS

NESS AND THOROUGH TRUTHFULNESS.

In comparison, therefore,with the apologeticpositionof those

who do not take up the extreme positionof absolute inerrancy,

but who take their stand on the more guarded but less exposed

position," simply on the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine

authorityof all Scripture as originallygiven,and when truly

interpreted,"
the errorist's positionis reallynowhere ; for all

that has been adduced above in support of the extremest position
holds a fortioriwith immensely increased force and cogency

of this more guarded and less assailable position. In sayingthis

last,however, I do not mean to withdraw or weaken anything

that has been or may be adduced for the absolute inerrantist's

position,or for its incomparable superiorityapologeticallyto the

errorist'sposition.

But, as indicated above, that is not the positionI take up ;

though it is shown how tenable, and practicallyirrefutable that

positionmay be made, whether as againstthe scepticalunbeliever,

or the rationalistic Christian. While it has been urged that there

is an apparent Scripturewarrant for the inerrantist's contention,

especiallyin the words, usage, and attitude of Our Lord towards

all Scripture; and while that positionhas without any serious

difficultybeen maintained for ages against all the assaults of

antichristian scepticism,on the one hand, or of professedly

Christian but reallyrationalistic criticism on the other ; and while

the repeated attacks made upon it through all the ages have

been specificallymet and sufficientlyanswered, with at most

only small cases where the issue might be thought doubtful

in paltrypoints,but in all of which they have at least signally

failed to prove the untenableness of the inerrantist's position; yet
542
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we distinctlydecline to take our stand for the defence of the Chris-tian

faith on this narrow ground, in this unwiselyexposed position.

Defence of the Christian Faith from the Position of

THE Truthfulness, Trustworthiness, and Divine

Authority of Scripture.

In his despatch from Waterloo, the Duke of Wellington

wrote of the battle at Quatre Bras, "We maintained our posi-tion,

and completely defeated and repulsed all the enemy's

attempts to get possession of it."^ And although he might,

with his brave army and military genius, have maintained

that position long enough to serve the end in view, yet he

deliberatelywithdrew from that more exposed and less strong

position,and advisedly took his stand in the final struggleupon
the previouslychosen and stronger positionof W^aterloo ; and

there he not only repulsed and defeated all the attempts of the

audacious foe, but from that position" delivered the blow "

that completely crushed the bold usurper, and restored the

freedom and established the peace of Europe. So it is in the

defence of the Christian faith. 'W^e should not expose ourselves

unnecessarilyto the plausiblecharge of mistakingextremeness

for strengthof position. We do not gain anything,but risk the

loss of much, by taking our stand for the defence of Christianity

on the ground of absolute inerrancy. In such serious issues to

contend for what is not necessary is not wise. It is not necessary

in the controversy againsteither the scepticsor the rationalists.

Rationalism and Scepticism attack Christianity not

so much on Position of Bible Inerrancy, as on its

Truthfulness, Trustworthiness, and Divine Origin

and Authority.

It is not merely in paltrytrivialities,with which absolute

inerrancymostly deals,that they assert errancy and erroneousness

in Scripture,but in large and important things" in fact,as seen

in every kind of thing," speciallyin the vital matters of its moral

and religiousteaching. The trivialitiesare seized upon, because

they can the more plausiblywithout alarm be adduced, simply to

^ Wellington's Despatches.
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get, through them, a pretext for riding roughshod over all

Scripture" giving full scope to their destructive criticism ; and

for accepting as true only such parts and elements of Scripture

as suits or
" finds " them.

The Unwisdom of taking our Stand on absolute

Inerrancy.

It is most unwise therefore,as it is unnecessary, in answering
them to take up the extreme positionof absolute inerrancy. It

is not directed specificallyagainst what is their real contention

and chief aim. It fails to meet them fullyand squarelyon what

is their avowedly distinctive ground. It is not againstabsolute

inerrancy that they reallyor chieflycontend, but against the

definite truthfulness, thorough trustworthiness, and Divine

authority of Scripture. Their real object is to declare its

indefinite erroneousness, in order that they may be free to

choose or rejectas much or as littleof Scriptureas their own

reason or consciousness may deem best. It is better,therefore,

to meet them on their own real ground, than on a narrow and

unnecessarilyexactingposition,againstwhich objectionsmay be

more easilyand plausiblyurged.

Further, it is obviously a less guarded and more exposed

position. For the opponent of absolute inerrancy can make his

attack along the whole line,and over every part and point in

Scripture; and if he can only seem to make out one demonstrable

error in the most trivialthing,he seems to have gained his end,

and apparently rendered the Bible claim untenable, 'or at least

may the more plausiblymake it appear that he has done so,

with all the disastrous issues deducible therefrom. Yea, if he

even makes out one apparent error or discrepancy,and seems to

show that this was in the original,he may apparently establish

a probabiUtyagainstabsolute inerrancy,and thereby againstthe

claim of Scripture;and ultimatelyagainst the Christian faith,

provided it is staked upon the absolute inerrancy of Scripture.

He may thus the more easilyimpose on many " especiallyon

those who have not thought the question through. It is surely,

therefore,most unwise thus unnecessarilyto expose or imperilthe

whole position; especiallywhen itis not requiredto answer them.

Besides, by taking our stand in our less exposed and more
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guarded position,we avoid many of the side issues,doubtful

questions,and perplexingdefinitions that arise in connection

with the position of absolute inerrancy. For, as indicated

above, many questions of a very doubtful and seemingly

insoluble kind arise about it. What is "absolute" in such

matters? Is such a word strictlyusable at all in such con-nections?

Can anything of the kind be properly called

absolute ? Is not even the Revelation itselfrelativelyimperfect,

and not absolutelyperfect; since Divine truth cannot dwell

perfectlyexcept in the Divine mind ? And is it not necessarily

so by the limitations of human thought and language,by the

revelation coming through the at best relativelyimperfectmedia

of human powers and expression? So that, strictlyspeaking,

the use of the word "absolute" is not warrantable as to the

Revelation itself; and, therefore, still less to the written

expressionof it. Then what does " inerrancy" preciselymean ?

To some it means one thing,to others another. So that there is

risk of interminable misunderstanding.What would be inerrant,

too, from one standard would be erroneous from another ; what

would be errorless from a popular standard and standpoint,would

be errant or inaccurate from a scientific. So that the whole

questionof the standard,and the use of language,and definitions

" which are always difficult" with all connected therewith "

immediatelyarise. Then does not the very word "inerrancy,"an
invention of the errorists,assume that the Bible is a scientific

and precisianbook ?" which is not true, which is in itselfan error,

and a fertilesource of error, misconception,and misrepresentation.
Does not the very use of it,begun by our opponents, place the

defenders of the Scriptureclaim in 'a narrow, disadvantageous,
and even false position,which forces them to maintain and

I)rove a negative,which they are entitled logicallyto decline

to do? How much more difificultis it to maintain and prove

that the Bible is inerrant," which is not fairlyrequired or

obligatory," than to prove that it is true, trustworthy,and

authoritative," which is all that can be reasonablyasked ! And

how much more difficult for the errorists to prove that the Bible

is untrue, and untrustworthy,than to prove that is not absolutely
inerrant ! All these, and similar side issues,misconceptions,
and uncertainties,arc avoided by taking our stand against
scepticsand rationalists on the positionof the thorough truth-

35
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fulness,entire trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof Scripture

as such, and not on absolute inerrancy.

Further still,by taking our stand there,instead of on this

extreme, exposed, and disputableposition,we get the full weight

of the evidence for the argument from the claim of Scripture

and the authorityof Christ,backed by all the Christian evidences,

to support the truth and authorityof Scripture,and to defend

the Christian faith against all assailants. And although some

parts of the Scriptureevidence appear to claim absolute inerrancy,

or something like it,or what it may be supposed to mean, yet

it does not so unquestionably as for the other prove that to

be the claim made by Scripture for itself. It at least does

not so demonstrably put that beyond all possiblequestion,or

plausiblereason for reservation. It might with more show of

reason or plausibilitybe made to appear that the evidence does

not so inevasiblypreclude every view short of absolute inerrancy,

or does not so absolutelyrequireand demand that as the other.

It could with more appearance of reason than in the other,

be held that the evidence does not so demonstrably and

indisputably amount to a claim for absolute inerrancy as for

the truthfulness,trustworthiness, and Divine authority of all

Scripture; or at least that it is not so unreasonable to deny

or question the one as the other, in the lightof the whole mass

of the proof by which the latter is established.

The comparative apologetic Strength of the Position

OF THE Truthfulness, Trustworthiness, and Divine

Authority of Scripture.

All the evidence favourable to the first is a fortiori at least

equally, yea, more strongly and less questionably valid and

cogent for the second. If it should not, or might be made to

appear not, to come quiteup to the one, it must at least come up

to the other,and cannot mean less than, or be satisfied with any

thing short of, that ; nor can it reasonably,or even plausibly,be

made to appear so. Besides, there is a great mass of the

evidence that does not seem to support or prove the one, that

directly,fully,unequivocally, and indisputablysupports and

establishes the other. Indeed, by far the largerand weightier

part of the evidence is of that character and to that effect. So
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that the more guarded and less exposed positionhas many

unique and decisive advantages,is by far the strongerposition

apologetically,and is,in fact,simplyand demonstrablyimpreg-nable
for ever. Its terminology,definition,and meaning are

less questionableor uncertain. It is much less open to attack

through misconception,misrepresentation,and caricature,by

presentinga much less exposed line,and less sharplypointedor

protrudedfront for the shafts of the foe. It gets free of many of

the most common but trivialobjectionsto Scripture,which are

generallydirected againstthe view of absolute inerrancy,and

may be made plausibleas againstthat,but have no weight
or validityagainstitself. It has the whole mighty mass and

solidweightof the vast and varied evidence of Scripture,endorsed

by the Divine authorityof Christ,confirmed by the whole array

of the Christian evidences to support it in the defence of the

Christian faithagainstall assailants.
And if the Christian faith is,as has been proved at length

above, defensible,and has been well defended,and never proved
untenable,even from the extremest position,how much more

can itbe shown to be so from this more guarded,less exposed,
and much stronger position!" when all the arguments adduced

for the one hold with immensely increased weightand cogency
for the other ; and when there are many independentand

powerfularguments and grounds peculiaror speciallyfavourable

to itself;and when it is not open to many of the objections,
uncertainties,and attacks to which the other isexposed! The

apologeticvalue and strengthof this positionwill appear the

more clearlyand forciblywhen we look at the advantagesin

detail,and as directed in defence againstthe sceptical,or
rationalisticassailants.

I. IT FREES THE DEFENCE FROM MANY PLAUSIBLE OBJECTIONS.

As alreadyindicated,itplainlyfrees us from many of the most

common and plausibleobjectionsto Scripture.Many of these

objectionsare of the most paltryand contemptiblecharacter "

" despicable" trivialities,as Dr. Rainy calls them " thingsthat
whatever be the precisefact as to them, do not in the least

affect the truthfulness or trustworthiness of Scripture. Such

trivialities,as whether it was ten thousand or nine thousand nine

L
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hundred and ninety-ninethat fell in a battle,or whether it was

preciselythe sixth or nearer the seventh hour that a certain event

happened, whether when "all Judea" went out to hear John the

Baptistit was literallyevery individual,man, woman, and child ; or

simply a round expressionfor the great mass of the people. Such

questionsas these are reallycontemptible,and are solemn trifling
with the Holy Oracles. Whatever bearing such despicable

trivialitiesmight have on a theory of literaland absolute inerrancy,

they do not in the least affect the truthfulness or trustworthiness

of Scripture; and they are based upon perversionsof its obvious

meaning, and a fundamentally false conception of its character

and purpose, for the Bible is not a precisianbut a popular book,

which does not concern itself about, or profess to furnish,such

paltry literalities. All objections of this nature are therefore

irrelevant as againstour position. They simply do not touch it ;

nor can any perverse ingenuityplausiblymake them even appear

to do so.

2. IT PRESENTS A MUCH LESS EXPOSED LINE FOR ATTACK.

Then, our positionhas a much shorter and less exposed line

for the assaults of opponents, and presents fewer pointsof attack.

In fact it is only in an indirect way that many of the supposed

objectionscan, with any apparent plausibility,be brought against

our positionat all. They may have some apparent validity

againsta theory of precisianliteralism,but, as againstours, little

or none. For by its very roundness it presents few if any points

of attack for many of the common shafts of unbelief. Almost all

those small pointsthat belong to the category of discrepancies,

inaccuracies,apparent inconsistency,or seeming trivial conflict,

but which are often so deftlyand unscrupulouslymanipulated or

glidedinto allegederrors, are rendered pointlessand innocuous

againstour more guarded and less pointedposition,and are mere

irrelevancies as againstit.

3. IT LAYS ON THE SCEPTIC THE BURDEN OF DISPROVING THE

TRUTHFULNESS AND TRUSTWORTHINESS OF SCRIPTURE.

Besides, it logicallylays upon the scepticthe obligationto

disprovethe truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof
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Scripture" a difificult,if not impossible thing to make even

plausibly apparent, in face of all the overwhelming array of

positive evidence adducible, which goes to establish and

demonstrate that," and in view of the ever increasing mass of

confirmations thereof which historical and archaeologicalresearch,

the latest discovery, and the highest scholarship are bringing

to light. These of late have immensely multiplied,much to

the confusion and explosion of many pretentious theories

and vaunted results of would-be oracular detractors from the

truthfulness and trustworthiness of God's Word, who, while

vehemently denying the infallibilityof the Oracles of God, never

weary of proclaiming or implying the infallibilityof their own

oracles.

4. IT PREVENTS RATIONALISING BUT PROFESSED CHRISTIANS

FROM USING ANY ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE VERACITY AND

DIVINE CHARACTER OF SCRIPTURE, WHICH THEY EQUALLY

WITH US MUST MAINTAIN.

Further,it clearlyprecludes and nullifies all those objections

brought againstScriptureby rationalistic but professedlyChristian

critics,which, if they have any validityor weight at all,are

objections not to its infallibilityand inviolabilityas such, but

againstits Divine origin,veracity,and authority,which they with

us are equally bound to uphold, if Revelation in any definite and

intelligiblesense is to be maintained at all. All objections of

this nature are, from them at least,inadmissible,whatever they

may be from avowed rejectorsof supernaturalRevelation. For they

are, if anything, objections or arguments equally againstthem-selves,

and as reallydestructive of their own position. If they

hold Revelation in any true or definite sense, they are ipsofacto

precluded from adducing againstour positionany objections or

arguments of such a character as when carried to their ultimate

issues stultifythe objectors and overthrow their own position.

Yet this is what unconsciously most of the errorists' objections

do ; so that the objectors are i)y the very guardedness and

strength of our position silenced or driven into scepticism,

where they can be met on other grounds, and reasoned into

absurdity.
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5. IT BRINGS RATIONALISTS AND SCEPTICS DIRECTLY INTO CON-FLICT

WITH THE DECISIVE WORDS AND DIVINE AUTHORITY

OF CHRIST, BACKED BY THE WHOLE WEIGHT OF THE

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.

Nay, more, it bringsboth rationalists and scepticsface to face

with the decisive and inevasible teaching of Christ, and into

direct and emphatic conflict with Him and His Divine authority,

"
with all the massive weight and unanswerable force of the

evidences by which His claims are established,and His authority

and supremacy as a religiousteacher are demonstrated. For by

no ingenious device or perverse interpretationis it possibleto

make it even appear as if Christ did not hold, teach, and

emphasise the truthfulness,trustworthiness,inviolableness,and

the Divine origin and authority of all Scripture,as proved

above indisputablyfrom His whole tone, attitude,usage, and

very words. Whatever may be said about literal and absolute

inerrancy,there is no possibilityof making it appear that Christ

did not teach at least the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and the

Divine character and authorityof Scripture. Therefore, if they

are to overthrow our position,they must first destroy His.

authority,and disprove His claims, and answer the whole

massive and triumphant array of the Christian evidences, which

have calmly defied the onsets of centuries,and againstwhich all

the successive and virulent attacks of scepticismhave for ages

dashed in vain. We are not so necessarilyand demonstrably

required by Scripture or by Christ to maintain literal,absolute

inerrancyin every trivial thing and possibleaspect. But we are,

in the lightof the evidence from Scripture,and speciallyof the

teaching,usage, and attitude of Christ, required to hold and

maintain the truthfulness,trustworthiness.Divine authority,and

inviolabilityof the Oracles of God. The one may seem vulnerable

or questionable,and, as againstour common foes and their chief

attack and purpose, it is not necessary to maintain it. The other is

necessary, sufficient,invulnerable,and demonstrably established.

Nothing less can possiblysatisfyor come up to what is expressed

in Christ's explicitwords, most solemn teaching,and habitual

usage ; or account for His whole tone, treatment of,and attitude

to Scripture as the Word of God. Any method of reconciUng

these with any theory of indefinite erroneousness or assertion of
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untrustworthiness is so patentlyimpracticable,and such a palpable

perversionof them, that no one has seriouslyattempted to do it.

6. IT NULLIFIES THE STOCK AND MOST PLAUSIBLE ARGUMENT

AGAINST ABSOLUTE INERRANCY.

Further still,by taking our stand on this positionwe are able

to foil,nullify,and make patent the irrelevancyof the stock, and

plausibleobjection against the truth of Christianityfrom the

existence of a singleapparent discrepancy or error " proved or

probable " by saying and being enabled to say that the evidence

may not unquestionably quite amount to, or inevitablyrequire

us to hold, or demonstrate the absolute necessityof holding,that

the Bible claims literal absolute inerrancyand precisianinfalli-bility

in every aspect of every despicabletriviality.This of itself

frees us from the necessityof maintaining that extremest position,

or of even exposing the assertions and fallacies about the proof
and effect of a singleseeming error or discrepancy; for they are

totallyirrelevant as againstour position.

7. IT RESTS OUR POSITION ON THE EMBODIED SUBSTANCE OF

SCRIPTURE, AND MEETS PREVALENT ATTACKS DIRECTLY

And, finally,itputs us in the absolutelyimpregnableposition,
based upon the essential substance of the impregnable rock of

Holy Scripture,endorsed and sealed with all the authorityand

Divinityof Christ,backed by all the evidences of Christianity

free to be adduced in all their solid weight and resistless force,

without doubt or diminution, and free from any question or

hesitation as to what they reallysupport and prove. It also

enables us to make use of every kind of thing" even the minutiae,

without committing us dogmatically to literal and absolute

inerrancy. It enables us to show the truth and reliabilityof

Scripturein small points,and thus has the same practicaleffect

and use as the theory of absolute inerrancy,without any of its

disadvantages or questionableness; especiallywhen we do not

assail or deny absolute inerrancy,or assert that it is untenable,

or admit that a singleerror has been proved beyond dispute or

question. This position,too, enables us to meet fairlyand

squarely" yea, is both fitted and intended to do so "
the current
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attacks on the integrity,authority,and credibilityof Scripture,
which are mainly directed now, not against trivial points,but

againstthe substance and often the essential parts and elements,

in their own real nature and distinct purpose " even the ethical

and religioussubstance and elements," not even these or any

singlekind of thing being now exempted from fallibilityor error.

That this is in fact their real positionand purpose is proved by their

practicalexemplificationsand applications,even when adducing
trivial discrepanciesand apparent errors in minutiae. It is not

merely or mainly to make out that the Bible has erred in these

trifles in order to disprove absolute literal inerrancy that they
would contend much for,nor should we care to contend with

them were that the real question. The real aim is through these

to discredit Scripture,by breaking down the barrier,in order to

get a free hand and open course to traverse, sift,and sit in judg-ment

on all Scripture," speciallyitsmoral and religiousteaching.

But taking our stand on our guarded, proved, and Christ-

endorsed position,we foil all this,and avoid numerous, endless

side isssues,and erect our Christian apologeticon clear,strong,

and trulyunassailable ground, divinelyand eternallyestablished.

Yea, the Lord Most High Himself hath here established it for

ever.

The three Positions compared apologetically.

The three theories and positionsthat have thus far been com-pared

apologeticallyare :" First. Absolute and literal inerrancy

in everything,point,word, and aspect of Holy Scripture,as origin-ally

given, and when properly interpreted. This is the extreme

right. Second. The indefinite erroneousness of Holy Scripture,

in all parts, elements, and kinds of things; but yet a book or

literature that contains somewhere or other, somehow or other,

some kind of Revelation or another, which everyone must find

out in some way or another for himself ! This is the extreme left.

Third. The thorough truthfulness,entire trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof all Scripture,as originallygiven,when truly

interpretedin the sense intended, within the reasonable limits

of the use of language. This is the sure and strong middle.-

The first and third have much in common, and are not in

anything necessarilyopposed to each other, and mutually
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strengthenand support each otlier. The third claims for itself

all that can validlybe advanced in favour of the first,and has

some strong arguments and weighty considerations peculiar to

itself. They both go in the same direction,towards the upholding

of Scripturein its integrity,as the Word of God and the only

infallible rule of faith and life; only that the third does not go

quiteso far,or attempt to prove quite so much as the first" it

being thought not wise or best to advance the positionof final

defence of the Christian faith quite so far,lest it should seem

extreme, or appear to prove too much ; and thus unwiselyexpose

the whole defence to a more plausibleand diversified attack ;"

especiallywhen that is not requiredeither to meet the assailants

of Scripturein their main positionand real contention, or to

come up to what is so demonstrably necessitated by the claim of

Scripture,so indisputablyendorsed by the authorityof Christ,

But the third does not assert or imply that the first,though

not deemed the wisest,strongest, or best positionfor the final

defence of the Christian faith,is wrong or untenable. On the

contrary, it holds the reverse, and declares it to be incomparably

stronger than the second, as againstthe sceptic,and actuallyuses

it as a good and defensible support or first fine for itself;and

utiliseseverythingthat can be validlyadvanced from that position

as a cover, defence, and support of its own. And, so far as it

avails,the first is warranted in doing the same with the third.

Therefore, these two, though they may be placed in comparison
and contrast, should never be put in antagonism to each other,

but both should be opposed, each from its own standpointand

in its own way, to the positionsof their common foes.

The first and second come, not into contrast merely,but into

full and direct contradiction to each other. The first says that

Scriptureis absolutelyinerrant in everythingand in every kind

of thing. The second says it is not inerrant in any kind of thing,

if in anything; that itactuallyerrs in every kind of thing" religion
and morals not excepted,but speciallyemphasised ; and that in

no kind of thingis it inerrant,not even in those most distinctive

of Revelation. In comparing these two apologetically,and

testingthe strengthof their respectivepositionsfor defence of the

Christian faith againstthe assaults of unbelief," which avowedly

denies Revelation in Scripture,and the supernaturaloriginof the

Bible and the Christian religion," we found above, that there was
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reallyno comparison when thoroughlyexamined ; and that,while

the first had a tenable, and ultimatelydefensible position,in

which they could defend themselves and their faith for ever, as

they have done for centuries againstall the assaults of Rationalism

and scepticism," at least so as to render it impossible for their

opponents to demonstrate the untenableness of their positionor

to disprove it. The second has reallyno valid defence at all,nor

anything definite to defend; and on their principles,and from their

position,with their own weapons, the scepticcan speedilypulverise

them, and leave them not one inch of foothold,for defence of the

faith they profess to hold, and of which they V9.inlyfancied they

were the only wise defenders, tillon their own principles,and with

their own weapons, the scepticgivesthem this rude awakening.

If,compared with the first,the second is so hopelesslyweak

and worthless,then, in comparison with the third "
the stronger

and more guarded position" the second is,of course, as seen

already,of sheer logicalnecessity,simply nowhere. In what

remains of this chapter it is with these two mainly we shall deal ;

only givingfurther a summary at the end of what, from the third

and best position,may be said finallyto the scepticin defence of

the Christian faith. True, the second combines with the first

and the third as againstthe sceptic,who denies Revelation and

the supernatural,and rejectsScriptureand Christianityaltogether,
while they all professto hold Revelation and the Christian faith

in some way. The supporters of the second would not choose to

oppose and assail the absolute inerrancymerely to expose the

apparent discrepanciesor errors in trivial things,but they do so

simply because it paves the way for holding and acting on the

principleof indefinite erroneousness, and applyingit throughout

Scripture in every kind of thing. And the supporters of the

third,although they might not admit the other,would not care to

contend againstthe second, were their denial of inerrancylimited

to trivialities.

II. Comparison apologetically of the two main antag-onistic

Positions " Indefinite Erroneousness and

THOROUGH Truthfulness.

So that the two main opposing views meet and conflict in full

antagonism and direct contradiction on the main and momentous
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issues,whether all Scripture,as such, is true, trustworthy,and

Divinelyauthoritative,or whether itis errant and erroneous in every

kind of thing. The one holds mainly the former, the other teaches

and impliesthe latter. The one takes the affirmative,and the

other the negative,on this vital and supreme issue ; and that,too,

in such a way that,if the one is true, the other must be false.

The one maintains that the Bible as such is true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authorityin every kind of thing. The other teaches

that it is errant, and has erred in every kind of thing. The one

holds that there is no kind of thing in which Scriptureis not

trustworthy; the other holds that there is no kind of thing in

which it is not more or less errant and untrustworthy. The one

declares its truthfulness and reliabilityin every kind of thing; the

other declares its erroneousness and unreliabilityin any kind of

thing. I say "every" or "any" kind of thing,and I do so

advisedly; because the errorists admit and teach that there are

some individual thingsin which the Bible is or may be true and

reliable,without,however, tellingus preciselywhat these are, or

how they are to be surelyascertained. But when they are pressed

to specifyin detail what the thingsor kinds of thingsare in which

the Bible is so, it appears that there is no specifickind of thing

in which they are prepared to declare or admit that itis universally

true, trustworthy,and authoritative,not even in its moral or

religiousteaching,or in anything distinctive of Revelation.

Some of them may admit and teach that it is true and inerrant

in some particularitems or things belonging to the category of

the ethical or religious; but they do not admit but deny that it is

true, reliable,and authoritative in all those kinds of things" in

everythingbelongingto the category of the moral and religious.

In fact,they usuallyproduce examples from these first,and most

urgently,as the evidence that it is not truthful and trustworthy.^

So that there is no kind of thing,although there may be particular

items,of which, as a class,truthfulness,trustworthiness,or Divine

authorityis predicatedor predicable. In full and direct contra-diction

of this,the upholders of the Bible claim maintain, not

only that there are some kinds of things in which Scripture

is true and trustworthy,but that it is so in every kind of thing,

and that there is no kind of thing in which it is not so. And

although they may not care to contend, like the supporters of

1 See Dr. Ilorlon, Dr. Ladd, Dr. Farrar.
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absolute inerrancy,that in every trivial item, in every kind of

thing which may not affect the substance of Scripture,that it

is absolutely and perfectlycorrect and literallyaccurate or

scientificallyprecise," which, as a popular book, the Bible does

not profess to be ; and although they distinctlydecline to take

their stand for the defence of the Christian faith againstscepticism
on that precisian,narrow, and negativeground ; yet they do not

admit that the errorists have so demonstrated even one single
certain error as to put it beyond the possibilityof doubt or

question," that in assertingthey have proved one error they may

not have erred themselves,or that their allegationis absolutely
and unquestionablyinfallible. In short,they leave that meagre,

miserable margin of despicable triviahtyopen to discussion.

Hitherto the errorists,even in that outer fringe,have not yet

demonstrated anything requiringserious consideration,or proved

beyond dispute one demonstrable error in Scriptureas originally

given. Even in the Scriptures,as we have them, the question is

stilla matter of doubtful disputation,or at least possiblyopen
to question, and not so demonstrated as to preclude further

discussion,possible discovery, explanation, or investigation.

So many things that were supposed to have been proved

errors, have especially,by recent discovery,been disproved,
and shown to be mistakes of the allegers of the errors "

that it is not utterlyunreasonable, if not probable, to suppose

or hope that all others may also vanish, or be reduced to prac-tical

nullity,in the progress of research and the possibilitiesof

discovery.

As with the truth and trustworthiness,so with the Divine

authority of the Bible, the two theories come into sharp and

strikingconflict. The one upholds the thorough truthfulness

and Divine authorityof all Scriptureas originallygiven,when

trulyinterpretedin the sense God intended. The other teaches

its indefinite erroneousness, and denies that all Scriptureis of

Divine authority," as it is impossible a God of truth and right-eousness
could giveHis sanction to error or wrong. Nor on this

principlecan Divine authoritybe given with certaintyto any

specificthing or kind of thing; for it is only what " finds "

men

that is held to have any authority;and as that varies in each,

nothing distinctivelyChristian can with absolute assurance be

said to have Divine authority; and whatever authorityanything
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might get, it would only be what the individual mind
may

choose

to give it. So that the objective Word of God would be deprived

of all independent or Divine authority. Therefore, the
one

attributes Divine authority to all
;

the other does not and cannot

ascribe it to any Scripture.^

^ In the Appendix there is
a

brief outline of the apologetic value of the

truthfulness in small points, and
even

the minute
accuracy

of Scripture, along

some leading lines of Christian evidence.

Note.
"

Dr. Westcott, in explaining difficulties,
says:

"Even in those

passages
which present the greatest difficulties, there

are traces of unrecorded

facts which, if known fully, would probably explain the whole. And

besides all this there
are so many

tokens of unrecorded facts in the brief

summaries which
are preserved, that

no argument can
be based

upon

apparent discrepancies sufficient to prove
the existence of absolute

error
"

{Ii2/rodiiction to the Study of the Gospels, pp. 380, 400).



CHAPTER VI.

THE DEFENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF CHRIST.

It now remains only to give a brief outline of the defence of the

Christian faith that may be made from our strong middle

position.

The First Line of Defence.

The first line has been given above, in showing the defence

that can be made even from the extreme position of absolute

inerrancy. Though we have emphatically declined, and think it

unwise, to take our stand for the defence of our faith in that

position,it has, as shown, been well maintained for ages ; and

scepticism has till this hour been baffled to demonstrate its

untenableness. But the very fact that such a claim for the Bible

could be made and so long upheld, in face of the most bitter and

searching criticism,is itself a strong positiveargument for the

faith,and constitutes weighty evidence for the truth and Divine

originof Christianity,which should persuade every open mind,

and impress even a candid sceptic. For of no other ancient

book or religiousliterature could such a claim for one moment

be seriouslypretended, as is notorious and patent on inspection

of the cosmogonies, theologies,and other conceptions of heathen

religiouswritings,or of the books even of related religiouswriters

on the same subjects;" as the writingsof Josephus and Philo com-pared

with the O.T., or of the Apostolic Fathers with the N.T. ;

" or of that best theologicalwork of classic antiquity,Cicero's

De natura Deorum, with the theology of the N.T., or his De

Officijswith its ethics,to say nothing of the grotesque absurdities

of Oriental religiousliterature.^ These well-known facts,in which

^ See Appendix.
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the Bible truth and reasonableness stand out in such striking

contrast to all other ancient literature,every candid sceptic

should face ; and they demand a cause adequate to explainthem.

The Christian gives supernaturalinspirationas his explanation;
and thereby accords with the claim of Scripture,and satisfies the

principlesof philosophy; and is thus justifiedby both reason and

Revelation. And since scepticismand rationalism have utterly
failed to give any other adequate cause, the Christian view holds

the field on the strictestprinciplesof the inductive philosophy.

Further, this impliesthat the Bible is a supernaturalRevela-tion.

For the nature of many of the truths revealed is such as

were never discovered or discoverable by mere human reason.

Such truths as the Bible conception of God, the Trinity,the

fatherhood of God, the originof the universe and the creation of

the world, and God's relation to it,as a God immanent in all,

yet transcendent over all ; the originand fall of man, free grace,

election,redemption by Christ,regenerationby the Holy Spirit;
justification,adoption,and sanctification by faith ; the resurrection

of the dead, the future life,and judgment to come " are mani-festly

such as to be known must be revealed, as they express the

gracious will of God; " though they may when revealed be

verifiable in Christian experience. And since these are revealed

in Scriptureand have been largelyverified in Christian life,this

proves the truth and Divine originof the Bible and the Christian

faith.

The second and sure Line of Defence.

All this gains immensely increased force and unanswerable-

ness when we take our stand, not in the position of absolute

inerrancy,but of the simple truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof Scripture;" freed as it is of all the doubtful

disputationsand plausibleobjectionsthat may be made in small

points; and when the main weight of the argument is laid,by
wise apologists,not upon minutine,though these,too, have their

place and value, but upon the great verities and substance which

of themselves are conclusive proof of the truth and Divine origin
of the religionof the Bible. For if,on the extremest outposts of

the Christian defence, Scepticism has for ages been baffled to

prove the positionuntenable, what hope is there of its ever reach-
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ing and overthrowing the main position,or capturingthe citadel ?

If,indeed, the generaltruthfulness of the Bible is credible,or its

trustworthiness even in its main substance is maintainable, then,

its supernaturalorigin,and the truth of the Christian faith,are

proved. And what candid mind can deny this in the lightof the

established facts, and the ever-growing corroborations from

research ; and above all,from the ever-deepeningand extending

verifications of Christian experience;" which even such a scientist

as Romanes ^
was convinced by, and confessed to be as well

established facts in spirituallife as any in physical life; and

proved, too, on the testimony of the most intelligentand upright

people in the most enlightened nations of the world in all

ages. This led him, simply as a scientist,opening his mind to

decisive evidence, to abandon his scepticism,and to refute his

own scepticalwritings; and he then found the great Christian

verities true in his own experience,and died in the faith which

he had, in his unscientific unbelief,sought to destroy. All

scientific scepticswould do well to ponder this,and to face these

facts ; and if they would only test the great Christian verities by

personal experience,they,too, would find that they can remain

true scientists best by becoming real Christians,and that Bible

Christianityis the truest science,and the profoundestphilosophy.

What the Sceptic has to Face and Answer.

And when it is asked what are some of the chief facts the

sceptic has to face, and some of the main things he has to

prove and disprove,and some of the leadingHnes of evidence and

argument he has to answer, he may well "
like Messina, when he

faced the three famous lines of Torras Vedras formed by the

genius of Wellington,and defended by the heroes of a hundred

battles " be excused for abandoning the attack in the hopeless-ness

of despair.

I. HE HAS TO PROVE THE OUTER DEFENCE UNTENAP.LE.

He has to prove the first line of defence, as given above,

untenable, and to answer all the evidence by which it has been

maintained for ages, which Scepticism has failed to do after

nearlytwo thousand years of virulent and persistentattemj)t.
' Romanes, Tho2/p;h/son Kclipioit.
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II. HI'; HAS TO D/S/'KOr/C THE TRUTHFULNESS, TRUSTWORTHI-NESS,

ANU DIVINE AUTHORITY OF SCRIPTURE.

He has to disprove the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and

Divine authorityof Scripture,and to answer all the evidence by

which it is established. When he has been baffled to prove

untenable even the outer line of inerrancy,how hopelessis it to

overthrow this second and far stronger line. For truth and Divinity

are stamped on every page, disclosed in every portion,and

radiated in every revelation ; evidenced in itsunityand harmony

though written by fortydifferent authors in many lands,during

sixteen hundred years ; confirmed by its harmony with the laws

of nature, the principlesof providence,and the facts of history;
corroborated by itsincreasinglyestablished accordance with the

discoveries of science and the findingsof research,^" the agree-ments

vastlyexceeding in number and importance any apparent

differences ; established by its concord with the surest con-clusions

of rightreason, and the profoundestprinciplesof sound

philosophy; proved by its self-evidencingpower in the human

mind; certified by its tested adaptation to the nature and the

needs of man ; demonstrated by its salutaryeffects in the lifeand

character of men and nations ; verified beyond dispute in the

deepestand truest ethical and spiritualexperience of the race \

settled as a moral certaintyand unquestionable fact by the

testimony of the Spiritin the consciousness of the believer and

the Church in every land and age ; and is finallyclimaxed,

crowned, and eternallyassured by the lifeand character,teaching
and resurrection of the Son of God, as in the name of Godhead

He endorsed the Bible with His most solemn sanction,and

sealed it with His Divine authority.
The Bible is,indeed,itself the best evidence of its Divine

origin,truth,and authority. The impression that the simple

readingof it makes upon every candid mind is strong evidence

of its truth,trustworthiness,and Divine authority. Who that

has read the Bible with any care has not been impressed with its

tone of truth,its ring of reality,its air of veracity,its note of

reliability,and the voice of Divine authoritypervading all?

There is,as in the presence of an honest and intelligentman,
a tone of sincerity,a frank transparency, a felt uprightness

^ See Appendix.

36
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that beget confidence, carry conviction, and make you feel

that you are with a truthful and trustworthyguide. It is also

pervaded by an atmosphere of eternity,a voice of God, a vast-

ness of vision,a grandeur of conception,an elevation of ideal,a

tone of righteousness,a spiritof holiness,a sublimityof thought,

a majesty of style,a simplicityof expression,a penetrativepower,

a quickening vitality,a searching potency, a transforming force,

an upholding strength,an inspiringenergy, an ennoblingspirit,a

cheering efficacyand healing virtue,a most tender mercy and

a Divine love," which makes the earnest reader feel in the very

presence of God, as if listeningto the voice of the Eternal,

making the very awe of the Almighty creep over the sensitive

spirit,and the love of the EverlastingFather sink down into

the responsiveheart,constrainingworship,love,and praise. It

possesses, too, a perennialfreshness,everlastinginterest,infinite

suggestiveness,and marvellous fascination to the spiritualmind,

which only the Word of the Eternal God could have ; while it

alone providesthe perfectethical and religiousstandard for the

race ; and more vital still,it alone supplies the motive power

and spiritualforce sufficient to attain that standard, by rooting

every element of moral life and duty in some corresponding

element of Christian doctrine,and bringing every believer into

vivifyingunion in Christ with the Divine source of moral fife

and spirituali)0\ver.

III. HE HAS TO ANSWER AND ANNIHILATE THE WHOLE

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.

All this is deepened, and becomes an assured conviction as

it is carefullystudied and seen how one part blends with and

completes the other," forming together a wondrous, God-given,

man-written whole, declared to be the ^^'ord of God, and proved

to be true, trustworthy,and of Divine authorityalong each lead-ing

line of Christian evidence.

I. There is the evidence from the undesigned coincidences ^

of Scripture,in which the statements and allusions of inde-pendent

writers,without any collusion,so harmonise and fit into

each other, often even in minutia;, as to prove the truth and

reliabilityof both, " as between the Acts of the Apostles and

^ See P.-ileyand Blunt, and Appendix.
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the Epistles of Paul : the complementary and confirmatory

character of various parts of the Bible," as in the diverse and

independent records of Christ's lifein the Gospels,in which it is

forciblyfelt that though there are four biographies,there is but

one unique life and harmonious character. 1

2. The comparativehistorical evidence, seen in the agree-ments

between the sacred and secular histories,as between the

Gospels or the Acts and the histories of Tacitus and Suetonius.-

3. The evidence from Archaiology,which givessuch striking

and ever-growingcorroborations of the truth,and even minute

accuracy, of the Bible : and which has come so opportunely to

disproveby hard, indisputablefacts,the imagined results of false

criticism,which tended to discredit Scripture.^

4. The evidence from the harmony between Scriptureand

Science and Philosophy in large parts and leadinglines," the

agreements in the chief facts and elements far outweighing

any paltrydifferences.

5. The argument from the organicUnity, in diversity,of the

Bible ; though written by so many different writers,during many

ages, in many lands,in divers portionsand manners, yet forming

one unique organicwhole, requiringone Divine,while showing a

diversified human, authorship.

6. The evidence from Miracles,which attested the Divine

mission and message of those who in the name and by the

power of God wrought them ; and proved the Divine originand

character of their religion," especiallythe supreme miracle of

the resurrection,the best established fact in history.

7. The evidence from Prophecy, which shows that the

prophets were the organs of God in all they said and wrote ;

as was proved by the fulfilments of their prophecies,sometimes

to precise details," as seen in the historyof Israel and the

propheciesabout Christ
" the burden of the Bible," where the

most marvellous and literal fulfilments are established beyond

dispute,as every Bible reader knows, and even scepticshave

been constrained to own.

8. The moral evidence from the proved adaptation of the

^ Sec Westcott's Introduction to the Gospels.
- See Rawlinson and Maclear.

"' See Sayce and countless writers on the Evidence from the Monuments,
Appendix.
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Bible and the Gospel to the nature and the needs ol man, "

enlighteningand enlargingthe mind, quickening and pacifying

the conscience, satisfyingand entendering the heart,rulingand

strengthening the will, inspiring and empowering the spirit,

arousing and developing the entire mental and moral energies
and activities,ennobling and transforming the whole man ; and

meeting his needs as a creature, by fellowshipwith a faithful

Creator ; as a sinner,by revealingan all-sufficientSaviour, as an

heir of immortality,by giving a hope that is full of glory;" a

religionthat has shown itsadaptabilityto all peoples,conditions,

and ages, "
the only religionproved fit to be universal and

adaptive,progressiveand everlasting.^

9. The historical evidence, which shows that wherever the

Bible and the Gospel have gone and been received,the Chris-tianity

of Christ has proved itself the wisdom and the power of

God unto men's salvation. By it men and nations have risen

and grown intellectually,morally, spiritually,nationally" every

way. The moral reformer of men, the elevator of woman, the

guardian of children, the life of home, the raiser of society,

the foe of slavery,the friend of freedom, the backbone of

righteousness,the heart of love, the bond of brotherhood, the

soul of philanthropy,and the spring of progress, "
it has ever

been. In virtue of its Divine power, it made rapid and resist-less

progress without arms, or wealth, or influence,but in face

of them, and in spite of persecution widespread, severe, and

prolonged for ages.

10. The collateral evidence from confirmatory truths in

other religionsso far as true, though in imperfectfragments; and

analogous truths in science and philosophy,though only broken

lightsof the Sun of Righteousness arisingwith healing in His

wings;" even evolution itself supplying many analogiesin the

development of natural life,to the progress in Revelation, growth

in grace of the godly man, and the origin,development, and

far-reachingpromise and potency of the spirituallife in the

believer in Him who is the life and the lightof men.-

11. The experimentalevidence shown in the power of God's

Word and the truth of the Gospel over men's minds ; and

^ See Dr. Chalmers' Evidences and Bridgewater Treatise.

'- See Butler's Analogy ; Mr. Gladstone, Subsidiary Studies ; Professor

Henry Drummond's Nattiral Lain in tlie Spiritual World, etc.
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speciallyin the testimony of the Spiritby and with the truth in

the consciousness of believers,and in the ever - growing ex-perience

of the livingChristian," facts as sure and unquestionable

in spirituallife as any in physicallife,and which the Christian

can no more questionthan he can his own existence,and which

being certified on personal verification by multitudes of the

most intelligentand uprightmen in all lands and ages, cannot

be denied without denying the veracityof consciousness, which

means absolute Scepticism,which is absolute absurdity.^ Even

the unbelief of Scepticism itselfconfirms the truth of Scripture;
for it declares," the natural man receiveth not the thingsof the

Spiritof God ; for they are foolishness unto him : neither can he

know them, because they are spirituallydiscerned" (i Cor. 2^^);

" a statement as true to fact as it is profound in philosophy,for

itrequiresa Spirit-openedorgan of spiritualvision to see spiritual

things.

The Supreme Evidence for Christianity is Christ.

1 2. The supreme evidence of Christianityis from the character

and life,teaching and work, influence and Personalityof Jesus

Christ, a character that stands out peerlesslyalone among all

the sons of men, " a lonelymoral splendour in the historyof the

race, as even Scepticismhas been constrained to own. A lifethat

even in the brief records of it in the Gospels has evoked the

homage of the world, and thrilled humanity with the ideals and

possibilitiesit may attain in Him its typicalhead, and a life that

never could have been written unless it had been lived ; for even

unbelief has owned that it required a Christ to conceive a

Christ, A teaching that,in the fragments of it we possess, so

far transcends all other teaching n originalityand profundity,

graciousnessand power, that men of every age and race have

exclaimed, " Never man spake like this man," even cold

unbelief owning Him as facileprinceps the religiousgenius of

the race. A work that makes the work of all others dwindle

into insignificance,"
which unites God with man, heaven with

earth, time with eternity,the creature with the Creator, and

binds the whole moral and material universe " all beings,things,

^ See PrincipalWilliam Cunningham's Tlic Reformersand the Theology of
the Keforiiiatiou; Dr. W. Roljertson Smith's O. T. in tlicJnuish Church.
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events " into a unity in Himself and all to God ; and thus

fulfils the purpose of the ages by which round the whole

world " is bound by gold chains about the feet of God," and

looks forward to that " far-off Divine event to which the whole

creation moves." An influence that is confessedlyunique, and

ever increases with the growing years, and proves Him to be in

veritable fact the Father (Creator)of the ages, the moral magnet of

mankind, the regenerator of the race, the elevator and transformer

of all," the lightof the world, the Sun of Righteousness arising

with healingin His wings. A personalitythat possesses simplya

Divine fascination to those who have seen His glory"
the light

of the knowledge of the gloryof God in the face of Jesus Christ.

The Revealer of God, making God known as the Father as

never known before,thus bringing men into such a new climate

of love as men had never breathed tillthen. The Redeemer of

men "
the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world,

thus meeting the first and deepest needs of sinful men, and

fructifyingthem in all good. The Prince of Life,and therefore

able to satisfythe deepestlongingsof the human soul by making us

partakers of the lifeeternal in Him its fountain. The Light of

men, and, therefore,fit to guide their feet into the way of life,and

to secure that " he that followeth Me shall not walk in darkness, but

have the lightof life." The Prince of Peace, whose principlesand

spirit,so far as they have entered into the lifeof men and nations,

have tended to peace on earth,goodwill among men, as shown

of old in " God's truce," which for two centuries brought peace

to Christendom, and is exhibited in recent times in courts of arbi-tration,

peace societies,and European concerts of peace that have

yielded blessed fruits of peace on earth,and herald the dawn of

a new era of peace and brotherhood ; and which as His spiritis

more fullyimbibed, and His principlesof love and helpfulness

are applied,will yet yieldinfinitelygreater, richer fruits,till wars

shall cease, and Peace shall over all the world her Christ-born

blessingsbring. The Man of Sorrows, who can, therefore, enter in

life'ssupreme crises the home shadowed with death or stricken with

sorrow, when medical skill leaves it in despair,and science silent

brings no light,and even love itself can only wait and weep, "

and there as the Man of Sorrows and the Prince of comforters

ministers consolation unspeakable to the -heart and sheds amid

the shadows of death the lightfull of glory,breathing into the
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departingspirit; and with a radiance all its own, casts light

unique upon the mystery of sufferingby showing in His own

experience that sufferingis the means to perfection,the path to

glory,and the medium through which He has, by taking on

Himself, for our sins,sufferingin body and soul in its most awful

forms and measure, so manifested the love of God to sinful men,

by giving His Son to die for us, as without suffering,even God

could not otherwise have done ; so that the sufferingsof the Cross

for our salvation have become the means of the most wondrous

revelation of the love of God the universe has ever witnessed.

The Resurrection and the Life,who, by His victoryas the Son

of Man over death and grave, became the pledge,first-fruits,and

type of the victoryand gloryof them that sleep,and thus

" He takes its terrors from the grave,

And gilds the bed of death with Hght."

The Son of Man and the Son of God, unitingin His unique

Personalitya perfecthuman with a perfectDivine nature. He

thus, as the God-man, in the great mystery of Godliness
" God

manifest in the flesh,unites man and God, matter and spirit,the

creature and the Creator, and binds the universe of Being into a

wondrous unity in Himself; and as the supreme unitinglink in

Being'sendless chain " its centre, end, and glory" represents God

to man and man to God, the Creator to the creature and the

creature to the Creator. He thus fulfils the prophecies of

Revelation in its ever-growing brightness,the promises of

Life in its ever-advancinganticipationsând the purpose of the

ages in creation, providence, and redemption, in its forward

marchings,and thereby suppliesthe key for the solution of the

profoundest problems of life and destiny,and alone leads us

into the secret of the mysteriesof the universe," showing the

profound philosophy as well as the true piety and exquisite

poetry of the words
"

"And so the Word had breath, and wrought

With human hands the creed of creeds

In loveliness of perfectdeeds.

More strong than all poetic thought,
Which he may read that binds the sheaf,

Or builds the house, or digs the grave :

Or those wild eyes that watch the wave

In roarings round the coral reef."
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Christ by the Bible is the Light of the World.

Round Christ all the truths of Revelation cluster,as do the

planets round the sun. On Him all the hopes and promises

hang, as do the branches, leaves, and fruit upon the tree. To

Him all the types and rites,histories and precepts, point, as

does the needle to the pole. For Him the patriarchshoped, of

Him the prophets spake, to Him the psalmistssang, from age to

age, as lightmore clearlyshone, and hope more hopeful grew.

He is the author and giveras well as the theme of Revelation,

thus He is the lightof Scripture,and by Scripturehow largelyis

He the " lightof the world " ! What were the world without the

lightthat has come from the Bible, and the books and thoughts,

the movements and achievements that have sprung from it,or

been aided by its light? Take Revelation with all the lightit

has for millenniums diffused in the minds and shed upon the lives

of men, and what have you left? an awful void " a midnight

darkness " a world's despair! By it science has been aided in

its forward march to all the wondrous discoveries it has made.

From it philosophy has derived its profoundestprinciples,surest

guidance, and best results. Poetry has in it sought its grandest

themes. Paintinghas from it taken its subhmest subjects. Art

has therein obtained its highest ideals. Music has through it

received its divinest inspirations.Literature has in it found its

greatest thoughts, through it been prompted to its highest

efforts,and by it made its sublimest achievements. Through its

light,civilization has marched on apace. By its impulse the

cultivation of the globe makes rapid progress. From its love

philanthropygoes forth on angel wing, with pityingheart and

tender hand, to ease the pains of suffering,to relieve the wants

of poverty, and to dry the tears of sorrow. Through its spirit,

woman has been raised from her long,lastingdegradationto her

proper place as the companion of man and the child of God.

By its influence slaveryhas been chased from the abodes

of civilized men, and forced to hide its head beneath the decks

of pirateships, or skulk away amid untraversed wilds, where

Bible lighthas never shone, or Christian power has not yet

come. And even war itself,that dark and fiend-like game, has

had its glory turned to shame, its triumphs tarnished by the

blood that was shed, not to vanquish, but to save, and its very
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sinews silentlyparalysedby the diffusion of the spiritof Him who

returned good for evil,blessingfor cursing, and who will yet

by the love His lightwill infuse into them, lead men all the world

over to beat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears

into pruning-hooks. Thus Christ is by Scripture " The lightof

the world "

; and, therefore,those who rejectthe Bible, or despise

the Christ,would banish man's greatest friend,extinguishearth's

brightestluminarv, and leave us in the darkness that has no dawn.

Christ by the Cross the Saviour of the World.

Christ's power by the Cross is proved by the unquestionable
facts of history,and in the experience of countless myriads dur-ing

all the ages. For as soon as Christ crucified was liftedup on

Calvary Cross, a dying thief saw His glory,and found salvation

through His blood ; a Roman centurion felt itspower, and owned

His Deity. Crowds coming out from Jerusalem smote their

breasts in penitence,and returned to pray. The earth shook to

express its redemption. The rocks rent to shout their joy.

The graves opened to herald His triumph. Darkness fled,its

reignabolished. Hell trembled, its doom sealed. Heaven rang

Jubilee,its grace triumphant.

The moral wonders were greater than the physical.

No sooner was the bleeding banner unfurled in Pentecostal

power in long impenitent Jerusalem than it piercedthe heart of

thousands, and created the Christian Church. Borne in the

trembling hands of fleeingsaints,it attracted by its resistless

spellmultitudes over all Judea ; nor could even old Samaria, so

long implacable and superstitious,resist its mysteriouspower, or

refuse to swell its triumph. It marched northward through

Decapolis to Damascus, scatteringthe darkness of Galilee of the

nations,and captivatingthousands of the children of Israel and

the sons of Syriain its onward course. It moved westward next,

and exertingits all drawing potency over Gentiles in the house of

Cornelius, settled itself in Caesarea,bringingmany in the famous

city that bore great Caesar's name to own its power. Pushing

northward, westward still,it put forth its magnetic efficacyin the

ancient empire of Phoenicia,bringingTyre and Sidon, the seat of

so many idolatries,under its salutarysway. It hastened east-ward

soon to the great Syrian cities,and from Antioch as a
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centre, swept rapidly onward through the ancient seats of the

great Oriental empires of Assyria,Persia, and Babylonia, till it

penetrated the depths of India and climbed the walls of China,

gatheringcountless trophiesof its benign attractive force over all

the hoary regions of antiquity. It marched southward next,

through Egypt, Ethiopia, and the darker depths of Africa,

attractingthe swarthy tribes of the desert and the long cursed

children of Ham, as well as the descendants of Shem, to its

all-conqueringstandard. It pressedwestward then to the islands

of the ocean and the great cities of Asia Minor, till,answering

the cry from Macedonia, it reached Athens, the seat of the

world's philosophy,and Rome, the centre of the world's power,

gatheringmultitudes under itsmagnetic banner. Sweeping west-ward,

northward still,it planted itselfin Spain,France, Germany,

and was at length unfurled to the Atlantic breeze on the shores

of the British Isles
" proving itself to be wherever it was pro-claimed

the wisdom and the power of God unto salvation.

When, three centuries after its manifestation, Christianity

stood face to face with heathenism in mortal conflict on the field

of battle,Constantine, in a dream of the night,saw erected in the

sky a cross with the words, " By this conquer," inscribed beneath

it ; and interpretingthe signaright,he on the followingmorning

pulled down the Roman eagle, and unfurled the banner of

the Cross, and ere the evening of that memorable day had

closed,the Christian soldiers of Constantine under it had van-quished

heathenism upon the field of battle and placed a Christian

emperor upon the throne of the Caesars. When a century and

a half later the ancient empire of Rome was by the overpowering

rush of the Northern Gothic nations broken into pieces,the

power of the Gospel conquered the conquerers, saved the nations

from mutual destruction, and raised up that wondrous con-federation

of Christian nations during the Middle Ages which, by

the wars of the Crusades, and other much wiser things,broke

the power of the relentless Turk, and has made the crescent ever

since wane before the ascendant power of the Cross. When at

the Reformation it was, after being crusted over by Romish

superstitionsfor centuries,once more brought clearlyforth, its

old, reviving,salutary power was manifested anew o'er many

lands, in million hearts, callingtlie nations to penitence, the

Church to songs, and the world to light,liberty,and brotherhood.
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Nor have its conquests ceased during tlie centuries since. For

it crossed the Atlantic in the May Floiver with the Puritans of

England, and founded there the mighty empire of the New

World. It rallied the Covenanters of Scotland age after age in

their great strugglefor Christ's crown and kingdom ; so that by

such sacrifices,and by the influences of such mighty movements

in our day as have sprung from these,the Church of Christ the

world over should soon be set free from the thraldom of the State,

and ushered into the gloriouslibertyof the children of God. A

century ago it originated,by its heart-moving power, modern

missions to the heathen, which, under the standard of the Cross,

are going forth over all the climes of the earth, making those

placesof our globe which were the habitations of horrid cruelty

jubilantwith lightand gladness. And from these facts of the

past, as well as Bible propheciesof the future,the events of the

present, and the nature of the thing,we can confidentlypredict

that its power will never cease, and itsconquests never end, and

its glory never wane, till round this healingstandard all the

ransomed nations gather,and a jubilantChurch shall sing.
Nor is this power of the Gospel like the power of other

religions,limited to one place" Hinduism to India, Con-fucianism

to China, Mahometanism to the countries over which

the sword of its founder at firstgave it sway. These have never

gone forth beyond the confines of their original localities.

Christianitywith the Gospel has, from the narrow confines of

Palestine,gone round the world, has proved itself adapted to all

mankind, and is the only religionmaking progress on the earth

to-day. The power of the Gospel is not confined to one kind of

mind, Oriental or Western, educated or unsophisticated,active

or contemplative,but is mighty over all. It is not limited to one

class of society,rich or poor, urban or rustic,militaryor civilian,
but extends to each. It is applicableto and has exerted its

power over all relations of life,husbands and wives,parents and

children,masters and servants. It is adapted for and has shown its

power over young and old, male and female,bond and free,in all

times and circumstances,and amid all the changes and upheavals
of men and nations. It retained its power and adjusted its

agencieswith littleeffort to that strange condition of thingsthat

followed the downfall of the Roman Empire, adapting itself to

the state of the nations that arose out of it,and has found itself
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ever able to meet the varying exigenciesand revolutions of the

Empires that have been formed since. In every advance of

civilisation,every change of the politicalstate of the world, every

stage of progress in learningor discovery; in every advance of

thought, every increase in knowledge, every march in life,it has

ever been able to meet the change, lead the way, and utilise all.

Nor did it make its achievements by the help or favour

of the wealth, arms, or philosophy of the nations of antiquity,
hut in spiteof their opposition,and in face of the fiercest per-secutions.

Nor did it pander to the opinions or minister to the

passions of mankind ; but, on the contrary, restrained and con-demned

them, though a proud and demoralised world was

ill-preparedto bear it. Nor did it merely convert them to its

doctrine,but raised them to its high and holy morality. It made

the cruel, kind ; the intemperate, sober ; the licentious,pure ;

the implacable,forgiving; the unjust,upright; the mean, noble ;

the avaricious,liberal ; the lying,truthful ; the deceitful,trust-worthy

: the bad, good ; the carnal, spiritual; the sinner, a

saint.

Nor did it leave the nations as it found them. It raised

long-degraded,much-abused woman to a level with man as a

child of God, and an heir of heaven. It broke the neck of

slaveryby teaching that man was made in the image of God,

and every Christian a freeman whom the Son made free. It

even cut the sinews of war by declaringit a violation of the law

of love, and branding it as human nature's darkest, bloodiest

blot,which the Gospel will yet banish from the world as the

work of fiends,and which the crucified Christ will terminate at

length when He comes to reignas king of righteousnessand

peace over a redeemed humanity, as they hang the trumpet in the

hall and study war no more. And it infused new life-blood into

the heart of a dying world, and led men forward in that

march of progress which shall yet usher in the new heavens and

the new earth,wherein dwelleth righteousness.

Christ in Christianity the Hope of the World.

The vast and brilliant array of evidence for the Divine origin

and authorityof the Bible and the Christian faith,of which the

above and all before is but the merest outline,should be more
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than sufficient to satisfyevery unprejudiced mind. The testimony

is not only satisfyingbut triumphant :"
whether we look at the

unique character and work, teachingand intiuence of itsFounder,

or at the subUme religionand unique moraUty that it teaches ; at

the miracles by which at its originit was attested,or the fulfilled

l^ropheciesby which it was subsequently confirmed ; at the

internal marks of credibilityit possesses, and the undesigned

coincidences between various parts, or the stamp of truthfulness

and the tone of realitythat ever pervade it ; at the agreement of

the Bible with secular historians,or the corroborations of it by

archaeologyand research ; at the outstandingharmony between

its statements and the findingsof science and philosophy,or the

analogy between its great doctrines and truths from other sources

of knowledge ; at the organic unity and symmetry of Scripture,

or the oneness of its whole system of doctrine.

It is the same when we pass from a theoretic to a practical
view :" At the beneficent nature and salutary design of the

Gospel, or the simplicityand effectiveness of the means by which

it comes into operation; at the world-wide character of its bene-ficial

effects,or the great varietyof the subjectsof its power ;

at the unparalleledsupremacy it has held through all the ages,

or its infinite power of adaptation to the ever-changing con-ditions

of men and nations ; at the felt accordance between what

the Bible declares we are and what we find ourselves to be, or

the realised correspondence between what the Gospel offers and

we feel ourselves to need ; at the convincing power of the truth

naturallyon the minds of men generally,or the specialeffective-ness

of it in the consciousness of believers by the testimony of

the Spirit.

These truths must have come from God that have been the

means of bringingpeace to the conscience,joy to the heart,

renewal to the will,and satisfaction to the mind ; of imparting

courage to the faint,hope to the despairing,consolation to the

afflicted,and comfort to the dying ; of making the proud

humble, the revengefulforgiving,and the savage docile as a child ;

of changing the publican into the preacher,the harlot into the

holy woman, and the prodigalinto the noble son ; of converting
the prejudiced man into the firm believer,the scoffer into the

strenuous supporter, and the persecutor into the seraphicajjostle.
That religionmust have been Divine that originatedamong a
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despised,abominated race ; that was humbling to human pride,
and laid gallingrestraint upon human passion; that went

directlyin the teeth of the philosophy and the spiritof the times,

and which itself was to the Jew a stumbling-block,and to the

Greek foolishness ; that demanded the unconditional surrender of

every other religionin the world," divinelyinstituted Judaism as

well as the scarcelyless venerable systems of paganism ; that

professed to aim at absolute and universal dominion over the

hearts and lives of men, toleratingno rival ; and that,notwith-standing

all these disadvantagesof the meanness of the place of

its origin,the humbling nature of its doctrines, the apparent

haughtinessof its claims,and the intolerance of its aims, should,

in less than a century after its complete inauguration,have

pushed its way into and settled itselfin the great centres of the

world's power, philosophy, and refinement," not only without

arms, learning,or wealth, but againstthem ; and should, in about

three centuries, in spite of a persecution universal,severe, and

protracted,have taken possessionof the temples of the ejected

deities,and the throne of the mistress of the world. And when

we add to these the undeniable historical fact that nations and

races have risen higher intellectually,morally,and politicallyin

proportion as a pure and a living Christianitywas prevalent

among them, we can comprehend the full significanceof our

beloved Queen's words, who is reported to have said to the

African prince, on presentinghim with a Bible, "This is the

secret of Britain's greatness." Surely then we can confidently

affirm that no religioncould do these thingsthe Gospel has done

unless it came from God.

Compared with the extent and the grandeur of these moral

triumphs,the victories of the philosophy and arms of antiquitysink

into insignificance.The standard of the Cross has been un-furled

in many regionswhere the wings of the Roman eaglenever

flew,and where the fame of the sons of Greece was never heard.

Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, where are they? where their

venerable systems of wisdom and the glory of their greatness ?

Gone, all gone for ever. The dust of ages sleepsupon their ruins,

and Ichabod might have been written upon one and all of them

centuries ago. But in the days of these kings the God of

Heaven set up a Kingdom that can never be destroyed, which

already has broken in pieces and consumed all these kingdoms
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by the power of ils truth, so tliat with the prophet we may

fearlessly say,
" It shall stand for ever." For surrounded with all

the venerableness of antiquity, but with none of the infirmities of

age, it has come down to us as the light and the life of the

world, ever exhibiting fresh vigour, and ever gaining new
victories

as the ages roll. Greece, in her fabulous legends, could boast of

an Orpheus, at the charming strains of whose lyre the cruel

deities of hell were moved to pity, the savage beasts of the

forest forgat their wildness and lay down charmed at his feet, the

rapid rivers rushed backwards in their course at his enchanting

strains, the trees of the forests bowed to do him homage, and the

very mountains themselves moved to listen to his
song. But

Christianity can tell of "scenes 'surpassing fable and yet true,

scenes of accomplished bliss," as she points to the wild son of the

forest, whose heart and whose home were among
the rangers of

the wood, sitting along with the mightiest intellects of the species

at the feet of the Saviour, and points with the finger of Faith to

that bright period in the future when such a reformation will

have taken place, through the power of her Gospel, in the hearts

and lives of the various races of mankind, as that in the visions

of ancient prophecy " the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the

leopard shall lie down with the kid
; and the calf and the

young

lion and the fatling together, and a little child shall lead them";

and

"One sung employs all nations, and all cry,

'Worthy the Lamb, for He was slain for us.'

The dwellers in the vales and on the rocks

Shout to each other, and mountain tops

From distant mountains catch the flying joy,

Till nation after nation taught the strain,

Farlh rolls the rapturous hosanna round."



BOOK VI.

THE ESSENTIAL RATIONALISM OF ALL THEORIES

OF THE INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS OF

HOLY SCRIPTURE. REASON OR REVELATION?

CHAPTER I.

THE A VO WEDL Y AND PRACTICALL V RATIONAL-ISTIC

THEORIES.

The object of this Book is to show that all theories of partial

inspiration,however they may differ from each other, are ulti-mately

founded on, or spring from, one common root principle

of the supremacy of reason over Revelation,practicallytend to

lessen our regard for,or to deprive us of, our old Bible of Divine

Revelation, and logicallyresult in supplantingit by a new Bible,

whose ultimate principle and supreme authority is human

reason, " a Bible, therefore,varying of necessityaccordingto the

ever-varyingminds of various men. This new Bible has seem-ingly

very obvious advantages. It is portable,for every man is

his own Bible ; and it can, therefore,be his constant companion.

It is also very accommodating, for by habit,training,and dexter-ous

management, it can be made to promise a perennial peace,

and to give loose rein according to each man's dispositions,

circumstances, or exigencies. And it is certainlyvery flexible,

because to be true to itself it must change as the man changes.

Thus in the course of the gradual or revolutionarychanges of

opinion and practicecommon to changeable man, it will at one

time condemn what at another time it approves ! A somewhat

peculiarstandard " a rather startlingresult !

It has, however, some real disadvantages. The peace is at
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times disturbed by secret misgivingsand monitions from within,

whispering that after all there may be another Bible. Occa-sionally,

too, in life'svicissitudes,the old, now rejected,though

once prizedBible, supposed to be buried under the lore and

logicof a false philosophy or a misleadingcriticism,consciously
rises again from the dead, and fleeting,spectre-like,across the

vision,and uttering its old solemn tones, haunts the devoted

idolaters of reason with strange misgivings,and compels their

unwillingears to listen to its voice.
"

And it has at least this very

manifest disadvantage,that itdeprivesmen of any real or authori-tative

standard of truth ; for various and variable men will have,

do have, and must have different,and even contradictoryideas of

what is true and right; yea, frequentlythe same men have oppo-site

views at different times : so that in attemptingto replacethe

old Bible of Divine Revelation by human reason, dreaming thereby

to get a better standard for a worse, it is actuallyfound that they
have exchanged a true, authoritative standard for none at all. I

state this now, however, that all the opponents of the Bil le claim

may face the tendency,logicalresult,and inevitable end of their

common root principle,and that even the most pronounced

antagonistof Scripture supremacy may weigh well the conse-quences

of rejectingthe authorityof the old Bible ; and specia'ly
that those who believe they recogniseits authoritywhile deny-ing

its claim,may be led,in the lightof such serious issues,to

consider carefullythe arguments that prove their theories to

be essentiallyrationalistic,and to leave no logical resting-

placeshort of standingwith the most avowed adv. cates of the

supremacy of reason over Revelation,with all the disastrous

results.

The erroneous theories advanced as to Scriptureare too

numerous to be separatelystated,far less refuted here, and for

our present purpose this is unnecessary. For if it can be shown

that they are all in principleultimatelyreducible to one " ration-alism

; and if this common root can then be proved to be unre-liable,

false,and pernicious,the desired work may be more

conciselyas well as more effectivelydone than by a detailed

refutation of each, or by advancingall that might be said against
the various classes. For our purpose it will be sufficient to

arrange the more outstanding of them under the following
classes :"

37
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I. The avowedly Rationalistic Theories.

Under this may be included "
First. Modern Spiritualismas

taught by Francis Newman and his followers, who maintain that

a revelation of moral and spirtualtruth by God to man is impos-sible

; although the disciples'receptionof this from their master

shows that what they had declared to be impossible for God,

they deemed possiblefor man !

Second. Materialism, the offspringof a peculiarform of mate-rialistic

philosophy fast hastening to its grave. It holds the

mechanical theory of creation,banishes God from His universe

after He has created matter and mind, endowed them with their

respectivepropertiesand attributes,and placed them under the

reign of fixed,inexorable laws that operate with all the unrelaxing

unchangeablenessof resistless fate. This practicallyatheistic

theory renders impossiblenot only Revelation, but also Miracles,

Prophecy, and Providence ; and consequentlyrequiresthe Bible

to be a purely human production,which had no Divine influ-ence

exerted in its composition,and is destitute of any Divine

authorityin itsteaching.

Third. Deism, as maintained by those who ostensiblyadmit

a God and a providence,and do not explicitlydeny the possi-bility

of a revelation,but assert that the universe is governed by

generalchangelesslaws that preclude Divine interposition; and,

therefore,contend that the only revelation possibleis what may

be produced by providentialcircumstances raisingsome men to

a higherdegree of religiousknowledge and emotion than others.

Fourth. Anti-supernaturalMysticism, as represented in the

theory of Morell and others. These maintain that the Christian

revelation is merely the natural result of the specialprovidential

dispensationconnected with the life of Christ ; which, penetrating

itself into the religiousconsciousness of that age, and specially

of His followers,raised them to a higher religiouslifeand spiritual

elevation than was ever attained before or since; thus giving

them intuitions of eternal verities,clearer,fuller,and higherthan

others. These truths were gradually,through the working of

this new life,formulated or expressed in didactic form by the

ordinaryexercise of the reflective and logicalfaculties ; and were

ultimatelyembodied in our Scriptures,merely by the use of their

natural giftsand acquirements, without any supernatural aid.
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So far as Inspirationis concerned this class is substantiallythe

same as the last. For while they might admit a kind of revela-tion,

it could not be in any real sense supernatural; but only

the natural result of proximity to Christ and participationin

the new lifeHe infused into humanity. And as to the originand

composition of the Scriptures,"
the record of Revelation,with

which Inspirationhas distinctivelyto do, they assert that they

were entirelya human product,neither requiring nor admitting
of any supernaturalinfluence whatever.

Fifth.Socinianism, as set forth by Priestleyand others who

on this question maintain that the Scripturewriters were simply
honest men, and competent witnesses,recording,like ordinary

historians,facts and opinions,with all the usual liabilityto error

in both. In regard to all these it is needless to argue that their

Bible is reason, for they avow it; and Inspiration,in any proper

sense, is altogetherexcluded by their express statements, as also

by their whole principlesand methods of treatingreligioussub-jects.

Even if in any sense a revelatioti should be admitted by

the least anti-Christian of these,it is a revelation without any

supernaturalpower being exerted on the minds of the writers,

and by which no supernaturaltruth is directlycommunicated ;"

a revelation purely the result of the natural influence of Christ's

life on His followers' minds, " a revelation receivingall its author-ity,

not from Divine originor inspiration,but solelyfrom its felt

accordance with man's own consciousness ;" a revelation which,

as far as the record of it is concerned, was written without any

supernaturalaid, and possesses no Divine authority.

II. The practically Rationalistic Theories.

First. The theory of those who make both revelation and

inspirationmerely the natural effect of placingmen with keen

spiritualinsightand deep sympathy with God in circumstances

peculiarlyfavourable for observingGod working in providence ;

and then being impelled,through the impressionsthus received,
to record their observations and convictions they have, simply
by the exercise of their own natural giftsand attainments,pro-duced

the writingswhich being collected form our Bible. This

is manifestlyneither inspirationnor revelation in any recognised

or scripturalsense, but something essentiallydifferent from both.
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It is not revelation,for it precludes entirelywhat is the essential

thingtherein,even the direct and supernaturalcommunication of

truth to the mind of man by God. As to Inspiration,which is

speciallyfor the expression of Divine truth,there is nothing of

this in it; but the whole theory is manifestlyconstructed in order

to teach a doctrine directlythe reverse. It is a most glaringand

misleading abuse of language to apply the terms Revelation or

Inspirationto such thingsat all. In saying this it is not denied

that the receivers and deliverers of Revelation were generally,

though not always" witness Balaam and Caiaphas "
in sympathy

with God and the truth they delivered ; nor that the receivers

of Revelation and the writers of Scripturewere in most cases

placed in circumstances naturallyfitted to impress them, or even

to impel them to write their impressionsof Divine manifestations.

On the contrary, we admit and maintain that God, who usually

works through instruments naturallyfitted for His purpose, gener-ally

used such men so situated to be the communicators of His

truth and will. But what we contend for is that it was not their

being in possessionof these spiritualsympathies and perceptions,

nor their being placed in these specialprovidentialcircumstances,

nor their being through these naturallyimpelled to express their

impressionsin writing,that constituted them the inspiredre-

vealers of the Divine mind ; but simply and solelythat, being
chosen by God for that purpose, they were supernaturallyfilled

with the Spirit,received a direct supernaturalrevelation of the

Divine truth and message, were divinelydirected to express that

revelation for general instruction,and were divinelyguided in

the conception,selection,arrangement, and expression thereof,

as it is in Scripture.We maintain this because, as shown, it is

the only theory that accords with the statements and phenomena

of Scripture,or with the facts of the case. The holders of the

above views not only abuse language,but eliminate entirelythe

supernaturalfrom the writingsof the Bible, and make every

man's own reason the sole judge of its truth and authority.

Second. The mythical theory of Strauss and his followers,

which asserts that the Bible is chieBy a collection of ancient

myths. This theory,which has expired,and is disowned and

ridiculed in the land and universityof its birth,isnoticed simply

to show that,like most of the rationalistic theories,it sets aside

the authorityand authenticityof Scripturealtogether,and both in
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its principlesand results proceeds upon the assumption that

reason alone is the standard of truth and the rule of life.

Third. The theory of the aposdes of "
sweetness and light,"

as represented by Matthew Arnold, who hold that the Bible is

largelymade up of myths, and who speak even of that greatest and

best established fact in human history" the resurrection of Christ

" as the fable forming on the Gospel page. Yet they believe

that there is a substratum of latent truth under the whole, "

particularlyunder the teaching of Christ as distinguishedfrom

the teaching of His apostles," some elements and principlesof

important,original,and salutarytruth,which they designatethe
"

secret of Jesus."^ This secret, however, they aver is exceedingly

difficultto discover,has been long overlooked or misunderstood,

and has by the Church and theologiansgenerallybeen either

entirelymisapprehended or perverted,and can be discerned only

by those who are largelydestitute of the logical,theological,and

philosophicalfaculties,with (as they say) their usual perverting

and cumbrous appendages of prejudice,acquirements (grammar,

lexicon,exegesis,system),and dogma ; but who by nature have

keen intuitive perceptions,and by such an acquaintance with all

the literature and religionsof the world as few ever had, have

acquired such a literarytaste, tact, and perception,that they can

intuitivelyapprehend and appreciate,as none others can, this

" secret,"separatingit from the abounding error with which even

in the Gospels it is overladen ; and presuming to sit in judgment

on Christ's discourses with this view, they have pretended to be

able by their wondrous intuition to ascertain what verses and

parts of verses in them were His, and what were the erroneous,

and often superstitiousadditions of His apostles. In some

cases they insinuate that even Jesus Himself had not wholly

escaped the pervertinginfluence of the prejudice,tradition,and

philosophy of His times ; and that the one and almost only true

thingin the Bible or elsewhere is,that " there is a power outside

of us, not ourselves,that makes for righteousness,"" marvellous

discoverysurely! It is needless to expose here in all its

absurditythis strange and amusing compound of ignorance and

arrogance, of pretension and presumption,which, little to the

credit of the intelligenceof the age, became so popularamong a

class of unthinking,half-educated readers of light literature.

^ See Lileralurc and Doi^ina.
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Sufifice it to say that while it contains in its dictum in germ

simply one of the oldest elementary truths of natural theology,

yet it does so in a defective and even erroneous form ; inasmuch

as, in oppositionto the testimony of man's consciousness and

God's Word, it denies,yea ridicules,the idea that this "

power
"

is moral and intelligent," a Personal God, "
the moral and

intelligentCreator and Governor of His moral and intelligent

creation. In so far as this theory has any bearing on the

question before us "
Reason or Revelation

"
it not only assumes

the supremacy of reason, placing it as censor over Revelation, to

siftthe truth from the error assumed to be in it : but in acting

on this groundlessassumption it finds only some latent germs of

truth amid abounding error, and in the most arbitrarymanner

proceeds to separate them. It leads, however, to results

equalled in absurdity only by the presum.ption.

Fourth. The theory of the Quakers and others like Dr.

Arnold of Rugby, Archdeacon Hare, and Maurice, who main-tain

that the writers of Scripturepossessedonly in a pre-eminent

degree that graciousspiritualillumination common to all be-lievers.

Maurice expressly states this, without as usual any

attempt at proof,purely because of what he thinks the reason

of men will require. This theory takes out of Inspirationits

essential and distinctive thing,making it only synonymous with

illumination ; and while admitting that the Bible writers had this

in a pre-eminent measure it denies to them any thing differentin

kind from ordinary spiritualmen, "
thus depriving us of our

Divine Book, and leaving us exposed to all the aberrations

which even spiritualmen have fallen into,without having any

sure authoritative standard by which to correct these. Here

again,as in all the other theories,reason, under the name of

spiritualillumination, is made the supreme test of truth, and

the rule of faith and life. For all practicalpurposes, Revelation

is superseded by man's own reason under grace.

Fifth.The view of those who, like Coleridge,limit inspira-tion

to certain parts of Scripture; some to the law and the

prophets exclusive of the rest of Scripture; some to the N.T. to

the exclusion of the Old ; some to Christ's teaching as distin-guished

from His apostles'.These distinctions and limitations

are not only unwarrantable and unscriptural,but arbitraryand

unreasonable ; and are founded upon the essentiallyrationalistic
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principle that reason has the right and power to make such

distinctions,not only without Scripturewarrant, but in direct

opposition to express Scripturestatement. Thus again reason

is placed above Revelation,and Scriptureheld to be true only

because, and in so far as, it accords with reason, and finds

response in man's own mind, or
" finds "

us as Coleridge puts it.

It is thus deprived of intrinsic and independent,because Divine,

authority; and is recognisedto be true only as far as, and simply

because it awakens response in the human heart.

Sixth. The latest,and, as coming from a professed believer

in supernatural Revelation, perhaps the least satisfactory,is

that given in Dr. G. A. Smith's Isaiah, as his theory of

the inspirationof Isaiah, and of all O.T. prophecy, as noted

(P-335):"

" Isaiah prophesiedand predictedall he did from loyaltyto two simple

truths,which he tells us he received from God Himself: that sin must be

punished, and that the people of God must be saved. This simple faith,

actingalong with a wonderful knowledge of human nature and ceaseless vigi-lance

of affairs,constituted inspirationfor Isaiah^'' (Italicsours) (p. 373)-
" By a faith differingin degree,but not in ki.\d/;vw ours, these men became

prophets of God" (p. 372). Consistentlyhe illustrates the thoroughly

naturalistic character of the whole theory by comparing propheticinspiration

to what "
men of Science have," by " their knowledge of the laws and prin-ciples

of nature," or the General has by "taking for granted" that the sun

will rise" (p. 214) ; and what Mazzini, the Italian patriot" whom with Isaiah

he classes among "prophets" "
had when describing his career " being ^^ the

same divine movement on different natures
"

(p. 856). This is a most

distinct denial that the inspirationof the prophetsdiffered in kind from ours,

and impliesthat it was not properly supernatural. For surely no sound

thinker can imagine that the difference between the natural and the super-natural

is merely a differenceof degree, or that any increase of the natural,

however much, can ever become the supernatural,or bridge the great gulf

between them. It is preposterous to call that Revelation or supernatural

inspirationwhich is only ordinary,what every Christian has by the illumina-tion

of the Spirit,what every religiousman has in his religiousnature, what

every human being has in essence in his moral constitution,what is a common-place

of natural theology, what even a sceptic,like Matthew Arnold,

expresses in substance in his maxim, "a Power outside,not ourselves,that

makes for righteousness,"" which is the simple equivalent,in practically
identical terms, by a scepticwho denied a personalGod. So that theorywould

nullifyDivine Inspiration,evaporate supernaturalRevelation, and exclude

Divine predictionsupernaturallyand directlygiven by God. As Dr. Norman

Walker well said, "He explainseverythingin such a naturalistic way that it

is difficult to see where there is any place left for supernaturalinspiration."



CHAPTER II.

THE PARTIALLY AND 1 IMPLICITLY

RATIONALISTIC THEORIES.

I. The Essential Substance of Scripture is generally

True and Authoritative.

The view of those who maintain that,although the main sub-stance

of what the Bible writers wrote was true, they erred in

many things"
indefinite erroneousness. They are supposed to

have misunderstood, and, therefore,to have misquoted from the

earlier Scriptures,and to have supported their own teaching by

misapplying them. They erred,too, in their reasoningsupon these,

and have drawn many false conclusions therefrom," consequently

their whole writingsabound with mistakes,misapplications,and

wrong teaching; and in cases in which the teaching itselfmay be

in essence rightor contain some elements of truth,many of the

things connected with it are untrue, and the reasoningsby which

it is supported are fallacious.

It is scarcely necessary to show that here again reason is

made supreme ; for not only is Revelation brought to the bar of

reason ; but it is by reason declared to be convicted of errors

many and great ; and whatever truth it contains is received as

truth simply because Reason, in the unquestioning exercise of its

own assumed power and authority,judges it to be true.

2. Degrees of Inspiration unscriptural.

Others teach different kinds and degrees of Inspiration"

some parts of Scripture being supposed to need and possess

higher degrees of Inspirationthan others. Hence such varieties

and degrees as inspirationof suggestion,direction,elevation,and

superintendence have been specifiedand applied to the various
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parts of Scriptureaccording to what the inventors thought the

writers would require for their respectivework. All such dis-tinctions

are pure assumptions,without any foundation in Scrip-ture,

and contradicted by the whole tenor of Scriptureteaching;

which represents the whole Bible as equallythe Word of God,

which expresslysays all Scriptureis God-breathed and is there-fore

profitable" making no distmction of books or parts"

,
and

excluding, by the very generalityand unqualifiednessof the

statement, every theory of different kinds or degrees of Inspira-tion.

This theory arose from a confusion of Inspirationwith

Revelation,and from overlookingthe fact that Inspirationas set

forth in Scripture expresses, not specificallythe mode of the

Spirit'soperationon the minds of the writers,but the result of

that operation in the character of the writings,renderingthem

true, authoritative,and Divine in all parts and elements ; and

thus making the whole Bible equally God's Word, because all

equallyGod-breathed. The principleof this theory is rationalistic

both in its conception and application. It proceeds on the

assumption that the true theory of Inspirationis to be formed

not from Scriptureitself,but from reason excogitatinga priori,

and thus determining what was necessary, probable, and true.

In applying this principleto God's Word they make distinctions

as to various kinds and degrees of Inspirationin the various

parts of it that are not only not warranted by anything therein,

but cohtradicted by its whole tenor and express statements, and

they adhere to their own distinctions,in face of Scripture; and

maintain that theirs is the only theory that can secure for it the

approbation of the reason of man, "
thus making man's reason

the test of Divine Revelation.

3. The Bible True and Authoritative only in Moral

AND Religious Teaching, and only partially in

THESE.

There is the theory of those who hold that the sacred writers

were generallyreliable in the substance of their moral and

religiousteaching,but that vague generalityis all. 'J'heyaver

that the Bible writers were as liable to err as others,and actually

did err in many things;" errors in matters of science and philo-sophy,

historyand geography, nature and life,in facts and dates,
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references and reasonings,as well as in some of its moral and

religiousteaching, self-contradictions,etc. Some holding this

generaltheoryallegethat while the religiousand ethical teach-ing

was in substance generallytrue and trustworthy,yet since

it bears the impress,and takes the colour of the opinion and

beliefs of the times, and of the people among whom it was

written,therefore,so far as these were erroneous, the Bible is

erroneous also. And many now charge it with errors many and

grave in religionand morals. In support of this theory," for it

is reallyone under various modifications," it is pleaded that the

Bible was given only to reveal the will of God for our salvation ;

and is,therefore,true and trustworthyonly so far as was neces-sary

to secure this.

For this theory it is not attempted to produce express Scrip-ture

warrant, while, on the other hand, it directlycontradicts

plain Scripturestatements ; and the only Scripture support it

professesto have is from the alleged discrepanciestherein,"

discrepancieswhich have largelydisappeared in the progress of

Biblical study and historical research, and would probably all

disappearif we knew all," which in no case amount to a demon-strable

contradiction or error, and which probably in every case

arise from our ignorance; therefore,it is a theory founded not

upon knowledge but upon ignorance," a strange and insufficient

basis surelyfor such a self-confident theory. But the real foun-dation

or source of it is,as in all the others,not Scripturebut

reason ; for it is based upon men's own conceptions of what the

Scripturesshould be,rather than on what they declare they are.

THE FALSE ASSUMPTIONS ON WHICH THIS THEORY IS BASED.

First. It is founded also upon the assumption that the only

purpose for which God gave His Word was to reveal His will

for our salvation. Now while this was doubtless its chief design,

this was not the only purpose served by it. The Bible contains

the oldest and the only authentic record of the earlyhistoryof

the world ; and as such, is invaluable to the historian. It

presents us with the only account we have of the creation of the

earth,the productionof the order of nature, and the preparation

of the world for man. It givesus the best and oldest digest of

the rise and development of nations, and of the peopling of the
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globe ; so that no ethnologistcan afford to despise the ethno-graphical

and genealogicaltable in Gen. x., but usuallymakes it

his prime source. From incidental hints and references in it,

valuable discoveries have been made and confirmed ; and

from the agreement of its statements with discoveries made in

various sciences,high authorities in these have sought and found

corroboration. The earlier portionof Revelation suppliesphilo-logists

with almost the whole literature they have of one of the

oldest and most valuable languages of mankind," the language

around which has moved the main moral and religioushistory

of the race. The Bible shows more varieties of thought, style,

and literaryform than any single book that has ever been

written ; and is thus valuable for all the high ends of literature.

Therefore, the Bible,besides revealingthe way of life,is of much

value to the students of history,ethnology, philology,litera-ture,

and of nature and science. And when we think of how

much good these have brought to mankind, can we reasonably

assume it to be altogetherunlikely," so much a moral certainty

that we can take the opposite for granted, and base a whole

superstructure of serious inferences upon it
"

,
that the God of our

salvation,who takes such a deep interest in all that concerns us,

and in countless ways manifests His love,and care" even in the

minutest things" would not, in revealingHis salvation,pay any

regard to these other subordinate but important ends, not even

to the extent of preventing serious errors and contradictions,

which would mislead in these good ends and mar the chief end?

" especiallywhen it was as easy for God to give His Word as

free of false teachingin everythingas in anything. And in direct

proportionto the probabilityof this is the improbabilityof the

rationalistic assumption. It thus appears that the foundation of

this theory is at once rationalistic and irrational ;" rationalistic,

because a pure creation of reason, made not only without Scrip-ture

warrant, but on the principletacitlyand unhesitatingly

assumed, that such warrant is superfluous:" irrational,because

of the inherent improbabilityof its prime postulate.
The second rationalistic and untenable assumption is that

since the Bible was written only to reveal salvation,therefore it

is true and authoritative only in this. Cirantingnow, for the

sake of argument, what has been shown to be an improbable

assumption, that Scripture was written exclusivelyto reveal
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salvation,does their inference "
that Scripture is erroneous in

all else
" necessarilyor naturallyfollow ? Certainly not. Even

admittingthe assertion,we combat the inference. For suppose

that God in givingHis Word had supreme regard for and care

of the chief end, does it follow that He would produce it with

all the errors and contradictions otherwise common to errant

and erring man? Is this like God? Is this the manner in

which God acts in any field of His operations,in any part of His

works ? Is this the way He works in nature ? The wide realm

of nature is one vast whole whose great chief end is to manifest

its Creator's glory. But within this chief end there are many

subordinate ends in nature which the God of nature does not

consider it beneath Him to think of,and carefullyprovide for ;

thereby showing that in the book of nature He acts more God-like

than the upholders of this theory would give Him credit for

doing in the Book of Revelation. Further, throughout every

region and kingdom of nature, and in every being and thing in

the universe," from the greatest to the minutest
"

from the giant
mountain to the grainof sand

"
from the cedar of Lebanon to

the hyssop on the wall
"

from the mightiestarchangel that basks

in the lightof the eternal throne to the tiniest insect that dances

in the sunbeam, " He finds scope for the exercise of His attributes,

and acts in a way worthy of His character as God of all. Nay

more, in all these He shows that He is careful of all the means

He uses as well as in all the ends He contemplates; and

throughout every sphere and in every object of nature, whether

ends or means, proves that His work like Himself is perfect.

And could we scan the realm of Providence as closely,we

should, as we may legitimatelyinfer from those parts of it that

have come under our observation,find in that mysterioussphere

His ways and works are marked everywhere and always by

the same characteristics. Thus both Nature and Providence

prove what Scripturedeclares, that the work of the Rock is

perfect. And are we to suppose that since it is so in the lower

books of Nature and Providence, it will not be so in the highest

Book of Revelation? Can we beheve that though God is scrupu-lously

careful both of subordinate ends and of all the means

towards ends, principalor subordinate, in all other spheres of His

working, He will be regardlessof these in the divinest region,

which He designs more than all others to reveal His glory?
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Nature and Providence answer No. And with them corresponds
the voice of Scriptureitself,which declares that the word of the

Lord is pure and perfect,true and right,sure and enduring for

ever, like silver seven times purified. Yea, even the voice of

respectableliterature itselfagrees ; for it expects and requiresin

all work that will receive its favour, that the authors shall seek

to avoid errors and contradictions in the form and the execution

of the work ; and would unsparinglycondemn any author who

would by carelessness,or of design,permit such freelyto mar

his work, " even though they should not teach error on the main

subject of the book. Why, any author worthy of the name

would blush to confess that he had purposelypermittedblunders

to appear in anything that came from his pen. And on the

upholders of this pretentioustheory lies,by this assumption,the

burden of gainsaying the testimonyof Nature, Providence, and

Scripture,which with one voice proclaim that the work of the

Rock in all parts of his operationis perfect,and of gratuitously

charging the unerring God with doing or permittingin the

production of His eternal Word what would discredit any literary

man in issuingan ephemeral production on the triflesof a day.
This is simply a priori reasoning in answer to an a priori
rationalistic assumption and argument. The question of fact is

proved otherwise above and below ; and is speciallycorroborated

by the unquestionably and admittedlygreater correctness of the

Bible in its statements on many things,e.g. its cosmogony, com-pared

with all other ancient literature ; which proves that God

did exercise control over the Bible writers. Thus the untenable-

ness of the second assumptionlyingat the root of this theory is

evident. But whatever opinion may be held as to its untenable-

ness, there cannot be any doubt as to its nature ; for it is purely
the product of human reason, not only without Scripture

authority,but contrary to what seems to be plainand pervading

Scriptureteaching.

But this appears more manifestlystillin the third assump-tion

of this theory. It proceeds upon the suppositionthat the

revelation of God's will for man's salvation would be as satis-factorily

made were Scripturetrue and reliable simply in salva-tion,

and erroneous as the writingsof uninspiredmen in all else.

Now we do not deny that if the Bible had been written thus it

might have been possiblefor men to find the way of life. Nay
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more, though it had been written wholly by credible but un-inspired

and, therefore,fallible men, even then the great out-standing

facts of our religionmight have been made known to

us very much as we have them, and a real.Divine, historical

Christ,not differingessentiallyfrom the Christ we know, might
stand out before earnest men as "the Lamb of God which

taketh away the sin of the world." But though even on this

lowest supposition earnest souls might through the Spirit's

guidance find their way to eternal life in Christ,yet who does

not easilyperceivethe immense difference that would instantly

be felt between salvation revealed in a volume so composed, and

salvation revealed as it has been in the inspiredWord ; and how

immensely the Bible would fall in the estimation of all,from the

positionit has hitherto occupied,because it would cease to be

regarded as the Word of God, but merely as the word of man ? ^

We might have all the main facts of Scripture,but without any

certaintythat these facts had not been altered or modified or

misunderstood through the mistaken judgment of errant men.

We might have many statements of doctrine given as to the

teaching of Christ or His apostles,but without proper security

that the teachingwas not misapprehended, or misrepresented,or

insufficientlyexpressed," while it would be sure to be partially

mixed with error and superstition.In short,we might, perhaps,

have had from the pen of men entirelyuninspiredScripturesnot

differingin substance from our own. And yet, from the simple

fact that they were not inspired,the truth would not only be

mixed with all the errors and superstitionscommon to all merely

human writings; but, further "
and this is the essential thing"

they would be entirelydestitute of Divine authority..And they

would be rightlydestitute thereof; because, being uninspired,

though writingson Divine things,they were not Divine writings.

Consequently they would carry no Divine authority,nor com-mand

that reverence or fear of the Lord with which men spon-taneously

receive the Word of God; and receive it to their

eternal salvation justbecause they receive it as the Word of the

Lord. They would give a real cause of stumbling to the many

^ The above is givenmainly, not as positiveproof,but as refutation of the

tl priori assertions and assumptions of Rationalism, by showing their im-probability

and irrationaUty.A strong presumption from reason in support

of Scriptureteaching.
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who, even with the Bible as we have it,too readilystumble at

the Word. While earnest souls, sincerelyseeking after the

trutli,and desiringwith all the pathetic earnestness of men all

alive to their eternal interests,a sure foundation for their ever-lasting

hopes, and an infallible guide in their perplexed way,

would in many cases abandon the pursuitin the hopelessnessof

despair,or, being paralysed by uncertainty,settle down in the

darkness of scepticism.

Unbelieving critics ever eager to seize every means of

minimising the supernaturalin Scripture,and always ambitious

to displaytheir perverse ingenuityin discreditingits authority,

would feel that they had loose rein to ride rough shod over all

the truths and foundations of our faith,and could easilylay the

last bulwark of Revelation prostrate with the ground. And well

might a benighted humanity, crying for the lightthat only

Scripture clearlygives,sighing for the sure hope that God's

Word alone imparts,and, like the dove of old,gazing wistfully

abroad across the watery waste of human literature and opinion,

unstable,uncertain,ever-changingas the restless sea, and finding

there no place for the sole of its foot
"

raise a w^ailingdeeper
than Cassandra's for the credulity that would save it from

despair.

THE RATIONALISTIC ATTITUDE ASSUMED, AND THE RESULTS.

But the essential rationalism of this whole theory appears

most manifestly in the rationalistic attitude its acceptors must

assume, the rationalistic principleon which they must proceed,

and the rationalistic results they must logicallyproduce in

dealingwith the Word of God. He that takes up the Bible as

the Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth for ever, and reads

it,believingit to embody in all its parts and statements God's

truth, is thereby placed in the position of an earnest, reverent

student thereof, and only requires to ascertain its meaning to

believe its teaching. But he that enters on its study,believing

it, while containingprecious truth, to contain an indefinite

amount of error and untruth, is,at the very outset, made a critic

and a judge of its contents. He, by that very fact,ceases to be

a simple,believingrecipient,and becomes a wary, if not a semi-

scepticalcritic,having at every step, and in every part, to
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eliminate the error from the truth in God's Word. The deeper

his sense of the importance of the interests involved in finding

the truth in the Bible, the greater will be his sense of obligation

to assume this attitude,and to scrutinise it all. Thus by the

very positionthis theory requiresthe upholders of it to assume,

reason is placed above Revelation by being constituted,not only

the interpreterof its meaning, but the critic of its contents and

the judge of its truth.

Still more does the thorough rationalism appear when we

consider the applicationof this principle,and the method on

which itproceeds. Coming to the study of the Bible with the

belief that untruths are in it such as occur in ordinary writ-ings,

we must proceed to eliminate them by the best means

available. These are either our own judgment or the judgment

of others. But in both cases mere human judgment, " always

liable to err, ever certain to vary, and never sure of the result.

Thus mere human Reason is not only placed above Revelation,

but is held to be entitled,yea, required to traverse it all,to

separate the wheat from the chaff,to settle what is true and what

false in God's Word ; only to find that the sole authoritymen

have for receivingthis purged Bible as true ismerely man's erring

Reason ! Now, apart altogetherfrom the utter unsatisfactoriness

of such a result," giving us a Bible that would vary with every

varyingman ; and apart from the unreliabilityof such a ground

for faith in the truth of Scripture,the bald rationalism of such a

method, and of the principleon which it is founded and pro-ceeds,

is self-evident,and cannot be distinguishedin kind from

most avowed Rationalism.

Nor is this all,for in proceeding on this principlethrough

Scripture,its
" advocates are confronted, in every part and at

almost every step, with statements and expressions that seem

manifestlyto teach that the whole Bible, without distinction of

parts,is the Word of God, of Divine origin,truth,and authority.

This theory is,therefore,essentiallyrationalistic,not only in the

attitude it assumes, and glaringlyso in the principleon which it

proceeds,and the spiritby which it is pervaded ; but also in the

fact that it is not only destitute of Scriptureproof for its own

view, but is directlyopposed to explicitand emphatic Scripture

teaching. Yet such is the strength of this rationalistic spirit

that they take no cognizance of this,as if the primary claim of
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God's Word were of no moment on tliisthe fundamental (jues-

tion of its own authority!" the question that is the basis of all

its teaching,and on which its whole value as a guide to man

depends.
No wonder that all those who so treat God's Word should arrive

at results sufficientlyrationalistic and anti-scriptural.Doubtless

those results will be sufficientlydiverse," even as those professing

to hold this generaltheorydiffer greatlyfrom each other in the

sense in which, and the grounds on which they hold it. But

there is essentiallythe same rationalistic principlein all,and the

main result arrived at is identicallythe same in all" even the

supremacy of Reason over Revelation. For however much they

may vary in spirit,faith,and design,their variations are limited

to the applicationsof their common principle,which do not

affect the principleitself. And even in these thingsin which

some of them might admit the truth and authorityin some

Scripturethings,they do so, not because they are contained in

God's Word, nor from an examination of its teaching, but

because they have judged them to be matters of doctrine or

duty, in which some would in a vague way hold the Bible

authoritative :"
thus making reason doubly supreme ; first,in

settlingsimply by it,in what kinds of things God's Word may

be authoritative ; and, second, what items should be included

therein.

In short,they,first,assert positivelythat the Bible is infallible

only in matters of faith and duty. Second, theygenerallydeclare

that it has erred more or less in these,and usuallyurge them

most to show its erroneousness. Third, they do not and cannot

specifywith certaintyin which of the thingseven of that kind the

Bible is infallible and Divinelyauthoritative. And for none of

these positionscan theyproduce Bible proof; by all of them they
contradict manifold Bible teaching; and by every one of them

they exhibit the common rationalistic principle; for even what

they receive is not on Scripturegrounds, but on the general

reasoningsof the false root-principle.A Bible held to be

vaguely true in matters of faith and life,but without specifica-tion
of what these are, or any sure rule to ascertain them, could

never be an authoritative standard at all ; but men would be

driven out of Scripturealtogether,on to the quicksands of mere

human opinionalong with avowed rationalists.

3"
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A THEORY MADE OUT OF DIFFICULTIES AND DISCREPANCIES.

Some, conscious of the impossibilityof findingpositiveScrip-ture

proof for their theory, and being desirous to concihate, if

not to convince,those holdingthe supremacy of Bible teaching,

have sought to find something in God's Word to accord with

and to corroborate their view ; and have appealed, with con-fidence,

from its explicitteaching and general tenor to what

they designateits phenomena.

Now, while no scientific theologian would overlook or

depreciatethese, it is a canon of all sound Scriptureinterpre-tation

that its explicitstatements, especiallywhen supported by

its general tenor, are the proper and supreme data for the

decision of any doctrinal question. When any discrepancy

appears between these and the phenomena, the first must decide

the question; for this obvious, among other reasons, that we are

much more liable to err in drawing inferences from the general

phenomena, than in interpretingits explicitstatements, or appre-hending

its generaltenor.

Further, when we come to inquirewhat the phenomena are

from which this theory seeks Bible support, we find it is not the

whole phenomena, but only a very limited and the least import-ant

portion of them : even the old, threadbare phenomena of

Scripturedifficulties; difficultiesof harmony arisingfrom seeming

discrepanciesin the Bible itself,and difficultiesof reconciliation

with teachingfrom other sources of knowledge. How strange to

see Christian men, in upholding untenable theories,resortingfor

arguments where the most bitter and unscrupulous foes of the

faith have sought to find materials to vent their enmity in virulent

attacks upon the Word of God ! How humiliatingto see pro-fessedly

Christian apologists,in their mistaken zeal for un-

scripturaltheories,and misconceiving where the strength of the

Christian apology lies,taking common ground in this with

avowed Rationalists and Sceptics! and eagerlyseizingthe same

weapons againstthe truth as have been ten thousand times used,

but only to their refutation,by such foes as Celsus and Porphyry,

Voltaire and Paine, Holyoake and Bradlaugh, Ingersoll and

Foote ! How amazing to find Christian writers so losing them-selves

as to imagine that when they have refurbished some of

the old, oft-refuted arguments from difiicultiesand discrepancies.
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they have overthrown all the solid mass of positiveevidence for

the truth and authorityof the Bible, which has stood the test of

ages, and commanded the faith of every section of the Christian

Church till now ! And how absurd to dream that they have

established their own unfounded theories by urging the

difficulties of others, as if the raisingof difficulties and the

urging of objectionsagainstthe Bible doctrine were equivalent

to the disproofof it,and the proof of the oppositetheory !

Why, the producing of serious difficulties,or even the establish-ing

of seemingly valid objections,is surelyno disproof,else every

truth might be disproved.

How strangelyillogical,then, is this when the difficultiesare

not serious,and the objectionsweak ! If this is a fair specimen

of the new logicof the new apologetic,I prefer the old, for the

old is better. Difficulties ! Discrepancies! Objections ! Why,

if these are to be held as sufficient to disprovedoctrines,estab-lished

by explicit,positiveevidence, then there is not a single

doctrine of Scripturethat would not be overthrown ; for there is

not one of them againstwhich some plausibleobjection might

not be raised ; all of them are attended with some difficulty,and

some essential to hold with serious difficulties" serious,not

merely as arguments in the dexterous hands of subtle foes,but

serious in the inward heart-thoughtsand life-strugglesof earnest

friends.

But if the question is to be settled by difficulties,then the

truth and Divine authorityof the Bible in faith and lifemust go

with its indefinite erroneousness in other things. For far more

serious difficulties and objections can be brought against its

teachingon religionand morals than againstits harmony with

itself,or with established truths in other spheres of knowledge.
On this principle,indeed, it would be impossible to establish

any truth in any sphere of knowledge, or to follow any course of

action in any path of life. For there is not a singletruth in

science
" not even the law of gravitation^" nor one act in life

againstwhich some objectioncould not be brought; so that,if

logicallycarried out to its ultimate issues,this principlewould

land the Errorists in absolute scepticism,and drive them out of

the universe.

Meantime it is sufficient and significantto observe that those

adopting it take the same ground, and use the same means to
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discredit God's Word, and to justifytheir adhesion to this

irrationalRationalism,as the most avowed foes of our faith.

When infidelityhad rashlyimagined that it had convicted

the Bible of error and false teaching,itwas content with inferring
that Christianitywas untrue, and, therefore,to be rejected.It

was leftfor the logicof the new apologeticto infer that the Bible

was the more likelyto be infalliblein some things,because it

had been convicted of error in others !

A theorymade out of and founded upon the allegeddifficulties

of other theories,if not somethingnew under the sun, is" especi-ally
when asserted with such confidence,as if the true theory

were therebyproved false and the false true " certainlysome-what

amusing and amazing,as coming from those makinggreat
pretensionsto superiorknowledge and logicalacumen.

THE BIBLE CLAIMS TRUTH AND TRUSTWORTHINESS FOR

ALL EQUALLY.

It isvain to attempt to limitthe Bible claim to particularparts
or thingsin it. For whatever it claims in truth and authorityit

claims for all,and for all equally; and all seems purposelyso

stated as to precludeany other view. The many explicitpassages
teach,iflanguagecan teach anything,that the Bible," all Scrip-ture

" is the Word of God, true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority.This and this onlythe Church, under the teaching
of the Spirit,has ever understood them to teach. Nor can they
teach anythingelse,as shown above; for this is the plainand

onlylegitimatemeaning of the most direct and decisive passages

(aseven opponents have felt and been constrained to admit),
when taken by themselves,and apart from the illegitimatecon-siderations

by which these have soughtto narrow their meaning
and to limit their scope. But theyare so explicitand absolute

that theycannot by honest exegesisbe limited to anythingless

than "rt'/ZScripture";and the chief phenomena stronglycon-firm

them, as seen ; nor has the most perverse ingenuitybeen

able to show anythingelse,far less to favour or leave room for

the direct opposite.I say the direct opposite" the logicalcon-tradictory.

For when the propositionsare "all Scriptureis true

and trustworthy,"and " Scriptureis untrue and untrustworthyin

an indefinite number of things,"then the oppositionis direct,
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tlie propositionsare contradictory;and, therefore,according to

the inexorable logicof the square of opposition,if the one is

true, the other must be false.

In fact, while we produce many explicit,unquestionable

passages, and vast masses of the main phenomena and many

other confirmatory passages, with much other corroborative

proof, they have not produced one direct,explicit,and indis-putable

passage, distinctlyor professedly dealing with the

question,to establish their theory; and though challenged,they

cannot. Indeed, it would be a direct self-contradiction by the

Word of God of its root-doctrine and the fundamental postulate

of all its doctrines,which would prove it to be not the Word of

( iod at all.

The testimony of all the direct,and explicitpassages is in

favour of our doctrine or of none, certainlynot of the doctrine

that is the direct opposite (contradictory)of them, for it is their

logicalcontradictory.

The truth is,the reasons that led to the adoption of this

theory were not originallyderived from Scriptureat all. They

do not even profess to found it on direct,explicitpassages.

They were first used by the foes of the Christian faith
" by the

Rationalists and infidels" who, in their hostilityto Christianity,

seized eagerlyupon the ditificultiesand discrepanciesof Scripture;
and by strivingto show from these that it abounded in errors

and contradictions,sought thus to throw discredit on the whole ;

and concluded that as they had discredited the record of our

religion,they had proved its falsity,and destroyed itself. Our

new apologists,not seeingtheir way to meet these objections,
and thinking,by mistake,that if they maintained the truthful-ness,

trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof Scripture,they

were logicallybound to solve all these difficulties; and fancying

that they could, without loss and with much advantage, yield

this ground to the enemy, and, while admitting these alleged

errors and contradictions,maintain its real and Divine authority,
of the Bible revelation," yea, they even thought to place the

defence of Christianityin a stronger position" therefore they

abandoned the true Bible claim, and surrendered to the foe the

positionthat had for centuries been held so well. Then uniting
with the enemy in this,they attacked those who stillmaintained

the true well-tried position" the Bible claim "
and eagerlyseized
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with the foes upon the difficulties of Scripture to support the

attack. This, indeed, is the simple historyand real origin of

these theories. And whatever else it shows, it confirms the view

that they were not derived from Scripture at all,but from the

arguments of its opponents, and are thus the outcome of an

unnecessary surrender or compromise with the foe, references to

either the statements or the phenomena of Scripturebeing an

afterthought.

And certainlyif there is any weight in arguments from diffi-culties,

they bear with equal and even greater force against the

Bible teaching on doctrine and duty. For this is its first and

best established doctrine,and is the basis of all itsother doctrines

and claims. So that the adducing of difficulties and objections

to the Bible claim does just nothing, or less than nothing, to

support its infallibilityor authorityin matters of religionand

morals, but the reverse. If they have any weight at all it is

againstthe Bible infallibilityand authorityin anything" specially

in these things. Whatever evidence or argument can be adduced

in favour of the infallibilityand Divine authorityof Scripturein

doctrine and duty supports this,its primary and foundation

doctrine," which is and must be postulatedin all its other teach-ing

;" so that the producing or parading of these difficultiesand

objectionsdoes simply nothing either to disprove our doctrine,

which is the Bible claim, or to prove their own "
the opposite.

Had they only taken and stated their own position,leaving

others to do the same, although the rationalism might remain,

and the apologeticweakness stillexist,yet they might have been

let alone to construct whatever apology they could from their

standpoint. But when, not content with this,they,present their

theory in a form so directlyantagonisticto the Bible claim, and

seek to drive all others from the true and tried into their own

new and untenable position; and when, stillfurther,they do so

by the use of the same materials as, and by the adoption of prin-ciples

similar to, unbelievers,they must be met in a similar way,

and shown not only the unwarrantableness of their attacks on

God's Word, but also the indefensibleness of their own position.
Had they simply taken up the position," as is often in other cases

done with scepticsfor argument's sake," then they might have

been left to meet the enemy as best they could from their stand-point.

But when, instead of this,they,in statingand maintaining
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their own tlieory,impugn the truthfuhiess of Scripture,and

strive,by means hke the foe, to make it appear that it has erred

in many, and is untrustworthyin an indefinite number of things,

they not only assaii,and assail from behind, a positionthat has

been long well maintained, but also place weapons in the hand

of the foe, by which, if properly used, their own position is

rendered indefensible,and the whole defences of the faith are

exposed to a general,if not resistless,assault.

THE SERIOUS PRACTICAL ISSUES OF THE PRINCIPLE. THE

SERIOUS QUESTIONS RAISED, BUT NOT ANSWERED.

This appears when this principleis applied practicallyto

Scripture,and carried out to its legitimateissues.

Going to the study of God's Word with the theory that it is

infallible only in a vague generalway in some matters of faith

and life,the student is confronted at once with these practical

difificultiesand pressingquestions"
JV/iaf therein is matter of

faith or life? How am I to know how much of Scriptureis to

be included in this category ? and how can I make sure what in

this class even is infallible,since all in it even is now but in-definitely

erroneous ? By what standard am I to test what is

true and what is false in the Word of God ? How can I make

these fixed and not variable quantities? How am I to find them

with certainty? And by what principle,on what grounds, and

with what results are all this to be authoritativelymade sure ?

When the Bible is the chart of man's salvation,on the know-ledge

and belief of which our eternitydepends, I realise that

these are not idle or trifling,much less curious or captious

questions,but questions of the highestmoment, and of most

urgent concern ; and the more seriouslyI am alive to my ever-lasting

interests,the more deeply I feel the necessityand

urgency of having these questions satisfactorilyanswered and

surelysettled.

And as this theory forces this upon me, the advocates of it

are, therefore,bound both logicallyand morally to answer these

questions,and to solve these difificulties; since by their theory

they deprive me of a true and Divinely-authoritativeBible, and

replace it by an indefinitelyerroneous and unauthoritative

book. Logicallybound, because their whole theory, as shown,
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is founded on and composed of difficulties,real or supposed, in

connection with the Bible view and claim, and not from positive

evidence for their own. And if difficulties connected with a

doctrine of Scripture,established by proper, positiveBible proof,

confirmed by other strong evidence, be, as implied,fatal to that

view, and sufficient reason for its rejectionand for the creation

and proof of the opposite,then, clearly,on the same principle,

difficulties," speciallysuch difficulties as these necessary ques-tions

raise,should be fatal to such a theory, and more than

sufficient ground for the rejection of it;" especiallyas it is

destitute of independent, positiveevidence. And surely a

theory thus made out of the difficulties of others should itself

be freed of difficulties,and of difficulties far more serious than

any attaching to the other view. Certainlythose who make so

much of the difficulties of the contrary view are, on their own

grounds, logically,manifestlybound to explain and remove the

difficulties of their own.

But they are also morally bound to do so. The pro-

pounders of any theory,so constructed and affectingpractically

the lives and beliefs of men, are justlyexpected and bound to

explaintheir theory, to apply it, to show the method of its

application,and to rid it of such serious,practicaldifficulties.

They are under the strongest obligationto do so when, as here,

their theory affects the highest interests of mankind, and pro-poses

even to revolutionise men's way of regardingand handling

their only sure lightfor time and eternity. It is always a serious

thing to unsettle men's minds on important practicalreligious

matters, and should never be done without the strongest reasons,

on sure grounds, and with the greatest possible care to show-

that the sacred interests are not sacrificed but conserved. It is

ruinous to shake men's confidence in, or bewilder men's minds

about, the sources of Divine help; and those who do so, or

whose theories tend to do so, lay themselves under the most

solemn obligationto use all means to prevent such consequences,

to make evident even to the humblest understanding how these

theories may be held and applied consistentlywith the safetyof

their eternal interests and absolute confidence in the Bible. ^

And yet are not these the very evils this theory has done ?

Are not these the very consequences it naturallyand necessarily

^ Sec Dr. Westcott, above ; Dr. Stalker in Bri/ish Weekly.
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tends to produce? By impugning the reliabilityof the Bible,

lias it not unsettled men's minds in what concerns their highest

interests? Has it not, by disowning the truth,trustworthiness,

and Divine authorityof Scripture,lessened, so far as believed,

men's faith in what they had, with implicitconfidence, taken as

their guide through life to immortality? And has it not, by

assertingthe errancy and indefinite erroneousness of God's

^V^ord,destroyed or weakened men's faith in the Divine source

of lightand life? or driven them, by the very indefiniteness as

to the matters in which Scripturecannot be relied upon, into

painful perplexityas to what it can be relied upon, if not

into a hopeless uncertaintyas to whether it can be implicitly

relied upon in anything? How could it be otherwise ? Touch

the authority and authenticityof God's Word, and you of

necessitytouch the foundations of Christian faith,tamper with

the title-deeds of man's salvation,injurethe springsof religious

life,and confuse the sources of ]3ivine help. Teach those

who have been wont as a first and unquestionable principle
of their thought and action to regard the Bible "

the whole

Bible "
without distinction of parts, as the Word of God, that

it is not all true or trustworthy,but partiallyuntrue and

untrustworthy,without specifyingdefinitelywhere it is the one

or the other, or showing how men may ascertain this," and if

they believe this,you instantlyand irresistiblyshake men's con-fidence

in the Bible seriously. Or, if they still cling to it with

an eager tenacityas the only source of all their dearest hopes,

they set their anxious spiritsaworking on the hard, dubious task

of groping after the truth if haply they may find it,with only

this certain,that, from the nature of the case, unless they are

foolish enough to relyimplicitlyupon their own errant reason,

they can never be sure of having found the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, or have full confidence that

their faith is,in every or in any case, well founded.

Proclaim that the Bible is errant, that in an indefinite number

of thingsit has actuallyerred,and that it cannot be relied upon

more than other books except in some things," leavingthese

thingsunspecifiedand indefinite,or without showing how they

can be certainlyfound, " so that it becomes practicallyimpossible

to separate them with certaintyfrom the erroneous thingswith

which they are indefinitelyintermingled," and you irresistibly
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lead all who accept this,to distrust and suspect the VAblc, or to

abandon in despair the hopeless task of arrivingat certitude

where men most need and cry for it," certitude in anything
could only equal their confidence in their own inerrancy,which

only paralysesand maddens the earnest soul.

This then is what this theory leads to. It would take away

that Word of the Lord on which earnest believingmen from the

days of Moses until now have, amid the watery waste of human

opinion,placed their faith as on an everlastingrock, and looking
around from that Divine and everlastingfoundation upon the

transitoriness and uncertaintyof all human thought and things,in

calm confidence,and in the sublime language of ancient prophecy,
have said, "All flesh is as grass, and all the gloryof man as the

flower of the grass. The grass withereth,and the flower thereof

falleth away ; but the word of the Lord endureth for ever
"

: and

in the teeth of Him who in Divine majesty declared that heaven

and earth should pass away, but one jot or tittle of it should in

nowise pass away, " they dare to assert that this eternal Rock is

largelysand ; and that,therefore,men had better place their feet

on it less confidently,lest they should find themselves on sand

imagining it was rock ;" while, at the same time, as if to make

confusion more confounded, they with tantalisingvagueness fail

to tell them which is rock and which sand ; but leave them to

find it for themselves, as best they may, with the help of a mere

vague generalityabout faith and life,which only tantalises instead

of enlightens,and lets them sink or stand as capriceor chance

may fix. And surelythose who take this serious responsibility

on themselves are at least bound to state preciselywhat their

substitute is,and to show clearlyhow it can be universallyand

with full assurance used. But this,which they are both logically

and morally bound to do, they have never done ; they have

never even seriouslyattempted to do. They have not shown

what portions or passages, statements or facts,of God's Word

are true and what false,nor by what sure standard they can be

separated. They have not specifiedwhat parts or things are of

Divine authorityand what are not, or how this can be surely

known ; nor have they explained how, in the face of Scripture

teachingdeclaringthe truth and Divine authorityof all Scriptures,

this can be predicated of some while denied to others. They

have not shown on grounds of Scripture,or even reason, the
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principle on
which their distinction is based, nor

how it
can

be

appHed so as to ehminate inerrantly the
erroneous

from the true,

nor explained how it is consistent with the
supremacy of Scripture

at all. They have not stated
nor justified the grounds upon

which they make such distinctions, nor how they can reasonably

receive as
of Divine authority even

what they profess to believe,

or
ascribe this to anything in God's Word

; nor by what sufficient

reasons they can
bind these things on

the conscience of
men,

with God's authority, when they reject it in others. And above

all, they have failed to show how, on
their theory, earnest

souls could assuredly use
the Bible

as
the guide .of their life

through time, or the foundation of their hope for eternity ; "
nor

how, by it, the Church of God, as
the pillar and ground of the

truth, could give a
clear and unwavering testimony to groping

men, "

which
can never

be done except by holding forth the
sure

word of life like
as a steady light shining in

a dark place, till the

day dawn and the day-star arise in their hearts. Nor have they

shown how by it scepticism could be silenced, or convinced, or

successfully resisted, or even prevented from overthrowing every

bulwark of the faith, on these
very principles, and by the

use of

the
very weapons

which
a new but unwise apologetic has put

into its hands.



CHAPTER III.

MODIFICATIONS OF THE THEORIES OF

INDEFINITE ERRONEOUSNESS.

I. The Bible Infallible in all that affects Faith

AND Life.

Some have said that the Bible is infallible in all that affects

faith and life. Now, if by this was meant that the whole Bible,

as God's Word, was true and authoritative,we should not care

to raise objection,however defective we might consider their

manner of statement. But since it is designed to deny this,and

to limit it to some unspecified things therein,and impHes that

there is in it an indefinite number of things destitute of this,we

have to say :"
First. That this implied distinction between what

does and what does not affect faith and life in God's Word is

without Scripturewarrant, has never had Scriptureproof adduced

in its support ; it is, therefore, founded upon a rationalistic

assumption involvingall the evils and objectionablenessexposed

above.

NOTHING IN SCRIPTURE THAT DOES NOT AFFECT FAITH

AND LIFE.

It is based on the unwarrantable assumption that there are

some thingsin Scripturewhich do not affect faith or life,or that

there are only some which do. Now this is the very thing they

requireto prove ; and the assuming of it without proof,or even

attempt at proof,is simply a petitioprincipii. They have not only

not proved this,but proof of such a position is from the nature

of the case a practicalimpossibility.They may guess, imagine,

reason, render plausible,but p?-ove" never. How can any man
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know, or with reason assert, far less prove, that any thing or class

of thingsin Scripturecannot in any way or measure affect faith

or life? He may declare that it does not affect his ozt'u; "
but

even then others might fairlyask what, and of what value, his

system of doctrine and duty was ; and relevantlyraise the ques-tion

how much it was unconsciously affected by his theory, if

not the natural result of it. But it is simply impossiblefor him

to know that the faith and conduct of others could not be

affected, were it only for this,that he cannot know what the

faith and life of others are, have been, or may be ; and con-sequently

cannot tell how they may be affected by anything in

Scripture. How unreasonable then is it to assert, imply, or

assume that faith and life can be affected only by some things
in Scripture,when it is impossibleto prove or know that they

may not be affected by anything or everythingtherein.

But we go further. We have gone beyond what in strictlogic

was required,for the onus probandi lies on those who assumed

this as the basis of their theory. But, further,this is not only an

unproved and unprovable,it is also a false assumption. It might

even be shown that everything found in a book that you took

as your standard in religionand morals, and your guide through

lifeto immortality,would naturallyaffect your faith and action in

some though perhaps imperceptibleway or measure ;" especially

when anythinguntrue or unreliable is supposed to be found in

such a book. But it is not necessary to show this in order to

prove that this assumptionis untrue. For the assumption is that

in the Bible there are not one, but many things; and not merely

one class,but many classes of thingsthat do not affect faith or life,

" that,indeed, there are only some thingsthat do, and that all the

rest are either indifferent or errant. Taking up the Bible with

this view, I am instantlymade to feel that my faith and life are

seriouslyaffected thereby. For having been wont to regard the

whole Bible as my standard and guide in these, and having

believed that "all" Scripturewas, in order to this,true, trustworthy,
and of Divine authority,because God-breathed," not only has

my behef in this to me cardinal doctrine " the foundation and

indispensablepostulateof all the other doctrines " to be aban-doned,

but my faith in the infallible truth and Divine authority

of the Bible as a whole receives a serious shock ; and all the

truths and views that on this basis I had derived therefrom.
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receive a corresponding shock. I am forthwith required to re-consider,

modify, and reconstruct if I can, by a new standard

and on another basis,my whole moral and religiousbeliefs. Thus

my faith and life are not only affected,but unsettled,and revolu-tionised

by the false assumption at the basis of this theory.
But this is not all by any means. So far as my beliefs and

ideas were formed from or influenced by those parts of Scripture

that,on this theory,do not form part of doctrine or duty,it is

manifest that to that extent they are not only affected but

destroyed. My faith in the truth and Divine authorityof all

Scriptureis,of necessity,annihilated. I am, therefore,disposed

and required,by a mental and moral necessity,to assume the

attitude,not of a humble believer,but of a criticaljudge of what

in the Bible is true and authoritative,and what is not.

WHAT IN SCRIPTURE AFFECTS FAITH AND LIFE?

I now ask my new instructors to tell me what are the things

in Scripturethat do affect faith and life," to specifydefinitely,

not in vague generality" and to set forth in completeness and

with unerring certitude, not partiallyor dubiously," what in

Scriptureis infallible and of Divine authority,and what is not.

But I find they cannot or do not tell me, nor do they show me

how I can surelyascertain this for myself;" and thus my whole

faith becomes unsettled. I neither know what I am to believe,

nor what I am to take as the infallibleground of my belief,nor

how I can certainlydetermine either the one or the other.

Sometimes I may be told the Bible is infallible and authoritative

in all that affects faith and life;and when I ask. what affects

faith and life,I am answered that in which it is infallible; and

I thus feel that my intellect is insulted,and my soul trifledwith

by a vicious logic and an impotent evasiveness. At other

times certain leading religiousand ethical principlesare set

forth as unquestionably matters of faith and life. But when I

inquire how and on what principlethese were separated from

the rest, and on what ground I am to receive them as such, and

Scriptureteaching on them as infallible and authoritative,I get

either no answer or an unsatisfactoryone, "
either the questions

are evaded, or I am told that by general consent they are

received,because men's consciousness witnesses to their truth.
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By this tlie painfuland perplexing fact is forced upon mc that

even for these no Divine or Scriptural,but only a human founda-tion

is given ;"
that these are regarded as authoritative,not

because they are revealed in the AVord of God, but because they

accord with the consciousness of man. The Bible is even in these

to be held infallible,not because they are revealed in God's

Word, but because they are responded to in man's heart and

conscience. Thus even for the first principlesof religionand

morality,a foundation has to be found outside the Bible, away

from Divine authority,in fallen human nature, and in the fallible,

varying, contradictory,and frequently erroneous opinions of

men. There cannot, of course, be anythingdistinctive of Revela-tion

or of Christianityin these general findings,but only some

primary ethical and religiousprinciplescommon to all religious
and inherent essential elements in man's moral constitution.

And when I still press further, and ask what portions or

statements of Scriptureteach these cardinal truths,and whether

these few are all in which the Bible is infallible (I cannot say

authoritative also, for, as we have seen, Divine authoritythey

on these principlescannot have); and how I can reasonably
and authoritativelyeven in these requirethe faith and obedience

of those who deny and rejectsome or all of them :"
for a universal,

uniform creed,which this whole system tacitlyassumes, has never

yet been found, not even when limited to one truth," I am

again refused an explicitreply,or told franklythat they cannot

tell,or that it is very difficult to know or to state the truth on

the question,or to give any definite information,or reliable rule,

or sure guidance at all," or that the whole question is involved

in much uncertainty,and in a transition state ; so that each

person must find out these things for himself as best he may.

Thus, like a mariner driven to sea, to find, without chart or

compass, a haven of rest, I am cast adrift to find my faith and

guide my life as best I can amid the mists of human opinion,
and launched upon a shoreless sea of chaotic speculation,or left

stranded upon the dark and fatal rocks of Rationalism or unbelief.

MUST DKCOMK CRITIC AND JUDGE OF THE DII3LE.

Proceeding then on this view to investigateScripture,I am

stronglyimpressed with the momentous consecjuenccs of the fact
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that my faith in its independent truth and authorityhas been

annihilated ; and that I have nothing now to guide me as to what

affects faith and life,or is infallible in the Bible,but the perceived

accordance between its statements and my own consciousness.

I feel that I am, by a mental and moral necessity,forced to take

up the precarious,responsible,and presumptuous positionof a

judge of what is false and what is true in God's Word. I am com-pelled

to abandon the attitude of a humble believer that trembles

at the Word of the Lord, and to assume the attitude of a critic

of its truth and authority. Being so placed,I feel,at the out-set,

that anything like full confidence in my conclusions is

virtuallydestroyed. As I proceed, however, I am met and

confronted everywhere with statements, expressions,and a tone

of Divine authority,and an air of certaintythat pervade
the book, and convince me that if the Bible teaches anything

it teaches its own truth and Divine authority,and claims this

for itself as the foundation of all its other teaching" as the

ground upon which it bases, and claims receptionof,all it states.

I am, therefore,shut up to the conclusion that if the uniform

and emphatic teaching,and the authoritative claim of Scripture

on this cardinal doctrine,are not to be accepted,it is vain or

worse to inquire what is its teaching on other subjects; for on

no other truth does its teaching seem to be so full,emphatic,

and uniform; and for no other doctrine is its testimony more

decisive or final. Particularly,I find it looks as if it had been

purposely made to give a full and direct contradiction to the

view that there are some things in Scripturethat do not affect

faith and life,and only some that do ; " especiallyas it ex-pressly,

when professedlytreatingof the subject,declares that

'"'"All Scriptureis God-breathed, and is profitablefor doctrine,

. . .

and for instruction in righteousness."
After rejectingsuch testimony, it seems folly to inquire

further what is its teachingon anything.

CONTRADICTORY CONCLUSIONS AS TO WHAT AFFECTS

FAITH AND LIFE.

But to complete the contradictions and to crown the con-fusion,

I find when I have finished my examination that the

results do not agree with the findingsof others," that the creed
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which by the test of consciousness I have deduced from the

Bible differs from the creed of others," that the critics greatly

differ from each other," that no two students agree in everything,

that some deny almost all that others affirm ; and it is possible,

that all may in various ways be wrong. And as no one, or class,

can authoritativelystate which is right,should any be,"
for no

man's consciousness is authoritative over others," it follows by

a simple but resistlessnecessitythat all must ultimatelyland in

agnosticism,or each erring,varyingman must become a Bible

and a standard to himself;" a result which,whatever else itdoes,

at least not only affects,but annihilates the teachingof the

Bible as a rule of faith and life,and all our faith founded thereon.

As far as argument againstthis form of the theory is con-cerned

we might here end ; for the proofisclosed,and conclusive

to every logicalmind ; and it is largelybecause men have not

thoroughly pondered the effects of their view, and have not

carried out their theories to their legitimate,ultimate conse-quences,

that some have advocated, and others adopted this

theory.
It now remains simply to apply the principlesand results

already set forth in proving the essential rationalism and un-

tenableness of this theory in general,to some specialphases,
and expressionsof it that have been adopted with a view seem-ingly

to evade the objectionsbrought against it in its usual

form.

2. The Bible Infallible and Authoritative in

ALL essential TO SALVATION.

Some, to place Christianity,as they imagine,in a stronger

position,and to secure for their theory the support of those that

refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible standard in all matters

of faith and life,assert that it is infalliblein all that is essential

to salvation,but only in this. Much of what has been advanced

above is conclusive againstthis also ; and, indeed,appliesto it

with greater force. For it immediately raises,without settling,
such questionsas. What is salvation ? What is essential to salva-tion

? By what means, and on what grounds, are we to deter-mine

these questionswith certainty? The very partieswhom

this theory was designed to conciliate differ toio ca'Io from many

39
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who adopt this theory as to what sah'ation is,and as to what is

essential thereunto ; even as they differgreatlyamong themselves.

It not only raises without settlingsuch questions,but it does so

after having deprived us of the only reliable means towards a

settlement thereof
" a true and authoritative Bible ; and leaves us

in all the confusion and self-contradiction of Rationalism.

Besides, who can tell what is essential to salvation ? Scrip-ture

has nowhere set forth how much of Divine truth must be

believed in order to salvation ; or how little is essential,or

might be sufficient to save the soul. Poor Tom, half idiot as he

was, knew only that there were
" three in one, and one in three,

and the Middle One has died for me
"

; and yet that belief might

and probably did save him. Yet I presume few if any of the

supporters of this theory would be prepared to assert that this

was all in which Scriptureis infallible. And certainlythere is

much in it that is most firmlybelieved,and that all partiesin this

controversy would maintain to be its infallibleteaching,which no

wise man would assert to be essential to salvation. This theory

is,therefore,manifestlyuntenable and unsatisfactory.

3. The Bible True and Authoritative in its

Teaching.

Others say that the Bible is infallible in its Teachhig. With

this we agree, and to this statement of the Bible claim we have,

generally,no objection. If by this were meant that the Bible

is true and of Divine authorityin all itsteaching,then this is our

doctrine. For to those who believe that the whole Bible teaches,

and that every part and thing in it teaches something, this

is equivalent to teaching the truth,value, and Divine authority

of all Scripture. Or if by this were meant that there are

some things and sayings recorded in Scripture that do not

express God's will or carry Divine authority"
such as the

sins of His people, or the sayings of the Devil, or the mere

opinions of men " then, this also is true. It is also important

to emphasise the fact ; because many have manifested such

almost incredible ignorance on this as to imagine that when the

Divine inspiration,truth,and authorityof Scripturewere upheld,

it was thereby contended that everything narrated, or referred to

in Scripture" even crimes and lies
" was true and right,and had
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God's approval," not knowing that what Inspirationsecured in

such cases was simply a true record, but not at all necessarily

implying God's approval, frequently the reverse. They were

often recorded on purpose to express (jod's displeasurewith

them, to manifest the evil of sin, to warn others ; and thus

to teach important truths,and to serve the highestmoral ends.

This they did, not because they carried Divine authority,but

because they incurred Divine condemnation. These ends were

all the more effectuallysecured through their being truly re-corded

by the Spirit.Or if by this were meant that it is only

when, and in so far as, the statements of Scriptureare truly

interpretedthat they are trustworthy and of Divine authority,

then again we cordiallyassent ; nor can the importanceof proper

interpretationbe overestimated. We accept, then, the state-ment

that the Bible is true in all its teaching,and that it carries

Divine authority,only when trulyinterpretedand expressingthe

Divine will.

WHAT INFALLIBILITY IN TEACHING MEANS.

But if this theory is designed,as it usuallyis,to deny that

all Scriptureis true and trustworthy,then all the arguments

advanced above are equally valid and decisive againstit; and

some of them with even greater directness and force ; while it

is simply annihilated by some arguments peculiaror specially
applicableto itself. We are at once confronted with the old, in-superable

difficulties and fatal objections. How can we know

the teaching of Scripturewhen the truth of its statements is

denied? How are we to ascertain with certaintywhere the

Bible is teaching,when, on this view, only some of its state-ments

are reliable,without specifyingwhich, or givingany rule

by which we can surely find them ? How can we b'e sure

that we have found its teaching,its whole teaching,and nothing
but its teaching,when we have been by this theory deprived of

an authoritative standard ? All this ispatentlyimpossible. I'hus

the very theory that declares the Bible infallible in its teaching,
by denying itsroot teaching,that all Scriptureis true, trustworthy,
and of Divine authority,because God-breathed, contradicts

itself,and makes it impossible for us to determine what that

teachingis. The theory thus destroysitself
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Besides, if the theory means what it says, that the Bible is

infallible in its teaching,then the upholders of it can, on their

own view, be forced to receive our doctrine,and to abandon their

own ; for all that we ask is that they receive the teaching of

Scripturedeclaringthat it is true and authoritative "
that they

accept this teaching of the Bible ; and if they do, as their own

distinctive principlerequiresthem to do, then they must abandon

their own positionand adopt ours. They are bound to con-fess

that we are right when we teach that the Bible is true

and trustworthy,and that they are wrong and self-contradictory

when they affirm the infallibilityof its teaching,and yet deny

the truth and authorityof its teaching on this its first and funda-mental

doctrine. For this is the teachingwhich lies at the basis

of all its other teaching,and on which it expresslyfounds its

claim over the faith and obedience of men in anything. For it

can be demonstrated, as above,^ that if the Bible teaches any-thing,

it teaches, with a unique fulness and emphasis, its own

truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority-"
the Word of

the Lord, which liveth and abideth for ever. There is such an

amount, variety,and explicitnessof proof for this truth as can

scarcelybe produced for any other. Therefore, if the Bible is

to be held as infallible in its teaching,it must be received as

infallible when it teaches this basal doctrine. Therefore the

upholdersof this theory must, from their own view,receive our

doctrine, or abandon their own theory. If we do not accept its

teaching on this, we cannot accept it on anything;and if we

disown its truth and authorityon this,its primary root-doctrine

and claim, it is vain, contradictory,and misleading to speak of

the infallibilityof its teaching at all. Therefore the upholders

of this theory must, on their own principle,receive our doctrine,

or stultifytheir own contention.

4. The Bible Infallible and Authoritative in Thoughts

BUT NOT IN Words.

The last,and perhaps most plausible,of the theories of partial

inspirationis that which, while not explicitlydenying the infalli-bility

of Scripturein its statements or substance, asserts its

errancy and erroneousness in its words. While not denying the

1 Books I. and IV.
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inspirationof the thoughts, they deny that it extends to the

words, and often ridicule what has been called " verbal inspira-tion."

Some, holding this general theory, maintain that, while

the writers of Scripturewere inspiredas to the matter of Revela-tion,

they were left entirelyto themselves in the expressionof it.

Admittingplenaryinspirationas to the substance,they exclude

inspirationof the words, and deny that the Holy Ghost gave or

guided the expressionof the substance.

Now, if the various forms of this theory were simply a protest

against,and a rejectionof,what has been called literal dictation,

in which the writers are supposed to be mere amanuenses, writing
the words dictated to them, we should not objectto their purport

and aim, while not approving of their expression. Or if they

were designedas a denial of what has been called "mechanical

inspiration"" though those usingthe expressionhave never yet

defined preciselywhat they meant thereby,and would find great

difficultyin doing so were they to make the attempt, " still,if

by this was meant that the Bible writers were mere machines "

the pens rather than the penmen of the Spirit" we should

endorse the repudiation;" for, with the exception of a few

passages, such as the ten commandments, written by God on the

tables of stone, and rewritten by Moses by His express direction,

and a few others,the Bible nowhere warrants or exemplifiesthis

idea. On the contrary, its teachingand phenomena preclude

this generally,and show that, while all Scripture is given by

inspirationof God, and as such is true, reliable,and authori-tative,

the writers were not machines, mere amanuenses, but

intelligentmen, moral agents, using in the writingof Scriptureall

their natural powers, characteristics,literaryacquirements, and

idiosyncrasies,as freelyand fullyas though they were not under

Divine inspirationat all : while,at the same time, the Holy Spirit

so guided the writers,and so acted upon their minds, without

coercing them or hindering their spontaneity,that they should

write only what He wished and as He wished ; and thus it is,

while trulyman's, reallyGod's Word.

CONTRADICTION OF I'.inLE TEACHINC AND CLAIM.

But this is not what is meant by these theories ; on the con-trary,

the meaning or effect of their theory is to deny the
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plenary inspirationand entire trustworthiness of Scripture l^y

denying the truth or Divine authorityof the Bible words, although

they are the God-breathed words, expression,and embodiment of

His mind, givenin the words which the Spiritteacheth" (iCor. 2^-').

These theorists,therefore,directlycontradict the most explicitand

pervasiveteachingof God's Word, which declares and assumes

throughout that the words of the Bible are the words of God, as

givenby the Spiritof God, as demonstrated above .^ They thus con-demn

the most absolute teaching and invariable usage of Christ

and His apostles;who frequentlyfound great truths and argu-ments

upon singlewords, and postulateand proclaim the inviol-ability

of all Scriptureeven in jot and tittle(Matt.5^^). Besides,

they err as to the chief objectof inspiration,which is not so much

the revelation of truth to the mind of the writer,though this isoften

impliedalso,as the expressionand communication of the truth to

others in what is written,and as it is written. Divine inspiration

and consequent Divine truth and authorityare predicatedchiefly

not so much of the truth as conveyed in the mind of the writer,

but as specificallyexpressed in the written embodiment of the

revelation. Further, it is simple absurdityto speak of the truth

or authorityof the thoughts,while denying this of the words "
of

the substance, while disowning it of the expressionof Scripture.

For the thoughts are in the words, and the substance can never

be known except through the expression. The words express

the thoughts,and are the embodiment of the spiritualsubstance.

Therefore, if the words are erroneous or unreliable,so also must

the ideas and the substance be. Thus the truth and Divine

authorityof all Scripturewould by this theory be nullified.

Nor is this merely a self-evident propositionand a demon-stration

of the untenableness of this theory; but it is also vital

to Christian faith and life. For if the words Godhead, election,

redemption, imputation, regeneration,propitiation,sacrifice,

atonement, faith,repentance, justification,sanctification,adop-tion,

resurrection,heaven, hell,etc., were not inspiredand in-fallible,

and do not express veritable facts and Divine realities,

then everything essential to Christian faith and life may be only

old wives' fables. Without certaintyand Divine authorityin the

words of Scripture,it is patentlyimpossible to believe in the

things,or even to know the will of God, for our salvation. Thus

^ See Books I. and IV.
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by the very vagueness and uncertaintythis theory would bring

into "the Word of Life,"we should be driven out, without chart

or compass, to seek for rest upon the restless,dismal waters of

Rationalism and unbelief.

Hence by denying the truth and reliability,or assertingthe

indefinite erroneousness of the words of Scripture,men can be

irresistiblydriven into a position in which it is impossible

legitimatelyto require,constrain,or warrant the belief of any-thing

in God's Word ; or to convince of error those who utterly

rejectit : and it becomes short and easy work for Scepticism
to overthrow Christianity,and to plunge humanity into the

bottomless and shoreless abyss of Rationalism and Agnosticism.
So that from even the most plausibleof these theories,there is a

plainand inevitable path to Scepticism.
I have thus proved what was stated at the outset, that there

is no logicalresting-placebetween receivingall Scriptureas true,

trustworthy,and of Divine authority" as
" in truth the Word of

God"
"

and being driven out of Scripturealtogether,into the

hopelesschimeras of unbelief.

Summary and Conclusion : Nature and Scripture.

Finally,this whole theory in all its forms is self-contradictory.

The first principleof all these theories is that the design of

Scriptureis to givemen a rule of faith and life. Now, if this is

so, and we do not question,but believe it,why should it be

taken for granted,"
for the contrary has been shown above, "

that

there would be some " yea, many things,and kinds of things

therein that do not affect these ? Is this what we should expect

in a book, written for such an end, under Divine direction,and

by Divine inspiration? Is it like God to put, or to permit in His

A\'^ord what would not in any way contribute to His design in

givingit? Does it agree with the revealed character and work

of God, either in Scriptureor Nature, to make anything in vain,

or to allow superfluitiesto burden or mar His work ?

We know that Scriptureeverywhere represents God, in all

His ways and works, in a character the reverse of this,and even

declares that "the work of the Rock is perfect." We know

that so far from permittingsuperfluities,Scriptureis scrupulously
careful in the selection of its contents, purposelysparing in its
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materials,and evidentlyexcludes much that would have been

interestingand valuable in itself,and that we should have

eagerlydesired to know% "
for the manifest reason that it was not

necessary to its great design.
As for Nature, we know that if it abhors a vacuum, it still

more abhors a superfluity,"
that everywhere and in everything

" the heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament

sheweth His handiwork." The more extensivelyit is explored,
and the more thoroughly it is investigatedin all its realms and

contents, the more it is found to be one great unity," the more

each separate part and particle,each world and atom is seen to

contribute to its one great design,even its Creator's glory," and

the more fullyit is demonstrated that He has made nothing in

vain. The law of parsimony,as scientists call it,holds and rules

both in Nature and Scripture. Are we then to suppose that He

w^ould make or permit superfluitiesin His Word, or that any-thing

would be put there that had no bearingwhatever on its

great design?

Still more, can we believe that, when it was as easy for Him

to prevent it as not. He would permit such faults and errors to

form part of it,as could not, as we have seen, fail to mar that

design,and largely,if not utterly,defeat it? Therefore, the

upholders of this theory are shut up to taking either of these

contradictorypositions," namely, either it is not the design of

the Bible to be a rule of faith and life,or there is not any-thing

in it that does not affect,or that injuriouslyaffects,faith

and Hfe. For if there is anything that does not affect faith or

life,that design is marred by superfluity; and if there is any-thing

that affects it injuriously,that design is so far frustrated.

And since,on this theory,it is not one thing but many things
that do so, and these not specifiednor defined, but indefinite

and unascertainable," therefore,this designis unrealisable,and

reallysubverted. If, then, they take the first,they abandon

their own position. If they take the second, they adopt ours.

If,according to their own first principle,they maintain that the

design of the Bible is to be a rule of faith and life; and if they

maintain, as they do, that this design was realised,then they

thereby overthrow their own primary assumption, which is the

very basis of their theory. They thus prove that their inference

from their own first principlewas not only not true but contrary
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thereto. They also show that their other assumption and

inference
"

that there are only some things in which Scripture

is true and authoritative,it being in all others indefinitely

erroneous, while neither the one nor the other is specifiedor

determinable " is not only unwarrantable and false,but con-tradictory

to their root-principle.They thus by their own

principlesnot only annihilate their own theory, but establish

ours, " so far at least as inferences from first principlesand

general reasoningscan establish it.

And if they maintain their own first principle,while still

strivingto defend these false inferences from it, which are

contrary to it,and also to imply that there are superfluitiesin

Scripture,thingsin no way affectingits great design,and errors

many and indefinite,things injuriousto this great design,then,

in addition to all above, we shall leave them with the steady and

harmonious voice of Nature to rebuke them, the explicitteach-ing

of Scriptureto contradict them, the first principlesof the

inductive philosophy to repudiatethem, the progress of Biblical

scholarship to refute them, the inexorable laws of logic to

annihilate them, and the testimony of Christian experience to

disown them for ever. The voice of universal Nature rebukes

them, as it everywhere, and always with one majesticvoice

proclaims, "The hand that made it is Divine," and made

nothingin vain ! The teachingof Scripturecontradicts them, as

it ever teaches, the Bible is the Word of God, and expressly

says,
" The work of the Rock is perfect." The words of Christ

condemn them, as He solemnly declares, " Heaven and earth

shall pass away, but one jot or one tittleshall in no wise pass

from the law tillall be fulfilled." The principlesof the induc-tive

philosophyrepudiate them, as they refuse even to listen to

unproved and unprovable assumptions to support a baseless

theory. The progress of Biblical scholarship refutes them, as

it shows difficulties to be vanishingquantities,and supposed

superfluitiesproved to be significantand valuable parts of God's

Word. The laws of inexorable logic annihilate them, as has

been demonstrated above. And the testimony of Christian

experience disowns them ; as it proves from ever growing

experimental knowledge of all parts and particlesthat " All

Scripture is God-breathed, and is profitablefor doctrine, for

reproof,for correction,for instruction in righteousness,that the
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man of God
may

be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good

works." The conduct of these theorists strongly resembles that

of those superficial naturalists who, when they could not easily

perceive the
use and design of certain

organs
in creatures and

objects in nature, rashly pronounced them useless. A deeper

and
more scientific science waited, and investigated, and proved

them in
many cases not only useful but highly valuable

;
and

showed the superficiality and perniciousness of the principle so

unscientifically adopted; which would
presume to make our

knowledge the measure
of reality and possibility, and

our

ignorance the proof of non-existence of universal design in

nature. Such
a principle would have paralysed science in the

investigation of God's works, and this similar theory would

paralyse progress
in the study of God's Word. And the whole

proves that, on this principle, these theorists make
reason

supreme over Revelation, and in
so doing violate both reason

and Revelation.!

^ In the Appendix there is
a

brief outline of the apologetic value of the

truthfulness in small points, and
even

the minute
accuracy

of Scripture, along

some leading lines of Christian evidence.



BOOK VII.

DIFFICULTIES AND OBJECTIONS: WITH FURTHER

CONFIRMATIONS OF THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF

HOLY SCRIPTURE.

RESUME.

We have now reached the closingBook of this work. A brief

treatment of the subjectwill suffice,as the questionsusuallydis-cussed

under the head of difficulties and objectionshave been

largelydealt with in the previous books. A re-glimpseover the

course of the discussion will make this evident and the sequel

the better appreciated. In Book I. Christ's place in theology,

and His teaching on the chief truths of the Christian faith,

speciallyon those controverted, and supremely on Holy Scrip-ture,

are set forth ; and by this much recent teaching and re-ligious

speculationhave been tested,sifted,and found false or

wanting;" especiallyprevalent depreciationsand perversionsof

the Word of God. In Book II. the supreme question under-lying

and raised by these discussions,viz. " Is Christ Infallible

as a Teacher," is considered,and the claims of Christ and of

Scripture to be the supreme Authority in religionand ethics are

upheld, and many opposing errors and unsettlingtheories are

exposed and refuted ;"
it being cogentlyurged that there is no

stable or rational resting-placebetween the supremacy of Christ

speaking in the Scripturesand the dismal abysses of agnosticism
and unbelief. In Book III. many current misconceptions and

misrepresentationsare corrected and exposed ; and the roots and

bases of leading objections to the Bible claim endorsed by

Christ,are thereby destroyed, as well as many common diffi-culties

removed. The way has thus been cleared for the true

statement of the question; and much cogent preliminaryproof
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is given along the course of the discussion. The great, fmal

issue ever heaves in view through the mists of lesser controversies,

that the Bible claim, sealed and urged by Christ, must be re-ceived,

cannot' be rejected,else the credibilityand veracityof

Scripturemust be denied, and the truth and authorityof Christ as

a teacher, on the supreme and fundamental question in religion

and morals, must be set at nought, and mankind deprived of

any standard of faith or duty, or seat of authorityin religion.

In Book IV. the generalBible proof is given in leading outline,

with emphasis on the principalpassages, and with specialappli-cations

to the present state of the question,and its bearingon

Christian faith and life. In Book V. the opposing views are

brought into contrast and comparison apologetically,and their

comparative strength tested face to face with scepticismby the

sceptic'sapology. The result of this is that even the theory of

" absolute inerrancy" is proved to be stronger from an apologetic

standpoint than indefinite erroneousness ; while the positionof

simple truthfulness,trustworthiness, and Divine authority is

shown to be stronger and safer than either;as well as more

fullyestablished by evidence. The replyto the sceptic'sapology
is given in the amassed array of the Christian evidences, outlined

from the standpoint of Christ, in our strong and impregnable
middle position. In Book VI. the various theories of indefinite

erroneousness are classified and examined, and shown to be all

more or less essentiallyrationalistic in their common root prin-ciple

and actual tendency. It is proved that they all necessarily

end in the virtual and practicalsupremacy of reason over

Revelation ; and the consequent deprivationof men of any sure

rule of faith or life,and of any reliable guide through life to

immortality" that in fact there is no possiblemiddle between

acceptingthe Bible claim to be the Word of God, " true, trust-worthy,

and of Divine authority" and ending in irrational

rationalism,or absolute scepticism," with all the disastrous con-sequences

to Biblical study. Christian faith,and religiouslife.

The Origin, Causes, Character, and History of

Difficulties and Objections.

In further dealingwith difficultiesand objectionsto the Bible

claim and doctrine here, it is not possibleor necessary to give
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more than a general outline and summary of leading facts and

principles,indicatingtheir origin,causes, character,and history;
statingthe principleson which they may be explained,the pur-poses

they serve, the lessons they teach, and showing how

reasonablyany cases unsolved may, if need be, remain so with-out

at all affectingthe Bible claim,or the positiveproof of it : "

especiallyas this has been so largelydone already" speciallyin
Books II.,III.,and V.,"

and as it has been often done in many

works treatingspecificallyof the question. These may be

classified under two general heads :" those appearing in the

Bible itself;and those coming from other spheres or sources of

knowledge :" the psychological,historical,and scientific,and the

critical,moral, and spiritual.Many objections and difficulties

have been urged from atheistic and antisupernaturalstandpoints;
which, of course, do not need to be dealt with here, as we are

now treatingof the views of those who believe in God, and the

supernatural,and Revelation. These have been thoroughlymet
and answered in many able works on natural and revealed religion,
and the Christian evidences ; and have been sufficientlydealt
with in our replyto the sceptic'sapology in the summary of the

Christian evidences in the closingchapter of Book V., as well as

in Book VI., and further answers will be found in the Appendix.
The vast majority of the difficulties and objectionsarise from

erroneous preconceptions and false presuppositions,untenable

assumptions and unfounded assertions,strange misconceptionsand

persistentmisrepresentations,by mistakes and mis-statements of

the question,and actual creations of them where they had not a

shadow of foundation," with all the fallacious inferences there-from,

by those who urged them, " as shown largelybefore,
speciallyin Book III. Often they springfrom overlookingor
insufficientlyrecognisingthe organicunityof Scripture,the pro-

gressivenessof Revelation, and the pervasivenessof the human

and the Divine in the Bible. They frequentlyoriginatefrom

magnifying apparent differences,while ignoringthe far greater

agreements between the Bible and other sources of knowledge ;

and from overlooking its popular character,fragmentarynature,
literarycharacteristics,peculiarorigin,unique composition,and
remarkable history. They arise,too, largely from confusing
things that differ;" the translations and present MSS. with the

originals,traditional interpretationswith the true meanings of
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God's Word, the true record with the approved teaching,the

writers' character and conduct with the written inspiredteach-ing,

imperfectionwith error, and discrepancywith disproofof

the Bible claim, and imagining it was proof of the opposite,"

while ignoringthe whole positive,proper proof, and all the

probable or possible explanationsof seeming inconsistencies.

They are the product,also, of inaccurate use of language,mis-use

of epithet,misleading terms and maxims, disintegrationand

separationof Scripture," as if theyhad no unityor Divine origin;

wrong principlesof interpretation,unscientific methods of criti-cism,

misleading specialism,lack of carefulness in statement and

thoroughness of thought,applyingWestern and modern standards

to ancient and Oriental books, love of vagueness, " confusing the

issues,aversion to definiteness or finalityof truth,idolatryof doubt.

Some arise from failure to carry out principlesand theories to their

logicalconclusions, fear to face the ultimate issues,prevalence

of pervertiveprejudice,want of honest interpretationand con-sistent

application.Some of them come from our ignorance,the

limitations of our faculties,the nature of the subjects," reaching

out to infinity,eternity,and Divinity;while others stillarise from

not sufficientlyrecognisingthe great purpose of the Bible, and

the valuable uses and lessons even of difficultiesin the Bible as

in everythingelse. All this and much more has been shown

and urged above ; and they are sufliicientto account for almost

all the difficulties,and to answer all the objectionsof any con-sequence

; and they supply or suggest the means and methods

of reasonably silencingall objectors,if not of answering all

objectionsand solving all difficulties.

Classification, Illustration, and Answers to

Difficulties and Objections.

Before offeringfurther explanations,a few more illustrations

and answers may be useful from the classes mentioned.

I. Of the Psychologicaldifficultiesand objections,one urged

is that the Bible claim involves the co-operationof God and

man in the productionof Scripture. Of course it does. That

is the grand mystery, Divine secret, and real explanation of

it. But surelythat is no valid objectionto it,but a strong con-firmation

of its truth, in harmony with all that we know and
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believe,on the surest grounds, of the relation between God and

man, and of the co-operationbetween the Creator and the

creature in the works of creation,the events of providence,the

operationsof God's grace in men's hearts,and all the experience
of life. And such a jejune idea could be conceived only on the

vicious principlesof that absurd philosophyand expiredsuper-stition,

sought to be revived again in Ritschlianism,that would

separate the creature from the Creator,deny relationshipbetween

the natural and the supernatural,exclude God from direct access

to the mind of man, and preclude the possibilityof the infinite

Spiritof God actingon the finite spiritof man, even for the

graciouspurpose of givinga revelation of God's grace for man's

salvation. A similar presumptuous and inane objectionis,that

such a control or influence over men's minds as would secure the

truth and Divine authorityof the Bible is inconsistent with the

mental freedom of man ;" as if God the Holy Ghost could not so

act on the human mind as to ensure this without violatingits

free action,and must be confined within the narrow grooves of

the oracular dictates of such audacious but unveracious specula-tion.

Another like invalid objection is against the argument

for the truth and Divine authorityof Scripturefrom the testi-mony

of the Spiritin the Christian consciousness," to the effect

that our consciousness may deceive us ; which is nothing to the

purpose, and no reason whatever againstthe validityof this

evidence," except upon the absurd assumption of a general
denial of the veracityof consciousness, which means absolute

scepticism,and is as destructive of the foundation of this objec-tion

as of all other human thought and reasoning.

2. Of Historical difficultiesand objectionsto the Bible claim,

arisingfrom differences and seeming conflicts between the Bible

and other records,in addition to all urged in the previousbooks,

let it suflice to say further " ^First,that the whole weight and

trend of recent historical investigationand archaeologicalre-search

are beyond question to corroborate and establish not

only the historicityand credibility,but the truthfulness and trust-worthiness,

and even the minute accuracy in many cases, of the

Bible record ; as shown by a vast and ever-increasingmass of

valuable literature by the foremost experts and highestauthorities

in collateral,historical,and archaeologicalresearch," specially,as

stated before, in the hard facts and silent but unanswerable
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testimony of the monuments, tablets,resurrected cities,mounds,

libraries,etc., of ancient Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria,Syria,

Palestine, and Sinai ;" as well as corroborative, written, and

other evidence from Asia Minor, Greece, Rome, etc., from the

literature,lands, peoples and usages of the East in touch and

contemporary with the people of Israel and the literature of the

Bible. Second, that any differences or conflicts between these

records are trivial and as nothing compared with the great

outstandingagreements " are only such as might be expected in

the circumstances," especiallyas only the Bible was written by

Divine inspiration; and even here, too, differences are disappear-ing

with fuller knowledge and advancing research. Third, so

far,therefore,has this whole line of historical and cognate in-vestigation

been from discreditingScripture,it has weightily

tended the oppositeway, and from independent sources strongly

confirmed the Bible claim. It has exploded many would-be

critical assertions,shown the baselessness of bold assumptions

on which vast and ominous superstructures and theories were

built,caused confusion among oracular rationalistic critics,dis-credited

many of their finespun philologicalspeculations,and

created a profound and wholesome distrust of all their methods,

results,and theorisings.And it has removed many once formid-able

objectionsand difficulties,illustrated again the principle

of difficulties being vanishing quantities,and established the

probabilityor at least the possibilityof all vanishing with fuller

knowledge and greater research,"
which is the utmost needed to

silence reasonable objection. Even that is not strictlyrequired

to maintain the Bible claim ; for there are difficulties and

objections to the best established truths and facts in every

region of knowledge, life,and experience. And in our more

guarded positiontaken for the defence of the Christian faith,

or the unquestionableBible claim, of simple truthfulness,in-stead

of absolute inerrancy,the cases to which, on these sure

and scientific principles,these difficulties would be reduced,

would be so despicable or doubtful as to be unworthy of

serious consideration,and utterlyweak and wholly irrelevant as

against our position. So that the whole strengthof the positive

evidence by which the thorough truthfulness of the Bible is

demonstrated, would remain untouched and untouchable,backed

by the whole weight of the Christian evidences.
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3. Scientific Difficulties and Opjkctions.

3. Of the Scientific difficultiesand objectionssubstantially

the same may be said,as shown before in various connections,

and it is shown more fullyin the Appendix. They not only do

not invalidate or discredit the Bible claim, but they largelycon-firm

it. The alleged discords and contradictions have arisen

largelyfrom overlooking that the Bible is not a scientific

but a popular book, describingthings as they would appear

phenomenally, and from the standpointof earth and man, and in

their relation to God. It is written in the styleand language of

common life," and not in the form of the science of any particular

age, which would be superseded and held erroneous or defective

in subsequent ages, but in the manner of the people, and for

all time. Hence they never assume scientific form, nor do

they generallyprofess to give preciseaccuracy. Nor, had

they done so, would they have served their Divine purpose,

which is to reveal God's will for man's salvation. And it is

because these patent facts and firstprincipleshave been over-looked

that most of the difficultiesand objectionshave appeared.

Many, too, have sprung from misinterpretingthe statements of

Scripture,or mistakingthe facts or laws of nature, " thus creating

apparent conflicts where they did not exist. Nor is there any-thing

more imperativein the interests of truth and harmony
than rigorouslyto exclude these conflict-makingoversightsand

errors. But the remarkable thingis that,notwithstandingthis,
the agreements both in number and importancevastlyexceed

the paltrydifferences. They agree in the great leadingfacts,
and differ only in comparativelytrivial points; and even these

have largelyvanished through fuller knowledge and truer inter-pretation

; as many that once seemed serious vanished long ago,

"establishinga probability,or, at least,a possibility,that all will

vanish yet, if they have not alreadygone. Certainlythose re-maining

" at most only dubious " are so trivial as not to affect

the Bible truthfulness,or the proof of it. Indeed, many of the

highestauthorities in science maintain the fullharmony between

it and Scripture;" even in that most disputed part " the Mosaic

and the Geologicrecords of creation," as may be seen, among

others, in the vast mass of literature on it,in the works of

Professor Dana, or of Sir William Dawson, twice President of the

40
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British Association of Science. The remarkable fact is that the

Bible, while not revealingscience,or the writers knowing it,has

yet been so written through them, that in the fierce lightof the

latest science its truthfulness has stood the test of the most

searchinginvestigationby the keenest antagonists,"
the highest

scientific authorities themselves being witness. And this fact,

taken along with the other notorious fact,of the strikingcon-trast

in this respect presented by the erroneous, absurd, and

even grotesque cosmogonies and theologiesof all other ancient

literature,is the strongest confirmation of the Bible claim, and

demands God's supernatural guidance in the writings of the

Bible as the only rational explanation. But the most amazing

thing is that those who magnify any trivialapparent differences

between Science and Scripture,should ignore the great out-standing

agreements in the chief things; or imagine that any

paltrytrivialitiesconstituted any valid objection to the Bible

claim, so thoroughly established on its own proper evidence ; or

failto see and own that in the great agreements between them.

Science, so far from discreditingthe truthfulness or Divine origin

and inspirationof the Bible,only stronglycorroborates them.

4. Critical Difficulties and Objections.

Of Critical difficulties and objectionsarisingfrom the facts

and phenomena of the Bible itself,showing apparent discrep-ancies

and seeming contradictions," much has been said in

the previousbooks, especiallyin Books III.,V., and VI., and

the most important of these have been there dealt with; and the

principleshave been indicated on which they may be all,or

almost all,accounted for, or at least reasonably left unsolved,

and objectionssilenced. It may further be said generallythat

what is true in these facts and phenomena has not been proved

to destroy or discredit the Bible claim to be true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority; and those that would necessarilydo so have

not been demonstrated to be true, and have often been proved

to be not facts but fables
" mistakes, indeed, but of those who

charged the Bible with them.

(i) Misco7iceptions." Many of these,as seen, have arisen from

misconceptions of the Bible claim and doctrine ; and the objec-tions

made had no foundation save in the imaginationsof those
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who made them. Much pervertingprejudice has been created

by such misconceptions as the following:" First. That truth-fulness

meant absolute perfection,and that imperfectionwas

equivalentto error or untruth ;" when Divine truth cannot dwell

perfectlysave in the Divine mind, and when truthfulness is quite

consistent with imperfection,else there could be no truth re-vealed

by God to man at all. All the earlier stages of revelation

are more or less imperfect,but they are all true so far as they

go. The very idea or possibilityof a progressiverevelation

requiresthis ; but has also to postulatetrueness and reliability

in each progressivestage in order to the one fittinginto the

other, or to there being any progress in Revelation at all. As

well reason or assert that the early stages of the development
of life were false and wrong because they were imperfect,as
that the earlier stages of Revelation were untrue and wrong

because they were imperfect. For sooner will forms of life,good
and perfect,develop from germs bad and false,than truth de-velop

from error, or rightevolve from wrong. In fact,such

confusions would preclude progress either in life or Revelation.

And so far from imperfectionin the one or the other involving

error, it excludes untrueness in both, and progress requiresre-liability

from first to last. Second. Similarlymany confuse

incompleteness with untruth, although the one is quite com-patible

with the other. There may surelybe truth without the

whole truth. Otherwise,our Lord's teaching in the N.T. would

be untruth ; for He tells us that He had much to say to His

discipleswhich He could not teach them then, because they

were not able to receive it,and would only be so when the

Spiritof truth came on them in the fulness of His power. The

revealingGod was, from the very nature of things.Himself under

limitations and restraint in giving Revelation ; because of the

necessityof adaptingit to the people and the age to which it

was given. And those who raise this objection overlook also

the patent fact of the fragmentarinessof Scripture" fragmentary

always as a history,but finallycomplete as a Revelation. Third.

Another prevalentmisconception,on which objectionto the Bible

claim has been based, is that it is supposed to imply that all

parts of Scripture are equally valuable. But this is a pure

imaginationof the objectors. It is in all parts true, but in-finitely

diversified in value, as Nature is, yet all equally the
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work of God. Fourth. A further misconception is that the

Bible claim means rigid accuracy, "
than which there could

scarcelybe a greater mistake. For nothing is plaineron the

face of the Bible than that it rises sublimelyabove such punc-tilious

rigidity; and moves with perfectease, Divine freedom,

and charming naturalness. And the inspiredauthors write with

all the greater freedom, naturalness,and confidence,justbecause

they are under the inspirationof the Holy Ghost, and feel the

fuller confidence in taking the greater liberties because they
know they are under the guidance of the Spiritof Truth.

(2)Preco7iceptions." First. Here some outstandingpreconcep-tions

may be adverted to " such as the individualityof the writers

and the diversityof the writings,so manifest in Scripture,on which

many have foolishlyfounded objectionsto the Bible claim. But

such objectionsare obviouslybased upon the absurd idea that

the individualityof the Bible writers is necessarilyinconsistent

with its truthfulness,and that only rigididentityis so, "
which is

a baseless imagination. This also implies the presumptuous

conception that the Spiritof Truth could not use the diverse

giftsand acquirements of the creatures He has made, for giving
His revelation without teaching untruth," which is not only an

unproved but an incredible idea,and an audacious presumption

against the Most High. Why, it is just this unique unity in

diversitywhich is one of the strongest proofsof the Divine origin
and truth of the Bible ; and the fact of itstruthfulness,along with

the individualityof the writers and the diversityof the writers,

not only demands the supernaturaloriginof the Revelation,but

demonstrates the Divine inspirationof the Scriptures. Second.

A similarlyunreasonable objectionraised is,that if God had so

much to do with the production of the Bible we should expect

it to be very different from what it is" if it were the Word of

God, it would not be so like the work of man " if Divine, it

would not be so human ! A vague and vain generality,long ago

silenced by Butler's crushing stroke " that if God were to give a

revelation of His will we are not fit judges of hoiv He might be

pleased to giveit. And the idea that because it is so human,

therefore,it could not be so Divine,is not only one of those base-less

imaginationsthat such objectorsare wont to create againstthe

truth of God's Word, but it is also in itself so inherentlyimprob-able

that the oppositeis the probability,as we know it is the fact,
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both in the ^\'rittenand in the Incarnate Word. For both Scrip-ture

and Christ are so Divine just because they are so human :

perfectlyhuman and perfectlyDivine in the first root article of

the Christianityof Christ. Another unfounded preconception on

which objectionshave been based is that in the historical parts of

Scripture,and in all those cases in which the writers knew the

substance of what they wrote, there was no need for special

Divine inspiration: and that, therefore,it would not be given,

as in the Gospels, referringto Luke's preface. That is,their

own ideas of what was necessary, and not the teaching of God's

^Vord, are made the basis of this theory, and of objection to

the Bible claim. This theory, that would throw the whole

historical portions of Scripture,which are its chief substance,

into uncertaintyas to whether it expressed God's will,w'ould

make us dependent in this vital matter upon the mere judgment
of men instead of the wisdom of God ; and overlooks the

great truth that essential parts of inspirationwere the selection,

arrangement, and expression in permanent form of what God

wished to be in His Word. Similarlyit is objected that some

of the histories,as the Gospels, are not written in a strictly

chronologicalorder ;" as if that were the only way in which true

history could be written ; and as if much higher and richer

revelations of God in Christ had not been given us by the

complementary character of the Gospels,and by each Evangelist

writingfrom his own God-given standpoint,and in his own Spirit-

inspiredway. Again, it is objected that the Bible writers often

utilise materials from outside and uninspiredsources, books,

decrees,letters,speeches,etc. " even of heathen and other people,
and that for these, and all in them. Divine inspirationand

approval could not be claimed. As if God's Spiritcould not

in anyway make use of such materials for the purposes of Divine

revelation,or as if the use of these at all implied approval of

all therein ;"
when they are often quoted only for condemnation,

at other times for only partialapproval,when sometimes they
are neither approved nor disapproved,but used for some other

specificpurpose. But they are always put in God's Word by
His authorityand inspirationto serve some good purpose of His

grace, which they best do by being trulyrecorded, and properly

interpretedby His Spirit'said. A further objectionis that such

inspirationmust be dictation. This makes men machines, and is
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shown to be false by the varietyof style,and the difference in

the ways of recording the same substance ; and is an irreverent

dictation to God, " as if the same substance could not be given

with perfecttruthfulness in different ways by men, or God, or both

combined. It is also an inexcusable representationculpablyper-sisted

in by opponents of the Bible claim, though often repudiated

and exposed by every intelligentdefender of that claim.

(3) Assumptions.-" Many objections and difficulties to the

Bible claim have been made by the false assumption that the

Bible is not a unity of many related and complementary parts,

but a libraryor a literature of diverse and independent books.

On this delusion objectorshave proceeded, in the face of the

plainestfacts,to treat the individual writingsin isolation ;" as if

there were no others of the same kind, or as if they had little

or no connection with each other, or were in antithesis and

antagonism. Countless objectionshave thus been raised against

the truth of Scripture,and by this perverse process of Bible

disintegrationthe whole sources and bases of our faith have been

brought to confusion and discredit. But it is only by shutting

the eyes to the surest facts,recognised from the beginning,and

patent on the very face of the Bible; and by violatingthe

primary canons of literarycriticism,all the rules of Biblical

interpretation,and the firstprinciplesof the inductive philosophy.

As soon expect to properlyinterpretnature, and advance science,

by studying its various parts and elements in isolation,and with

no regardto the related parts, or to the whole of which each forms

an integralpart, or to the Creator Who is the Author and Uniter

of all. No wonder that these should lead to indefinitelydiverse

and erroneous, but absurd results,from such pervertivemethods,

and land in all the evils of a narrow and perverse specialism.But

the answer is that the vicious method is false and wrong from

the foundation. True Bible science repudiatesit as unscientific,

because shuttingthe eyes to the most palpable facts,and ignor-ing

the Divine authorshipof God's Word ; and it ever interprets

Scripture on the sound principleof the analogy of the faith,

comparing part with part, on the sure bases of the unity of

Scripture,on which the Christian Church has ever built its faith

and life. Another fertilesource of objectionhas been assuming

that limitation of Knowledge necessarilyinvolves error; whereas,

as proved in Book II.,they have no necessary or natural con-
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nection ; and in this case the reverse is necessarilyimplied,both

in the Incarnate and in the Written Word of God ; because both

are perfectlyhuman and trulyDivine. A further objectionis

that as the P)ible is indefinitelyerroneous now, it was so

from the beginning ; and that it was of no use giving the

Scripturepure and entire at first,if it has not been kept so

since. In reply,first,it is not admitted,but denied, that Scrip-ture

is indefinitelyerroneous now ; and all objectorshave been

baffled to prove even one demonstrable error. Second, even had

the basal assertion been as true as it is untrue, the unproved

inference would be false. As reasonablyargue that since man

is sinful now, therefore,he must have been sinful at his creation !

which is both error and blasphemy. And, third,though the

Bible were erroneous now, the inference that it served no pur-pose

to make it true at first is wrong. For, as it was of great

consequence that man was not sinful at his creation, though

he is sinful now " so it is with God's Word, " as proved before.

The difference is radical between a Bible believed to have been

at first erroneous and wrong, and a Bible originallyrightand

faultless,but becoming more or less affected by transmission,etc.

In the one case, the attitude assumed is that of an earnest student

and a humble learner," with allthe spiritualblessingitever yields

to such. In the other it is that of a criticand a judge," with all

the religiousloss involved therein,for it never yieldsits richest

treasures to the criticalspirit. In the one, there is the strongest

stimulus to Bible study,in order to get nearer to the original

and purest fountains of the life eternal there. In the other, it

paralysesstudy; for who would care much to search deeply or

sympatheticallya book claimingto be the Word of God, and yet

indefinitelyerroneous and originallywrong? " and without that

reverent sympathy which this theory precludes,the results would

be comparativelymeagre, and never absolutelysure or Divinely
authoritative.

{4) Irrekva?icies. " Many objectionsto the Bible claim are

irrelevant,and inadmissible from those who make them. One

main, root objectionto the Bible claim is God's use of human

agency in the givingof His Word. But such an objectionis not

valid or admissible from those who hold the Bible to be inspired
in any sense. If it has any validity,it would hold againstevery
doctrine of inspirationequally. It is,therefore,totallyirrelevant.
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except from those who have audacityand creduhty enough to

deny revelation and inspirationaltogether,or the co-operationof

God with man in anything ; which is as contradictoryto fact

and sound philosophy as to Scripture and theology. And yet

elements of it unconsciously underlie some of the objections
to the Bible claim, made by professedbelievers in Revelation.

Akin to this is the objection made from the personal

peculiaritiesof the writers manifest in the Bible. But this

pervades the whole of it; and therefore,unless inspirationis

to be denied altogether,this objection is quite irrelevant.

Similarlymany object to attributingwhat the Bible claims to

the expression or the language of Scripture,and limit it to the

substance ; and others still deny this to both the words and

substance, and limit it to the spiritof the Bible," as, in rhapsody

over this vague, elusive,fancied discovery,they revel in calling

it," just because it is vague and vapoury ;"" a kind of dim and

misty thing,in which Coleridgerevelled,when, because of his love

of vagueness and mystery, instead of definite truth,he made his

futile and unfair attack upon the upholders of the Bible claim,

in his " Confessions of an InquiringSpirit,"long ago exploded,

though repeatedstill. But it is a vain delusion,and an irrelevant

and self-refutingobjection. For the personal element pervades

all Scripture,the spiritas well as the substance, and the

substance as much as the expression. And if the personal or

human element excludes or mars the Divine, or makes the

product a mixture of good and evil," then all is so, "
the spiritas

much as the substance, and the substance as the language.
And who, then, can separate inerrantlythe one from the

other
"

the false from the true "
in words, substance, or spirit?

Or how is it possibleto know the substance except through
the expression,or to feel the spiritsave through the substance,

by the words ? And if the human can coexist with the Divine

in the spiritof Scriptureand not impair its truth or authority,

why not in its substance and expression? As Dr. Westcott

says, "The Letter becomes as perfectas the Spirit"(or,keeping

to our preferredterm, as
"

true "),because " all Scriptureis God-

breathed (^toTTi'eva-Tos)."Hence, as Dr. W. Robertson Smith

says,
" the substance of all Scripture/i'" (not merely '"'"contains"

which he repudiates)" God's Word." That substance is expressed,

as its spiritis embodied and made known, only and trulyin its
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whole language; hence, as Paul by the Spirit says,
_

"Which

thingswe teach, not in words, which man's wisdom teacheth, but

which the Holy Ghost teacheth." And as all Scriptureis God's

Word, because God-breathed " expressing His mind, as man's

words uttered by his breathingexpresses his mind, therefore,

every part and passage of Scriptureexpresses and embodies

God's mind. So Dr. W. Robertson Smith says again,"What is

no part of the record (expressionor embodiment) of God's

Word is no part of Scripture."And certainlyno one who does

not deny the Divine inspirationof any of the words of Scripture,

or who does not disown that the Holy Spirit'sinspirationdid

something specialto secure the expressionof God's Word in the

language in which it is expressed (which would be to deny

inspirationin the Bible sense altogether,and to disown the whole

teachingof Scriptureand of Christ upon the specificsubject)

can relevantlyuse any argument that directlyor indirectlyassails

the Divine inspirationof the language of Scripture; for they

simply refute themselves, and assail their own position. Nor

can anyone who holds that God gave the substance of Scripture

by inspirationrelevantlyurge any arguments againstthe Bible

claim, or its upholders,that would at all affect its substance ; for

that is inadmissible from them, whatever it might be to others,

and would be self-refutation. And, further,none who believe

in Revelation can consistentlyuse any arguments againstthe

Bible claim that in anyway tend to question that; for this

would be to stultifythemselves, and to assail the position

which they are, equally with us, bound to maintain. And yet

these are the very things that unconsciouslyhave been largely

done by professedbelievers in Revelation. But they are wholly

irrelevant,and totallyinadmissible, from them, whatever they

may be to rationalists and sceptics.

(5)Discrepancies." Countless allegeddiscrepanciesand seem-ing

contradictions have been charged againstScripture. But it

would be impossibleto deal with them all here, or even in

volumes. This has been more or less done in many books.

And they have been largelydealt with above ; and the principles
on which they can be all accounted for and dealt with have

been fully stated, especiallyin Books IH., V., and VI.; and

others of them are referred to in the Appendix to confirm the

Bible claim. They are mostly trivial,and therefore need not
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occasion concern, because they are only such as might be

expected from the nature and the historyof the writings. They

are mostly easilyaccounted for ; in many cases probable,and in

almost all cases possible,explanationscan be offered. In no

case is the possibilityof explanationprecluded ;" and a possible

explanation is all that is logicallyneeded, " nor, strictlyspeak-ing,

is even this required,because there are difficulties in every

sphere of knowledge, thought,and life. Besides,when they are

trivial,as they generally are, they are of no weight against

our position of thorough truthfulness,whatever they may be

against absolute inerrancy. Further, as shown, many of the

greatest scholars in all times, on oppositesides of the inerrancy

question, have denied that one demonstrable error has been

made out. And though there were, even inerrantists deny that

Christianityis at stake on the issue ; and only admit that such

would constitute a difficultyto their own doctrine," to which

all doctrines are open. Besides, they have largelyvanished

as knowledge has grown and investigationadvanced, which

establishes a probability that all may vanish. And though

others have appeared, it is beyond question that the whole

trend of discovery is to lessen and disperse them ;" as, among

many. Professor Sayce, speaking for archaeology,has said and

proved. And what Professor Ramsay says of historical research,

in the region of his recent investigations,as to the life of

St. Paul in the Acts, might be said generallyof the confirma-tions

from history,that while "
our information has hitherto been

too scanty to justifyus in assertingthe absolute and perfect

verisimilitude of the story, yet it is equally certain that no error

has yet been proved to exist" {The Expositor,vol. ii.4th series,

p. 2). This testimony is all the more valuable that he went

expecting to find the opposite,tillthe sheer force of evidence

constrained this conclusion. So that the whole weight and drift

of historical and archaeologicalresearch tend to confirm the

truthfulness,trustworthiness,and even, in many cases, the

minute accuracy of Scripture.

The only other specificclass of cases I can refer to here are

connected with the death and resurrection of our Lord, and the

quotations of the O.T. in the N.T. In regard to the latter,

besides what is said before, I shall only say, that the very

adducing these as objectionsto the Bible claim chieflyreveals
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the misconceptions of those who urge them. They are based

upon the absurd assumption that quotations must be made

hterally;" as if God could not, and must not do, what man can

do and does with his writings" use, adapt,aher, or add to, or

give new meanings and applicationsto His own earlier Word !

It is a preposterous idea ;"
all the more that,as seen, the N.T.

expressly teaches," and it is one of the strongest proofs of

Divine inspiration,"
that often the O.T. writers did not know

the full meaning or scope of their prophecies. The Divine

intent and content often transcended far the human conception;

as the Divine Giver and InspirerHimself supremely showed

as
" God manifest in the flesh." So that the fact which is the

basis of the objectionbecomes, when properly grasped, a

confirmation of the Bible claim. Besides, an examination in

detail of the quotations only givesstronger confirmation, as is

well shown, among others, by Dr. Patrick Fairbairn in his

" Herm. Manual." As to the former
" of which the inscriptions

on the Cross and the accounts of the resurrection are the chief

" it is sufficient to say : First,although the inscriptionsare not

all literallythe same, they are all true and identical in meaning ;

and there is no contradiction or even discrepancy,though some

are fuller than others,as is manifest on simple inspection; and

only wrong preconceptions could have suggested the strange

idea that they touched the Bible claim. Second, as to the

conflictingaccounts of the resurrection,it is enough to say that

they have been often shown to be reconcilable in various ways ;

while the differences arisingfrom their fragmentary character

prove their independence, and confirm their truth ; and thus

corroborate the Bible claim. Third, as to both these,and all

connected with the death and resurrection of Christ, every

Christian must believe in the truth and trustworthiness of the

Bible records, and the consequent reconcilabilityof the various

statements ; because they are radicallyrelated to the foundation

and centre of the Christian faith. And the admission of

irreconcilability,and still more the urging of contradictions,
would weaken the evidence and cast doubt upon the reality
of the resurrection,the foundation fact of our faith. Hence,

among others, Huxley avowedly disbelieved the resurrection,
not because of its intrinsic incredibility,but because of the

unsatisfactoriness of the evidence,largelyarisingfrom the alleged
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discrepancies. Hence, too, the Ritschlians and others hold it

to be non - historical,and gave it no place in their system.

This is more fullyshown in the Appendix in minutite. Let

this further suffice here. To be of any weight, every alleged

discrepancymust " First,be proved to have been in the original

Scripture. Second, that the interpretationgivenis the only one

true or possible. Third, that the other statements from Scripture

itself,or history,science, philosophy,or other sources, are

proved, and inerrantlyinterpreted. Fourth, the irreconcilability

must be demonstrated, not only not reconcilable with our present

knowledge, but necessarilyand essentiallyirreconcilable. When

these true conditions are fulfilled,it will be seen how quickly

the discrepanciesvanish, how despicableany remainingbecome,

and how reasonablythey can be left unsolved, in the lightof the

overwhelming mass and force of the positiveevidence.

(6) MiSINTERPRKTATIONS.

Many objections to the Bible claim have arisen from wrong

interpretationsof Scripture. Some have so misread the Bible as

to bring objections against it from the statements of Job's

friends. But surely this is an obvious creation of objections

where no grounds for any exist. For it is patent on the face of

the book, and its allegoricalcharacter, and from the express

words of God at the close,that God did not approve of all they

said to Job, but condemned them for not speaking of God " the

thing that was right" as Job had. Yet the true embodiment of

them by Divine inspirationwas useful. Others raise objection

from the Epicurean statements in Ecclesiastes. But, like the case

above, the inspiredrecord of them impliesno approval of them,

and is only,by a well-known literarydevice,for the proper ex-pression

of current Epicurean ideas and ideals,in order to expose

them in contrast with the Divine teaching and ideals summed

up in the grand conclusion of the whole, " Fear God, and keep

His commandments : for this is the whole duty of man." Objec-tions

have been made against the truth that all Scripture is

God's Word, because God-breathed, from the recurrence in

Paul's writingsof such phrases as
" I speak as a man." In these

he does not mean that what he says is not inspiredof God ; but

that he uses men's ways of speaking and reasoning,etc., in order
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the better to reach and save men ; but all is said and recorded

through the Spiritin the best way to serve the Divine ends.

Similarly," I speak this by permission,not of commandment "

(i Cor. vii. 6). Here Paul teaches that marriage was always

lawful,but not always,in exceptionalcircumstances, expedient.

But all this was written through Divine inspiration,and none the

less that it is thus guarded. He does not mean that he was

permitted,but not commanded, to state this,but that what he

said was given to them, not as a commandment, but as a

permission, or better a concession (Kara a-vyyvo'ifxrjv),as "by

way of permission"(R.v.). Nor is the distinction between a

counsel from Paul and a command from Christ,but between giving

a commandment and givinga permissionor concession as to

marryingor not, in the then tryingstate of things. Nor was it

distinguishingbetween what was said by inspirationand what

was not; for both the deliverance on the question,and the

expressionof it in Scripturewere given by the Spirit. It was

God who granted the permission as a concession, to marry or

not as they judged best ; and by the SpiritPaul wrote this as it

is written,as the Divine settlement of the question. And when

in verses 10, 12 he says, "Unto the married I command, yet not

I but the Lord, " let not the wife depart from her husband. But

to the rest speak I, not the Lord "
" he does not mean (asmany

have imagined and drawn vast inferences from it opposed to the

Bible claim)that what the Lord said was God's Word of Divine

authority,and that what Paul said alone was merely his own

uninspired opinion. But that, in the one case, our Lord had

given during His earthlyministryan explicitdeliverance,and in

the other He had not ;" so that Paul could in the one, but not in

the other, appeal to an express decision of Christ upon the

question. But what Christ had not done, Paul now does in His

name and stead, with full apostolicauthority; and places his

deliverance given by the Holy Spiriton a level with Christ's as to

truth and authority. And when, although he had "no com-mandment

of the Lord," he gives his judgment as one faithful

(ver.25),that a virginwould be "happier" if she remained un-married

in the existingdistress ; and adds, " I think also that I

have the Spiritof God " (ver.40),he does mean, as has been often

urged as the basis of inferences againstthe Bible claim, that he

had doubt as to whether he had the Holy Spirit'sinspirationin
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giving this judgment. For it would be an alarming revelation,

unsettlingthe whole foundations of our faith,if the Bible writers

were uncertain as to whether what they wrote was by Divine

inspirationor merely their own opinion." But he means that,

although he had no command from Christ upon this,he gave his

judgment as an inspiredapostle,and that he by the Spiritexpressed

the mind of Christ. For the " I think " (Sokw)is simply a polite

Greek way of saying" I have," as all authorities teach, and the

usage proves, and it is often used in cases where firm persuasion
and assurance

^
are expressed (Gal. 2^, i Cor. 1 2^^). So that

those passages which have been made so much of againstthe

Bible claim are simply plain misinterpretations,which leave the

Bible claim untouched, with all the massive proof from positive
evidence.

5. Moral and Spiritual Difficulties and Objections.

Much has been said on these before,and the generalprin-ciples
of explainingor dealingwith them have been indicated ;

so that the less need be said now. Besides, many of the modes

of removing the difficulties and answering the objectionsgiven

above, in the other classes of cases, are applicablehere also.

Further, many able works have dealt with these,^aa7e princeps
Butler's Analogy ;" which with transcendent abilityand unanswer-able

conclusiveness shows, by a comparison of Scripturewith

nature and providence,that similar difficulties appear in God's

works to those in God's Word ; and that the truths of Revelation

are confirmed by analogous truths of nature and facts of provi-dence.

So that the manifest and manifold analogiesbetween

the moral and religiousteachingof Scripture,and the course and

constitution of nature, serve to show the Word and the works of

God to be related parts of one whole scheme of Divine govern-ment

and revelation,prove the truth, or at least show the

probability" which is the guide of life" of the main truths

objected to in Scripture; and thus render these objections

invalid,and indeed irrelevant,as directed speciallyagainstthe

Bible,by any who believe in the existence and moral government
of God. SimilarlyDr. Chalmers has shown with his massive

^ See Favvcett, Hodge, Calvin, Whitby, etc., in loco,and speciallya

masterly statement by PrincipalCunningham, Lectures^pp. 389-400.
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weight and overpoweringeloquence,in his Christian Evidences

and Astronomical Discourses,etc., that no difficultyhas emerged
in theology that had not previouslyemerged in philosophy,and

how baseless and unscientific many of these objectionsare ; and

that, in fact,these attacks on the Christian faith had not only

been triumphantly refuted, but that the repliesevoked had

disclosed new and unexpected confirmations of the truth of

Scripture,and produced fresh and strong defences of Christianity.

Here again,too, as so often before, we have illustration of the

confusion of thought and looseness of reasoningprevalentin the

objectionsraised. Many of them are sheer irrelevancies as

againstScripturespecially; for they are, if of any validity,

objections against all equally. Those professed Christians

who urge them againstthe Bible claim and our positionare as

much bound as we are to answer them ; for they hold, if at all,

equallyagainsttheir own position,and have no specialbearing

against our distinctive positionin upholding the Bible claim.

Many of the objectionsto matters mentioned in the Bible are

related to and often rooted in the great mystery of suffering,the

perplexingevents of providence,the sufferingsof the righteous,
the prosperityof the wicked, the might of wrong, the strugglefor

existence,the reignof death, the prevalence of painand misery,
the continuance of evil,as

" Nature red in tooth and claw

With ravine shriek'd against the creed

That Love is nature's final law."

But surelythese are not difficultiespeculiarto the Christian

faith,and objectionsarisingfrom them, or connected with them,

have no specialbearingwhatever againstthe Bible claim ! They

are the stern and mysteriousfacts that surround equally all

theology,philosophy,science,and life; and which the rationalist,

the sceptic,and even the atheist have equallyto face,explain,

and offer a solution of. And the Christian is confessedlythe

only solution that even approaches to anything like an adequate

explanation,or that in any satisfyingway casts any true or

helpfullightupon the profound mystery, or in any reallycom-forting

measure alleviates the darkness, or irradiates the gloom

Yea, in the Person of the Son of God and the Son of Man

become the Captain of our salvation.He, as the head of a
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renewed humanity, made perfect through suffering,has actually,

by means of suffering,as our Brother-Saviour, made such a

revelation of the righteousness and speciallyof the love of God

as, without suffering,could never have been made, " aye, sheds

such a blaze of lightupon it,by His own unique suffering,as not

only alleviates its gloom and comforts us amid its anguish, by his

Divine-human sympathy, but helps us to endure its pressure,

educe its good, utilise its virtues, and even to transmute its

severest ordeals into enriched character, perfected life,and

eternal glory. And since the Bible does so, it gives us the true

key to the solution,proves its own truth and Divine origin,and

sheds the only satisfyinglightupon these great mysteries. But

that anyone, and specially anyone believing in Revelation,

should imagine that because these things are found in the Bible

as everywhere else, therefore,the Bible, or the upholders of its

claim, are speciallybound to answer any objections, or to remove

any difficulties connected with them, or that they have any

special validity or force as against Scripture, or any particular

view of it,is a strange hallucination. They are, in fact,totally

irrelevant as objections against the Bible claim specially." Nay

more, so far from these difficulties constituting any objection

peculiar to the Bible claim to truth and Divine origin,they, on

the contrary, are, as Butler has unanswerably reasoned, a proof

or confirmation of these. For since there are difficulties con-nected

with the works of God in nature and providence, the

existence of difficulties also in the Word of God, in our present

limitations," speciallyin those things that reach out into infinity

and eternity,and the mysterious region of the interaction of the

human and the Divine will
" serves to show that they are akin,

and bear the marks of infinitude and mystery common to all the

revelations of the Creator to the creature. And since to finite

minds they are in all the works of God, the absence of them in

Scripturewould raise real difficulties and objections to its being

the Word of God, and constitute the greatest of all difficulties
"

the difficultyof having no difficulties,the mystery of having no

mysteries in what came from the Infinite to the finite.
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6. Specific Kinds and Examples of Difficulties and

Objections.

Some specificexamples of various kinds will sufficeto disclose

their origin,and to indicate the principlesof their explanation.
One whole class of objectionsarises from the oversighto{ i\\ccrude-

ness of the moral ideas and conditions of the times and peoples
to which the earlier revelations were given; and the consequent

imperfectionof these necessitated in the circumstances. If the

revelations were to be trulyhelpfulthey must be adapted to the

existingconditions in the successive ages, on the sound principle

necessarilyadopted by all wise teachers,emphasised by our Lord

in teachingmen as they were able to bear it," thus leadingthem

gradually up to higher moral ideals and religiouslife. The

character of the Revelation was necessarilyconditioned by the

moral state and religiousconceptionsof the age and the people

they came to. So that there was Divine wisdom, even Divine

necessity,in God givinga progressiverevelation accordingas

men were able to bear and to profitby it. This explainsthe

imperfectionof the earlier stages of Revelation,and accounts for

our being staggeredat some thingsin the earlier Scriptureswhen

looked at from our higherlevels. The limitations of men's mind

imposed limitations on the revelations of God's will. The over-looking

of this obvious fact and principleexplainsthe rise and

answers many of the objectionsunreasonablybroughtagainstthe
I]ible; and the recognitionof it removes many of the difificulties.

Similarlyv^rong p?-econceptio?tsas to the relation of God to many

of the thingsrecorded in Scripture,accounts for whole classes of

objectionsurged againstthe Bible claim :" such as the faults and

sins of its best characters,the crimes and abominations narrated,

and God's usingof very faulty,and sometimes even wicked, men

for the highestfunctions,and the most distinguishedservices "

such as Abraham and Jacob, David and Peter, Balaam and

Caiaphas,beingmade organs of Revelation,and channels of bless-ing.

But the sins of the good men are not approved but con-demned,

and dealt with more severelythan the sins of others,

justbecause they are His people. Their secret sins are set in the

lightof His face ; and, in strikingcontrast with other biography,
they are held up with awful truthfulness in the fierce lightof

God's burning holiness ; revealingthat the Lord is a most holy

41
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God, as well as a graciousFather, who cannot tolerate evil in His

nearest friends or greatest servants. That is the unique gloryof

the Revelation and religionof the Bible ; which, so far from dis-crediting

the Bible claim, establishes its truth,and demonstrates

its Divine origin. And the using of faulty,and of even wicked

men, as organs of Revelation, in the one case, makes them the

better fit to be channels of salvation to sinners,and, in the other

case, makes even enemies witnesses to the truth and Divine

origin of God's Word. Besides, bad men have sometimes been

our best teachers, by the burning expressions of their own

experiences" witness Byron, and Napoleon's St. Helena utter-ances.

And, further,were God not to use imperfectand sinful

men, He could not use men at all.

Akin to this are the objectionsarisingfrom misconceptiofisas

to the interpretationof Scripture;"
it being erroneouslyimagined

by many that all,and all in,the writingsof the Bible are approved

by God, and held up as the standard of moral and religiouslife.

But this,as seen already,in the Book of Ecclesiastes,and the

wrong teaching of Job's " miserable comforters," is manifest

misinterpretation.The same may, perhaps, in measure, be

said of what has been misnamed the " Vindictive Psalms."

There are no Psalms deserving such a name, when trulyinter-preted.

But while much that has been said againstthese Psalms

is utterlyfalse,and the baseless errors of those who object to

them, "
inasmuch as, to say nothingelse,personalrevenge cannot

be proved in any of them ; and although what has been urged

againstthem might,perhaps,be all explained,or at least silenced

as valid objections," because those on whom punishment seems

invoked are regardedas the enemies of God and His people,and

express mainly the deep sense of moral wrong perpetratedby

those who shed their righteous blood like water, " as they com-mitted

their cause to Him to whom alone vengeance belongs;"

yet the Bible claim does not necessarilycommit the upholders of

it to every word or sentiment in these Psalms, or other inspired

writings,as right,or sanctioned by God, or a standard for us now

under the climate of the Cross, and the prayer of the Crucified

for His enemies," though He, too, protestedagainstwrongs done

Him, and said God would avenge His elect (Luke 18^; Rev.

510. 11), The Bible, like every book, must be trulyinterpreted

in every part to find its real meaning ; and that,too, in the light
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of all its other teaching,before we can be sure that any part ex-presses

the will of God, or is intended as an ideal for us ; and

only when it is so can it be held to be sanctioned by God, or the

Bible claim be open to any objection at all ; yet it is all part of

God's Word, and there by His authority,and through His inspira-tion,
to serve some high or useful moral and spiritualend. It is

often uncertain whether parts of it are in themselves approved or

not, or onlyquoted, or recorded for some other end of Revelation.

Therefore, true and reverent criticism will in such cases hold

judgment in suspense until the true meaning has been surely

ascertained ; and it is only prejudicedand unjustcriticism,bent

on making difificulties,that could in such cases raise objections.
And yet many of those brought againstthe Bible claim are of

this nature, and are, therefore,no valid objectionsat all.

Other objectionsarise from ignoranceajid presumption, such

as the clamant cry raised againstchildren sufferingfrom the sins

of their ancestors ! And yet this is the principle,on its punitive

side,written by the very fingerof God on the tables of stone in

the second commandment. It is the law of nature, made by

nature's God, and lying of necessityin the very constitution of

things among related beings; so well known to science and ex-perience

as the law of heredity,patent and persistentevery day
in every relationshipof life; which only fools shut their eyes to,

and knock their heads against,and, when they have done so, have

the imbecilityto charge as an objection specialto the Bible,"

which, had it no other, has at least this proof of its truth. This

kind of objection,which, of course, has no validityor even re-levancy

as against the Bible claim in particular,would shut out

the operationof that great beneficent law of beingby which the

greatest blessingsof providence and grace come to mankind.

For " visitingthe iniquityof the fathers upon the children of

them that hate Me," is only the obverse side," the evil con-sequences

"
of violation of the great and graciouslaw of God's

moral government, called by science "heredity" and by theo-logy

" imputation." In virtue of it God, in providence, is ever

" showing mercy unto a thousand generations" (R.V. margin, and

Deut. 7^) " of them that love Me and keep My commandments."

Through it,in grace, "we are justifiedfreelyby His grace, through
the redemption that is in Christ Jesus "

; and by it " God is in

Christ reconcilingthe world unto Himself, not imputing unto
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men their trespasses
"

; for " Justificationis an act of God's free

grace, wherein He freelypardoneth all our sins,and accepteth

us as righteousin His sight,only for the righteousnessof Christ

imputed to us, and received by faith alone." So that the objec-tion,

if it had any validity,would preclude the principlewhich

lies at the basis of the world's redemption by a gracious God ! as

also all the blessingsof lifewhich come through the principleof

representation;" though sometimes evil may come through men's

abuse and violation of it," yet that is not its Divine purpose,

which is wholly good and ever gracious.

Objections to Divine Judgments.

Other whole classes of objectionsarise from the vai7i imagina-tion

as to Divi7ie Judg?tie?itsbeing morally wrong. On this

baseless basis such events as Samuel hewing Agag the king of

the Amalekites to piecesbefore the Lord, as he had made many

mothers childless by his wickedness and cruelty: and as his

people had invoked the curse of God upon them by their

enormities and abominations ; and had most wickedly sought

the destruction of God's people, making their harmless way

through the wilderness under the visible leadershipof Jehovah

to the land of their fathers," where they were to be trained to

be the medium of salvation to the world ; and had ever since

sought their destruction by an implacable hatred,"
thus wickedly

persistingin seeking to thwart the graciouspurposes of Almighty

God. Also Elijah slayingthe prophets of Baal who had seduced

Israel into idolatry;and bringingfire from heaven to kill the

soldiers who were sent to drag him to death for his faithfulness

to Jehovah," though he spared those who begged him to go with

them, and could have destroyed none of them had God not sent

the judgment. EUsha smiting the cruel and marauding Syrians

with bUndness when they sought his life as a prophet of God, "

though when he had humbled them he feasted them. Paul's

smiting Elymas with blindness," though he was "full of all

subtletyand mischief,a child of the devil and the enemy of all

righteousness,"who persistedin "pervertingthe rightway of the

Lord," and by his sorcery seduced men to their perdition,and was

caught in the very act of attempting wickedly to turn away the

Roman deputy from the faith," and though Paul did it " full of
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the Holy Ghost ! " Peter declaringunto Ananias and Sapphira
that they had lied not unto men merely but unto God, so that

they fell down dead. Our Lord castingthe evil spiritsout of the

demoniac, and permittingthem to go into the swine, though in

mercy to the man, and in judgment on the people for their sin,

designed to lead them to repentance ending in salvation ; and

His cursingthe fruitlessfig-tree,as a warning to the grace-abusing

Jews. Also such events as the judgment of the Flood, because

the iniquityof mankind was so great that "it repentedthe Lord that

He had made man"; the destruction of the citiesof the plainby fire,

because their sin had come up crying for judgment to heaven ;

the drowning of Pharaoh and his hosts in the Red Sea, when

after long hardening his heart,he pursued God's people to destroy

them ; and the awful destruction of Jerusalem,as foretold with

breakingheart by Jesus,after its long day of grace had ended,

and its sin culminated in the crime of crimes in Christ's rejection

and murder. In regard to these and all such thingsin Scripture,

suffice it to say, besides what may be said for each of them, as

indicated above, " First,that objections to these and such like

are not peculiarto the O.T., but common to N.T. and Old ; not

only to the prophets and aposdes,but also to the Lord Himself.

For He did one of the most objected to, foretold the most terrible

of them, and as the God of providence foreordained and effected

all. And though He delightsin mercy, and judgment is His

strange work, and He died to save, and waits to be gracious,He

will yet, when the long day of grace has closed at last and " the

great day of His wrath has come," give a still more awful mani-festation

" of the righteousnessof God againstall ungodlinessand

unrighteousness of men," when "The Lord Jesus shall be re-vealed

from heaven in flaming fire taking vengeance on all them

that know not God, and obey not the gospel, who shall be

punished with everlastingdestruction from the presence of the

Lord, and the gloryof His power, when He shall come to be

glorifiedin His saints,and admired in all them that believe."

" And these shall go away into everlastingpunishment, but the

righteousunto lifeeternal." The revelations of that great judg-ment

day will crown and seal the truth and righteousnessof the

{)astjudgments, with the Book that records them ; and the facts

of these support the prospect and show the moral necessityof

that great final judgment. Second, these objections have no
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specialbearingagainstthe Bible whatever. For they are facts of

history,and the experience of life,as well as the revelations of

Scripture. If they have any validityat all,the historian,and the

sceptic,and every man is justas much bound to answer them as

the Christian. But the Bible is the only book that sets them in

the proper lightin relation to sin and God, and alone reveals the

Divine way of escaping or utilisingthem. Third, the idea that

the upholders of the Bible claim have any specialobligationto

answer the objectionsbased on such a delusion is,therefore,an

obvious absurdity. For, ifthey have any point at all,it is against

not the Word of God, but againstthe moral government, and the

very existence of God ; and were these and the Bible gone, the

stern facts remain for all equally,without one beam to cheer the

eternal night.

Expulsion of the Canaanites.

Akin to this,another great outstandingobjection,which has

been the big gun, not only of scepticsand rationalists,but of

some evangelicalopponents of the Bible claim, is the command

of God to drive out the Canaafiites from the promised land. But

what does it amount to after all ? but simply another illustration

of the righteousjudgment of God upon tribes whose cup of in-iquity

flowed over, callingloud for judgment upon their crimes and

abominations ; in order to replacethem by the people to whom

the God of all the earth had given the land in promise,and in

fact centuries before ; in order that He might train them there to

be the people through whom all the families of the earth should

be blessed," the people who, through their Bible and their

Christ, have been the hinge,spring,and source of the world's

salvation,and of the moral and religiousprogress of the race.

That God did command this,and by His power and personal

presence ultimatelyaccomplish this,whatever faults of men may

have mingled with it,are the clearest pervasive testimony of

God's Word, and the surest facts of history. To deny this is

to deny the truth and trustworthiness of the foundation facts of

the whole Bible history,and in which its whole revelations have

their source and substance. The proper conclusion from which

would be to deny the truth and trustworthiness of all historyand

all Revelation ; for no other historyis better established,and the
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Revelation is in and through the history" the historyembodies

and constitutes the Revelation. To admit the truth and re-liability

of the history,or of this first root fact of it,and to say

that what was done was morally wrong, is to say that God com-manded,

and by His power accomplished, what was wrong ! It

means that the whole conception and execution of the primary

and basal movement in the historyof Israel and of the world
"

from the deliverance out of Egypt tillthe settlement in Canaan,

with all that followed from it in Bible historydown to the coming

of Christ,and the close of the Apocalypse " (forit is all rooted and

involved in the firstgreat movement) " was morallywrong," which

is a preposterous and blasphemous imagination. If,on the one

hand, the truth of the historyand God's relation to it are dis-credited,

then the truthfulness and trustworthiness of the Bible

historyare destroyed at its foundations ; and it would be idle

then to inquirewhat its teaching or revelation is; and the proper

conclusion from that would be to disbelieve all history! If,on

the other hand, the historyis held to be true, or in this root fact

in substance trustworthy,but that what was commanded by God,

and carried out through His power by Israel,was morallywrong
in its first and fundamental movement, of which all the rest was

simply the intended outcome, " then, the historyof Israel was

rooted in wrong, and the religionof Israel founded in unrighteous-ness,

and the God of Israel impossible as an objectof worship.

"And there's an end on't." But if the historyis true, as true it

is,if ever historywas ; and if the whole Divine movement from

the call of Abraham, and the deliverance from Egypt, to the

settlement in Canaan, and the coming of Christ to be the Saviour

of the world, was a movement of Divine grace by a God of love

and holiness,through a people chosen and fitted for such a great

and graciousend," as it surelywas, if ever such a movement was

on earth," then the settlement of the chosen people in the chosen

land for this grand moral experiment,and the better fulfillingof

this graciousspiritualfunction for mankind, by clearingout the

idolatrous races whose abominations had pollutedthe land,when

the cup of their iniquitieswas more than full," so far as that was

necessary to these high ends, " was not only a righteous,but a

gracious movement for the highest good of all people. It was

love marching through righteousnessand mercy to salvation.

And even the judgment that overtook the tribes replaced was
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only the righteous punishment demanded by their sins and

abominations, on the principlesof God's moral government, as

exhibited in the judgments ever overtakingmen and nations that

persistin wickedness and despisegrace. It is writ largein human

historyin letters of blood and fire in such dread destructions as

the Flood, Sodom, Egypt and the Red Sea, Nineveh and Babylon,

Tyre and Sidon, Chorazin and Capernaum, Jerusalem ; and will

yet be more awfullymanifested in the final judgment of the great

and terrible day of the Lord, when " the wicked shall be turned

into hell,and all the nations that forget God." Of all these

the Saviour of the world Himself spoke with such awfulness

in tears, as the inevitable doom of all who persistin sin and

despise mercy. So that it is with Him finallyall objectorshave

to deal about these facts of history,which are the righteous

judgments of God. Even Ingersolladmits that the God of the

O.T. is like the God of nature now.

But it is a curious inconsistencyin Sceptics to object to

these things being recorded in the Bible without feelingbound

to explain them in history,or to account for them in life;"

especiallyas they are the outcome of the laws of nature, and

are the principlesthat unquestionably govern the world to-day.
It is a strange delusion that any rationalist who believes in

God and a moral government should imagine that any believer

in Revelation was more bound to answer any objectionsmade to

such facts than he is himself,for they apply equally,if at all,to

his own view. It is a remarkable confusion that any Christian

should condemn the conquest of Canaan while approving, as

many rightlydid,the conquest of the Soudan at enormous sacri-fice

of life,and many other conquests by Christian nations in

our day ; for the sins and crimes of the Canaanites were immeasur-ably

worse than those of the Madhi and his followers" bad

though they were ; " and the benefits of British rule in the

Soudan, great though they will doubtless be, are not to be

compared with the blessings,temporal and eternal to the world,

that came through the settlement of Israel in Canaan. And it

is an amazing absurditythat any evangelicalerrorist should dream

that the upholders of the Bible claim are speciallybound to

answer objectionsto the expulsionof the Canaanites,when they

as well as we are equallybound to answer any such objections;
for they apply to the root, basis, and substance of all Scrip-
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tures and Revelation, and when they are reallynot valid objections

at all,either to Scriptureor history,nature or providence !

Only one other class of objectionswill we refer to here "
those

arisingfrom confusiofisand assumptions as to temptation; in such

cases as God being said to tempt Abraham, etc., an evil spirit
from the Lord coming on Saul, lyingprophets deceivingungodly

kings,etc.,to their ruin,the hardening of men's hearts,the tempta-tion

of Adam and of Christ,and even the existence of temptation

at all. Some of these are oniy distantlyrelated to the defence of

the Bible claim,and none of them apply speciallyto our position,

but apply, if at all,equally to all who believe in the Bible or

God. Let it suffice to say " First. That God never tempts to evil,

but seeks to test, to exercise our moral nature, and to perfect

thereby. Second. When evil spiritsare said to come from God,

or lyingprophets of their own to ungodly and disobedient men, it

is in judgment for sin and misuse of grace ; and usuallymeans

permission given to evil spirits,lyingprophets,or their own evil

passionsto deceive and afflictthem. They are left to themselves,

and their own evil hearts,and all evil influences and powers, in

judgment. So similarlywhen God is said to harden men's

hearts, like Pharaoh ;"
the words used about him being most

significant,the emphasis, in the early stages, being laid on

Pharaoh's self-hardening,and in the later stages, when mercy's

strivingshave passed into judgment, it is laid on God's part in the

hardening"
that is,in withdrawing His grace, "

and leavinghim

alone to the obdurating effects and tendencies of his own evil

heart, and long, wilful resistance of the mercy and grace of

God, " togetherwith all other hardening influences and powers,

tillat length he was hardened to destruction. Third. Tempta-tion

was not an evil but a good, as designed by God, and when

properlyused by man. It may become a curse by our yielding

to it,but it was meant to be a blessing; and when we resist and

overcome it,our moral nature is developed, and our character

perfectedby it; and we rise to ever ascendingmoral levels,tillat

length we, by temptation,are made perfect. Hence the history
of sinless but imperfectman began in temptation in Eden, with a

view to, and as the means of his perfectation. And the public

historyof the Son of Man began in a desert with a devil ; and by
that struggle,in which He overcame. He, too, was developed

morally and spiritually.So through all His life of trial and
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suffering,which was all temptation,He was being perfected,till

at length,by His agony in the Garden, and His anguish on the

Cross
" which were His severest temptations and His crowning

perfectations" He, as the Son, our Brother, " learned obedience

by the things that He suffered,"and as the " Captain of our

Salvation,was made perfectthrough suffering." And, having
been "tempted in all things like as we are, yet without sin,"

He, because He overcame temptation, became the Author of

eternal salvation to all them that obey Him, and follow Him

in utilisingtemptation for perfectation,and transmittingsuffering
into glory. So that temptation is a giftof God, and a means of

grace, " a ladder by which we, utilisingit for itsDivine intent,may
rise from imperfection to perfection,through sufferingto glory.
And all objectionsto it are, therefore,based on error as to the

purpose and value of temptation.

General Conclusion.

This book has thus dealt with all the chief kinds and classes

of difficultiesand objectionsto the Bible claim, as well as with

the leadingspecificobjections; and others are dealt with in the

Appendix. It proves how largelythey arise from the misconcep-tions
and preconceptions,mistakes and confusions of those who

charge the Bible with their own errors. It shows how baseless

they often are, how largelythey vanish before proper interpreta-tion,
how easilyhosts of them can be explained,how trivial they

mostly are, and how despicablethey often become. It states the

way in which they can be accounted for,the principleson which

they may be explained,the methods by which they may mostly
be removed, and the grounds on which they may be answered,

or reasonablyleft unsolved. As seen, there are difficulties con-nected

with,and plausibleobjectionsto, the truths and facts in

every sphere of knowledge, action,and experience,arisingfrom

our means of knowledge, the limitations of our powers, and

the greatness and often mysteriousness of the subjectsto finite

minds. And since these are found everywhere, in nature and

providence,in science and philosophy,in all lifeand experience,
if they are also found in Scriptureit is only what we should

expect, if it is the Word of God. Yea, we should wonder were

there no difficultiesor mysteriesin anything coming from infinite
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God to finite man, and be disposed to question its Divine origin

were it not in this like His other works. Its very difficulties

show its Divinity,and the absence of difficultieswould be a real

difficulty,and the ground of more plausibleobjectionthan those

made from its difficulties. Many of the difficultiesand objections

raised have only brought additional confirmations. And what-ever

may be the explanationof any remainingdifficulties,besides

those in the very nature of the subjects,they leave untouched

and untouchable the whole positiveevidence, which is the only

proper evidence. In Scripture,as in every other region of

knowledge, we must go by this,and refuse to be deterred from

believingand acting on truths proved by their own proper

evidence," leaving any difficulties to be solved by fuller know-ledge,

or reasonably left unsolved if need be, tillfuller light

comes. If we were not to believe anything tillit was entirely

free of difficulty,or plausibleobjection,then we should believe

nothing. The prime truth of Science "
universal gravitation" is

not yet free of difficulty.And the first truth in religion" God is

love
"

is by no means free of difficulty; and plausibleobjections

have been urged againstit from terrible and staggeringthings in

nature, providence,and life. So, also, in almost every truth in

both. But reasonable men are not by these kept from believing

in gravitation,or in God ; and why, then, should they in believing
the Bible claim when, like these, it is established on its own

proper evidence ? No ! difficulties must be there, from the

nature of the case. Difficulties are there by the purpose of

God. For they serve high ends for the good of men. They

show us our ignorance,and reveal our limitations. They teach

us humility,and train us in patience. They stimulate us to

study,and lead us to new truths. They givefuller knowledge of

God in Christ,and deeper experienceof eternal life. They try

our faith,and tryingstrengthenit. They test our character,by

God givingsufficient lightfor all that is necessary to salvation

and guidance in life,and growth in grace, if only we will walk

in it; but they leave sufficient darkness to stumble over, if we

will stumble, and refuse to follow the light; so that they thus

prove a moral test by which we may rise to higher moral levels,

and greater spiritualattainments. They disciplineour life,and

lead us to a more entire dependence upon God, in Bible study

as in everything else ; and they keep us waiting on the Lord
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" till the day dawn and the day star arise in our hearts." Thus

the Bible difficultiesare blessingsin disguise.

But if our opponents will magnify difficulties and multiply

objections,then, how strange and self-contradictorythat they

entirelyoverlook the infinitelygreater difficulties of their own

systems and theories;and that they never seem to imagine that

they have anythingto do with removing the insuperabledifficulties

of their own theories. In fact they are all difficultiesand objections

together; and therefore,on their own principles,these difficulties

should be incomparably more fatal to their own views. Let the

scepticonly face the overwhelming difficultiesand unanswerable

objectionsto scepticismin the lightof the whole evidences of

Christianity,even as outlined above, and he may well see how

hopeless is the task he has, on his own principleof making so

much of difficulties; as he is bound satisfactorilyto answer every

one of them, for each of them constitutes a difficultyto his unbelief,

nor can he answer or remove any one of them. "
Let the ration-alist

similarlyface and answer all the difficulties and objections

to his rationalism,which every line and particleof the whole

massive evidence for Divine Revelation constitute to his irra-tional

system ; and he, too, may well abandon the attempt in

despair,for he is simply buried under overwhelming difficulties.

And, finally,especiallylet the errorists,who teach the indefinite

erroneousness of Scripture,only face all the vast array and sterling

character of all the evidence and argument even in this work, and

he also may be pardoned if the very thought of it paralyseshim,

and arrests his attempt ; for every item of the evidence,as proved

before,constitutes an incomparably greater difficultyto his vague

and vapoury theories,than any number of allegeddiscrepancies

does to the Bible claim ; because every item of itis proper positive

evidence ; but his allegeddiscrepanciesare no proper evidence at

all,and form no real difficultyor valid objection to the Bible

claim," especiallyas againstour guarded and impregnable middle

position.

Concluding Expi"anations.

\n closingthis book, I am wishful by a final statement to

avoid misconception as to the precisepositionheld, and to state

carefullywhat seems to be the true doctrine of Holy Scripture

as taught by Christ and His apostlesand prophets,through the
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Holy Spirit.I have repeatedlyemphasised above that I do not

commit myself to what has been called "absolute inerrancy,"
and have urged stronglythe unwisdom of staking the Christian

faith upon that theory. Yet I have also,speciallyin Book V.,

referred to what seems to favour it,and shown what it can say

for itself and the defence of Christianityagainst Scepticism;

and how much stronger it is apologeticallythan the theory of

" indefinite erroneousness." This two-sided treatment of it may

seem to some inconsistent,or unwise, and others may think I

should either adopt or rejectit. But in replyand explanation,
it may be said " First. That no one is requiredlogicallyto either

adopt or rejectit; we may reasonablydecline to do either,from

lack of evidence, or hesitation as to its absolute decisiveness,or

from feelingthe unwisdom of stakingsuch momentous issues

upon theories about which there was any possibilityof question.
Second. With the vast majorityof the best Biblical scholarship
of the world in all ages, as seen, I am not satisfied it has been

disproved,when it is held of the originalScriptures,trulyinter-preted

;" even leadingwriters on opposite sides of the question
of Bible infallibilitymaintainingthat no

" demonstrable error
"

has yet been proved beyond dispute,or possibilityof removal by
fuller knowledge. And, with many of the first scholars of the

day, in full view of all the allegederrors and objectionsurged, I

stillthink that the balance of probabilityis againstthe errorists,
and lies with those who, like Bishop Westcott and Principal

Rainy, etc.,stillretain the view that,ifwe knew all,the remaining
difficultiesand discrepancieswould probablyvanish,as so many

have done. Third. Yet there may be room for doubt whether

any evidence seeming to favour " absolute inerrancy" so proves

it to be the Bible claim as to preclude every other view less

absolute than that ; and, in any case, since it may be and is a

matter of doubtful disputation,it is most unwise to stake the

Christian faith upon it,or to make it an essential matter of faith.

Fourth. But if the evidence may not indisputablyprove
"absolute inerrancy,"it does demonstrate at least that the

Bible claims to be the Word of God " true, trustworthy,and

of Divine authority.Therefore, we take our stand on this as

the unquestionableteachingof Scriptureas to itself;and as the

sure, and immovable ground for the defence of Christianity

against all unbelief Fifth. It is but just and right that,
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when declining to adopt, or to be committed to, "absolute

inerrancy,"whatever may be said for it should be fullyand

fairlyrecognised. Sixth. We do not deem it unwise to have

urged for it what has been urged apologetically,as compared
with "indefinite erroneousness," in defence of the Christian

faith,from that position; for if it has been able to defend itself

so long,and if such a defence as has been outlined can be made

from even that outmost position,it tends to show how strong

and impregnableour more guarded and less advanced position
is; so that it thus becomes a valuable outpost.

Similarly,if it should seem that any of the evidence adduced

supports or seems to favour inerrancyor infallibility,then, I have

no objection,so long as it is the true interpretationof Scripture,

or cannot be shown to be forced ; for if it seems to prove more

than I choose to claim, and to go farther than the position I

take my stand upon, then, this only strengthensmine the more,

and proves that this at least is sure. If it supports the outpost,

how much more the citadel ?

The true Bible Doctrine of Holy Scripture.

This leads to the statement of the doctrine of Holy Scripture.

This has been often stated in various forms ; and the evidence

itself is the best statement, as well as the proof,of it; and it is

only when the full evidence and the whole facts connected with

it are seen and duly appreciatedthat the complete statement is

given and realised. We have usuallyexpressed it conciselythat

the Bible is the Word of God " true, trustworthy,and of Divine

authority,and the Divine rule of faith and life,as " originally

given and when trulyinterpreted; or that the Bible is the Word

of God, of infallibletruth and Divine authorityin all its teaching,

and the Divine rule of faith and life. It is so in all its teach-ing,

and not merely in its teaching on faith and life," though,

as the Westminster Shorter Catechism trulystates, this is what

" the Scripturesprincipallyteach." We say it is true, trustworthy,

and of Divine authorityin all it teaches "
whether principalor

subordinate, when it, as originallygiven, is trulyinterpreted,

and surelyascertained. All of it,too, more or less,in some way

or other,affects,and may affect,faith and life; because, as the

Holy Spirit,its Divine Author, says, through Paul, as also through
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Christ and all the apostlesand prophets,"
all Scriptureis God-

breathed (^eoTrvevo-Tos),and is profitablefor doctrine,for reproof,

for correction,for instruction in righteousness."This was the

purpose for which it was given by God, and every part of it

contributes,or may contribute,in some way and measure to this

end ; and no part of it mars or failsto serve this end. It is all

profitable,and no part of it is useless,or superfluous; as itself

teaches, and Bible Scholarship and Christian experience are

proving more and more, unto the perfectday. Every element,

item, and expressionhere used has been proved fullyby the

evidence from the Bible itself,and corroborated by other evi-dence.

As seen, the expression " the Word of God," with its

equivalentsin many diverse forms, is used in Scripture,both of

the spoken and the Written Word ; and it is also used, with its

equivalents,by the Christian Church from the beginning; and

is found freelyin the writingsof the Christian Fathers, and the

Creeds of Christendom from the days of the apostlesuntil now.

All the qualitiesattributed to it are also proved ; as well as the

Divine purpose for which it was all given" even to be the sure

and sufficient rule of faith and life.

Views of the Reformers and Dr. W. Robertson Smith.

In various forms, essentiallythe same doctrine has been

taught. Calvin says: "The Word itself,however it is presented

to us, is like a mirror in which faith beholds God " {hist.in.

ii. 6); where the word " presented " implies that the Bible is

God's Word, for it is only when it is "presented" that we know

it,or that it becomes His Word to us : and the figureof a mirror

used shows it is true and trustworthy,unsoiled and unbroken,

clear and transparent " a true, God-made mirror,of Himself and

His love to us. Dr. W. Robertson Smith often called the

Bible the Word of God, and attributed infallible truth and

Divine authorityto it; and said that it was the infallible and

authoritative rule of faith and life. The name, purpose, and the

attributes are frequentlyused in his writings,as they were in

his teachingand speeches. He, also, said the Scripturerecords

or "conveys" the Word of God, and is the "record" of God's

Word or will,and the " declaration of what was in God's heart " in

regard to us.
" Since Scripturehas no other end than to convey
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to us a message, which when accompanied by the inner witness of

the Spirit,manifests itselfas the infalUble Word of God, we may

for practicalpurposes say that Scriptureis the infallibleWord of

God." And that "message" is expressed in the words of Scrip-ture
as it is written,just as the words of a telegraphicmessage

" present,"" convey," or, as we have said,express and embody,

yea form, and, to us constitute and are the message. So that

when he used these words he meant in effect the same as in the

other forms. He repudiated, as shown, the modern Broad

Church error, that the Bible merely ''contains'' the Word of

God" "that one part of the Bible is the Word of God, and

another part is the word of man"
" that besides the Word of

God, it contains an indefinite number of other things not God's

Word: and he maintained,on the contrary, that "the substance

of a/l Scriptureis God's Word. What is not part of the record

of God's Word is no part of Scripture."And by the " substance "

he meant the 7vhole substance,as it is expressed in Scripture.

By the " record " he meant the whole record ; and that it was all

true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority. " So long as we go

to Scripture,only to find in it God and His redeeming love

mirrored before the eyes of faith,we may rest assured that we

shall find living,self-evidencing,itifallibletruth in every part of

it,and that we shall find nothing else." So John uses the word

" record." " He that believeth not God hath made Him a liar;

because he believeth not the record that God gave of His Son "

(i John s^'')," which is the strongest possibleway of statingits

Divine truth and authority. He was also wont to say that the

voice of God drawing near to us as a graciousFather could

be heard in every part of Scripture; and that directlyor in-directly

every part of it affected faith and life,and had some

bearingon our salvation," its chief end. " If I am asked why I

receive Scriptureas the Word of God, and as the only perfect
rule of faith and life,I answer with all the Fathers of the Protestant

Church, Because the Bible is the only record of the redeeminglove

of God, because in the Bible alone I find God drawing near to

man in Jesus Christ,and declaringto ns in Him His will for our

salvation. And this record I know to be true by the witness of His

Spiritin my heart,whereby I am assured that none other than

God Himself is able to speak such words to ?ny soul.'" Like all

Scriptureteachers,too, he attributes all this to the inspiration
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of the Holy Spirit,quoting with approval Calvin's Commentary

on 2 Tim. 3^^,"This is the principlewhich distinguishesour

religionfrom all others,that we know God has spoken to us,

and are assuredlypersuaded that the prophets spake not their

own sense, but as they zvere organs of the Holy Spirit,littered

only what was giveiithem from heaven." ^

We have emphasised Dr. W. Robertson Smith's teachingon

Scripture,because of his unique Biblical scholarship" speci-ally

in O.T. and Semitic literature; and because it supports and

helps to state the doctrine of Scripturesought to be set forth

here, and contains all the elements and essential points of it;

speciallyfrom the side of the Bible as the revelation of God's

will for our salvation,and of the writers as the organs of the

Holy Spirit.We have throughout laid specialemphasison this

in proof that the Bible is the Word of God ; and in refutation

of all views tending to put the Bible writers,and the teachingof

Christ,in antithesis or antagonism," urgingoften that this \vas pre-cluded

by the fact that the Holy Spiritwas the One Supreme

Teacher, who by His supernaturalinspirationspake and taught
in and through them all in everythingthey spoke or wrote for

God ; and that only this can account for the unity,amid the

diversity,and the independence of Scripture,and the progress-

iveness of Revelation. I have, however, emphasised not only

Revelation and the inspirationof the writers,but also, and

specifically,the inspirationof the writings,as the Bible does

(2 Tim. 31^-̂ ^);hence it becomes "The Word of God written,"

as the Westminster Confession well puts it. That the Bible

"presents,"or "conveys," the Revelation of God's will for our

salvation,and was inspiredto do so with infallible truth and

Divine authority,and does so
" in every part,"we have also urged ;

and have no objectionto this form of expressionproperlyunder-stood.

But we have mostlychosen to say that Scriptureexpresses,
embodies,and, to its,forms this Revelation ; and that the whole

^ Dr. W. Robertson Smith's doctrine of Scripturemay be more fullyseen
in his published writings" speciallythe O. T. in the fewish Chia-ck ; his

Answers; his Speeches" speciallyin General Assembly, 1878 (Blue Book);

his IVhat History teaches tis to seek in the Bible. Also in Dr. Lindsay's
article in the Expositor,Dec. 1894, and in the Note Books of the students

who were so fortunate as to enjoy his rare teaching,and wise enough to

record it.

42
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Bible does so, and that God speaks to us the message of His

grace, and makes this revelation of Himself, with truth and

authority,in and through every part and passage of it. It is the

Revelation or Word of God to us otilyivhen it is expressed,

whether it be by speech,or Scripture,sign,or symbol. Until it

is expressed or embodied, it is like a soul without a body " an

unembodied spirit,to us unknowable and practicallynon-existent.

All Scripture is the Word of God, and the Word of

Man, The Thoughts and the W^ords are God-

breathed, THROUGH INSPIRED MeN.

Hence the Bible is the expressionor embodiment of God's

will,or self-revelation. As the Incarnate Word is "the brightness

of the Father's glory,and the express image of His person,"so

the Written Word is in less perfectform and measure. And as

man's words, where uttered or written, express or embody his

mind and will,so the Bible does God's will. God's will becomes

God's Word to us when it is expressed. The Bible is thus the

Word of God, true, trustworthyand of Divine authority; it is so

in all parts and things,small and great, in all it teaches,and as it

is expressed. We disown the expression " verbal inspiration,"

because it has been abused, and is used in different senses, and

to many means dictation,which we have utterlyrepudiated;

and this was never taught in its usual sense by any intelligent

upholder of the Bible claim. But while we disown this,we hold

that the words of Scriptureare not merely the words of man,

but also the words of God " the Spirit'sinspiredwords, as well as

the writer's spontaneous words. The Holy Spirithad much to

do with the expression of the Revelation as well as with the

communication of it,with the words as with the thoughts;" as

Paul expresslysays,
" which things we teach not in words which

man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth,

combining spiritualwords with spiritualthings." In fact, as

shown, we must believe this, or rejectthe whole claim and

teachingof Scripture,and of Christ and His apostles,upon this

prime root-question; for they not only claim to speak and write

the word of the Lord " the words of God, as the Spiritgave them

utterance " but they found great truths and arguments on single

words of it ; and Christ most absolutelydeclares that "Scripture
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cannot be broken," and that tillheaven and earth pass, one jot

or one titde of it shall in nowise pass or fail tillall be fulfilled.

Besides, there is a natural and necessary connection between in-spired

thoughtsand inspiredwords ; and itisimpossibleto separate

them without destroyingboth. By the very nature of our mental

being,thoughts are united to words as soul to body. We think

in words, and they are as needful to the conception as to the

communication of our ideas. There is indeed by the laws of

our thinking,a natural adaptation of words to thoughts, and

ideas spontaneouslyseek embodiment in fittingwords. And in

spiritualthings revealed by the Spiritthere is both a natural

and a supernaturalclothingand combining of spiritualthoughts
with spiritualwords, by the inspirationof the same SpiritWho

revealed them, as Paul says. In the revelation of God to man,

the language of man becomes part of the revelation of God.

The human words become the Spirit-inspiredvehicle and em-bodiment

of the Divine thoughts.

Words and Details best reveal God's Heart.

Dr. Westcott and the Reformers.

Further, the peculiaritiesof the individual writers become

part of the Divine message "
the Spirit-breathedexpression of

the portionof God's Revelation which each was by nature fitted,

and by grace chosen, to convey and embody. As Dr. Westcott

well says,
" It would be easy to prove that there is no singularity

in expression or detail,no trait of individual feelingor concep-tion
in the Gospels which does not in some one place greatly

affect our notion of Christ's teaching,"^ " aye, I should say, and

of Christ Himself. As Origen said long ago,
" Every word of

it,if only it be rightlyviewed, effects a specialpurpose ; for

Revelation is not a vain thingfor us ; it is our life." Similarly
Dr. Thomas Lindsay,givingthe views of the Reformers, specially
of Luther, says, "The simplest Bible stories,and even geo-graphical

and architectural descriptions,may and do give us

the sidelightsnecessary to complete the manifestation of God to

His people." " No detail of individual or national lifeis useless.

Everything helpsto fillin the pictureof fellowshipbetween God

and His people,and which can come true in our experienceif
^ 1)1traduction to the Gospels,p. 24.
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we have the same faith which these holy men of God had. The

value of the whole Bible Hes in the fact that directlyor indirectly

every part serves to convey to us an infallible declaration of the

saving will of God." ^ The Reformers gloried in the truth that

the Bible brought God near to us as a redeeming God, speaking

to us through it in love. Calvin delighted in the idea that Scrip-ture

was a clear mirror in which faith beholds God drawing near

to us in grace, to lead us into fellowship with Himself; and

said that "
we can no more separate faith from Scripturethan the

rays of lightfrom the sun." And Luther revelled in the fact

that the words of Scripture are the best means of revealingthe

heart of God to us ; and that in them we hear the speech, and

feel the love-throbs of our gracious Father's heart. And if they

are to do this truly and adequately, they must themselves be

true, spiritual,and Divine words, properlyexpressing God's heart,

through the Spirit'sinspiration.So that in this sense, as Dr.

Westcott says,
" The letter becomes as perfectas the spirit,"or

at least the inspiredwords become as true, suitable,and necessary

for the expression of the spiritand the substance as for the con-ception

of the Divine message. All the more is this so, that

the words, as often said above, are the embodiment of the spirit,

the language the expression of the thought, and the words alone

reveal,convey, embody the substance, and make it known to us.

We know nothing of the spirit,the substance, or the message

except in and through the words. If the words are untrue,

or unreliable, or inadequate, so, then, of necessity must our

knowledge be of what was meant to be made known ; " to

us it exists only when it is expressed, and wholly as it is ex-pressed.

As in a telegraphicmessage, so in the Divine- Message,

the words form, e?!ibody,constitute,and are the message to us.

We are, therefore,absolutelyshut up to the words of Scripture

for our whole knowledge and conceptions of the message and

the salvation of God. It is,therefore, a patent impossiblityto

separate the inspired thoughts from the inspired words ; and it

is a palpable delusion to imagine that we can know anything

trulyof the Divine message, except through, and as it is expressed,

embodied, and exists in, the Divinely-inspiredwords.

1 Expositor, October 1S94, pp. 247, 252, 260.
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The Divine Message is the inspired Expression of

INSPIRED Human Experience and Conception.

Nay more, the Divine message itself is largelythe expression
of God-given human experience,in which God through it led the

inspiredperson into such a knowledge of Himself and of His

will,truth,and grace as was fitted and designed to become, and

was meant to be, a permanent part of the substance of the Divine

message to men. The inspiredwriters not only received Divine

revelations,but they were Divinelyled into spiritualexperience

by which they received,appropriated,and lived by the revelation

themselves,and by which they were taught and intended to com-municate

it to others. And the Holy Spirit,Who through this

experience gave them this revelation,by His inspirationalso

moved and inspiredthem to express and embody it in Scripture,

as it is expressed,to be His graciousmessage to men. This is

true speciallyof the Psalms and the Prophets,the Gospels and

the Epistles,and much else of O.T. and N.T. It is the personal

experienceof the men of God in God's manifestation of Himself

to them, in their fellowshipwith Him, by which they came to

know Him and His will for our salvation. It is a part taken

out of the life and spiritualexperienceof holy men of God in

their intercourse with God, by which they learned these revela-tions

experimentallythrough their lifeexperience of Him ; and

who not only spake but learned as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost ; and taught them in speech and writing," not in

words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost

teacheth," expressingspiritualthings in spiritualwords. Such

experience naturallysought embodiment in language akin, and

tends to create fittingexpressionfor itself. But in these cases

the natural was supplemented by the supernaturalinspirationof

the Spirit,both to enable them to get a proper apprehensionof

the revelation meant to be given them through the experience,

and to express the same in the Divine message as God wished it.

So that in these chief portionsof Scripturewe have a revelation

not only of the heart of God, but also of the heart of men in their

intercourse with God. It is embodied as it is by the co-opera-tion

of God and man through the Spirit,in order that we may

through similar experience,by the teaching of the same Spirit,

come to a similar knowledge of God in Christ,and experimentally
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know the great salvation,and enter into the Divine fuhiess of the

lifeeternal more and more unto the perfectday.

The Final Statement. The Bible is the combined

Product of God and Man through the Holy Spirit.

And the whole of Scripturecomes to us as it was conceived

by man, as revealed by God, "
the Divine thoughts being con-veyed

to us through the human conceptions, and both the

conception and the expression being the product of the co-operation

of God and man through the Spirit. So that it is

all Divine, and all human ; so perfectlyhuman because so truly

Divine, so reallyDivine because so trulyhuman. For here God

and man are akin, and in combination ;" God's manifestation

combining with man's experiencethrough the Spirit'sinspiration,
in producing the Bible ; and making it in veritable fact,the true

word of man, and the real Word of God. As in the Incarnate

Word, which is'the highestand most perfectform of the union

of the Divine and the human, so in the Written Word, the Divine

and the human are so combined in one unique Spirit-made

unity that it is impossible to separate them, as it is irreverent

to attempt it. It combines true Divinitywith perfecthumanity,

thorough truthfulness with Divine authority;and every part and

word of it is both human and Divine in one indissoluble union.

It is instinct with the lifeand love of God and man that we by

it may live and love as son of God and brother of man. And

throughout every portion and expressionof it,we may hear the

voice and heart of our Father
" God speaking through the voice

and heart of our brother-man the graciousmessage of a Father's

love. Its inspirationis,like the incarnation, the work of the

Holy Ghost : and it is the image and prefigurationof Christ,as

He is its substance and fulfilment. It is in every part and fibre

the message of love Divine and life eternal ; because it reveals

Him Who is "the true God and eternal life." Hence how

sacred the obligationto keep it inviolate and inviolable,in every

part and point,as the Word of the Lord that liveth and abideth

for ever, againstall assailants and disintegratorsof it ; as He did

when He declared, as its Author, End, and FulfiUer,with such

majesticabsoluteness,that heaven and earth should pass away,

but one jot or one tittleof it shall in nowise pass or fail till all
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shall be fulfilled. And hence what new emphasis,significance,

and obligationare given to His significantand graciouscom-mand

about it," Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye

have eternal life : and they are they that testifyof Me." It is as

Origen and Origen'sLord and ours profoundly said,"/?' is our

life" ; because it bringsus into the full knowledge and personal

experienceof Him " Whom to know is lifeeternal."

As in the Incarnate Word there dwelleth all the fulness of

Godhead bodily, so that every believing soul may by faith,

through the Spirit,in Him know, participatein,and possess that

Divine fulness more and more to the supply of all our spiritual

needs, and the full development of our spiritualbeing,till we

"grow up in Him through the knowledge of the Son of God

into a perfectman, into the measure of the stature of the fulness

of Christ,and are filledwith all the fulness of God." So in the

Written Word there dwelleth for us the revelation of the infinite

fulness of the lightand love,of the grace and truth of God in

Jesus Christ," the unsearchable riches of Christ ; which by faith

and the teaching of the same SpiritWho inspiredit,and filled

Him, we may know God in Christ,and enter into the Divine ful-ness

of grace and truth which itpleasedthe Father should dwell

in Him for us, and experiencethe life more and more abundantly

unto the perfectday. For it is through the Written Word alone

that we can know the Incarnate Word, or the will and grace of

God for our salvation. What the eye is to the man, " disclosing

all the gloriesof the visible world, and what the telescope and

microscope are to the Scientist
" revealingall the marvels of matter

and lifein the unseen universe "

,
the Bible is to the spiritualman

revealingall the infinitudes of life,and truth, and love in the

spiritualuniverse, of which Godhead is the fountain,and the

Incarnate Word is the Divine-human centre as our Brother-

God. Like Christ,who is its Author, theme, and end, the Bible,

because filledwith Him, has exhaustless fulness,perennialfresh-ness,

everlastingnewness. Every true believer finds something

in it that no other found. Every livingChristian is dailydis-covering

new treasures of grace and truth in it. Every new age

finds treasures in it for itself suited to its peculiarneeds, con-ditions,

and problems, which no other found,"
the varyingex-periences

of the advancing ages disclosingits undiscovered riches

and Divine fulness. Newborn nations arising have found
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meanings and applicationsin it unknown till their experience

unfolded them. Arising with its healinglighton long benighted

races and peoples,they have discovered in its unsearched riches

what no others did, according to their peculiar mental character

and experience. And so on will progress in the knowledge and

experience of its infinite depths of grace and truth go, as, through

the night of doubt and sorrow, the Church of the livingGod is

led by the providence of God, and the teaching of the Spiritof

God, into the meaning of the Word of God, till the day dawn,

and the day-stararise in our hearts amid the full blaze of the

lightof the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ in all the glory of His appearing. Then, but not tillthen,

will the Written Word vanish in the lightof the Eternal Word,

as fades the morning star into the glory of the noonday sun.

This, then, is what we hold to be the true Bible doctrine of

Holy Scripture. And it is because the Bible is all this and

infinitelymore, that we have in this book been constrained to

defend and uphold it against the countless, ceaseless attempts

being made in our time by sceptics,rationalists.Broad Church-men,

and even EvangelicalChristian errorists,whose bold theories

and false speculationstend to discredit,disintegrate,and destroy

the truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority of both

the Written and the Incarnate Word of God ; for, as proved,

they stand or fall together. Our answer, then, to the great and

grave questions asked by the title," Is Christ Infallible and the

Bible True ? " is that the Bible is true, because Christ is in-fallible;

and He who is "The Truth" and the faithful and true

Witness declares it to be true. The Bible, then, is the Word

of God " true, trustworthy,and of Divine authority,and the

Divine rule of faith and life; or the Bible is the Word of God,

of infallible truth and Divine authority,in all it teaches,and the

Divine rule of faith and life. It claims that " All Scriptureis

God-breathed" (^eoVveijaTos),and is profitablefor doctrine, for

reproof,for correction,for instruction in righteousness,that the

man of God may be perfect,thoroughly furnished unto every

good work." And Christ, the Incarnate Word of God, attests

and seals that claim in the name of Godhead in His own solemn

and majestic words :
" Heaven and earth shall pass away, but

My words shall not pass away."
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NOTES, ILLUSTRATIONS, AND CONFIRMATIONS.

BOOK I.

Note i. " Many modern writers and schools,referred to in this and

the other books, in their admirable enthusiasm for the teaching of

Jesus, teach and insist that it is the supreme and only infallible and

Divinely-authoritativestandard of faith and life; and that by it must

be tested and judged the teaching of all the prophets and apostles.
The upholders of the Bible claim need not, should not, and do not

qualifybut glory in magnifying His teaching,so far as He mao;iufics

it,as we have urged ; for it is on Him and His teaching we have

supremely taken our stand for the Bible claim. But those who speak
of Christ's teaching,as above, make several false assumptions, and

misleading oversights. First, they assume antithesis and antagonism
between His teaching and that of the inspired Bible writers,which,

as shown, is untrue, and the oppositeof what He taught. Second,

that His teaching is the complete, highest, and final teaching of

Revelation ; while He taught that not His own but theirs,by the

Spiritafter Pentecost, would Idc so, as proved. Third, that the teach-ing

of the Bible writers is indefinitelyerroneous and untrustworthy ;

which is an error, contradicting Christ's teaching. They also over-look,

First,that Christ teaches that all Scriptureis the Word of God,
of infallible truth and Divine authority," declaring even the O.T. to

be so, and inviolable in every jotand tittle. Second, that in order to

find His Divinely true and authoritative teaching,we must hold and

postulate the same of their conceptions and record of it in the

Scriptures: for it is through these alone we can know it. In the very

act of asserting the infallible truth and Divine authority of His

teaching, we of necessitypresuppose the same of the Scriptures
through which solelywe get it. Third, that if the Apostolicwritings
are not true, trustworthy, and of Divine authority,neither can flis

teaching, as known to us, be ; so far as they are not so, so far

must His teaching to us be," and then all would be uncertain.

And if they are true, it could only be by the Divine Spiritenabling
them so to understand and express His teaching, with infallible

truth and Divine authority, as He promised. Fourth, that, as

shown, it was the same Divine Spirit who inspired Him to teach

CC7
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with infallible truth and Divine authority,who inspiredthem to do

the same, in all their teaching, both by word and writing,as He

taught. So that,if His teaching,as known to us, is true, trustworthy,
and of Divine authority,so must theirs and Scripture also be ; for

that is His teaching. But strange to say many that profess special
homage to His teaching do not receive it when He teaches tliat

because it contradicts their own!! He places the teaching of His

inspiredapostles and prophets on a level with His own in truth and

authorityas God's Word, because it was not theirs merely, but His

own, and His Father's, by the Holy Spiritteaching in and through
them the Word of the Lord.

Note 2. " Confirming the above, and our interpretation.Dr.
Westcott on John 14-''ib'^^-^'ŝays : "Thissection marks the position
of the apostleswith regard to Revelation as unique ; and so also by

implicationthe office of the Apostolic writings,as a record of their

teaching."

Note 3." While it is true that Christ's teachingmust ever occupy

a unique place,so far as He taught, or was free to teach the will of

God for our salvation,yet there is a sense in which a saved sinner

could, by the Spirit'sinspiration,teach the Gospel to fellow-sinners

that even a sinless Saviour could not. A sinner saved by grace and

inspiredby the Holy Ghost could teach itexperimentally,as he knew

it in his own experience as a sinner under grace. Jesus as the per-fect
Son of God, and perfect Son of Man, and, therefore a perfect

organ of the Holy Spirit,who could and did receive a full anointing
of the Spirit,could and did teach the Gospel with a fulness,perfec-tion,

and power all His own. But He never knew what it was to be

born again,to become a child of God, to repent of sin, and to be

forgiven,to be delivered from the dominion of Satan, and purified
from evil. And therefore a David and a Peter, a Paul and a John,
could from personal experience tell sinful fellow-men something
about repentance and forgiveness,reconciliation to God and purifi-cation

from sin, faith in Christ and peace with God, which only
sinners who had personallyexperienced these could do, and could

bring it home to the hearts of fellow-sinners by the Spiritwith a

sympathy, personality,and power all their own.

BOOK II.

Note i. " Our Lord's words declaringthe Bible to be the Word of

God, " of infallible truth.Divine authority,and eternal inviolability,"

are the words of God. " He whom God hath sent speaketh the

words of God." And if His teaching, is,as alleged and implied,
not to be held as decisive and final on this supreme and fundamental

religious question because He was also man, then that means,

and involves : " first,that an infallible and Divinely-authoritative
Revelation from God to man is an impossibility,which is a vain

imagination ; second, that there is no seat of authority in religion
at all,which is a baseless and ruinous negation ; third, that our

Lord is not an infallible and Divinely-authoritativeteacher in any-
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thing" that, in fact,He is not God because He is man, which is

blasphemy.

Note 2." Dr. W. Robertson Smith says : "God dealt with Israel

in the way of specialrevelation. . . .

The whole growth of the true

religionup to its perfect fulness is set before us in the record of

God's dealingswith Israel,culminating in the manifestation of Jesus
Christ. There can be no question that Jesus Himself held this

view, and we cannot depart from it without making Him an imper-fect
teacher and an imperfect Saviour" {Pi'ophcls0/ Israel, p. 10).

Here again is declared the Divine authority of the teaching of

Christ,and of the ScriptureHe endorsed and fulfilled.

Note 3." Canon Gore says :
" It is surelybeyond question that

our Lord is represented in the Gospels as an infallible no less than

as a sinless teacher. Whenever He teaches it is in the tone which

could only be morally justifiablein the case of one who taught
infallibly' the Word of God.' Jesus Christ,the Son of God incarnate,
was and is,at every moment and in every act, both God and man,

personally God made man"
. . .

{The Incarnatioit, p. 153; Dis-sertations,

pp. 80, 94, 95). When He says, "Heaven and earth

shall pass away, but My words shall not pass away," He claims

infallible truth, Divine authority, and eternal endurance for every
word He ever spoke, as the Word of the Lord that liveth and

abideth for ever. And this claim was either sublime truth or

supreme presumption.

Note 4. " Tholuck well says :
" The Redeemer cannot be

convicted either of rabbinical artificialityor hermeneutical error."

Note 5." Dr. Sanday in The Oraeles of God, p. no, says that the

errors of statement of our Lord would belong in some way to the

humanity, and not to the Divinity. He gives two examples of these

supposed errors :" First,Christ's saying that He as the Son of Man

kenw not then of the preciseday and hour of the far off judgment day ;

which we have sufificientlyexplained ; and which was not an error but

a fact,if our Lord spoke the truth then ; and which only shows the

writer's own error of confusing non-knowledge with error or untruth !

The second is amazing and amusing. Because Christ said," He

maketh His sun to rise on the evil and the good" ; which again is

no error save of him who charges it upon the Son of God, but sure,

simple, and sublime fact ; for surely it is God the Father who

maketh His sun to rise on them, as He "maketh His rain to fall

upon the justand the unjust." And sunrise is so spoken of amid all

the lightof modern science,and in the strictest scientific manuals

and universitytext-books ; and is literallytrue both phenomenally
and actually as spoken by our Lord. It would be interestingto see

the form in which Dr. Sanday would improve upon this sublime

utterance of our Lord, so as to be at once in accord with science

now, and suited for Palestinian peasants in our Lord's time, and all

the ages since ! It would also be of moment to know how Christ

could teach error in His humanity without His Divinity being
responsible for it,when He is the God-man in one unique Person-
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ality! Such are the errors and abysses into which erringmen fall,

when they presume to charge Him with error who is the (jod of Truth.

BOOK III.

Note." Of the supernatural Revelation of the Bible, Dr. W.

Robertson Smith says : "God dealt with Isi'ael in the way of special
revelation. The revelation of the O. and N.T. may fairlyclaim to be

revelation of God to men in a special and absolute sense
'' (The

Prophets of Israel.,̂T^. lo, 14;.
" The characteristic of the prophet is a facultyof spiritualintuition,

not gained by human reason, but coming to him as a word from God

Himself. The prophets spoke under the immediate influence of

the Spiritor hand of Jehovah" (article" Bible,"p. 634). Of Divine

predictionhe says :
" The work of the O.T. prophets was based on

their insight into the future purpose of God, and took the shape of

prediction of the things to be fulfilled in Christ." Of Scripture
he says :

" If we are to have a trustworthy revelation at all,it is

necessary that the one Record of revelation,which God has given

us, be such that we can feel sure that it tells us all we need to

know of God and His will,and that it tells us this with tmvaryhig
and infallibletruth.,not iningling GocVs message with doctrines of
men'''' {Answer., pp. 30, 45). Hence of Christ and Scripturehe says,

emphasising "
a distinct foresignifyingof a personal Messiah," " Jesus

read in the Psalms and the Prophets the direct and unmistakable

image of His own experienceand work as the founder of the spiritual
kingdom of God" (" Bible,"p. 642).

Of Plenary Inspirationhe says :
" I am willingto have my views

of Deuteronomy tested even by the strictest views of plenary
inspiration,and I am confident they are able to stand the test

"

(Ansiver, p. 3). What a contrast all this by the greatest O.T. and

Semitic scholar of the age to all those rationalistic critics and crude

theorists,referred to above, who explicitlyor implicitydeny the

supernatural working of God in the history and religionof Israel,

evaporate supernatural Revelation, disown Divine predictionpro-perly

so called,either in the historyof Israel,or the coming of the

Messiah, or the Person, work, and experience of Jesus Christ as the

fulfiller of the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms ; as also to those

whose naturalistic theories and interpretationspreclude or minimise

miracle,virtuallyevaporate immediate inspirationby the Holy Spirit
of the Bible writers,bring down prophecy to the level practicallyof

ordinary spiritualillumination,or natural conscience and sagacity,
and not differingin kind from ours, sometimes ascribe it to pride,
presumption,and national vanity,and make the prophets visionaries

and Utopians ; and in effect reduce the inspiredScripture to a char-acter

not different in hind horn other literature,with similar liability
to err and mislead.

BOOK IV.

Note i. " Writing on i Cor. 14"",to show how Christ seals the

apostolicteaching and stands by Scripture,Dr. Meyer says :
" Paul
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here stamps the seal oi apostolicauthority,and upon this seal Christ

must stand."

Similarlyon Alatt. 10'^ -",when Q\v[\%\.firstsent out the apostlesto

preach, and declared that what they spake was what the Spiritspake,
and declared the awful doom of those who would not receive their

words, Meyer says : "The theopneusticrelation by means of which

His disciples shall become Tr/zeu^ariKots irviv^iariKa avyKplvovres
(i Cor. 2'^) is construed by Jesus decisivelyand in no half-way
fashion." And so as Christ says of His words, "The words that

I speak unto you, they are spiritand they are life,"so also were the

apostle'swords, for both came from the Spirit.

Note 2. " In confirmation of what we have often urged as to the

absolute necessityof the Holy Spirit'sinspiration,as alone being suf-ficient,

to explain the apostles'conceptionand expressionof Christ's

teaching, Person, and work, so as to make the one complete and

harmonious representation they have given in the complementary

parts and aspects each was chosen, fitted,and inspiredto receive

and express " Dr. Westcott says:
" However far one Evangelist might

have been led by the laws of his own mind, it can only be by the

introduction of a higher power that four unconsciously combine to

rear from different sides a harmonious and perfectfabric of Christian

truth" {Introduction to the Gospels, p. 26). Nothing but pervasive
Divine inspirationcould secure such spiritualunity with such striking
diversity,such patent independence with such thorough truthfulness

and harmony, such perfecthumanity with such true divinityin the

Scripturehistories.

Note 3. " Among many others teaching the indefinite erroneous-

ness of Scripturein every kind of thing" including the moral and

spiritualcontents " Dr. Ladd may suffice. He says, after giving the

classes of contents forming Scripture,"We cannot affirm infallibility
in any one of these classes of contents under which we have considered

the subject-matterof the Bible, or of aiiy one of those separate or

larger divisions of the contents" (vol.i.pp. 754-6). Also he specific-ally
charges the N.T. writers with large numbers of " Hermeneutical

mistakes" in interpretingand applying the O.T.," even in showing
them to be fulfilled in Christ as the Messiah, in the great facts and

truths that form the roots and the foundations of the Christian faith

(p.445). So that the N.T. writers have misread and misused the

O.T. revelations about the Christ, and misled mankind thereby !"

although it is only from the N.T. inspiredwriters we get the real and

only Divine and authoritative interpretationof the O.T., as Dr. W.

Robertson Smith, Dr. Westcott, and all the leadingteachers,and the

Christian Church ha\ e ever taught. And Dr. Ladd does so because,
forsooth ! he thinks they do not give the literal interpretationof the

words of the O.T. as in the minds of the prophets !" as if the literal

were the only true meaning, and as if Christ did not teach and set

His apostlesthe example of giving a fuller and a deeper meaning to

the O.T. than was known in some cases to the O.T. writers ! Verily,
as Dr. Westcott well says, the objectors to the literal fulfilment of

prophecy, in cases specifiedby Christ and His apostles,are the real

and unreasonable literalists. Well does Dr. Saphir say, that while
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they say they believe that the Bible contains a revelation,they do not

believe what itcontains," not even in the essential things.
But as Dr. Ladd seems to hold the inerrancyand Divine authority

of Christ's teaching, he thus refutes all his other errors, and supplies
in that the true antidote to them ; for, as proved, if Christ teaches

anything,He is the most absolute teacher of the truth,inviolability,
and Divine authorityof Scriptureeven to jot and tittle. He also

admits that the Hebrew Scripturesgive "conceptions of the order of

creation and of nature, in her relations to God and man, which are far

beyond the age of their origin,and correspond in a wonderful degree
to those which modern science has only recently attained" (p.284).
But he fails to give the only rational explanationof this unique fact,
in contrast with all heathen conceptions,in the supernatural inspira-tion

of the Spiritof God in giving both the conceptions and the

expressionof them as written in the Scriptures.

BOOK V.

As to the agreements of Science and philosophy with Scripture,
let it suffice to say here that, with a few exceptions,the greatest
scientists have been Christian men, and even defenders of the Christian

faith. The matters and pointsin which Science and Scriptureagree
exceed immeasurably those in which they even appear to differ.

This first decisive fact has been too often overlooked to the great
loss of both Scriptureand science.

1. They agree as to the existence of God, a personal,self-existent

Supreme Being, the all-wise and almighty Creator, a righteous and

a gracious moral Governor. Science and philosophy confirm Scrip-ture
in declaring by their greatest teachers,with Lord Kelvin, that

the only rational explanation of Creation is to be found in the will

of an intelligentand almighty Creator.

2. In strikingcontrast with all ancient heathen religion and

philosophy,they agree in distinguishingbetween the Creator and the

Creation ; and in their latest doctrine of a God immanent in,and yet
transcendent over all nature, they simply express in philosophicform
the ancient and distinctive revelation of Scripture,as to God and

His relation to Creation.

3. They agree as to man's place in creation ; and put him in the

recent and last stage, and in the highest position,as the head, goal,
crown, and purposed Lord of creation.

4. They agree as to the originalhome of mankind in the high-lands
of Central Asia ; which Scriptureteaches, history confirms,

and Science supports.

5. They agree as to man's originalstate, as made in the image
of God. This Scripture reveals, the reminiscences, aspirations,
and anticipationsof mankind, the tradition legend and philology
seem to require; and it is confirmed by Science in the fact noted

and urged by famous scientists,that the classifications made by
naturalists and geologistsindependently of each other, and both

independently of Scripture,as to the order and progress of Creation,

are substantiallythe same ;" the mind of the Creator being expressed
as written in the rocky pages of the great stone book, as found by
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geolof^ists," and the mind of man as expressed in the classifications

of naturalists showing that intellectually,as well as morally, man was

made in the image of God.

6. They confirm each other as to the fall of man. For traditions

of the Fall have been found among all races of men ; which strongly
corroborate Bible representations. The profoundest philosophy
of our day accords, too, with Scripturein tracing man's fall and

degeneracy to the abuse, through temptation,of man's free will
"

that high but awful prerogativeof moral being.

7. The truest Science, and the profoundestphilosophy,corro-borate

Revelation as to the present condition of man " as a state

of sin,guilt,and depravity. They further confirm it in teaching
that man still retains elements of his originallikeness to God, "

lingering rays of his lost glory ; which imply the potency, and the

promise of restoration ; and mark him out as the proper subject
of salvation ; and thus supply a basis for the I)il)le revelation of

grace and redemption.
8. Thc}- agree as to the fact of the Deluge " traditions of itbeing

found all the world over : but here, as elsewhere, the Bible form,
because of Divine inspiration,is patentlythe best,and the most God-

honouring.
9. Then the great central Bible revelation of redemption by

Sacrifice,which is the burden, substance, root and fruit of Reve-lation,

is abundantly corroborated by the universal prevalence of

propitiatorysacrifice among all races from the earliest time. For

on the far off horizon of the dim and distant ages, as far back as

not only historyand tradition,but also legend, custom, rites,and

ceremonies, silent significantstones, and religiousoriginscan carry

us, we see the smoke of sacrifice rising from ancient temple,
stone circle,deep forest, or rude altar, to propitiateDeity, and

ease conscience ;" as distinctlyas Noah's sacrifice rose from the

summit of Mount Ararat, in the pure air of a world renewed, after the

wreck of the Deluge. Behind that, though often in crude, cruel,
and confused form, lay the whole idea and substance of the Bible

revelation,of the need, the hope, and the fact of redemption. And

they are strong confirmations of its truth and significance,from the

universal race-old practice,and the deepest,most essential elements

of man's moral and spiritualnature. It is also confirmed by the

analogous fact,so clearlyperceived,and stronglyemphasised in our

recent science and philosophy,that sacrifice,in some form or other,
is the condition, means, and law of progress in all life and history.

10. The Bible doctrine,that God made of one blood all nations,
is confirmed by the highest authorities in ethnology. Physiological
scientists,too, of the greatest weight have all along taught that there

is no such difference among the various races of mankind as, on the

suppositionthat they all sprang from a single pair, may not be

accounted for by the modifying and transforming effects of change
of climate, environment, experience,and other influences, which,

through long ages and vicissitudes,graduallyaffect,and account

for the variations and transformations. And what ethnology and

physiology maintain, philologyconfirms into a practicalcertaintyby
its great fundamental stocks of languages, and their radical connec-tions

with each other.

43
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11. Science and philosophy most powerfully support Revelation

as to the world being under a moral government. They not only
declare by their truest, deepest, and most assured teachings, and

through their weightiest teachers, that the facts and phenomena
of nature and history, as well as the first principles of science and

philosophy, imply and require a supreme Being, both rational and

moral, as the Creator and Ruler of this world, and the universe ; but

also that His government over men is moral : and that the Christian

view of God and not the naturalistic, or even the merely theistic

view, best explains and agrees with the constitution of nature, and the

course of Providence, and best meets the ethical needs, harmonises

with the religious instincts, and accords with the surest intuitions

of mankind. The illustration and enforcement of the argument for

the moral government of God may be seen in the leading ethical

and theological philosophic writers from the beginning. It will

suffice here to refer to the unanswered, because unanswerable,

reasoning of Butler, in his immortal Analogy, which has baffled all

the attempts of scepticism to invalidate, far less to refute. The

profound thinking and unanswerable logic of Butler, enforced by the

massive weight and o\erpowering eloquence of Chalmers, and

defended by the wide learning and rebutivc acumen of Gladstone,

present an impassable barrier to unbelief; and constitute a positive

argument in support of Scripture,which, after the assaults of several

generations, still remains in all its massive strength unmoved and

immovable.

12. Even Evolution itself,which scared so many as first pro-pounded,

and which sceptics imagined was fatal to the Christian

faith, has yielded some valuable confirmations of the Bible, by

supplying many analogies, in such points as the analogy between

progress in life,and the progressiveness of Revelation and the de-velopment

of spirituallife ; natural selection and gracious election ;

survival of the fittest,and eternal life in Christ ; heredity and im-putation

; biogenesis and regeneration ; adaptation to environment

and faith in God through Christ ; conformity to type, and trans-formation

by predestination,"to be conformed to the image of His

Son"; the struggle for existence leading to higher development,
and perfectationthrough suffering ; degeneration, and eternal death

through the law of evil habit making character permanently evil ;

persistency of type, and the perseverance of the saints ; the reign of

law, and the irresistibilityof God's will ; progress in life by imper-ceptible
gradations "

with leaps at leading stages by the special

impulse of the Creator, as at man's creation, " and the Divine impulse

given at regeneration, and successive stages in the spirituallife ; the

potency and promise of higher developments of life,and the hope
of resurrection to a higher life in a Risen Christ : "

-these and other

points of analogy between evolution and revelation are corroborative

and suggestive. Amongst others, see Drummond's Natural Law in

the Spiritual World, and Peyton's Memorabilia of Jesus " one of the

freshest and most originalbooks of this age.
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BOOK VI.

Argument from the Christian Evidences and

BiP.LE MiNUTI/F.

We take our Christianityfrom the Bible. All our knowledge of it

is derived therefrom. Whatever else we may know of it from

heathen or Christian writings or from the usages, and institutions

of nations where it spread,is simply illustrative,or confirmative of

what we find in Scripture. Our only authorityfor our knowledge of

it is the Bible. If, therefore, it is untrustworthy, or indefinitely
erroneous, our knowledge of it is so also. In whatever degree

Scriptureis untrue or doubtful,so preciselyis our conception of it

wrong or uncertain. As is the book, so in this case must the

religion be. Thus the opposing theories as to Scripture will

naturally produce different conceptions of Christianity. Hence

rationalists have practicallyabandoned the Christian faith ; while

those that with them disown the Bible claim who continue Christian

do so from other reasons, or inconsistency. And in any case the

religionderi\'ed from a thoroughly trustful,and from, an indefinitely
erroneous Bible,will greatly differ. Our conceptionsof the religion
must vary as our ideas of the Record.

This holds speciallyof the Christian faith,because the Bible is

so largelymade up of facts and details ; and since the truths are

expressed largelythrough these,the reliabilityof these in the Record

is obviously essential to the revelation of the religion. The

facts convey and constitute the Revelation. The doctrines are the

facts in the abstract, the facts are the doctrines in the concrete.

As the opposing views of the Bible affect our conceptions of

Christianity,so they do the evidences of it,even in minutia:?.

1. One of the best lines of Christian evidences is what Paley so

well calls and illustrates," the argument from "undesigned coinci-dence"

; which is valid,and effectual for all times, in every phase of

the conflicts between faith and unbelief; for it establishes the

credibilityof the Bible, which is essential to the proof and defence

of the faith,and proves it true, and makes its defence impregnable.
But the theory of indefinite erroneousness makes the construction

and application of such an argument impracticable. For the

argument is made from details,composed of minute points of

correspondence, all which are, by this theory, held to be unreliable.

So that this theory would invalidate one of the best lines of Christian

evidence.

2. So the argument from Prophecy would by this theory be

greatly weakened, and in some important cases nullified. The

weight of the evidence from prophecy lies,in many cases, in the

completeness of the fulfilment of the prophecy by the subsequent
event ; and in the exactness with which the one answers to the

other. The more numerous the details fittinginto each other,the more

minute the points of correspondence l^etween them, and the more

fullyand preciselythey dovetail into each other, the stronger is the

proof of the truth of the prediction; and the weightieris the evidence

from prophecy for the faith. In many well-known cases reckoned
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among the most important proofs from prophecy, " Ijecause con-nected

with the Person, and work of Christ," the whole force of

the argument " yea the very fiilfihnent itself,depends upon exact

agreement in little things,and consists in precisecorrespondence in

minutiae.

It is the habit of Christ and His apostles in showing the fulfil-ment

of O.T. propheciesby N.T. events to use indiscriminatelyfacts,
details,and even words, so as to plainlyimply that they held all and

each as equally true and authoritative. This fact alone should settle

to all who own their Divine mission and authoritythat the Bible is true

and authoritative," especiallyas our Lord Himself is the most decisive

of all in this. Further, many of the cases in which this is implied are

those proving the Messiahship of Christ. The revelation depends
upon the truthfulness of the details,consists in the preciseness of

the correspondence in minute points,and postulates the truth and

authority of the words " sometimes of a singleword. And in several

cases, where some items are difficult to reconcile,we recjuireto hold

to their truthfulness and reconcilability; otherwise the proof fails,
and the inspiredwriter's attempt to prove the Messiahship of Christ

is a failure ; and therefore they cannot be trusted when professedly
teaching even the most fundamental truths !

3. Similarly the evidence from miracles would by this theory be

impaired or lost ; especially in the great fundamental miracle of

Our Lord's resurrection ; the root and strength of all other miracles,
and the very citadel of the Christian faith. For the proof of it

depends upon the truthfulness of the narrative ; and postulates the

reconcilabilityof seeming discrepancies in the accounts of it.

Hence those that do not believe it, and, therefore, consistently
reject Christianity,always urge the seemingly conflictingstatements
about it in the Gospels as a ground for disbelief of it. And while

no wise Apologist would admit that discrepanciesin the narratives

would justifyrejection of the fact,since all truth has difficulties,and
this has specialreasons to explain them, yet every able apologist
thinks it wise to prevent them being magnified,to reduce them, and

to offer at least a possiblesolution of them.

4. So the Moral Evidence of Christianity,one of the strongest

lines,depends upon the truthfulness and authority of Scripture,even

in minutia;. It is from the Bible we know the moral character of

Christianity. Therefore, so far as one is untrue or uncertain, so far

our knowledge and estimate of the other are false or doubtful ; and

so far, therefore,the moral evidence would be unknown, unfelt,or

invalidated.

The main weight of the moral argument for the Christian faith is

the moral character of Christ. Therefore, so far as the Record is

untrue, or uncertain, so far the weight of this evidence is diminished.

The finer and higher the character is,the more readily is a defect or

blemish seen, and the more injuriouslyis the cause supported by it

affected ; so that,if the Book giving Christ's character is indefinitely

erroneous, or unreliable,the evidential value is lessened. Besides,
character often reveals itself most in littlethings"

" In little words and little deeds

Great principlescome grandly out."
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The finer traits manifest themselves in the lesser things,and touches

of exquisitemoral beauty appear in minute points. But if these are

not true and sure all this is lost ; and, all the peculiar charm,

apologeticvalue,and moral eftect of such things arc also lost.

Our Lord's character is set forth largely in charming simplicity
and interesting minuteness, with graphic details,and exquisite
touches. These must, then, be trulygiven,else the moral evidence

for the Christian faith from His unique character will be weakened

or lost. And when the alleged errors are indefinite,our conceptions
of what His character reallywas became uncertain or erroneous, and

the evidential value of it weakened and confused. So that the moral

evidence from Christ's character depends largelyupon the truthful-ness

and Divine authority of Scripture,even in minutia?.

5. So also with the evidence from the beneficial eftects of

Christianityupon the character and history of men and nations " a

most powerful argument for the Christian faith. But it is by the

Scripturebeing regarded as the Word of C^od, of infallible truth,

and Divine authority, that the great and blessed moral effects of

Christianityhave been produced. Nor could they be produced upon

the theory of indefinite erroneousness ; for moral effect requires
moral certaintyin the cause ; which, as shown, this theory can never

give,either as to Scriptureteaching or Christ's character.

6. In like manner the experimental evidence for the truth of

Christianitydepends for its force upon the thorough truthfulness

and Divine authority of Scripture. This is the argument for the

Christian faith from the felt accordance between what the Bible

declares I am, and what I find myself to be ; and between what I

feel I as a sinner need, and what the Gospel provides;" one of the

weightest arguments for the faith. For unless these declarations

come with certaintyand Divine authority,the correspondence cannot

be discovered, nor the moral consciousness awakened. Unless I

believe them to be true, and of Divine authority, 1 would not and

could not feel their force, or experience their power ; and, there-fore,

should not realise their truth, or recognise their adaptation to

my spiritualstate.
The belief of the truth necessarilyprecedes the experienceof its

saving power. And as it is from a personalexperienceof its saving

power that the deepest conviction and strongest evidence of its

Divine origin comes, the main weight of the experimentalevidence

would, on the errorists' theory, be largely lost.

The same general line of argument holds as to the minutiic

generally. For if these are not held as true and authoritative,not

only is the self-evidencingpower of Divine truth much weakened by
the uncertainty, and the critical attitude necessarily assumed ; but

all Scripture is,as shown, more or less thrown into doubt, and

confusion. Therefore, that experimental proof of the truth, arising
from the impressions made upon the mind, when .Scriptureis
received as true, trustworthy, and of Divine authority, is largely

gone ; especiallyas some of the most importants facts and truths

depend, as seen, upon minutiiv.

Besides, many things that at one time did not "find" us, have

found us later ; and little things that once had no meaning or

power to us, were afterwards found precious and suggestive. As
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each new stage of Christian growth, every fresh experienceof Divine

providence,or each reopening of the spiritualvision leads us, under

the inspiringSpirit,into pastures and revelations new, in the untold

treasures of the eternal Word, and into a personal experience of its

illuminative and transformingpower, " there burst upon us with new

delight the unimagined Divine significance,and soul fascinating
exhilaration,of that profound, far-reachingoracle. " All Scripture is

given by inspirationof God, and is profitable." There grows upon

us, as the inspiringprospect opens up before our wondering gaze, the

deepening conviction and delight,that every region and avenue of

Revelation, and every part and passage of God's Word, will yield to

us, as they were designed to do, rich treasures of unknown truth,

new visions of Divine revelation,fascinatingfields of unexplored
study, fresh springsof spirituallife.

Thus the self-evidencingpower of the truth,when led by the Spirit,
extends to the little as well as to the large things of Scripture. And

graduallythe experimental evidence for the truth stretches out to the

whole contents of Scripture,and to every part and kind of thing
therein.

The more fully our experience extends to all Scripture,the

stronger and more complete is the experimental evidence of its

truth and Divinity. How unwise and suicidal then, for the sake of

the experimental evidence, to exclude, as all errorists do, larger
or smaller portionsof Scripturefrom this evidence ; especiallywhen
much that is thus excluded has been found true and precious in

the growing experience of God's people ?

It would simply put an arrest upon the fullest,and completest

experimental confirmation of the truth, and Divine origin of Scrip-ture,
render it impossible ever to make our Christian experience

coextensive with God's Word ; and thereby precludes us from ever

attainingthe strongest possible proof from experience of its Divine

origin,truth, and authority. It has been shown how much the ex-perimental

evidence for Christianitydepends upon the recognised
truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authority of all Scripture,
" even in minutiae. It has also been shown how almost every

separate line of Christian evidence depends upon this, and how

materiallyeach would be weakened, if not all invalidated,by the

oppositetheories,and how seriously,therefore,our whole- faith and

life are affected by our doctrine of Holy Scripture. How supremely

important,therefore,for the sake of the Christian faith,and the growth
of the spirituallife,it is to maintain with Scriptureand with Christ,the

truthfulness,trustworthiness,and Divine authorityof the Word of

God in its integrity,solidarity,and inviolability,as He so solemnly
and absolutely declared.

BOOK VII.

Note. " In giving the teaching of Christ on Scripture,it was

shown that all attempts to find anything in His teaching to contradict

or limit the Bible claim had utterlyfailed ; the references made by

many with such unthinking confidence to the " I say unto you," and

kindred passages, being shown not to oppose or qualifythe Bible
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claim and Christ s most absolute and decisive declaration of its truth

and inviolability,Divine authority,and perpetuity,immediately
before,but to confirm these when trulyinterpreted. But the amaz-ing

thing is that when they seem to have found some paltry thing in

the Bible, as we have it,that may appear to conflict with the Bible

claim and Christ's teaching,they at once conclude that the Bible

claim, sealed by Christ,is false,the teachers of it discredited,and

their own opposite theory proved by this paltry difficulty1 They

never seem to realise the seriousness of the issues they thus raise,
and the infinitelygreater difficulties to their own theories by the

vast mass and decisive character of the direct evidence and positive

proof for the Bible claim ; every item of which, as proved, forms an

incomparably greater difficultyto their own opposite theory than

any number of the paltry,and mostly if not wholly irrelevant,seeming

discrepancieson which they base and build their erroneous theories.

For, if such despicabletrifles,as they mostly are (and are, therefore,
irrelevant as against the true Bible claim),justifythe rejectionof it,
how much more, a fortiori ŝhould the insui^erableand overwhelming
difficulties to their own unproved theories made by the whole massive

weight of the evidence, backed by the whole Christian evidences, and

the Divine weight of Christ, require them to abandon their own

theories,which have no explicit,positiveteaching to support them.

And yet they never seem to think of all this,or attempt to meet the

countless and serious difficulties of their own theories, which on

their own principlesas applied to the Bible claim, ought to be free

of difficulties,or rejected. They make one paltry difficultya suffi-cient

reason for rejectingthe pervading'Bible claim, yet a thousand

and one serious, and unanswerable difficulties,created by their

rejectionof the first and fundamental claim of the Bible, endorsed

by Christ,seem insufficient to lead them even to think of abandon-ing

their own ; " though on their own principle,one such serious

difficultyshould be more than sufficient to do so. In short, the

teachers of the Bible claim go by the rule," the main, pervading
and explicitteaching of Scriptureand of Christ. The opponents
of it go by the exception" the paltry seeming discrepancy ; which as

an exception would only pro\e the rule,but which when trulyunder-stood

is not really an exception generally,and certainlyis no valid

objectionto or reason for rejectingthe Bilale claim.

The references of Dr. Farrar and Dr. Briggs, etc., to the " I say unto

you" passages, and to divorce,will suffice to illustrate the fallacyand
unreasonableness of this pervertive principleand habit. As to the
" I say unto you

"

passages, as shown, not one of them opposed or

qualifiedthe absoluteness of Christ's declaration to Scripture (Matt.

^1713^etc.),made immediately before, nor could they without con-tradicting

Himself. And as to divorce, Christ never condemned

what was taught by Moses in Scriptureas the will or ideal of God,
but on the contrary based His teaching on the Mosaic book of

Genesis and the originalDivine ideal of marriage as given there ;"

the laxer ideas being merely tolerated or permitted in exceptional
cases to prevent greater evils,by Moses in a civil capacityas a ruler,
as is done in Christendom to-day,but Moses ever held up the Divine

ideal as written in God's Word in Genesis, etc. But in toleratingfor

a time this and many other like things" such as polygamy among his
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most honoured servants, God did only what was a necessary adaptation
of His revelations to the condition and the people of the times, in

the imperfect state of things under the O.T. economy. Yet the

higher Divine ideals were ever held up in Scripture,and were more

and more realised in the life of His people, under His providential

disciplineand by His progressiverevelations. Yet Dr. Farrar, etc.,

never seem to think it necessary to reconcile their false inference

from their misinterpretationof this case with the explicitand decisive

teaching of Christ given immediately before, as well as in all His

teaching on Scripture,declaring most absolutely the infallible truth.
Divine authority,and eternal inviolabilityof Scripturein even every

jot and tittle (Matt. S^''"-'").Their inference from this case against
the pjible claim, in fact, contradicts the most absolute and decisive

teaching of Christ on Scripture given there and everywhere, and

makes Him contradict Himself. They thus raise all the tremendous

difficulties and momentous issues as to the authority of His teaching,
the source of our faith,and the truth of our religion,often urged
above. And yet they never face these most serious difficulties ;

which are simply fatal to their false inferences and vague theories,

while rejectingthe primary, basal, and most pervasive teaching of

both Scriptureand Christ for a paltry self-created difficulty,which
is reallyno difficultyat all except in their own imaginations.

Dr. Briggs urges that "there is not a word of Holy Scripture
that teaches directlyor indirectly the fulfilment of the details of

predictiveprophecy"! This is an astounding statement for any

Bible student to make in view of the countless examples of literal

fulfilments shown by Christ and His apostles, speciallyabout His

Messiahship,death, and resurrection. There are cases in which they
were never meant to be fulfilled in literality,and are only figurative
and ideal ; but that does not affect the notorious fact that many

were fufilled literally,even to the minutest points." But Dr. Briggs
refutes himself by admitting that "the jots and tittles doubtless

indicate the most minute details." The majestic and decisive words

of the Lord Himself will,therefore,best close, as they opened, this

book :
" Think not that I am come to destroy the Law or the Pro-phets,

I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. For, Verily I say

unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittleshall in

no wise pass from the Law, tillall be fulfilled" (Matt. S^^"-̂*).
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CHAPTER II

THE GOSPEL AND THE LAW

In his teachingJesus took his stand, as we have seen,

upon the Old Testament. He did not aim to introduce a

wholly new religion.He clearlyforesaw that some of his

discipleswould suppose that it was his purpose to break

with the Old Testament system, and he warned them

againstthis serious mistake by tellingthem that any of

them who should feel themselves free to break the least

commandment of the Old Testament law, and should teach

others accordingly,should be called the least in the King-dom
of God (Mt. V. 19). His constant manner of speak-ing

in regardto the Jewish religionand Scripturesshows
the reverence in which he held them.^

There is in one of his parablesa significantexpressionin

regardto the gradualprogress of his truth in the world :

" First the blade,then the ear, after that the full corn in

the ear" (Mk. iv. 28). This statement might be fitly
appliedto the whole process of revelation of which the

Old Testament represents the earlier stages. It would as

trulydescribe Jesus' idea of this process as it does the

growth to which he immediatelyappliedit. The Old

Testament representsthe first steps in a great course of

revelation and redemptionwhich reaches its consummation

in Christ himself.

While, therefore,Jesus builds upon the Jewish religious
system, he also builds far above and bej-^ondit. While

^ On this subjectI would refer the reader to the following;discussions :

R. Mackintosh, Christ and the Jewish Lav-, 1886; E. Schurer, Die

Predigt Jesu Christi in ihrcm Verhllltniss znm alten Testament und zum

Jndenthum, 1882; W. Bousset, Jesu Predigt in ihrem Gegensatz zum

Judenthum, 1892 ; L. Jacob, Jesu Stelhingzum mosaischen Gesetz, 1893.
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' One of the most valuable contributions that has hitlierto been made to the

importantseries of which it forms a part. Its tone is tiiroughoutadmirable ;

its discussion of conflictingtheories is lucid and impartial; its method of

treatment is simpleand straightforward.'" Literature.
' This book reflects enormous labour, and will certainlytake rank as a

classic of New Testament theology.'" Christian World.

'Admirably meets a great need.
. . .

Unless we are greatlymistaken,

many will find in Dr. Stevens just the guide they have long waited for.'"

London Quarterly.
' No less than an encyclopedia of the teaching of the New Testament.

Within the covers of a single volume vve have not merely a summary of

Christ's teaching in the Gospels, but a luminous analysis of each of the

Epistles which every clergyman will find of the utmost value.
...

It is a

work which no one of the clergy can aliord to neglect.'" Guardian.
' In the volume there is a mastery of detail,a comprehensivenessof grasp,

a felicityand freshness of treatment, which command admiration.
. . .

Dr.
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' Of permanent value to Christian ministers, to whatever Church or

denomination they belong. . . .
What strikes us so favourably in Dr.

Gladden's work is not merely the evidence of practicalacquaintance with every

nook and cranny of his subject,but robust commonsense and business-like

capacity.'" Churchman.
' It forms a completeguide to the whole of a minister's work, in the study,

in the pulpit,among his congregation, with his lay assistants,in connection

with the Sunday school,the poor, and other Churches. The choice of Dr.

Gladden has been a most happy one.
. . .

The counsel he gives will approve

itself to all who follow it as wise and trustworthy, and the young minister

could not have a safer guide in the various departments'and delicate

emergencies of his work. To follow Dr. Gladden's instructions is to secure a

successful ministry.' " Exjjositor.
'There have been many lectures on preaching and various phasesof minis-terial

life,but we know of no treatise as comprehensive as this.'" Baptist
Magazine.
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assigned to each, viust reflectto some I'xt -nt l/u- prrsomdity of the author,
obliginghim to tell what connected impressionshe has gained from the tvide

survey. Otherwise the work loould become a small dictionaryof Christian

antiquities,or a series of brief,im^Krfectmonographs. Hitherto no attempt
has been vuide in a formal iiumnci- /"" sfmhi tlr' institutions of Christianity
with referenceto their mnhhil rrlKfinnsliijis.Ern tin- term "Institutions"

requiresto be defined. Jts ,.,:j"i,isiu,i/,, ,-,,,",," cr, (/x ,'"'/ doctrines,ccs well as

organisationand ritual, must /"' jnstlji,,!h,/ flmt 'tmii-inrjuse of the word

xohich makes it includ:. the pnnni th-iitfnitnr.s nf th " ('hurch, its rules of
procedure,habits of action,or tlwsc nhitnl jnrts rinnlntiiifiits conduct in the

attainment of its end.' " Author's Preface.
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NEW YORK.

' Nowhere will the reader gain a clearer conception of the whole movement,
and of the significanceof Paul's Epistlesin relation to it,than in these pages.

. . .
This book will be invaluable as a resume of the latest critical work upon

the great formative period of the Christian Qhnrcih.'"Chriatian World.
' Enough, it is hoi"ed,has been said to send scholars to j^eruse this work,

which, as the production of a man still young, must be pronounced wonder-fully
learned and mature, and is in any case not only the fullest,but the most

impartial,many-sided, and stimulatingbook on the subjectin the English
language.' " Critical Rericir.

'A valuable and permanent contribution to our understanding of this

formative^period of the Christian Church.
...

We can compare Dr.
McGiifert's work to nothing so aptlyas the work of a restorer who discovers
an ancient and nol)le work of art buried beneath successive layers of plaster
in some old cathedral,and removes the plasterand brings back the ancient
and forgottenpicture to the light. ...

In promoting the better understanding
of this gospel,as understood IjyPaul, and in bringingabout that revival of
true religionfor which we look with hope, to follow the bold and consistent

preachingof the gospel. Dr. McGift'ert's volume is,we trust,destined to play
a large^axt.'" Outlook.
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'The service which Canon Driver's book will render in the present con-fusion

of mind ou this great subjectcan scarcelybe overestimated.' " Times.

' By far the best account of the great critical problems connected with the

Old Testament that has yet been written.
...

It is a perfect marvel of com-pression

and luciditycombined. A monument of learning and M'ell-balanced

judgment.'
" Guardian.

' It is a masterpiece of condensation. For its profound learning,its perfect
reverence of tone, its sober and dispassionatereasoning,it may confidentlybe

recommended as the best book on Old Testament criticism that has appeared
in English.'" Professor H. E. PvYLE, D.D., President of Queens' College,

Cambridge.
' The author's plan is excellent. First he gives an outline of the book he is

dealingwith. Then follows a literaryanalysis of it,the various parts being

assigned,with as near an approach to exactness as is possible,to the different

sources ; and finally,the date of the sources and of the book in its present
form is inquired into. All this is executed with much learning,great candour,

every consideration for the opinions of others,but firm assertion of his own

right to judge. . . .
The projectedseries of manuals could not have been

opened more worthily. The work contains evervthingrequiredby students.'

"Professor A. B. Davidsox, D.D., LL.D.

' To review a book of the scope and fulness of detail which chiiracterise

this one, is like reviewingan encyclopaedia. 1 cannot do more than draw the

attention of students " and by students I do not mean only students of Hebrew ;

for the more one reads of this book the more one will be convinced of its utility
to laj-men as well, and especiallyto lay teachers of Bible classes. The help it

brings to readers of the English Bible is only second in value to its vast

accumulation and masterly arrangement and criticism of the results of Hebrew

research.
. . .

The value of the volume to all schools of criticism in England
can hardly be overestimated.

...
It is to be hoped all partieswill be sobered

by the full sight,almost for the firsttime in English, of the complexityof the

many questions at issue. In clearingthe air of our great debate, the happiest
results are to be anticipated from this volume.

. . .

The whole treatment of

Deuteronomy is excellent, as was to be expected from a grammarian and

linguistof Dr. Driver's eminence. The features of style,the long list of words

and idioms, and all the more delicate material by which so many of the main

questions are solved, are splendidly collected and arranged.'" Professor

G. Adam Smith, D.D.
_
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Here, as in all his works, ample
knowledge is united to a philosophicacumen, a freshness of thought, and a

literary skill which will make the present volume pleasant and profitable
reading,not only to the professionalstudent, but to all intelligentlaymen who

take an interest in theologicalstudies.' " Professor A. B. Bruce, D.D., in the

Critical Jievietv.

' The first real contribution to this vitallyimportant branch of theology
made by an Anglo-Saxon theologian. Its prominent features are thorough-ness,

balance, freshness,and, underlying all,a deep enthusiasm which makes
the book eminently readable and stimulating. Sanity and wholesomeness

are in every line,and the whole Ijook lives.'" J. Verxon Bartlet, M.A., in

the ExpositoryTimes.
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'A clear,readable,well-proportioned,and, regardingit as a whole,remark-ably

just and accurate account of what the course and development of doctrine

throughoutthe ages, and in different countries,has been.' " Critical Revieic.

' It is to me quite a marvel how a book of this kind can be written so

accuratelyto scale. It could only be done by one who had a very complete
command of all the periods.'"Professor W. Sanday, D.D., LL.D., Oxford,

'Professor Fisher has trained the public to expect the excellencies of

scholarshi)),candour, judicialequipoi.seand admirable lucidity,and elegance of

.stylein whatever comes from his pen. But in the present work he has sur-passed

himself.' " Professor J. H. Thayer, D.D., Editor of Orimm's Lexicon.
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' The force and the freshness of all the writings that Dr. Bruce has hitherto

published have doubtless led many to look forward with eager hope to this

work ; and there need not be any fear of disappointment. It has all the

characteristics of the author's personality.... It will render an inestimable

service.'" ExpositoryTimes.

' Dr. Bruce has won for himself the foremost place among apologists.

. . .

There does not exist in our language so satisfactoryor original a treat-ment

of the historicityof the Gospels, the claims of Jesus, and the signifi-cance
of His appearance ; nor have we so just and informing a criticism of the

theories of primitiveChristianity.. . .

The Church at large will inevitably

recogniseDr. Bruce's "Apologetics" as a volume of great and permanent
value. '

" Expositor.

' The promoters of this movement have conferred a boon on the theological
world in securing Dr. Bruce's services for the treatment of a subjectwhich is

felt,alike by those who rest in faith and those who are being tossed on the

restless sea of doubt, to be of the deepest interest to the individual life,and

fraught with momentous issues to society. The present volume will well

sustain the author's reputation. From beginning to end it bears on it the

impress of a man who has a firm grip of the matters he handles, who clearly
understands the positionshe assails,and who, while in sympathy with such as

walk in darkness and considerate of the difficulties of faith,is strong in his

adhesion to what evidentlyhas passedthrough the testingprocesses of his own

intellect and heart.
. . .

The Christian Church is greatly indebted to Dr.

Bruce for this volume. It deserves a wide circulation. It will do much

towards forming and sustaining a sound, healthy habit of mind in relation to

crucial questions,and will tend to render the Church more calm and persistent

in her work for the good of mankind and the glory of Christ.' " Critical

Reviev:

' In this noble work of Dr. Bruce, the reader feels on every page that he is

in contact with a mind and spiritin which all tlie conditions for a genuine

apologeticare fulfilleil. The great powers of the writer" philosophical,
critical,and let us add with emphasis evangelical" have never been more

signallydisplayed....

At the end of Dr. Bruce's book tliereader is uplifted
with a great and steady confidence in the truth of tlie gospel ; the evangel
has been pleading its cause with him, and he has felt its power.'" British

Weekly.
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